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Preface

This book is intended for the student reading for an Honours Degree

in Science in which Physics is a major subject. The scope covers

almost all aspects of the extra-nuclear structure of the atom that arc

likely to be encountered in an undergraduate course but it is not

necessarily regarded as a complete text in nuclear physics for those

students specialising in this subject in the final year. SI units have

been used throughout the text.

The historical development has been kept continually in mind as

also has the experimental approach and the necessity for theory and

calculations. In this way it is hoped that the reader will obtain an

appreciation of the extent of the creative activity that has been

devoted to this vital branch of Physics since the beginning of the

twentieth century and that he will, furthermore, learn the various

methods of attack which have been used to solve problems in both

experimental and theoretical work. It has been considered prefer-

able to describe aspects of the methods of classical quantum theory

before undertaking the more difficult but rewarding study of

quantum mechanics.

Many worked examples are included in the text; there are also

collections of examples, mostly taken from University Degree papers,

at the end of each chapter. Sincere thanks are expressed to the

University Senates concerned for their willingness to allow this,

The author is indebted to students and colleagues in the Depart-

ment at The Polytechnic of Central London and, in particular, for

many discussions with Dr K. J. Close and Dr R. M. Whittle.

Gratitude is also due to Mrs Elizabeth Bangham, who typed the

manuscript.

John Yarwood
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CHAPTER 1

POSITIVE RAY ANALYSIS, MASS SPECTROMETERS
AND STABLE ISOTOPES

1.1. Canal Rays

In 1886, Goldstein, whilst conducting experiments on the gas

discharge tube found that, if a perforated cathode were used,

luminous streamers traversed the holes in the cathode to emerge in

straight lines on the side of the cathode remote from the anode,

provided that the gas pressure was within certain limits (about

0-15 to 6-5 Pa) so that a well-defined cathode dark space was

present. Furthermore, fluorescence was excited where these streamers

impinged upon the end of the glass tube. Goldstein called these

rays "Kanalstrahlen", i.e. canal rays. Wien showed in 1898 that

these rays were deflected by a magnetic field, but to a much smaller

extent than were cathode rays (electrons) and in a direction indicating

that they were positively charged. He also made a rough determina-

tion of the ratio of the charge to the mass (e/M) for these rays, and

indicated, wrongly, that there existed apparently a continuous

variation of this ratio. The later, more accurate work on the range

of specific values of efM found for various gases is due to Sir

J. J. Thomson.

In the cathode dark space of a discharge tube, electrons travel

from the cathode towards the anode with high speeds up to the order

of 107 m s
_1

. Electrons, on being removed from the initially neutral

atoms or molecules of the gas, leave behind positive ions. These

positive ions traverse a perforated cathode : they are the canal rays

of Goldstein. The speeds they acquire in a given electric field will

be much smaller than those of electrons because of their much greater

masses.

1.2. Positive Ray Analysis

The term "canal rays" has become obsolete: instead these rays

are called positive rays, a name suggested by J. J. Thomson in 1913.

It was Thomson who performed the pioneer experiments which

showed conclusively that these rays were streams of positively

charged atoms or molecules, i.e. positive ions, with a ratio e/M
depending on the nature of the atom or molecule. This supreme

achievement was to prove very fruitful in the development of our

knowledge of the structure of matter and in the provision of a new

1 y. : a. n. p.



2 POSITIVE RAY ANALYSIS AND MASS SPECTROMETERS

analytical method in science, because it led directly to subsequent

work on the occurrence of isotopes and the development of the mass

spectrograph as a means of measuring atomic masses.

In Thomson's apparatus, the gaseous discharge was produced in

a glass flask F which had a volume of one or two litres (Fig. 1.1a).

In the neck of this flask was placed the cathode C, whilst the anode A
was in a side-tube with connection by a metal-glass seal. The
cathode was made from a tube of soft iron faced with aluminium

(Fig. 1.1 2>), presumably because aluminium does not sputter in a

COPPER TUBElOImm I.D

Fig. 1.1. Apparatus for positive ray analysis (Thomson).

gaseous discharge. An axial hole right through the cathode then

admitted a copper tube of a very fine bore of about 0-1 mm diameter.

The positive ions from the discharge traversed this narrow tube to

emerge in a collimated beam. This cathode was fastened into the

neck of the glass flask F by sealing-wax, whilst its other end was

similarly sealed into the entrance of an ebonite box B. The cathode

was kept cool by a surrounding water-jacket /. The beam of

positive rays emerging from the end of the cathode far from the

discharge then entered coterminous magnetic and electric fields.

The magnetic field was provided by the plane-faced, soft iron pole-

pieces P and Q attracted to the poles N and S of an electromagnet.

The electric field was set up on the application of a p.d. between

these pieces of soft iron. To provide insulation of the poles P and

Q—necessary because they also acted as electrodes—thin sheets of

ebonite insulation were inserted at E and E'. The length of the

face of each pole-piece—and so of the electrodes—was usually

3 cm, whilst their separation was about 1 -5 mm.
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After deflection in the combined magnetic and electric fields, the

positive rays then entered a light-tight conical vessel V, 40 cm long,

fastened by wax to the ebonite box. The rays impinged finally on a

vertical photographic plate at the end of V, where their presence

was recorded because they produce a latent image in photographic

emulsions, especially if thin layers of silver bromide are used in the

emulsion.

The flask F was pumped by a Gaede rotating mercury pump (an

obsolete device in modern technology) capable of producing an
ultimate vacuum of about 0-1 Pa. The gas which was under
study was admitted to the evacuated flask via the side-tube /. To
provide a lower pressure of the order of 0-01 Pa, or less, in

the deflection chamber V, a charcoal trap T cooled by liquid air was
used as a pump. A considerable difference between the pressures

in the gaseous discharge in F and the necessary high vacuum in V
could exist because of the very high impedance to the flow of gas

provided by the long, narrow hole in the cathode.

Three mutually perpendicular axes OX, O Y, and OZ are chosen,

as in Fig. 1.1c, where the positive ray beam passes initially along the

axis of the cathode in the Z-direction, whilst the lines of force of the

coterminous electric and magnetic fields are in the vertical In-

direction. Suppose w is the velocity of a positive ion in the Z-
direction. This velocity w varies over wide values in practice (the

spread of energy of the ions is of the order of 1 000 eV) because the

fluctuating uni-directional e.m.f. from an induction coil is connected

across C and A to maintain the discharge. Let the components
of the velocity of the ion in the combined deflecting fields be u in the

Z-direction and v in the F-direction.

Consider the effect of the magnetic field alone. Let this have a

uniform flux density B which extends over a horizontal length / of

the path of the ion, i.e. / is the length of the magnetic pole-pieces as

these are so close together that the field between them is sensibly

uniform. Then the force on the ion due to the magnetic flux is in a

direction at right angles to both the initial beam direction along Z
and the direction of the magnetic lines of force along Y, i.e. it is in

the Z-direction. Moreover, it is the only force in this direction

because the action of the electric field is entirely along Y. The
magnitude of this magnetic force will be Bew, and it will impart to

the ion the velocity of u in the direction of Z. Equating the

momentum acquired by the ion in the Z-direction to the impulse in

the Z-direction, i.e. the force in that direction multiplied by the

time t for which this force acts, gives

Mu = Bewt.
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Now t is the time for which the ion is in the magnetic field. This

will obviously be I/w, the time which the ion would take to traverse

this field if it were subjected to the axial velocity along Z only;

... Mu = *£ = Bel (U)
w

Let the uniform electric field be E. Again, equating the

momentum imparted to the ion to the impulse provided by the electric

field, and realising that, due to the arrangement of the apparatus, the

extent of this electric field is also /, and that it provides the only force

in the y-direction, then

Jtft> = — (1.2)
w

because the electric field imparts to the ion the velocity v in the

y-direction.

It is now required to find the deflections at the photographic

plate. Let these be x in the direction of the horizontal Z-axis and

y in the direction of the vertical F-axis. The deflection x is due

solely to the action of the magnetic flux. Therefore, if L is the

distance along the axis of the apparatus from the centre of the

coterminous magnetic and electric fields to the centre of the photo-

graphic plate, and L is much larger than / (40 cm compared with

3 cm in practice), it follows that

X = ?L = %±L (1.3)
w Mw

on substituting for u from Equation (1.1).

Similarly, the deflection y, which is due solely to the action of the

electric field, is given by

, = l L-gi L (1.4)

Eliminating w from Equations (1 .3) and (1 .4), then,

EelL = EMx
2

(MxJ

••-(¥> (U)

For constant values of B, E, /, L, and e/M, this is the equation of

a parabola. Hence, for each given type of positive ion, i.e. for each

value of e/M, a parabola will be described on the photographic plate,

because a range of values of the velocity w exists. Assuming that

only two different kinds of positive ion are present in abundance,
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two parabolae will be described, as represented by Fig. 1.2, where

the two halves of each parabola are obtained if the direction of the

magnetic field is reversed half-way through the exposure.

In his experiments, Thomson found that, using a residual air

pressure of 0-1 Pa, a series of parabolae were obtained. The

outermost one was found to have a value of e/M corresponding

with that for the positive hydrogen ion, as determined in elec-

trolysis. The others were due to the ionised hydrogen molecule

(e/M half that for the hydrogen atom), ionised atoms of carbon and

oxygen, and also ionised molecules of oxygen, carbon monoxide,

and carbon dioxide. These parabolae were almost always present,

doubtless because of the existence of the vapours of water, hydro-

carbons, and carbon dioxide in the residual atmosphere provided

by the vacuum pump, and where ebonite, sealing-wax, grease, and

X

Fig. 1.2. Positive ray parabolae recorded in Thomson's apparatus

(diagrammatic).

so on, were exposed to the "vacuum". However, against the

background, parabolae can be obtained corresponding to the various

values of e/M for almost any gas introduced into the discharge tube.

In his experiments Thomson compared the values of e/M
obtained for gases introduced into the apparatus against that of

hydrogen as a standard. To facilitate this comparison of e/M
values, a straight line pqnrs is drawn parallel to the X-axis across the

parabolae (see Fig. 1.2). Such a straight line will correspond to a

constant value of y. If pn and qn are the x-coordinates on this

straight line where it is intersected by the parabolae described for

masses M and M' respectively, it follows from Equation (1.5) that

(pnf ^ M

'

(qrif
~~ M

provided that the ionic charge e is the same in each case.
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Measurements of pn and qn from the developed photographic

plate, using a travelling microscope, therefore enable the ratio of

the masses of the atoms (or molecules) concerned to be found.

Parabolae for a given mass M but with charges of e, the charge

on the electron, 2e, and sometimes 3e, and more, are observed.

These are, of course, due to singly, doubly, and triply positively

charged atoms respectively.

One of the most interesting of Thomson's results was that he

obtained two parabolae for neon. These parabolae were only

slightly separated from one another and so could not be due to

neon atoms with different electric charges. After a careful con-

sideration of the possible explanations, Thomson tentatively

proposed that there were two types of neon atoms in the form of

isotopes of masses 20 and 22 approximately, compared with hydrogen

as unity, and that the value of 20-2 for the atomic mass, found by

density measurement, was due to the fact that the gas contained

normally a mixture of these isotopes. This conclusion was ulti-

mately established to be correct. A third isotope of neon of mass

21 approximately is now known to exist.

Thomson's experiments demonstrated for the first time the

existence of stable isotopes of neon. The term isotope had been

introduced previously by Soddy in 1910 in connection with the

unstable isotopes found in natural radioactivity, though Crookes

had discussed the idea of what he called "meta-elements" in a

remarkably prophetic address to the British Association in 1886.

Isotopes are defined as different forms of the same element which have

identical chemical properties but different atomic masses (see also

§ 1.4). The word comes from the Greek isos—equal—and topos—
place, because isotopes will occupy the same place in the periodic

table of the elements.

1.3. The Mass Spectrometer

The promise of the positive ray analysis method in providing

a means of measuring the mass/charge ratios of ions and of studying

isotopes was clearly realised by J. J. Thomson and his co-workers.

The difficulties were that insufficient accuracy of mass determination

and inadequate separation of the effects of the possible presence of

isotopes were available from study of the parabolae recorded.

Moreover, exposures of one or two hours were necessary in many
cases.

Aston, working at Cambridge with J. J. Thomson, therefore

began, in 1918, a programme to produce an instrument with high

mass resolving power and where all ions of the same e/M but with
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a range of velocities were focused at the same short line on a

photographic plate, instead of being spread out into a parabola.

Aston designed two instruments, the first in 1919 in which he

obtained a mass resolving power of about 120. Here mass resolving

power is defined as MjAM, where AM is the mass difference

discernable at a mean mass M (see also § 1.10). The second

instrument constructed by 1925 had a resolving power of 600 and

was able to give atomic mass determinations to within 1 part in 104 .

In this work Aston established beyond doubt the presence of

stable isotopes of many elements and also measured with admirable

precision the atomic masses of a wide range of elements. Though
Aston was the great pioneer of mass spectrography, his work is not

described in detail here because his instruments are obsolete and

unlike in design those of today. Indeed, the contemporary work
undertaken by Dempster in the U.S.A. and later by Bainbridge in

the U.S.A. is described in preference because the instrument designs

they introduced have clear resemblances to modern mass spectro-

meters and spectrographs.

1.4. Elements, Nuclides, and Isotopes

Before proceeding with descriptions of mass spectrometers

and their applications a brief review of certain basic concepts is

desirable.

There are 92 elements plus 13 transuranic elements. Each of

these is characterised by a specific atomic number Z which equals

the number of protons in the nucleus of the atom and where Ze is

the nuclear charge, e being the charge on the proton which is

positive and numerically equal to the charge on the electron

(1-6 x 10~19 C). The elements range in atomic number from
hydrogen (Z = 1) to uranium (Z = 92) and then through the

transuranic elements (§ 17.8) from Z = 93 to Z = 105. Copper,

for example, has an atomic number of 29. Its nucleus contains

29 protons and the extra-nuclear structure comprises 29 electrons

in the neutral atom.

Each atom has a certain mass. These masses can, of course,

be specified in kilogram. The usual practice, however, is to quote

atomic masses in the so-called unified atomic mass unit (a.m.u.).

The atomic mass unit is defined as one-twelfth of the mass of the

carbon 12 atom. The carbon atom concerned is that which is

most abundant in nature and is taken to have a mass of 12-0000

a.m.u. exactly.

1 a.m.u. = 1-6598 x 10-" kg.
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For the majority of atoms, the atomic mass M will not be an

integer. The integer nearest to the atomic mass is called the

mass number ^4.

The nucleus of an atom contains N neutrons as well asZ protons.

As the mass of the neutron is 1-008 98 a.m.u. and that of the proton

is 1-007 593 a.m.u., the mass number of both these particles is 1.

Consequently, the mass number A of an atom is equal to the sum of

the number of protons and the number of neutrons in its nucleus.

The contribution to the atomic mass due to its extra-nuclear electrons

is very small because the mass of the electron is only 1/1836 of that

of a proton. Therefore,

A = Z + N.

It is convenient therefore to denote an atom by its chemical

symbol and add the mass number as a superscript and the atomic

number as a subscript, thus %X. Examples are JH, |He, I Li,
X %C>

6 3/-",, 2 8pu 2 3 8TT29^U, 82*°j 92 u -

An atom of a given element will always contain in its nucleus a

specific number Z of protons. However, atoms of the same element

do not necessarily contain the same number JV of neutrons in their

nuclei.

It follows that a given element exists in forms having different

atomic masses. Thus, an element X will have a specific Z but can

exist in forms ^X and jr
xX where Ax is different from A and there

may be also various integers Av
£X is an isotope of £X. Examples are ?H, x

lC, f jNe and

f oNe which are respectively isotopes of hydrogen (JH), carbon

ClC) and neon (fgNe).

The isotopes ofan element have the same number ofprotons in their

nuclei but different numbers ofneutrons. Confusion sometimes arises

in connection with the use of the word "isotope". For example,

heavy hydrogen (jH)—known as deuterium—is an isotope of normal

hydrogen (JH), There is also an unstable (radioactive) isotope of

hydrogen of mass number 3, which is jH, called tritium. But \H,

I H, and ?H cannot be said to all be isotopes of something else,

although it is correct to say that fH and fH are isotopes of £H.

Consequently Kohman in 1947 introduced the term nuclide.

An atom of a nuclide has a specific atomic number Z, a specific mass

number A, and a specific set of nuclear energy levels (§ 15.6). Hence

iH, lH, and ?H are three different nuclides, each being nuclidic

forms of hydrogen. One nuclide is then an isotope of another if it

has the same number of protons in its nucleus, i.e. the same Z. For

example, the nuclides x 7
8 and x fO are isotopes of * fO.
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The normal form of an element is the nuclidic form which occurs

most abundantly in nature. For example, of the two stable nuclides

of hydrogen, JH, the normal form has an abundance of 99 984

atoms in 100 000 and deuterium (?H or ?D) has an abundance of

only 16 atoms in 100 000.

In the neutral atom, the number of extra-nuclear electrons equals

the atomic number, i.e. the number of protons in the nucleus.

Chemical reactions are concerned with the valence electrons in the

outermost orbits of the atom (§ 3.5). The number of these valence

electrons is therefore the same for isotopes of the same element and,

moreover, their orbits (or probable distributions in wave mechanics)

are unaffected, or only very slightly affected, by a change of the

number of neutrons in the nucleus. Isotopes of the same element

are consequently indistinguishable from one another in Chemistry

but, having different atomic masses, they can be separated from one

another by physical means, as in the mass spectrometer, or by

diffusion and other essentially physical processes.

1.5. Mass Spectrometers and Mass Spectrographs

Barnard* distinguishes between two types of instrument by

emphasising that the term "mass spectrograph" should be reserved

for those instruments designed for the accurate determination of

atomic masses, whereas the mass spectrometers are concerned with

the determination of the relative abundance of isotopes in a mixture.

The former is called mass spectroscopy and the latter abundance

spectroscopy.

This distinction is important in design because the mass resolving

power {MjAM) is of the utmost importance in spectrographs, where-

as sensitivity to the presence of isotopes in small quantities is more

necessary in spectrometers.

These suggestions of Barnard about terminology have not been

adopted universally. A clearer distinction would seem to be to

distinguish between double focusing mass spectrometers and single

focusing mass spectrometers. For the accurate determination of

atomic mass in modern practice, high resolving power is demanded

so a double focusing instrument is essential. Such an instrument

comprises an ion source followed by the separation and focusing of

the ions by first an electric field and then a magnetic field. A single

focusing mass spectrometer utilises an ion source and subsequently

a magnetic or electric field only for ion separation and focusing.

Barnard, G. P., Modern Mass Spectrometry (Institute of Physics, London,

1953).
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The situation regarding terminology is rendered more complicated

by modern devices which make use of other than deflection of ions

in magnetic or electric fields, e.g. radio-frequency mass spectro-

meters, time-of-flight instruments, and the quadrupole device.

In this text are described first the single focusing mass spectro-

meters which utilise magnetic deflection; subsequently is given an
account of double focusing mass spectrometers (which may be

alternatively called mass spectrographs). Recent developments and
applications follow.

1.6. The 180° Magnetic Deflection Type Mass Spectrometer (single

focusing)

Consider a positive ion of charge e and mass M which is acceler-

ated from rest through a p.d. of V, then,

Ve^lMv2
(1.6)

where v is the velocity acquired by the ion.

It is clear that, provided V is kept constant, all ions of the same

charge e will acquire the same energy, irrespective of their mass,

i.e. monoenergetic ions are produced.

If a beam of such monoenergetic ions is allowed to enter a

magnetic field in which the flux density is uniform and so that they

travel in a direction normal to the lines of magnetic force, they will

be subjected to a force always at right angles to their direction of

motion. Under the constant radial acceleration produced, the ions

will traverse a circular path ofradius R given by

Mv2 „-
R-=Bev,

where B is the uniform magnetic flux density concerned

;

... M = **=BeR [K
on substituting for v from Equation (1 .6)

;

M B2R%

For given values of B and V, the radii of the paths will hence be

proportional to \f(M\e\ i.e. the ions will be sorted out in accordance

with their masses. Alternatively, if B and R are kept fixed, then V
can be varied to make one group of ions after another traverse a

defined circular path of radius R, the magnitude of V required

depending" on the value ofe/M.

In 1918, Dempster constructed in Chicago a mass spectrometer

based on these ideas (Fig. 1.3). He used a method of producing
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positive ions which is suitable for some solid materials in the form
of salts. The majority of modern mass spectrometers utilise a Nier

type of ion source (§ 1.8) in which the material is in the gas or vapour

state and is ionised by electron impact. A salt containing the

TO PUMP

ELECTROMETER.^
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Fig. 1.3. (a) Dempster's first mass spectrometer (1918).

(b) Results for potassium.

metallic ion to be investigated (e.g. potassium, sodium, magnesium,

etc.) was spread on the surface of a platinum strip P, which was either

directly heated by electric current or bombarded with electrons

accelerated from a nearby thermionic filament F, where the platinum
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strip was then an anode. If the platinum (or other metallic) strip

has a higher affinity for electrons than the coating material, then

some of this material is evaporated in the form of positive ions on
heating or electron bombardment. In a later modification of this

apparatus, the metals themselves were vaporised and then ionised

by bombardment with electrons from an oxide-coated filament, an
accelerating p.d. of 30-160 V being used.

In Dempster's first spectrometer, the positive ions were
accelerated through a p.d. V of 500 to 1 800 V provided by the

large battery B (Fig. 1 .3a). They then passed a slit Slf of adjustable

width, into the analysing chamber. This chamber consisted of a

heavy brass tube in which a powerful magnetic field was produced
between two soldered-in, semi-circular iron plates, 2-8 cm thick

and 13 cm diameter, these plates being attached to the pole-pieces

of a surrounding electromagnet. Only those ions which traversed

the screen Z and the second adjustable slit S2 were recorded by an
electrometer E. Presuming these slits defined a semi-circular path

of radius R, then, for a given value of e/M, V was varied to give the

appropriate value for R in accordance with Equation (1.7), the

magnetic flux density B being kept constant.

In the experiments, the current recorded by the electrometer due

to the ions which traversed the final slit S2 was plotted against the

accelerating p.d. V. A resolution of 100 was obtained in the first

apparatus. This was improved and a more sensitive means of

measuring the positive ion currents was obtained in Dempster's

subsequent instruments.

Fig. 1.3b is a typical curve obtained by Dempster which shows
clearly the separate peaks due to the two isotopes of potassium of

masses 39 and 41. Dempster also used this spectrometer to show
that magnesium contained isotopes of masses 24, 25, and 26, that

calcium 40 and 44 existed, and that zinc had isotopes of masses 64,

66, 68, and 70. In arriving at such figures for the masses, the fact

that the mass is inversely proportional to the voltage V [Equation

(1 .7)] was used. As a check, reference was made to various isotopes

ofknown masses.

In designing his mass spectrometer, Dempster appreciated that

the uniform magnetic field provided a focusing action on the ion

beams. Thus it had been known for some time that ions in a slightly

divergent beam would be refocused in their trajectories through a

homogeneous magnetic field. However, it was not till some years

afterwards that full analytical details of this focusing action were

given by Herzog and also by Barker and Stephens.
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A very useful result which can be derived from these analytical

considerations applies to a beam of monoenergetic ions of the same

mass which diverge from a point (or short line) source P to impinge

on the boundary of a homogeneous magnetic field (Fig. 1.4).

If the central ray of the beam is normal to the boundary both

where it enters the field and where it leaves it, then the beam will be

refocused at a point (or short line) F in the field-free space beyond

the magnetic field, provided that the centre of curvature C of the

trajectory of the ion in this field lies on the straight line joining the

source at P and the focus at F. In proving this result it is assumed

(i) that the semi-angle of divergence of the beam is small, i.e.

paraxial conditions obtain, (ii) that the magnetic flux density changes

discontinuously from zero to its full constant value at the boundary,

and (iii) that a first order of approximation only is required.

Fig. 1.4. Focusing action of a homogeneous sector magnetic field.

This valuable principle is applied in the development of recent

mass spectrometers like that of Nier (§ 1.8) which employ a sector

magnetic field where the angle of deviation of the ions may be 60°,

1 20°, or 1 80°. It is readily seen that the Dempster mass spectrometer

is an example of a 180° instrument.

Example 1.6. A mixed beam of protons and deuterons which have been

accelerated by a potential of 10 000 V enters a uniform magnetic field of flux

density 0-5 tesla in a direction at right angles to the field. Calculate the separation

of the proton beam from the deuteron beam when each has described a semicircle

in thefield.

Take e = 1-6 X 10~19 C, mass of proton = 1-67 X 10 s7 kg, mass of

deuteron = 3-34 x 10~27 kg. {London.)

If a charged particle of mass M and charge e is accelerated through a p.d. of

Fit acquires a velocity v given by the equation

Ve = iMv2 (0

On entering the uniform magnetic field in a direction at right angles to the

lines of force, such charged particles will describe circular paths of radius R
given by

Mv* _
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whereB is the magnetic flux density in the field

;

• R — Mv -

Be

Substituting for v from Equation (i) gives

'2VM.M llVe^ 1 /'

BeV M BV
In the case of the beam of protons, the diameter of the circular path will

therefore be 2R, where B = 0-5 T, V = 10 000 V, e = 1-6 x 10-19 C, andM — 1-67 x 10-*' kg. The same figures will apply in the case of the deuteron
except thatM will be 3-34 x 10-" kg. The difference between the two diameters
will be the separation between the proton and deuteron beams after each has
described a semicircle. This separation is hence readily seen to be given as S,
where

2 x 10*

-j5 (V3-34 - Vl-67) 10-*7' 2 m
0-5V 16 x 10-"

= 4 x 3-535 x 10u x 0-526 x 10"M Vlo m
= 0024 m = 2-4 cm.

1.7. The Bainbridge Mass Spectrometer

Bainbridge in 1933 described an important series of investigations
using a 180° magnetic deflection mass spectrometer which he used
for the accurate determination of atomic masses. His instrument
was truly a mass spectrograph in that photographic recording was
employed but it was not a double focusing instrument like those
employed in present-day practice for atomic mass measurement.
Bainbridge's work in the U.S.A. also formed a valuable contribution
as it was contemporary with and a continuation of work on atomic
masses undertaken by Aston in Britain.

In his instrument Bainbridge achieved greater mass resolution

than in the Dempster mass spectrometer and also the great con-
venience of a linear mass scale.

The linear mass scale was obtained by the use of a velocity

selector for the positive ions (Fig. 1 .5a). Suppose a beam of ions of
various masses is produced in a discharge tube (Fig. 1.5b) and these
ions then traverse the slits Sx and 5"

2 . The collimated beam emerg-
ing from S2 then traverses crossed electric and magnetic fields, the

electric field E being supplied by a steady p.d. between plates P1

and P2, whilst the magnetic field of flux density B' is arranged so
that the lines of magnetic force are perpendicular to the lines of
electric force (i.e. perpendicular to the paper in Fig. 1. 5a). Then
positive ions of charge e and velocity v can traverse the third slit
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S3 at the outlet of the velocity selector only if the electric and
magnetic forces acting on them are equal and opposite, i.e. if

Ee = B'ev

or « = E/B' (1.8)

DIRECTION OF •

PHOTOGRAPHIC MAGNETIC FIELD
PLATE

ION BEAM

Si

tf -= \ VELOCITY
SELECTOR

MAIN ANALYSING FIELD
PERPENDICULAR TO
PAPER PLANE

CATHODE

A
+ SOOO TO 2QOOO V

ALUMINIUM ANODE

:GAS ADMITTANCE

~1
SLIT Si TO

(LA VELOCITY

I III I,

SELECTOR (C)

Fig. 1.5. (a) The principle of the Bainbridge mass spectrograph.

(b) The ion source.

(c) Mass spectrum showing the isotopes of germanium.

Since E and B' are constant, a monovelocity beam of ions enters

the analysing chamber where a magnetic field of flux density B
(up to 1*5 T over a semicircle of 40 cm diameter to achieve high

resolution) is maintained with the lines of force perpendicular to the
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trajectories of the ions. In this analysing chamber, an ion of mass
M traverses a semi-circular path of radius R given by

Mv2 _
-

R
-=Bev

Be

Because v is constant irrespective of the mass of the ion, therefore

R =kM,
where k is a constant since B is kept constant, for ions of the same
charge e. If these ions are then finally recorded on a photographic

plate (at which there is the advantage that the ions are incident

normally) it is readily seen from Fig. 1.5a that a linear mass scale is

achieved.

The ion source (Fig. \.5b) consisted of a discharge tube with

an aluminium rod-shaped anode and a perforated cathode. Gas
was admitted through a tube T which passed to a hole under the

cathode. The p.d. across the anode and cathode was between 5 000

and 20 000 V, supplied by a transformer, the output of which was
rectified by a high voltage diode valve, but not smoothed.

The first 8 cm of the recording plate was found to have a mass

scale linear to 1 part in 10 000. A large number of elements were

studied by Bainbridge. Fig. 1.5c shows a typical mass spectrum,

that for germanium. In the majority of cases, the previous results

ofAston, using his second mass spectrograph, were confirmed.

1.8. The Nier Mass Spectrometer: Magnetic Deflection Instruments

with a Sector Field

With advances in knowledge of methods of producing positive

ions in a gas subjected to electron bombardment, accompanied

by great progress in the techniques of producing highly stabilised

sources of e.m.f. and current of very constant magnitude (using

electronic stabilising circuits), the design of mass spectrometers has

undergone considerable changes. In this recent activity perhaps

the most important work is that of Nier, though many other

scientists including Mattauch, Bleakney, Tate, and Smith, have made
invaluable contributions. Widely used in much recent work is the

Nier ion source, which has become almost standard practice in

modern designs.

The Nier ion source, first reported in 1940 (Fig. 1.6), produces

positive ions under very precisely controlled conditions. The chief

object is to produce a thin strip of positive ions in the gas in a plane

at right angles to the eventual direction of motion of these ions into
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the analyser. Thus, the ions are all produced in the same region

of the gas and under similar energy conditions. This is achieved by
passing a thin ribbon of electrons through the gas. These electrons

are emitted thermionically from a heated ribbon filament F. They
then traverse defining slits Sx (2-5 x 0-2 mm) and St (5 x 1 mm),
which are at the same potential of the order of 100 V positive

GAS INLET

(V
J^

j^jfarrjT.^

Fig. 1.6. (a) Tke Nier source of positive ions.

(b) A Nier mass spectrometer.

(c) Arrangement of ion collector and measuring circuit.
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with respect to the filament. On emerging from S2 the electrons
are caught in an electron trap C, which is at a slightly higher potential
than Sx and S2 .

The stream of electrons defined by slits Sx and S2 is parallel to
the long axis of the first ion slit S3 . The positive ions which traverse
S3 are accelerated to a parallel slit 54 under the action of a p.d. of
about 1 200 V maximum. In practice, the slit 54 is earthed, S3
is at + 1 200 V, whilst a repeller plate R is at +1 205 V, to
provide a repelling action on the positive ions in the direction
across the electron beam. The p.d. between S3 and S4 is main-
tained constant to within 1 part in 50 000, an electronically voltage-
regulated power-pack being used. The ions, which enter the
kovar tube attached beyond the electrode containing the slit £4,
hence all have the same energy. Usually, the electrodes necessary
for the ion source are mounted in a glass envelope, where a kovar-
glass seal is made between this envelope and the outlet tube.
Several versions of this ion source with metal envelopes have also
been built, however.

In the later 1947 version of his ion source, Nier dispensed with
the repeller plate R. Furthermore, to avoid random diffusion of
the electrons due to the fringe field from the main magnet of the
analyser, an auxiliary magnetic field directed along the electron
beam was provided by alnico pole-pieces. The electrons then
travelled in close helical spirals across the gas between the slits

Sx and S2 .

The gas inlet is arranged to feed a trickle of gas directly into the
region where ionisation by electron collision occurs, a regulated
flow of gas through a needle valve being provided through the tube T.

The ions traverse the kovar tube in straight lines in field-free

space until they enter normally a sector magnetic field provided
either by an electromagnet with highly stabilised current through
its windings or, in many recent designs, by a permanent magnet.
The magnetic field deviates the positive ions through an angle a,

where designs have been produced in which a is 60°, 90°, 120°,

or 1 80°. Fig. 1.6b illustrates a 60° instrument.

The ions are finally collected and recorded at a slit Ss and
electrode system E where the current they produce is recorded by
an electrometer valve which may be followed by a d.c. amplifier.
As in all sector field mass spectrometers, to achieve focusing the
final slit Si of the ion source, the centre of curvature of the central
ray in the magnetic field and the final collector slit Sb lie on a straight
line. Furthermore, the incident and emergent central rays of the
ion beam are normal to the sector magnetic field (see § 1.6). The
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simple basic principles of the ion collector and the associated

circuit are illustrated by Fig. 1.6c. The ions enter a Faraday cage

after traversing the slit Sb (in practice, more than one slit is used to

avoid effects due to secondary electrons). The output current

produces a p.d. of the order of a few volts across a high resistor R
(in practice, the range may be altered by switching-in resistors R of

values such as 108 , 1010 , and 1012 G). This p.d. is fed to the control

grid of a tetrode electrometer valve, where an anode current micro-

ammeter records the amplified current, or a further stage of d.c.

amplification may be used. It must be emphasised that a working

design is more complex than indicated here, because it is essential to

use a stabilised electrometer valve circuit. Moreover, great care

has to be expended on the design and shielding of both this head

amplifier and any subsequent d.c. amplifier employed.

In the operation of this type of mass spectrometer, consider that

the p.d. of V across the ion accelerating slits S9 and St provides ions

ofenergy decided by the equation

Vne = |Mv2
,

where n is an integer, e is the charge on the electron, and M and v

are the mass and velocity of the ions respectively. In the sector

magnetic field the radius of curvature R is determined by

Mv2 _—— = Bnev
R

where B is the magnetic flux density in this field.

Combining these two equations,

J-

w B*Rane.

In practice, B is kept fixed at about 0-08 T whereas R is

decided by the slits SA and Sy Hence

kne

where fc is a constant.

Ions having various values of m/ne are therefore brought to a

focus at the entry slit S5 to the collector by adjusting the p.d. V.

A useful procedure to find k is then to focus the instrument so that

the singly ionised carbon atom X |C is recorded. The value of

M/ne for any unknown ion can then be determined.

.. BneR _ _ / M
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A typical result is that shown in Fig. 1.7, which is the mass
spectrum of neon showing the three nuclides of mass numbers 20,

21, and 22.

The amplitudes of the peaks of the output ion current recorded

are very closely proportional to the concentration of the ions in the

ion source. Measurement of the relative heights of these peaks
therefore leads to the determination of the relative abundance of

the various ions, and so isotopes in a mixture.

NEON 2<D

3

NEON 2;

r> A NEON 21

, ,_
1050 MOO

ENERGY OF IONS IN cV

Fig. 1.7. Mass spectrum of neon obtained by a Nier mass spectrometer.

1.9. The Double-focusing Mass Spectrometer of Bainbridge and
Jordan

In 1936 Bainbridge and Jordan developed a double-focusing

mass spectrometer capable of atomic mass determinations to within

1 part in 30 000 (Fig. 1.8). A gas discharge tube was used as a

source of ions. The ions passed through a narrow slit Sx at the

cathode of the discharge tube and entered a radial electric field

through a second slit S2 . This radial electric field was provided
between curved deflecting plates CC so that the positive ions were
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constrained to traverse a circular path of radius R and to become

deviated through an angle of «/V2 radians. In this field,

Ee = Mv2
JR.

With constant values of E and R, the ions emerging through a

third slit S3 after this deflection, possessed constant energy \M^
for a given charge e, i.e. z. defined, monoenergetic beam was pro-

duced. The ions then continued in straight lines until they entered

a uniform, sector-type magnetic field which deviated them through

an angle of tt/3 radians. On emerging from this magnetic field,

they then travelled in straight lines to a photographic plate, where

focusing of ions with the same value of e/M and small distribution

velocities was achieved because the plate was placed along the line

PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATE

L

MAGNET
Fig. 1.8. The mass spectrograph of Bainbridge and Jordan.

of Ss and the centre of curvature of the track in the magnetic field

(see § 1.6). Over a large portion of the recording plate, the mass

scale was linear. The ten isotopes of tin were resolved with this

instrument. Furthermore, the ions of carbon monoxide CO and

molecular nitrogen N2, which differ in mass by 1 part in 2 500,

would be readily resolved.

The relative abundances of isotopes can be measured from a

mass spectrogram by determination of the relative densities of the

photographically deposited silver in the plate, using a microphoto-

meter. The results are not so accurate as those obtainable from

direct current recording using an electrometer valve amplifier.

1.10. The Double-focusing Mass Spectrometer of Nier et all the

Matched Doublet Method

The double-focusing mass spectrometer as exemplified by that

of Bainbridge and Jordan (§ 1.9) consists of an energy filter in the
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form of a radial electric field (Mv2 = EeR, so that \Mv%
is constant

for given E, R, and ion charge e) followed by a momentum filter in

the form of a sector-type magnetic field (Mv = BeR', so that Mv
is constant for a given B, R', and e).

In 1956 Nier and his colleagues Quisenberry and Scolman
designed a more advanced instrument on this basis than that of

Bainbridge and Jordan. Much higher mass resolution was achieved

by using larger values of the radii R and R! in the electric field

and sector magnetic field respectively, by using a more elaborate

and precise ion source and by replacing photographic recording by
an electron multiplier detector of the positive ions (Fig. 1.9).

The angle of deflection of the positive ions in the curved

electrostatic field plates was 90° and that in the sector magnetic

field was 60°.

The focused beam of positive ions emerging from the final slit

Si impinges upon a target electrode Tfrom which it releases electrons.

These electrons are multiplied in number by the successive dynode
electrodes to produce a considerably greater current at the output

electrode.

The most accurate way of measuring the masses of positive ions

by the use of a mass spectrograph is by the matched doublet method.

The mass resolving power M/AM of a mass spectrometer or

spectrograph at a given mass M is conventionally given by choosing

AM to be the mass separation between neighbouring peaks which

have a 10 per cent, valley between them. For example, suppose

mass M is 100 and it gives an output record (pen recorder plot from

the positive ion current amplifier or microphotometer plot of optical

densities in a photographic plate) ofpeak height x and the neighbour-

ing peak due to mass 101 is of height y. These plots will merge

between the two peaks. The peaks are considered to be discernible

as separate provided that the depth of the valley between them is not

less than 10 per cent, of whichever is the smaller a or y.

This definition is only readily applied if x and y are equal ; in

that case, a 10 per cent, valley between them corresponds to the trace

midway between the peaks being of height 0-9x. If masses 100 and

101 are so discernible, the mass resolving power M/AM is 100.

M/AM will depend upon the mass M and is not constant for a

given mass spectrometer except over a limited range of mass values.

A value of the mass resolving power of about 500 can be achieved

with a single-focusing instrument; a double-focusing type of

modern design can give values of the mass resolving power of

10 000 or more.
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Nevertheless, the determination of the mass of a positive ion

by a double-focusing mass spectrograph can be to an accuracy of 1

part in 10 6 or even 1 in 10 7 if use is made of the matched doublet

method.

ELECTRON
MULTIPLIER

Fig. 1.9. A modern mass spectrograph (Nier et al).

In the matched doublet method, the exact masses of a number

of positive ions are determined relative to that of carbon 12 as

12000 a.m.u. exactly. Two ions of the same mass number but

slightly different masses are chosen which preferably produce positive

ion beams in the instrument of the same or nearly the same intensities

(and hence peaks of nearly the same height in the recorded plot).
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The separation between these close peaks (or lines on the photo-

graphic plot) is directly proportional to the difference between the

masses of the two positive ions. If, therefore, the mass of one of

these positive ions is known exactly, that of the other positive ions

can be determined with very high precision.

An example of the calculation involved is illustrated by the

following example.

Consider hydrogen OH), deuterium (
2H or D), carbon (

12C),

and oxygen (
166). Within the mass spectra recorded, three doublets

(a), (b), and (c) corresponding to closely spaced neighbouring peaks

or lines will be found. They are :

—

(a) The singly ionised hydrogen molecule (
1H2)

+ of exact mass

2mH , where mH is the mass of the hydrogen atom, and the singly

ionised deuterium atom (
2H)+ of the same mass number but exact

mass mD .

This doublet gives

2mH — mD = a (i)

where a is the measured doublet separation.

(b) The singly ionised deuterium molecule (
2H3)

+ (note the

possible occurrence of three deuterium atoms in a molecule) and the

doubly ionised carbon atom (
12C)++ of the same mass/charge.

This gives

3mD — \mc =P (ii)

where mc is the exact mass of the carbon 12 atom and j8 is the

measured doublet separation.

(c) The singly ionised methane molecule ("OH^4- of mass

number 16 and the singly ionised oxygen atom (
160)+ .

This results in

mc + AmH —m =y (iii)

where m is the exact mass of the oxygen 16 atom, and y is the

measured doublet separation.

It is accepted that the mass of the carbon 12 atom, mc, is 12 a.m.u.

exactly. The three equations (i), (ii), and (iii) therefore become

2mH — mD = a

3mD — 6 = /?

12 + 4mw — m = y.

From the first two of these equations it is easily seen that

% = 1 +a/2+j8/6,

mD = 2 + j8/3,

and so m = 16 + 2a -f 2j8/3 + y.
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The masses in a.m.u. of the hydrogen 1, deuterium and oxygen

16 atoms are hence all exactly known provided that a, p, and y

are known in a.m.u. In the first place, a, j8, and y are measured

as small linear separations between neighbouring peaks or lines.

To convert these separations into mass separations in a.m.u. per

unit length, the mass dispersion ratio AMIAx must be known for

the mass spectrograph. This is readily found with adequate

accuracy by measuring the much larger mean separation between

ions differing in mass by unity in mass number. Suitable ions are

the singly charged carbon 12, CH(13), CH2(14), CH3(15), CH4(16)

0(16), OH(17), and H20(18).

By using a number of other suitable doublets, a whole series

of atoms of nuclides may have their masses determined precisely

by this method of matched doublets. These then serve as secondary

mass standards for calibration of any mass spectrograph. Doublets

other than those already specified are :

—

(
12C1H2)+ and (

UN)+ ; (
14N2)+ and (

12C160)+ ;

(
2H2

160)+ and (
20Ne)+ ; (

12C160)+ and (
28Si)+;

(
16

2)+ and (
32S)+ ; (

2H2
160)+ and (

40A)++ ;

(
20Ne)+ and (

40A)++ .

In the mass spectrograph of Nier, Quisenberry, and Scolman, the

output from the electron multiplier was fed to a cathode ray

oscillograph so arranged that the peaks recorded for two mass

doublet components could be exactly superimposed by the adjust-

ment of a variable resistance R. The change AR ofR was calibrated

in terms of mass change in a.m.u. leading to the direct use of the

matched doublet method with this instrument to find the masses of

atoms in a.m.u. to within 1 part in 10 7 in some cases.

1.11. The Mass Difference and the Nuclear Binding Energy

In general, when a number of nucleons {i.e. protons and neutrons)

combine to form a nucleus, a loss of mass AM results; the mass of

the resultant nucleus is less than that of its constituents. This loss

of mass AM—called the mass difference—is equivalent to an energy

loss given by the Einstein mass-energy relationship (Appendix A),

E = Am.c2 (1.9)

where c is the velocity of light in free space. E is then the binding

energy of the nucleus, and may be quoted in joule or electron-volt.

As 1 a.m.u. = 1-659 8 x 10-27 kg (§ 1.4) and c = 2-997 93 x 108

m s'1
, it follows from Equation (1.8) that a mass of 1 a.m.u. can
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result in an energy (presuming a method of conversion of mass to

energy is available) given by

1-659 8 x 10-" x (2-997 93 x 108)
2

= 1-66 x 10-27 x 32 x 1016 approx.

= 14-84 x 10-11 J.

As 1 electron-volt (eV) = 1-60206 x 10~19 J

,
14-84 x 10-11 __, ... _.

1 a.m.u. =
l6 x 1Q

_19
= 931 MeV approx.

Consider, for example, the lithium atom, 3 Li. This atom has

Z = 3 and A = 7, so its nucleus contains 3 protons and 4 neutrons.

The sum of the masses of the constituent nucleons plus the mass of

three electrons would ostensibly make up the mass of the lithium

7 atom. This is equivalent to the mass of three hydrogen atoms

(each of which comprises a proton and an electron) plus that of four

neutrons.

The mass of the hydrogen atom = 1-008 142 a.m.u.

The mass of the neutron — 1 -008 892 a.m.u.

3 X mass of hydrogen atom = 3 x 1-008 142 = 3024 426

a.m.u.

4 x mass of neutron = 4 x 1-008 982 = 4-035 928 a.m.u.

Total = 7060 354 a.m.u.

The mass of the lithium atom is found by mass spectrometry

to be 7018 18 a.m.u.

The mass difference AM is, therefore,

7-060 354 - 7-018 18 - 0042 174 a.m.u.

The binding energy of the lithium nucleus is therefore

0042 174 a.m.u. = 0-042 17 x 931-2 MeV
= 39-3 MeV.

The lithium nucleus is obviously a very stable structure. It

would apparently demand an energy of about 40 MeV to disrupt

this nucleus (however, see § 12.1).

As there are seven nucleons in the lithium atom, the binding

energy per nucleon is 39/7 = 5-6 MeV approx. The binding energy

per nucleon for any nuclide can be worked out in this manner
provided that the atomic mass of the nuclide is known from mass
spectrometry. A graph of the binding energy per nucleon against

the mass number for the stable nuclides in the mass range from
hydrogen (mass number A = 1) to uranium 238 is given in Fig. 1.10.

Most of the nuclei have a binding energy per nucleon of about

8 MeV. The nuclei of intermediate masses are the most stable;
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beyond a mass number A of 80 the binding energy per nucleon—and

so the stability—decreases slightly with increasing A. The light

nuclei with values of A less than 20 are the least stable; the binding

energy per nucleon of deuterium is only 1 MeV approximately.

The peak values of this binding energy for |He, * §C, and * fO are,

however, noteworthy. As was shown by Aston, these nuclei are

considerably more stable than their immediate neighbours in the

mass scale.

to
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Fig. 1.10. Plot of the binding energy per nucleon against the mass number.

1.12. Applications ofMass Spectrometry

Mass spectrometry is utilised in a variety of analytical methods

in science. In order to make available from various materials the

corresponding wide variety of ions encountered, there have been

developed variations of and alterations to the electron impact type

of ion source such as that due to Nier. A thermal source is one in

which a filament is coated with a sample of the material to be

analysed so that the sample is vaporised directly into the ion source.

In the spark source, there is maintained across electrodes a p.d.

exceeding the breakdown p.d. and the positive ions produced in the

spark are accelerated directly into the mass analyser. The field

emission ion source makes use of the field emission of electrons from
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a pointed tip (usually the tip of a tungsten wire) due to the intense

electric field created there on applying a high potential to a nearby

ring-shaped electrode.

Moreover, types of mass spectrometer have been developed in

which mass analysis is by other than magnetic deflection. Of the

various possibilities, the time of flight mass spectrometer is probably

the most useful.

The magnetic deflection mass spectrometers are, nevertheless, the

most widely used. The maximum mass resolution which can be

achieved in the single-focusing type is about 500; for the double-

focusing instrument values exceeding 10 000 are obtainable. In

both these classes of mass spectrometer, increase of mass resolution

demands increase of the radius of the analyser tube and decrease of

the widths of the defining slits in both the ion source and in the

analyser region. On the other hand, increase of sensitivity, decided

by the positive ion current output for a given mass of the sample

introduced, requires slit widths to be increased and the analyser tube

radius to be decreased. A design compromise is consequently

needed to achieve optimum mass resolving power and sensitivity,

dependent upon the chief uses of the mass spectrometer.

Ions from the ion source in a time of flight mass spectrometer

are accelerated through apertures in a pair of separated electrodes

of grids across which is maintained a constant p.d. of V. For a

given ion charge e, the velocities v achieved are decided by Ve —
\Mv2

, so that v depends on l/\/M, whereM is the mass of the ion.

The subsequent passage of these ions is then through a linear drift

tube or more complex electrode or grid structure and the different

times are measured (in terms of a variable known radio-frequency

supply voltage) for ions of various masses to reach a collector elec-

trode.

Time of flight mass spectrometers of mass resolving power as

great as 500 have been built but they are incapable of the resolution

achievable in a magnetic deflection instrument. An advantage is

the ability to record the mass spectra very rapidly ; as many as 10 000

mass spectra can be produced per second with a mass range as wide

as 1 to 5 000.

Some of the wide variety of applications of mass spectrometry

—apart from the use of a double-focusing magnetic deflection

instrument to measure accurately the masses ofnuclides, of molecules,

and of molecular fragments—are outlined below.

(1) In nature, the elements exist with certain relative abundances

of isotopes. These abundances often depend on the source of the

material. For example, carbon 13 is a naturally-occurring stable
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isotope of carbon 12. The relative numbers of atoms of carbon 12

and carbon 13 depend on the source of the carbon. In limestone,

the ratio is 89*2 carbon 12 atoms to every carbon 13 atom; in coal,

the ratio is 91-8. Again, argon 40 is less abundant in the argon

in the atmosphere than it is in minerals containing potassium and

argon. This is because fgA is the result, in such minerals, of the

decay of the naturally-occurring radioactive isotope of potassium,

fgK, by K-electron capture (§ 15.15). In fact, measurement by

mass spectrometers of the percentage of argon in potassium-bearing

minerals has been used in determining the age of such minerals,

knowing the half-life of radioactive potassium.

(2) The determination of impurities in gas samples. Examples

are: (a) the measurement of the concentration of small amounts of

oxygen in nitrogen used as a non-oxidising atmosphere in an anneal-

ing furnace; (b) the estimation of impurities in the gases used for

filling electron tubes such as thyratrons, cold-cathode relay valves,

Geiger counters, etc.; (c) the determination of the constituents of

the residual gases in thermionic or photoelectric vacuum tubes in

connection with studies of cathode poisoning; (d) continuous

analysis of the air in a submarine; (e) the study of the constituent

gases in the residual atmosphere in a "vacuum" created by various

types of vacuum pump, especially at pressures below 10~4 Pa.

(3) Measurements on the diffusion of gases through porous

media and on the inter-diffusion of gases.

(4) Detection of small leaks in vacuum apparatus, refrigerators,

gaseous diffusion isotope separation vacuum plants, electron tube

envelopes, etc. In this application helium is used as a probe gas,

and a small mass spectrometer able to show sensitively the presence

of helium |He, is employed.

(5) If chemical compounds have their molecules dissociated by

bombardment with sufficiently energetic electrons, the ionised

fragments form a mass spectrum characteristic of the compound.

Hence compounds may be identified.

(6) Analysis of hydrocarbons in the petroleum industry.

(7) In tracer techniques, complementary to the use of radioactive

tracers. For example, carbon 12 may be enriched with the stable

isotope carbon 13, so that the presence of the carbon may be marked.

If this carbon forms part of a synthetically produced organic molecule

then, in subsequent chemical or biochemical reactions involving this

compound, the presence of the carbon atom may be indicated

positively. Using the stable isotopes 15N, 13C, 18 of nitrogen,

carbon, and oxygen respectively, this method has led to valuable
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analytical techniques in studies in botany, in nutrition, and in the
chemical industry and the petroleum industry in particular.

Many further applications of mass spectrometers are being
actively pursued, and new applications to studies in plastics,

metallurgy, etc. are being developed. In many instances, the
problems of synthesis and analysis of the chemical compounds
involved are, however, more difficult than the design of the mass
spectrometer and gas-handling techniques themselves.

The accurate determination of the masses of nuclides by mass
spectrographs has proved invaluable in the interpretation of many
nuclear disintegration experiments, not only in identifying the

products of nuclear reactions but also in determining the energy
interchanges involved (§ 12.1). An idea as to this application can
be gained in a preliminary fashion by study of Example 1.12, on
realising that the masses quoted are the result of mass spectrographic

determinations.

Example 1.12. When a deuteron ofatomic mass 2-014 7 and negligible kinetic

energy is absorbed by a 6Li nucleus of mass 6-0169, the intermediate nucleus

disintegrates spontaneously into two a-particles each of mass 4-003 9. How much
energy is given to each a-particle? {On this scale the atomic mass unit is

1-66 x 10~27 kg.) {London.)

It must first be mentioned that the discussion of deuterons, a-particles, and
nuclear disintegrations are left to later chapters in this text. Nevertheless, the

calculation can be performed without the necessity for this further information.

The sum of the masses of the deuteron and the lithium nucleus before the

disintegration is 2-014 7 + 6016 9 = 8031 6a.m.u.

The mass of the two a-particles produced is 8-007 8 a.m.u. The excess of the
initial over the final total mass is 8031 6 — 8007 8 = 0023 8 a.m.u.

This mass is converted into energy. The energy obtained is given by
E = AM.c2

, where E is given in joule if AM is the mass decrease in kilogram,

and c is the velocity of light in free space.

Now AM = 0023 8 a.m.u. = 0023 8 x 1-66 x 10~27 kg.

Putting

c = 3 x 108 m s
-1

;

E = 0023 8 x 1-66 x 10-27 X 9 x 1016 J.

Recalling that 1 eV = 1-6 x 10~19
J,

p _ 0023 8 x 1-66 x 1Q-27 x 9 x 1016

h
1-6 x 10-19

eV

= 22-22 MeV.
This energy is given to two a-particles; the energy given to each a-particle

is therefore 11.11 MeV.

Exercises 1

1 . Explain the principles of the mass spectrograph and give a diagram illustrat-

ing one form of it. State concisely some of the important discoveries made by
means of observations with this instrument. {London.)
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2. Describe some modern form of mass spectrometer. Give the experimental

procedure you would adopt to determine the relative abundance of the isotopes

in a gaseous sample. (Grad. Inst. P.)

3. Describe a mass spectrometer. What important facts about atoms have

been discovered by the aid of this type of instrument?

A mass spectrometer uses parallel magnetic and electric fields, both per-

pendicular to the path of the narrow incident beam of positive ions. The
magnetic flux density is 0-282 T and the electric field 5 x 104 V m_1 and both

extend in the direction of the incident beam of ions over a distance of 0-05 m.

If the photographic plate is 0-2 m from the centre of the deflecting fields, at what

point with respect to the axis of the system does a singly charged oxygen atom
which has fallen through a potential difference of 10 kV in the discharge tube

strike the photographic plate? (Ignore field edge effects). (Mass of lsO =
2-56 x 10"26 kg; electronic charge = 1-6 x 10~ 19 C). (Cambridge.)

4. Describe a modern mass spectrometer or mass spectrograph, including

full details of the ion source and giving the equations for the ion paths in the

electric and magnetic fields. State how the instrument is calibrated.

Suppose that the mass difference between molecular hydrogen 1H2
+ and

atomic deuterium 2H+ is a, that between doubly-charged carbon 12C++ and

molecular deuterium 2H S
+ is b, and that between methane (

12C1H4)
+ and atomic

oxygen lsO+ is c, then the three equations follow:

2H - D = a,

3D - 0-5 C = b,

C + 4H - O = c.

Find the exact masses of 1H, D == 2H, and 12C. (Poly)

5. Describe in detail an electron impact type of ion source which is capable

of producing positive ions in a gas at a pressure of about 5 x 10~3 Pa for

use in a modern mass spectrometer of the magnetic deflection type. Write a

short account of the other types of ion source which are employed in mass
spectrometry.

6. Calculate the binding energy per nucleon in the carbon atom x «C given

that it has an atomic mass of 12-000 a.m.u. (The mass of the hydrogen atom is

1008 142 a.m.u.; the mass of the neutron is 1008 982 a.m.u.).

7. Explain in detail the use of the matched doublet method to obtain the

atomic mass of a nuclide to within about 1 part in 10* from the mass spectrum

data provided by a double-focusing mass spectrometer.

8. Write an essay on some of the applications of mass spectrometry to

analytical problems in chemistry and physics.



CHAPTER 2

THE SPECTRUM OF THE HYDROGEN ATOM AND
OF AN ION WITH A SINGLE ORBITAL ELECTRON

2.1. The Atomic Spectra of the Elements; The Hydrogen Atomic
Spectrum

For several elements, the molecules are monatomic, so contain
only one atom. Examples are most of the metals and the inert

gases: argon, neon, krypton, xenon, and radon. Others are

diatomic, the molecule containing two atoms: e.g. hydrogen,
nitrogen, and oxygen. Some have polyatomic molecules.

Long before the close ofthe nineteenth century it was known from
experimental observations that elements can be made to emit line

spectra, i.e. electromagnetic radiation in the form of lines of discrete

wavelengths, which Kirchhoff had shown were the most character-

istic property of the atom. It is the atomic spectrum which is a line

spectrum, so a line spectrum will result from an element with
monatomic molecules when excited in a flame, arc, or gaseous
discharge. If the molecule is diatomic, band spectra will be emitted
unless all the diatomic molecules are split up into atoms on excitation

because the molecular bond energy is exceeded. For example, in a
gaseous discharge (as in a Geissler tube) much of the hydrogen will

dissociate into atoms and ions so a line spectra will be observed but
in the case of the diatomic molecules of a gas such as nitrogen such
dissociation will be considerably less so a band spectrum may be
observed. On the other hand, a helium discharge tube at low
pressures will give a pure line spectrum because helium molecules
are monatomic.

The atomic spectrum of hydrogen in the visible region, as

observed with a spectrograph of limited chromatic resolving power,
was known to consist of four lines (Fig. 2.1) which formed a series,

the separation between the lines diminishing towards the violet end.

Later work showed that this series converged to a convergence limit

in the ultra-violet region. This convergence is now known to

correspond to ionisation ofthe atom.

In 1879, Liveing and Dewar pointed out the similarities in the
appearances of the spectra of the different alkali metals. For
example, in the arc spectrum of sodium, successive pairs of lines

occurred which were alternately sharp and diffuse, and became
closer together towards the short wavelength end. In 1883, Hartley

32
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showed how to select from the large number of lines in an atomic

spectrum those which were related by some kind of series by

discovering that significant constant frequency differences existed

between the components of similar multiplets of lines in a given

spectrum of an element.

The first mathematical analysis which gave series relationships

between the wave-numbers (the wave-number v is the reciprocal of

the wavelength A) of the lines in the visible spectrum of the hydrogen

atom was given in empirical form by Balmer in 1885. Using

modern notation, Balmer's result was that

R \2*~n*) (2.1)

where v (= 1/A) was the wave-number of the line, n was an integer

greater than 2, i.e. 3, 4, 5, 6, etc., and R was constant, now known
as Rydberg's constant (see, however, § 2.3).

o<

HY HS

Fig. 2.1. The visible spectrum of the hydrogen atom.

This Equation (2.1) agreed excellently with experimental

determinations by Angstrom and others. Later it was shown that

the first term inside the bracket of this equation could be of the form

1/m2
, where m was an integer. For the hydrogen spectrum, this

gave rise to the following additional relationships:

v = R ( j2 2 j, where m = 1 and n = 2, 3, 4, etc. . . (2.2)

which corresponds to the ultra-violet series, first observed by

Lyman; also

v = r( — ^V where m = 3 and n = 4, 5, 6, etc. (2.3)

a series in the infra-red first observed by Paschen.

Subsequently, two further series, one in the infra-red correspond-

ing to m — 4 and the other in the far infra-red corresponding to

m — 5, were discovered by Brackett and Pfund respectively.

y. : A. N. p.
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In 1890, Rydberg discussed developments from Balmer's

relationships which could be applied to the spectra of the alkali

metals. He showed that the wave numbers of the lines were given

approximately by an expression of the form:

'-*[<mTi?-Vrh?] (24)

where m and n are integers, m having the same integral value for all

the lines of a series and n being (m + 1), (w + 2), etc., as in Balmer's

equation, but where n is a small additional constant.

2.2. Hie Bohr Theory ofthe Spectrum of the Hydrogen Atom

Despite the ingenuity expended on determining series relation-

ships for line spectra, as in the work of Balmer, Rydberg, and others,

and the usefulness of such expressions in the early days of practical

spectroscopy, yet this work was empirical and so provided little

idea of the nature of the mechanism in the atom responsible for the

emission of spectral lines of characteristic frequencies.

This problem remained unsolved, though it attracted many
eminent scientists, until 1913, when Niels Bohr, with remarkable

insight, applied to it the principles of the quantum theory as enun-

ciated by Planck and Einstein. In 1911, the planetary model of

the atom was established by Rutherford as a result of the classical

experiments on large-angle scattering of a-particles (see § 10.1) and

measurements of the charge on the electron were available from the

work of Millikan published in 1910 and subsequently. These

results, in conjunction with J. J. Thomson's work on the measure-

ment of e/M for the positive ion, led to the idea that the hydrogen

atom consisted of a central positive nucleus in the form of a proton

surrounded by a single electron rotating in an orbit. According

to the classical electromagnetic theory of radiation such a rotating

charge, being continuously accelerated, should radiate energy

continuously and, moreover, of frequency corresponding to the

frequency of revolution. Furthermore, as it lost energy by radia-

tion, the electron should soon fall into the attracting nucleus of the

hydrogen atom, the frequency of revolution increasing meanwhile,

so that the atom, as described, should disappear! Yet the facts of

the characteristic frequencies of the line spectra are obvious to the

experimentalist!

In 1900, Planck had explained the laws of the radiation of heat

—

and, in particular, the distribution of the energy in the spectrum of

a black-body which classical mechanics had failed to do—by
postulating that radiant energy is not emitted or absorbed by matter
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in a continuous manner but in the form of discrete "packets" or

"quanta" of energy of magnitude hv, where h is Planck's constant

(6-62 x 10-34 J s) and v is the frequency of the radiation. In

1905, Einstein asserted that the radiation itself was inherently in the

form of quanta, now known as photons, and that light (also, as was
shown later, y-rays, X-rays, ultra-violet, and infra-red radiations)

consists of a stream of photons (with particle properties) moving
through space with the velocity of light. In particular, he used this

hypothesis to derive his famous equation for the photoelectric effect.

In 1913, Bohr applied these concepts of Planck and Einstein to

explain the spectrum of the hydrogen atom. It was necessary to

modify these ideas in this particular context. Thus, Planck had
discussed the idea of oscillating electrons emitting radiation. Bohr,

faced with the facts of experimental spectroscopy, introduced two
postulates in addition to those inherent in the assumption of the

Rutherford model of the atom that an atom consists of a positive

nucleus which is surrounded by electrons in orbits in which they are

maintained by an inverse square law of electrostatic attraction.

This assumption of a planetary model of the atom has been rendered

obsolete by more recent developments in quantum mechanics (§ 6.12).

However, Bohr's model is useful, has led to a convenient (though

false) "picture" of atomic structure and forms the basis of several of

the ideas and particularly the notation still extant.

The first of Bohr's postulates may be stated in the form:

The electron can only rotate in certain orbits obeying specified

conditions. Corresponding to these allowed orbits, stationary states

exist in the atom. The atom can remain indefinitely in one of these

stationary states, i.e. the electron can rotate in one of the allowed

orbits, without radiating energy.

To explain how radiation can be absorbed or emitted by the

atom, Bohr put forward a second postulate. This can be put in

the form:

If an electron is rotating in an orbit for which the energy of the

stationary state of the atom is En% then it can make a quantum jump
to another allowed orbit for which the energy of the stationary state

of the atom is Enl . Furthermore, in doing so, it will radiate energy

offrequency v given by

Eni -Enl =hv (2.5)

where h is Planck's constant and En2 > Enl. Here Enl may be

E , Elt E2, etc., whilst En2 may be Ex , E2 , E3, etc.

Again, if E is the energy of the atom in its ground state, i.e. for
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the normal, unexcited atom, it can only absorb radiation of frequency
v when

hv = En — E (2.6)

En being one of the higher energy levels of the atom such as Ex , E2 ,

Es , etc., which are possible when the atom is excited by being in an
arc, spark, gaseous discharge, or receives energy by other means.

The lines in the absorption spectrum of the atom will therefore have

frequencies vx, v2, v3, etc., given by

Ei — Eq E2
— E Es

— E
,

These two postulates explain immediately why more lines are

observed in the emission spectrum than in the absorption spectrum

of an atom. Furthermore, the form of such expressions as (2.5)

and (2.6) is significantly that of the difference between two terms,

reminiscent of the empirical Equations (2.1) and (2.4) of Balmer

and Rydberg respectively.

It remains to express the possible energy levels En of the stationary

states of the atom in terms of physical constants and the dimensions

of the atom. To do this, consider that the charge on the nucleus

is Ze (actually Z is 1 for the hydrogen atom, but it will be retained

here for subsequent developments) and assume that the electron of

charge e rotates round this nucleus with constant angular velocity

in a circular orbit of radius r. Then, equating the mass m of the

electron multiplied by its radial acceleration to the electrostatic

force of attraction between the electron and the nucleus, where the

nucleus is assumed, for the time being, to be stationary, gives

55?=^ (2.7)
r 47r€ r2

where e is the permittivity of free space (8-854 x 10-12 Fur-1
), and

v is the linear velocity of the electron along the tangent at any point

on the circular orbit.

In the first postulate of Bohr, orbits in an atom which is in a

stationary state are stated to obey specified conditions. It is

necessary to state these conditions in mathematical form. In doing

this, Bohr considered that the quantity nh, where n is an integer

and h is Planck's constant, was implicitly concerned. Furthermore,

h has the dimensions of [energy] [time] or action. The action of

the electron in traversing once a circular orbit is the linear momen-
tum times the distance, i.e. mv x 2nr. For a circular orbit it was
therefore assumed that

Irrrnvr — nh (2.8)
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n is now known as the principal quantum number. If the correspond-

ing energy of the atom isEn, then

En = E9 +EK (2.9)

where EP and EK are the potential energy and the kinetic energy

respectively of the atom.

The potential energy of the atom is, as regards events inside the

atom, due solely to the attractive force between the electron and the

nucleus. This potential energy is conveniently taken to be zero

when the electron is effectively removed beyond the influence of the

nucleus, i.e. the atom is ionised. This is tantamount, as regards

the internal energy of the atom, to the electron being removed to

infinity. The potential energy of the atom when the electron is at

a distance r from the nucleus will therefore be equal and opposite

to the work done in removing the electron from the distance r to

infinity against the electrostatic force of attraction between the

nucleus and the electron. Hence,

f°o Ze2 Ze2

Ep = -\ -±±-dr = -^- (2.10)

The kinetic energy of the atom is due solely, so far as internal

phenomena are concerned (i.e. neglecting thermal agitation), to the

energy ofmotion of the electron

;

.-. EK = lmv* (2.11)

From Equations (2.9), (2.10), and (2.1 1) it follows that

— Ze2

*»= W+*™2
<2- 12>

From Equation (2.7)

Ze2

Imv2 —
577€ r.

Substituting in Equation (2. 12);

— Ze2

•'• En = lw7 = ~ *m^ (2 - 13>
O77e r

From Equation (2.7) divided by Equation (2.8) it follows that

27rZe2 Ze2
,„ 1/lxv = -. r = -—r (2.14)

Substituting this expression for v in Equation (2.13) gives

(Ze2 \ 2
ffl28e4

2^Th) - i^m (2 - 15>
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Hence, Equation (2.5) becomes

where n2 is the quantum number referring to energy level Enl and

likewise for «2 and ^«2-

The wave number v = v/c is therefore given by

_ mZV/1 1\
" ^ S3K^ -

j?; ;

(2 ' 16)

If this expression is compared with the Balmer equation written in

the form

it is seen that the Rydberg constant should be given by

8e Wc

because Z = l. Substituting the values e = 1-6 x 10~u C;

m = 911 x 10-31 kg; c = 3 x 108 m s"1
; A = 6-625 x 10"34 J s,

ande = 8-854 x lO-^Fm-1

9-11 X 10-31 X (1-6)
4 x 10- 76 m_xp v y ———— ni x

.A "8x (8-854 x 10-12
)
2 x 3 x 10 8 X 6-6253 x 10"102

= 1-098 x lO'm-1
.

The modern value for the Rydberg constant for the hydrogen

atom as determined by spectroscopy and using Balmer's formula is

1-0968 x 10 7 m~x
. The agreement between the value calculated

from Bohr's theory and the value determined in practice is excellent.

This was a great triumph for this theory so that, despite the somewhat

arbitrary nature of the postulates made, a major step forward in the

theory of atomic spectra was justly acknowledged. Though the

postulates introduced have been replaced by fundamental hypotheses

in modern quantum mechanics (§6.13) yet this theory of the

hydrogen atom has remained, and forms the foundation stone upon

which has been built the classical quantum explanations of spectra.

Moreover, these explanations are by no means to be despised in

the light of advances in quantum mechanics because they give an

exceedingly useful picture of the mechanism of atomic events; a

picture, furthermore, from which has developed the modern notation

and many of the concepts still extant in the most recent Physics.
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From Equation (2.7) it is seen that the radius r of a possible

orbit of the electron is given by

Ze2

r =
47re mva

*

Fig. 2.2. Circular orbits for the hydrogen atom showing the transitions which

give rise to spectral series.

Substituting for t; from Equation (2.14)

;

Ze2

r =
47rcom (Ze2

/2€o«/i)
2

mZe?

irmZe*
(2.17)

For the hydrogen atom, Z is unity, moreover, h, m, and e are

constants. Therefore the radius r of a possible orbit is proportional

to n2
. Because n may be 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., it follows that the radii

possible are proportional to 1, 4, 9, 16, etc. (Fig. 2.2).
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n == 1 will correspond to the ground state of the atom, i.e. the

normal, unexcited atom. The orbital radius r, for the normal
hydrogen atom is hence given by inserting the values of the physical

constants in Equation (2.17) and putting n = 1;

_ eph2 _ 8-854 x 10-12 x (6-625 x IP"34)
2

'

'

Kl ~ Trwe2 ~~
tt x 9-11 x 10-31 x (1-6 x 10-19

)
2
m

= 0-527 x 10-10m = 0-527 A.

This value for the radius of the normal hydrogen atom agrees

well with values calculated from considerations of the kinetic theory
of gases. The radius of the hydrogen atom when it is excited so

that, for example, n = 3, will therefore be 9 x 0-527 A = 4-74 A.

In Fig. 2.2 the transitions, i.e. orbital electron jumps, cor-

responding to the four lines of the visible spectrum of hydrogen
are marked: these are conventionally designated as the Ha , Up, Hy ,

and Hs lines. They correspond with the lines of the Balmer series

(§ 2.1). The transitions resulting in the Lyman, Paschen, Brackett,

and Pfund series are also shown.

Charts such as that of Fig. 2.2 are inconvenient. The conven-

tional practice is therefore to draw an energy-level diagram for the

normal and excited states of the atom. For the hydrogen atom,

this is shown in Fig. 2.3. In this diagram, the energy of the atom is

taken to be zero when the electron is removed to infinity. The
energies for the atom when the principal quantum numbers are

1, 2, 3, etc., will therefore be negative. From Equation (2.15) it

is seen that these energy levels are inversely proportional to n2
.

The most convenient practice is to state the energy levels in

electron-volts which may be considered as either negative if they

refer to the energy of the atom, or positive if they refer to the

energy which it is necessary to give to the atom to raise its electron

(i.e. excite the atom) from the orbit in the normal ground state

where n = 1 to a higher energy level where n = 2, 3, etc. The
ionisation potential will be equal to the energy in electron-volts

(§4.1) necessary to remove the electron from the normal atom.

It will correspond to an increase of the principal quantum number
from n = 1 to n = oo. From Equation (2.15) it is seen that this

ionisation energy Et is given by

E . = n*- ri - ii
1

8e 2
/l
2
[J

2 ooj

_ 911 x 10-31 x (1-6 x 10-19
)
4

.

~
8 x (8-854 x 10-12

)
2 x (6-625 x 10"34

)
2

= 2-18 x 10~18 J.



ENERGY LEVELS IN THE HYDROGEN ATOM

Now 1 eV = 1-6 X 10-19 J

2-18 x 10-18

Et =
1-6 x 10-19

= 13-6 eV.
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The ionisation potential for the hydrogen atom is therefore

calculated to be 13*6 eV. The value determined by experiment is

13-583 V.

In Fig. 2.3 the experimental values of the excitation potentials

are given (§4.1). An excitation potential may be defined as the

energy required in electron-volts to raise the atom from the ground

state to an excited state. A series of such excitation potentials will

exist corresponding to the possible orbits with quantum numbers
n = 2, 3, etc., to which the electron can be raised. If there exists

an excitation potential of Ve V, the corresponding excitation energy

will be Ve x 1-6 x 10-19 J. The frequency v of the radiation

emitted when an atom returns from such an excited state to the

ground state by virtue of a quantum jump of the orbital electron

will be given by

Ve x 1-6 x 10-19 = hv

where h is the Planck constant and the frequency v is given in hertz.

In this manner, the vertical axis marked wave-number (= v/c)

is constructed on the right-hand side of Fig. 2.3.

2.3. The Spectrum of Ionised Helium

The most abundant helium atom has a mass number of 4 and
an atomic number of 2, i.e. it is denoted by |He (cf. § 1.4). It has

two protons and two neutrons in the nucleus and two orbital

electrons. If it is ionised by energy in excess of 24.6 eV but less

than 54 eV approximately (see § 4.2) only one of the orbital electrons

is removed, i.e. it is singly ionised and denoted by He+ . If it is

assumed that the remaining electron rotates around the nucleus in

a circular orbit, then Bohr's theory should give the wave-numbers
of the lines of the spectrum of He+ provided that the atomic
number Z is put equal to two. Recalling Equation (2.16)

- = mZ2e* (1 L\

For the hydrogen atom, Z = 1 and R = me4/8e 2
/i
3
c. For the

helium atom, it would be expected, therefore, that

--«&-*)-«&-*)
The lines in the spectrum of singly ionised helium should

therefore occur with wave-numbers all precisely four times the

wave-numbers of the corresponding lines in the hydrogen atom.
This ratio of four is not exactly obtained from measurements on
the two spectra. The reason for this is that in Bohr's theory, as
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originally proposed, the nucleus is assumed to remain stationary,

i.e. it is assumed to be infinitely massive compared with the mass of

the electron.

It is a straightforward matter to modify the theory to take into

account the finite mass of the nucleus.

Let the nucleus of the hydrogen atom (a proton) have a mass

Mp . Then the electron of mass m does not rotate about the

nucleus, rather the electron and the nucleus both rotate about the

centre of mass of the system. Referring to Fig. 2.4 let C be the

centre of mass between the hydrogen nucleus and the electron.

Suppose the distance from the electron to the nucleus is r, the

distance from the nucleus to the centre of mass at C is r', and the

distance from C to the electron is r". Then

r = r'+ r".

C IS CENTRE OF MASS

r c t

NUCLEUS ELECTRON
+ r >

Fig. 2.4. Concerning the effect of the finite mass of the nucleus in Bohr's theory

of the spectrum of a one-electron atom.

Also, mr" = Mpr'\

r"
_ Mp , _ j

m

r"
Mpr

m + Mp
'

r'
mr

MP (r - r")

m

Likewise, . . ., .m + Mp

The total moment of momentum about the centre of mass is

therefore the sum of that due to the electron and that due to the

nucleus. This sum is given by

// o , »^ / 9 T mMp
2

.
m2MP ~| „

mr"a>% + Mpr'a>* = f +
7

*
x2

r2o>p [_(m + Mpf (m + AQ2
J

/ mMp \ ,

where <o is the angular velocity of the electron (or the nucleus)

about the centre of mass.
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This agrees with mvr = maPr of Equation (2.8) provided that

m' is written in place of m, where

m + Mv

m' is known as the reduced mass of the electron.

Equation (2.16) for the wave-numbers of the lines in the hydrogen

atomic spectrum should therefore be written as

"^te-i) ™Whzc

whereZ = l,and

\m + M

J

'4 e

5k = >
8€ w7"

/ =Ra (2,19)

RH is then the Rydberg constant for the hydrogen atom.

In the case of the singly ionised helium atom, the mass of the

nucleus is MHe instead of MP, where MHe is approximately four

times Mp . The reduced mass of the electron will hence be slightly

different, and given by

mMHem =— .m + MHe

The wave-numbers of the lines in the spectrum of ionised helium

are therefore given by

/ mMm \ e* /l 1\
v

\m + Mm) 8e WcW "2V
whereZ = 2, and

£. (2.21)
(m + MHe) Wh3c

He

the Rydberg constant for the singly ionised helium atom.

The Rydberg constant is thus only a constant for a particular

atom. Note that it does not include Z2
. It will therefore be only

slightly different for helium as compared with its value for hydrogen.

From Equations (2.21) and (2.19)

m
1 +

^He MHe ------
Rtt, M„R fm + M\ MT(m + MA

\ MP )RH m+ MHe \ Mp J m

-o +ao-£)
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because m/MHe is much less than unity (approximately y-Air);

•$- i+ £0-fi) -^
m2 / 1 \

provided that __ __ ( approximately r?

—

t™ ) is neglected.MPMHe \ 16 X 10V
In Equation (2.22) MP/MHe is known accurately from the results

of mass spectrography to be 1 -008/4-0039. Moreover, R£e/RH can

be found by measurement of the wave-numbers in the series of the

helium and hydrogen spectra. Hence m/Mp , the ratio of the mass

of the electron to the mass of the proton (i.e. the hydrogen nucleus),

can be determined. The value obtained agrees very well with the

results of experiments on the determination of e\Mp and e/m. The

result is TgVe-

Further possibilities of ions with a single orbital electron arise.

The normal lithium atom, ^Li, has three orbital electrons. In the

doubly ionised lithium atom, two of these electrons are removed

to leave a single electron rotating in an orbit about a nucleus of

charge 3e. Similarly, beryllium, fBe, when trebly ionised to give

Be+++, and boron, X \B, when quadruply ionised to give B++++,

will each have a single orbital electron. Observations of the spectra

of these ions show, as would be expected from the Bohr theory, that

Li++ emits lines of which the wave-numbers are close to 9 times

those of the corresponding lines in the hydrogen atomic spectrum,

whilst the ratios are very nearly 16 for Be+++ and 25 for B++++ .

2.4. The Discovery ofHeavy Hydrogen

Aston's value for the atomic mass of hydrogen, as determined

by mass spectroscopy, was smaller than the value obtained by

chemical methods, e.g. density determinations. It was suggested

by Birge and Menzel that the disparity was due to the existence of a

heavy isotope of hydrogen. Almost immediately afterwards, in

1932, Urey, Brickwedde and Murphy conducted careful investiga-

tions by ordinary spectroscopic methods to reveal this isotope.

They found that naturally-occurring hydrogen, e.g. in water,

consisted of normal hydrogen of mass number 1 together with an

isotope, heavy hydrogen of mass number 2. This isotope is called

deuterium, and expressed as fH or fD. In the atomic spectrum of

natural hydrogen, lines due to deuterium should therefore occur

slightly displaced from the corresponding lines due to hydrogen

proper because of the small effect of the greater nuclear mass. This

was observed to be the case by Urey and his co-workers, who used
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a 21 ft concave diffraction grating spectrometer of very high dis-

persion to investigate the hydrogen spectrum. The deuterium
lines were, however, extremely faint because the concentration of
deuterium in natural hydrogen is only one atom in 5 000. To
provide hydrogen artifically enriched with deuterium, fractional

distillation of liquid hydrogen was used, since the lighter isotope

evaporated at a greater rate. The result was a marked increase in

the intensity of the lines due to deuterium in the spectrum produced
by the residue.

The existence of a nuclear magnetic moment, which depends
upon the nuclear structure, also enhances to a small extent the

difference between the wavelengths of the corresponding lines in

hydrogen and deuterium atomic spectra (§ 16.5).

Further verification of the existence of deuterium was also

subsequently available from the study of the molecular spectra of
such molecules as HC1

.

Example 2.4. Calculate, using the Bohr theory, the difference between the
ionisation potentials of atomic hydrogen and atomic deuterium. (Mass of
electron = 9x 10-31 kg; mass of proton = 1840 x mass of electron; the

Planck constant = 6-6 x 10_34 Js; electron charge = 1-6 x 10-WC).
(London.)

The wave-numbers v of the lines in the spectrum of an atom with a single

extra-nuclear electron are given by Equation (2.18);

- = m'
e* (J_ - _! ^ r\

" 8e *A3c \ nx
z n^J W

whereZ = 1 and the reduced mass of the electron

mM
- m + M (ii)

M being the mass of the nucleus and the other symbols have their usual meanings.

The line at the convergence limit of the series has a wave-number given by
putting «! = 1 (which is for the normal, unexcited state of the atom) and
«a = oo (i.e. the electron is removed to outside the effective influence of the
nucleus) and this line is emitted when the ionisation energy is supplied to the atom.

The corresponding frequency v will be vc. Let vHand vD be these convergence
limits for the hydrogen and deuterium atoms respectively. Then

— &mMp
VH ~ 8e W (m + M„)

for the hydrogen atom, and, similarly for deuterium,

_ e*mMo
VD ~ S£ *h* (m + MD)

whereMo is the mass ofthe deuterium nucleus.

The difference between the ionisation energies of these two atoms is therefore

ut \ e*m ( md — Mp \h(vD - VH) = W*[m-TMD m-TM-J-
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Substituting the given values for e, m, and h, putting Mp = 1840 m and

Md — 2M„ = 3680m and e = 8-854 x 10"" F m-1
, gives

_ (1-6 x 1Q-18
)
4 x 9 x 10-n / 3680 - 1840 \

(VD vh) ~
8 x (8-854 x 10~12

)
2 x (6-6 x lO" 84

)
2 ^3681 1841 J

= 1-64 x 9 x 10-107 / 1 1_\~
8 x 8-8542 x 6-62 x 10-92 \^1841 3681/

= 5-88 x lO"22
J.

As leV = 1-6 x 10_w J, the difference between the ionisation potentials

is therefore

5-88 x 10-2

1-6 x 10-" V = 3-68 mV.

2.5. Elliptical Orbits: The Wilson-Sommerfeld Rule

Bohr considered from the outset the possibility of an electron

rotating in an elliptical orbit around the nucleus in his original

paper on the spectrum of the hydrogen atom, but he only gave a

theory for the special case ofa circular orbit.

It is well known (the classic case being the first of Kepler's laws

concerning the motions of the planets around the sun) that when a
body A rotates around another body B—which is presumed to be
fixed in position—under the action of an inverse square law of force,

then A will describe an ellipse if the force is one of attraction, where
B is a focus of this ellipse.

The necessity for considering such elliptical orbits in the case of

the rotation of an electron around the nucleus in an atom was
appreciated by both Wilson and Sommerfeld who, independently,

in 1915, postulated a generalised quantisation rule which led to an
explanation of the fact that the lines of the spectrum of the hydrogen
atom are not simple—as predicted by the Bohr theory—but are each
complex, consisting of a small number of lines close together in

wave-number, forming the so-called fine structure of the line.

The Wilson-Sommerfeld generalised condition for quantisation

in the case ofan elliptical orbit may be expressed as

§p.dq = nh (2.23)

where q is a position coordinate, which varies periodically as the

electron traverses the ellipse, and p is the corresponding value of the

momentum of the electron. The symbol § has its conventional

meaning of integration round the closed orbit over the whole of one
period of the revolution, n is an integer, and h is the Planck constant.

For an elliptical orbit (Fig. 2.5) consider that the position of the

electron at any instant of time is denoted by polar coordinates

r, 6 with respect to the nucleus at a focus, where r is the radial

distance involved and 6 is the azimuthal angle between r and the
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major axis of the ellipse. There are two degrees offreedom associated

with such a motion, the position of the electron demanding the

specification oftwo coordinates.

According to the Wilson-Sommerfeld rule, each degree of
freedom in the elliptical motion is separately quantised. The
condition (2.23) hence becomes a dual requirement expressible in

the forms

pB dd = kh (2.24)
1=0

and
6=2tt

prdr = nrh .

.

(2.25)
0=0

where k and nr are both integers called the azimuthal and radial

f

Fig. 2.5. Consideration of an electron in an elliptical orbit.

quantum numbers respectively, whilst p6
and pr are the angular and

radial momenta respectively. Furthermore,

n = k +nr (2.26)

where n is the principal quantum number.

Now/fy = mr2 6 and/>r = mf, where m is the mass of the electron,

6 = dOfdt, and r = drjdt.

The force on the electron is due to the electrostatic attraction

to the nucleus and acts along the radius vector. There is no force

at right angles to this radius vector, so the transverse component

of acceleration is zero throughout the motion, i.e. - -r (r2 6) is zero.

Therefore r2 d, and so pe
= mr2 d, is a constant (assuming m is a

constant irrespective of speed). It follows that pe
— p, the moment

ofmomentum about the nucleus.

Equation (2.24) is therefore easily evaluated to give

[2rr

d> pB dd = 2irp = kh (2.27)
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This gives immediately the special case of the Bohr circular

orbit where p = mvr, and r is a constant, in the form

lirmvr = kh,

whilst k = n, because nr is now zero. Compare Equation (2.8).

It is more difficult to evaluate the integral in Equation (2.25).

This will not be undertaken here because these ideas of orbital

motion, although useful, have been superseded by the quantum-

mechanical treatment of the atom. It suffices to state that analysis

shows the result is

l- e2=-4-1 =^ (2.28)
k + nr

2 rf

where e is the eccentricity of the ellipse and 1 — e
2 = b2/a2 ,

where

b and a are the semi-minor and semi-major axes of the ellipse

respectively. Hence

*=- (2.29)
a n

where both k and n are integers.

It can also be shown by considering the dynamics of the elliptical

orbit that the total energy of the atom with a single electron in an

elliptical orbit depends on a, the semi-major axis of the ellipse, and

not on b. Moreover, it is the same asfor a circular orbit of radius a.

For a given quantum number n, and corresponding major axis

2a of an orbit, consider the elliptical orbits possible for the electron.

Suppose, for example, that n = 3. Then the azimuthal quantum

number k can have the values 0, 1, 2, or 3. If k = in Equation

(2.29), b = 0, i.e. the ellipse becomes a straight line passing through

the nucleus. In classical quantum theory, this possibility is ruled

out, i.e. k cannot be zero. Thus, for n = 3, k can have the values

1, 2, or 3. There are consequently three possible elliptical orbits

(Fig. 2.6). These will all have the same major axis la but will have

semi-minor axes ofb = — = = for k = 1 ; b = -= for k = 2; and b =
w 3 j

a for k = 3, the last of these being a circle. However, these orbits

will all give the same total energy for the atom. The introduction

of the multiplicity of orbits of various eccentricities over those

prevailing in accordance with the original Bohr theory does not

apparently introduce new energy levels. There should not, there-

fore, be any new energy transitions and corresponding lines in the

spectrum resulting from the Wilson-Sommerfeld rule. Neverthe-

less, more lines appear in the spectrum of even the simplest atom,

hydrogen, than are predicted by the existence of circular orbits alone.
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The solution to this problem lies in the fact that the mass of the

electron is not constant but increases with velocity. The appropriate

expression is given by the Special Theory of Relativity (see Appendix
A) as

m = m (i _ 02)-* (2.30)

where m is the mass of the electron at rest and m is its mass when
moving with a speed v, and j8 = v/c, c being the velocity of

electromagnetic radiation in free space.

Bohr had appreciated that this relativistic mass increase should

be taken into account because jS = 0007 for the innermost orbit of

the hydrogen atom. Sommerfeld, in his original papers on the

necessity for two quantum numbers, included the relativistic correc-

tion in his treatment of elliptical orbits, and showed that the equation

n=3. k =3

3

Nucleus

2a

A
n

i

i

i

k=2

n*3, M

i

Fig. 2.6. Possible elliptical orbits for n = 3.

of the path of the electron was not simply that for an ellipse, but that

of an ellipse which precesses, i.e. the major axis turns slowly about

the focus (the nucleus) in the plane of the ellipse.

The correction term to the expression for the total energy

associated with a single electron in an elliptical orbit does depend on

the azimuthal quantum number k, and so the orbits with a given

principal quantum number n, where k = 1, 2, 3, . . . «, have associated

with them n different energy levels. These energy levels are (accord-

ing to this outdated theory) responsible for the fine structure (or

rather part of it) in the spectrum of the hydrogen atom.

1. Derive Bohr's formula En =

Exercises 2
- mZ*e*

for the allowed energies ofthe hydro-
8e 2«2

/i
2

gen atom, discussing the assumptions made in your derivation. Deduce (at) the
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wavelengths of the first two lines of the Balmer series, and (b) the excitation

energies of these lines, in electron-volts. (London.)

2. Use the Bohr theory to derive an expression for the Rydberg constant

(Rh) for a hydrogen-like atom, taking into account the mass of the nucleus.

Calculate the value of e/m, given the following approximate data:

Rfi, = 1-000407 x RH \ e/MH = 9-58 x 107 C kg"1
; Mfie = 3-97 x MH.

(London.)

3. Give the Bohr theory of the hydrogen spectrum.

Compute the difference between the wave-numbers of the if -hne and the

neighbouring line of singly ionised helium, given that the wave-number for

Ha = 1*524 x 106 m-\ and that the mass ratios are m/M — 0000 545 and

M/M' — 0-252, where m, M, and M' are the masses of the electron, the proton,

and the helium nucleus respectively. (London.)

4. Utilising the Bohr theory of the hydrogen atom and assuming that the

electron orbits are circular, show that the calculated frequency of the radiation

emitted for a transition between orbits oflarge quantum numbers is approximately

the same as the frequency of rotation of the electron in its orbit.

5. On the basis of the Bohr theory of the hydrogen atom, calculate (a) the

diameter of the atom in its ground state, (b) the ionisation potential of atomic

hydrogen, and (c) the Rydberg constant for hydrogen, ignoring the effect of the

mass of its nucleus. (The required physical constants are given in Appendix D).



CHAPTER 3

ATOMIC SPECTRA AND THE PERIODIC CLASSIFICATION
OF THE ELEMENTS

3.1. One-electron Spectra

In the development of the theory of atomic spectra, the explana-

tion of the lines occurring in the spectra of the alkali metals has
played an important part. The alkali metals, lithium, sodium,
potassium, rubidium, and caesium, have so-called one-electron

spectra. This term arises on considering that transitions of only

the single, outermost electron are responsible for the spectrum
produced in the optical region. Thus, lithium has an atomic
number Z = 3, sodium has Z = 11, and potassium has Z = 19,

as was shown by Moseley in his work on X-rays (§ 5.17). If the

structure of the sodium atom is considered further—its optical

spectrum is very familiar—then there will be 11 electrons in all

rotating in orbits about the nucleus. It is established by the

Pauli exclusion principle (§ 3.4) that the maximum possible number
of electrons in an orbit with principal quantum number n is 2«2

.

The possible values of n are 1, 2, 3, etc. The maximum possible

numbers of electrons corresponding to these values of n are, there-

fore, 2, 8, 18, etc. Electrons with n = 1 will be those which
contribute the maximum negative potential energy to the atom
and also have the least values for the major axis of the ellipse. The
2 electrons with n = 1 are said to be in the K shell, and are called K
electrons; the 8 electrons with n = 2 are in the L shell, electrons with

n = 3 are in the M shell, etc., these terms K, L, and M arising from
X-ray notation (§ 5.4). The 11 electrons of the normal sodium
atom will arrange themselves around the nucleus so that the total

energy of the atom is a minimum. Alternatively, the principle

involved can be stated to be that the electrons will become as closely

bound to the nucleus as possible, whilst occupying allowed orbits.

The K shell, corresponding to electrons nearest the nucleus, will

therefore be filled with its quota of 2 electrons; of the remaining 9

electrons of the sodium atom, 8 will then fill up the L shell, and the

remaining single electron will be in the M shell. The K and L shells

are said to be "filled", but the M shell is manifestly unfilled in this

case. In the production of the optical spectrum of sodium only the

outermost electron in thisM shell with n = 3 plays an important role.

The K and L electrons demand considerably greater energies to

cause them to undergo transitions, the energy changes involved giving

52
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rise to the emission (or absorption) of lines in the ultra-violet and

X-ray spectra. This single outermost electron in the case of sodium

is called the optical electron or the valence electron. There is also

only 1 electron in the outermost shell of the other alkali metals*

;

they also give a one-electron spectra. The explanation of these

spectra is simpler than it would be for magnesium, for example,

which, having Z = 12, and so 12 orbital electrons, will possess 2

electrons in the outermost shell (the M shell in this case) and both

these electrons are responsible for the optical spectrum; in the

analysis a considerably more complex two-body problem is con-

sequently concerned.

It has become customary to use a quantum number / instead of

k, where / = k — 1. This arises because it has been shown that, if a

single electron is alone active in producing spectra, the orbital

azimuthal momentum is //*/2tt and not khllir. Furthermore, as

angular momentum is a vector quantity denoted by a vector drawn

at right angles to the plane of the orbit, so / should be written 1.

Quantum mechanics (§ 6.13) shows that the magnitude of the

vector 1 is not / (as assumed in the older quantum theory) but

y/ /(/ + 1); the simpler form will be retained for the present.

A system of notation is used in the following form

:

Angular momentum of the

electron denoted by 1 = 1 2 3 4 5

State of the electron de-

noted by s P d / g h

Corresponding state of the

atom denoted by S P D F G H

The letters s, p, d, f, are the initial letters of the terms sharp,

principal, diffuse, and fundamental which were used to describe the

appearance of the spectra in the earlier history of spectroscopy.

To give a more complete designation of the state of the electron,

the principal quantum number n is placed before the letter specifying

the value of 1 for the orbit. Thus a 2s electron is one for which

* In the case of potassium with Z = 19, the total number of orbital electrons

is 19. There will hence be 2 j£-shell electrons,8 L-shell electrons, and 9 electrons

remaining. Of these 9, 8 will fill a sub-shell of the M shell, and the remaining

electron will be the optical electron. For reasons explained in § 3.5 sub-shells

of the 18 electrons in the complete M shell are involved, and not the complete

shell.
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n —2 and 1 = 0. The ratio of the minor to the major axis of the

ellipse will therefore be [see Equation (2.29)]

a n n

A capital letter denotes the corresponding state of the atom.

An electron in a 3p state, for example, will therefore be in an atom
in a 3P state, but provided only a single electron is concerned in

energy-level changes.

As k cannot exceed n, so I + 1 cannot be greater than n.

Hence, for a given value of n, the possible values of 1 are n — 1,

n — 2, n — 3 . . ., 0. Correspondingly, it is seen that such electron

states as \p, 2d, 3f, 4f, etc., cannot exist.

Despite the complexity of lines predictable in, for example,

the spectrum of sodium according to these ideas, it was found that

a series of doublets, or pairs of lines close together in wave-number,

occurred in the principal series which could not be explained. To
meet this situation, an explanation was eventually given in 1925

in terms of Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck's hypothesis of electron spin.

3.2. The Spinning Electron

The postulate is that the electron itself rotates about its own
axis with an angular momentum of \h\2-n. In doing so, it possesses

an associated electromagnetic moment (§3.3) asserted to be eh/4irm,

e being the charge on the electron. This electromagnetic moment
is alleged to react in a quantised fashion with the electromagnetic

moment due to the orbital motion of the electron, so that the spin

can be either parallel or anti-parallel. To give these ideas signific-

ance, the electron spin is designated by a quantum number s = |,

whilst the magnetic interaction is specified as restricted to cases where

j = l±s (3.1)

and j is an additional quantum number, introduced originally in

1920 as the inner quantum number by Sommerfeld, who, however,

did not, at that time, consider electron spin correctly.

The consequence of Equation (3.1) is illustrated by Fig. 3.1.

For each value of 1 other than zero, two values of j, given by 1 + |
and 1 — |, and, correspondingly, two energy-level terms arise.

For example, an electron formerly considered to be in an energy

level designated by 2p (i.e. n = 2, 1 = 1) can exist in two states,

close together in energy, and responsible for doublets in the

spectrum on transitions. One of these states is where the spin is

anti-parallel to the orbital motion, i.e. the electron rotates about its

own axis in the plane of the orbit but in the opposite direction to
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the orbital rotation, and j = 1 - h and the other is where the spin

is parallel, i.e. the electron spin and the orbital rotation are in the

same plane and in the same direction, and j = 1 + £.

The 2p state, for example, is hence a case where

n = 2, 1 = 1, j = i

or n = 2, 1 = 1, j = li

The notation is therefore modified, the designation of the

electron being either 2p\ or 2p\ , which is abbreviated to 2*p\.

The transitions between energy levels responsible for the lines

in the spectrum of sodium can be deduced in this manner to be

given by Fig. 3.2, the selection principle operating being that 1 can

only change by ± 1, i.e. A\ = ± 1, whilst j can change by or

± l,i-e.Aj = 0or± 1.

-» 1 - 1
»"«

—

, \ PARALLEL ADDITION

i
1 1/, , )

rAnAt-LELADTMT, - N

J - 1Q

« 1=1 *
I ANTI-PARALLEL ADDITION

«*-S*^-». J

J = Va

Fig. 3.1. The vector addition of 1 and s to give j.

The well-known sodium D lines at approximately 5890 A and

5896 A (a doublet in the principal series of the yellow region of the

visible spectrum) are explained as due to transitions of the atomic

state written in the form

3Pi -> 3SV- giving rise to the line of A = 5896 A
and 3Pf- 35"j : giving A = 5890 A
or, more briefly, both lines can be expressed by

32P*->32SV
Several of the other lines in the visible, infra-red and near ultra-

violet regions of the spectrum of sodium are also explained and are

marked on the chart of Fig. 3.2.

The spectra of the other alkali metals, which also exhibit

doublets, can be similarly considered.

3.3. The Magnetic Quantum Numbers

An electron rotating in an elliptical orbit will produce magnetic

flux and will have a certain electromagnetic moment. The mag-
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nitude of this moment is given by the product of the current / and
the area A where / is the current equivalent to the moving electron

and A is the area enclosed by the orbit.

Fig. 3.2. Energy-level diagram for sodium showing some of the possible

transitions between levels.

If the electron of charge e rotates/ times per second around the

nucleus,

7 = e/.

For an elliptical orbit, the area A is readily seen from Fig. 3.3

to be

•;.* r*d0.
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Now,

p
dt

where p, the moment of momentum of the electron about the

nucleus, is a constant. Therefore,

Jo m
Jt

Jo

where T= l//is the time for one rotation of the electron about the

nucleus.

The electromagnetic moment (x is therefore given by

[L = IA = ef(p/2mf) = pe/2m.

But p = l(A/2w);

.-. ^ = I (he/4irm) (3.2)

Fig. 3.3. Concerning the magnetic moment of an electron in an elliptical orbit.

Because 1 is an integer, the electromagnetic moment jjl of the

orbiting electron is an integral multiple of he/torn, which depends

only on fundamental constants (assuming that m is constant, i.e. it

is taken to be the rest mass ofthe electron). Therefore,

where \i.B = he/47rm, is regarded as the fundamental unit of electro-

magnetic moment called the Bohr magneton. The value of jjlb is

given by putting h = 6-625 x lO"34 Jsande/m = 1-76 x HFC kg-1

°

= 6-625 X 10-" x 1-76 X 10" _ 9 ,2g x 1Q
_M A m,

477"

If an atom were placed in an external magnetic field, it would be

expected that the current loop corresponding to the rotation of one

of its electrons in an elliptical orbit would tend to be oriented with

respect to this field. This is indeed the case, as is evidenced by the

Zeeman effect. This orientation of the orbit with respect to the

external magnetic field takes place in a remarkable fashion, the

phenomenon of space quantisation being involved.
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Zeeman discovered in 1896 that when a light source of line

spectra (a neon discharge tube is useful for demonstration) is placed

in a strong magnetic field (values in excess of 0-2 T are usually

necessary for an observable effect) then the spectral lines are split

up into components and, furthermore, in accordance with the

predictions of H. A. Lorenz, these components are polarised.

The Zeeman effect is considered further in Chapter 7. For

the present, it is adequate to outline the ideas of space quantisation

~3t "

Fig. 3.4. Concerning the possible values of the orbital magnetic quantum
numbers (for the case where 1 = 3).

in connection with it. These may be expressed by stating that the

vector representing the azimuthal quantum number 1 can only take

up directions with respect to the direction of the external magnetic

flux of density B such that the projections of 1 on B are integers.

For example, if 1 is 3, then the projections of I on to the line of B
must be 0, 1, 2, 3, or - 1, — 2, — 3 (Fig. 3.4). The projected

values of 1 in the direction of B are called the orbital magnetic

quantum numbers, denoted by m,. It is easily seen that for a given

value of 1 there are 21 + 1 values of m^ the possible values being

1, I — 1, I - 2 . . ., 0, - 1, - 2 . . ., - (1 - 1), - 1. This con-

ception of space quantisation (which implies that the planes of the
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electron orbits—to which vectors 1 are perpendicular—can only

occupy certain discrete positions in space relative to the direction

of the magnetic flux) is not only significant in explanations of the

normal and anomalous Zeeman effects (§§7.2 and 7.3) but has also

received remarkable corroboration in the striking experiments on

atomic beams of Stern and Gerlach (§ 7.4).

There is also a magnetic moment associated with the spin of an

electron about its own axis, and a corresponding spin magnetic

quantum number, ms . Evidence for the existence of this magnetic

moment is indirect. It is not possible to give a simple consideration

*r—

-

Fig. 3.5. Concerning the possible values of the magnetic quantum number mt

(for the case where j = 2i).

of any current element corresponding to electron spin because

knowledge is not available about the shape or configuration of the

electron itself. The most that can be said at this stage is that the

magnetic moment is found to have a value of one Bohr magneton,

i.e. ehl4rrm, in explaining the results of such experiments as those on

gyro-magnetic ratio (§ 7.11). The spin magnetic quantum number

m, can only have two values, \ or — \, corresponding to the spin

being set parallel or anti-parallel to the direction of the external

magnetic flux.

Since j = 1 + s

an additional magnetic quantum number m^ can also be specified,

where the possible values ofm, are the projection of j in the direction
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of the applied magnetic flux; m, will have values which are odd
integral multiples of \ (Fig. 3.5).

3.4. The Pauli Exclusion Principle

In discussing the spectra of atoms and the splitting of lines in

the spectra due to the superposition of magnetic flux, the quantum
numbers n, 1, s, m*, ms, and m, have all been introduced. Of these

quantum numbers, n and 1 are essential in specifying the energy

and eccentricity of the elliptical orbit, but j can always be determined

if 1 and s are given, because j = 1 + s. Moreover, if m t and m 8

are known, s and m
3
are predetermined. Hence only four quantum

numbers n, 1, m I} and mg need be stated. Alternatively, «, 1, j,

and m
3
could be chosen, and the others deduced.

Four quantum numbers decide completely, then, the state of the

electron in the atom.

According to the exclusion principle, enunciated by Pauli in

1925, no two electrons in an atom can exist in the same quantum state,

i.e. no two electrons can have the same set of four quantum numbers,

n, 1, nij, ms. Furthermore, one atomic state corresponds to the

assignment of a set of quantum states (decided by the four necessary

quantum numbers) all of which are different for the different

electrons which make up the extra-nuclear structure and where there

are a sufficient number of such states to account for all the electrons

in the atom. It makes no difference which electron is in which

quantum state.

This principle cannot be directly verified, but its universal accept-

ance rests on the fact that all the deductions which have been made
from it have been either subjected to experimental verification or fit

into a logical account of the theoretical physics of the structure of

the atom.

In the light of this principle, consider the arrangement of the

electrons in atoms. If the nuclear charge is Ze, then Z electrons

are accommodated in the normal atom. Each of these electrons

has its own specific set of quantum numbers n, 1, m f, and m s.

Electrons with the same principal quantum number n are said to be

in the same shell (i.e. the K, L, M, etc., shells of § 3.1). Each shell

is regarded as divided into sub-shells, where a sub-shell contains

electrons which also have the same value of 1. The electrons in a

given sub-shell must either have different values of m z, of which

there are 21 + 1 possibilities (see Fig. 3.2), or different values ofm s,

of which there are two possibilities. The maximum possible

number of electrons with a given value of 1 and different values of
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m t
and m s is therefore 2 (21 + 1). Consider, now, the K, L, M,

etc., shells with n = 1, 2, 3, etc.

K shell: n = 1, 1 cannot exceed (n — 1) so 1 must be zero,

i.e. s electrons are concerned (see § 3.1). Therefore, there can only

be 2 (21 + 1), i.e. two \s electrons, one with m s = \ and the other

withm s — — \.

L shell: n = 2, 1 can be or 1, i.e. both 2s and 2p electrons are

possible. As before, there can only be two 2s electrons, and

2 (21 + 1) = 6 electrons with 1 = 1 are possible, i.e. the maximum
possible number of 2p electrons is 6, giving 8 electrons in all.

M shell: n = 3, 1 can be 0, 1, or 2. There can therefore be two

3s electrons, six 2>p electrons, and 2 (21 + 1) = 10 electrons with

1 = 2, i.e. 3d electrons.

Similarly, the possible electrons in the N and O shells can be

decided.

These results are summarised in Table 3.1.

TABLE 3.1

Maximum Possible Maximum Possible

1

Numbers of Numbers of
Shell n Electrons in Electrons in

Sub-shells Shell

K 1 Two Is. 2

L 2 Oorl Two 2s; six 2p. 8

M 3 0, l,or2. Two 3s; six 3p;

ten 3d.

18

N 4 0, 1, 2, or 3. Two 4s; six Ap;

tea Ad; fourteen 4/.

32

O 5 0, 1,2, 3, or 4. Two 5s; six 5p;

ten5d; fourteen 5/;

50

eighteen 5#.

Note that the maximum possible number of electrons in a shell

with principal quantum number n is 2«2 . This is readily seen to be

the case on considering that this maximum number is given by

2 (21 + 1), where 1 can be 0, 1, 2, 3, etc., provided 1 has a maximum
value of n — 1. Hence, the maximum number of electrons in a

given shell is

2
1=0

«-i

2 (21 + 1) = 2 Xl+2x3+2x5+2x7+2x9+
...+2[2(/i-l) + l]

-2 [1 + 3+5+7 + 9 + ... +{1 +2 («- 1)}]

- 2n2
.
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3.5. The Periodic Table

The distributions of the electrons in the shells and sub-shells

of atoms from the simplest, hydrogen, with Z = 1, to the most

complex, uranium, with Z = 92 (excluding the transuranic elements,

see § 17.8), will take place in accordance with the principle that, in

the normal atom, the electrons are in the lowest possible energy

levels, i.e. in the most tightly-bound state possible. This con-

sideration causes some departures from the predictions of Table 3.1.

This is shown in Table 3.2, which gives the distributions of the

electrons in the first 46 atoms fromZ = 1 toZ = 46.

Several interesting points arise in connection with this Table 3.2.

Hydrogen has a single Is electron, which may have a spin magnetic

quantum number m s of either J or — \. Helium (Z = 2) has two

Is electrons, and its K shell is filled. This filled shell corresponds

to a very stable arrangement of electrons; helium is an inert gas.

The next element, lithium, has a filled K shell, but an additional

single 2s electron. Its K shell will be a stable configuration with

similar elliptical orbits to that of helium, but with different dimen-

sions because Z is now 3 instead of 2. The single 2* electron will,

however, be readily disturbed; thus lithium is monovalent and

enters readily into chemical combinations because its 2s electron

can be removed by an ionisation energy of only 5-39 eV. Neon
(Z = 10) with filled K and L shells is another inert gas. Sodium

(Z = 11), with an extra 3s electron around a neon-like core, is

again an alkali metal like lithium with a valence of unity. The

third inert gas, argon (Z = 18), occurs, however, with filled K and

L shells but an incomplete M shell; the full complement of only

the 3s and 3p electrons of the sub-shells of M are filled, the 3d

sub-shell is still vacant. Potassium (Z = 19), the third monovalent

element in the group of alkali metals, has an argon-like core but

with the additional electron in the 4s sub-shell, whereas it would

be expected to be in the 3d sub-shell. However, the evidence of

spectroscopy supports the arrangement shown; furthermore, the

4s sub-shell can be shown by theory to be more closely bound to

the nucleus than the 3d shell, with a correspondingly greater negative

potential energy for the atom. As is seen in Table 3.2, the 3d

sub-shell does not become occupied until the element scandium.

A similar disparity occurs in the case of the fourth inert gas krypton

(Z = 36) which has filled 4s and Ap sub-shells, but no Ad and 4/
electrons, and where the next element rubidium (Z = 37) has its

extra electron in the 5s sub-shell.

Further groups of the periodic table can be readily seen in this

table. For example, beryllium (Z = 4), magnesium (Z = 12),
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TABLE 3.2

Arrangements of electrons in the shells and sob-shells of atoms
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Atom
Atomic 1 K
No.Z | Is

L 1 M
2s 2p 3s Ip 3d

N
4s 4p 4rf 4/

O
5s 5p 5rf 5/ 5g

H
He

1

2

1

2
|

Li

Be
B
C
N
O
F
Ne

3

4
5

6

7

8

9
10

2
2

2
2

2

2
2

2

1

2

2 1

2 2

2 3

2 4
2 5

2 6

Na
Mg
Al
Si

P
S
ci
A

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Core of

10 electrons

as in neon.

1

2

2 1

2 2

2 3

2 4

2 5

2 6

K
Ca
Sc

Ti

V
Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
Ga
Ge
As
Se
Br
Kr

19

20
21

22
23

24
25

26
27

28

29

30
31

32

33

34

35

36

Core of

18 electrons

as in argon

1

2

3

5

5

6

7

8

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

1

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

2
1

2
2 1

2 2

2 3

2 4
2 6

2 6

Rb
Sr

Y
Zr
Nb
Mo
Te
Ru
Rh
Pd

37

38

39

40
41

42
43
44
45
46

Core of

36 electrons

as in krypton.

1

2
4
5

6
7
8

10

1

2

2
2
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calcium (Z = 20), and strontium (Z = 38), and, furthermore,

barium and radium, not shown in the table, are all divalent, alkali-

earth elements, with similar chemical properties and similar line

spectra, and each of these elements has two s type electrons in its

outermost sub-shell. Another example is that of the halogens,

fluorine, chlorine, and bromine. These are all seen to have outer

shells which are incomplete by a single electron only; they are

but one electron short of an inert gas configuration. These halogens

thereafter enter readily into chemical combinations whereby this

electron deficit is made up; for example, strong affinity exists

between lithium and fluorine to give lithium fluoride.

Elements which have a small number of electrons in the outer-

most shell or sub-shell compared with the maximum number
possible in this shell are electro-positive. Elements which have
almost, but not quite, filled outermost shells are electro-negative.

For example, the metals lithium, sodium, and potassium, have a

single electron only in the outermost shell; again, magnesium and
calcium have only two valence electrons. These electrons are

readily removed from the atom in thermionic or photoelectric

emission, in ionisation, and in chemical combination. These
metals are hence electro-positive because they tend to give up
their negative electrons and become positive ions. On the other

hand, elements like the halogens have a closed outermost shell

except for one electron. They will attempt to gain such an
electron in a reaction: in attracting such electrons, they are

electro-negative elements, tending to exist in chemical compounds
as negative ions.

The reader will select other examples showing the value of a

knowledge of the electron distributions in the atoms, knowledge
which is fundamental in the theory of electron valency in chemistry.

Finally, it is noteworthy that one would expect the electron con-

figuration, and hence the line-spectra, of a singly ionised atom to

be similar to that of the atom directly preceding it in Table 3.2.

Experimental evidence supports this contention completely.

3.6. Two-electron Spectra

The analytical methods which have been discussed so far are

applicable only to one-electron spectra, i.e. cases where a single

optical or valence electron exists outside a nucleus—as in the

hydrogen atom—or outside a set of closed shells—as in the alkali

metal atoms.

Reference to Table 3.2 enables those atoms to be listed where
two optical or valency electrons exist outside a nucleus or a closed,
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PLATE 2.—Cloud chamber tracks shoeing the impact of alpha-particles on
nitrogen nuclei. Note the forked track on the left: the thin track is due 10 a
proton, the thick track 10 the recoil ion of oxygen. Sec p. 316 of text.

(By courtesy of Professor P. ,V/, S, Shrek en,)
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or group of closed, shells. In addition to the normal helium atom,

there are the alkali-earth metals, beryllium, magnesium, calcium,

strontium, and, beyond the range of elements give in Table 3.2,

barium and radium.

In discussing the spectra of these atoms, two electrons are

involved. Each of these electrons will have a certain value of the

azimuthal quantum number 1 and of the spin quantum number s.

The total angular momentum of the atom will be related to the vector

sum of the Fs and s's concerned. This total angular momentum is

designated by a quantum number J. There are two chief ways in

which the individual 1 and s values of the two electrons concerned

combine to give J. These two ways are by Russell-Saunders coupling,

which is the commonest, and by jj coupling.

In Russell-Saunders coupling, if I x is the value of 1 for one of

the electrons and 1 2 is this value for the other, then l x and I2 combine

to form a resultant quantum number L, where

L=l!+1 2

and, independently, the spin quantum numbers s x and s2 combine

to give a resultant S, where

S = Sj + s2.

The vector J representing the total angular momentum of the

atom is then given by the vector sum

J = L + S,

subjected to the restriction that J must be an integer if S is an integer

or zero, whilst J must be an odd integral multiple of \ if S is such

an odd integral multiple of \. Only the former condition applies

in the two-electron case since, then, S must be 1 or 0.

In jj coupling, the 1 and s values of each electron combine,

in the usual way, to give the quantum number j, where the vector

addition concerned is

j = 1 + s

and then the vector J representing the total angular momentum of

the atom is given by the vector sum,

J =jl +J2>

where jj is the value of j for one of the electrons and j 2 is this value

for the other.

Considering particular cases of Russell-Saunders coupling, it

is seen that

S = Sj -j- s 2,

where s x and s2 can be either \ or — |, leading to the conclusion

that S can be either or 1

.

3 y.:a. n. p.
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For two-electron atoms in the normal, unexcited state, the two
electrons concerned are, in all cases, in the s state where 1 = 0,

and, furthermore, this sub-shell is filled (see Table 3.2). It follows

that L = 0. Furthermore, these two electron states must be
different to be in accordance with the Pauli exclusion principle, so

their spins must be opposed, i.e. if s x = £, s 2 = — | so S = 0.

Therefore J = L + S = 0, i.e. the total angular momentum of the

atom due to these two valency electrons is zero. This state is a

single state designated, for the atom, by 1S .

When these two-electron atoms are excited on giving energy

to the atom, then the valency electrons are raised to higher levels,

i.e. the atom is put in one of the P, D, F, etc., states. These states

are characterised by the conditions that:

In the P state L = l x + 1 2
= 1

.

In the D state L = l ± + 1 2
= 2.

In the F state L = l x + 1 2 = 3, etc.

For the P state, and with Russell-Saunders coupling,

J = L + S.

S must be or 1, hence J may be equal to L, L + 1, or L — 1,

i.e. the P state is a triplet where L = 1 and J = 1, 2, or 0; these

states are designated in brief by 3P l5
3P2 , and 3P respectively.

Similarly, it can be seen that an atom in the D state can have

J = 1, 2 or 3, i.e. the states concerned are aDu
3Z> 2 , and ZDZ

respectively, whilst for the F state of the atom, terms 3F2 ,

3F3 , and

*FA are involved.

The multiplicity of energy levels consequent upon the coupling

effects between the two valence electrons lead to a series of

multiplets in the fine structure of the spectrum lines. In general,

transitions between singlet terms or between triplet terms are

involved, though transitions from singlet energy levels to triplet

energy levels have been observed.

An extension of these ideas leads to the analysis of the spectra

of many-electron atoms. Thus boron, aluminium, scandium, etc.,

will exhibit three-electron spectra, there being three valence electrons

concerned in the sub-group around the inner closed electron shells

of the atom (see Table 3.2), whilst carbon will have a four-electron

spectrum, and so on.

3.7. Hyperfine Structure in Atomic Spectra due to Effects of the

Nucleus

The nucleus has a small effect on the spectrum of an element

due to (a) its mass, and (b) its spin.
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(a) The effect of the motion of the nucleus of finite mass about

the centre of mass of the atom has been described in relation to the

spectrum of ionised helium (§ 2.3) and that of heavy hydrogen

(§ 2.4). In the case of hydrogen, considered as a mixture of normal

hydrogen and deuterium, it is seen that faint lines, displaced slightly

from the normal hydrogen lines, occur with an intensity decided

by the relative abundance of the two nuclides. This phenomenon

will also occur when isotopes exist in all other cases. If the

spectrum of an element is examined, using a spectrometer of very

high resolving power, such as an interference spectrometer utilising

a Fabry-Perot 6talon, a Lummer-Gehrcke plate or an Echelon, lines

which appear single in an ordinary prismatic or grating spectro-

meter will be seen to exhibit structure known as hyperfine structure.

If the element examined consists of n nuclides, i.e. the main element

concerned plus (« — 1) other isotopic forms, then the lines will

each have a hyperfine structure consisting of n component lines

close together in wavelength. The relative intensities of these com-

ponents are related directly to the relative abundances ofthe nuclides.

(b) Additional hyperfine structure, observable even if a single

nuclidic form only of the element exists, or if the element is freed

of isotopes, is due to the spin of the nucleus of the atom about its

own axis. According to Pauli, this spin or angular momentum
has a magnitude of I/?/2tt, where the vector I is called the nuclear

spin quantum number.

Experimental evidence confirms the suggestion of Heisenberg

that this spin arises from the contributions of the constituent

nucleons (i.e. neutrons and protons) to each of which is attributed

an angular momentum of \hl2it. The mass number A is equal to

the number of nucleons in the nucleus (§ 1.4). It follows that:

if A is odd, I is an odd half-integer;

if A is even, I is an integer.

Values of I encountered range from \ to f ; atoms with mass

numbers A which are multiples of 4, e.g. helium and oxygen, have

zero nuclear spin.

The nuclear spin quantum number I will combine vectorially

in a quantised manner with J, the quantum number for the total

angular momentum of the orbital electrons (§ 3.6), to give

:

F = I + J,

where F is called the hyperfine quantum number.

Exercises 3

1 . Explain the occurrence and significance of quantum numbers in the theory

of the atom. (London.)
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2. Give the main characteristics of a series of spectral lines. Show how the

constants in a series formula are derived, indicating the particular difficulties in

such work. {Birmingham.)

3. Discuss the resemblance between the atomic spectrum of hydrogen and

that of the alkali metals. Include in your answer an account of the fine structure

of the hydrogen lines. (Birmingham)

4. Describe how the various series of lines to be observed in the spectrum of

an alkali metal may be correlated in terms of simple quantum theory.

(Birmingham.)

5. Write a short essay on the conception of "spin" in Atomic Physics.

(London.)

6. Show how the periodic variations in the chemical properties and spectra

of the elements have received an explanation in terms of the arrangement of the

electrons in the atom. (London.)

7. Explain Pauli's exclusion principle as applied to electrons in atoms.

Describe how this principle assists in the interpretation of the periodic system of

the elements. (Birmingham.)



CHAPTER 4

THE CRITICAL POTENTIALS OF ATOMS

4.1. Excitation, Metastable, and Ionisation Potentials

In Chapters 2 and 3, the energy levels in atoms have been

discussed in relation to the theory of atomic spectra. Normally,

an atom will exist in the state where its potential energy is least,

i.e. the electrons will occupy those shells and sub-shells which are

most closely bound to the nucleus. Energy may be given to the

atom by various processes, e.g. by heat, by impact of electrons and

other fundamental particles, and by the impact of photons as in a

beam of U.V. radiation or X-rays. Of the various methods of

giving energy to an atom, that involving the impact of electrons

is the most important from the point of view of measurement

techniques. If electrons are passed through a gas or a vapour,

collisions with the atoms (or molecules) may be of two kinds:

(a) elastic (b) inelastic. In an elastic collision, the energy of motion

is conserved, i.e. the kinetic energy of the incident electron before

collision equals the sum of the kinetic energies of the atom and the

electron after collision (see § 4.6). In inelastic collisions, which

are the more important for present purposes, some of the kinetic

energy of the incident electron is used in raising the "internal"

energy of the atom, so that the energy of motion of the particles

concerned is not conserved.

In an inelastic collision, the energy which is given to the atom

is used in raising an electron in the atom from its normal orbit

to an orbit of higher energy, i.e. to an orbit further removed from

the nucleus. The atom is then excited. It remains in this excited

state for a very short time, estimated to be of the order of 10~8 s.

In fact, the atom will emit energy in the form of electromagnetic

radiation because the orbital electron concerned will return to its

initial orbit, either in a single quantum jump, or in a series of such

jumps between intermediate energy levels. The minimum energy

which must be given to the atom to produce this effect is an excitation

energy of the atom. If the energy of an incident electron is quoted

as Vt eV, i.e. the incident electron has been accelerated from rest

through a p.d. of Ve V, and this electron just excites the atom on

collision, then Ve is an excitation potential of the atom. Since

there are a series of possible energy levels in atoms, there are a

corresponding series of excitation potentials. The terms resonance

69
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potential and radiation potential are employed as synonymous with
excitation potential.

If an excitation potential of an atom is Ve then the corresponding
frequency v of the electromagnetic radiation emitted when the atom
has been thus excited and then returns to its ground state is given
by the equation

hv = Vee (4.1)

where h is the Planck constant and e is the charge on the electron.

Example 4.1. Mercury has an excitation potential of 4-9 V. Calculate the

wavelength of the radiation emitted when the mercury atom is excited to this level

and then returns to its ground state in a single quantum jump.

hv = Vee;

• \ — c — c^

where A is the required wavelength.

N 3 x 108 x 6-625 x lO"34

4-9 x 1-6 x 10-18

on substituting for h, c, and e (see Appendix D).

/. A = 2-531 x 10-7 m = 2531 nm = 2531 A.

In the cases of the atoms of mercury and those of the inert gases,

metastable states exist. These differ from the usual excited states

in that, on giving certain critical energies to the atom, the electron

remains in an orbit of higher energy level for a time of between
10~6 and 2 s, where 10~3 s is the usual order of time. Such times

are important because they are comparable with, or sometimes
considerably greater than, the times of passage of the metastable
atom through a significant distance in the gas, e.g. the time taken
to reach an electrode or the container wall, where the velocity of
travel concerned is that of the normal thermal agitation. A
metastable atom returns to its normal state by one of three methods

:

(a) by being first excited into a higher, non-metastable state from
which it returns on emitting a photon of radiation; (b) by impact
with the walls of the apparatus or an electrode where, provided the

energy of the metastable atom is greater than the work function of
the surface, it will give up energy on releasing electrons from this

surface; (c) by colliding with and exciting or ionising atoms of
another gas present.

A metastable potential is equal to the energy in electron-volts

which an electron incident upon an atom must have to raise this

atom to a metastable level.

If, when an electron collides with an atom, an orbital electron

is removed to outside the effective influences of the nucleus, the atom
is ionised (see also § 2.2). The minimum energy which the incident
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electron must have to do this is known as the ionisation energy of

the atom. Quoting this energy in electron-volts, the term ionisation

potential is used.

The first or principal ionisation potential of an element is the

minimum energy in electron-volts required to remove an electron

from an atom of the element in its normal, unexcited state, where

this electron is from the outer, most loosely bound orbit. This

potential is the one usually quoted (see Table 4.1). Further

higher ionisation potentials exist, however. Thus, the first ionisa-

tion potential of helium is 24-56 V; this is the energy in electron-

volts at which there just exists a probability of the first electron

being released from helium. The second ionisation potential for

helium is 54-16 V; if this amount of energy is supplied to the helium

atom, then the second, remaining electron can just be removed

also, to leave a helium nucleus. More complex atoms will have a

series of ionisation potentials, e.g. boron, ^B, will have a series of

five ionisation potentials.

The excitation, metastable, and ionisation potentials are known
collectively as critical potentials.

TABLE 4.1

Element
First Critical First Ionisation Second Ionisation

Potential Potential Potential

Volt Volt Volt

Argon 11 57 15-75 27-72

Caesium vapour 1-4 3-86 23-4

Helium 19-73 24-56 5416
Hydrogen atom 1016 13-58 —
Mercury vapour 4-65 10-4 18-67

Neon 16-54 21-56 40-90

Nitrogen atom 10-6 14-54 29-5

Oxygen atom 9-4 13-60 34-94

Sodium vapour 210 5-14 4700

Values will be different for the molecule. Thus the first ionisation potentials

of molecular nitrogen and oxygen are 16.7 and 14.1V respectively.

4.2. The Measurement of Critical Potentials

There are two chief methods by which critical potentials may
be measured: (i) by passing electrons of known energy through the

element concerned in the gaseous state and observing the effects

of inelastic collisions; (ii) by observations in spectroscopy of the

wavelengths of the radiation emitted and the application of equations

such as (4.1). Complete agreement between the results of these two

procedures is obtained. Only the first ofthem wHl be described here.
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In 1902, eleven years before the work of Bohr on the quantisation

of the energy levels in atoms, Lenard suggested a method of
measuring the critical potentials of gas atoms. The first measure-
ments of accuracy were due, however, to Franck and Hertz, soon
after the Bohr theory of the hydrogen atom was published; these

enabled correlations between these measurements and the details

of the structure of the atom to be made.

In the experiment of Franck and Hertz, the gas of the element

under study is contained in a glass envelope at a pressure of about

100 Pa. A three-electrode, or triode, structure consisting of a

POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE V

(b)

Fig. 4.1. Determination of critical potentials (Franck and Hertz).

thermionic filament F, a grid G, and a plate P is mounted in this

envelope (Fig. 4.1a).

The distance between F and G is made considerably greater

than the mean free path of an electron in the gas at the prevailing

pressure, so that several collisions may occur in this region. On
the other hand, the plate P is placed immediately behind the grid

so that the distance GP is small.

Electrons are accelerated from F to G by a p.d. V which can be

varied by moving the tapping point T on the potentiometer. The
resistors RR are used so that the p.d. V is with respect to the centre

point of the filament F. Between G and P is connected a small

electron-retarding p.d. VR . The current to P is recorded by the

electrometer E.
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The current recorded at E is plotted against the accelerating

potential V. The curve obtained (Fig. 4.16) exhibits a series of

regularly spaced peak values.

To explain this graph, consider the effect of gradually increasing

V from zero up to a series of recorded positive values. At first,

the electrons make only elastic collisions with the gas atoms so

they do not lose kinetic energy. They are consequently readily

able to surmount the retarding potential VR provided that V is

greater than VR . A current increasing with V is therefore recorded.

When breaches Vc, a critical potential for the gas, inelastic collisions

begin. As V is increased above Vc, the probability of inelastic

collisions increases. Suppose V is set at Vc + AV, where AV is

less than VR . Those electrons which suffer inelastic collisions and

so excite or ionise the gas atoms will then be left with an energy

of only AV eV. They will, therefore, be unable to reach the

plate P against the retarding action of the p.d. VR . The current

recorded at the electrometer will consequently decrease. When

AV becomes significantly larger than VR , however, the current

will rise again, until V becomes equal to 2VC , when another current

fall will be observed. In fact, decreases in the current recorded

will occur whenever V exceeds slightly the value nVc, where n is

an integer. For n = 1, the electrons will only acquire sufficient

energy to excite (or ionise) the gas when they are very near to

the grid G. For n = 2, i.e. V — 2VC, inelastic collisions will

occur at half-way between F and G (assuming the electric field

between F and G to be uniform) and again at G. In fact, n in-

elastic collisions take place when V exceeds by a small extent the

voltage nVc.

The separation in volts between neighbouring peaks on the

graph will give a critical potential for the gas. In practice, more

than one critical potential will be encountered, the graph of Fig. 4.1b

being simplified on the assumption that only one value of Vc exists.

In recording the critical potential, it is found that the separation

in volts between neighbouring peaks of the graph is somewhat

larger than the potential at which the first peak occurs. This is

because an error is involved in recording the voltage at which this

first maximum occurs because of the finite energies of the thermally

released electrons and because of contact p.d. between the grid and

filament if these are made from dissimilar metals.

Though an important pioneer experiment, the procedure of

Franck and Hertz suffered from the disadvantage that it gave the

critical potentials of the gas without distinguishing between which

were excitation and which were ionisation potentials. Furthermore,
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errors are involved for strongly electro-negative gases like oxygen and
fluorine which attract electrons markedly (see § 3.5).

4.3. Davis' and Goucher's Method of Measuring Critical Potentials

A method of measuring the critical potentials of a gas in which
the excitation and ionisation potentials are clearly distinguished

from one another was first introduced in 1917 by Davis and Goucher.

A four-electrode, or tetrode, structure was used. As before, a

thermionic filament or, preferably, an indirectly heated cathode C
and a plate P were employed (Fig. 4.2) but now two grids Gx and G2

were inserted between C and P, Gx near C and G2 near P.

TO VACUUM PUMP
AND GAS INLET

L^-^H'
Fig. 4.2. Determination of critical potentials (Davis and Goucher).

Electrons are accelerated to the grid Gx which is maintained at a

positive potential V which can be varied by moving the tapping

point T on the potentiometer. The grid G2 is maintained at a

steady negative p.d. Vx of about — 10 V with respect to the cathode.

Between G2 and the plate P a p.d. V% of about 4 V is maintained;

this p.d. can be reversed in polarity by throwing the switch S so

that P may be either positive or negative with respect to G2 . The
plate current is recorded by a galvanometer G.

The switch S is first set at AA so that P is positive with respect

to G2 . The p.d. V is then increased slowly from zero. When
V = Ve an excitation potential for the gas or vapour electro-

magnetic radiation takes place from the atoms (or molecules)

near Gv This radiation liberates electrons from the metal of the

grid G2 and the plate P because of photoelectric effect. The
photoelectrons from P cannot escape because G2 is negative with

respect to P. On the other hand, the photoelectrons from G2 can
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reach P. A galvanometer current is therefore recorded due to

electrons arriving at P. When V exceeds Ve , the electrons can

traverse Gx and penetrate to some extent against the retarding p.d.

of Vx between G2 and Gx . Because more gas is now excited, the

photoelectric current recorded at G increases. Considering a

current due to electrons arriving at P as negative, the curve ABC
will be recorded (Fig. 4.3a). When V equals Vu an ionisation

potential for the gas, positive ions are produced in the neighbour-

hood of Gx . These ions are accelerated to G2 because of the p.d. Vx

between G2 and Glt and, since Vx is considerably greater than V2,

they easily penetrate to the plate P. The current recorded at G
is now due to positive ions arriving at P; it becomes positive in

(a)

Fig. 4.3

IONISATION
POTENTIAL

Graphical records of the results of Davis' and Goucher's experiments.

direction, therefore, and the portion of the curve CD is recorded.

At an ionisation potential, the current therefore changes sign.

The switch S is now set at BB so that P is negative with respect

to G2 . When V becomes equal to Ve ,
photoelectrons produced at

G2 are then prevented from reaching P whilst those ejected from

P can now leave it. The current recorded at G is therefore positive

and the portion of the curve AE is recorded. When V = Vt,

positive ions are produced in the gas near Gx and these add to the

current at P because positive ions arriving produce a current in the

same direction as electrons leaving. The positive curve therefore

shows a sudden increase at F, corresponding to V equal to an ionisa-

tion potential.

Both excitation potentials and ionisation potentials are therefore

clearly recorded. The first excitation potential will be decided
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by the onset of current at the point A on the curve. Further

excitation potentials occur at kinks on the curves (see Fig. 4.3a)

Whilst ionisation potentials are clearly marked by either a reversal

of current direction (on the negative part of the graph) or a sudden
increase of current (on the positive part). To mark out points of

inflexion with greater clarity, it is good practice to plot the logarithm

of the current against F(Fig. 4.3b).

This method suffers from the disadvantage that the kinks in

the curves are not always obvious at excitation potentials beyond
the first one. Further, unless specially prepared photocathodes of

low work functions are used for the grid G2 and the plate P, the

photons must be in the ultra-violet region if they are to release

electrons at these electrodes. This is, however, not a serious

TO PUMP AND
GAS INLET

Fig. 4.4. Hertz's method for measuring excitation and ionisation potentials.

difficulty because it is only the vapours of some metals which have

first excitation energies which are so low that they correspond to

the release of photons in the visible region of the spectrum.

4.4. The Space Charge Method of Hertz for Distinguishing Ionisation

Potentials

This method, introduced in 1923, using apparatus represented by

Fig. 4.4, is in two parts. In the first part, all the critical potentials

are measured; in the second part, those potentials which are

ionisation potentials are distinguished.

Two thermionic filaments F1 and F2 are mounted within the

envelope containing the gas or vapour under study. In the first

part of the experiment, F2 is not used, but Ft is heated to emit

electrons which are accelerated on application of a p.d. V into the

field-free cylindrical box B via the aperture A. Outside and coaxial
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with the box B, which has walls of wire mesh, is a sheet-metal

cylinder C. The switch 5, when at position 1, connects B and C
together; when at position 2, a p.d. of 0-1 V is connected between

B and C so that C is slightly negative with respect to B.

The procedure is then to increase the accelerating p.d. V slowly

and measure the difference between the currents recorded at the

galvanometer G with the 0-1 V out and in. The current difference

ID is then plotted against V to give a curve of the form shown in

Fig. 4.5. At a critical potential, ID will have a significant value.

To explain this, consider the effect of gradually increasing V. If

Vc is a critical potential for the gas, and V < Vc, no inelastic

collisions will occur. Provided V is greater than 0-1 V, the small

retarding p.d. of this value between B and C will have no effect.

EXCITATION
POTENTIALS

IONISATION POTENTIAL

V IN VOLTS

Fig. 4.5. Typical result from Hertz's experiment.

If, however, Kis between Vc and Vc + 0-1, those electrons which

suffer inelastic collisions will lose an amount of energy equal to

Vc eV within the box B. Though they will diffuse out to C when
5" is at position 1, i.e. B and C are at the same potential, they will

be unable to surmount the small retarding potential of 01 V
between B and C when 5" is at position 2. A difference in the

galvanometer currents will hence be recorded. As V is raised to

beyond Fc + 01, the residual energy of electrons which have

excited or ionised the gas will be greater than 0-1 eV, so they will

reach C irrespectively of whether S is at positions 1 or 2. ID will

then again be zero, or, in practice, comparatively small. The
significant current differences will consequently occur whenever V
is set between Vc and Vc + 0-1, so that the values of the critical

potentials Vc are given to within 0*1 V. Errors are involved due

to the thermal emission velocities of the electrons and the effects
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of contact potential difference. These errors are best determined

by first using the method to determine excitation potentials which
are known from spectroscopic determinations.

This method removes the uncertainty associated with locating

the kinks in the curve obtained on using the Davis and Goucher and
similar procedures. However, the experiment described so far,

using Hertz's apparatus, gives all the critical potentials without

distinguishing which are ionisation potentials.

In the second part of the experiment, the ionisation potentials

only are measured. The filament F2 is now used, and C and B
are electrically connected. A p.d. of Vx is connected between F2

and C so as to attract electrons from F2 to C. Vx must be less than

the first excitation potential of the gas to avoid inelastic collisions,

whilst the temperature ofF2 must be raised until the current recorded

to C is limited by an electron space charge around the filament F2 .

The p.d. V which accelerates electrons into the box B is now raised

gradually. When V reaches Vt, an ionisation potential for the gas,

positive ions are produced. These positive ions are very massive

compared with the electron. For example, the positive ion of neon
has a mass 20 x 1836 times the mass of the electron. It will

therefore acquire a velocity equal to 1/ V36 720 of that of the

electron on being subjected to the same fall of potential. The
positive ions will hence linger, comparatively speaking, in the

neighbourhood of the filament F2 . In doing so, they neutralise, or

reduce, the electron space charge existing in this region. The current

to C recorded by the milliammeter A will therefore increase greatly.

The values of the ionisation potentials are therefore determined as

being those values of V where a sudden considerable rise of the

current to C is recorded by the milliammeter A.

This method is very sensitive because one positive ion is able to

neutralise the space charge field due to a larger number of electrons.

4.5. The Controlled Excitation of Spectra

A striking demonstration of the relationships between the

critical potentials of atoms and their emission of line spectra is to

subject a gas or vapour to the impact of electrons from a thermionic

filament and to observe the appearance of the spectrum lines in a
spectrometer as the energy of the bombarding electrons is increased

from zero.

Fig. 4.6 shows the arrangement used by Ruark in 1925 to

demonstrate this step-by-step excitation of spectra. A tungsten

filament F is heated so that it emits electrons. Immediately around
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this filament is placed a helix of nickel A. This helix is maintained
positive with respect to F so that electrons traverse it into the field-

free space within the iron cylinder C. The distance from F to A is

small so that collisions between electrons and vapour atoms are

unlikely until the electrons reach the space within C. They will

therefore arrive there with an energy of VeV, where Fis the p.d. on
A with respect to F. If a gas is to be studied, it is simply admitted to

the initially evacuated pyrex tube until the pressure is such that the

mean free path of electrons in the gas is less than the distance from
A to C. If the vapour of a metal, e.g. magnesium, is under investiga-

tion, then a piece of the metal is placed within the glass tube and the

temperature raised by the surrounding heater until the metal
vaporises.

TO VACUUM PUMP
AND GAS SUPPLY

The controlled excitation of spectra (Ruark).

The radiation emitted by the excited atoms traverses the silica

window (which transmits U.V. radiation) to enter the slit of a
spectrometer. As V is increased from zero, the different lines of
the spectrum are excited in turn as V reaches the various critical

potentials. Since the lowest critical potentials correspond to
radiation of the lowest frequencies, the longer wavelength lines will

appear first. If the p.d. V is determined at which a particular line

of frequency v is first discerned, verification of the relation Ve = hv
is obtained. The method is hence a striking confirmation of the
quantum theory of the production of atomic spectra.

4.6. Elastic Collisions; The Ramsauer Effect

In an elastic collision of an electron with a gas atom the electron

is deviated from its initial path. It is found that the probability
of an elastic collision occurring depends on the velocity of the
incident electron.
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This result is not to be expected on a basis of classical Physics,

but has been explained in wave mechanics where a wavelength

is attributed to the electron depending on its momentum.

Consider that the mean free path Xe of an electron moving
through a gas is given by the classical kinetic theory as

A _ 4

TTtta2

where n is the number of molecules of the gas per cubic centimetre

and a is the diameter of a molecule.

7TO
-2

Putting— = A, the target area of the molecule, the number of

collisions made by an electron in traversing a distance of 1 cm in

the gas is given by

-T- = nA.
K

Suppose that a beam of electrons with a cross-sectional area of

1 cm2 enters a gas. In a path length dx, the total number of

molecules in the path of the electrons will be ndx and the total

effective absorption cross-section will be nAdx. IfN is the number
of electrons passing through the beam cross-section per second at

a distance x along the beam, the rate of decrease of N with x due

to collisions with gas molecules is

dN AM-— = — nAN;
dx

•
dN AA

. . -r-r = — nAdx.N
Integrating, loge N — — nAx + k,

where k is a constant.

If N — NQ when x = 0, k = loge N . It is easily seen that

N = Noe-nAx (42)

N/N can be measured at a given distance x, n is known at a

given pressure and temperature, so A can be found for a given gas.

It would be expected that A will be a constant for given conditions

and should certainly be independent of the velocity of the electrons.

In 1895, Lenard determined experimentally the total effective

absorption cross-section for electrons passing through a number of

different gases by measuring the number of electrons deflected out

of the beam, and showed that nA varied with the velocity of the

electrons. For high velocity electrons this cross-section was only

a few per cent, of the kinetic theory value, but it was of the same

order ofmagnitude for slow electrons.



PLATE 3.—The 156 in synchrocyclotron at the University of Liverpool,

England, showing the 6 in diameter exit tube for protons leaving the vacuum

tank and traversing the concrete screening wall on the Jeft. The experimental

room (not shown) is behind ihts wall. See p. K6 or text. (By courtesy of

M.J. Moore, Nuclear Physics Research Laboratory, University of Liverpool.)
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In 1921, Ramsatier measured N/N where losses due to deflec-

tion of the electrons out of the beam, and, furthermore, loss of

energy of the electrons without scattering, were taken into account.

This latter effect was undetectable in Lenard's arrangements of

apparatus. Ramsauer's results were in general agreement with

those of Lenard for fast electrons. He further showed, however,

that a maximum total effective absorbing cross-section of several

times the kinetic theory value occurred at a certain electron velocity

for a given gas. Thus, gases were found to have smaller effective

cross-sections for very slow electrons. This phenomenon is known

as the Ramsauer effect.

The apparatus used by Ramsauer (Fig. 4.7) employed electrons

released from the metal plate P by the photo-electric effect of ultra-

violet radiation. These electrons were then subjected to a uniform

Fig. 4.7.

U.V.RADIATIOI*

Determination of total effective cross-section for electron collisions

with gas atoms (Ramsauer).

magnetic field of flux density B directed over the whole path per-

pendicular to the paper plane in Fig. 4.7. Only those electrons

which were able to traverse a circular path of radius R defined by

the slits Si to S5 were able to reach the Faraday cage formed by the

box A. In this way it was ensured that electrons entering the slit S6

could only be of a constant known velocity v decided by

BeR
v = m

The apparatus was first evacuated and then filled at a known

pressure with the gas under study. The number of electrons

scattered from the beam over the arc length from S6 to S7 was

found from the reading of the electrometer Ex,
because such e ectrons

were all contained within the box A. The remaining electrons

entered the closed box C via the slit S 8 and were measured by the

electrometer E2 .
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The sum of the currents recorded by E1 and E% determined
°'

a
current in the electron beam at S6 , whereas the current

recorded by E% alone determined the current / where, by comparison
with Equation (4.2), it is seen that

/ = ItfrnAx,

where x is the known arc length between S6 and S7 .

nA, the total effective cross-section, can therefore be determined
Ramsauer's results for xenon, krypton, and argon are shown in
Fig. 4.8. The results show clearly that the total effective cross-
section is a function of velocity and that it has a maximum value

| ISO

6
UJ

ELECTRON ENERGY IN ELECTRON-VOLTS
Fig. 4.8. Plot of the total effective cross-section against electron energy for

three inert gases at a pressure of 130 Pa.

of three to four times the kinetic theory value for electrons of enercv
about 10 eV.

&J

These results, which are inexplicable using classical kinetic
theory m which both electrons and atoms are considered as small
hard spheres, are not surprising in view of the known open structure
of atoms according to the Rutherford-Bohr model. A full
theoretical explanation of the Ramsauer effect demands a wave-
mechanical treatment to take into account the variation of electron
wavelength with velocity. This theory is complicated and will
not be attempted here.

Exercises 4

1. Distinguish between elastic and inelastic collisions of electrons with
atoms. Explain how observations on electron collisions are used to measure
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the various critical potentials of an element in the gaseous state, and give a full

account of one method which distinguishes between ionisation and excitation

potentials.

The ionisation potential of mercury vapour is 10-4 V, and the corresponding

spectral term is 8 417 850 m-1
. Assuming the value of e, find a value for h.

{London.)

2. Describe typical methods of measuring critical potentials of elements in

the gaseous state, and explain the connection between these potentials and

optical spectra. (London.)

3. What is the significance of critical potentials in the structure of atoms and

molecules? Describe the adaptation of a thermionic tube to discriminate

between various of these potentials. (Birmingham.)

4. Describe (a) an electrical, and (b) a spectroscopic method of measuring

excitation potentials of a gas. (London.)

5. Give an account of the experimental evidence which supports the hypothesis

of energy levels in atoms. (London.)

6. Explain the ways by which atoms may become excited or ionised, referring

to experimental demonstrations of the methods.

In the arc spectrum of helium a series of transitions to the normal state gives

a convergence wave-number 1/A = 19 829 800 m_1
. Show that this corresponds

to a first ionisation potential of approximately 24-54 V. Show that a second

ionisation potential will occur at approximately 54-32 V. (e = 1-601 x 10-19 C,

h = 6-62 x 10-34 J s, c = 3 x 108 m s
_1

, Rydberg's constant for ionised

helium = 1097 22 x 107 m-1
). (London.)

7. Give an account of the possible methods for the excitation of atomic

spectra and explain how one of these methods may be adapted to the determina-

tion of the critical potentials of atoms. (Grad. Inst. P.)

8. Explain what is understood by the term "effective cross-section of an

atom for electron collisions". Describe how this quantity has been measured

and with what results. (London)

9. Describe an electron impact method by which the critical potentials of

mercury could be measured.

Explain what is meant by the excitation of a spectral line and calculate the

ratio of the excitation potential of the first line of the Balmer series of hydrogen

to the ionisation potential of the hydrogen atom. (London.)



CHAPTER 5

X-RAYS AND X-RAY SPECTRA

5.1. The Discovery of X-rays

In late 1895, Rontgen was investigating at Wiirzburg in German>
the fluorescence of the walls of a glass vessel in which a discharge

of electricity through the residual gas was taking place. To obtain

well-marked fluorescence, he evacuated the tube to a low pressure

(probably about 0.1 Pa) and used a large induction coil to

supply a p.d. across the sealed-in electrodes. In order to facilitate

observation of the fluorescence and the faint glow discharge, he
covered the tube with a shield of thin black cardboard. A paper
screen coated with barium platino-cyanide was in the laboratory

in the neighbourhood of the tube. On switching on the induction

coil, Rontgen noticed that this screen fluoresced brilliantly, even at

a distance oftwo metres from the discharge tube.

Rontgen deduced that invisible rays were emerging from the

discharge tube, and that they were produced at the region of the

glass walls which were subjected to bombardment by the cathode
rays.

In a paper which showed clearly that he realised the outstanding

importance of his discovery, Rontgen recorded a series of experi-

ments demonstrating the chief properties of these rays, which he
called X-rays. They caused many substances other than barium
platino-cyanide to fluoresce, affected a photographic plate, traversed

opaque objects, were undeflected by electric or magnetic fields,

travelled in straight lines from the seat of origin, and were produced
when cathode rays struck any solid body. Furthermore, Rontgen
asserted correctly that they were electromagnetic waves and also

that they would prove invaluable in diagnosis in medical practice.

To give powerful support to this latter statement he produced a
radiograph of a human hand showing clearly the bones dark against

the flesh in the positive.

R6ntgen also performed experiments to prove that X-rays

discharged electrified bodies. However, it was Sir. J. J. Thomson
in England who, soon after Rontgen's discovery, pointed out the

importance and sensitivity in quantitative practice of the method
of studying X-rays by allowing them to render the air in an electro-

scope conducting, and so produce a significant rate of collapse of

84
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the initially charged leaf or plates. This method is the forerunner

of the present-day use of ionisation chambers (§ 5.3).

5.2. X-Ray Tubes

Whenever electrons are rapidly accelerated or decelerated,

electromagnetic radiation is produced. In particular, if the de-

celeration entails a sufficient loss of energy of the electrons in a very

short time, then the radiation is of very short wavelength: it is in

the form of X-rays. Consequently, X-rays are produced whenever

high energy electrons impinge on a solid body, but, as was shown by

Rontgen, heavy elements like platinum are more efficient in this

respect than light elements like aluminium.

An early X-ray tube was designed by Rontgen. His design,

which was improved and modified in the investigations of many

subsequent workers, employed electrons in the form of cathode

rays arising in a cold discharge in a residual gas at a pressure of

about 0.1 Pa. These cathode rays impinged on a metal target

called the anti-cathode, where the X-rays originated. This type

of tube was called a soft X-ray tube because it was only capable

ofproducing soft, less penetrating X-radiation. Owing to difficulties

in regulating the gas pressure and in controlling the current in the

cathode rays it is now almost obsolete. The present-day X-ray tube

is a development from the hard, or high vacuum X-ray tube intro-

duced in 1913 by Coolidge. In modern practice, many varieties

of this type of tube have been developed, depending primarily on

particular applications such as diagnosis in medical practice, deep

X-ray therapy, radiography in the examination of faults in castings

and welds, and crystallography. Fig. 5 . 1 shows an early form of the

Coolidge tube and also a recent commercial type of tube developed

by Philips Ltd.

The Coolidge tube is evacuated to as high a vacuum as possible.

This demands baking of the glass envelope and de-gassing of the

metallic electrodes by running the tube at full power before it is

sealed from the pumps. Continuously pumped tubes are also made

for particular applications. Electrons are produced by thermionic

emission from an electrically heated tungsten filament F (Fig. 5.1a).

These electrons are accelerated to the anode A by a high p.d.

across AF. The anode is usually a block of copper with a plane

face at about 60° to the incident beam of electrons. This copper

block is either liquid or air cooled to prevent undue temperature

rise on electron bombardment. Inset within the face of this block

is the target T, which is frequently either molybdenum or tungsten-

chosen because of their high melting points—though many other
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metals have been used. To ensure that the electrons from the

filament F are focused on to the target, the filament is surrounded
by a metal cup which produces such a distribution of the electrostatic

field between the filament and anode that the electrons are converged
to a small spot at T. This spot is known as the focal spot. From
this focal spot, X-rays emerge in all directions, but with the 60°

setting of the target surface to the electron beam, the majority of

the X-rays traverse the tube envelope over the region EEX to reach

the space outside the tube.

Fig. 5. 1 . (a) The Coolidge X-ray tube.

(b) A modern X-ray tube (Courtesy ofPhilipsLamps Ltd).

A very wide range of designs and sizes is encountered in X-ray

tubes in modern practice, but they are all—except for the betatron

type (§11 .8)—essentially of the Coolidge pattern. Target potentials

relative to the filament are used over a wide range: about 10 kV
for small tubes; 50 kV for tubes for general diagnostic purposes in

medical practice; 200 to 300 kV for tubes (often of the continuously

pumped variety) used in deep X-ray therapy; and as much as 1 MV
in large tubes for producing very short X-rays overlapping with the

y-ray region (§ 9.14). The greater the operating p.d. required, the

larger is the tube to prevent sparking across the outside walls;
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thus a tube about 60 cm in length is required for operating p.d.'s of

100 kV.

Only a very small percentage of the energy of the incident

electron beam at the target is converted into electromagnetic energy

in the form of X-rays, though the efficiency increases at higher

target potentials. The efficiency is of the order of 0-1 per cent, for

50 kV X-ray tubes. The remaining energy of the electrons arriving

at the target is dissipated as heat, demanding the cooling systems

indicated in Fig. 5.1.

Two outstanding advantages—apart from greatly increased

stability of operation—afforded by the Coolidge design over the

previous, soft X-ray tubes are: (a) that the use of a high vacuum

permits much higher p.d.'s to be employed, and (b) the filament

current can be altered and hence the electron beam current at the

target varied, thus varying the intensity of the radiation, whilst

maintaining the target potential constant.

The high tension supply e.m.f.'s for X-ray tubes are usually

provided by either an a.c. step-up transformer or by the use of a

transformer with valve rectifier and smoothing circuit, often of the

voltage multiplying type. If an a.c. transformer is used alone—

a

frequent practice in many applications—then the X-ray tube itself

acts as a rectifier, because electrons will only reach the target

mounted in the anode block during the half-cycles when the anode

is positive. This means, of course, that X-rays are only produced

during half the operating time and, furthermore, that the target

potential varies from zero to a maximum and down to zero again

during each positive half-cycle.

5.3. Measurement of the Intensity of a Beam of X-rays

As originally shown by Rontgen, X-rays excite fluorescence in

many substances, they produce a latent image in a photographic

emulsion which can be subsequently developed and fixed by normal

photographic processing to give a silver deposit of density related

to the amount of exposure to X-rays, they produce heat when

absorbed by a target, especially of a dense material like lead, and

they also cause ionisation of a gas.

All these actions have been employed in determining the intensity

of a beam of X-rays. Of the possibilities, the last one—the ionisa-

tion of a gas—has proved the most valuable. Considering the

others first, however, it is interesting to note that, despite the fact

that X-rays were first observed because of the fluorescence they

produced in a barium platino-cyanide screen, yet it is only com-

paratively recently that use has been made of the fluorescence effect
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in determining X-ray intensities with precision. This has arisen

because of the development of the photomultiplier tube (§ 14.13) for

measuring light intensities. Here the X-rays impinge upon a crystal

or liquid in which visible fluorescent light is produced. This light is

allowed to illuminate the sensitive photocathode of the photo-

multiplier. The measured output current of the photomultiplier

can then be related to the intensity of the incident X-rays.

The photographic method has been employed in conjunction

with a densitometer to measure the density of the deposited silver.

This procedure has been useful, for example, in comparing the

intensities of the lines in the photograph of an X-ray spectrum

(§ 5.5). Disadvantages of this technique compared with that of

using an ionisation chamber are, firstly, the difficulty of rigidly

controlling the photographic development process so as to ensure

reproducible results, and of accurately relating the density of the

silver deposit to the intensity of the incident X-rays; secondly,

lack of sensitivity to small changes of X-ray intensity.

An absolute method of measuring the energy in a beam of X-rays

can be devised by allowing the beam to impinge upon a block of

lead and determining the temperature rise produced. The method
does not lend itself to accurate observations, and is very insensitive

compared with the technique of using an ionisation chamber.

An ionisation chamber suitable for measuring the intensities

of X-rays is shown in Fig. 5.2. The negative electrode or cathode

of this ionisation chamber is a metal tube C, which is earthed so as

to provide also electrical shielding. Parallel to the axis of this

tube, but off centre, is mounted a long wire anode A which is well

insulated from C by the amber or quartz plug /. The beam of

X-rays enters through a thin window W of aluminium foil, cello-

phane, or mica at one end of the tube. The beam should not impinge

on the wire anode A, otherwise it will release electrons from A due

to photoelectric effect. To ensure a well-defined beam, lead shields

Lx and L2 containing aligned apertures are used. A p.d. of 100 V or

more is maintained between C and A with A positive, this p.d. being

sufficiently great to ensure saturation of any ionisation current pro-

duced in the gas in the tube. An earthed guard-ring G, which

divides the insulator plug / into two parts, prevents leakage between

A and C.

The method of applying an electrometer, an electrometer valve, a

vibrating reed electrometer or a high input impedance transistor

(field-effect or metal oxide semiconductor type) for measuring the

small currents from the ionisation chamber is to pass this current

through a high resistor R (108 to 1013 Q) in series with the h.t. supply
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between h.t. negative and the cathode. The p.d. developed across

this resistor is then IR, where / is the ionisation current to be

determined. This p.d. is measured by the calibrated electrometer

or d.c. amplifier.

The advent of high quality resistors of values up to 1013 ft in

conjunction with the use of a vibrating reed electrometer or modern

high input impedance transistor d.c. amplifier enables ionisation

currents as small as 10-u or even 10~15 A to be recorded satis-

factorily.

To ensure as high a current as possible through the gas, especially

in determining low X-ray intensities, it is necessary to employ a long

tube C (lengths from 20 cm to 100 cm are used) and to absorb as

much energy from the incident X-ray beam in the gas as possible.

Fig. 5.2.

This latter requirement demands the use of a dense gas at high

pressure. Since the pressure is most conveniently that of the

atmosphere, it is usual to employ a gas of high molecular mass

like argon or methyl bromide, but air is often employed in less

sensitive ionisation chambers.

The Geiger counter, which can be regarded as a development

from the ionisation chamber, may also be used for measuring X-ray

intensities; it has greater sensitivity than the ionisation chamber

(§. 14.3).

X-rays are much employed in medical practice to reduce or

remove diseased tissue in the body. It is extremely fortunate in

this application that X-rays (also some radioactive reactions), are

able to destroy diseased cells (in, say, a tumour) without undue harm

to healthy cells in living animal tissue. To do this it is essential,

however, to use carefully regulated doses of directed X-rays if the

healthy cells are to be unaffected. In deciding such doses, ionisation

chambers, filled with air at atmospheric pressure, are used because

air has much the same effective atomic number as flesh tissues.

The use of ethyl bromide, giving greater sensitivity, is therefore
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reserved for such applications as X-ray spectroscopy (§ 5.9). When
X-rays pass through a gas they ionise it indirectly because of the

production of high energy electrons due to both the photoelectric

effect and also the Compton effect (§ 5.23). These electrons

produce pairs of ions in traversing the gas and, moreover, they lose

energy of about 32 eV for each ion pair produced in air. Hence
the total number of ion pairs produced in an ionisation chamber

—

which decides the saturation ionisation current recorded—is an

accurate measure of the energy absorbed from the X-rays in passing

through a known mass ofgas in unit time.

From these considerations arises the definition of the unit of

radiation (used for both X-rays and y-rays) known as the rontgea (R).

The rontgen is that quantity of X-radiation which produces ions

carrying one electrostatic unit of charge (either positive or negative)

in 1 -293 mg ofair.

1 electrostatic unit of charge = 1/(3 x 109) C.

1 -293 mg of air is the mass of 1 cm3 of air at 0° C and 105 Pa (s.t.p.).

The rontgen is not a unit of energy but a specification of the

total exposure to radiation.

In an absolute determination of a quantity of X-radiation

in rontgen, it is preferable to use an ionisation chamber with parallel

plate electrodes about 5 cm apart provided with guard-rings so

that a known volume of air at atmospheric pressure has a known,

uniform electric field maintained in it. The X-rays must not

impinge directly on these electrodes, otherwise they will release

secondary electrons. This is arranged by collimation of the beam
of rays concerned. However, some scattered X-radiation may
still fall upon the electrodes and produce electrons. To reduce this

electron production, electrodes made of a material like aluminium

of low atomic number are used. A saturation p.d. must, of course,

be employed.

The human body can be subjected to exposure to X-rays to the

extent of about 1 rontgen per week without harm. An X-ray tube

operating at a constant p.d. of 100 kV with an electron beam current

at the target of 10 mA will produce X-radiation at a distance of 1 m
from the target with an intensity of about 20 rontgens per minute.

The necessity for careful precautions in using high voltage X-ray

equipment to avoid ill-effects to the operator is obvious. In the

early days of research on X-rays, before their harmful effects on

human tissue were understood, many cases were recorded of

experimenters suffering the loss of a finger, or receiving severe

"burns" because of inadequate use of shielding and/or too long

exposure to direct or stray radiation.
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5.4. The Continuous X-ray Spectrum and Characteristic X-radiation

In 1906, Barkla discovered that a target exposed to primary

radiation from an X-ray tube produced secondary X-rays which, in

some cases, contained a pronounced component considerably

different in properties from the primary beam. It was known from

the study of their absorption in solid materials that primary X-rays

were in the form of a continuous range of constituents of various

penetrating powers. Barkla and Sadler demonstrated that a target

in the form of an element gave secondary rays that consisted of:

(a) scattered radiation of the same nature as the primary beam,

and

(b) an almost homogenous X-radiation characteristic of the

element used as a target.

The characteristic X-rays are excited provided that the primary

beam contains a constituent of greater penetrating power, i.e.

shorter wavelength, than these characteristic rays. Their hardness

increases with the atomic mass of the target element and they are

emitted uniformly in all directions, unlike the scattered rays which

have a distribution dependent upon the angle.

Kaye, in 1908, showed that the characteristic X-rays could also

be excited by using a metallic element as a target (anticathode) in an

X-ray tube, provided that the incident beam of electrons was suffici-

ently energetic. It is now known, as a result of the subsequent

development of a method for measuring the wavelengths of X-rays

(§ 5.9), that the graph of the intensity against wavelength for the

X-rays from an X-ray tube can be either of the forms shown in

Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, depending on the target potential and the nature of

the target element.

Fig. 5.3 shows the intensity of the X-rays (as determined by an

ionisation chamber, § 5.3) plotted against the wavelength (determined

by an X-ray spectrometer, § 5.8) for the radiation from an X-ray

tube with a tungsten target where the p.d. V between the target and

the cathode is set at various constant values. The spectrum is

continuous but has a definite minimum wavelength Xmin depending

on V [see Equation (5.2)]. The total intensity of this continuous

X-radiation at a given value of Vte proportional to the atomic num-

ber of the element forming the target. For a given target, this total

intensity is proportional to V2 and to the electron beam current.

In Fig. 5.4 curves are shown for a molybdenum target. In

this case, two sharp peaks of high intensity occur at wavelengths

of 0-71 A and 0-63 A. These are called the Klines, a term introduced
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by Barkla who first noted them in his studies of secondary X-radia-
tion. In 1911, Barkla also showed the existence of a series of
L lines of less penetrating power, i.e. longer wavelength, than the

K lines (the L lines are omitted in Fig. 5.4). The yet longer wave-
length M series was discovered in 1914. Moseley called the two
lines of the K series theKa and Kp lines, where the Ka line is the one
of longer wavelength {i.e. 0-71 A for molybdenum).
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Fig. 5.3. Continuous spectrum of X-rays from a tungsten target.

It is now known that there are, in general, five K lines, a fact not
demonstrated by the X-ray spectrometer used by Moseley because
of its inadequate resolving power.

The minimum wavelength Xmin in the continuous spectrum is

directly related to the p.d. V across the X-ray tube and is independent
of the nature of the target. If e is the charge on the electron,

then the potential energy of an electron at the cathode is Ve. This
energy is converted into kinetic energy of motion of the electron by
the time the electron reaches the target. If all this energy is trans-

formed into X-radiation, then

Ve = hv. (5.1)
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where h is Planck's constant and hvmax is the energy of the photon

at the maximum frequency vmax produced in the X-rays.

Putting

vmax == W^wit'n j

a -hi (5.2)

Xmin is the minimum wavelength in the continuous X-ray

spectrum generated by an X-ray tube operating with a target-
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Fig. 5.4. Spectrum of X-rays from a molybdenum target showing the

characteristic K lines.

cathode p.d. of V. It is called the Doane-Hont limit type, after

Duane and Hunt who established this concept in 1915.

Substituting in Equation (5.2) h = 6-625 x 10"34 J s, c = 3 X
MPms^ande = 1-6 X 10"19 C,

. _ 6-625 x 10-34 x 3 x 108

"min — ~ - *~ V« m
V X 1-6 X 10-19

1-24
X lO"6 m (5.3)
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Km = , 7„, x 10- 6 = 2-48 x 10-11 m

Hence, if the target-cathode p.d. is, say, 50 kV,

1-24

5 x 104

= 0024 8 nm = 0-248 A.

This result agrees very well with experimental observations

(see the minimum wavelength at 50 kV on the curve of Fig. 5.3).

Most of the electrons in the beam incident on the target will not

have all their energy converted into X-ray photons. The most
penetrating, or hardest, X-rays with wavelengths at, or near, Xmin ,

will be produced by electrons which are decelerated to zero velocity

by collisions with atoms in the surface layers of the target. The
majority of the electrons will be decelerated less rapidly; they will

penetrate several layers of atoms near the surface to be finally

stopped within the target at distances depending on the applied

p.d. V, i.e. on the energy of the electrons. These electrons will be

responsible for the X-rays of wavelengths greater than Xmin , extend-

ing indefinitely in the long wavelength region, but where the intensity

is very small at wavelengths greater than about 5Xmin .

The characteristic Ka and Kp lines will only appear when the elec-

trons have sufficient energy to release an electron from the K shell.

But the radiation emitted is that due to another electron moving in

from the L or M shell to fill the vacant K level (see § 5.18). Thus,

the energy of the electron required is the K shell energy, whereas the

emitted energy in the form of X-radiation is that appropriate to

the L toK (orM to K) transition. Hence the characteristic radiation

only appears when the electron energy is somewhat greater than the

energy of the characteristic irradiation.

The characteristic Ka and Kp lines for a molybdenum target

appear at 0-71 A and 0-63 A. They occur, therefore, if the applied

p.d. across the tube is 50 kV, because the minimum wavelength

in the continuum is then much less than 0-63 A. In the spectrum

given in Fig. 5.3 for tungsten, however, the characteristic K lines

are absent at 50 kV. This is because these lines for tungsten have

wavelengths of 0-179 A, 0-184 A, 0-184 8 A, 0-208 6 A, and 0-213 4 A.

The p.d. V applied across the X-ray tube would therefore have to

be somewhat greater than 12 400/0-179, i.e. 70 kV approximately,

for all the characteristic Klines to appear.

Equation (5.3) will apply at all potentials. Even in the case of

electrons impinging on a target at only 10 V, say, radiation of

minimum wavelength 12 412/10 = 1 241 A, i.e. ultra-violet radia-

tion, will occur, though with small intensity. In fact this

phenomenon has had an important bearing on the design of electro-
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meter valves for the recording of small currents and of ionisation

gauges for the measurement of low gas pressures, because such

ultra-violet radiation will release electrons from electrodes in a

vacuum tube due to the photoelectric effect.

5.5 The Diffraction of X-rays by Crystals; The Original Experiment

In early 1912, Sommerfeld calculated from the results of the

previous, inconclusive, experimental work on the diffraction of

X-rays by a wedge-shaped slit that the wavelengths of X-rays were

of the order of a fraction of one angstrom unit. Radiation of such

short wavelengths demands the use of impossibly narrow slits to

be able to obtain clearly defined diffraction patterns, as in the

comparable experiments using visible light. However, much earlier

studies, especially those of Bravais, published in 1848, had provided

a great deal of information about the regular geometrical arrange-

ments of atoms and molecules in crystals. Furthermore, knowing

the Avogadro number, the density of the crystal, and the molecular

mass of the compound concerned, the distances between the atoms

in a crystal could be calculated (§ 5.9). These spacings were thus

known to be of the order of 1 A. It occurred to Laue that crystals

should, therefore, provide the ideal means of obtaining diffraction

of X-rays. This idea was tested experimentally by Friedrich and

Knipping in 1912, who used a crystal of zinc sulphide (zinc blende).

The success of these experiments, which substantiated completely

Laue's suggestion, led to the now widely practised science of X-ray

crystallography and the first means of determining the wavelengths

of X-rays with precision.

In Friedrich and Knipping's experiment, an early form of soft

X-ray tube with a water-cooled target produced a beam of X-rays

which was reduced to a fine pencil by the apertures in the sheets of

lead at Slt S2, and Ss (Fig. 5.5). This narrow beam, which con-

tained a wide distribution of wavelengths (cf. Fig. 5.3), traversed

the crystal C behind which was set up a photographic plate and

also a fluorescent screen. The fluorescent screen was used for

preliminary adjustments of the crystal in the X-ray beam before a

photograph was taken. After a long exposure (20 to 60 hour in the

original experiment) it was found that the developed photographic

plate exhibited a central spot—due to the direct beam of X-rays—

around which were distributed regularly arranged spots fainter than

the central spot. The positions of these spots were definitely related

to the setting of the crystal with respect to the incident beam.

Laue gave a mathematical analysis which related the positions of

these spots to the occurrence of diffraction of the X-rays by the
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three-dimensional grating formed by the crystal. His method has

been simplified by the subsequent work of Bragg (§ 5.7) but it

indicated that the X-rays were electromagnetic waves, that they

could be diffracted, that the atoms in the crystal—as already

predicted in crystallography—were arranged in definite geometrical

patterns, and, finally, that the wavelengths present in the incident

X-ray beam could be measured.

In the first experiment, the range of wavelengths in the hetero-

geneous beam was calculated to be from 013 to 048 A.

c

PHOTOGRAPHIC
PLATE

Fig. 5.5. The first experiment on the diffraction of X-rays by a crystal (Friedrich,

Knipping, and Laue).

5.6 The Structure of Crystals; Miller Indices

Before proceeding further with an account of the diffraction

of X-rays by crystals it is necessary to consider briefly the relevant

information available about crystal structures before the advent

ofX-ray crystallography.

The early classification work on crystals—brilliantly discussed

in the thesis by Abb6 Haiiy in 1784—was based on the symmetrical

characteristics and regular geometrical forms of perfect crystals.

In addition, the fact that many naturally-occurring crystals (e.g.

rock-salt, calcite, mica, etc.) split along cleavage planes in such a

manner that the pieces all have the same shape, where the angles

between corresponding planes are characteristic of the type of

crystal, led to the idea that crystals are built up by the repetition of

unit cells in a regular geometrical arrangement. The crystal

comprises such identical cells arranged, with a constant orientation,

in rows and layers.
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In specifying the particular form of a crystal, Haiiy selected three

non-parallel faces and suggested that their intersections at an edge

be chosen as the directions of a set of three non-parallel axes to which

the crystal could be related (Fig. 5.6). The three axes OX, O Y,

and OZ will then be such that the angle between OX and O Y is a,

between OX and OZ is ft and between O Y and OZ is y. Other

possible cleavage planes exist than the three non-parallel ones

chosen. Such a plane as ABC can then be related to the three

axes by the lengths of the intercepts OA = a, OB = b, and OC = c

it makes on these axes. Only relative lengths are significant here.

Haiiy then enunciated the law of rational indices, which may be

Fig. 5.6. Concerning the law of rational indices.

expressed in the form that all thefaces ofactual crystals are necessarily

parallel to planes which have intercepts on the axes of a/x, b/y, and

c/z, where x, y, andz are small integers.

Subsequently, Miller evolved the now universally employed

system of designating a plane in a crystal by three numbers, known

as the Miller indices. These indices are the three smallest possible

integers which have the same ratios as the reciprocals of the intercepts

of the plane concerned on the three axes. They are denoted by

h, k, and /. For example, suppose the intercepts a/x, b/y, and c/z

of a crystal plane on the three chosen axes, according to Haiiy,

are 2, 3, and 4 respectively, where the unit of length is of no conse-

quence because only ratios are important. The reciprocals of these

numbers are £, J, and £. The smallest integers bearing the same

ratios to one another as these reciprocals are 6, 4, and 3. Then

h = 6, k = 4, and / = 3 are the Miller indices.

4 Y. : A. N. P.
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A simple example is where the crystal (or its unit cell) is a cube

(Fig. 5.7). The axes OX, O Y, and OZ now form a right-angled set.

The face ECBG of this cube, or any plane parallel to it, has an
intercept OG on the X axis, but it is parallel to the Y and Z axes, i.e.

the intercepts on the Y and Z axes are each infinity. If OG is taken

as unity, then the Miller indices are the reciprocals of 1, oo, oo,

i.e. they are (100). In the same manner it is readily seen that a

plane parallel to ABCD is a (010) plane and that one parallel to

CDFE is a (001) plane. The diagonal plane AGED will have

equal intercepts on OX and O Y of unity, with an intercept on the

Fig. 5.7. The simple cubic crystal.

Z-axis of infinity. It will therefore be a (110) plane. The plane

AFG makes equal intercepts with the three axes; its Miller indices

are hence (1 1 1).

The law of rational indices and other facts concerning crystals

can be explained, following Bravais in 1848 but using modern

terminology, by assuming that crystals are constructed in the form

of a three-dimensional space-lattice, consisting of a geometrical

arrangement of points at which are considered to reside atoms

(strictly, ions), molecules or groups of molecules (Fig. 5.8). In

this crystal lattice, large groups of atoms exist in planes. Sets of

these planes which are parallel to one another [e.g. the (100),

(110), and (1 1 1) sets of planes in the cubic crystal lattice of Fig. 5.7]
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are important in the reflection and diffraction of X-rays, as is seen

from the proof of Bragg's law (§ 5.7).

TABLE 5.1

Crystal Class

Cubic
Tetragonal

Hexagonal
Rhombohedral
Orthorhombic
Monoclinic
Triclinic

Angles between Axes

a = fi
= y = 90°

a = fi
= y = 90°

a = j3 = 90°; y = 120°

a = /3 = y * 90°

a = p = y = 90°

a = y = 90° * £
a + /5 # y

Characteristic
Intercepts on Axes

= b * c

= 6 * c

* b * c

* 6 4= C

* b * c

Fig. 5.8. A three-dimensional space-lattice showing planes of atoms.

Thirty-two classes of crystal exist. Of these, seven basic main

divisions are those of Table 5.1, understood in relation to Fig. 5.9.

Fourteen symmetrical space-lattices arise out of these seven

main classes on realising, for example, that the cubic crystal may

be either of the simple form of Fig. 5.9a, or may have, in addition,

an atom at the centre of each face to give the face-centred cube (Fig.

5.9b), or may be a body-centred cube as in Fig. 5.9c.

Further consideration of other classes of crystal systems—of

which there are 32 in all—is not required in this text.
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tt Q. CUBIC (simple) b. CUBIC (face-centred) c. CUBIC (body-centred)

2. TETRAGONAL 3. HEXAGONAL 4. RHOMBOHEDRAL

5. ORTHORHOMBIC 6. MONOCLINIC (simple) 7 TRICLINIC

Fig. 5.9. The seven basic types of crystal.

5.7. Analysis of X-ray Diffraction by Crystals According to the Braggs

Two of the outstanding pioneers in the study of the diffraction

of X-rays, who also established the early experimental techniques,

were W. H. Bragg and his son, W. L. Bragg. It was W. L. Bragg

who, in 1913, published a paper which simplified considerably the

earlier explanations of X-ray diffraction by Laue. He considered

that, when monochromatic plane waves of X-rays impinge upon the

atoms in a crystal lattice, each atom acts as a source of scattered

radiation of the same wavelength. If the atoms concerned all lie

in a single plane which is rich in atoms in the lattice, then the

secondary wavelets will only reinforce one another to give a scattered

beam of considerable intensity in that direction which is satisfied

by Huygens' construction in the case of reflected waves, e.g. for
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light reflected at a plane mirror. This direction will, of course,

be where the angle of reflection equals the angle of incidence, i.e.

the specular reflection case. Furthermore, owing to the high

penetrating power of X-rays through materials, such reflections

will only be pronounced for large angles of incidence, i.e. small

glancing angles.

Suppose the points where atoms (or molecules, or groups) are

situated in a crystal lattice are represented in the two-dimensional
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Fig. 5.10. Specular reflections of a beam of X-rays at the various planes in a

crystal lattice.

diagram of Fig. 5.10. The rows (corresponding to planes in the

three-dimensional case) which are rich in atoms in this case are

those parallel to AA, BB, CC, DD, and EE. If a narrow beam of

X-rays impinges on any one of these planes at a glancing angle of 8,

then the reflected beam will leave at an angle 6 to the plane. If

the angle 6 is fixed relative to the crystal, e.g. it is determined with

respect to AA, then other angles 6lt 2 , 3 , and 4 will prevail at the

other four planes, so that the specularly reflected beams will emerge

from the crystal in definite directions related to the orientation of

the crystal with respect to the incident beam, to the arrangement

of atoms, and to the lattice spacings.

As distinct from the case of light reflected at a mirror, however,

X-rays will readily penetrate through the crystal to encounter
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thousands of planes parallel to one another. Assuming that the

X-rays are not refracted (see § 5.11), consider that a beam of plane,

monochromatic X-rays of wavelength A travelling along AB in

Fig. 5.11 gives rise to a specular reflected beam along BC from the

plane PP' in the crystal (this will be one of the planes with Miller

indices h, k, I in practice). If the glancing angle of incidence is 6,

then the angle of reflection to PP', i.e. angle CBP', will also be 6.

Below PP', at a separation d, will occur a parallel plane of atoms

along QQ' in the crystal. This separation d will be the crystal

lattice spacing in the direction perpendicular to the planes specified;

Fig. 5.11. Concerning the proof of the Bragg equation.

d will be of the order of 1 A. If the focal spot of the X-ray tube is

some distance (say, a few cm) from the crystal—as is necessarily

the case in practice—then X-rays in the beam impinging upon the

atom B in the plane PP' will be parallel to those impinging on Bx

in the plane QQ' because the distance BBX ( = d) is extremely small

compared with the distance to the X-ray tube. Therefore, the

glacing angle of incidence A XBXQ will also be 6, and give rise to a

specularly reflected beam BXD parallel to BC. If BE is constructed

normally to A XBX at E and BF is normal to BXD at F, then BE and

BF will be the wavefronts in the incident and reflected beams

respectively. The path difference between the reflected beams BC
and BXD will hence be

EBX + BXF = 2d sin 0.

If this path difference is an integral number of whole wave-

lengths, then constructive interference will occur between the

reflected beams, i.e. they will reinforce one another. There will

consequently be a maximum intensity in the reflected beam when,

and only when,

nX = 2d sin (5.4)

where n is an integer.
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This result is known as Bragg's equation. In conjunction with

the fact that the angles of incidence and reflection must be equal,

it forms Bragg's law.

Applying Bragg's law to the explanation of the result of the

experiment of Friedrich, Knipping, and Laue (§ 5.5), it is seen that

this corresponds to a case where a narrow collimated beam of

X-rays with a distribution of wavelengths is incident upon planes

of atoms as in Fig. 5.10. Wherever the values of dt 6, and A satisfy

Equation (5.4) and the law of specular reflection holds, the X-rays

will emerge from the crystal in beams of maximum intensity to give

the Laue spots observed (Fig. 5.5). In considering the explanation

fully, however, other planes, set at right angles to the plane of the

paper in Fig. 5.10 in the three-dimensional crystal lattice, must be

taken into account.

Using Bragg's equation, two practical procedures arise:

(a) if the crystal lattice space d is known, then the wavelength

of the X-rays may be determined

;

(b) conversely, if A is known, then the lattice spacing of the

crystal may be found.

The Bragg spectrometer is involved in the experimental

techniques.

5.8. The Bragg X-ray Spectrometer

The X-ray spectrometer designed by W. H. and W. L. Bragg in

1913 is shown schematically in Fig. 5.12.

The X-rays from the target of an X-ray tube are collimated by

the aligned slits (order of 0-1 mm wide) in the lead inserts in the

shields Sx and S2 . This narrow beam is then incident upon the

cleavage plane of the crystal C. The crystal is mounted on a

rotatable table T (similar to that of an ordinary prism spectrometer)

with an attached vernier read against the concentric, fixed, horizontal,

graduated circle G. The glancing angle of setting 6 of the face of

the crystal relative to the incident beam of X-rays can therefore

be recorded. The reflected beam traverses a third slit S3 to enter

the thin window of an ionisation chamber / filled with ethyl bromide

and ofthe design shown in Fig. 5.2. The ionisation current produced

by this X-ray beam is measured by the electrometer E. The angle

of setting of the arm which carries the ionisation chamber can be

varied and is recorded by a second vernier against the divided

circle G. The ionisation current is recorded as the angle of incidence

6 is varied on rotation of the crystal table T. The ionisation chamber

is rotated at each setting so that the angle of reflection is made
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equal to the angle of incidence; the reflected beam recorded is

then deviated by an angle of 20 from the incident beam.

As an alternative to recording the intensity of the reflected beam
by an ionisation chamber, a photographic film may be used. This

film is usually placed in a container so as to form an arc around the

crystal as centre. The crystal is then rotated slowly so that one

set of planes after the other are at the correct angle of setting for

the Bragg equation to apply. Alternatively, the crystal is set at

Fig. 5.12. The Bragg X-ray spectrometer.

approximately the correct angle and is then rotated slowly back-

wards and forwards through a few degrees. The photographic

technique is preferred for recording accurately the angles 6 concerned

in the Bragg equation, though allowance must be made for shrinkage

of the film on development. If it is required to record the relative

intensities of the reflected beams at diffraction maxima, then the

ionisation chamber method is preferable.

5.9. Use of the Bragg X-ray Spectrometer

As an example of the use of the spectrometer, consider the

results obtained on using (a) a crystal of sylvine, KC1, and (fc) a
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crystal of rock-salt, NaCl. Both these crystals are known to be

cubic. To obtain approximately monochromatic X-radiation, the

K-radiation from an X-ray tube with a target of palladium was used

in an early experiment. The K lines will be accompanied by a

background of X-radiation in the form of a continuous spectrum

(cf. Fig. 5.4). However, the K lines will be so prominent—provided

that a sufficiently high p.d. is maintained across the X-ray tube-
that their effect will readily show up against the background current

recorded by the ionisation chamber. Fig. 5.13 gives a typical curve

for KC1 where the (100) face is presented to the incident beam of

X-rays and the ionisation current is plotted against the angle 20.

Peak intensities will occur whenever the Bragg equation

nX = 2d sin 6

^ ~~
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Fig. 5.13. Plot from a Bragg spectrometer of the ionisation current against

angle for a KC1 crystal (100 face).

is satisfied. Such peaks will therefore occur at the successive

orders n = 1, 2, 3, etc., and there will be two peaks at each order

corresponding to the Ka and Kp lines of the K-radiation doublet.

Additional fine structure of the K lines will be absent using a

spectrometer of limited resolving power.

For the Ka line from a palladium target, the results obtained may
be conveniently detailed as follows

:

(a) KC1 crystal. Using the (100) planes, peak intensities in the

reflected beams are obtained at = 5° 23', 10° 49', and 16° 20'.

These results will be for the first three orders, i.e. « = 1, 2, and 3

respectively, as is shown by the fact that

sin 5° 23' : sin 10° 49' : sin 16° 20' : : 1 : 2 : 3.

Using the (1 10) planes, with n = 1 , 6 = 7° 37.

Using the (11 1) planes, with n = 1 , 6 = 9° 25',
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On putting n = 1 in Bragg's equation (5.4), it is seen that the

lattice spacing d is inversely proportional to sin 6 for a constant

wavelength A. If, therefore, the separations between neighbouring

planes, i.e. the lattice spacings, are d100, duo, and dlu for the (100),

(1 10), and (1 1 1) planes respectively, it follows that,

1 1 1

dr
sin 5° 23'' sin 7° 37' * sin 9° 25'*

Fig. 5.14. Planes in the simple cubic lattice including eight unit cells.

It is easily shown, therefore, that

du» : dno : dlu :: 1 : 1/V2 : 1/V3.

If the simple cubic lattice of Fig. 5.14 is examined, it is seen that

this result would be expected. Eight unit cubes are drawn. Con-

sider any one of these cubes, ABCDEFGH. AB — dlm, AG — d010 ,

and GF = dwx, and these lengths are all equal. The spacing dno
between neighbouring (110) planes is the distance between, for

example, the planes ADEH and FGIJ. This is half the distance

FC, the diagonal of a face of a unit cube, i.e. V2d100/2, equal to

d1Wj/V2. Such a plane as PQR, which makes equal intercepts

on all three axes OX, O ¥, and OZ, is a (11 1) plane, The distance
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dlu between neighbouring (111) planes is, for example, OS, which

can be seen to be equal to a third of the diagonal of a unit cube,

e.g. \OH, equal to \ x V3>d1Wi , i.e. d100/V3.

(b) NaCl crystal. Using the (100) planes, the peak intensity

in the first order occurs at 6 = 6°. It follows that the ratio of

d100 for NaCl, written (rf100)NaCb to d100 for KC1, i.e. (d100)Ka, is

given by

(<WNaci = sin 5° 23' = 1

(^ioo)kci sin 6° 1115'

The glancing angle obtained for the (110) planes of NaCl, to

give (^no)Naci. is also found, as would be expected, to lead to the

result that

(^tioWci _ 1

(rfuoka 1-115"

However, if the lattice spacing dlu is determined for NaCl, it is

twice the value which would be expected by comparison with

(^ih)kci. »•£• the glancing angle recorded is half the expected

value.

This apparent anomaly is, however, readily explained when
it is realised that the planes of the atoms in a crystal are not

necessarily equal in their ability to scatter X-rays. As was shown

by Thomson and Barkla the amount by which an atom scatters

X-rays is dependent on the number of electrons in the atom. Whilst

adding to the complexity of the explanation of the results of X-ray

diffraction experiments, this dependence of the intensity of the

scattered rays on the nature of the atom leads to further possibilities

in the use ofX-rays for studying crystals.

The atomic numbers—and hence the numbers of orbital electrons

—of the constituent atoms of KC1 and NaCl are 19, 17, and 11 for

K, CI, and Na respectively. Therefore, the potassium and chlorine

atoms will have roughly the same efficiency as scattering centres

for X-rays, but the sodium atom will be little more than half as

efficient as the chlorine atom. If, in the NaCl crystal, parallel

planes of atoms contained alternately all sodium and all chlorine

atoms, pronounced diffraction maxima would not be expected as

a result of reflections at these planes, because the conditions

for destructive interference to give weak intensities between the

maxima could not be satisfied by waves of considerably different

amplitudes.

On these lines of reasoning, it is readily deduced that the only

simple cubic structure which gives results of X-ray diffraction studies

which are in agreement for both KC1 and NaCl is of the form shown
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in Fig. 5.15. This arrangement of atoms (ions) in the lattice

also satisfies the condition that oppositely charged ions (i.e. the

positive K+ or Na+ ion and the negative Cl~ ion) must occur in

pairs with the shortest possible separations between them in the

lattice.

Referring to Fig. 5.15 it is seen that (100) planes and (110)

planes—where, in reality, the crystal comprises millions of the basic

unit cubic cells—contain equal numbers of metal and chlorine atoms,

and so act as equal scatterers of X-rays. The (111) planes, on the

other hand, contain, alternately, all metal atoms and all chlorine

atoms. In the case of NaCl, therefore, when the (111) planes are

presented to the incident X-rays, pronounced maxima will only be

obtained corresponding to a spacing of 2dni .

• CENTRE OF METAL ATOM (lON)

O CENTRE OF CHLORINE ATOM (lON)

Fig. 5.15. Arrangement of the atoms in the crystal lattice of KC1 and NaCl.

Once the arrangement of the atoms in the cubic crystal has been

decided, it is possible to calculate the absolute value of the lattice

spacing. One mole of the compound, i.e. the molecular mass in

gram, will containNA molecules, whereNA is the Avogadro constant.

In the case of rock-salt (NaCl), the molecular mass is the sum of

the atomic mass of sodium (22-99) and the atomic mass of chlorine

(35-46). It is, therefore, 58-45. Hence NA molecules of NaCl have

a mass of 58-45 g, and 1 000 NA molecules (a kilomole) have a mass

of 58-45 kg. This mass ofone kilomole occupies a volume of 58-45/p

where p is the density of rock-salt in kg m-3
. The number of

molecules in 1m3 of rock-salt is consequently,

\ 1000iVY 1000 JV>

58-45/p 58-45
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and the total number of atoms in this unit volume will be

2 000 JV>/58-45, because there are two atoms (one Na and the other

CI) to each molecule.

Now d1Wi is the separation between neighbouring atoms along the

edge of the cube. The number of atoms in 1 m length of the edge is,

therefore, l/dlw , where dl00 is in metre. The total number of atoms

in 1 m3 of rock-salt must, consequently, also be given by (l/d100f.

It follows that

2000NaP _{ 1 ^, (55)(±\
\"ioo/58-45

Substituting NA = 6*025 x 1023 molecules/mole and p for rock-

salt as 2 1 63 kgm-3
gives

/ 58-45 V
V2 000 X 6-025 x 1023 X 2 163/

= 2-82 X 10-10 m.

Recalling that the Ka line from a palladium target gave a first

order maximum at a glancing angle of 6° using the (100) planes of

rock-salt, it follows that the wavelength of this radiation is given by

the Bragg equation (5.4) as

2d100 sin 6 = 2 x 2-82 x 10"10 sin 6° m
= 0-59 x 10-10 m =0-59 A.

It is seen that a method of finding the wavelengths of X-radiation

is available. Once the wavelengths of various characteristic X-rays

have been determined by the use of a crystal of known lattice

spacings, these X-rays can be used to determine the spacings of

unknown crystals. It is, however, necessary, as has been shown,

to know the Avogadro constant. The most accurate method of

finding this constant is by the use of X-rays of determined wave-

length (§5.15).

An absolute method of measuring X-ray wavelengths other than

by using crystals is therefore necessary. This is provided by the use

of a mechanically ruled grating with a precisely known spacing

between the lines (§5.14).

A further advantage accruing from the diffraction of X-rays by

crystals is that a method is made available of obtaining a beam of

monochromatic radiation of known wavelength without the back-

ground radiation due to the continuous spectrum. Radiation in

the /nines (with a background continuum) from an X-ray tube target

is allowed to fall on a crystal at the correct setting to produce an

intense reflected beam in the first order, in accordance with Bragg's

equation. Selection of this reflected beam in the particular direction
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by suitable slits provides a monochromatic beam where the back-

ground continuum is absent. This technique, which is analogous

to that of using a grating monochromator in light, is employed in

the double crystal X-ray spectrometer.

5.10. X-ray Crystallography by the " Powder " Method

The method of X-ray crystallography described in § 5.9 using a

Bragg spectrometer presupposes that a single crystal is available.

Though this crystal may be fairly small, yet it must be undistorted

and free from twinning. There is a wide variety of materials, e.g.

the metals, alloys, carbons, fluorescent powders, etc., which are

microcrystalline. If this microcrystalline structure could be

determined by X-ray methods, a powerful analytical procedure

would be available. Furthermore, information about the size

of the crystals, the presence of impurities in small quantities,

distortion and preferred orientation of the crystals would be

obtained. The advantages in, for instance, metallurgy would be

outstanding.

A method of studying the structures of microcrystals was

introduced in 1916 by Debye and Scherrer in Germany and by Hull

in America, working independently.

The single crystal method might be classed as a case where a

perfectly ordered geometrical array of atoms is investigated; in

the powder method, though the atoms in individual crystals are

ordered, yet the orientations of the crystals themselves are perfectly

disordered, i.e. set at random.

A typical technique is illustrated by Fig. 5.16.

If the crystals are in the form of a powder, or if larger crystals

are deliberately crushed to form a microcrystalline powder, then

this powder is placed in a thin-walled, narrow glass tube in the

path of a collimated beam of monochromatic X-rays. Alternatively,

the powder may be simply stuck with gum on to a thin wire erected

in the X-ray beam. In the case of microcrystalline bodies like

metals and carbons, it is adequate to erect a small piece of the

material on a thin support in the path of the X-rays.

The lattice planes in the millions of microcrystals present will

have all possible orientations in space. A collimated beam of

monochromatic X-rays incident upon the powder will therefore

encounter sets of planes at the correct orientation to give rise to a

reflection enhanced by constructive interference in accordance

with Bragg's equation. Furthermore, it is apparent that parallel

planes with a given lattice spacing d will occur in all positions around
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the axis of the X-ray beam. The reflected rays from these planes

which satisfy the Bragg equation nX = 2d sin will leave the

crystals to form the surface of a cone with a semi-vertical angle at

the apex equal to 20.

If the powder is mounted at the centre of a drum-shaped cassette

with photographic film forming a collar around the inner circum-

ference, it is apparent that the various Bragg reflections will produce

at the film (35 mm film is often used) a series of arcs of concentric

circles with a black spot at the centre of the negative due to the

undeflected X-ray beam (see Plate I). Measurement of the diameters

FILM

X-RAYS f il

----r-vlr—

FILTER FOR
PRODUCING
MONOCHROMATIC
RADIATION

X-RAYS-------

-

POWDER

CASSETTE

PERSPECTIVE VIEW
Fig. 5.16. The principle of the powder method of X-ray crystallography.

of these circles enables the angles concerned in the Bragg equation

to be found since the radius of the cassette is known.

As shrinkage of the film occurs on development, either an

allowance must be made for this by trial, or the apparatus calibrated

by taking powder photographs of crystals of known structure

and dimensions. To ensure that all possible sets of crystal

planes are presented at the appropriate angles to the incident

X-ray beam, the support for the crystals is often rotated slowly

during the exposure.

This method has proved of great value in studying a wide

variety of microcrystalhne bodies, especially metals, alloys, and the
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effects of alloying. It is also sufficiently sensitive to enable the

change of lattice spacings with temperature change of the crystal to

be recorded.

In the determination of the glancing angle 8 it is seen that

where / is the distance between arcs from a given circle on the

photographic film and D is the diameter of the circle formed by the

film. To find 8 accurately, it is best to use the larger values of /,

where, as may easily be seen, the arcs of the circles on the film are

curved away from the central spot. An additional advantage of

making the determination for the larger angles is seen on considering

the Bragg equation

nX = 2d sin 8.

The requirement is that d, the lattice spacing, should be

determined accurately. Hence, small changes of d should produce

as big as possible changes of 8, i.e. d8/dd needs to be large. For a

given order n and wavelength A, differentiating the Bragg equation

with respect to 8 gives

= 2-jt. sin 8 + 2d cos 8;
Qu

dd _ _ tang

dd d

d8/dd will therefore be a maximum when 8 is 90° This corres-

ponds to X-rays reflected back along their incident path. It is,

of course, impracticable to record such reflected rays, but the use

of as large a value of 8 as possible, corresponding to lines on the

film as widely separated as possible, gives greater sensitivity for

the detection of small changes of the lattice spacing d,

5.11. The Refraction of X-rays

Soon after his discovery of X-rays, Rontgen tried to obtain

experimental evidence of their refraction by solid media. He failed

to do so because his apparatus was insufficiently sensitive to detect

the fact that the refractive indices of materials of X-ray frequencies

are only slightly less than unity.

The first evidence of the existence of the refraction of X-rays

was provided by Stenstrom in 1919. In experiments on the

measurement of the wavelength of a monochromatic beam of

X-rays due to one of the K groups of lines from the target of an

X-ray tube, using a crystal of known lattice spacings, Stenstrom
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found that the value for the wavelength obtained was slightly

greater (order of 0-1 to 0-2 per cent.) for a first order reflection

than for reflection at a higher order. This result was explained on

the basis that the refractive index of the crystal for X-rays was

slightly less than unity. Bragg's equation (5.4) therefore needs

a small correction because of refraction. This correction must

take into account two factors:

(a) A beam of X-rays incident at a glancing angle 9 on the

surface plane AB of a crystal is refracted away from the normal

NA on entering the crystal. It therefore meets a second interior

plane CD at a glancing angle of 9', where 9' < 9 (Fig. 5.17). This

refraction also occurs when the beam emerges from the crystal at B.

Whereas 9 will be the angle as determined by an X-ray spectrometer,

9' is the significant angle in the Bragg equation.

(b) Presuming that the refractive index of the material of the

crystal relative to the outside air is nm for X-rays of wavelength A

in air, then the wavelength of these X-rays inside the crystal will

be A', where

«W =A/A' (5.6)

Because nm = 1 — S, where 8 is of the order of 10~5 (§ 5.12),

A' is slightly longer than A.

If d is the appropriate crystal lattice spacing, it follows that the

correct form of Bragg's equation is

n\' = 2d sin 9' (5.7)

where n is the order of diffraction.

But 9 is the angle measured by the spectrometer, and A is the

wavelength required. It is hence necessary to express Equation

(5.7) in terms of 9 and A. This can be done on using SnelPs law of

refraction.

Remembering that Snell's law is concerned with angles of

incidence and refraction measured from the normal and not with the

glancing angles, then,

sin (90- 9) _ cosfl
."w ~ sin (90 - 0') ~cos0' ;

2 _ 1 - sin2 9

• •
n™ -

i
_ sin2 6

'

a' ln„? + sin2 9—1 /« e\
or sin 9 = / -H—! _ (5.5)

^V nm2

Substituting this expression for sin 9' in Equation (5.7) and

also putting Xjnm for A' from Equation (5.6) gives

nX = 2d VnJ + sin2 6 - 1
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Expressing this result in a more convenient form,

1 -nj\i
nX = 2d sin 6 { 1

\ sin2 /
'

Putting

nm = 1 — S,

where S is very small, then

(1 - nj) = (1 + nm) (1 - #fM) - 28

to a very high order of accuracy

;

d -—

Y

V sin2 d)
.*. nX = 2d sin 6

\A
,N Mj

/\

i^^; I-

;

c V j

D

Fig. 5.17. Refraction of a beam of X-rays on entering a crystal.

Expanding by the binomial theorem, and retaining only the

first power of the small quantity 28/sin2 6, then

nX = 2d sin 6(1- 8/sin2 6) (5.9)

If X-rays of known wavelength (preferably measured by a ruled

grating, § 5.14) are used in an X-ray spectrometer to determine the

value of 6 in a known order n for a crystal of known lattice spacing

d, then 8 = 1 — nm, and so nm, the refractive index of the material

of the crystal for X-rays, can be found. Some typical results

obtained using X-rays in the Kai line from a copper target of an

X-ray tube (A = 1 -537 A) are,

for mica: nm = 1 - 8-94 x lO"6

for calcite: nm = 1 — 8-8 X 10~ 6
.

5.12. Outline of the Theory of the Refraction of X-rays

In the electromagnetic theory of the refraction of electromagnetic

waves on passing from a vacuum into a material, it is considered

that the electric vector in the incident beam will bring about forced

vibrations of the bound electrons in the molecular dipoles of the

material. The electromagnetic waves resulting from the forced

vibrations of the electrons are the waves of the refracted beam in
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the material. Mathematical analysis then leads to Sellmeier's

equation for the refractive index of the material*. This may be

put in the form

n 2 = i
. _f!_ V

9

N
°

, (5.10)

where JVt = the number of electrons per unit volume each with a

characteristic frequency of undamped vibration vs , and v = the

frequency of the electromagnetic radiation for which nm is given,

e and m are the charge and mass respectively of the electron and «

is the permittivity of free space.

In the case of visible light, this equation gives results for the

refractive index and for the variation of the refractive index with

wavelength {i.e. the dispersion) of materials which can be related

to practically determined values.

In the case of X-rays, the frequency v is about 10* times greater

than for visible radiation, and is also much larger than the maximum

possible values of vs , the frequency of natural vibration of the elec-

trons in materials. Equation (5.10) therefore reduces to

The frequency v of the incident X-rays is independent of s, whilst

the sum of all the possible values of Ns is simply the total number

N of electrons per unit volume of material, therefore,

2-1 Ne*
.

Hm
47r2mV

because v2 is a very large number (it is 9 X 1036 for A = 1 A) and so

JVe2/87r2me va is very small compared with unity.

Consequently,

nm = 1 — S,

where S = p-» = (5.12)
87r2me va

Example 5.12. In an experiment the refractive index ofquartz is determined

to be (1 - 356 x 10"*) at a wavelength of 10 A by using the corrected form of

Bragg''s equation (5.9). Compare this value with that deduced from SeHmeier's

result expressed in the form of Equation (5.11). The physical constants necessmry

are to be takenfrom a book oftables (e.g. Kaye andLaby, "Physical and Chemical

Constants," Longmans, 1956).

* For a detailed account of the theory of the refraction and the dispersion of

X-rays, see Compton, A. H., and Allison, S. K., X-rays in Theory and Experiment

(Macmillan, London, 1935), Chapter IV.
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Equation (5.11) is

1
N* rsnm = l — -3-5 „ (l)

To find N, the total number of electrons per unit volume (1 m3
), consider

that quartz is silicon dioxide, Si0 2 . The atomic mass of silicon is 28 approxi-

mately and that of oxygen is 16 approximately. The molecular mass of Si02

is, therefore, 28 4- 32 = 60. It follows that one mole of quartz has a mass of

60 g, so one kilomole has a mass of 60 kg. In this mass of 60 kg there will be
1000 Na molecules, where Na is the Avogadro constant. The density of quartz

is 2700 kgm-8
. Hence, the volume occupied by 1000 Na molecules of Si02

is 60/2700 = 2-2 x 10~ 2 m3
. It follows that there are 1000 JV^/2-2 x 10~2

, i.e.

6025 x 102»/22 x 10~2 molecules of Si0 2 in 1 ms
. The number of electrons

in one molecule of SiOa is equal to the atomic number of silicon (i.e. 14) plus

twice the atomic number of oxygen (i.e. 2 x 8 = 16), so there are 30 electrons

per molecule of Si02 . The number of electrons per cubic metre of SiOa is

therefore

„ 6025 x 102S x 30N =

As A =

3 x10s

2-2 x 10- 2

= 10 A:= 10-9 m,

3 x 108
„

a ,o-. -
10" Hz -

Substituting for N, v, e, and m in Equation (i) gives

6025 x 1026 x 30 x (1-6 x 1Q-19
)
2

«» = !
2-2 x 10- 2 x 8tt2 x 9-11 x 10-31 x 8-854 x 10-12 x 9 x 10s*

= 1 - 366 x 10- 8
.

This result agrees well with the experimental value given.

5.13. Total External Reflection of X-rays

A consequence of the fact that the refractive index of a substance

for X-rays is slightly less than unity, is that total external reflection

occurs below a certain critical glancing angle of incidence. Thus,

suppose a beam of X-rays is incident at a glancing angle 6 on a

plane surface of a medium of refractive index nm (Fig. 5.18). The
angle of incidence measured from the normal is 90 — 0. The
corresponding angle of refraction within the medium is greater

than 90 — 5 because nm is less than unity. If 9 is reduced to a

critical value 6C , the angle of refraction becomes 90°, i.e. refraction

does not occur ; instead, the beam of X-rays is totally reflected at

the surface. Applying Snell's law at this critical position,

sin (90 — 6e) Q"m=
sin 90°

= C0Sd°'>

;. sin dc
= Vl — «TO

2

= V (1 + nm) (1 - nm).

As nm is very nearly unity, put 1 + nm = 2 and 1 — nm = S;

.*. sin 6, = V~28.
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9C is obviously a small angle, so sin 6 C
= 6C , hence the critical

glancing angle within which total reflection takes place is given by

C
= V28 = V2(l -«„)..... (5.13)

Compton, in 1923, measured the critical glancing angle for a fine,

collimated beam of X-rays incident upon an optically flat glass

plate. Total specular reflection of the beam was recorded by an

ionisation chamber at glancing angles 6 of less than £ of a degree

of arc. Using Equation (5.13) the refractive index of glass for

X-rays of known wavelength was found. This method can also

be used for determining the refractive indices of a wide variety of

solid materials, including metals.

Fig. 5.18. Total external reflection of X-rays.

5.14. The Diffraction of X-rays by a Ruled Grating; The Absolute

Determination of Wavelength

Realising that total reflection of X-rays at very small glancing

angles was possible, Compton and Doan proceeded to obtain, in

1925, diffraction of the X-rays reflected from a ruled plane grating on

speculum metal. The spacings between the rulings were known
accurately from the setting of the dividing machine used ; a precision

absolute method of measuring X-ray wavelengths independently

of crystals was therefore made available. Gratings with about

500 lines per centimetre were used and the diffraction maxima
photographed.

Suppose A and B represent adjacent rulings on the grating at a

distance a apart (Fig. 5.19). Let // represent a fine, collimated beam
of X-rays of wavelength A incident at a glancing angle 6 on this

grating, where 6 is less than C , the critical glancing angle. If AC
is drawn perpendicularly to the incident beam, then it represents

the wave front in this beam where all points are in the same phase.

Consider the reflected beam RR which leaves AB at an angle of

(0 + a) to the surface of the grating where, in practice, a must not
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be more than about 30. This beam RR is not the true specularly

reflected beam, but at the very small values of and a used (a < 0-5°)

the intensity along RR will be considerable. The wavefront in

RR is represented by BD, drawn perpendicular to AR at D.

The path difference between the components AR and BR of

the reflected beam will obviously be CB — AD. If this equals an

integral number n of wavelengths A, a maximum intensity will be

found in the beam leaving the grating at (0 + a), i.e.

CB — AD = wA for a maximum.

But CB = a cos and AD = a cos (0 + a);

/. a [cos — cos (0 + a)] = nX for a maximum,

i.e. a [cos — cos cos a + sin sin a] = nk (5.14)

Now, cos = 1- 2
/2! + 0*/4! -...+.. .,

and sin = - 3
/3! + 5

/5! - . . • .+ . • ..

a —*•

Fig. 5.19. Diffraction of X-rays by a ruled grating.

Similar expansions in series hold for cos a and sin a. As

and a are very small angles, an approximation which gives a high

order of accuracy is to neglect terms involving 3 and a3 , and higher

powers. Hence Equation (5.14) becomes

a [(1 - 072) - (1 - 2
/2) (1 - a2

/2) + 0a] = nX,

i.e. «[0-tK + -]-*
But 02a2/4 is also negligible, therefore

a (a2/2 + 0a) = nX (5.15)

Measurement of the angles a and and a knowledge of a and n

therefore enable A to be determined.

The accuracy with which this determination can be carried out

is of a very high order: it is possible to give five significant figures

in the result for wavelength measurement.

In comparing the results of measuring the wavelengths of

monochromatic X-rays {e.g. the Ka lines of aluminium were studied)

using (i) a crystal of known lattice spacings, and (ii) a ruled grating,
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Backlin found, in 1928, that the values determined by the second

method always exceeded by about 0-3 per cent, the values found by

the first method. This led him to conclude that the value used for

NA , the Avogadro constant, necessary in calculating lattice spacings

for a crystal (§ 5.9), was in error. The most accurate method of

determining A^ was to find JV^e, the amount of electricity needed in

a silver voltameter to deposit one gram equivalent of silver. Then,

knowing e from Millikan's oil-drop experiment, NA could be found.

These ideas led Backlin to use an X-ray method for determining e.

His results exceeded by 0-4 per cent, the Millikan value. This

directed attention to possible sources of error in Millikan's work,

when it was discovered that the value for the viscosity of air which

he had employed was in error.

5.15. The Determination of the Electronic Charge by an X-ray

Method

The steps in the determination of the electronic charge by this

method introduced in 1928 by Backlin are:

(1) The absolute measurement of the wavelength A of a beam of

monochromatic X-rays by the use of a ruled grating.

(2) The use of these X-rays to find the lattice spacings of a

homogeneous crystal.

(3) From a knowledge of the crystal lattice spacings and the

molecular mass of the compound concerned, the Avogadro constant

NA can be deduced.

(4) The determination in electrolysis of the faraday F then gives

e, the electronic charge, because F equals iv^e for a monovalent

electrolytic ion.

The details of the method may be understood by considering

the use of a cubic crystal of rock salt (NaCl), though the non-cubic

calcite (CaC03) is preferred in recent practice, but then the equations

which connect the geometrical constant
<f>

for the crystal with the

cleavage angles of the crystal must be known.

Suppose the wavelength A of a monochromatic beam of X-rays

in the characteristic radiation from a metallic X-ray tube target has

been determined by the ruled grating method (§ 5.14). Using a

Bragg X-ray spectrometer (§ 5.9) the lattice spacing dim for rock-salt

may be found by employing the Bragg equation with the correction

for refraction (Equation 5.9).

From Equation (5.5)

N M
^ 2000/* {dmr
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where M is the molecular mass of NaCl and p is the density of the

crystal.

M may be found from a knowledge of the atomic masses of

sodium and chlorine as determined by mass spectrometry. The
density p may be found by straightforward physical measurement
practice. Hence NA is determined.

The determination using a silver voltameter of the quantity of

electricity required to liberate one gram-equivalent of silver at the

cathode gives the faraday F. Then

F = NAe
so the electronic charge e is found. Note that an accurate knowledge
of the atomic mass of silver is involved in this determination.

The first experiments of Backlin gave the values

NA = (6-037 ± 0-008) x 1023 molecules/mole

and e = (1-598 ±0-002) C.

In more recent work, calcite has been preferred to the hygro-

scopic rock-salt. The equation connecting the Avogadro constant

with the lattice spacing d20 at 20° C then becomes

where
<f>

is the geometrical constant for calcite.

To obtain <j> it must be assumed that the calcite crystal has a

geometrically perfect structure. Since the original determinations

of e by the X-ray method gave slightly higher values than those

obtained by the oil-drop procedure, several workers, especially

DuMond and Bollman, subjected this assumption to much experi-

mental and theoretical investigation. Though exceedingly small

deviations from the perfect geometrical form for calcite were not

excluded, yet the value given for the geometrical constant <j> was
maintained to be correct.

In the most recent work values obtained are

The Avogadro constant (NA) = 6-024 86 x 1023 molecules/mole

Charge of the electron (e) = 1-602 06 x 10"19 coulomb.

5.16. The Determination of h/e by an X-ray Method

According to Birge (in 1941) the only method of determining

h/e, the Planck constant divided by the electronic charge, which

compares in accuracy with that obtainable in the determination of

e and e/m, is by determining the Duane-Hunt limit of the continuous

X-ray spectrum (§ 5.4). This assertion still holds.
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The maximum frequency vmax in the continuous X-ray spectrum

from an X-ray tube operated at a target potential of V is given by

Equation (5.1) as

Ve

If the frequency vmax (or wavelength ATOtn = c/vmax) is measured

by an X-ray spectrometer with which is used a crystal of known
lattice spacings (§ 5.9) or by the ruled grating technique (§ 5.14),

and the voltage Fis accurately known, then h/e can be found.

A troublesome source of error in this determination is the

"tail" exhibited by the curve of X-ray intensity against wavelength

near the minimum wavelength. Ohlin in 1941 eliminated this effect

by using an X-ray tube which was evacuated to a very low pressure.

In discussing Ohlin's results, Birge corrected the voltage given by

taking into account a more accurate assessment of the effect of the

work function of the thermionic tungsten filament in the X-ray tube

used.

Subsequent work by DuMond and others, who used a double

crystal monochromator and made a very precise determination of

the X-ray tube voltage led to the present-day accepted value of the

Planck constant h (assuming the value for e from other recent work)

as

h = 6-625 17 x 10-34 J s.

5.17. The Wavelengths of the Characteristic X-radiations from the

Elements; Moseley's Law

In 1913, Moseley, using the then one-year-old technique of

diffraction of X-rays by crystals, made a systematic study of the

characteristic spectra of several metallic elements. The metallic

targets were mounted on the periphery of a drum which could be

rotated via a greased cone joint from outside the continuously

pumped vacuum chamber which formed the envelope of a specially

constructed X-ray tube. These targets could therefore be presented

in turn to a beam of cathode rays, where the p.d. accelerating the

electrons to the target could be varied and measured. A narrow

beam of the characteristic X-rays excited at the target was selected

by a slit and allowed to impinge on a crystal of potassium ferro-

cyanide of known lattice spacing. Using photographic recording

of the maximum intensities in the second and third orders of the

diffraction pattern, Moseley was able to apply Bragg's equation to

determine the wavelengths of the characteristic X-rays produced.
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In his first experiments, Moseley photographed the spectra of

the metallic elements from calcium to zinc, in order of increasing

atomic mass. Later, he obtained results for the further elements

.up to tin. Confirming the previous measurements of the Braggs

—

who used an ionisation chamber for recording—he showed that

there were two components of the K lines, which he called Ka and Kp,

Ka being used for the longer wavelength. His apparatus had
inadequate resolving power to show the further fine structure of the

K lines. These K lines from the various elements were identified

with those of Barkla (§ 5.4) by measuring the absorption of these

X-radiations in aluminium. Moseley also investigated the softer

L lines, the fine structure of which was also designated by La, Lp, Ly

The outstandingly original contribution of Moseley, however,
was to show that the frequency of a given line of the characteristic

X-radiation—say the K line—increased regularly with the atomic
numberZ of the element.

This result, known as Moseley's law, he expressed more precisely

in the form

vi = k(Z-b) (5.16)

where v is the frequency of the characteristic radiation and k and b
are constants for the K series, but will be different constants for the

L series of lines.

In enunciating this law, Moseley had first shown that some
relationship existed between the frequency of the characteristic

radiation and a fundamental property of the element, by examining
the regular shifts in the positions of the lines in the photographs of

the X-ray spectra as successive target metals were used (Fig. 5.20).

It was natural, therefore, to attempt first to plot the square root of
the frequency against the atomic mass of the element. This gave
points approximately on a straight line, but with a greater departure

from linearity than would be expected from the experimental error

involved. He therefore plotted the square root of the frequency
against the atomic number of the element, and obtained points

more accurately on a straight line. He concluded that the atomic
number of the atom had fundamental significance in regard to the

emission of the characteristic X-rays.

It is important to understand how this concept of atomic number
arose. In 1911, as a result of his experiments on the scattering of
a-particles by elements in the form of thin foils (§ 10.1), Rutherford
introduced the planetary model of the atom, comprising a positive

charge Ze on a central nucleus, where Z is an integer and e the charge

on an electron, surrounded by an equal and opposite charge on Z
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external electrons. By late 1913, in the same months as the appear-

ance of Moseley's first papers, Rutherford asserted that the positive

charge on the nucleus of the atom was the fundamental constant

which decided the chemical properties of the atom. Furthermore,

Van der Broek showed that certain results of the experiments on

a-particle scattering could be explained with accuracy if the number

Z were taken to be simply the ordinal number of the element in the

Mendeleev periodic table, where the lightest element, hydrogen, was

1, the next element, helium, was 2, lithium was 3, and so on.

CALCIUM

1
TITANIUM

VANADIUM

CHROMIUM

MANGANESE

j
1

IRON

JALT
J

COE

IVHCKEL

1-3PPER

SS (Zn+Cu)BRA

Fig. 5.20. Diagrammatic representation of the photographs obtained of the

K lines for successive target metals.

Moseley's experiments were, therefore, welcome confirmation

of the current ideas (he worked at Manchester in the laboratories

directed by Rutherford). In addition to providing evidence

regarding the fundamental importance of the concept of atomic

number for a much wider range of elements than were used in the

a-particle scattering experiments, Moseley further showed that, in

some cases, the atomic numbers did not increase in the same order

as the atomic masses of the elements. Thus, the atomic masses

of iron, nickel, and cobalt are 55-84, 58-69, and 58-94 respectively.

The atomic numbers assigned by Moseley were, however, iron 26,
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cobalt 27, and nickel 28, where the positions of cobalt and nickel

were reversed. Moseley found it necessary to make this readjust-

ment in order to preserve a straight line graph for the plot of vi

against Z; in doing so, he confirmed existing chemical opinion

about the positions of these elements in the Mendeleev system.

Similarly, the fact that tellurium (Z = 52; atomic mass 127-61)

should precede iodine (Z = 53; atomic mass 126-92) was confirmed.

In his results, Moseley pointed out the existence of gaps in the

group of rare earth elements at values of Z equal to 43 and 72.
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Fig. 5.21. Plot of the square root of the frequencies of the characteristic Ka
and Kfj lines against the atomic number (Moseley).

These elements were subsequently discovered: they are technetium

and hafnium respectively. Indeed, most of the rare elements

discovered since 1914 have been identified by the study of their

characteristic X-ray spectra.

The straight lines of Fig. 5.21, obtained on plotting vi, the square

root of the frequency, against Z, the atomic number of the element,

are for the characteristic Ka and Kp lines.

These lines both have an intercept on the axis of Z equal to b.

If the slope of one of the lines, say the Ka line, is A:, then the

equation for this line is

v\ = k(Z—b),

the result already quoted as Equation (5.16).
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At the beginning of 1913, Bohr had published his theory of the

spectrum of the hydrogen atom (§ 2.2). Disregarding the small

effect of the motion of the nucleus his result may be expressed in

the form [cf. Equation (2.16)]

:

wZV /J 1_\
V ~ Se Wc2 \n? n*y

where v is the wave-number of the line emitted.

we*
Furthermore,

2 , 3
= R, the Rydberg constant;

o€q it C

: , v = c; = cZ*r(—9 -—A (5.17)W «lV
Now the frequencies v of the Ka lines in Moseley's work on

X-rays are given almost exactly by putting Equation (5. 16) in the form

v = fRe (Z - by,

with b = 1, i.e. as

v = *c(Z-l)2 (I-i) ....(5. 18)

This compares with Equation (5.17) for the case where nx
= 1

and «2
= 2, giving a line of the Lyman ultra-violet spectrum of

hydrogen (§ 2.2). The nature of the origin of the characteristic Ka

lines of the X-ray spectra is, therefore, indicated to be due to electron

transitions from the shell where n = 2 (the L shell) to the shell

where n = 1 (the K shell). Whereas for the light gaseous element

hydrogen, such a transition results in the emission of ultra-violet

light, for a heavy metallic element with a much greater nuclear

charge and, consequently high orbital electron energies, the corres-

ponding transition results in the emission of the more energetic

characteristic X-rays. The constant b (= 1) is accounted for as a

"screening factor". Thus, when energy is given to an atom of the

the target of an X-ray tube by the incident beam of electrons, and

an electron is removed from a K shell, in the subsequent transition

of an electron to this empty place, X-radiation is emitted. How-
ever, the electrostatic attraction between this returning electron

and the nucleus is reduced slightly by the electrostatic screening

due to the remaining unreleased, K shell electron.

Example 5.17. The wavelength of the characteristic Ka line of copper is

1-541 x 10-10 m approximately. Show that this value is in accord with that

calculatedfrom Moseley's law. {For copper, Z = 29; Rydberg*s constant R for

hydrogen = 1097 x KTm-1
).

The relevant result from Moseley's law is Equation (5.18)

Jfc-CZ - J)" (L- 1).
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In substituting R — 1097 x 10 7 m_1
, the approximate value for the hydro-

gen atom, an error is necessarily involved because this constant depends to a

small extent on the mass of the nucleus (§ 2.3) and the copper nucleus has

approximately 63 times the mass of the hydrogen nucleus (the proton). Neglect-

ing this effect,

v = 1-097 x 10' x 3 x 10s (29 - 1)* (p ~
fa)

Hz

1097 x 3 x 28* x 3 x 10" TT" 4 Hz

= 1-935 X 10" Hz.

The wavelength of the Ka line is therefore

x
_c

==
3 x 10s

v 1-935 x 1018
m

= 1-55 x 10-10 m.

which is in fair agreement with the figure of 1-541 x 10-10 mquoted.

5.18. Relations Between the Characteristic X-ray Spectra and the

Energy Levels in the Atom

Consider the production of characteristic X-rays when a target

is subjected to bombardment by high energy electrons or irradiated

with primary X-rays of sufficiently high frequency. The innermost

shell in an atom of the target is the K shell. The incident electrons

will be able, if of sufficient energy, to eject K shell electrons from

the atom. Let the minimum amount of energy required to do this

be WK \ this minimum energy will correspond to the case where the

ejected electron has zero kinetic energy outside the atom. The

atom will become temporarily a positive ion. WK is the magnitude

of the K energy level. It has the same value for both the K electrons.

The AT level is, therefore, single.

Similarly, WL is the energy required to remove an electron from

an L shell to outside the atom. For the total of eight electrons in

the L shell, there are three possible values of WL, called Wu, W^,
and WLm . These three L energy levels are close together in value.

The number ofM energy levels is five. Beyond these there occurs

a whole series of optical energy levels.

The characteristic X-ray spectra are due to transitions between

the various energy levels of the atom. In the emission of, for

example, a Ka line, a K shell electron is removed from the atom

when it is subjected to the impact of sufficiently energetic incident

electrons. The gap resulting in the K level will not remain for

more than about 10~8 s. Electrons from other levels, such as

L and M, will fall into the K shell under the attractive action of the

nucleus. In doing so, the characteristic K-radiations are emitted,

If the transition is from an L level to the K level, then the line is a
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Ka line. A selection rule (§ 3.2) limits such transitions to those from

the Ln and Z^, levels (Fig. 5.22). The corresponding lines are Kax

and Ka2 respectively. The frequency v of the Kax line will hence

be given by

WK - WLm
h

(5.19)

Kp lines result from the transitions of electrons from the M levels

to the K levels. These transitions are restricted to changes from

WMn and WMm to WK . There are consequently two such Kp lines.

The characteristic L lines result from transitions of electrons

from higher energy levels in the atom back to an L shell. The

notation used is shown in Fig. 5.22.
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Fig. 5.22. The energy levels occupied by the inner orbital electrons of an atom

and some of the transitions responsible for the production of characteristic

X-rays.

It should be noted that, although an electron transition between

energy levels is discussed for convenience in explaining the emission

of the characteristic X-radiations, yet it is the energy of the atom as

a whole which is concerned.

Corresponding to an energy level such as WK there will be a

frequency vK equal to WKfh, where h is Planck's constant. vK is

known as the frequency oftheK absorption limit (see § 5.20). Similarly,

absorption limits arise at frequencies vLl , vLn , and vUll , whilst

there are five limiting frequencies concerned with the M energy

levels.
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5.19. The Photo-electrons Ejected from Solids by X-rays; Magnetic

Spectrum Analysis

Extensive studies of the energies of the photo-electrons ejected

from metallic targets by X-rays were undertaken by Robinson

and his co-workers. In 1914-1923, the energies of the electrons

released were determined from the curvature of their trajectories in a

known, uniform magnetic field. From the data, a knowledge of the

energy levels in the atoms of the target material was obtained.

The method is illustrated by Fig. 5.23. A collimated, mono-
chromatic beam of X-rays of known frequency v is directed through

MONOCHROMATIC

X _ RAYS W _

MAGNETIC FLUX PERPENDICULAR
TO PLANE OF DIAGRAM

Fig. 5.23. Study of the energy spectrum of electrons ejected from a metallic

target by X-rays.

a thin aluminium window W upon a target of the element under

study at T. Electrons ejected from this element then traverse

circular paths in a magnetic field of flux density B maintained perpen-

dicular to the plane of the diagram and uniform over the whole

region of the tracks. This magnetic field is provided by placing

the evacuated box between the poles of an electromagnet, or, if

the released electron energies are not too great, between a pair of

Helmholtz coils. The flux density B can be varied as required.

In order to reach the photographic plate PP, the ejected electrons

must traverse the narrow slit S. The ejected electrons will have

various energies. However, those of the same energy will be

focused at the same line at the plate PP where a line such as Fx

or jF2 is at a distance from S equal to the diameter of the corres-

ponding circular path.

If the vertical distance of S above the centre of T is d whilst the

horizontal distance from Tto a line focus such as Fx or F2 is x, then

4R* = d2 + x*

or R = h Vd* + x\
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The distance d is known and the various values of x corres-

ponding to various positions of the lines such as Fx and F2 are

measured. The radii of curvature of the tracks, Rlt R%, etc., are

therefore determined. A knowledge of these radii enables the

energies of the electrons arriving at a particular line focus to be

found, as is shown below.

The electrons ejected from the atoms of the target must come

from one or other of the energy levels K, Lv La, Lxw Mv Mn , etc.

Suppose, for example, that an electron is released from a K shell.

To do this, an amount of energy WK must be provided. This is

available from X-rays of frequency v incident upon the target;

provided that the energy hv of these X-rays is greater than WK , then

hv = WK + imv* .... (5.20)

where the excess energy is converted into kinetic energy of the

released electrons. Similar equations will hold for the L and M
levels, where WK will be replaced by WLl , WLn , or WLm for the

L levels, for example.

As v is known, and \mv2 can be determined on measuring the

radius of curvature of the track which these electrons make in the

known magnetic field, it follows that energy levels in the atom,

such as WKi can be found.

In relating the kinetic energy of the ejected electron to the radius

of curvature of its track, relativistic mechanics will be used here so

that the possibility of highly energetic ejected electrons can be

included. Equation (5.20) must therefore be written as (see

Appendix A)

hv = WK + (m - m ) c2 (5.21)

where

m = (T^)i ("2)

m being the electron rest mass and m its mass when it is travelling

with a velocity v = )8c.

Equating the force on the electron due to the uniform magnetic

flux of density B to the mass of the electron times its radial accelera-

tion, where the radius of curvature of the path is R, gives

„ mir

The magnitude of the momentum p of the electron is therefore

given by

p — mv = BeJR.

5 y. : a. n. p.
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Substituting form from Equation (5.22)

m^C - Be* (5.23)

The kinetic energy of the ejected electron is

(m - mj c2 = m,c*
[(1

J?^ ~ *] (524>

Now

P 1 _ L
1 - jS

2 1 - jS
2

1 _ ff
2 _ B2e2

/?
2

^ i i 02 * ~r' • 1 _ £2
I"

I _ £2
T-

mo2c2

from Equation (5.23).

Substituting in Equation (5.24) gives

(m - w ) c* = m c2 [(l + ^^j
h - l].

Equation (5.21) becomes, therefore,

l+T^rj -l J- (5.25)

Since v and B are known and R is determined for a particular

line focus, whilst the other constants involved are known funda-

mental ones, it follows that the energy levels WK, WLl , WLn , etc.,

may be found. The corresponding X-ray absorption limit fre-

quencies vK, vLl , vLn , etc., are also determined because these are

directly related to the energies.

The values of the energy levels found for atoms by this method

of magnetic spectrum analysis agree with the values which can be

deduced more accurately from a knowledge of the frequencies of

the characteristic X-rays.

Example 5.19. X-rays of wavelength 5 x 10-11 m are incident upon a

molybdenum target. Given that the K absorption limit for molybdenum is at a

wavelength of 6- 19 x 10-11 m, determine the magnetic flux density B required to

arrange that the K electrons released execute a circular path of radius 5 cm.

Fundamental physical constants are given in Appendix D.

The energy of the incident X-ray photons is given by

he 6-625 x 10-34 x 3 x 108
hv ~ \

~
5 x 10-11

on putting A = 6-625 x 10-M Jsandc = 3 x 108 ms-1
.

The energy at the K absorption limit corresponds to that of a frequency

c 3 x 108

VK = r-
XK 619 x 10-" Hz.
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This energy will hence be

6-625 x 10-M x 3 x 108

hvK ~ 619 x 10-11

The kinetic energy Ek of the K electrons released is the difference between

h v and h vK. It is therefore given by

6-625 x 10-34 x 3 x 108

EK = I 1_'

5 61910-11

= 7-61 x 10-18 J

Neglecting the relativistic mass increase of the electron with velocity,

EK = 7-61 x 10-16 = £mv2 (i)

where v is the velocity of the electrons.

In a uniform magnetic field of flux density B, the electrons will traverse a

circular path of radius R given by

mv
B =

elr

Substituting for v from Equation (i) and putting R = 5 cm = 5 x 10~2 m;

_ V 2 x 761 x 10-" m .

•'• B ~~
5 x 10-2e

Substituting m = 91 1 x lQ
-3X kg ande = 16 x 1Q-19 C;

V 15-22 x 10-16 x 911 x 10-31 _
B

5 x 10- 2 x 1-6 x 10-"

= 4-65 x 10-3 T.

5.20. The Absorption ofX-rays

If a beam of monochromatic X-rays of wavelength A and intensity

i is incident upon a thin slab of uniform material of thickness dx,

then the diminution in intensity, di, on traversing the slab is pro-

portional to the incident intensity i and the thickness dx;

.'. di = — \iidx (5.26)

where p is called the linear coefficient of absorption of the material.

If a thickness x of a slab is concerned for which /x is a constant,

then Equation (5.26) can be integrated

:

{di
,= — ybx + k,!-

where k is a constant

;

.'. log,, i = — vac +k.

If, when x = 0, i = 7 , the intensity of the incident X-rays, then

substitution gives k — loge 7 . Putting i = I for the intensity after

traversing the distance x, then

logej= — px,

i.e. / = 1<F»* (5 -27)
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and
- log, ///. _ togjjtXX

If J and / are measured (using an ionisation chamber like that

described in § 5.3) for a monochromatic beam of X-rays passing

through a known thickness x, p. can be determined. The absorp-

tion itself is brought about by the effects of the X-radiation on the

atoms of the material. The intensity of the radiation is related to

the energy per second passing through unit area drawn perpendicular

to the beam direction. The coefficient //. is hence concerned with

the number of atoms and the type of atom encountered in traversing

unit cross-sectional area of material of unit thickness. It is con-

venient, therefore, to introduce /*//>, where p is the density of the

absorber material. p/p is called the mass absorption coefficient of

the material: its magnitude will be decided by the loss of X-ray

intensity brought about on traversing 1 kg of the absorber. This

mass absorption coefficient is independent of the physical and

chemical state of the absorber. Thus the absorption produced by

1 kg of water will be the same whether it is in the liquid, solid, or

gaseous state, or even if it is dissociated into its constituent hydrogen

and oxygen. The fundamentally significant absorption coefficient

is, however, pA , the absorption due to a single atom, called the

atomic absorption coefficient. It will be p.jp divided by the number

of atoms per kilogram. In the case of an element as an absorber,

if the Avogadro constant is NA and the atomic mass of the atoms

concerned is M, then the number of atoms per kilogram is 1000

NJM. Therefore

_ n . 1000 NA _ iiM ,.,Q.

^ ~ ~
P
"~M 1000 PNA P '2yj

This will need to be modified for a compound by taking into account

the separate elements concerned.

The true absorption is decided by that energy of the incident

X-rays which is converted into the energy of electrons ejected from

the material. Such ejection of electrons is due to the photoelectric

effect (§ 5.19) and the Compton effect (§ 5.23). The loss due to the

Compton effect is small except for X-rays of very short wavelength.

For X-ray photons of energies above 1 MeV, i.e. with wavelengths

in the y-ray region, the production of positive and negative electrons,

i.e. electron "pairs", is important, but this will not be considered

yet (§ 9.15). As the major phenomenon concerned in the true

absorption of X-rays of other than very short wavelengths is the

production of photo-electrons, this part of the loss is ascribed to

transformation, and designated by a mass transformation coefficient
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r/p. The mass absorption coefficient p./p can therefore be considered

as given by

t
P

where ajp is the mass scattering coefficient, which is usually con-

siderably less than rjp.

200

160

P

120

80

40

Li

H, L
1I1

/
I

1

V

/V
K J

0-9 1-2O 0*3 0-6

A in A°

Fig. 5.24. Typical curve of mass absorption coefficient against wavelength for a

heavy element.

Theory indicates that t/p increases rapidly with wavelength

and with the atomic number of the element. A relationship

r = cA3

may be derived, where c is a constant for a given material.

Experiment shows that this relationship is only correct for

wavelengths (other than very short wavelengths) below the K
absorption limit wavelength for the material. Curves plotted of

mass absorption coefficient against wavelength exhibit, indeed, quite

abrupt discontinuities at wavelengths corresponding to the single

K absorption limit, the three L limits, and so on (Fig. 5.24). Strictly,

these discontinuities exhibit a fine structure, even at the K limit, not

simply related to the energy levels in the atom. This fine structure

will be ignored for the present in explaining such results as those

presented in Fig. 5.24.
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The abrupt decreases in absorption at the K, Lx, Lu , Lm levels

appear surprising at first sight. Consider, however, that decrease
occurring at A^, the wavelength corresponding to the frequency
vK where hvK = WK . Suppose the wavelength A is at A^ — AX,
just below XK . The energies of the X-ray photons will then be
able to eject electrons from the K shells of the atoms of the absorber,
and this transformation will account for most of the energy loss.

Electrons will also be released from the L, M, etc., shells, but much
more readily, because WL is considerably less than WK. As the wave-
length A is increased to just beyond A^ to be at \K -f JA, however,
the incident X-ray photons will be insufficiently energetic to release

electrons from the K shell; they will hence traverse the absorber
and eject only the less tightly bound electrons from the L, M, etc.,

shells. The absorption of energy from the X-ray beam therefore

decreases quite abruptly at the K absorption edge, to reach a value
of about 14 per cent, of that prevailing just before this edge.

The three discontinuities appearing at the L absorption edges
are similarly explained as corresponding to the release of electrons

from the three energy levels WL1 , WL11 , and WL111 concerned.

The values for WK - WL1 , WK - WL11 , WL1 - WL11 , etc., can
manifestly be derived from the absorption curve obtained by experi-

ment. Good agreement with other methods (§§ 5.18 and 5.19) of
determining these energy level differences is obtained, though the

existence of fine structure at the absorption edges introduces some
disparities.

A chemical compound will show all the absorption edges due
to its constituent atoms because these atoms act individually as

absorbers of X-rays.

If the absorption edge corresponding to, say, a K level is studied

more closely, using apparatus capable of higher resolution in

distinguishing small changes of wavelength and small changes of

absorption, then a secondary fine structure of this edge is observed.

This fine structure extends over an energy range of as much as

200 eV in some cases, with a short wavelength limit at the main
absorption edge.

This fine structure was partly explained by Kossel, who was
largely responsible for the theory of the origin of X-ray spectra

(see § 5.18). It was argued that the ejected K electron may not
necessarily go right outside the atom, but be transferred to

unoccupied L, M, or optical levels. Other than ejection from the

atom, transference to some unoccupied optical level is the most
probable occurrence. The energy absorbed in this transference

would be less than WK by an amount W, where W is the energy
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of the optical level involved. The result would be fine structure

of the absorption curve at certain specific wavelengths just longer

than XK . Though Kossel's explanation has received corroboration

in experiments using the rare gases and mercury vapour as absorbers,

yet it is inadequate to explain fine structure extending beyond an
energy range of W, which is only about 50 eV. To explain the wider
range of fine structure observed using solid absorbers, wave-
mechanical theory has been used in discussing the motions of

electrons in solids. This further theory of the fine structure in the

absorption of X-rays is beyond the scope of this text.

5.21. The Scattering of X-rays

When X-rays are incident upon a target, scattered X-radiation

is produced. There are two main components of this scattered

radiation: (i) radiation of the same wavelength as that of the

incident radiation; and (ii) radiation of longer wavelength than that

of the incident radiation. The former (i) is explicable by the use of

classical electromagnetic theory; the latter cannot be explained by
classical theory but demands the use of quantum theory. J. J.

Thomson gave the theory of the classical scattering of X-rays in

1903 ; A. H. Compton put forward the quantum theory explanation

of the scattered component of increased wavelength in 1922.

Scattering without change of wavelength is referred to as classical

scattering; scattering with an increase of wavelength is known as

Compton scattering.

5.22. The Classical Scattering of X-rays

A beam of X-rays is considered as a propagated electro-

magnetic wave of very high frequency in which the transverse electric

field is E at any instant of time t. Thomson asserted that, when
such a beam traverses a material, electrons in the material are set in

motion in the direction of E, and so receive an acceleration given by
equating the force acting at time t to the product of the mass of the

electron and its acceleration. Therefore,

Ee = ma (5.30)

where e and m are the charge and mass respectively of the electron.

The accelerated electrons in the material then act themselves as

sources of secondary X-rays, having the same frequency as the

incident primary beam, where these secondary X-rays are emitted

in all directions around the absorber.

A point electric charge e which undergoes an acceleration a

produces at a point with polar coordinates r, 6 in the surrounding
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space, where 6 is the angle between r and the direction of acceleration

of the charge, an electric field given by

e a sin 6
(

_nE^-4^r* (531)

where Ex is the component of the electric field in the direction

transverse to the radius vector r, e is the permittivity of free space,

and c is the velocity of electromagnetic radiation in free space.

Further, it can be shown that at any considerable distance r, only

this transverse component of the electric field is significant.

Substituting for a in Equation (5.31) from Equation (5.30) gives

_ E e2 sin d

6 Aire^mr

where Ee is conveniently written for Ex because its magnitude will

depend upon the angle 0.

If the time instant is chosen so that E is the peak value of the

electric vector in the incident wave, then

7g _V e*sin2 fl

(532)
1 E2 167r2e 2c4m2r2

v
' '

where Ie is the intensity of the scattered beam at the point r, 9 and lis

the intensity of the incident beam, because the intensity of an

electromagnetic wave is directly proportional to the square of its

amplitude.

In the practical case, suppose the beam of X-rays is incident

along the *-axis in Fig. 5.25. The electric vector E in this beam

must be perpendicular to the direction of propagation. The plane

in which the electric vector lies is conventionally regarded as the

plane of polarisation. But the incident beam will, in general, be
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unpolarised, i.e. all positions of the plane containing the electric

vector E around the x-axis are equally likely.

An electric vector E which lies instantaneously in a certain plane

around the jc-axis can be resolved into two components E„ and Ez

parallel to axes y and z respectively, where the three axes x, y, and

z form a mutually perpendicular set of Cartesian axes. Then,

E2 = E 2 + E 2
.

Over a finite interval of time long compared with the period of

the X-rays, the mean values of Ey
% and Ez

* will be equal for an

unpolarised beam. Therefore, E 2 can be put equal to Ez
2 in a

practical case, so

E 2 = E 2 = E2
/2.

The corresponding intensities are related by

'/, = /.= 7/2.

Consider the intensity Ig at the point P with coordinates r, 9

with respect to the absorber target at the origin O. For con-

venience, let the ,y-axis be chosen so that it is in the plane containing

the incident beam and the radius vector r. Then

, 7„e* sin2

on applying Equation (5.32), being the angle between r and the

direction of acceleration along the j>-axis due to Ey of the electron

in the absorber, andV being the intensity at r, 6 due to the incident

electric vector component Ev .

Putting Iv = \I\

. r> /e4 sin2
fl

(533)
•' *» ~ n*2e 2<*m2r

2 P }

Similarly, the intensity Io", the intensity at the point r, 6 due to

the z component of the incident beam, will be given by

7e4

7*" = 32ttVcW2
:

(5 '34)

where sin = 1 in this case because OP is perpendicular to the

z-axis. The total intensity I6 at r, 9 due to the whole incident beam

is hence given by

k = V + h"
which, on employing Equations (5.33) and (5.34) becomes
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This is often written in the form

j /e*(l+cos2
^)

'* ~ 32?r\*c*m*r*
K° 0)

where Ie is the intensity of the scattered X-rays due to one electron

in the target in the direction <j> ( = ^ — 6), which is the angle be-

tween the direction of the scattered beam and that of the incident

beam.

In practice, it is impossible to conduct experiments on a single

electron as a target. Equation (5 .3 1 ) is therefore best put in the form

_ n I e4 (1 + cos2
4>) .

536
.

32772€ 2c4m2r2
V

'
;

Fig. 5.26. Concerning the total scattered X-radiation.

where Is is the intensity of the scattered beam due to unit volume of

the scattering material which contains n electrons per unit volume.

It is assumed that each electron scatters the incident X-rays inde-

pendently of the presence of the neighbouring electrons in the material.

The total amount of this secondary X-radiation scattered into

space in all directions around a scattering target of unit volume at O
may be found on considering that the intensity Is is decided by the

energy crossing unit area perpendicular to the beam per second,

and calculating the energy which traverses the surface of a large

sphere of radius r described about O as centre. The energy dE
which traverses a ring-shaped element of width rd<f> and radius

r sin
<f>
on the surface of this sphere (Fig. 5.26) in 1 s is given by

Jr, n I e4 (1 + cos2
<f>)

. , . , . ,

dE = 32*,****
2"r' sm

+
d
+

from Equation (5.36), where Is in this equation is constant for a

given value of
<f>.
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The total energy E radiated per second in all directions is

therefore given by

n I e4 /*"

j (1 + cos2
(f>)

sin
<f>
d <j>

n Ie4-

677e
2C4W2 '

n e*

/ 67re 2C4/W 2
(5.37)

where a is the classical scattering coefficient per unit volume contain-

ing n electrons.

IONISATION CHAMBER 1

BC PARALLEL TO
X-AXIS

TO IONISATION
CHAMBER 2

Fig. 5.27. Barkla's experiments on the polarisation of scattered X-rays.

The first experimental study of the scattering of X-rays was
undertaken by Barkla in 1906. A schematic representation of his

apparatus is given in Fig. 5.27. A primary beam of X-rays from
the X-ray tube T, collimated by aligned slots in the lead shields Lx

and L2 , was incident along the jc-axis on to a block of carbon at A.

The secondary X-rays scattered from A along the direction of the

z-axis, i.e. those rays scattered at an angle of 90°, were incident

upon a second carbon block at B. The intensity of the tertiary

X-rays scattered from B was determined in two directions: (i) by
an ionisation chamber 1 placed to receive the tertiary rays scattered

along the ^-direction, (ii) by an ionisation chamber 2 set to receive

the tertiary rays along the j-direction.
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If Thomson's theory of scattering is correct, then Equation (5.36)

applies to the secondary rays. In Barkla's experiment
<f>
was 90°,

so cos <j> = 0, and Equation (5.36) reduces to

_ «/e4

s ~~
3277%2c*w2r2

'

Comparing Equation (5.34) it is seen that only the y-component

of the secondary scattered X-rays exists in this perpendicular

direction. Furthermore, these X-rays will be plane-polarised with

the electric vector in the direction of the j-axis. Hence the scatterer

at A acts as a polariser for X-rays. When these plane-polarised

X-RAY TUBE
TARGET

Fig. 5,28. Barkla's experiment on the determination of the classical scattering

coefficient for X-rays.

secondary rays arrive at the second carbon block at B, the intensity

of the tertiary rays scattered along the direction of the x-axis into

the ionisation chamber 1 should therefore be a maximum, i.e.

greater than for any other position of the ionisation chamber. On
the other hand, the intensity of the rays scattered along the direction

of the y-axis into ionisation chamber 2 should be zero. This was

found to be the case in Barkla's experiments. The classical theory

of X-ray scattering of Thomson and the assumption that X-rays are

a form of electromagnetic radiation were therefore verified.

In experiments recorded in their final form in 1911 by Barkla

and repeated in 1922 by Hewlett with improved apparatus, the

classical scattering coefficient a of Equation (5.37) was determined.

The number of electrons in an atom of carbon was consequently

found. Using apparatus depicted schematically in Fig. 5.28, a

collimated primary beam of X-rays was incident upon a carbon

block target T. The secondary scattered rays were received in a

direction
<f>
by an ionisation chamber /. This chamber had a thin
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window W with a narrow entrance, and was carefully screened by
lead shields from the primary X-radiation. By altering the position

of the ionisation chamber, the angle
<f>
could be varied over a wide

range; in Hewlett's later experiments values of
<f>
from 0° to 180°

were employed. The intensity of the secondary scattered X-rays
was then plotted against

<f>
and the total scattered intensity deter-

mined by integration, i.e. by finding the area under the curve.

Hence a in Equation (5.37) could be found and so a/p, the classical

mass scattering coefficient, p being the density (in kg m-3
) of the

scattering material. For carbon, a/p was determined to be 0-2.

Substituting in Equation (5.37) gives

^= 0-2= "
e*

P 6ir€Q
2c?m2p'

Substituting for e , e, m, and c (see Appendix D),

. n __ 0-2 x 6ir x (8-854 x 10"12
)
2 X (3 x 108)

4 x (9 x 10~a1
)
2

"
P (1-6 x 10-19

)
4

= 2-95 x 1026 .

But n/p must be the number of electrons per kilogram of carbon

because n is the number per unit volume (1 m3
). Furthermore,

1 kg atom of carbon contains 1000 NA atoms, where NA is the

Avogadro constant, which equals 6025 x 1023 . Putting the atomic

mass of carbon as 12, the number of atoms per kilogram of carbon

must be 6025 x 1026/12. Hence the number of electrons per atom
ofcarbon is given by

2-95 x 1026

6 025xl02«/12
= 6appr°Ximately -

As this number must be integral, the conclusion is that there

are six electrons in the carbon atom. Further experiments at that

time (1911) indicated that, in the case of the light elements, the

number of electrons per atom was approximately half the atomic

mass of the element.

Though significant and important in the development of know-
ledge of the atom, these experiments of Barkla and later workers,

based on Thomson's theory of X-ray scattering, only give results

in agreement with subsequent determinations of the atomic number
Z for the lighter elements and for X-rays of wavelength greater than

about 0-1 A. For the heavier elements and shorter wavelengths,

the assumption implicit in deriving Equation (5.36) that the electrons

in the target scatter independently of one another, introduces large

errors. Nevertheless, Barkla's work formed an important develop-

ment in eventually establishing that the number of extra-nuclear

electrons in the neutral atom is equal to the atomic number Z.
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5.23. Increase of Wavelength on Scattering : The Compton Effect

In 1922, Compton made the first measurements of the wave-

lengths of the scattered X-rays from light elements, using a Bragg

crystal spectrometer. In addition to the "classical" scattering in

which the wavelengths of the X-rays were unchanged, he found that

secondary X-rays of wavelengths slightly greater than those of the

incident beam were present.

Compton's first apparatus is shown schematically in Fig. 5.29.

ELECTROMETER

TARGET OF
X-RAY TUBE

Fig. 5.29. Apparatus for studying the Compton effect.

The element under study was carbon, of which a small piece

was placed at C to receive the X-radiation from the molybdenum

target T of an X-ray tube. The carbon block was small to reduce

multiple scattering within it and to ensure that the scattered X-rays

emerged from a fairly well-defined position. The X-ray tube and

the carbon block were supported inside a large lead box. The

X-rays scattered from C were selected in a specific direction, making

an angle
<f>

with the incident beam, by the arrangement of the slits

Sx, the opening in the box, and 52 . The scattered rays then impinged

upon the crystal of a Bragg spectrometer, an ionisation chamber

being used for recording enhanced reflection in accordance with the

Bragg equation (§ 5.7). To change the angle
<f>,

the scatterer C and

the X-ray tube were shifted inside the lead box. The wavelength

of the Ka line of the molybdenum target was determined by simply

placing this X-ray tube target immediately behind the slit Sv
Results obtained by Compton using carbon and the molybdenum

Ka line are shown for values of
<f>

at 45°, 90°, and 135° in Fig. 5.30.

The increase of wavelength of the X-rays is immediately apparent.
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Furthermore, this wavelength increase is seen to be larger the greater

the angle of scattering
<f>.

The theory of the Compton effect rests upon a quantum inter-

pretation of the scattering. Indeed, the excellent agreement

obtained between the theoretical predictions and the experimental

results form an important verification of the quantum theory of

radiation, according to which radiation has a particle nature in

the form ofphotons.

J

A

5**45°

J

)
\

\
^=90°
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Fig. 5.30. Spectra of X-rays scattered by carbon as the angle of scattering is

increased (Compton).

Referring to Fig. 5.31, consider a monochromatic beam of X-rays

of wavelength A and frequency v = cjX to be incident upon a

metallic (or carbon) target. These X-rays consist of photons of

energy hv. This energy is much greater than that required to eject

a free electron from the target. Let the ejected electron, called the

Compton recoil electron, leave the target at an angle 8 to the

direction of the incident X-ray beam. The kinetic energy E of this

recoil electron must be obtained from the energy hv of the X-ray

photon. The energy of this photon can only be reduced by a

decrease of the frequency v. The scattered X-ray leaving at an
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angle ^ to the direction of the incident beam will therefore have a

frequency v', less than v, and a wavelength A' greater than A.

To find A' — A = AX, consider the momentum and energy

equations concerned. The momentum of the incident X-ray
photon will be hv/c, which equals A/A (§ 6.1). Likewise, the

momentum of the scattered X-ray photon will be k/X'. The
momentum of the recoil electron will be mv, where v is its velocity.

Using relativity mechanics (Appendix A) to take into account

YYl

increase of mass with velocity, m will be
°

, where 8 — vie.

INCIDENT X-RAY PHOTON—»-

MOMENTUM - Wx
ENERGY =» ^C/\

SCATTERING
TARGET

Fig. 5.31. Concerning the theory of the Compton effect.

To arrive at the equations of motion, consider that

:

(i) the conservation of momentum resolved along the direction

of the incident beam gives

v — T7 cos 4> = , cos 6 (5.38)
A A'

r V 1 - j8
2

(ii) resolving momentum perpendicular to the direction of the

incident beam gives

A
7SlM = vf=

=F sm ( }

(iii) equating the energy of the incident photon to the sum of

the energies of the scattered photon and the recoil electron,

^ *f = moC2 (_J__A (5.40)
A A' ° Wl-jS8 /
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To eliminate 9, square Equations (5.38) and (5.39) and add them

to give

r^-p-v-w""**** (5 -41)

Dividing Equation (5.40) by c and rearranging gives

h h +m c (5.42)
V 1 - p2 A A'

Squaring Equation (5.42) leads to

m 2c2 h* 2h*
,

h2
,

. , (\ 1 \ .

2 2

1 - j8
2 A2 AA' ^ A'

Subtracting Equation (5.43) from Equation (5.41),

= -^r (1 - cos £) — 2m ch (j - ^V

Multiplying by AA', therefore,

A' - A = AX =— (1 - cos
<f>) (5.44)m c

This Equation (5.44) gives the increase of wavelength at an angle

of scattering <j>. Substituting h = 6-625 X 10-34 J s, m = 911 x
10-31 kgandc = 3 x 108 ms-\

6-625 x 10-3* n „
JA==

9-llxlO-31 x3xlO« (1
- C°S ^)m

= 2-42 x 10-12
(1 - cos

<f>)
m (5.45)

= 0-024 2 (1 - cos <f>)
A (5.46)

The increase of wavelength will consequently increase with the

angle of scattering
<f>

to reach a maximum of 0-048 4 A at
<f>
= 180°,

corresponding to the case where the scattered X-rays return along

the path of the incident X-rays. Note that the wavelength increase

AX is independent of the wavelength, and is the same for all substances

containing free electrons.

Equation (5.40) has been subjected to many experimental tests.

Furthermore, C. T. R. Wilson and W. Bothe, working independently

in 1923, obtained cloud chamber photographs of the tracks of the

recoil electrons predicted. These tracks are short compared with

the tracks of photo-electrons, and have a typical shape resembling

a tadpole, with the tail near the X-ray beam.

The amount of Compton scattering compared with classical

scattering is high for elements of low atomic number, but for the
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heavy elements of high atomic number, the scattering is chiefly the
classical type of unmodified wavelength. The scattered radiation
of the same wavelength as the incident beam was explained in

§ 5.22. This unmodified scattered radiation originates from the
motions imparted to the bound electrons in the atom, as distinct

from Compton scattering where free electrons are concerned.

Example 5.23. Find the wavelength of the softest X-radiation able to produce
recoil electrons ofenergy 5 keV.

Recoil electrons will have a maximum energy when they are ejected in the
direction of the incident X-radiation, whilst the scattered X-rays are returned
back along this direction. If v is the required frequency of the softest X-rays
and v' the frequency of the scattered X-rays, then it is readily seen from the
conservation of energy, that

h (v — v') = |»j v* (i)

where v is the velocity ofejection of the recoil electron.

(The relativistic mass increase is negligible for electrons of energy 5 keV,
Appendix A).

Furthermore, equating the change of momentum of the X-ray photon to the
momentum imparted to the recoil electron gives

h (v + v') = m v,

or h(v + v) = m vc (ii)

Adding Equations (i) and (ii) gives

2hv = %m v 2 + m vc (iii)

Electrons ofenergy 5 keV have a velocity v given by

im v2 = Ve = 5 x 103 x 1-6 x 10"" = 8 x 10-" J (iv)

= /2 x 5 x 103 x 1-6 x 10-18

v

'1-6 x 10-16

V^ (v)
m

on putting e, the electronic charge, = 1-6 x lO-1* C. Substituting in Equation
(iii) from (iv) and (v) gives

v =^-(8 x 10-" + 3 x 108 a/1-6 x 10-15 m ).

Putting A = 6-625 x H)-3* Jsandm = 91 1 x 10"31 kg,

" = 1325 x 10-34 (8 X 10
~1S + 3 x 1Q8 Vl6 x 10-" x 911 x 10-31

) Hz

= 9-23 x 10" Hz.

3 x 1010

The wavelength A = = 3-25 x 10~n m = 0-325 A.

Exercises 5

1. Describe carefully the changes which take place in the character of the
X-ray emission spectrum obtained from a given X-ray tube as the voltage
applied to the tube is gradually increased. (Birmingham.)
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2. Describe methods which may be used to measure the intensity of a beam
of X-rays.

Give a brief account of experiments which establish (a) the transverse wave,

and (b) the particle aspect of X-radiation. (London.)

3. The hardest X-radiation produced by an X-ray tube operating with a

potential difference of V V between anode and cathode has a wavelength of

12 430/VA, whatever the material of the anode. On the other hand, Ka radiation

from a tube with a copper anode is not excited until the voltage across the

tube is 8-86 kV, whilst for a tube with a molybdenum anode 20 kV are required.

Explain these phenomena with reference to the atomic structure of copper and

molybdenum. (Grad. Inst. P.)

4. Describe methods for the generation of X-rays. Explain how a precision

determination of hfe may be made by measuring the threshold accelerating

potential for excitation ofX-rays of a given wavelength.

Indicate how the absolute intensity of X-radiation of a given wavelength

can be measured. (London.)

5. Write an account of (a) the continuous X-ray spectrum, (b) the charac-

teristic X-ray spectra, and their interpretation in terms of the theory of the

nuclear atom. Show, in a diagram, the variation of intensity with wavelength

in the continuous X-ray spectrum for various values of the potential difference

applied to the X-ray tube, and point out how the ratio of Planck's constant to

the electronic charge may be deduced from such data. (London.)

6. Explain how the X-ray energy levels of the atoms have been measured.
(London.)

7. Describe experiments on the electrons ejected from metallic surfaces

by X- and y-rays, and discuss the information which has been derived from

them. (London.)

8. Taking "10 000 V electrons" to mean electrons endowed with a speed

equal to that gained in acceleration from rest through a potential difference of

10 000 V, calculate, with brief explanations

:

(a) The speed ofsuch electrons.

(b) The strength of the magnetic field in which they travel in circular paths

of radius 10 cm.

(c) The shortest wavelength in the continuous X-ray spectrum from an

anti-cathode bombarded by 10 000 V electrons.

(d) The wavelength of the softest X-rays that can produce 10 000 V electrons

by the Compton recoil process.

(Take the charge on the electron as 1-6 x lO-19 C, and the mass as

91 x 10-31 kg; h as 6-62 x lO-^Js.and c as 3 x lCms-1
. Neglect relativity

corrections.) (London.)

9. Discuss the way in which the refractive index of a medium containing

bound electrons varies with the frequency of the electromagnetic waves con-

cerned. Consider the application of this to X-rays and indicate its importance

in X-ray spectrometry. (London.)

10. Give an account of the investigation of crystal structure by means of

X-rays. (London)

11. Explain, with necessary experimental details, how the wavelengths of

X-rays have been determined in absolute measure. (London)
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12. Write an account of the X-ray emission and absorption spectra of the

elements. {London.)

13. Write short notes on: (a) the scattering of X-rays, (b) the refraction of

X-rays, (c) the polarisation of X-rays. (Grad. Inst. P.)

14. Describe in detail how the structure of a crystal of KC1 may be found

by means of X-rays. (London.)

15. Describe and explain the phenomena which may be observed when a

200 000 V X-ray beam is incident upon a sheet of (a) copper, (b) graphite.

(Birmingham.)

16. Discuss the diffraction of waves by a three-dimensional lattice, with

special reference to Laue photographs and their interpretation.

Write a short account of either the powder or the rotating crystal method of

X-ray crystallography. (London.)

17. Derive an expression for the refractive index of X-rays assuming that

there is no friction and that the absorption frequency of the material is very

small compared with the frequency of the X-rays. Describe how the refractive

index may be determined experimentally. (London.)

18. Describe experiments on the diffraction of X-rays by ruled gratings,

explaining why it is necessary to work at nearly grazing incidence.

Discuss briefly the importance of this work. (London!)

19. A narrow beam of X-rays of wavelength 1-54 A is incident on a flake

of graphite which is rotated about an axis lying in the plane of the flake and

perpendicular to the X-ray beam. It is found that the beam is partially reflected

from the plane of the flake, according to the laws of reflection, when its direction

makes an angle of 13°, 27°, 43°, or 64° with the plane of the flake. Deduce
what you can about the structure of graphite from these observations, proving

any formula you use. (London.)

20. Trace the variation in the absorption of X-radiation by a given absorbing

material as the wavelength of the primary beam is varied.

How may this variation be explained? (Birmingham.)

21. Distinguish between the absorption and scattering of X-rays and discuss

the dependence of these processes on the nature of the absorbing or scattering

materials and on the wavelength of the X-rays.

Explain why the mass absorption coefficient of copper is the same for both

molybdenum Ka radiation and for copper Ka radiation. (Grad. Inst. P.)

22. Describe how the Compton effect has been investigated experimentally

and give an explanation of the results. What are the difficulties involved in

accounting for these results on classical grounds ? (London.)

23. Write an account of the classical and the quantum theories of the

scattering of X-rays, and the extent to which they agree with experiment.

(London.)

24. Write a detailed account of the X-ray method of determining the electronic

charge. Comment on the accuracy at each stage of the determination and on

the overall precision of the value obtained. (Poly.)



CHAPTER 6

THE PRINCIPLES OF QUANTUM MECHANICS

The discussions given in Chapters 2 and 3 show that the quantisa-

tion hypotheses of Bohr, Wilson, and Sommerfeld, and Goudsmit
and Uhlenbeck provide a quantitative account of the energy levels

in atoms which, in many cases, enables good correlation to be

obtained between the results of spectroscopic observations and
theory. Moreover, these same conceptions lead to explanations of

the detail of the X-ray spectra discussed in Chapter 5. Yet the

necessary postulates introduce, in a somewhat arbitrary fashion,

quantum conceptions and a series of quantum numbers which are

not clearly related to any fundamental physical laws. Furthermore,

satisfactory expressions for the relative intensities of the spectral

lines associated with a given element are lacking, and, despite many
efforts to modify the theory, the energy levels are not correctly

predicted in some cases, for example, in the case of the neutral

helium atom (a two-electron system).

By 1924 it was becoming clear that a new system of mechanics

was necessary to explain the increasing number of difficulties

encountered using the then existing quantum theory. The required

innovation was originated by de Broglie with his theory of wave-

particle dualism, which, greatly developed in the succeeding years by
the outstanding theoretical work of Schrodinger, Heisenberg, Dirac,

Bohr, and Born, led to the foundations of quantum mechanics

(alternatively known as wave mechanics).

6.1. The Hypothesis of de Broglie

The original quantum theory of Planck was almost a quarter of

a century old by 1924. The success of this theory in explaining the

distribution in the spectrum of the radiant energy from a heated

black body and the surface photoelectric effect (photoemissive effect)

had clearly established the necessity for assigning to radiant energy

properties characteristic of particles. The concept of the photon
(a term introduced later by G. N. Lewis in 1926) was implicit in

these developments, where the frequency v of the radiation and the

energy E of the photon were related by the expression

E = hv (6.1)

h being the Planck constant (6-625 x lO-^Js).

149
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In 1924, Louis de Broglie suggested that, in the quantum theory,

there is fundamentally involved the concept that an isolated quantity

of energy E is inevitably associated with a certain frequency v = E/h.

From this standpoint, he postulated that, because radiated energy
in the form of waves exhibited a particle nature, then the corollary

was also true, i.e. that particles in motion (e.g. electrons, protons,

molecules, and atoms) have properties characteristic of waves.

In considering the consequence of this postulate, de Broglie

further put forward the suggestion that, in discussing such funda-
mental entities as waves and particles, certain basic physical formulae
should apply in both cases. From this it follows that the total

energy of a photon can be written in two ways:

(i) considered as a wave of frequency v, its energy is given by

E — hv,

(ii) considered as a particle of mass M, its energy is given by the

Special Theory of Relativity (Appendix A) as

E = Mc2
(6.2)

where c is the velocity of electromagnetic radiation in free space.

These two expressions for the energy of the photon must be
equivalent, therefore,

E = hv = Mc%
(6.3)

The photon must travel in free space with a velocity c. Its

momentum/? is therefore given by

p = Mc (6.4)

From Equations (6.4) and (6.3) it follows that

p=Mc=^=j (6.5)

where A is the wavelength of the radiation concerned. In a simple

derivation, it can be assumed that this Equation (6.5) also applies

to any particle of mass M travelling with a velocity v, then

p=Mv=hf\ (6.6)

where A is now the wavelength of the waves associated with the

particle, i.e. the waves which describe the motion of the mass M
from the wave point of view instead of the particle point of view,

and is given by

X = h/p= h/Mv (6.7)

on re-arranging Equation (6.6).

Consider, for example, the case of electrons which have been
accelerated from rest through a p.d. of V. The velocity v acquired

by these electrons in the non-relativistic case is given by

\mv* = Ve (6 g)
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where m and e are the mass and charge respectively of the electron.

— (6.9)
m

Substituting for v in Equation (6.8) from (6.9);

.*. A = .

h
(6.10)

Substituting h = 6-625 x 10"3* J s, e = 1-6 x 10~19 C, and
m = 911 x 10-31 kg

6-625 x 10-34
/.A

V2KX 1-6 X 10-19 x 9-11 x 10-31

12-26

m

V v
12-26

X 10-10 m (6.11)

A (6.12)

In a diode valve, for example, the electrons arriving at the anode
at a potential of 100 V relative to the cathode will have waves
associated with them of wavelength given by Equation (6.12) as

1 2-26/V 100 = 1-226 A. The waves concerned have, therefore,

the same order of length as those encountered in the X-ray region
of the spectrum, but they are certainly not electromagnetic waves.

6.2. The Wave Nature ofParticles

The de Broglie equation (6.7) for the wavelength of the waves
associated with a particle of known momentum has been verified

by the experiments of Davisson and Germer, Thomson, and also

Stern (§§ 6.4 and 6.5). The evidence of these experiments, together
with many subsequent developments, demonstrates conclusively

that streams of particles can be diffracted, and the diffraction

patterns obtained are correctly predicted on using the de Broglie
wavelength.

There remains, however, the question as to the nature of these

waves. Discussing de Broglie's theory more fully, it is assumed
that a material particle in motion has associated with it a system
of plane waves. An electron cannot, however, be represented by
a single wave-motion propagated through space because the effect

of the electron at any given instant of time is concentrated over a
small region. The electron must therefore be represented by a
wave-packet, i.e. a small group of waves. In wave-motion, both
group and phase velocities have to be considered if two or more
wave trains of different velocities are concerned when the medium
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is dispersive. Equation (6.7) shows that, in the case of electrons,

strong dispersion is involved as the velocity v is a function of the

wavelength A (see also § 6.3). The velocity of the electron considered

as a particle must be equal to the group velocity of the waves. The
relationship between the group and phase velocities can be derived

by considering the superposition of two wave trains.

A plane wave of frequency v and wavelength A propagated in

the positive direction along an x-axis may be represented by

yx
= A sin 2n ( vt — -r

J,

where yx is the displacement at time t and A is the amplitude.

A second wave of frequency v' and wavelength A' propagated

along the same direction and, for simplicity, considered to have the

same amplitude A, is represented by

y2 = A sin 2tt (v't — y)-

The superposition of these two wave trains is hence given by

y = Ji + y% = A sin 2tt ( vt —
j J

+ sin 2n ( v't — -^ J

xsin2„[0^2, + f Q4)] (6,3,

This result represents a vibration with a varying amplitude

given by

The velocity of the peak value of this amplitude, i.e. of the

"beat" maxima, is the velocity v with which the group of waves

travels. It is obviously given by

i _ r
A A'

In the limiting case when v is almost equal to v and A' is almost

equal to A, this result becomes

dv
(6.14)

G)
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The phase velocity v P is given from Equation (6.13) as
v

which, in the limiting case when v' tends to v and A' tends to A,

results in

v p = vX (6.15)

Consider now the system of plane waves associated with a
moving particle of mass M and velocity v. Let E be the energy of
this particle. From the Special Theory of Relativity (Appendix A)

Vi-jS2

where /? = v/c, c being the velocity of light in free space.

The proposal of de Broglie is to put E = hv, where v is the
frequency of the associated waves;

M c2

- h-vrrp <6 - 16>

The particle velocity v is put equal to the group velocity of these
waves which is given by Equation (6. 14) as

dv

dv.

••*w-
From Equation (6. 1 6)

M r*
dv =^f-d(i-n-i;

••'G)-
i

£'0-?r-^0-S)-
,

i

But the momentum p = Mv = -? °
,. •

.-. dp = M (l~^\ 'dv.

Hence, d (l)=f-

dv
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Integration gives

T- = t + constant.
A h

Postulating that the constant is zero, then,

X=hfp = h/Mv (6.17)

[cf. Equation (6.7)].

The phase velocity vp of the waves which "describe" the motion

of the particle is given by [Equation (6. 1 5)]

vv = Xv.

Substituting for A from Equation (6.17) and putting v == Ejh;

_h E_E
" Vp ~ p' h~ p

«*£ = -=f (6-18)Mv v p

Since /? is less than unity, the phase velocity must be greater than

the velocity of light; indeed, for comparatively slow-moving

particles, where v = /fc is much less than c, vv will greatly exceed

the velocity of light. This phase velocity is the velocity of travel

through the medium of any particular point in a given phase in a

wave of single frequency. Such a velocity cannot be observed:

indeed, it is only a mathematical convenience to define it. In

attempting to measure phase velocity, it would be necessary to

mark out by some method the progress of a particular point in the

extended wave. The only way in which the progress of a particular

point in the wave could be marked would be by distinguishing it

by superimposing another wave train so as to form a hump or other

deformation of the wave at this point. The group velocity would

then necessarily be involved.

The question remains as to the physical nature of these waves.

A particle such as an electron cannot be just a group or packet of

waves—as is normally understood by the use of this term in the

cases, for example, of electromagnetic radiation, ripples on water,

and sound waves—because it is an essential characteristic of such

waves that they spread out in all directions in space, in accordance

with Huygens' principle. Manifestly, the energy and the charge on

an electron are not dispersed into the surrounding space in this

fashion. Should the conception of particle waves be regarded,

therefore, as simply a mathematical convenience which enables the

observed facts of the diffraction of particles to be related to a

theory capable of quantitative predictions? Possibly this should,
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in the end, be the correct approach. In science, detailed descrip-

tions based on fundamental laws which are subject to verification

by experiment, and which fit into an overall picture or mechanism
capable of exact mathematical treatment, have been the line of

progress. It is presumptuous of the scientist to pretend that he
understands the structure of matter and the laws of the universe,

using the word "understands" in its fullest sense. For example,
terms such as "magnetic flux", "gravitation", "the photon",
have become the everyday language of the physicist. Yet it is

essentially just as difficult to understand fully what is meant by the

idea of gravitation as it is to consider the idea of waves associated

with particles. Because the fall of an unsupported body to the

ground can be witnessed, the concept of gravitation seems straight-

forward; the idea of wave-particle dualism appears difficult and
complex because it requires specially designed apparatus to demon-
strate the diffraction of electrons. Strictly speaking, both con-
ceptions are difficult: they are man-made descriptions of natural

phenomena. To some extent it is a question of familiarity.

The question "What are particle waves, i.e. the waves associated

with particles?" cannot be answered. The apparently simpler

question "What is an electric field?" cannot be answered either.

Despite this, a detailed description of particle waves can be obtained,

and this description has proved to be of inestimable value in under-
standing the structure of matter. If one looks at, or examines
with the most powerful microscope, a small filing of iron, then it

obviously does not exhibit a wave nature ofany type whatever. But
the atoms of iron, and the electrons, protons, and neutrons within the
atom, cannot be seen; they are beyond the resolving power of the

scientific instrument. Furthermore, the very term "resolving

power" is associated with the fundamentals of diffraction theory.

If, then, these fundamental particles of the iron, or other matter,

are said to exhibit a wave nature, confirmation or otherwise can
only be had by indirect experiments, such as those of Davisson and
Germer and others. These experiments undoubtedly support
de Broglie's contention, and the further descriptions of particle

waves given in the following sections.

6.3. Comparison between the Propagation of Waves and of Particles

Through Media

In the propagation of light and other forms of electromagnetic

radiation the phenomenon of refraction is encountered on the

passage of the light from one medium to another. The well-known
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Snell's law of refraction applies, which may be expressed in the

form,

n2 sin X vx

1 nx sin 2 *>2

where «x, 2 is the refractive index of medium (2) with respect to

medium (1), nx and n2 are the absolute refractive indices of the media

(1) and (2) respectively, i.e. their refractive indices with respect to

a vacuum, X is the angle of incidence to the normal at the surface

of separation in medium (1), B2 is the corresponding angle of refrac-

tion in medium (2), whilst vx and v2 are the velocities of propagation

of the light in media (1) and (2) respectively.

This conception of refractive index can also be applied to moving

particles. For example, suppose a free electron is travelling with

uniform velocity v x in vacuo in a field-free region (1) within which

the constant, uniform potential is Vx . Imagine a theoretical, yet

instructive, case where it traverses the boundary between this region

(1) and a region (2), where the field-free region (2) is at a

constant potential V2 (Fig. 6.1). If V2 > Vx , then the electron

will experience a force in the direction across the boundary: it

will therefore be deviated on undergoing sudden acceleration so

that its uniform velocity in region (2) becomes v 2 . If 6X is the angle

between the path of the electron and the normal in region (1),

i.e. the angle of incidence, then the corresponding angle 2 in region

(2), i.e. the angle of refraction, will be less than 6X . On the other

hand, if V2 < Vlt then v 2 < vx and 2 > #i-

Consider the line of separation between the regions in the plane

of the diagram (Fig. 6.1) to be an x-axis, where the y-axis is in this

same plane but perpendicular to the x-axis, i.e. in the direction of

the normal. Let vXx and vXv be the components of the velocity

vx in the x and v directions respectively, and, similarly, let v2x and

v2y be the resolved components of the velocity v 2 . The surface of

separation between the media is an equipotential surface; it is

imagined that the potential infinitely near it on the emergent side

is V2 but that the surface itself is at Vx . The electrostatic lines of

force are everywhere at right angles to the equipotential lines;

there is, consequently, no force on the electron in the direction of

the x-axis. It follows that

Vix —V2x \

.'. vx sin 6X = v2 sin 92

vx sin 2
or

v2 sin 6X
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But from Equation (6.19) sin flj/sin 2 is the refractive index

nx, 8 ofregion (2) with respect to region (1)

;

_ sin 6X
Wl» 2 — ~~~

sin 9 Vl
(6.20)

In comparing Equations (6.19) and (6.20) note that, in the case

of waves, the absolute refractive index is inversely proportional to the

velocity, but in the case ofparticles, the absolute refractive index is

directlyproportional to the velocity.

BOUNDARY

(2) V«

Fig. 6. 1 . Refraction of a beam ofelectrons.

Using non-relativistic mechanics,

\mvx
* = Vxe and \mv£ = K2e;

12
«i v vx

or, putting Vz
= V + A V, where Vx = V, gives

nx, 2 (6.21)

It is apparent that there is an important distinction between

the case of an electron moving in an electrostatic field and that of

light traversing an optically refracting medium. In optics, the

refracting medium is usually homogeneous, i.e. has constant

refractive index, as in the case of light traversing a block of glass;

in the electrostatic field, the potential—and hence the refractive

index—will necessarily be a continuously varying quantity as a

function of location, i.e. of the form/(x, y, z) where x, y, z are the

coordinates of a point in the field. This difficulty in the case of

the motion of electrons may be largely overcome in computing
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electron paths through electrostatic fields by dividing the field up
into a number of regions each of homogeneous potential. The
greater the number of divisions made, i.e. the larger the number of

equipotential surfaces considered in a given region, the more closely

will the computed electron path correspond to the actual electron

path. The computed path will be in the form of a series of con-

tiguous, straight lines, these lines being shorter the smaller the

interval AV is compared with V in Equation (6.21). The actual

path of the electron will be a continuous curve to which the

contiguous straight lines approximate more and more closely the

greater the number of intervals chosen.

In comparing the propagation of waves with that of particles a

discussion of the principles of Fermat in optics and of Lagrange in

mechanics gives a general method whereas only a particular case

has been considered so far.

The law of the stationary path, i.e. Fermat's principle, is funda-

mental in deciding the path taken by a ray of light (or other form

of electromagnetic radiation) in traversing media. This law states

that the length of the optical path between two points is stationary.

By "stationary" is meant that the length is either a maximum or a

minimum. The principle is often simplified (erroneously in some

instances) to become the principle of least time, i.e. that the optical

path which the light takes is always such that the time of passage

between the two points is a minimum. To be exact, this time is

an extremum, i.e. either a maximum or a minimum.

This law may be expressed in mathematical form. Consider

the path of monochromatic light from a point Px in a medium of

refractive index nx to a point Pr in a medium of refractive index nr .

During the passage, suppose geometrical distances sx , s2 , s3 , . . . sr

are traversed in the intervening media of refractive indices nx , n2,

ns , ... nr respectively. The total optical path from Px to Pr is

given by

nxsx + n2sz + n3s3 + . . . + nrsr,

which must be an extremum; i.e.

Unrsr is an extremum.

If the refractive index n varies continuously between the points

Px andPr, then

•Pr

nds — an extremum,

where ds is an infinitely short length of the path between Px and Pr

i:
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It follows that

8
I

'nds = (6.22)

rPr

where 8 nds means the difference between the optical path actually

traversed and an alternative path infinitely near it.

This Equation (6.22) can be expressed alternatively in terms of
8T, the difference in time between the actual path and the infinitely

close path. Thus n = c/u, where u is the velocity of the mono-
chromatic fight in the medium of absolute refractive index n and c

is the velocity of light in free space

;

Cp'ds
.-. ST = 8 — = (6.23)

J p
1
u

The corresponding law in mechanics is the principle of least

action, originated by Lagrange and developed by Hamilton.

This principle states that the path taken by a material particle

(or body) between two points under the action of conservative forces
is such that the action is an extremum.

To put this principle in mathematical form, consider the path
between two points Px and Pr of a body of mass M and moving with
a velocity v when traversing an element of length ds of the path.

The action over the infinitely short distance ds is the momentum
multiplied by this distance, i.e. Mvds. The total action in traversing

the path fromPx to Pr is, therefore, the line integral ofthe momentum
[Pr

along the path between the points, i.e. I Mvds. The principle of
Jp,

Lagrange asserts that

i:Mvds
= (6.24)

the 8 having the same implication as in Equation (6.22).

This result can be alternatively expressed in terms of the energy
of the body. If E is the total energy of the body, EK its kinetic

energy, and EP its potential energy, then

E = EK + EP = \Mv 2 + EP
(using non-relativistic mechanics)

;

Mv = M
<sj

2{E
M

Ep) = V2M(E-EP);

:. 8 f WlM (E — Ep) ds = (6.25)
Jp,
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In the case of the de Broglie waves associated with a material

particle, the condition that these waves follow the same path as

the particle is that n = c\u in Equation (6.22) be directly propor-

tional to Mv in Equation (6.24) or V2M (E - EP) in Equation

(6.25). In the wave case, n is proportional to 1/w, the reciprocal

of the velocity of the wave; in the case of the particle, assumed to

be of constant mass, n is proportional to v, the velocity of the

particle. It follows that

v = k/u,

where A: is a constant, i.e. the speed of the wave must be inversely

proportional to the speed of the particle.

The de Broglie waves, in traversing the same path as the particle

with which they are associated, do not, therefore, travel with the

same velocity as the particle. This apparent peculiarity is removed,

however, on considering that the velocity u is actually the phase

velocity vP of the waves and not the group velocity (see § 6.2).

6.4. Experiments on the Diffraction of Electrons and the Verification

of the de Broglie Equation

Within two to three years of the famous de Broglie thesis,

striking experimental confirmation of Equation (6.7) for the wave-

length of the waves associated with a free electron travelling in

vacuum was provided by the experiments of Davisson and Germer

in 1927. Somewhat earlier work had already been carried out by

Davisson and Kunsen in America, and, at the suggestions of Born

and Franck, by Elsasser in Germany, but Davisson and Germer's

experiments were the most elaborate of these investigations and the

first to give a correct account of the theory in relation to the practice.

Davisson and Germer, working at the Bell Telephone Labora-

tories in America—which were excellently equipped for investiga-

tions demanding the production of electron beams in high vacua-

were engaged in studying experimentally the reflection of electrons

from a polycrystalline nickel target in vacuum. As a result of an

accident, it became necessary to de-gas the nickel by heating it to

high temperature. Subsequently, the distribution-in-angle for the

reflected electrons exhibited pronounced maxima. This change

was proved to be due to re-crystallisation on heating so that the

nickel face became composed of about ten large crystals instead

of myriads of very small crystals. Reconstructed apparatus, in

which the target was known to be a thoroughly de-gassed single

crystal of nickel, enabled a full study of the maxima in the electron

distribution after scattering to be made. These maxima were
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correctly attributed to diffraction of the electron?, and the ideas

put forward by Bragg in explaining the diffraction of X-rays (§ 5.7)

were adopted.

X-ray crystallographjc studies of the nickel crystal showed that

it had a face-centred cubic lattice. When electrons impinged on
this lattice they were scattered because of the abnormal fields of

electric force around the regularly arranged atoms, such fields

corresponding to regions of abnormal refractive index (§ 6.3). The
scattered waves associated with the electrons reinforced one another

in certain directions related to the lattice spacing; in these directions

the resultant intensities of the waves were a maximum, corresponding

to a maximum probability for the presence of an electron (§ 6.7).

TARGET HOLDER

Fig. 6.2. Apparatus for the study of the diffraction of electrons (Davisson and
Germer). (Schematic cross-section.)

In the Davisson and Germer apparatus (Fig. 6.2) the electrons

were produced by thermionic emission from a tungsten filament F
mounted in an electron gun G formed by a series of aligned metallic

diaphragms arranged to constrain the electrons to emerge in a

collimated beam. With a p.d. of V between the diaphragms and
the filament, the electrons in the beam had an energy of V eV.

This electron beam then impinged on the target T (a single crystal

of nickel) in field-free space. The electrons scattered from the

target were collected by a type of Faraday bucket C consisting of a

double-walled metallic cylinder provided with an entrance aperture.

The inner and outer conducting walls of this cylinder were insulated

from one another, and a retarding potential was applied between
them so that only the fastest electrons (i.e. those with an energy of

nearly V eV) could enter the inner cylinder. Using incident beam
currents of the order of 1 fiA, collector currents of the order of

6 y.:a. n. p.
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10-^ //A were obtained. These collector currents were therefore

measurable by a sensitive galvanometer, and were directly related

to the number of scattered electrons arriving per second. The
collector was mounted on an arm A which passed through a narrow

slit in the walls of the cylindrical envelope E to the apparatus.

By moving the collector, the angle between the incident beam of

electrons and the scattered beam (called the "colatitude angle")

could be varied, and the distribution-in-angle of the scattered elec-

trons studied for various values of the energy of the incident beam.

The nickel target could also be rotated to be set at various

positions about an axis parallel to the incident beam, i.e. various

values of the azimuth angle <£ could be used. This rotation was

TO t-

GAIVANOMETER Z

40V 44V 54 V 60V 68V48 V

(b)

Fig. 6.3. (a) Outline of arrangement for studying electron diffraction at (111)

face of a nickel crystal.

(6) Polar graphs showing the intensity of the scattered beam plotted

against the colatitude angle 0.

achieved by turning the whole evacuated tube, including the electron

gun, about the beam axis whilst the target itself was maintained

in its original position by a hanging weight W. The effect of varying

the azimuth angle <j> was also studied by Davisson and Germer, but

this will not be considered in detail here.

In one set of experiments, the (111) face of the nickel crystal

was presented to the incident beam of electrons (Fig. 6.3a). The
accelerating p.d. V between the electron gun diaphragms G and the

filament F was set at 40 V and then increased in small steps and,

at each setting, the collector current was plotted against the angle 6

(Fig. 63b). Polar graphs were drawn in which the length of the

radius vector r at an angle 6 was directly proportional to the collector

current obtained at that angle. At 40 V, a smooth curve was

obtained. As the p.d. V was increased, a slight spur was discerned
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on the curve. This spur increased with V to reach a pronounced

maximum at V = 54 V and 6 = 50°. Beyond 54 V the spur

diminished with increasing potential to become insignificant at

F = 68V.

This pronounced peak current at 54 V and 50° provided con-

clusive evidence that diffraction of the electrons had taken place,

the waves associated with the electrons giving rise to constructive

interference, i.e. reinforcement of the waves, after scatter from the

regularly spaced atoms of the "diffraction grating" formed by the

crystal lattice. To explain how this constructive interference

occurs, consider Fig. 6.4. The lattice spacing D for the (111)

planes of the nickel crystal is determined using X-rays to be 215 A.

X--

A. K^aS »̂ < SURFACE OF
!F CRYSTAL(lll PLANE)

Fig. 6.4. Concerning the diffraction of a beam of electrons by a cubic crystal.

The incident beam of electrons will traverse several layers of the

surface atoms of the crystal to a depth of some 10 to 100 A, but

depending markedly on the energy of the electrons. This incident

beam is not refracted at the crystal surface because it is incident

along the normal. Within the crystal, parallel planes of atoms
with a separation of d will be encountered. Other possibilities of

such planes of atoms exist but those shown in Fig. 6.4 will alone be

discussed here. The incident beam AB can be supposed to reach

a point C in the plane PCP'. At this plane, and the others parallel

to it, the angle of incidence ACN is 0, where NC is the normal

to PCP' at C. Now the space within the crystal is at a different

average potential from that of the surrounding vacuum because of

the electrostatic fields of force existing between the atoms (ions)
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of the crystal. Consequently, the electrons will be accelerated to

an increased velocity on entering the crystal and will hence have

associated waves of length A' different from those of length A in the

incident beam in vacuo. The crystal can be said to have a refractive

index nm for electrons given by nm = v'/v — A/A', v and v' being

the electron velocities outside and inside the crystal respectively

(cf. § 6.3). Scattering of the electrons at planes such as PCP'
within the crystal will thus be concerned with waves of length A'.

According to Huygens' construction in explaining the laws of

reflection by wave theory, there will only be any considerable

intensity in the scattered electrons for the case where the angle of

reflection equals the angle of incidence, i.e. angle FCN equals angle

ACN. Furthermore, in applying Bragg's law (§ 6.7), successive

parallel planes of atoms in depth in the crystal (i.e. planes parallel to

PCP') give rise to constructive interference according to the equation

nX' = 2d cos 6 (6.26)

This reflected beam of maximum intensity along CF will be

refracted at F, on emerging into the vacuum, to travel along FE,

where

A sin 6'
.

nm = X
=
S2d (6 -27)

0' is the colatitude angle which is measured in the Davisson and

Germer apparatus.

From the geometry of Fig. 6.4 it is readily seen that d = D sin 0.

Hence Equation (6.26) becomes

rik' = 2d cos 6 = 2D sin cos 6 = D sin 2d.

But sin 29 = r— from Equation (6.27);
A

„ DA' sin 0'

.'. nA = r

A

or nX = D sin V (6.28)

This result is the same as would be obtained for a plane line

grating of spacing D.

Substituting in Equation (6.28) D = 2-15 A, the (111) face

lattice spacing as determined by X-rays; 6' = 50°, the colatitude

angle at which a maximum occurred for 54V electrons (see Fig. 6.3Z>)

;

and n = 1, for the first order in the diffraction pattern,

A =; 215 sin 50°

= 2-15 x 0-7660 -1-65 A.
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Applying the results of the de Broglie hypothesis in the form of

Equation (6.12)

and putting V = 54 V,

, 12-26 .

A = —t=A

.**-!« A.
V54

The excellent agreement between these two results for the

wavelength affords a confirmation of the de Broglie postulate in

the case of electrons.

In the Davisson and Germer experiments, a series of results for

various orders n and also different azimuth angles 4> (a change of

this azimuth angle causes a change of the angle and the voltage V
at which maxima occur because the parallel planes of atoms which

make up the three-dimensional grating are not piled exactly one

above the other) gave, by 1927, verifications of the de Broglie

Equation (6.7) to within a maximum error of 15 per cent. Later

experiments in 1928 with improved technique reduced the maximum

error to 1 per cent. The de Broglie theory is therefore accepted for

electrons, and, in view of the subsequent work described in § 6.5, also

for other particles such as atoms, molecules, protons, and neutrons.

Further striking evidence of the diffraction of electron waves

was also provided by Davisson and Germer in an experiment

where the peak intensities obtainable at successive orders n = 1, 2,

3, 4, etc., were displayed. Using the same apparatus as before,

the angle of incidence of the electrons was set at 10° and the position

of the electron collector C kept fixed in the position where the angle

of reflection within the crystal was equal to the angle of incidence.

The intensity of the reflected electron beam was then plotted against

the square root of the incident electron energy in electron-volts.

The curve obtained exhibited a series of maxima (Fig. 6.5).

The presence of these maxima is explained on considering that

h h

mv VlmeV
[see Equation (6.10)] and also, from Bragg's law,

nX = 2Jcos 6;

... —jL=, = 2dcosd.
VlmeV

Since h, m, e, d, and 8 are all constant,

n = kV$,

where k is a constant.
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Whenever this equation is satisfied for integral values of n, the

order of diffraction, maxima will be obtained. In the experiment,

the maxima do not occur at exactly the series of positions to be

expected because the effect of refraction in the crystal becomes

more pronounced at the higher voltages V, corresponding to

electrons of increased energy, which penetrate further through the

surface layers of the crystal.

In late 1927, soon after the publication of the first results of

Davisson and Germer, Thomson and Reid studied experimentally

the scattering of electrons in the form of high energy cathode rays

5%
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Fig. 6.5. Plot of intensity of the reflected electron beam against the square

root of the accelerating p.d. for fixed angles of incidence and reflection.

after their passage through a very thin film of celluloid. Diffraction

effects were observed, but since celluloid had not a precisely known

structure, further experiments were undertaken, using thin films

of gold leaf, and also thin aluminium, silver, and platinum foils,

where the thickness of the film was of the order of IO-6 cm and

the electrons (generated as cathode rays in a cold discharge) had

energies between 15 000 and 60 000 eV.

Since the metallic films which the electrons traversed were

aggregates of very large numbers of microcrystals oriented at

random, the diffraction phenomena obtained were analogous to

those exhibited in the Debye-Scherrer powder method, using X-rays

(§ 5.10). Rings were therefore obtained on a photographic plate

placed some distance behind the foil; measurement of the diameters
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of these rings confirmed completely their explanation in accordance

with the attribution of de Broglie waves to the moving electrons

and the application ofthe Bragg law.

In Thomson's apparatus (Fig. 6.6) the long glass tube T was

exhausted to a high vacuum (circa 10~3 Pa) using a mercury

diffusion rotary-pump combination. The diffusion pump was

connected at two ports P and Q. The evacuated tube was separated

into two regions by the fine bore metallic tube A (length 6 cm,

bore diameter 0-23 mm) which not only served to canalise the

cathode rays but also to provide a high impedance to gas flow from

the region R to the region S of the apparatus. Hence, gas could be

admitted to the region R via the inlet tube G, so as to produce a

sufficient pressure in R to allow cathode rays to be generated in a

TO VACUUM
PUMP

¥
SOFT IftON
MAGNETIC SHIELD

y ° ^
*

Fig. 6.6. Apparatus for studying the diffraction of electrons by thin metallic

films (G. P. Thomson).

cold discharge, whilst the region S was still at high vacuum. The

cathode rays were produced by an induction coil across the cathode

C and the fine bore tube A as anode. After traversing the tube C
these cathode rays impinged on the target jPin the form of a mounted,

very thin film of metal. At a distance of 32-5 cm behind F there

was placed a photographic plate P in the "camera region" S.

This photographic plate could be lowered in two stages to allow

two exposures to be made. At E there was a fluorescent screen

of willemite which enabled direct observations to be made when

the photographic plate was raised. The p.d. across the discharge

tube was measured by means of a spark-gap between aluminium

spheres, each 4 cm in diameter. To show that the electron beam

beyond the anode A was very nearly monoenergetic, it was

deflected by a magnet in a preliminary experiment. The magnet,
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placed between A and E, deflected the spot due to the electrons

arriving at the fluorescent screen. This spot exhibited only a faint

tail because by far the majority of the electrons had the same

energy.

The rings due to electron diffraction were around a central

spot caused by electrons which were not scattered by collisions with

atoms in the films (many electrons penetrated small holes in the

very thin film and were therefore undeviated). Measurement of the

diameters of these rings enabled the crystal lattice spacing d to

be determined, assuming the de Broglie equation for the wavelength

of the electron of known energy. Comparison of the values of d
obtained in this way agreed to within 1 per cent, with values deter-

mined by using X-rays of known wavelengths. The de Broglie

theory was hence verified.

The electrons in Thomson's experiments were accelerated through

p.d.s of the order of 15 kV to 60 kV. At these high energies, it is

essential to take into account the relativistic increase of mass with

speed. The appropriate equation for the wavelength is therefore,

a _.i = *p—/<*
(6 .29)

mv m v

where m is the rest mass of the electron, m its mass at velocity v,

and c is the velocity of light in free space.

Expanding the bracketed term in the r.h.s. by use of the binomial

theorem gives

= ( 1 — -^s ) approximately (6.30)
m v \ 2c2/

where v is sufficiently small compared with c that the term v*/c*

and those with higher powers are neglected.

Further, equating the potential energy Ve of the electron to

the kinetic energy (m — m ) c2 ,

Ve = m c2 [(1 - v 2/e
2)-i - 1].

Expanding the r.h.s. gives

Ve = mQc* (l + i -% - l) = £/n «2 ........ (6.31)

to the same order of approximation as before. Note that the usual

non-relativistic form of the expression for the kinetic energy applies

at this order of approximation.
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Substituting for v in Equation (6.30) from Equation (6.31);

h / Ve \

Example 6.4. Give an account of experimental evidence which demonstrates

the wave-likeproperties ofmoving electrons.

Calculate the glancing angle at which electrons of energy lOOeV must be

incident on the lattice planes of a metal crystal in order to give a strong Bragg

reflection in thefirst order. Use thefollowing data:

Lattice spacing = 2-15 A
Mass of electron = 911 = 10"31 kg

Electron charge = 1-60 x 10-" C
h = 6-62 x 10-34 J s. {London.)

The first part of this question is dealt with in § 6.4.

The Bragg equation is

«A = Id sin 8 (i)

where 8 is the glancing angle of incidence of the electrons at the lattice planes.

The wavelength A associated with the moving electrons is given by the

de Broglie equation

x-L.
mv

Put v= /^;
V m

L

.-. X = h/V2Vem.

Substituting h = 6-62 x 10 34 J s, e = 1-6 x 10"» C, m = 9-11 x lO"31 kg,

and V = 100 V, gives

6-62 X 10-34

A = "T
V2 x 100 x 1-6 x 10-" X 911 x 10-31

From Equation (i)

Sm0==
2d-

Substituting the calculated value of A and putting n = 1 (for the first order) and

d = 215 x 10-10m gives

.
662 x 10-34

sm
2 x 215 x 10-" x 10-24

a/3-2 x 911

= 0-285;

.*. The glancing angle 8 = 16° 35'.

6.5. Experiments on the Diffraction ofAtoms and Molecules

Experimental evidence has been obtained of the diffraction of

neutral particles such as atoms, molecules, and neutrons. Indeed,
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neutron diffraction (§ 13.5) has given rise to the recent technique

of neutron spectrometry, a powerful ally of X-ray spectrometry.

In attempting to verify the de Broglie equation for atoms or mole-

cules, a monovelocity beam must be produced if a fairly specific

associated wavelength is to be obtained. Atoms and molecules

have a Maxwellian distribution of velocities over a wide range;

it is best, therefore, to select a group of atoms with a narrow range

of velocities from this distribution. Experiments on the diffraction

of molecular beams of hydrogen and helium were performed by

Estermann and Stern in 1930, using a lithium fluoride crystal as a

crossed grating. Later, Estermann, Frisch, and Stern in 1931

obtained remarkable results, using a collimated beam of approxi-

mately monovelocity helium atoms. Helium gas was admitted

to a small heated crucible in vacuum. Some of the helium atoms

emerging from an orifice in this crucible were confined to a beam

by slits. A velocity selector was used in the form of a parallel

pair of discs rotated at high speed on a common axis. These discs,

which were 3 cm apart, contained narrow radial slits, arranged

to be opposite each other. A helium atom in the beam which

traversed a slit in the first disc could not also pass through a slit

in the second disc unless its velocity was correct. Suppose the

distance between the discs is /, the speed of rotation is n times per

second, and the angle between successive slits in any one disc is

a radians. Then it is readily seen that the velocity v of the helium

atoms which can traverse slits in both discs must be given by

_ / __ Itrnl

ajlirn a

in the case where an atom traversing a slit in the first disc is just

able to pass the succeeding slit in the second disc.

The beam of helium atoms of known velocity then impinged

upon a crystal of lithium fluoride in vacuum. The reflected atoms

which traversed a small entrance aperture to an initially evacuated

auxiliary chamber produced a pressure increase in this chamber.

This rise of pressure was measured by a small hot wire gauge of

the Pirani type.* A maximum intensity in the reflected beam of

atoms occurred at an angle which corresponded to a diffraction

maximum in accordance with the application of Bragg's equation

* In the Pirani gauge, a filament of metal wire is heated by a constant current.

The temperature attained depends upon the rate at which heat is conducted

away by the surrounding gas. The thermal conductivity of a gas is a function of

the pressure at low pressures. The wire temperature, and hence its electrical

resistance, is therefore a function of the surrounding gas pressure. The resistance

changes with pressure are indicated by a Wheatstone bridge.
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(§ 6.7) where the wavelength associated with the atoms was given
by the de Broglie equation A = h/Mv> M being the mass of the
helium atom and v the velocity determined for these atoms. The
maximum error in thus verifying the de Broglie equation was
1-5 per cent.

6.6. The Uncertainty Principle ofHeisenberg

In discussing the motion of a particle from the wave point of
view it is seen that the particle is considered as a small group or
packet of waves. This implies that the exact position of the particle

cannot be specified, indeed, it can only be said to be somewhere
within the wave packet extending over a finite distance Ax along
the axis of motion, considered to be an *-axis.

In § 6.2 it is shown that the varying amplitude of a group of two
waves of frequencies v and v and corresponding wavelengths A
and A' is given by

If the length Ax of this group is to be small, the change from v

to v and from 1/A to 1/ A' must be small. Therefore, put v — v = Av

and -r- — t-7 = Av, the change of wave-number.

The length of the group will be the distance Ax between successive
positions where the amplitude of the group is instantaneously zero.
This separation will correspond to a change of angle of it, therefore,

. VAv.t A v {x + Ax)~\ f\ (Av>t Av .x\ ~1

cos2
-L~2 S—J

J
=cos

L
27r (^—~)H ;

. 2nAv . Ax

••• ^ =i ("3)

Now the wavelength A associated with the particle is given by
the de Broglie equation,

Px
where px is the momentum of the particle along the x-axis;

h u-
• • Px = j — nv

;

•
Ap

* - h
. . —r=- == n.

Av
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Substituting for Av in Equation (6.33) gives

Ax. Apx = h.

This elementary proof indicates the considerations involved in

the famous uncertainty principle enunciated by Heisenberg in 1927.

(The word uncertainty, or indeterminancy, is a translation of

the German word Unbestimmtheii).

The statement can be put in the form that, in any simultaneous

determination of the position and momentum ofa particle, the product

of the uncertainties is equal to, or greater than, the Planck constant

h, i.e.

Ax.Apx ^h (6.34)

for motion along an x-axis.

A more elaborate consideration of the theory involved shows

that the correct expression is not Equation (6.34) but

Ax.APx ^£- (6.35)
4-7T

where Ax is the root-mean-square (r.m.s.) value of the uncertainty

in specifying x and Apx is the r.m.s. uncertainty of the ^-component

of the momentum.

Furthermore, it is impossible in any conceivable experiment,

to obtain a greater accuracy of measurement than is indicated by

this principle. If it is required to reduce the error involved in the

determination of the x-coordinate, i.e. reduce Ax, then this can

only be done at the expense of precision in determining the momen-

tum.

This result has proved to have far-reaching consequences in

physical theory. It implies, for example, that the exact location

of the position of an electron considered as a particle in an atom is

impossible. This is not surprising on considering the wavelength

associated with, for example, the electron in the normal hydrogen

atom (§ 2.2). Equation (2.14) shows that the velocity of an electron

in an orbit with the principal quantum number n — 1, i.e. the normal

state of the atom, is given by

_ e2

2etflti

Putting e = 1-6 X 10~19 C, h = 6-625 x 10"34 J s and e = 8-854 x
10-12 Fm-x

;

(1-6x10-")* _ 2 .2><10e mg-i
•• V== 2X 8-854 X 10-*2 X 6-625 X 10-" ~ 2

2

x 10 ms
'
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Therefore, the de Broglie wavelength is (putting m = 911 X 10~21

kg)

, .

.

6-625 x 10-34
X = h/™=

9-11 x 10-" X 2-2 xlO«
= 3-31 x 10-10 m = 3-31 A.

But it was shown that the radius of the normal hydrogen atom was
only 0-529 A! Considered as a circle, the circumference is therefore

2tt x 0-529 = 3-324 A.

The fact that the wavelength equals approximately the Bohr
circumference is not surprising. It was shown by de Broglie that

his equation, A = hjmv, gave a fundamental meaning to the postulate

of Bohr in that (§ 2.2)

mvr = nhjlir

<» nh .

or 2-nr = = «A.
mv

i.e. the circumference of the orbit contains a whole number of
wavelengths (see § 6.12).

The Heisenberg uncertainty principle can be further illustrated

by considering the inevitable error involved in attempting to locate

the position of an electron in an idealised experiment. Only one
possibility is considered here. This is the famous argument of
Heisenberg concerning the '

'
y-ray microscope".

In texts on optics, it is proved that the resolving power of a
microscope is given by

Ax = T-^- (6.36)
2 sin a ,

v '

where Ax is the shortest distance between two "points" in the field

of view which can be distinguished as separate, A is the wavelength
of the illuminating radiation used, and a is the semi-vertical angle of
the cone of rays that enters the microscope objective from the
object under observation (Fig. 6.7). If it is required to make Ax
vanishingly small, it can only be done by using very small values for

A, because sin a cannot be greater than unity. Suppose, therefore,

that exceedingly short wavelength y-rays are used to illuminate the

electron at Q under observation. Admittedly, a y-ray microscope
has never been made, but we are not concerned with such drawbacks
in visualising a perfect experiment!

In order that the electron can be "seen" in the microscope, the

incident y-rays used for illumination must be scattered into the

microscope objective. During such scattering, the electron will

recoil. To ensure that this recoil is as small as possible, let the
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minimum possible amount of y-ray energy be used, i.e. one photon.

When this photon impinges on the electron, the Compton effect

(§ 5.23) will be involved. A scattered photon of wavelength A

will enter the microscope objective. This photon of momentum
h/X (§ 6.1) can enter the objective anywhere between QA and QB.

If it travels along QA, the resolved component of its momentum
along the x-axis is h/X sin a. The momentum imparted in the

v-direction to the electron will therefore be

ry — T sin a (6.37)
A A

MICROSCOPE

GAMMA RAY

BWA

PHOTON Q.
x . AxiS

Fig. 6.7. The observation of the position of an electron by a y-ray microscope.

where A' is the wavelength of the incident y-radiation. If, however,

the scattered photon travels along QB, then the momentum in the

x-direction imparted to the electron is given by

r- + p- sin a (6.38)
A A

The momentum given to the electron can therefore have any

value between those given by Equations (6.37) and (6.38).

The uncertainty in the value of the momentum of the electron

is, therefore,

APx = ~y sin a (6 -39)

It follows from Equations (6.36) and (6.39) that

A 2h sin a ,

AX . Apx = ;r—-— . r— = hr 2 sin a A

which is in accordance with the expression (6.34) for the uncertainty

principle.

An objection to this argument is that Equation (6.36) involves

the Rayleigh criterion in denning resolving power. This criterion

is arbitrary in that it concerns the possibility of detecting that two
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diffraction patterns are associated, with two images in a field.of view.

Though it is an exceedingly useful criterion in the design of optical

instruments, yet it is not a fundamental law. Furthermore, the

diffraction theory in optics applied to resolving power concerns
many photons of light. Using only one photon, as imagined in the

y-ray microscope, Equation (6.36) nevertheless gives Ax approxi-
mately. The experiment described justifies Heisenberg's principle

in that it definitely indicates that the product of the uncertainties in

the momentum and the position coordinate cannot be vanishingly

small.

6.7. Relation between the Particle and Wave Treatments; The
Probability Concept

In describing the mechanics of a system ofparticles it is seen from
the discussion given in the previous section that, if it is required
to state the position of a particle with very small error Ax, this can
only be done at the expense of lack of precision in giving px, the
momentum. This uncertainty is of great significance on the scale

of dimensions encountered within atoms. However, since

Ax.Apx = h = 6-625 X lO"34 J s,

i.e. the product of the uncertainties is a very small quantity, the

Heisenberg principle can often be disregarded on the macroscopic
scale. For example, in discussion the motions of electrons in

thermionic vacuum tubes, the wavelength associated with the
electrons is so minute compared with the inter-electrode spacings
that it can be ignored. On the other hand, if the formation of the
image in an electron microscope is to be studied, then diffraction

effects associated with the electron wavelength are of paramount
importance because, now, the interactions of the electrons with
the atoms of the object in the microscope are concerned.

The wave-mechanical treatment is demanded to give correct

results in describing the interactions of electrons (and other funda-
mental particles, also atoms and molecules) with atoms or molecules
in solids, liquids, and gases. In particular, it is necessary to describe
the motion of electrons within the atom. It is shown in subsequent
sections that wave mechanics gives the same results in certain

instances as the classical quantum theory as used by Bohr and
others; in several cases, however, the solution using wave mechanics
gives results in agreement with experiment where the classical

quantum theory does not.

Though the wave-mechanical and particle-mechanical approaches
are different fundamentally, they must, as far as is possible, be
reconciled with one another. In wave mechanics, the method is
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to derive a fundamental differential equation for the waves associated

with particles. In § 6.8, the Schrodinger equation for the waves

associated with a single particle is derived. This equation must

then be solved subject to certain important mathematical restrictions

(§ 6.10) and to the boundary conditions peculiar to the problem in

hand. The solution will yield the amplitude of a wave function.

It is desirable to relate this solution to the number of particles

existing at a particular point at a particular time, or, if only a few

particles are involved, to relate this amplitude to the probability

of a particle existing at a particular point at a particular time.

Consider, in illustration, the case of electromagnetic radiation.

Here Maxwell's differential equations are concerned, and a funda-

mental wave equation is derived. If the electric field of a beam of

electromagnetic waves is found to have a peak value Ev, then the

intensity, or the energy passing unit area drawn perpendicular to the

beam per second, is proportional to Ep*. The beam of radiation

can also be described from the particle point of view: it consists of

a stream of photons each of energy hv, where v is the frequency of

the radiation. The energy flow per second past any point in the

beam is therefore equal to the number of photons traversing unit

area per second drawn perpendicular to the beam. Let this number

be N. Then the intensity / is proportional to EJ* and is also

proportional to N;

:. NozEP
2

.

This same approach is used in discussing the waves associated

with particles. For example, in an experiment on electron diffrac-

tion, the regions ofmaximum intensity at the recording photographic

plate will be those where the wave amplitude is a maximum, and

also those where the maximum numbers of electrons arrive per

second.

Suppose, however, that an exceedingly weak beam of light is

concerned, or a beam consisting of only a few electrons, or the

motion of a single orbital electron in an atom is to be described.

There is now no certainty in the description from the particle aspect.

If a single photon falls on a narrow slit in an opaque screen, it may

arrive anywhere at a receiving screen placed beyond the slit. It is

only when a beam of light consists of many photons passing per

second that the definite diffraction pattern familiar in optics is

observed. Likewise, a single electron arriving at a crystal lattice

may leave it in any direction; a diffraction maximum in a direction

depending upon the lattice spacing and the electron wavelength is

only obtained when a number of electrons are incident per second.

Nevertheless, the regions in the diffraction patterns where maxima
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are recorded, using intense beams, correspond to those positions

where the probability of a single particle arriving is a,maximum.

In discussing very weak beams of electromagnetic radiation,

i.e. the passage of a few photons per second, the relationship between

Nand Ep becomes

:

At a given point, EP
2

is proportional to the probability of a

photon traversing in unit time unit area drawn around the point

perpendicular to the direction oftravel.

Likewise, when the amplitude W of the wave function for the

waves associated with particles is determined, W* is proportional

to the probability of the particle being at the point in space where

W is known. If a small volume element dV exists around a point in

space with given coordinates, and W is known at this point, then

the probability of the particle existing within this volume element

is given by W2dV.

Though the wave-mechanical methods give W with certainty,

provided that the differential equations concerned can be solved,

yet, when dealing with one, or a few, particles, the solution does

not give the position of the particle with precision; it gives only

the probability of the particle existing at a given place.

6.8. The Schrodinger Amplitude Equation for a Single Particle

It is apparent from the considerations outlined in § 6.7 that it is

necessary to formulate the differential equation for the waves

associated with particles if values of the wave amplitude are to be

found. The equation required was first given for a single particle

by Schrodinger in 1926, who then used it to solve the problem of

the hydrogen atom.

To arrive at Schrodinger's equation for a single particle of

mass M of which the position at time t is confined to an x-axis,

it is presumed in a first approach that the phenomenon is represented

by a wave function *}t given by

= W exp lirjvt (6.40)

where W is a quantity representing the wave amplitude and v is

the frequency of the waves.

Note that

exp lirjvt = cos lirjvt -\- j sin lirjvt (6.41)

so it is assumed that some stationary vibration of frequency v is

representing the particle but where both the real and imaginary

parts ofexp lirjvt are preserved for generality.
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The differential equation representing a . plane wave in one
dimension, x, with a phase velocity vB is familiar from optics and
sound as

dx2 v v
2 8t2

lD,^;

From Equation (6.40)

d2tb
-q^== - {2irV)

2 W exp lirjvt = - 4ttV^.

Hence Equation (6.42) becomes

dx2 ~ v 2
'

But v v = Xv

where A is the wavelength of the wave motion associated with the

particle, therefore,

8V - 4tt2
,W^^T* <6 '43>

It is most convenient to express the differential equation in

terms of the total energy W of the particle and its potential energy

V where the latter is a function of the position x, i.e. V = V{x).

Now
W= V + E

where E is the kinetic energy of the particle which, in the non-

relativistic case, is \Mv % = p2/2M where p is the momentum, Mv.

P2

' — = W — V' 2M
or p = V2M (W-V)
The de Broglie equation (§ 6. 1) must apply that

A = h/p;

.*. A = A/ V2M (^ - V) (6.45)

Substituting this expression for A in Equation (6.43) gives

gy __ - Air2 [2M (W - V)}

dx2 ~~
h2

*''

:.
d^ + *™M(W-V)+==0 (6.46)

As ^ = W exp lirjvt, presuming that the particle is represented

by a stationary vibration, Equation (6.46) can be divided through by
lirjvt to give

dW Sir2M(W- V)W
dx2 h2

0.
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Putting h = h/2n and

V
\8x* ^ dy* ^ 8z2J

in the three-dimensional case, using Cartesian coordinates, we have

V^ + ^O^- V)W = (6.47)

where V — V (x, y, z).

Equation (6.47) is the Schrodinger amplitude equation; as it

does not involve time, it is also known as the time-independent

equation of Schrodinger.

This partial differential equation gives, on solution, the value

of W where JW/2dV is proportional to the probability that the

particle so described exists with a small volume element dV around
a point in space with given coordinates x, y, z (§ 6.7). Clearly

the potential energy function V(x, y, z) needs to be known. In

seeking solutions of this partial differential equation, discrete

values of the total energy W are evaluated such that W is given

physical significance on the basis that it must be everywhere finite,

single-valued, continuous, and with continuous first derivatives.

In the solution of the problem of the locations of electrons

around the nucleus of an atom, values of W are determined from
Equation (6.47), and these are the allowed quantum-mechanical

energy levels of the electrons in the atom (§ 6.13).

6.9. The Schrodinger Time-Dependent Equation for a Single Particle

Equation (6.47) concerns a single particle of mass M which is

bound within a field of force and is represented by a stationary

vibration offrequency v.

In the case of a particle which is free to move {e.g. a free electron

in a field of force) along an x-axis with a velocity v the motion is

represented by a propagated plane wave having a phase velocity vv .

The expression for such a wave travelling in the positive direction

of x (familiar from studies of optics and sound) is

= ¥M sin~{x — v vt) + cos -r- (x — v vt)

where <A is the wave function (x, t) at time t at a distance x from

the origin, W is the amplitude of the wave and it is assumed that it

is of single wavelength A. Both the sine and cosine functions are
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included to ensure generality. This equation is expressed more
conveniently as

= W exp j I y (x - v pt)\

.

It is convenient to put k = 1/A and to make use of the relationship

vP — Av, so

= W exp [2tt/A: (jc - vf)] (6-48)

Differentiating Equation (6.48) partially with respect to x gives

|^
= 2irjfc [W exp 2w/ (jc - vt)] = 2-njkW (6.49)

A "particle" travelling with momentum px in the positive

direction of x must satisfy the de Broglie relationship (§ 6.1) that

Px ^h/X = kh (6.50)

Equation (6.49) hence becomes

8^ __ 2njpafft m

dx h
'

" p^=]ex = - jh
Yx

where h = hj2ir.

Consequently, we may look upon px as a differential operator

acting upon the wave function where

differential operator representing px = — jh— .. (6.51)

Differentiating Equation (6.48) partially with respect to t gives

^ = - Injv [W exp {lirj {kx - vt)}]

= - 2w>0 (6.52)

The freely moving particle will have a kinetic energy E which
must be expressed in quantum theory by a wave of frequency v

where E — hv.

Equation (6.52) therefore becomes

dip — 2-rrjEiff

~di

=
h~

so E* = -JW =j*
Tt

.

Hence, the kinetic energy E may be regarded as a differential

operator acting upon the wave function where

differential operator representing E =jti— (6.53)
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In non-relativistic mechanics, a particle of mass M travelling

with a uniform velocity v along an jc-axis has a kinetic energy E
given by E = \Mv*. As px = Mv, so E = px

2/2M.

If this free particle is moving in a field of force it will also have
potential energy which can be expressed as a function of x and t in

the form V (x, t). The total energy is the sum of the kinetic and
potential energies, so that we may write

H=px*/2M+V(x,t) (6.54)

In the same way that the kinetic energy E is expressible as a

differential operator jh— (Equation 6.53) so H (the so-called

Hamiltonian operator) acts on the wave function $ on the basis that

m=}h d

-Yt (6.55)

to give the total energy.

Substituting for H in Equation (6.54) from Equation (6.55) gives

J*% = [P*
2/2M + V (x, t)] (6.56)

Now px is expressed by Equation (6.51) as the differential

operator — y/i— . The operation involved in px
2

is consequently
dx

~ ih Tx
rcpeated

'
u

- -*&(-*& --*15?
Substituting forpx in Equation (6.56) gives

.-00 -#>02
, r/ , * ,

2
,
2Mj 00 2M „, x , n

In three-dimensional Cartesian coordinates, thisequation becomes

where V* = (^ +^ + g,).

Equation (6.57) is the Schrodinger time-dependent equation

for a free particle of mass Af moving in a field of force.

Note the distinction between Equations (6.47) and (6.57),

respectively the time-independent and time-dependent SchrSdinger
equations. The former applies to a particle in which the potential

energy depends only on position and not on time and the vibration
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or wave is considered to be a. stationary one represented by a wave
function of the simple form W exp 2njvt. (An important example
is an electron in a stationary state in the electrostatic field of force

due to the nucleus of an atom). The latter Equation (6.57) applies

to a particle which is free to move in a field of force and where the

potential energy depends on both position and time; the wave is

now a propagated one, represented by a function of the form
exp \2-njk (x — vt)].

6.10. The Amplitude Function^

The amplitude W as found by solution of the solution of Equation
(6.47) is a function of coordinates and is complex. Consequently,

V = a+jb.
Following the discussion in § 6.7, the square of W is to be taken

as proportional to the density of the particles at the point where
Y is determined. The square of the modulus is inevitably involved

with a complex function, defined as

pp/* = W V* = a* + b*

where W* is the complex conjugate ofW given by

W*= a -jb.

The physical significance attached to the fact that W is necessarily

complex can be indicated on the basis that it cannot be simply

of the form involving only the sine (or cosine) component of an
expression such as A expjQ = A (cos +j sin 6), where 6 is a

function of x and / (in the one-dimensional case) because, then,

the square of the amplitude, and so the density of the particles,

would depend simply on sine2 , which would fluctuate with time at

any point where x was specified. There is no reason to imagine

that the probability of an electron, say, existing at a certain point

would fluctuate rapidly. Consequently, a and b in W = a +jb
are 90° out-of-phase, so that a is A cos 6 and b is A sin 6 and

/ y /a == A2 (a2 + b2
) is constant. It is then seen why the general

expression involving both sine and cosine is used in Equation (6.41).

It is to be noted that the physical significance of / W /
2
is realised.

Indeed, solutions of Schrodinger's equation to give W and hence

/ W /
2 have been obtained, for example, in the case of the energy-

levels of the one-electron atoms and the results agree with the Bohr
theory in those cases where this older quantum theory is right but

(and this is more important) give results in agreement with experi-

ment in several instances where the older method does not. The
quantum mechanics based on the SchrSdinger equation and the

probability concept (§ 6.7) is therefore accepted even though it is
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difficult, indeed, maybe impossible, to give any real physical sig-

nificance to the meaning of the wave function ty and its amplitude x¥.

6.11. Consideration of a Single Particle in an Enclosed Space

A bound electron in an atom is a particle of which the motions
are restricted to a certain enclosure. It can be shown by quantum
mechanics that an electron, or other particle, in an enclosed space
will have a series of quantised energy values. To do this for even
the simplest atom, that of hydrogen, demands considerable mathe-
matical technique. However, the fact that such energy levels

exist can be readily established in a simplified case. Consider an
electron to be shut up inside a closed box which has perfectly

reflecting walls. Dealing only with motions along an jc-axis in the
box, suppose the distance separating the parallel reflecting walls is a.

For convenience let one of these walls be in the plane x — and
the other in the plane x = a.

The Schrodinger equation for the wave function amplitude,
where motions along the jc-axis only are concerned, is

d2XP 2m

where m is the mass of the electron [see Equation (6.47)].

In the absence of any centre of attraction in the box (unlike

the case of the atom with an attracting nucleus) the potential

energy Vofthe electron is zero. Therefore,

BW
. 2mW w==0

Put

d2XF

This is the differential equation for simple harmonic motion;
the solutions are easily shown to be

V = sin/*

and W = cosjfo.

At the walls in the planes x = and x = a, the wave function

amplitude must be zero because these walls are assumed to be
perfectly reflecting and the amplitude W cannot exist outside the

walls. IfW = at x — 0, the solution is

!F = sin/x

and not cos/v.
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In order that W = at x = a, fa must equal hit, where n is an

integer;

°—' 2m\a)2m'

_ n2h2
ir
2 _ n2h2

2ma2 %mav

i.e. the only possible energies of the electron are discrete, quantised

values corresponding to n = 1, 2, 3, etc.

These possible values of the energy E are called eigenvalues

and the corresponding values of W are eigenfunctions.

6.12. The Application of the Schrodinger Equation to the Problem

ofthe Hydrogen Atom (a Simple Approach)

In quantum mechanics, the procedure is generally to express

the potential energy Fin the Schrodinger time-independent equation

(6.47) as a function of coordinates and then integrate the equation

subject to certain boundary conditions depending on the problem
and on certain mathematical conditions of fundamental significance,

On obtaining expressions for W in terms of coordinates x, y, z, or

r, 6, <f>,
then the probability of the particle being present at a point

with given coordinates is taken to be proportional to / *F /K

The solutions of the wave differential equations involved are

invariably complicated in practice. However, a complete solution

has been given by Schrodinger for the case of the simplest atom,

that of hydrogen. In addition to pointing the way to the quantum
mechanical methods necessary for more complicated atoms, this

solution is of great importance in that the postulates of the Bohr
theory (§ 2.2) are replaced by conceptions of greater fundamental

significance, and, furthermore, important differences between the

predictions of the quantum mechanics and those of the classical

quantum theory are involved, especially as regards the magnitude

of quantum numbers. Finally, the "picture" of the structure of

the atom provided is different from that of the Rutherford-Bohr

planetary model.

In considering the hydrogen atom, simplifications adopted are,

first, that the increase of the mass of the electrons with velocity is

negligible at the speeds encountered, second, that the nucleus is

stationary and, third, that the electron is located in a spherical

shell about a central nucleus.
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The potential energy V of the electron of charge e at a distance

r from the nucleus is — e2/^^ (§ 2.2). Substituting this value

for V in the Schrodinger amplitude equation (6.47) gives

VT + TF (" + ;£) * = (6.58)

Modifying a simplified treatment given by Heitler*, a few simple

solutions only will be given of this equation.

It is clearly desirable to use spherical polar coordinates so that

V^ is expressed as

l d2w
v-^W^+^HI?

(6.59)
' r2 sin2 9 8<f>*

e2

r is spherically symmetrical. Corresponding, a class of simple

solutions exists for !P" which depend on r only and not on 6 and
<f>.

The second and third terms on the right-hand side of Equation (6.59)

are therefore discarded.

Equation (6.58) can consequently be expressed as

Solutions of the wave equation are sought subject to the follow-

ing conditions:

(i) The solution for W must be everywhere finite and single-

valued. This implies that a solution for the wave function exists

which can only have a unique solution for a given position in space.

(ii) The solution must be continuous and have continuous first

derivatives.

These stipulations replace the quantum postulates of the Bohr
theory (§ 2.2).

In accordance with these requirements, the simplest solution

of Equation (6.60) is

^ = exp(-ra) (6.61)

where a is constant. This solution also satisfies the requirements

that W tends to zero at large distances of r of the electron from
the nucleus;

•'.

-fr
= -aexp(-ra) (6.62)

* Heitler, W., Elementary Wave Mechanics (O.U.P., Oxford, 1945).
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and -g-2 = a2exp (— ra) (6.63)

The first term of the left hand side of Equation (6.60) is

r*8r\
r

dr) r2 \ dr*
+ " dr J

__3W 2 8W

= a2exp (— ra) exp (— ra)

on substituting from Equations (6.63) and (6.62).

Equation (6.60) becomes, therefore, on dividing through by

exp (— ra),

^+^ + 44)=° (6M)

This Equation (6.64) holds for all values of r. It follows that

the sum of the terms a2 and 2mW\fP in this equation, which are each

independent of r, must be zero, i.e.

fli + 2^«0 (6.65)
tr

Furthermore, the coefficient of \\r must be zero, so that

-2a + m &\2tt&€* =
or a =m e2/47r/*2e (6.66)

Substituting for a in Equation (6.65) from Equation (6.66) gives

/i
2a2 _ -me4 _ -me4

(w ~ ~2^~ 327r2av 8#v K n

This is the same as the result given in the Bohr theoryfor the case

where n — 1, i.e. the ground state of the hydrogen atom [see Equation

(2.15) whereZ = 1].

Application of the probability concept (§§ 6.7 and 6.10) gives

the probability of the electron existing in a given position around

the nucleus of the hydrogen atom in the ground state. Thus, the

probability of the electron existing within a volume element dV is

determined by / W /
2 dV. Since only the spherically symmetrical

case has been considered here, it is obviously convenient to take

dV as the volume of a spherical shell existing between spheres of

radii r and (r + dr). The probability of the electron being in this

shell is then proportional to /Wl*4nr2dr. Putting /¥7a =exp
(— 2ar) from Equation (6.61) and plotting r2 exp (— 2ra) against

r gives a curve showing the relative probabilities of the electron

being at any distance r from the nucleus (§ 6.14).
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The quantum mechanical picture differs radically from the

classical quantum model. The electron is now considered to have

a probability of existing at any distance from the nucleus, and not

to be able to exist only in a specific orbit given by the Bohr theory.

The probability is very small that the electron will be exceedingly

close to the nucleus, or at a great distance from it, but it is not zero.

The most probable position of the electron will be where
r2 exp (— 2ra) is a maximum.

Let rx be the most probable value of r. Then

^[r2 exp(-2ra)]=0

where r = rx .

.'. — 2a/i
2 exp (— 2rxa) + 2rY exp (— 2rxa) —

or rx = 1 fa.

Substituting for a from Equation (6.66)

;

_ 47r#2e _ h*e
1 me2 irmQ%

which is the Bohr radius for n = 1 [see Equation (2.17)].

6.13. A Fuller Treatment of the Quantum Mechanics of the One-
Electron Atom

To consider more generally the case of the atom in which a

single electron is outside a nucleus of charge Ze (§ 2.3) it is necessary

to solve the Equation (6.58) where the full expression (6.59) is used
for \/

2W and Ze2 replaces e2. The Schrodinger time-independent

(amplitude) equation to be solved is therefore:

\r2) dr V drj + r2 sin d dd \
Sm

d6 ) +
r2 sin2 6 d<p

+w(w+^)'p - <6-68>

(Ze2 \
j-—

J
depends only on r and not on 8

and 4>- It would therefore seem reasonable to seek a solution for

^ (r, 8, <f>) which factorises into components which are functions

of r, 6, and
<f>
separately. Thus

*(r,M)=/r(r)/,0)/*(0
wherefr,fg, andy^ are functions to be determined.

The full mathematical analysis involved introduces mathematical
functions beyond the scope of this text. It must therefore suffice

to assert that factorisation of W in this manner is possible. This
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results in Equation (6.68) becoming expressed as three differential

equations. The simplest of these is for fy which is concerned with

the angle
<f>, deciding the orientation of the plane containing r and 6

(which defines the ellipse in the orbital model of the atom).

This differential equation is

|5> +«,/,=(> (6.69)

Hence, fy (<£) = A exp (J m t <f>).

As/^ must be a single-valued function of position, so

exp (jm^) = exp (jmrf + 2n)

from which it follows that m
t
must be an integer. Indeed, m, is

the magnitude of the azimuthal magnetic quantum number m, which,

in the orbital model, decides the orientation of the orbit with respect

to an applied magnetic field (§ 3.3).

A second differential equation arising forf is

where Equation (6.69) is used to eliminate/^.

Again, for/0 to be a single-valued function of position, it trans-

pires that / is an integer and furthermore that m x
must lie between

-f / and — / and so have (2/ + 1) values (cf. § 3.3).

When the allowed integral values of / and m
l
are introduced

the third differential equation for/r becomes

From this Equation (6.71) it can be shown that only certain

discrete negative values of the energy W are possible given by

W
8e 2«2

//
2 K ]

where n is an integer—the principal quantum number—and Equation

(6.72) is the same as the expression given by Bohr [Equation (2.15)

where W = En], and / has an integral value between and (n — 1).

To summarise, the quantum mechanical treatment introduces the

integral principal quantum number n which, by Equation (6.72),

decides the total energy of the system, the quantum number / which

compares with the azimuthal quantum number 1 of § 3.1 and has any

integral value between and (n — 1), and the azimuthal magnetic

quantum number mt
which is an integer having (2/ + 1) values

between + / and — /.
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An important difference between the quantum-mechanical result

and the prediction of the classical quantum theory is a consequence
of the occurrence of /(/ + 1) in Equations (6.70) and (6.71). It

is that the angular momentum is not given by Ih, as indicated by
the older quantum theory, but by Vl (I + 1) n.

It follows that in the quantised vector addition of 1 and s to form
j, (cf. § 3.2) quantum mechanics shows that the magnitudes of
I, s, and j are not /, s, andy, as in the classical quantum theory, but

are given by V/(/+ 1), Vs (s + I), and Vj (J + 1) respectively.

Hence I and s are not in the same direction but at an angle a to one
another given by

cos . =>(J+l)-«/+l)-'fr + l)

(6 .73)
2Vj(j+1)/(/+1) V ;

This is illustrated in Fig. 6.8 for the case where 1 = 2 and
s = | or — |. Classical quantum theory (§ 3.2) indicates that j is

then 2| or 1£, where 1 and s are in the same straight line (see Fig.

Vs (s+9 =7^2

<SrWT)=j&

Fig. 6.8. The quantised addition of the vectors 1 and s to give j in accordance
with quantum mechanics.

3.1). Quantum mechanics shows that, in fact, the magnitude of 1 is

not 2 but V2 (2 + 1) = V6, and the magnitude of s is not £ but

V£ (| + 1) = V3/2. The magnitude of j must then be, not 2\
or 1 J, but either Vf (| + 1) = V35/2 or Vf (f + 1) =» VT5/2.
The angle between the vectors I and s is therefore predetermined as

shown in Fig. 6.8.

The fact that an atom in a so-called stationary state (in the

classical quantum theory) will not radiate is considered in quantum
mechanics by showing, on fundamental grounds, that radiations from
the various parts of the electronic cloud will cancel out by inter-

ference. The second postulate of Bohr, that the frequencies

of the radiation emitted are decided by transitions of the atom
from one stationary state to another, can also be shown to follow
as a logical consequence of the mathematical treatment of the
proper functions occurring in the allowed solutions of the wave
equation. Furthermore, the selection rules which decide allowed
transitions (§3.2) are deduced.
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6.14. The Quantum-Mechanical Model of the Hydrogen Atom

A "picture" of the locations of the extra-nuclear electrons in

a hydrogen atom is based upon the probability approach (§§ 6.7 and

6.10). The probability PT of finding the electron in a hydrogen

atom at a radial distance between r and (r + 8r) from the nucleus

is given by

Pr
= / Y /

24*r28r

where W, the amplitude of the de Broglie wave, is determined by

solution of Equation (6.68) resulting from the Schrodinger time-

independent equation.

In view of the fact that the electron must be located somewhere

a further proviso is that

J

00

o

where dV is the volume element (4nr28r in the hydrogen atom) and

integration from zero to infinity implies all space.

For a principal quantum number n = 1, the electron is in a Is

state (l = o, see § 3.1). A plot of the radial probability density

Pr against r is shown in Fig. 6.9. The maximum probability occurs

at 0-53 A, a value equal to the radius of the Bohr orbit for n = 1

(§ 2.2). The quantum-mechanical model differs, however, from the

classical quantum theory or Bohr model, in that this distance is

that at which the electron in the Is state is most likely to be situated.

The Is electron can also exist at other distances: indeed, it is seen

from Fig. 6.9 that the probability of it existing at a radial distance of

0-265 A (half the most probable value) is about 0-25/0-42 = 0-6 of

the maximum. Within hydrogen atoms in the ground state, there-

fore, the nucleus is surrounded by negative charge extending out-

wards from the immediate vicinity of the nucleus; the density

within the negative space-charge is a maximum (well-defined for the

Is state) at 0-53 A. There is still a small probability of the electron

being located at 4 to 5 times the Bohr radius, as is shown in Fig. 6.9,

and, strictly, a vanishingly small probability of the electron existing

at much greater distances from the nucleus.

In the hydrogen atom excited so that n — 2, the plot of Pr

against r will exhibit two maxima. In Fig. 6.9 is shown only one

of these maxima for the particular case of n = 2 and 1 =* 1, i.e.

the 2p state; the 2s state is ignored. For n = 3, there will be three

maxima (for the three states: 3s, 3p, and 3d corresponding to

1=^0, 1, and 2 respectively). The graph in Fig. 6.9 shows the

single broad maximum for the 3d state only.
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6.15. The Passage of an Energetic Particle Through a Potential

Barrier; the Tunnel Effect

A consideration that arises in nuclear physics and also in other

branches of physics is that of a particle which has an energy E and

encounters a potential barrier of height V. If E exceeds V penetra-

tion of the barrier is expected; if E is less than V, penetration is

out of the question on a basis of classical mechanics. Nevertheless,

such penetration does occur in important cases, an example of which

is in the penetration of the nucleus by protons (§ 12.1). The

0-4

0-3

>
fcO-2

V*

>A»

^3d

11O 123456789 10

DISTANCE r FROM. THE NUCLEUS IN UNITS OF O-53A

Fig. 6.9. Probability densities for the hydrogen atom according to quantum
mechanics.

probability of penetration when E < V can be explained and

evaluated on a quantum-mechanical basis but not on a classical

basis. Such penetration when E < V is known as the tunnel effect.

To simplify the quantum-mechanical theory involved, suppose a

particle of mass M, kinetic energy E, and velocity v travels along

the positive direction of an x-axis and is incident normally on a

rectangular potential barrier of height V (Fig. 6.10a). Let the

barrier entrance "surface" be at x = 0, and its exit be at x = a.

The particles incident are from a source to the left of x — 0, at

a distance x — — I.
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The incident collimated beam of particles is represented as a

plane wave.

If only one particle were incident on the barrier surface, the

time-dependent Schrodinger Equation (6.57) would be involved:

In practice, a continuous stream of particles is usually concerned, so

that at any position x in the incident beam the number of particles

is independent of time. The Schrodinger time-independent Equa-

tion (6.47) can then be used in the one-dimensional form:

8W 2M
(6.74)

>- Eo
ui
Z

PARTIALLY REFLECTED BEAM

INCIDENT BEAM © ©

-TRANSMITTED BEAM

©

TRANSMITTED WAVE

INCIDENT WAVE

Fig. 6.10. The penetration of an energetic particle through a rectangular

potential barrier.

It is convenient to specify the region to the left of the entrance

surface as 1 (i.e. region 1 extends from x = to x = — /), the

region within the rectangular barrier (from x = to x = a) as

2 and the region beyond the exit surface (from x = a to x = co) as

3.

At the surface, the incident wave will be partly reflected and

partly transmitted. In region 1, therefore, there exists an incident

wave and a reflected wave, the first travelling in the positive direction

of x and the second in the negative direction of x.
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The solution of the Schrddinger equation for region 1 is therefore

assumed to be of the form

Yi(x) = A exp jax + B exp (— jax) (6.75)

In region 1, there is no potential energy function involved so

that Equation (6.74) becomes, on putting W = E and V — 0,

-a^~ + ¥
= (6 '76)

Differentiating Equation (6.75) twice with respect to x gives

d

X

J
* = -a*A CXpjax ~a?B exp (-jax) = - aWx (x).

Comparison of this result with Equation (6.76) shows that

a2 = 2ME/fi2
(6.77)

In region 2 within the potential barrier there will exist the

potential energy V so that Equation (6.74) becomes, on putting

W = E, because the total energy of any particle is still the kinetic

energy it had initially,

"
dx*

^ h% K k;*-2 -u

where the wave amplitude function W2 will be of the form

Wt (x) = C exp^jSjc + D exp (- jpx) (6.78)

where, by comparison with the analysis given for region 1,

P* = 2M(E-V)/& (6.79)

In region 3, the potential energy function is again zero. If

it is assumed that the kinetic energy of the particles transmitted

remains unchanged, but that their number is reduced, the wave
amplitude function will be

9*3 (x) = G exp jax (6.80)

where a is the same as in region 1 but there is now no reflected wave.

The penetrability or transmission coefficient T of the rectangular

potential barrier is defined as the probability that a particle incident

at the entrance will appear at the exit of the barrier. This is given

by the square of the modulus of the transmitted wave amplitude in

region 3 divided by the square of the modulus of the incident wave
amplitude in region 1 (§§ 6.7 and 6.10). It follows that

1 ~
j-J-j?

(6 -81 )

It is required to evaluate T, i.e. to find G and A. This can
be done by considering the boundary conditions at the rectangular

potential barrier which apply to the wave amplitude functions

*i (*)> ^2 (*), and f3 (*)•

7 v.: a. n. p.
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At x = 0, the entrance to the barrier, Wx (x) « Wt (x). From
Equations (6.75) and (6.78), since exp (0) = 1, therefore,

A +B=C+D (6.82)

A1so,at, =0,^W=^W.
dx ox

Differentiation of Equations (6.75) and (6.78) yields, therefore,

ja(A-B)=JP(C-D) (6.83)

At x = a, the exit from the barrier,

V. (*) = *.(*).

From Equations (6.78) and (6.80), therefore,

C expjpa + D exp (—jpa) = Gexpjaa (6.84)

Again, at x — a,

dW2 (x) _ dWs (x)

dx dx

Differentiation of Equations (6.78) and (6.80) therefore yields

jPC expj'Pa — jpD exp (- jPd) =jaG exp (jad) . . (6.85)

Adding Equation (6.82) to Equation (6.83) divided byyjS gives

2C = A + B + ^(A - B) (6.86)
P

Subtracting Equation (6.83) divided by jp from Equation

(6.82) gives

2D = A + B - % (A - B) (6.87)
P

Adding Equation (6.84) to Equation (6.85) divided by jp gives

2C exp (jpd) = G f 1 + 1) exp (jad) (6.88)

Subtracting Equation (6.85) divided by jp from Equation (6.84)

gives

2D exp (- iPd) = G (\ -
1
J exp (jad) (6.89)

Substituting for 2C in Equation (6.88) from Equation (6.86) we

may write

A (l
+f\

+Bfl-^=G (l +^ exp \ja(a - p)] (6.90)

Substituting for 2D in Equation (6.89) from Equation (6.87) we

may write

A ~ ?)
+ B +

i)
= G ""?) exp Da (a + ^)3 (6,91)
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To find GJA, it is necessary to eliminate B.

Equation (6.91) multiplied by M —
| J

subtracted from Equa-

tion (6.90) multiplied by (l + 5 )
gives

4( ,+?)H-2)>°[(,+?)'-' <*«-«»
- (l -^ exp {;a (a +/?)}];

T"
=

LA
+
?)

exp ^ (a ~~m

-(l-^Jexp{ja(a + )

8)}J
G =
A

4a

p [0 +
?)

2

exp {ja (a ~w ~ " tj
exp {ja (a +m~\-

numerator and denominator 1

G _ 4a£ exp [ja (0 — a)]

Multiplying numerator and denominator by exp [ja (ft
— a)]

gives

A (a+0)»-(a-jS)»exp(2>#)

- = 4a^ [cos a (j8 - a) +7 sin g Q8 - a)]

^ (a+
i
8)2-(a-

i
3)2(cos2fl

J
8+ysin2a

i
8) " (592)

The transmission coefficient T is given by

the complex conjugate of G/A.©•'

G|2

= G /(A

^| A \AJ

*

where

Multiplying the right hand side ofEquation (6.92) by its complex
conjugate gives

•
l

2 _ r (a2 - n2 sin2 ofTl
-*

I ~L + 4a^ J •••• <
6 -93>

Now a = ± V2ME/h from Equation (6.77) and

p = ± V2M (E - V) lh from Equation (6.79).

Two cases arise:

—

(a) £" > V%o that V2M (£— K)is a real number.
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Substituting for a and p in Equation (6.93) gives

r - l"i -u
V2 ^{gy/2M{E-V)lh}Y r6 94 *

1
~\J

+ 4E(E- V) J "• K }

(b) E < V, which is the tunnel effect case, inexplicable by

classical particle mechanics. V2M(E—V)/fi is now put as

j V2M (V - E) /n.

Hence, in Equation (6.93), now p =j V2M(V- E) /h from

Equation (6.79). Therefore, as a2 = 2ME/H2 (Equation 6.77),

(a*-p*)* _ [2ME+2M(V-E)f _ -4M2V2

= -V2

4a2
j3

2 " SME [-2M (V-E)] \6M2E (V-E) AE (V-E)

and ap = ja V2M (V - E) /h

so that sin2 ap = sin2 (ja V2M (V - E) /*).

Put aV2M(V- E)lh = h\

• 2 a 2 x rexpyS-exp(-y§)"| 2

.'. sm2 ap = sin2 78 =
jj

= - i [exp 28 + exp (- 28) - 2].

Consequently, Equation (6.93) becomes

T = [l + l6E ^__ E) <exP 2S + exP (- 28
> - 2

>]

_1

(
6 -95>

. . 2MaW
In many cases of interest in nuclear and electron physics, —^

—

is much larger than unity (see Example 6.15) and E is significantly

less than V. Then, Equation (6.95) becomes

„ 16E(V-E) f 1 "I

j- - v2 LexP 2S + exP (- 28> ~ 2J

Furthermore, as 8 is large

exp 28 > > exp (— 28) — 2,

so we may write

r=iH1£-io exp(_ 28)

. 16E(K-«
exp j-^2. V2M(K _ £)] (6.96)

Equation (6.96) is useful in giving an approximate result for the

transmission coefficient Twhen E <\V.

Penetration of a rectangular barrier when E < V is represented

diagrammatically in Fig. 6.10fc (the tunnel effect case).
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Example 6.15. Protons of kinetic energy 400 keV are incident upon a rectan-

gular potential barrier of height 1 MeV and width 10"" m along the direction of
incidence of the protons. Calculate the transmission coefficient T of the protons

through this barrier.

Referring to Appendix D, 1 eV = 1-6 X 10"" J, 4 = h\2tt = (6-625 x
10-»*/2i7) J s and the mass of the proton M = 1-67 x 10-" kg. To enable

2Ma*V
Equation (6.96) to be used, it is necessary to show that —^— is much larger

than unity.

Substituting the values for M and V and putting a = 10-M m, then

2Mq»K _ 2 x 1-67 x 1Q-" x 1Q-28 x 106 x 1-6 x 10rn

fi* ~ (6-625 x 10-M)*/4»r*

5-35 x 10-" x 4tt2 .. . . . . .
, tU t=—

Jtq—irF«*— =
'
wnich 1S mucft larger than 1.

[Note that 2Ma% V\h^ is a dimensionless number so that this calculation can be

undertaken in any system of consistent units].

Substituting the values given in Equation (6.96)

_ 16 x 4 x 10 8 x 6 x 10 8

10"

- 2 x 10-M

exp

|>625 x 10-/2.
{2 X l

'61 X 10_" X 6 X 106 X 16 X 10
"
19>
*]

= 3-84 exp [- 1-9 x 10*° x (3-2 x lO"40)*] = 3-8 exp (- 3-4);

/. T = 3-8 X 0033 4 = 0127.

For every 1 000 protons incident on the potential barrier, 127 will penetrate

the barrier.

6.16. A Phenomenon in Optics Analogous to the Tunnel Effect

The penetration through a potential barrier of height V by

particles of kinetic energy E which is less than V is of importance

in the passage of such positively charged particles as protons and

deuterons through the retarding potential barrier around a nucleus

(§ 12.1), in the explanation of alpha-particle emission by radio-

active nuclides (§ 15.4) and in the penetration of electrons through

potential barriers in the theory of contact potential difference and

of the transport of electrons in semiconductor materials.

The width a of the potential barrier (not generally of the simple

rectangular shape assumed in § 6.15) is of the order of 10~15 to lO-13 m
in nuclear physics and 10~10 to 10~9 m in electron physics. This

tunnel effect appears remarkably strange because such penetration

is inexplicable on a basis of classical particle mechanics. Further-

more, although there is ample experimental evidence of the existence

of the tunnel effect, the theory given in § 6.15 relates the probability

of penetration to the ratio of the squares of the moduli of the wave

amplitudes beyond and before the potential barrier (Equation 6.81);
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although this gives the correct result it does not explain the mechan-
ism whereby the particle actually penetrates.

The question is: would penetration of such a nature be expected

on a wave as compared with a particle hypothesis? The answer is

yes! To justify this affirmative it is helpful to consider a simple

phenomenon in the propagation of light.

Suppose a block of glass 1 of refractive index n in air has a plane

polished surface XY. A beam of monochromatic light is directed

along AB so that it meets the surface XY at B at an angle of incidence

/ greater than the critical angle I. The beam of light is totally

internally reflected at XY to give rise to the reflected beam BC
[Fig. 6.11 (a)].

GLASS BLOCK

i
NARROW CAP

I WIDTH OF
! ORDER OF A

CUSS BLOCK l|

(«) Q>)

Fig. 6.11. The transmission of a beam of light through a very narrow gap
between two blocks of glass.

Description of this phenomenon in geometrical optics indicates

that the light does not appear in air beyond the surface XY. If,

however, the phenomenon is described on a basis of Maxwell's

electromagnetic wave theory, oscillatory vibrations of the electric

dipoles at the glass-air interface have to be considered to explain

the production of the reflected wave BC. This leads to the view

that oscillatory stationary electromagnetic waves which are highly

damped do exist in air just beyond the surface XY.

If, therefore, as in Fig. 6.11 (b) a second block of glass 2 of

refractive index n has its polished flat surface X' Y' brought very close

to XY, this penetration of the electromagnetic field beyond XY at

B generates dipole oscillatory vibrations in this second block of glass,

resulting in continuation of the beam AB along BD.

The simple optical experiment is that, whereas total internal

reflection occurs at the plane surface XY in block 1 alone, if the

surface AT of 1 and X' Y' of 2 are optically plane and separated by

a gap of width of the order of the wavelength of the light, then
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blocks 1 and 2 together act as a single block of glass so that there is

no discerned reflection at the interface between them.

If the light were regarded simply as photons of negligible extent

in space, there would be no reason to suppose that a gap of width
A—the wavelength of the light—should be penetrated. In wave
theory, on the other hand, the extent of the phenomenon at the

interface is, so to speak, able to surmount the gap.

Likewise, an electron regarded as a particle could not be ex-

pected to surmount a potential barrier of height greater than

the kinetic energy of the electron. Attributing a wavelength
A = hjmv to the electron of momentum mv, penetration is expected

provided that the barrier width is not great compared with A. For
the more massive protons, of correspondingly much shorter wave-
lengths for the same speed, the barrier width needs to be smaller.

Exercises 6

1. What do you consider to be the most conclusive pieces of evidence for

(a) the quantisation of electromagnetic radiation, and (b) the wave character of
electrons?

When 400 V electrons are diffracted by a crystal the angular diffraction

pattern is identical with that produced by X-rays ofwavelength 0-61 A. Calculate
Planck's constant. (London.)

2. Describe experiments which show that moving electrons have wave-like
properties. How is the relation between the wavelength and the velocity of
the electron derived theoretically? (London.)

3. An intense beam of electrons is diffracted through a fine hole in a screen
A so as to produce a diffraction pattern on a sensitive screen B on the far side

of A. Each electron received on the screen B produces an observable flash

of light. Will the diffraction pattern persist if the beam intensity is reduced to

a very low value?

Discuss the relation of your answer to the interpretation of wave-particle

dualism. (London)

4. Give an account of the experimental evidence which demonstrates the

wave-like properties of moving electrons.

Calculate the glancing angle at which electrons of energy 100 eV must be
incident on the lattice planes of a metal crystal in order to give a strong Bragg
reflection in the first order. Use the following data:

Lattice spacing = 2-15 A;

Mass ofelectron = 911 x 10~31 kg;

Electron charge = 1-60 x 10~19 C;

h - 6-61 x 10-34
J s. (London.)

5. Give a brief outline of the theoretical considerations which have led to

the association of particle and wave concepts in wave mechanics.

Find the wavelength in the case of 10 000 V electrons and explain how you
would verify the result of the calculation by experiment. (Data necessary

given in Question 4). (London.)
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6. A fine pencil of electrons, after acceleration through a potential difference

of 62 500 V, passes normally through a thin metal foil, and then strikes a

fluorescent screen. Describe and explain in general terms the pattern that

appears on the screen. Calculate the de Broglie wavelength of the electron

beam, and the ratio of this wavelength to the minimum wavelength of X-rays

produced when these electrons are brought to rest. (Neglect the work function

of the stopping material and the relativistic change of mass with velocity.)

{London.)

7. Compare and contrast the theory of the hydrogen atom according to the

Bohr-Sommerfeld quantum theory with that according to wave mechanics.

(London.)

8. Apply the Schrodinger wave equation to the case of a particle constrained

to move along the axis of x, given that the potential energy is constant and

negative from x = — 1 to x = 1 and zero outside this range. Find the quantised

value of the energy E when E < 0. (Grad. Inst. P.)

9. Give some evidence which showed that classical mechanics was inadequate

to describe the motion of electrons and other small particles, and outline the

arguments which led to Schrodinger's equation. (Grad. Inst. P.)

10. Certain wave functions if> (r) for the hydrogen atom are such that

F(r) = r <f>
(r) satisfies the equation

d*+*-^(E + e<lr)F = 0.

Find solutions of this equation of the form e~"f(r) where a* = - S^mE/h*

and f(r) is a series of ascending powers of r.

Show that the condition that <A tends to zero as r tends to infinity leads to the

Bohr energy values E = — 2*ame t
lh*n*, where n is an integer. (Grad. Inst. P.)

11. Give an account of the wave mechanical treatment of a particle moving

freely in a rectangular box. Find an expression for the number of states with

energy less than E and calculate for an electron confined in a hollow cube of

volume 1 cm3 the number of states with energy less than the equivalent of 1 K.
(Manchester.)

12. Show by considering either (a) the measurement of the position of a

particle by means of a y-ray microscope or (b) the diffraction of particles at a

narrow aperture that Planck's constant represents the absolute limit of accuracy

in the simultaneous measurement of a position coordinate and the corresponding

momentum coordinate of a particle.

Explain briefly why the uncertainty principle is unimportant in classical

mechanics. (Manchester.)

13. Write an account of the quantum-mechanical explanation of the tunnel

effect.



CHAPTER 7

ATOMIC MAGNETISM

7.1. The Zeeman Effect

An important link between the theory of atomic spectra and
the fundamentals of magnetic phenomena is provided by the Zeeman
effect. As mentioned in § 3.3, this effect is concerned with the fact

that spectral lines are split up into components when the emitting

atoms are placed in a strong magnetic field.

It is convenient to introduce two types of Zeeman effect: (a) the

normal Zeeman effect; (b) the anomalous Zeeman effect. The
effect (a) can be explained quantitatively by means of the classical

Lorentz theory of radiation from a moving electron, but the more
recent quantum theory will be used. The effect (b) cannot be
explained by classical electromagnetic radiation theory; it demands
the use of the quantum-mechanical developments in the quantum
theory.

The separation into normal and anomalous effects is artificial:

the truer distinction is that in the normal effect the effect of electron

spin is absent whereas in the anomalous effect it is present.

The Zeeman effect may be observed in two ways: (i) where the

emitting atoms (often in a gaseous discharge in a narrow Geissler

tube) are placed in a magnetic field and observations are made on
the lines in the spectrum of light emerging in a direction perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field direction; (ji) where the light emerging
in the direction parallel to the magnetic field lines is examined.
This second method demands the use of a bored pole-piece (Fig.

7.1a). (i) and (ii) are known as the normal transverse and the

normal longitudinal effects respectively.

In case (i), considering the normal effect only for the time being,

a line of single original frequency v without the magnetic field

splits up into three components of frequencies v, vlt and v2 when the

magnetic field is applied, and where the lines of frequencies vt and
v2 are symmetrically disposed on either side of the position of the

original line in the spectrum. In case (ii), with the field on, the

original line of frequency v is absent, but the lines of frequencies

vx and v2 appear.

The effect is small
;
powerful magnetic fields are needed whilst a

spectroscope of high resolving power (e.g. a constant deviation

spectrometer with a Fabry-Perot etalon) is necessary to discern the

201
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small frequency separations obtained. Thus the magnitude of the

wavelength difference 8A corresponding to the frequency separation

of (vx — v) is of the order of 01 A for a magnetic flux density

of IT.

The light in these spectrum line components is polarised. In

case (i), with the field on, the direction of vibration of the electric

vector of the light in the line of unchanged frequency is parallel to

the magnetic field direction, whereas the lines of displaced frequen-

cies vx and j>2 nave tneir electric vectors polarised in the direction

FIELD
DIRECTION

TO SPECTROSCOPE
( FOR NORMAL
LONGITUDINAL
EFFECT

)

(b) * *

(c)
>>.

NO FIELD

FIELD ON
NORMAL
TRANSVERSE
CASE

NORMAL
LONGITUDINAL
CASE

Fig. 7.1. The normal Zeeman effect.

perpendicular to the magnetic field and to the direction of viewing

(Fig. 1.1b). In case (ii) the lines of frequencies vt and v2 consist of

circularly polarised light, where the direction of one is opposite

to that of the other (Fig. 7.1c).

7.2. Theory of the Normal Zeeman Effect

As asserted in § 7.1, the normal Zeeman effect is exhibited by

an atom for which the resultant spin is zero of the electrons con-

tributing to the emission spectrum.

Using an electron orbit model of the atom, and classical quantum

theory, it follows that only the orbital angular momentum \h

(where fi = H\2tt) and the corresponding magnetic dipole moment

l[xB (where (iB» the Bohr magneton, is fie 2m) are of concern.

When a dipole of magnetic moment M is placed in a region in

which the magnetic flux density is B so that the axis of the dipole
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is atan angle to the flux lines, it experiences a couple T ofmagnitude
Tgiven by

T = MB sin 0.

The elliptical orbit of an electron in an atom placed in a magnetic
field of flux density B has its dipole moment axis perpendicular to

the plane of the ellipse. The couple acting on this dipole axis will

be ofmagnitude

T = l{iB B sin 6 . (7.1)

becauseM = I(j,B .

MACNETIC FLUX
DENSITY B

.V

OE NOW/
PERPENDICULAR TO
PLANE OF DIAGRAM

PLANE CONTAINING
ORBITING ELECTRON
(PERPENDICULAR TO
OA AND OC)

/ ~D
l* SIN 8

(a) OA AND OC) (b)

Fig. 7.2. Action of magnetic flux on an orbiting electron in an atom.

The angular momentum of the orbiting electron is K. The
vector of length Ih representing the angular momentum is drawn
perpendicular to the plane of the elliptical orbit and conventionally

in the lateral direction that a right-handed corkscrew would move
if turned in the direction of motion of the electron. In Fig. 7.2a
the vector Ih is consequently along OA. In this diagram, OX is

the direction of the magnetic flux of density B.

The axis of the magnetic dipole of magnitude 1lib is also per-

pendicular to the plane of the ellipse. For a current loop the

direction of the dipole axis (from north to south pole) is again
in the direction of the lateral motion of a right-handed corkscrew.
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But the conventional electric current direction is that in which a

positive charge would move. As the electron charge is negative,

the magnetic dipole axis is necessarily drawn along OC in the

opposite direction from that ofOA (Fig. 7.2a).

The couple T acting on this dipole is perpendicular to its axis.

It therefore turns it about the direction of the magnetic flux along

OX. The elliptical orbit therefore precesses.

Hence, if \h is along OA at time t it will move through an angle

8<f> about OX in a subsequent short time interval St to become

along OD. This angle 8<f> is that between AE and DE, both drawn

perpendicular to E on OX (Fig. 7.2b).

The triangle DAE (Fig. 7.2b) is effectively a vector diagram

in which AE and DE are angular momentum vectors each of length

Ih sin 8, whilst AD represents the change of the angular momentum
Ih which is brought about by the rotation of Ih under the action of

the couple T. This change is 8 (IK) so from Fig. 7.2b,

H =4^ (7.2)
Ih sin 8

During the short time interval St, the change S (IK) is due to

the couple T acting for time St, and

S (IK) = TSt.

Substituting for 8 (IK) from Equation (7.2) and for T from

Equation (7.1) gives

8^ (Ih sin 8) = (/jjlb B sin 8) St.

-"^-dt^-T (73)

where to is the angular velocity of precession of the elliptical orbit.

Let I and w be the moment of inertia and the angular velocity

respectively of the orbiting electron about the direction OX before

the magnetic flux is applied. The kinetic energy E will then be

|/co 2
. On applying the magnetic flux of density B, the elliptical

orbit precesses with the angular velocity a>, given by Equation (7.3).

The change AE in the kinetic energy due to the magnetic flux

is therefore given by

AE = \I(a> +a>Y-\W.
Experimental observation of the Zeeman effect and a con-

sideration of the magnitudes involved shows that w << w .

Putting <o = Aa>, therefore,

AE = /o, (A*>) +$I(Aa>y

where (Jco)2 is negligible.
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Substituting for Am = a> from Equation (7.3) gives

AE = IcooiiBB/fi (7.4)

In accordance with the principle of space quantisation (§ 3.3)

the vector 1 can only take up certain specific directions with respect

to the direction of the magnetic flux. From Fig. 3.4, it is easily

seen that these directions are such that the angle 6 between 1 and the

flux direction can only be such that

cos 6 = m
t/\

where m, is the orbital magnetic quantum number having (21 -\- 1)

integral values or zero between + / and — /.

As the orbital angular momentum is W, its component along

the magnetic flux direction is Vi cos 6. This component must equal

the angular momentum when the magnetic flux is zero, so must be

.'. \h cos 9 = lh—~ = mfi = Ioo .

Substituting for I<o in Equation (7.4),

AE = m
l
[iBB (7.5)

so only certain quantised values of AE, the increase of kinetic

energy, are possible.

When an atom undergoes a transition from an excited energy

level Ee to a lower level E, radiation of frequency v is emitted, and

v = (£e
- E)/h

where h is the Planck constant.

If this atom is placed with a magnetic flux of density B, Et is

increased by AEe and E by AE. A transition from the higher

to the lower level will now result in the emission of radiation of

frequency v given by

v' = [(£. + AEe) -(E + AE)]/h.

From Equation (7.5)

AE = m
{>B B

and AE = mj[xB B
where m/ and m

{
are the orbital magnetic quantum numbers in the

excited and lower energy states respectively.

.*. v' = [(Ee + m//xB B) - (E + m^B B)]/h

or v ' = v + (Am^x B)lh

where Am
t
= m/ — m

{
.

A selection principle limits the possible changes -dm! of n»i to

0, -f- 1 or — 1. There are consequently three values of v given by

vx = v + /xB B/h; v, and v a
= v — /xb B\h.
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The normal Zeeman effect therefore results in a single line of

frequency v becoming three lines in a triplet of frequencies

v + Av, v and v — Av where

Av = /tiB B/h.

. fie he
As ^ = 2^ = 4^,

••• J"-5s; (7 -6)

Note that the change ± Av of the frequency v is independent

of v and increases directly in proportion to the magnetic flux

density B.

Knowing B, ejm can be found if Av is measured by a high

resolution interference spectroscope. Close agreement between the

value found by this optical method with values determined for free

electrons in deflection and time of flight experiments establishes

that the electron in the atom is the same type of fundamental

particle as the free electron found, for example, in thermionic

emission.

Example 7.2a. Given that the specific charge e/m of the electron is 1-76 X
1011 C kg-1 , calculate the wavelength separation between the two component lines

which would be observed in the normal longitudinal Zeeman effect if a magnetic

flux density of 0-8 T were used and the original spectrum line had a wavelength of
6 000 A. (The speed oflight infree space = 3 x 108 ms-1

).

In the longitudinal case the original line of 6 000 A is not present when the

magnetic field is on but only the two components of frequencies (v + Av) and
(v — A v), separated by 2A v.

As v = c/A, where c is the velocity of light in free space,

dv _ — c

AX is known to be very small compared with A, therefore,

A2

JA= --(Av).
c

Substituting for A v from Equation (7.6)

c \4nm/'

The wavelength separation corresponding to 2A v is twice 4A.

Substituting A = 6000A = 6x 10~7 m, c = 3 x 108 m s~\ B = 0-8 T, and
e/m = 1-76 x 10»Ckg-\

the wavelength separation

(6 x 10-7
)
2 0-8 x 176 x 1011

•' :

~ 2 X
3 x 108

X
4

= 2-67 x 10-n m
-0-267 A.
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Example 7.2b. Cadmium has an atomic number of 48. The electrons around
its nucleus are arranged in a 46 electron core like that ofpalladium {Table 3.2)

and with the two additional valence electrons in the 5s state in the 0-shell, the

corresponding atomic state being 55. On excitation in a discharge, electrons are
raised to higher levels and emit the cadmium line spectrum on transitions to lower
levels. The transition from the state 61D2 to 5^ gives rise to the red line of
wavelength 6 438 A. In both these states the spins of the two electrons are anti-

parallel, so the resultant spin S is zero. Draw an energy level diagram showing
the transitions involved in producing a triplet in place of the single red line when
the emitting cadmium is within a magneticfield.

6'D.
L=2j S=0

5'P,
L = l }

„, SINGLE LINE OF'

' FREQUENCY V
(X»6438A)

S-O

+ 2

+ 1

O
- 1

- 2

+ 1

O
-1

(v+Av)

kmj=

Fig. 7.3.

(v -Aw)
AmgsO

(LINE OF »

FREQUENCY V)

Transitions giving rise to the three lines in the normal Zeeman effect

for cadmium (6 438 A line).

In the 61Di state, L = 2 and on transition to the 5^ state, L = 1. In the

former state the possible values of the orbital magnetic quantum number are

+ 2, + 1, 0, - 1, and - 2.

These five energy levels arising out of the initial 61Di level on application of
the magnetic flux are shown in Fig. 7.3.

In the lower energy state L = 1 corresponding to P. This state splits into

three energy levels in the magnetic flux, corresponding to m = + 1, 0, and — 1.

These are also shown in Fig. 7.3, below the quintuplet levels arising from 61D2 .

The selection principle that applies to the transitions possible is Am
t
= ± 1

or 0. On Fig. 7.3, this is seen to give rise to 9 possible transitions. However,
as neighbours within the quintuplet or triplet energy levels are separated by equal
amounts (corresponding to /*b B — h e B\A-nm), it is clear that only three

different energy level changes will be observed, corresponding to three emitted

lines.
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7.3. The Anomalous Zeeman Effect

In this case, the electron spin must be taken into account.

For simplicity consider a single electron outside a closed shell

structure, as in the case of the sodium atom. The inner quantum
number j is involved where (§ 3.2)

j = I + s.

According to quantum mechanics, the vectors 1 and s are not

in the same direction but at an angle a to one another given by

Equation (6.73). This angle between 1 and s will remain constant

for given values of 1 and s.

The magnetic dipole moment due to the orbital motion of the

electron is given by (§3.3)

[A, = 1{AB

where jab = e/z/2m is the Bohr magneton.

The magnetic dipole due to the spin of the electron is given

by (§3.3)

The resultant magnetic moment ja of the electron in the atom
will be given by the vector addition of (j.{

and jas . This will not

be in the same direction as the vector j.

In Fig. 7.4, the vector diagram is drawn for the case where

1 = 1 and s = £. The angle between 1 and s is given by Equation

(6.73). It is

m,-i HHH + 1)- 1(1 + 1) -Hi + 1)1a = COS I , I

L 2 y/\ (i + 1) 1 (1 + 1) J
= cos-1 0-408 =65° 54'.

Let OA represent 1 and OB represent s (OB = \OA). Then j

is represented by the vector OC. The magnetic dipole moment
is represented by OD and will be of length fAB for 1 = 1, whilst

the moment {As is represented by OE and is also of length fAB .

With these values of 1 and s, (A
{
and jas are thus equal, though 1

and s are unequal. The ratio fAj/(Ag will not be the same as the

ratio 1/s for any possible values of 1 and s. Consequently, the

vector representing the resultant magnetic moment p. is OF, which

is not along the direction of OC but at an angle /? to it.

The rotation of both 1 and s about j is much more rapid than

the precession of j about the direction of the magnetic flux. The
average effect over a finite time of the components of (Aj and {as

in a direction perpendicular to j is zero because 1 and s change

direction continually and very rapidly. The average effect of fA

will therefore be ja,, the projection of ja on j.
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The vector j can only be set at certain angles 6 to the direction

of the magnetic field because of space quantisation and where,

from Fig. 3.5, it is seen that

cos 6 = m,/j

where m,- is the inner magnetic quantum number having (2j + 1)

possible values.

The work done in rotating the dipole (*> along j from the position

where it is along the magnetic field lines (9 = 0, so m* = j) to be

at an angle X is \l,B (1 — cos 9X), where B is the magnitude of the

magnetic flux density. The additional energy AE imparted to the

Fig. 7.4. The angular momentum vectors and the magnetic moment vectors for

a single optical electron in an atom.

atomic magnet due to a superimposed magnetic field in causing

its angle of setting to change by 6 is, therefore, ^B cos 8. Thus

AE = \LjB cos 6 = ?i|i,B (7.7)

gives the possible values of AE.

To specify ^, it is necessary to give the component of jx resolved

along the direction of j. This will equal the sum of the projections

of (Xi and [l, on j. Therefore,

VL, = Hi COS (1, j) + \La COS (S, j)

where (1, j) denotes the angle between the vectors 1 and j, and similarly

for(s,j).

As Hi = /fiB and ji,s = (jlb , therefore,

J% = Hb [I cos (1, j) + 2s cos (s, j)] (7.8)

where jxb = eh/2m, the Bohr magneton.
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From Fig. 6.9 it is seen that

s(s + 1) =y(y + 1) -f /(/ + 1) - 2 Vj(j+ 1) /(/ + 1) cos (1, j)

... cos (,, j> = /(/ + i)+yq + i)-.fr + i)
(7 9)

2V/(/+l)70'+D
and, likewise,

cos (s, fi =
j(j +

' )

/

+/^' )
-'

(^ .... (7.10)

Substituting from Equations (7.9) and (7.10) in Equation (7.8)

and putting the magnitudes of 1 and s as Vl (/ + 1) and Vs (s + 1)

respectively, in accordance with the results of quantum mechanics

(§6.13), then,

L 2V/0 + 1) J

p;c/+i) +^ + i)-/(/ + i)-i

^B
L 2V/0 + 1) J

This is best expressed in terms of the Lande splittiHg factor g,

given by putting

or, because the magnitude of the vector j is Vj (j + 1),

Hi = S Vj(JTT) |1b (7.12)

Hence, by comparing Equations (7.11) and (7.12)

3/G +!)+*(* + !)-/(/ + !)

sv;o + i) =
2 y/a + D

•• g - Xi"
2/0' + i)

-...i/.";

Equation (7.7) therefore becomes

J£ = m, g fjiB £ (7.14)

As m, has (2/ + 1) possible values, there are (2/ + 1) equidistant

terms for a given value of j. These are not separated by (j.B B, as

in the normal Zeeman effect, but by g (AB B, where g is given by
Equation (7.13). There will consequently be more lines in the

hyperfine structure of the anomalous Zeeman effect than would be

predicted by the normal effect theory.

Example 7.3. The spectrum ofsodium exhibits a familiar doublet in the yellow

region. One of these lines, Dx (A = 5 896 A), corresponds to the transition

3 25j — 3 2P|. What will be the appearance of the splitting pattern of this line on

applying a magnetic flux ofsufficient intensity {about 2 T) ?
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As the sodium spectrum is due to the transitions of a single optical electron,

the results given in § 7.3 apply. In the 3 2S$ state, the quantum numbers con-

cerned will be n = 3, 1 = 0, s = \, and j = \. In the 3aP$ state, n = 3, 1 = 1,

s = i, and j == \. The values of g, the Lande factor, will hence be given by

Equation (7.13) as

f , M* + 1) + H* + 1) -
g = I +-

2 x i (* + 1)
= 2

i (i + 1) + * (* + 1) - 1 (1 + 1)

for the 3 25j term, and as

*
= 1+

2 x i (i + 1) 3

for the 3 2P| term.

mj can be ± £ in both cases, therefore gm, has the values ± 1 for the 3 2
5j

term and the values ± | for the 32
.P| term. These levels are shown in Fig. 7.5.

In accordance with the selection rule that Am, = ± 1 or 0, it is seen that

four transitions are possible. The original single line therefore splits up into

four components on applying the magnetic field.

FIELD OFF m

3
2
PU

FIELD ON

X»5896A0, '

3
2
Su

v2

n.
-

l' i i < r ,,

-t -1
SINGLE TRANSITION Z

FOUR TRANSITIONS

WHERE A««j = ilORO

Fig. 7.5. Concerning the anomalous Zeeman effect for the sodium Dr line.

7.4. The Stern and Gerlach Experiment; Verification of the Concept

ofSpace Quantisation

In § 3.3 and in the discussion of the anomalous Zeeman effect

(§ 7.3) an important assumption has been that, when an atom is

placed in a magnetic field, it cannot act as a magnetic dipole of

which the axis can take up any position with respect to the magnetic

field lines. In fact, the electron orbits of the atom can only lie

along certain predetermined directions, incapable of explanation

in classical Physics, but given in quantum theory by

cos 6 = -r1,

J

i.e.
1

d = cos-1j(j,j-l,...0, 1,-2, -7) ....(7.15)

where 6 is the angle between the vector j (= 1 + s) and the magnetic

field direction.
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This surprising result of fundamental significance was strikingly

confirmed in the elegant experiments of Stern and Gerlach in 1922.

In the experiment of Stern and Gerlach, a beam of silver atoms
was passed through an inhomogeneous magnetic field. To produce
the beam, silver was vaporised by heating it in a small electric

oven O (Fig. 7.6a) which was furnished with a slit-shaped exit

aperture. Two further slits Si and S2 then defined a thin beam of
silver which travelled along the x-axis into the space between the

magnet pole-pieces N and S. To permit volatilisation of the silver

and to avoid deflection of the silver atoms by gas molecules, the

arrangement was erected in a highly evacuated glass vessel. The

IN EVACUATED CONTAINER
N P

B ^
(b)Jk

(a)
MAGNET X (c)

GLASS
PLATE

CROSS SECTION
OF MAGNET
POLE-PIECES

Fig. 7.6. Schematic diagram of Stern and Gerlach's experiment.

magnetic field between the specially shaped pole-pieces had a large

space-rate of variation provided by having one pole in the form of a
knife edge and the other in the form of a channel (Fig. 7.6b). The
magnetic field was consequently of much greater intensity near the

knife edge than anywhere else in the gap.

The beam impinged on a cold glass plate P immediately after

emerging from the field. The silver condensed on this surface to

leave a trace which could, if necessary, be intensified by simple

chemical methods.

With no magnetic field, a thin straight line trace was obtained

on P, as would be expected. With the field on, the trace was
divided into two lines (Fig. 7.6c) except at the ends where the silver

passed through the field outside the region of the strongest field

near the knife edge shaped pole-piece. This result confirms the

existence of electron spin and the postulate of space quantisation,

as is shown by the following considerations.

Silver has an atomic number Z = 47. Referring to Table 3.2,

which is based on the Pauli exclusion principle, it is seen that the

outermost electron will be in the 5s state and that all the inner shells

and sub-shells are closed. Silver is therefore monovalent with a
single optical electron. This 5s electron will alone be responsible

for the magnetic moment of the atom.
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If the orbit of this electron could lie in any plane in space then,

for the millions of atoms concerned in the beam, a continuous

distribution of directions in space would be obtained and not

distinct directions as the experiment shows. The predictions of

classical Physics are therefore incorrect in this instance.

On the other hand, if the postulates of electron spin and space

quantisation are accepted, then the experimental results are readily

explicable.

In the explanation, consider that the electron in the silver atom
is normally in a zs$ state, i.e. the atom itself is in a 2S$ state. For
an s state, 1=0 (§ 3.1) and j = 1 -f s = $. The Land6 splitting

factor g will therefore be given by [see Equation 7.13)]

- = 1
,
;0' + 1) + j(j + 1)-/(/ + 1)

8 "*"

2/0+1)
.

|
Hl + 1) +*(* + !) _;,f

2 x Hi + 1)

The magnetic moment p.; will hence be given by jg(xB (see § 7.3),

i.e. & = fxB,

or one Bohr magneton.

Furthermore, the magnetic quantum number m, will have

(2/ + 1) = 2 values, one of which will be | and the other — \.

The angles of setting of the vector j to the magnetic field will then

be given by

cos d = -J-=\ ot — 1

;

J

.*. 6 = 0° or 180°,

i.e. the magnetic moment of \lb will be directed along the field lines

either in the field direction or opposed to it.

Using the axes depicted in Fig. 7.6a, suppose the silver atom
enters the magnetic field with a velocity v along the x-axis. At
any point in its path the particle will be acted on by a force Fy

along the y-axis, given by

where dB/dy is the space-rate of variation of the magnetic flux

density in the j-direction. The acceleration a given to the atom
will therefore be given by

n-*JL--X-£* dlM ^ M dy'

whereM is the mass of the atom.
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If the length of the path through the field in the ^-direction is

L, and the time to traverse the field is t, equal to L/v, the displace-

ment d along the j-direction on emerging from the field will be

given by

rf=^ = dz
lflB -©•M dy

The velocity distribution amongst the atoms in the source is

Maxwellian. The most probable velocity is given by V2kT/M,
where k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the temperature of the

source in K. Assuming this value for the velocity v of the atoms

in the beam;

" ±t M dy 2kT

= ±i£ i2f <"«>

where d\s now the most probable deflection.

d can be determined from the maximum separation between

the two traces obtained in the experiment, dB/dy can be found,

L and T are known, and A: is a fundamental constant. {xB , the Bohr

magneton, is also known in terms of fundamental constants. The

equation (7.16) can therefore be verified by the experiment.

Excellent agreement between these results and the theoretical

predictions are a proof of the postulate of space quantisation and of

the existence of electron spin.

Similar experiments have also been conducted with atomic

beams of copper, gold, sodium, lithium, and potassium, all of

which are elements with an outermost single optical electron in

an s± state.

7.5. The Langevin Theory ofDiamagnetism

A great deal of theoretical work was undertaken in this con-

nection, especially by Langevin, before the ideas of electron spin,

space quantisation, and wave mechanics were established, and even

before the planetary model of the atom was introduced. Though
many of these early theoretical results have been superseded by

later explanations which take into account the newer fundamental

postulates, yet it is considered worth while to review this early work
because it forms a useful introduction to the study of the modern
theories of magnetism.

In 1904 Langevin introduced a theory of diamagnciism which

sought to explain the experimental results of Curie that the suscepti-
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bility of a diamagnetic material was independent of both temperature

and field strength.

In this theory, it is accepted that diamagnetism is a property

possessed by all substances. Considering, in the first instance,

that electrons undergo motion in a circular orbit in an atom, then

the equivalent current of a single electron will be e/T, where e is the

charge on the electron and T is the periodic time of motion. The
magnetic moment associated with this current will then be eA/T,

where A is the area enclosed within the orbit. The direction of this

magnetic moment—which is a vector quantity—will be perpendicular

to the plane of the orbit.

If the atomic (or molecular) structure is regarded as being made
up of a congregation of these electronic orbits around some centre

(the nucleus in later work), two cases arise

:

(a) the number and spatial configuration of the orbits may be

such that the vector sum of the magnetic moments is zero

;

(b) this arrangement of orbits may be such that the vector sum
of the magnetic moments is not zero, and the structure has

a resultant magnetic moment. The simplest case to

imagine here is where one electron orbit is "unneutralised"

and the remaining orbits form symmetrically disposed pairs.

Groups (a) and (b) are tantamount to the suggestions of Weber
in 1854 that atoms or molecules may be classified as those without

and those with a permanent magnetic moment.

When placed in a magnetic field, atoms or molecules in group
(a) will undergo a reaction governed by Lenz's law: the induced

currents must be such as to bring about a resultant magnetic effect

in opposition to the applied magnetic field. This is obviously

the performance of a diamagnetic material. Assuming that the

areas of the orbits are unaltered, this reactive magnetic field can
only be brought about by a change in the velocity of the electron

in its orbit. A modified value of the equivalent current is then

produced.

Suppose an applied magnetic flux of density B is perpendicular

to the plane of a single electron in a circular orbit. Before the

application of the field, let the angular velocity of the electron about

the centre be a> and suppose the orbital radius is r. The radial force

on the electron is then muPr. On the application of the magnetic

field, an additional force will take place on the electron at right angles

to both the orbit and the magnetic field, i.e. this additional force

will also be radial and may act either inwards or outwards, depending
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on the direction of motion of the electron with respect to the

magnetic field.

Assuming that the action of this force is merely to accelerate

or decelerate the electron without changing the orbital radius, the

new total radial force on the electron becomes

rnuPr — Becor.

Note that only the negative modification of the original force

need be considered because reversal of the direction of motion of the

electron in its orbit also reverses the direction of the modifying force,

and the induced magnetic moment must always act in opposition to

the applied field. The new equation of motion is, therefore,

mu)2r — Bewr =m(io-\- Aw)2
r,

where Am is the change of the angular velocity. Assuming that

Ala <C< CD,

m<n2r — Becor = m (<o
2 + 2<o . Aon) r;

••• J" = -H <7 -17>

The induced magnetic moment due to this change of velocity

can be denoted by

eA . Am er2Au)

Substituting for Aw from Equation (7.17), then

-c2
r
2B ,_,„J"—TS- (7 ' 18)

The minus sign is significant in showing the direction of the

induced magnetic moment.

Bearing in mind that the orbit is not usually perpendicular to

the applied field, rx replaces r, where rt is the projection of the

radius r of an orbit on the plane perpendicular to the magnetic

field. Then

^ Am

If there are Z electronic orbits within an atom (Z is the atomic

number in subsequent developments) and these orbits may he

in all possible directions in space, the total induced magnetic

moment is

-e*B ,, 2
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Choosing Cartesian axes OX, OY, and OZ, where O is the

common centre of the circular orbits,

r2 — x2 + y
2 + z2

,

where x, y, z are coordinates of any point on an orbit of radius r.

If the axis OZ is chosen to be in the plane perpendicular to the

applied field, then

rj
2 = x2 + y

2
.

The mean value of all possible orbital radii is r, where

r2 = x2 + y
2 + z2 = 3x2

.

Furthermore,

r^ = xx
2 + A2 = 2x2 = 3/2r2

.

Hence,

— e2B -

*—GT s ''
<7- 19>

The atomic diamagnetic susceptibility x is therefore given by

induced magnetic moment per atom
Xo

applied magnetic field strength

H 6mH
— /i e:

- 6m
rf* <7 -20>

because B = ^oH where /*„ is the magnetic permeability of free

space.

If there are n atoms per unit volume, the diamagnetic suscepti-

bility per unit volume is—-r-
5-— 27 r2 .

Measurements of the susceptibility combined with a knowledge
of Z, e, m, and n enable r2 to be deduced. The results for many
materials indicate a value for r of the order of 10-10 m, similar

to the values deduced from kinetic theory.

Note that the expression deduced for the atomic diamagnetic

susceptibility is independent of the field strength and the tempera-
ture, which is in accordance with Curie's experimental results.

This is hardly a proof of independence of temperature because

temperature has nowhere been introduced in the analysis. The
result is a logical deduction, nevertheless, if it is assumed that

the electron orbital areas are independent of temperature, because
there is then no other necessity for introducing the effect of temp-
erature.
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If the structure of the atom is such that it has a resultant magnetic

moment, i.e. is a permanent magnetic dipole (case b), this dia-

magnetic action of an induced moment on placing the atom in a

magnetic field is still present. However, the permanent magnetic

moment of the atom will cause it to have a paramagnetic property,

i.e. a tendency to move into the strongest part of the field and
rotate into the direction of the magnetic field lines. This para-

magnetic property will then overwhelm and mask the diamagnetic

phenomenon.

7.6. The Langevin Theory ofParamagnetism

Langevin also developed a theory applicable to a paramagnetic

gas in which each atom or molecule possesses a permanent magnetic

moment. A gas was chosen inasmuch as, in this state of matter,

the molecules are assumed to be far enough apart for their mutual

magnetic interaction forces to be negligible.

When a paramagnetic gas is subjected to a magnetic field, the

molecules, which are permanent magnetic dipoles, will tend to be

aligned along the field. This orientation will be opposed by the

random molecular movements due to thermal agitation. At any

given temperature, therefore, a state of equilibrium will be set up;

the resultant induced magnetic moment per unit volume of the gas,

which is the magnetisation M, can hence be calculated.

Let 9 be the angle which the magnetic moment vector of a

molecule makes with the direction of the applied magnetic flux

density B. If p. is this magnetic moment, the component along the

flux direction will be jx cos 9. The summation Zy. cos 9 throughout

unit volume will then give M, the magnetisation.

To evaluate 27(jl cos 9, suppose there are n molecules per unit

volume of a gas at a temperature T. From Maxwell's distribution

law in the kinetic theory of gases it is known that

nE = n exp (- E/kT) (7.21)

where nE is the number of molecules with energy E to (E + dE) and

k is the Boltzmann constant.

In the magnetic case under consideration, the potential energy

of a magnetic dipole of moment fx whose axis makes an angle 9 with

the direction of the applied flux of density B is readily shown to

be [lB (1 — cos 9). By analogy with Equation (7.21), therefore,

the number of molecules having this magnetic potential energy is

proportional to exp [— jjlB (1 — cos 9)/kT]. Furthermore, this

decides the number of dipoles at the angle of setting 9. This
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presumes, in contradistinction to the later evidence of space quantisa-

tion (§ 3.3) that the atom can have its magnetic axis at any angle to

the magnetic flux direction.

The number of molecules dn in unit volume whose axes lie within

the angles 9 and 9 + dO will be the number within the solid angle

dm between two hollow cones of semi-vertical angles 9 and 9 + d9

(Fig. 7.7). This will be given by

dn = C exp [— fiB (1 — cos 9)/kT] do

where C is a constant and da> = 2-n sin 9 dd (see Fig. 7.7).

Fig. 7.7. Concerning the Langevin theory of a paramagnetic gas.

.'. dn = IttC exp [— jaB (1 — cos 9)/kT] sin 9 d9

= 2ttC exp (— yB/kT) . exp (jaB cos 9/kT) sin 9 d9

= K exp (a cos 9) sin 5 «/0 (7.22)

where iiT = 2ttC exp (— a) and a = [iB/kT;

:. n = K
\

Jo
exp (a cos 0) sin d.9.

Putting cos 9 = x;
(-lf
-1

/<:

.'. n = AT I — exp {ax) dx — — [exp a — exp (— cr)] . .(7.23)

The dn particles each have a component of magnetic moment of

[l cos 9 in the direction of the applied flux. The components of

this magnetic moment perpendicular to B will obviously cancel out.

Hence the total magnetic moment of n molecules, i.e. of unit

volume of gas, will be the magnetisation M, where

M = fi cos 9 dn.

JO
Substituting for dn from Equation (7.22), then

M = — u.K cos exp (a cos 9) tin. d$
JO
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which, as cos 6 = x, becomes

r-lM = — [lK I x exp (ax) dx.

Now fx exp (ax) dx = *<&E£ _ f5iE^

x exp (ax) exp (ax)

ax) dx

a

:. M = - (itf £exp (ox) ^ -
1)] +

*

= ^[expa(i-l)-exp(- fl
)(-I-i-

2)].

Substituting # = ? r from Equation (7.23);
exp a — exp (— a)

M= ""
j-q [exp a (l - i) + exp (-a) (l + 1)]

_ ["exp a + exp (— a) __
\~[

exp a—exp

= tut[
cxV a

*^ LexP a ~~ exP

= (in Tcoth a - £1 (7.25)

If (I is the average magnetic moment of each particle,

M = jln (7.26)

Equating the results (7.26) and (7.25) gives

— = coth a
(i a

(coth a ) is known as Langevin's function and is usually

denoted by L (a). Its variation with a is shown in Fig. 7.8.

(in represents the maximum value possible of the magnetisation

when all the molecular dipoles are fully aligned in the direction

of the applied magnetic flux. This saturation magnetisation M8 is

therefore related to the magnetisationM below saturation by

M = M, (coth a - -
J

(7, 27)

Consider two cases

:

(i) a = yJt/kT is large, i.e. the temperature T may be very low,

or the applied magnetic flux density B is large and/or the basic

dipole magnetic moment (i is very large.
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Then coth a = [exp a + exp (— a)]/[exp a — exp (— a)] appro-

aches unity andZ, (a) = coth a— I/a approaches unity.

Hence, it is seen from Equation (7.27) that

M = M8 .

That L (a) approaches unity when a is large is also seen from

Fig. 7.8.

Saturation effects would therefore be expected at low temper-

atures. This has been found to be the case in practice. A difficulty

arises, however, in that at low temperatures the medium, considered

to be a gas in the Langevin theory, often becomes liquid or solid.

to

^•6
i

o

o

i _

—j--/1—

i/
1/
tf

—— ——

O I234567S
a

Fig. 7.8. The variation of the Langevin function L (a) with a.

(ii) a — \LBfkT is small, i.e. the temperature T is high, or the

basic magnetic dipole pt, is small, and/or the applied flux density B
is small.

Now
exp a + exp (— a)

coth a —

Putting

exp a — exp (— a)'

a*

and

exp a = 1 + a + 2? + 3T + --

a2 a3
exp (- a) = 1 - a + jy

-
jy r

Then, neglecting fl
3 and higher powers of a,

coth a = 1 +

a2 a*

2! ^4! ^

a3
8 +

3! + -
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for small values of a;

.*. L (a) = coth a--=% (7.28)

Note, therefore, that the curve of Fig. 7.8 is linear near the

origin with a slope of 1/3.

It follows from Equations (7.25) and (7.28) that

M=H?£ = Jg£ (7.29)
3 3kT K J

on substituting for a.

The magnetic susceptibility x = M/H, where H = B/n is

the magnetic field strength and /* is the permeability of free space,

is therefore given by

_ fjt
2nB _ fjt, (x

2«
1 ~~ 3kTH ~~ ~Wf'

The molar susceptibility, i.e. the susceptibility per mole of a para-

magnetic gas, is therefore given by (i yL
2NA/3kT, where NA is the

Avogadro constant.

This is in accordance with the experimental results of Curie

which showed that the molar susceptibility of a given paramagnetic

gas varied in inverse proportion to the absolute temperature T.

The only common gas which is paramagnetic with which the law

can be tested is molecular oxygen 2 . Experiments with 2 show
that the law is obeyed. Curiously enough, the Langevin result for

a paramagnetic gas is also obeyed quite well for many paramagnetic

solids and liquids. The Curie-Weiss law is, however, followed more
exactly in these cases (§ 7.7).

7.7. The Weiss Theory of Ferromagnetism

In order to extend the Langevin theory to cover the phenomena
exhibited by paramagnetic materials generally and include ferro-

magnetics, Weiss in 1907 to 1911 postulated that, within solids, the

material was divided into small magnetic domains (aggregates of

atoms or molecules). These domains were each magnetised but

collectively, being randomly oriented, produced no resultant effect.

On placing the material in an external magnetising flux the direc-

tions of magnetisation of the domains were aligned or partially
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aligned so that a domain or internal molecular flux of density B» was
produced. Furthermore, this domain flux density was considered

to be proportional to the magnetisation M so that B* = cM, where
c is a constant called the Weiss factor. The total effective flux

density is therefore given by

B( = B+B,=B + cM (7.30)

In the case where the temperature T is high, the Langevin result

for M is v*riB/3kT [Equation (7.29)]. In the Weiss theory, B must
be replaced by Be . Therefore,

M =
3Tf

(B + cM);

. . M — — ^
/ cy.

2n\
3k

Hence, the susceptibility x is given by

« *(,-#) *- ()

tHpfj cu^n
where C = ~~ is a constant, and 6 — -~— is also a constant for

3k 3k

given conditions.

This result is known as the Curie-Weiss law.

8 is called the Curie point or the paramagnetic Curie point, to be
more precise. Below the temperature 6 K, a paramagnetic material

may be spontaneously magnetised, even if the applied field is zero.

To determine M in this case, consider the equation

M = Be ~ B
(7.32)

[see Equation (7.30)] ; and put

„ **B«

kT'

Then,

Tvyf
akT «cM = B.

IfB = 0, or is negligible compared with Bf,

M = akT/c[L;

. M akT
Ms cn\L

(7.33)
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because the saturation magnetisation M, — cn\k2

3kd

But,

e
c\t?n

, i.e. c
3k

'

«fx
a

Substituting in Equation (7.33)

;

M _ akT _ aT
'

' M, ~ 3kd ~ 36

The ratio of the magnetisation M to the saturation magnetisa-

tion M, is given by Langevin [Equation (7.27)] as

M
ML
£-(eoth«-!)-L W

(7.34)

(7.35)

i-o
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' 8
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Fig. 7.9. Concerning the condition for spontaneous magnetisation.

The condition for spontaneous magnetisation is given by the

solution of the simultaneous Equations (7.34) and (7.35). These

can be obtained graphically (Fig. 7.9) by plotting aT\3B against

a andL (a) against a.

The first of these graphs is obviously a straight line passing

through the origin. The second graph is that of the Langevin

function (cf. Fig. 7.8). Intersections occur at O and possibly at a

point P. This second intersection will occur if the slope of the

straight line aT/36 against a is less than the slope of the function

L (a) at the origin.

For small values of a, i e near the origin, the slope of L (a) is

1/3 [see Equation (7.28)], and the graph is sensibly linear.

It can be shown that the physical conditions represented by the

intersection at O are unstable, and that the only likely stability will

be at an intersection such as at P.
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The slope of the straight line will be less than the slope of the

T
Langevin function L (a) if— < £, i.e. T <6. is therefore a trans-

it/

ition temperature at which the molecular velocities due to thermal

agitation become sufficiently large to overcome any tendency towards

alignment of the moment vectors of the molecular magnetic domains.

6 thus corresponds to the Curie point in the case of ferromagnetics.

Above this temperature, these materials behave as pure para-

magnetics with no tendency to exhibit residual magnetism.

As 6 — -wrr, it is clear that the transition temperature is higher

the greater the values of c and jx.

Experiments show that c is of the order of thousands for the ferro-

magnetic materials. For paramagnetic and diamagnetic materials,

it may have only a small value and the dipole moment jx is also

small, corresponding to very low values of 6.

Below the transition temperature, a form of saturation (quasi-

saturation) occurs corresponding to the point of intersection P
(Fig. 7.9). True saturation could only occur, however, for high

values of a = yiBe/kT which, in the long run, would demand huge
values of the applied magnetic flux density B at room temperature.

In order to determine the quasi-saturation as a function of T, a

number of intersection points such as P are found by drawing a

number of straight lines each for a given value of T (less than 6).

Then, as

and

^-r- = coth a—

M _ /T\ a

M, ~\,0y 3

eliminating a from these equations,

/TN
(7.36)Ms

f \d)
The form of the experimental curve A on plotting M/M, against

T\Q for both iron and nickel is shown in comparison with the

theoretical curve B in Fig. 7. 10.

The form of this curve should be manifestly the same for all

ferromagnetic materials. The experimental results do not agree

too well with the theory, particularly when T is considerably less

than 8, though the confirmation may be said to be striking to a first

8 y.: A. N. p.
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approximation. A considerably improved agreement is obtained

on taking into account the later results of the quantum theory

(§7.10).

7.8. The Magnitude of the Weiss Factor c

At points near the transition temperature, the quantity a, i.e.

i-o

OB

06

0-4

0-2

O 0-2 0-4 0-6 OS I'O

Fig. 7.10. M/M. as a function of T/6 (from classical theory).

"*NV >
\

\

\
S. V
\ \

\ \

\l

y

yMJkT, is small, or rather as small as it can be in the case of a

ferromagnetic material. Recalling that

_ M _ \k
2n

x ~~ B ~ 3k (T - 6)

and putting 6 = c[L
2n/3k; then

or

x
c (T - d)

Hence, measurements of the susceptibility x near the transition

temperature enable c to be deduced, at least approximately. Values

found are

Iron

Nickel

Cobalt
Magnetite (Fes 4)

3 850
12 700
33 200
6180
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Having calculated c, the internal or domain flux density B(

is given by cM, where M is the magnetisation. Consider M at

normal external magnetic flux densities B of about 002 to 0-06

tesla, the internal molecular or domain fields for the common
ferromagnetic materials become

Iron

Nickel

Cobalt

Magnetite

B, = cM
tesla

656
635

143

887

These are enormous flux densities. It is not easy to see how
internal fields between the molecules of ferromagnetic materials
can have such large values. Further developments using the
quantum theory give insight into this problem. The magnitudes
involved do, however, indicate that the action of the relatively small
applied external field is solely to align a system of atomic magnets
or magnetic domains which are themselves already highly magnet-
ised.

7.9. The Quantum Theory ofParamagnetism

In the Langevin theory, and the Weiss development therefrom,
it was assumed that the large number of magnetic particles involved
could be orientated in all possible directions to the magnetic flux.

This is contrary to the theory of space quantisation (§ 3.3) which
predicts that only certain discrete angles of setting of atomic magnets
are possible, a hypothesis confirmed in the Stern and Gerlach
experiment (§ 7.4). It is therefore essential to modify the Langevin
theory in the light of these subsequent developments.

When an atom with a given resultant quantum number J (§ 3.6)
is placed in a magnetic field, it can only be orientated at definite
angles 6 to the field given by

cos 6 = ™^- (7.37)

where m., has the (2J + 1) possible values of J, J - 1, J - 2, ... 0,

-1,-2,...- J.

The additional energy AE due to a superimposed magnetic
flux density of magnitude B when the atomic magnet is at an angle
6 is therefore given by Equation (7.14) as

AE = mj g \kB B
where g is the Lande" splitting factor and {i# is the Bohr magneton.
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The number of atomic magnets having the quantum number my
is proportional to exp (— AEjkT) = exp (my g \J.BlkT) [cf. Equation

(7.21)].

The total magnetic moment per unit volume containing n atoms,

i.e. the magnetisation M, will therefore be given by

my — J
n E mjg\}.B exp (mjg p.B BjkT)

M = m/== ~ J
T .... (7.38)

111/ = J

E exp (my g {LB B/kT)

my = — J

because the magnetic moment jx of an atom with a magnetic

quantum number my is my g [LB (cf. § 7.3).

This resultant magnetic moment due to a large number of atoms

will be directed along the lines of force because as many atoms will

have their magnetic axes directed at certain allowed values of 9 on

one side of the field direction as on the other side.

To evaluate Equation (7.38) put g \lb BjkT equal to x for

convenience, then

m7 — J

ng\LB E my exp (my x)

my = — JM
my — J
E exp (my x)

my = — J

Now j- [exp (my x)] = my exp (my x);

d
r my = J "I

/. M = ng\LB -j- log, E exp (my x)
ax

L my = — J J

= ngV>B j" [log« {exP C*) + exp (/ — 1) x + exp (J — 2) x

+ ... + exp(-Jx)}]

d I", exp Jx {1 — exp — (2J 4- 1) x}~]

= W*S [k>g. l-exp(-x) J

d f ,
(exp (J + |) x — exp - (/ + x) x\ "1

= ng^B -^
|_

loge ( exp (x/2) - exp (- x/2) j J
d , Tsinh (/ + |) x"1

= W*SF k,
«'L *inh(*/2) J
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= Vfe f^i coth (^) a - jL coth g)],
where a =Jx = JgyLBB/kT.

The saturation magnetisation will be ngJ\LB , because my will

then have the maximum magnitude of J, the magnetic axes of the

atoms being along the magnetic field lines

;

••
55

=
"IT" coth (-27-) *

- 27
coth UJ •

(739)

This reduces to Equation (7.27), i.e. M/M, = L (a), when
J-> 00.

It is found that Equation (7.39) agrees well with measurements

on paramagnetic susceptibilities at low temperatures, whereas

considerable discrepancies occur using the Langevin equation (7.27).

7.10. The Quantum Theory ofFerromagnetism

A modified treatment of the Weiss molecular field theory of

ferromagnetism was given by Stoner in 1934 where account is taken

ofthe results ofthe quantum theory.

In arriving at a theoretical result for the variation of magnetisa-

tion with temperature, the external flux density B is considered to be

negligible compared with the effect of the internal flux density Bt ,

and Bf is taken to be proportional to the magnetisation M where

Bf = cM (7.40)

Using the concept of space quantisation, Equation (7.27) from

the classical theory must be replaced by Equation (7.39) of the

quantum theory, i.e.

M 2/+1 ./27+1N 1 +u a ,_,„

where

a = vBi/kT (7.42)

From Equations (7.40) and (7.42)

M = B
1 = ^T
C {XC

But Ms , the magnetisation at saturation, is nji., where n is the

number of magnetic particles per unit volume. Hence,

M akT. akT (n AA .

o- — ny. = a (7.44)

[cf. Equation (7.33)].

M/M8 is given by the point of intersection of the graphs of

Equations (7.41) and (7.44), where M/M, is plotted against a in
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each case. The graph of Equation (7.44) is a straight line. For

points other than the origin, the slope of the graph of Equation (7.41)

at the origin must be greater than the slope of this straight line if a

point of intersection is to occur. Spontaneous magnetisation is

possible if this requirement holds. For small values of a compared

with 1, the right-hand side of Equation (7.41)—often referred to as

the Brillouin function—can be expanded to give

Ms 3J
a

3/ V 30J2 J

The slope of Equation (7.45) at the origin is obviously (/ + l)/3/.

Spontaneous magnetisation will therefore occur if

/+! kT
3J cnji2

'

This will correspond to T being less than a temperature 6 given by

/ + 1 _ kd

3/ cn\t?

^IrB1
)

<746>

where ^ = ^jg\*>B'

Substituting-^ =^Jf~
fr0m E(luation (7 '46) in E(luation

(7.44) then,

M = /±i/r\ _ (7.47)

From Equations (7.45) and (7.47), a can be eliminated to give

M/M, as a function of T/0. An important case of interest where

this can be done readily is where the chief factor responsible for the

magnetic phenomena is the electron spin about its own axis. As is

shown in the following section, (§ 7.11) on the gyromagnetic effect,

this is the case for ferromagnetic materials at room temperature.

/ can then be put equal to \. Equation (7.41) therefore reduces to

5?- = 2 coth 2a - coth a = tanh a (7.48)

whilst Equation (7.48) becomes

or

Mr(j) a (7.49)

The values of M/Ms obtained from the graphical solution of

these two simultaneous equations are plotted against T/6 to give the

curve of Fig. 7.11. Much more satisfactory agreement is now
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obtained between theory and experiment than was the case using

the classical Weiss theory (compare Figs. 7.1 1 and 7.10).

7.11. The Gyromagnetic Effects

The evidence from the preceding sections indicates that the
magnetic properties of matter are due to the circulatory motions
of the orbital electrons about the atomic nuclei and to the spin of
these electrons about their own axes. Which of these two phen-
omena is the more important is not clear. The nuclei of the atoms
possess magnetic moments due to their spin, but their direct contri-

bution to the magnetic properties of matter is small. However,

^""t 'y-L^ 1

T"
l-O

OS

0-6

0-4

0-2

O 0-2 0-4- 0-6 0-8 l-O

Fig. 7.1 1 . M/M, as a function of T/9 (from quantum theory).

the electrons in atoms are linked to the nuclei by considerable forces
of attraction. When orbital or spin motions of electrons are affected
by an applied magnetic field, the consequent reactions on the nuclei
result in forces exerted on the matter concerned. When a magnetis-
ing field is applied to a body, the precessional motions of the electrons
around the direction of the external field as axis should therefore
result in a mechanical moment being transferred to the body.
The converse effect would also be expected, i.e. if a specimen were
rotated, a magnetic moment should be induced. These two effects

have been measured: the first is known as the Einstein-de Haas
effect, the second is called the Barnett effect, or magnetisation by
rotation.

In order to study these phenomena, the gyromagnetic ratio is

determined. This ratio p is denned by
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where p is the angular momentum and (x is the magnetic moment
of the elementary magnetic particle of the matter.

In the case of an electron describing an elliptical orbit about the

nucleus of an atom, if spin is neglected, the magnetic moment (x is

given by

J/kj
^ 477-m

where 1 is the azimuthal quantum number (§ 3.3). Furthermore,

the angular momentum p is decided by

\h

It follows that

P
=l = 55 (7.50)

(i e

On the other hand, if the effect of electron spin is included, the

magnetic moment due to the electronic system of an atom with a

resultant quantum number J is given by (cf. § 7.3)

,. he
*J = gi

4^n

where g is the Land6 splitting factor. The gyromagnetic ratio p is

now given by

P
p =

*>
where p = Jh/2Tr, so that

p=— (7.51)

Precise measurements of p enable the contributory effects of

orbital motion alone and orbital motion combined with spin to be

assessed by determining which of the Equations (7.50) or (7.51)

applies. In these measurements, sensitive apparatus is demanded

because 2w/e = 1-137 x 10-11 , so the angular momentum con-

sequent upon a change of magnetisation is small.

In 1923, Sucksmith and Bates measured the gyromagnetic ratio

for a ferromagnetic specimen in the form of a thin short rod Q by

suspending it inside a solenoid S from a torsion head Tby a German

silver wire G (Fig. 7.12). An alternating current of measured

frequency which could be set anywhere between 24 and 80 Hz was

passed through this solenoid. A rigid vertical aluminium wire A
attached to the lower end of the rod Q supported a mirror M and

also a number of short needle-shaped permanent magnets JV which
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were mounted parallel to one another on a mica vane within the

magnetic flux provided by a Helmholtz pair of coils CC. This

vertically suspended system was held taut by an attached torsion-

free silk fibre F carrying a weight W immersed in an oil-bath at B.

Immediately surrounding the specimen Q was a helix L.

With an alternating current of the correct frequency passing

through S, the rod Q is set into resonant gyromagnetic oscillation.

The alternating current induced in L, which has negligible self-

inductance, flows through the Helmholtz coils CC when the switches

Fig. 7.12. Measurement of the gyromagnetic ratio for a ferromagnetic specimen

(Sucksmith and Bates).

Kx and K2 are at aa. The resistance i?x is then varied until the

magnitude of the alternating field within CC is such that the angular

momentum given to the suspended system by the magnetised needles

N is equal and opposite to that produced by the gyromagnetic effect

in Q. The resonance oscillation is thereby reduced to zero. With

the switches Kx and Kt connected to bb, a steady current recorded

by the ammeter A can be passed through the Helmholtz coils CC.

The couple c acting on the magnets N when unit current flows in the

coils CC can then be determined, knowing the couple for unit

angle of twist of the suspension.
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At any given instant of time /, let the field strength within the

solenoid be H. IfM is the magnetisation produced in the specimen
rod Q, then

= no (H + M) aln,

where is the flux through the secondary coil L, where this coil has
a length / (which is made the same as the length of the rod Q), n
turns per unit length, and a is the cross-section area of the rod Q
within L.

AsH is negligible compared withM for a ferromagnetic specimen,

= ftoM aln (7.52)

The induced current / in the coil L, and so in the series-connected

Helmholtz coils CC, when the current through S changes, is therefore

given by

. _ 1 d0 _ ij.ffl.ln dM
l ~R It R~ ~dt

where R is the total resistance of the circuit comprising the coil L,

the coils CC, and the resistance Rx .

The angular momentum P imparted to the magnetised needles

iVis then given by

fj.QCa.ln= cidt =
R
M (7.53)

because c is the couple exerted on the magnets N by unit current in

the coils CC.

This angular momentum P will equal that due to the gyro-

magnetic effect in the rod Q if Rx is the value of resistance necessary

to reduce the resonance oscillations to zero.

The magnetic moment of the rod-shaped specimen is given by

Ma/. The gyromagnetic ratio /> is therefore given from Equation

(7.53) as

' = 5^ =^ -<"<>

c is determined in the auxiliary experiment using steady current

with the switches Kx and K2 at bb. R can be readily measured and

n is known, the gyromagnetic ratio p can hence be found.

Values obtained for pe/p, where pe is the experimental value and

P is the theoretical value of 2m/e obtained on simple electron orbital

considerations [Equation (7.50)], in the experiments of Sucksmith

and Bates are:
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Iron

Nickel

Cobalt
Heusler alloy

Magnetite

pjp

0-503

0-501

0-501

0-515

0-495

The fact that pjp was very nearly 0-5 instead of 1-0, as would be

at first expected, was known for some time as the gyromagnetic

anomaly. This anomaly has been removed on using the later

theoretical result for />, which takes into account the spin of the

electron about its own axis and the Land6 splitting factor g [Equation

(7.51)3, where

2m

For the ferromagnetic elements iron, nickel, and cobalt, theory

and experiment agree closely if g = 2 in Equation (7.51). This

would be the case if the spin of the electron about its own axis were
the main contributory factor to magnetism and not the orbital

motion of the electron about the atomic nucleus. Then, in Equation

(7.13) for g, 1 would be zero, whilst j and s would each be £ and

f _, ,
Hi + i) + Hi + i)-o _ ?*

2 x H* + i)

To obtain further evidence concerning this important question,

Sucksmith designed very sensitive apparatus to measure the small

angular momenta obtained on magnetisation of paramagnetic

materials like the oxides of the rare earths, the salts of the metals iron,

chromium, manganese, and cobalt, and the nickel-copper alloys.

Satisfactory results were obtained, despite the difficulties due to small

quantities of ferromagnetic impurities. For the series of nickel-

copper alloys, the values of g were found to be 2 within the limits of

experimental error, confirming that the magnetic properties are due
to electron spin and not to orbital motion. Comparisons between
experimentally determined and theoretically deduced values for the

Land6 splitting factor g showed that the magnetic moments are

entirely due to electron spin in the case of chromium and manganese
irons, but some effect due to electron orbital motion also is apparent

in the case of iron (Fe++ in FeSOJ and cobalt (Co++ in CoSoJ.

Though this conclusion is generally true for the ferromagnetic

materials, values ofg differing from 2 by more than the experimental

error were found by Barnett for iron, permalloy, and cobalt. A
change in the orbital electron motion is therefore responsible for
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minor effects in magnetisation. In the case of pyrrhotite, Coeterier

found g = 0-63, a value differing so widely from 2 as to provide

unmistakable evidence for the effect of electron orbital motion in

this case.

7.12. Antiferromagnetism and Ferrimagnetism

Materials exist which have a crystalline structure and arrange-

ment of atoms within the lattice such that adjoining sites have quite

opposite electron spins, so that neighbouring magnetic moments
are anti-parallel rather than parallel. These materials are ferro-

magnetic in that they exhibit hysteresis effects but exhibit no
permanent external magnetic moment so are said to be antiferro-

magnetic. An example is manganese. On the other hand, several

alloys of manganese are ferromagnetic. Antiferromagnetic mater-

ials have small positive susceptibilities (i.e. are almost ferromagnetic)

which increase with temperature to a maximum called the Neel

temperature TN (corresponding to the Curie temperature of ferro-

magnetic materials). Above TN, the exchange forces between

neighbouring lattice or sub-lattice structures are not able to preserve

alignment of the magnetic moments against thermal agitation.

The electron spin directions are random and the material is para-

magnetic.

The Neel temperature TV ranges from below 1 K to about 600 K.
Antiferromagnetism is exhibited by chromium, manganese, platinum,

palladium, rare earth metals, and alloys and many of the inorganic

compounds of the transition metals, rare earths, and actinide metals.

The Neel temperature of a few antiferromagnetic substances are,

in Kelvin, 520 for NiO, 310 for Cr2 3 , and 67-4 for MnF2 .

In the case of such compounds, it would appear that the spin inter-

action takes place between metal atoms in a sub-lattice structure

through an intervening atom such as oxygen.

Ferrimagnetism is exhibited by certain compounds in which an
external magnetic moment is due to a coupling between different

types of magnetic ion. The spinels—which are ferrimagnetic

—

have the general formula X2+Fe2
3+

4
2~ and all have a cubic crystal

structure. Magnetite or lodestone (Fe3 4 = Fe2+Fe2
3+

4
2_

) is a

naturally-occurring spinel, whereas Ferroxcube III is a man-made
product containing Mn and Zn ions. These ferrimagnetic ionic

metallic oxides are called ferrites. They have ferromagnetic

properties: e.g. the maximum relative permeability of Ferroxcube
III is 1 500. Their great importance rests on the fact that they have
high resistivities of the order of 105 Q. m. Consequently, ferrites

are valuable as magnetic core materials in which eddy-current losses
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are very small even in the presence of high-frequency alternating

magnetic fields.

7.13. Electron Spin Resonance

Electron spin resonance (ESR), also known as electron para-

magnetic resonance (EPR), is concerned with the measurement of
the splitting of the energy levels brought about when a paramagnetic
substance is placed in a magnetic field. The measurement involves

the study of the absorption of microwave radiation passed through a
sample of the substance. Electron spin resonance spectrometers

developed from these ideas have become valuable analytical tools in

science.

The splitting of energy levels is essentially involved in the Zeeman
effect (§ 7.3). The additional energy AE imparted to an atomic
magnet due to a superimposed magnetic field of flux density magni-
tude B is given by Equation (7.14) as

AE = mjg\LB B
where g is the Land6 splitting factor [Equation (7. 1 3)], \t.B is the Bohr
magneton and m/ has (2J + 1) values so that energy levels are

separated by g [lbB. J is used here instead ofj because more than
one electron may be involved (cf. § 3.6).

If, therefore, microwave radiation is passed through a para-

magnetic material, it will be preferentially absorbed if it is at a

frequency v given by

hv =g\j.B B
because the radiation will be able to cause electron transitions from
a lower energy state Ex (often the ground state) to a higher energy
state E2 where

Es - Ei = g V-b B.

For many materials, g is 2 or close to 2. The Bohr magneton

y.B = 9-28 x 10-24 A m2
(§ 3.3). Therefore, energy level differences

(E2 — Ex) = AE involved are of the order of 2 X 9-28 x lO"24 B =
1-856 x 10-23 J for a flux density B of 1 T. The correspond-

ing frequency v = AE/h = 1-856 x 10~23/6-625 x lO"34 = 2-8 x
1010 Hz. The wavelength of the radiation is therefore 3 x 108/2-8 x
1010 = 10~2 m approximately, so microwave radiation ofwavelengths

of the order ofcm is necessary.

To ensure that the microwave field produced in the paramagnetic

sample is as large as possible so as to obtain a high degree of

absorption and sensitivity, the sample is placed in a small cavity

resonator with a high Q-factor. This cavity containing the sample
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is placed in the magnetic flux of density B between the poles of an

electromagnet (Fig. 7.13). The microwave field is created by a

wave-guide coupled klyston oscillator and resonance is detected by a

crystal (silicon diode). The usual practice is to keep the microwave

frequency constant and vary the magnetic flux density to obtain

resonance. The magnetic flux is therefore best modulated at 50 Hz
and the output from the silicon diode is fed via an amplifier to an

oscillograph of which the time base is triggered at 50 Hz.

KLYSTRON

SAMPLE
IN

CAVITY

MAGNET: FIELD
WINDING CURRENT
MODULATED AT 50Hz

4-
AMPLIFIER

SILICON DIODE /
DETECTOR CATHODE RAY

OSCILLOGRAPH

Fig. 7.13. The principle of electron spin resonance spectrometry.

If Nx is the population of the lower energy state Ex and N2 is

that of the higher energy state E2, at a temperature TK

^ = cxp(-AE/kT)

where AE = E2
— Ex and k is the Boltzmann constant.

To increase the difference between iVa and Nx so that the prob-

ability of electron transition from Ex to E2 is enhanced (i.e. absorp-

tion is greater) it is clearly desirable to reduce the temperature T.

The cavity containing the sample is therefore often maintained at

low temperature. In any case, it is important for T to be maintained

constant.

This outline of E.S.R. gives only an introductory idea of the

sophistication of modern E.S.R. spectrometers and the widespread

applications ofthe technique.
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The applications are based on the fact that materials which give

E.S.R. spectra result from paramagnetism due to (i) atoms and
molecules which have an odd number of electrons in their outer shell

structure, (ii) some molecules, such asOa , which have an even number
of electrons but yet have a resultant magnetic moment, (iii) free

radicals containing unpaired electrons, (iv) semiconductors and
conductors containing charge carriers (electrons and positive holes),

(v) compounds in which bonds are modified or disrupted by
irradiation with light, ultra-violet, X-rays, y-rays, electrons or
neutrons.

Much evidence about the structure, bonding, effects of radiation

damage, effects of chemical reaction, and other phenomena has been
obtained from E.S.R. studies of a variety of paramagnetic liquids

and solids, both inorganic and organic.

Exercises 7
1. Give an account of the Zeeman effect, and show how it has aided in the

arrangement of spectral lines in series. (Birmingham.)

2. Describe and explain the Stem and Gerlach experiment for determining
the magnetic moments of single atoms.

Give an outline of modern improvements in the methods of measuring
atomic magnetic moments. (London.)

3. What is meant by a Bohr magneton? Investigate an expression for its

magnetic moment and describe one method of measuring experimentally its

moment for a metal atom. (London.)

4. Explain how the magnetic moments of single atoms have been measured,
and discuss briefly the connection of the results with the Bohr theory of spectra.

(London.)

5. What is a Bohr magneton? Calculate its value using the concept of the
circular orbit, and describe an experiment for measuring magnetic moments of
single atoms. (London.)

6. Explain what is meant by a molecular beam. Describe how, by using
such beams, the magnetic moments of atoms in their ground states have been
investigated.

A beam of hydrogen atoms passes through an inhomogeneous magnetic field

of such magnitude that half of the beam emerges undeflected due to a balance
between the deflections due to gravity and that due to the magnetic field. Cal-
culate the magnitude of the field gradient normal to the direction of the beam.
(Mass of hydrogen atom = 1-66 x 10-27 kg, mass of electron = 9x 10-31 kg,
Planck's constant = 6-6 x 10~7 J s).

7. Write an account of Langevin's theory of paramagnetic gases and vapours
and indicate how the theory may be extended to the case of liquids and solids.

(London.)

8. Give an account of investigations of the gyromagnetic effect and indicate

the theoretical significance of the results obtained. (London.)
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9. Define gyromagnetic ratio, and give an account of one method by which
it may be measured for an iron rod.

Discuss briefly the results of the measurements. {London.)

10. Write an account, both theoretical and experimental, of atomic magnetic
moments. {London.)

11. Write an essay on paramagnetism, dealing particularly with the con-

tributions of Langevin and Weiss to the theory of the phenomenon. {London.)

12. Write an essay on electron spin resonance.

13. State the assumption of the Weiss model of ferromagnetism.

Show that for a paramagnetic substance containing N atoms in unit volume
of moment ft and spin i, the low field magnetisation is

/ = N^H/kT.

Use this result to derive a relation between the Curie temperature Tc of a

ferromagnetic and the Weiss field constant A. Calculate A for Tc = 1 000 K,
assuming a moment of one Bohr magneton, spin £, and 1022 atoms/cm 3

.

{Manchester.)

14. An electron is moving round a positively charged nucleus. Discuss the

precessional motion of the orbit when it is exposed to a homogeneous magnetic

field. What effect does space quantisation have on the electron motion ?

Calculate the precessional frequency when an atomic system in a 2Ps/ 4 state is

placed in a 1 tesla magnetic field. What is the energy difference between the

magnetic sub-states produced? (The ^-factor for the 2P3/2 state is 4/3).

{Manchester.)



CHAPTER 8

NATURAL RADIOACTIVITY

Those nuclides which occur in minerals found in the earth's

crust and which exhibit radioactivity have, with few exceptions,

atomic numbers Z greater than 82. By far the majority of the

elements concerned are therefore beyond lead (Z = 82) in the

periodic table. They are the so-called natural radioactive nuclides.

In fact, any element can be made radioactive by exposure

to particles of sufficient energy (especially neutrons) so that

radioactivity can be induced. In practice, much more experimental

work is undertaken with nuclides exhibiting induced (or artificial)

radioactivity than is done with natural radioactive nuclides.

Natural radioactivity was discovered in 1896; induced radio-

activity was first observed in 1934. Though it is not necessarily

the case that the development of a student's knowledge of a subject

is best in the sequence that mankind's knowledge was gained, the

historical treatment is followed to a modest extent in this text. The
account of induced radioactivity is therefore deferred until Chapter 1 0.

8.1. Early Discoveries

The great interest aroused by Rontgen's discovery of X-rays in

1895 (§ 5.1) led to the speculation that these X-rays were, in some
manner, connected with the fluorescence of the glass walls of the

discharge tube used. In the following year, therefore, Henri

Becquerel studied the radiations given off by the double sulphate of

uranium and potassium. Becquerel's father, Edmond Becquerel,

had shown that this salt gave bright fluorescence under the action

of the ultra-violet radiation from the sun. In the course of his

experiments, Henri Becquerel wrapped a photographic plate in two
sheets of thick black paper to ensure that it was not acted on by
sunlight. He then placed the sulphate outside the paper and ex-

posed the whole to the sun for some hours. On developing the

photographic plate he obtained on it an image in the form of a

silhouette of the fluorescent sulphate. A week later, he established

that the presence of sunlight was unnecessary: the salt containing

uranium itself emitted a radiation capable not only of penetrating

the black wrapping paper—and even a sheet of silver placed between
the source and the plate—but also capable of producing a latent

image in the photographic emulsion. Furthermore, he demon-
strated that the radiation from any salt of uranium, whether a

241
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fluorescent salt or not, or from the metal itself, was permanent and
completely independent of sunlight or any other external influence.

Becquerel had discovered a new phenomenon—radioactivity.

Soon afterwards, Henri Becquerel showed that these radiations

were capable of ionising a gas.

In 1898, M. and Mme. Curie began an intensive study of other

substances, particularly those of high atomic mass like uranium, to

find out if they exhibited radioactivity. Mme. Curie demonstrated
that compounds of thorium were radioactive, as also did Schmidt,

working in Germany. Furthermore, Mme. Curie gave convincing

evidence that radioactivity was a property of the atom of the

element concerned in the compound, since the radiation was
unaffected by chemical and physical changes such as those taking

place on solution, chemical reaction, heating and mechanical action

on, or even mechanical disintegration of, the uranium or thorium.

The discovery for which the Curies are most renowned, however,

is that of the new radioactive elements polonium and radium. The
mineral ore from which uranium is extracted is pitchblende, and this

mineral has a much greater radioactivity than that of the uranium
derived from it. It was correctly deduced that pitchblende must,

therefore, contain other sources with a much greater specific

radioactivity than uranium, though they were present in considerably

smaller amounts. By a protracted process which involved an
exhausting and tedious series of fractional crystallisations to free

radium, in the form of the bromide, from barium, the Curies

discovered polonium (named after Poland, Mme. Curie's native

country) and, later, radium. The latter has many million times the

specific activity of uranium. There is only about 0-35 g of radium
to 1 000 kg of uranium in the mineral ; the patience of the Curies

(using primitive apparatus by modern standards) is thus exemplified.

By 1900, Debierne had discovered the radioactive element actinium

in pitchblende.

Meanwhile, in 1899, Rutherford working at McGill University

in Canada, used a simple electroscope (ofwhich the leak rate depends

on the conductivity of the gas between its leaves) to study the

ionising power of the radiation given off by uranium. He examined
the effects of placing absorbing metallic screens between the source

and the electroscope. He established that the rays were of two
types: one he called a-rays and the other j8-rays. The a-rays were

much more easily absorbed in matter than the j8-rays and also had a

much greater ionising power. The penetrating power of the

jS-rays from uranium was shown to be about 100 times that of the

a-rays.
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A year later Villard showed that radium emitted a third type of

radiation in addition to a- and jS-rays, and that this third radiation

(called y-radiation) was much more penetrating than either of the

other two. Furthermore, these y-rays were not deviated by a

magnetic field, which established that they were not electrically

charged, whereas the a-rays were deviated to a small extent in

direction indicating that they were positively charged, whilst the

jS-rays experienced larger deviations in the opposite direction,

indicating that they were negatively charged particles.

Two further important results published in 1900 were those of

Rutherford and of Crookes. Rutherford proved that thorium gave
off small amounts of a radioactive gas called thorium emanation, or

thoron. Similarly, as was shown by the Curies, radium gives off a
radioactive gas, radium emanation or radon, whilst actinium produces
actinon.

Crookes separated by chemical means an element, which he
named uranium X from uranium. This uranium X also exhibited

radioactivity and was produced within the uranium itself. Sub-
sequently, the results of several scientists established that uranium
atoms, on emitting radiation, left behind daughter atoms, also

radioactive, giving rise in turn to radioactive grand-daughter atoms,

and so on. Natural radioactivity is thus associated with a series of

generations: a family tree might be said to be involved.

8.2. The Theory of Radioactivity doe to Rutherford and Soddy

The most important pioneer advance in the theory of radio-

activity resulted from the extensive study by Rutherford and Soddy
in 1902-1903 of thorium and its successive products, a theory which
also included accounts of the disintegrations of uranium, radium,

and actinium.

The truly epoch-making ideas put forward may be summarised
as follows

:

(a) The radioactive nuclides, in particular uranium and thorium,

disintegrate spontaneously to produce fresh radioactive nuclides.

For example, uranium disintegrates to produce uranium X which,

in turn, disintegrates to produce a radioactive nuclide, a whole
series of radioactive nuclides being successively concerned until a

stable nuclide (lead) is reached. Again, thorium produces thoron

—

a gas—which, in turn, produces a series of radioactive nuclides.

The spontaneous disintegration is the result of a change of the

atom of the radioactive nuclide.

(b) The disintegration of the atom occurring in radioactivity

takes the form of either the ejection from the atom (now known to
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be from the nucleus of the atom) of a positively charged a-ray, as

when uranium changes to uranium X, or the ejection of a negatively

charged jS-ray. These ejections are usually, but not necessarily,

accompanied by y-radiation.

(c) The number of atoms that disintegrate in unit time is directly

proportional to the number of unchanged radioactive atoms
remaining. Thus, one milligram of uranium will produce twice as

many a-particles (and hence uranium X atoms) per second as half a

milligram of uranium.

The statement (c) may be expressed mathematically in the form

dN
w = ~ XN <*•!)

where N is the number of atoms of the radioactive nuclide that have

not disintegrated at time t and dNjdt is the rate at which disintegra-

tions occur. The constant of proportionality A is known as the

transformation constant or the radioactive decay constant; it is a

constant characteristic of the radioactive element concerned.

Rearranging Equation (8.1),

Integrating,

log.iV = - Xt + k (8.2)

where k is a constant.

If N is the number of atoms originally present, i.e. N = N
when t = 0, where zero time is taken to be that time when the

radioactive nuclide is freshly separated from its by-products, then

substitution in Equation (8.2) obviously gives that k = logeN ;

:. loge (N/N ) = -\t
or N = N exp (- Xt) (8.3)

The number of radioactive atoms hence decreases exponentially

with time.

8.3. The Half-life Period and theMean Life

The half-life period T\—often called the period—of a radioactive

nuclide is defined as the time taken for half of the number of atoms

of the radioactive nuclide to disintegrate. It will therefore be also

the time taken for the radioactivity to diminish to half of its initial

value, assuming that no new atoms of a different kind are produced

within the material (see § 8.5). The half-life period T\ is readily

related to the transformation constant A by putting N(N = 0-5 in

Equation (8.3).
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Then,

loge
0-5 = -XTy,

:. XT$ = 2-303 log102 = 2-303 x 0-301 0;

.••*i=T (8.4)

Half-life periods range in practice over very wide values. For
example, uranium has a half-life of 4-5 x 109 year, for radium the

value is 1 622 year, for uranium Zit is 24- 1 day (d), whilst for RaC
it is as short as 1-6 X lO^s.

Examination of Equation (8.3) shows that, whereas some atoms
will disintegrate almost immediately, others will last for an in-

definitely long time. The actual lives of the atoms of a radioactive

nuclide range over the values from zero to infinity. The reason why
any particular atom should, at some instant of time, decide to

disintegrate is not known. The mean or average life of a radioactive

atom is, however, directly related to the transformation constant
ofthe element. Referring to Equation (8.1)

dN = - XNdt

gives the number of atoms <JN which disintegrates during the time
interval between t and (t + dt) where N is the number of atoms
unchanged at the time /.

From Equation (8.3), putN = N exp (—A/);

.-. dN= - XN exp (- A0 dt.

N = — XtN exp (— Xt) atoms have therefore existed for a time
t. The sum of all the lives of all the atoms is therefore given by

'oo

— A tN exp (— Xt) dt.

Dividing this expression by N , the total number of atoms
originally present at time zero, will give the average life Ta of the

nuclide, therefore

Ta = - A f
00

t exp (- Xt) dt.

Integrating by parts,

/;

T = f t exp (- Xt) fexp(-AQ ^T

= [,exp (-A0 +^Tj;
= 1M (8.5)

i.e. the average life Ta is the reciprocal of the transformation constant.
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8.4. The Series ofRadioactive Transformations

There are three main series of radioactive elements: the uranium,
thorium, and actinium series, leaving out, for the present, the

comparatively recently discovered neptunium series (see § 17.9).

A knowledge of the members of these series and their radioactive

properties was made available by patient research in Physics and
Chemistry during the years up to 1910, though some aspects of
detail were not fully explained until considerably later. Before

explaining the methods employed in arriving at results, it is valuable

to give the transformation series in order that familiarity with the

names of the natural radioactive elements and the relationships

between them is acquired.

In all three series, a parent radioactive nuclide of large atomic
mass and very long half-life gives rise to a series of radioactive

nuclides as a result of the successive emissions of a- or /8-particles.

The transformations may be represented by expressions of the form:

iX-^iziY + a (a)

1P-+Z+1Q+P- (*)

In case (a) the radioactive nuclide, specified as X in the general

case, has a mass number A and an atomic number Z. This element

emits a-particles (i.e. helium nuclei) of mass number 4 and atomic

number 2. The immediate by-product is therefore of an element

Y which has a mass number of A — 4 and an atomic number of

Z-2.
In case (b) the radioactive nuclide P of mass number A and

atomic number Z, emits a j8~-particle. A jS~-particle is a fast-

moving electron which carries away a charge of — e but of which
the mass is so small compared with that of a nucleon that the mass
number of the element P remains unchanged. The immediate

by-product Q is therefore a nuclide which has a mass number A
and an atomic number of Z + 1. Since the daughter nuclide Q
resulting from /^-particle emission by nuclide P has the same mass
number as P, it is known as an isobar ofP.

The by-products Y and Q are themselves radioactive. Hence
Y and Q will themselves emit a- or /^-particles, and a further trans-

formation will occur.

Consider the case of 2
1 1U. It emits a-particles. In doing so it

gives the immediate by-product (daughter product) uranium X
with Z = 90 and A — 234 which is, in fact, the nuclidic form of

thorium: 2
f oTh. The daughter atom of thorium 234 then, itself,

emits a j8--particle; the atomic number Z = 90 therefore increases

to (Z + 1) = 91, which is the atomic number of protactinium,
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whilst the mass number remains unchanged at 234. The second

generation daughter atom is thus 2
$j fPa. In turn, this protactinium

234 emits a j8~-particle, resulting in an increase of atomic number to

(Z + 2) = 92. The mass number is still unchanged. The product

is
2
1 1 U ; the third generation daughter atom is uranium—an isotope

of the original parent.

The series of transformations may be represented by:

uranium 238 -> thorium 234 -+ protactinium 234 -> uranium 234.

a ft' fi-

f _ 238|T , 234tl . n4p„ , 234tt
I.e. 92'-'^ 90 lfl ^ 9X rd ^^ 92 u<

These are only the first four stages in the transformation series.

The uranium 234 is radioactive and emits a-particles to give thorium
230 (

2
1 STh), also known as ionium. This thorium 230 then emits an

a-particle to produce radium, 2
1 1 Ra. The subsequent decay scheme

ofradiumisthen

a a a j3~"

radium -> radon -> radium A -> radium B -> radium C,

i.e.
2 l|Ra-i 222Rn-^ 2 ||RaA-X 2 IfRaB -> 2 lfRaC.

RaA with Z = 84 is an isotope of polonium. The nuclide RaA
is therefore polonium 218 (

2
ifPo), which is the preferred name.

Several names such as radium A, radium B, radium C, and rad-

ium C, also Crookes' uranium X, were given to radioactive nuclides

by the early investigators. These names are now obsolete because

it was later established that they were isotopes of other nuclidic

forms of an element. The practice is to name the element after that

form of it which is most abundant in nature. For example, RaB
with Z = 82 is an isotope of lead. RaB is thus lead 214; the most
abundant nuclidic form of lead in nature is lead 208.

The last series of transformations given above is therefore

preferably written in the form

:

2 liRa^ 2 i§Rni 2 !!Po^ 2 !fPb-> 2
!iBi.

The series is still not complete : bismuth 2 14 (
2
1 f Bi) is radioactive,

and transforms on the emission of either an a- or a j8-particle. In

fact, there are still six further radioactive by-products terminating

with lead.

In Table 8.1, details of the whole of the uranium series are given,

including the values of the half-life periods.

Two other series of naturally-occurring radioactive nuclei are

the thorium series, with the parent nuclide,
2
1 oTh, and the actinium
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series, having the parent nuclide actinouranium, which is the old
name for what is now known to be uranium 235 (

2
f |U). These

series are given in Tables 8.2 and 8.3 respectively.

There are a few naturally-occurring radioactive nuclides with
atomic numbers significantly less than that of lead (Z = 82). They
all have very long half-lives and weak radioactivity (Table 8.4).

TABLE 8.4

Naturally-occurring radioactive nuclides amongst the lighter elements

Abundance Half-life Particles
Element Nuclide

/o in Year Emitted

Potassium 401/-
19^- 0012 1-3 x 1010 P',y

Rubidium !?Rb 27-2 6 x 1010 P , y
Samarium 'StSm 11-2 6 x 1010 a

Lutecium x ??Lu 2-6 2-4 x 1010 P~, r
Rhenium x ?IRe 62-9 4 x 1012

P~

Fig. 8.1. shows the uranium, thorium, and actinium series in

such a manner that the frequent occurrence of isotopes is displayed.

In the three radioactive series, the transformations are such that

either an a-particle or a j8--particle is emitted. The ejection of an
a-particle results in a daughter atom of mass number 4 less than its

immediate parent; the ejection of a /?
_
-particle does not cause a

change of mass number. When y-rays are emitted, there is only a

change of nuclear energy levels not accompanied by any alteration

of either the mass or the atomic number.

The uranium series begins with uranium 238. This mass
number 238 may be written as (An + 2) where n = 59. All the

succeeding nuclides in this series also have mass numbers represented

by (An + 2) where n is an integer less than 59. The uranium series

is therefore known as the (An + 2) series.

Likewise the thorium series beginning with thorium 232 is a An

series whereas the actinium series with uranium 235 at its head is a

(An + 3) series.

It is immediately noteworthy that there is not a (An + 1) series

Such a series would be expected to exist. This "missing" fourth

radioactive series was eventually established to exist but only after

some of the transuranic elements were produced. Details of this

(4n + 1) series are given in § 17.9, after the account of the transur-

anic elements.
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8.5. The Further Theory of Successive Transformations

As shown in Tables 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3 the naturally-occurring

radioactive nuclides undergo a long series of transformations before

the final stable product, lead, is obtained. The series is especially

complicated the nearer the radioactive nuclide is to the parent

nuclide, be it uranium 238, thorium 232, or uranium 235. In

quantitative work on radioactivity, it is often important to know the

numbers of atoms of the various radioactive by-products that exist

in the mixture at a specified time. A form of the problem that is

often encountered can be expressed as follows.

ATOMIC
NUMBER

Z

.MOST
ABUNDANT
ISOTOPE

92 Uranium

91 Protactinium UZ
\

90 Thorium

89 Actinium

88

87

86

85 Astatine

64 Polonium .......

83 Bismuth

82 Lead

81 Tellurium

Ul Ull AcU

UX S

/
M/

ux, Io

Ra

Rn

UY
/

RdAc

AcX

Th RdTh

/
MsTh2

MsTh. ThX

Tn

RaA RaC

RaC

/
RaB

RaE

RaF Ac

A

.At

/
RaD

RaC"

AcC

u
\/

Uramum AcB

AcC ThA

At

/

ThC

/
ThC

/
ThB

Tl Act"

Thorium
Lead

ThC 11

Fig. 8.1. The naturally-occurring radioactive elements.

A parent substance is initially all of one kind A. The trans-

formation constant of A is A1} and the number of atoms ofA present

initially is NQ . The nuclide A gives rise to a nuclide B, on the

emission of either an a- or a ^--particle, and B, in turn, gives rise to

C, and so on. If A2, A3 , etc., are the transformation constants of

B, C, etc., respectively, what are the numbers of atoms Nlt N2 , Ns ,

etc., of A, B, and C respectively present at a time t ?

The number of atoms of A present at time t is given by

Nx
= NQ exp (-A^) (8.6)

(f)The rate of increase of the number of atoms of the
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nuclide B equals the rate of production XXNX from the parent nuclide

A minus the rate at which nuclide B itself is decaying, i.e. X^.
dN

.-. -^ = A1iV1 -A2AT2 (8.7)

Similarly, the rate of increase ( -j-
3

J
of the number of atoms of

the nuclide C is given by

dN^ = X2N2 -XZN3 ...(8.8)

and so on, if further subsequent daughter nuclides are produced.

dN
From Equation (8.7),—j-2 = when

A^ = X2Nt

so that

N2 = A1
AT

1
/A2 =^ [#o exp (- V)].

If Aj is very small, — Xtt may be put equal to zero and
exp (— Axf) is unity, unless / is exceptionally large. Then N2 is a

constant. Consequently, a radioactive nuclide which has a very

long half-life compared with the time of observation will attain a

radioactive equilibrium.

At this equilibrium, the relative numbers of atoms of A, B, and
C are given by Equations (8.7) and (8.8)

:

X1N1 =X2N2 =X3N3 (8.9)

with further terms A4A
r

4, etc. if further subsequent daughter nuclides

are produced.

For a given mass of a parent nuclide of long half-life, e.g.

uranium 238 for which the half-life is 4-5 x 109 year, there will

therefore be present in the mineral which has existed in the earth's

crust for many centuries, a constant mass of any one of the daughter

nuclides.

In the general case, the half-life of the parent is not necessarily

long, so that Nx changes during the time over which observations

are made. To find the numbers of the atoms of A, B, and C
present at a time t it is then necessary to reconsider Equations (8.6),

(8.7), and (8.8).

Substituting for Nx in Equation (8.7) from Equation (8.6) gives

dN^ + X2N2 =Xl
N exp(-Xlt).
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Multiplying both sides by the integrating factor exp X2t

;

dN
:. (exp Kt)—if + V^s exp A2r = A^ exp [(A2 — Xx) t];

:. -j
t
(N2 exp A8r) = AxiV exp [(A, - AXJ fj

Integrating,

JV.expV^^^PKV^ +̂r (8.10)
A2 — Ax

where c is a constant.

When t = 0, let the number of atoms of the daughter B present

in A be N% . Therefore,

the constant c = N% - *lN
\ .

A, — Ax

Hence, Equation (8.10) becomes

JV2 exp A2* = -Mo exp [(A2
- AJ t - 1] +#»;

A2 — Ax

:. N2 = JV [a exp (— A2r) + b exp (— A20] + N% exp (— A2f)

(8.11)

where a = XJ(X2
— A^ and b = — a.

If, by chemical means, daughter nuclides are separated from the

parent nuclide A, and time t is taken to be zero immediately after

this purification of A has taken place, N% is also zero. Equation

(8.1 1) then becomes

Nt = N [a exp (— Axf) + b exp (- X2t)] (8.12)

If, now, this value for N2 is substituted in Equation (8.8), it can
be readily shown that

Ns = N [a' exp (- Xxt) + V exp (- A2f) + c' exp (- A,/)] (8.13)

where a' = , ^ „ , b' = AA
(A, - Ax) (A3 -V (A1 - A2) (A, -V

and c
AXA2

(Ai - A3) (A, - A3
)'

Continuing the analyses on the same lines, the number of atoms
of a fourth daughter nuclide D can be found in terms of X1% Aj, A3,

and A4 .

8.6. Radioactive Deposit

If a metal plate or wire is exposed to the radioactive gas radon,

or to radium, which gives off radon, the solid radioactive nuclides

polonium 218, lead 214, bismuth 214, polonium 214, thallium 210,
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and lead 210 are deposited upon it (see Table 8.1). This radioactive

deposit will contain practically zero amounts of polonium 214 and
thallium 210 because polonium 214 has a half-life of only 1-6 X 10-4

s and hence decays almost immediately after deposition—if it is

significantly deposited at all—whilst only 0-04 per cent, of the

bismuth 214 forms thallium 210. Furthermore, lead 210 has a

half-life of 22 year, so that in a laboratory experiment lasting an

hour or two, hardly any of the lead 210 decays to give bismuth 210.

The radioactive deposit therefore consists of polonium 218

(7i = 3-05min), lead 214 (T$ = 27 min), bismuth 214 (T| = 20

100

8o

6o

RaA-^ ^^
\RoB

4°

20

RaC

20 lOO 120 14-040 60 80

TIME IN MINUTES

Fig. 8.2. Variation of the relative numbers of atoms of RaA (
2 ||Po), RaB

(
8 |fPb), RaC (

2 ||Bi), and RaD (
2 |gPb) with time in radioactive deposit.

min), and lead 210. The transformation constants of these

nuclides are obtained, using Equation (8.4), as Ax = 3-8 X 10~3

s-i, A2
= 4-3 x 10-4 s-\ and A3

= 5-9 x 10~4 s~\ where A1? A2 , and

A3 are respectively the constants for polonium 218, lead 214, and

bismuth 214.

In Fig. 8.2, the amounts of polonium 218 (RaA), lead 214 (RaB),

bismuth 214 (RaC), and lead 210 (RaD) are plotted against time,

where the initial number of atoms of polonium 218 is taken to be

100, and zero time is that time at which the radon source is removed

after a short exposure.
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The curve for polonium 218 (RaA) decreases exponentially with

time, reaching the half-value at 50 after 3-05 min. At first, at

time zero, there are no atoms present of lead 214 (RaB), bismuth 214

(RaC), and lead 210 (RaD). However, the amount of lead 214

will grow to a maximum and then decrease, the amount of bismuth

214 will reach a maximum at a later time than does lead 214, whilst

the amount of lead 210 will grow continually during the experiment,

not reaching a maximum until lead 214 and bismuth 214 have

practically disappeared, after which it will decrease slowly to half

its maximum value in 22 year.

The time at which the number of lead 214 atoms is a maximum
can be calculated, using Equation (8.12). Thus N2 will be a maxi-

mum when dNJdt is zero. Therefore

•j
t
[a exp (— AjO + b exp (— A2r)] = 0;

.*. — a Ax exp (— AxrTO) — A^ exp (— A2rTO) =
where tm is the time t at which Nz is a maximum.

As b = — a,

:. A2 exp (- A2fTO) = Ax exp (- v«);
.'. exp [(Ax

- A2) tm] = \J\2
',

.'. (Ai - A2) tm = loge (AJAa);

• , .. ^logioCAJA,)

Substituting Ax = 3-8 x 10~3 s"1 , and A2 = 4-3 x 10-4 s"1
;

. _ 2-3 log10 (38/4-3) _ 2-3 x 0-946 5 w 1<u „
• •

l
<» ~ (38 - 4-3) X 10-4 ~ 33-7

X l{r

= 0065 X 104 s = 10 min 50 s.

The maximum amount of lead 214 hence occurs about 11 min
after the beginning of the formation of the radioactive deposit.

Example 8.6a. Find the half-life period ofuranium 238 given that 3-23 x 10-7

g of radium 226 is found per gram of uranium in very old minerals. The half-life

periodofradium is taken to be 1 600 year.

It is known that the half-life of uranium 238 is very much longer than that of

radium 226. In very old minerals, therefore, radioactive equilibrium obtains

and Equation (8.9) is appropriate. As the half-life T\ is equal to 0-693/A, this

equation may be written

:

Nr _NV
T±r T±u

where T±r and 7j \j are the half-lives of radium and uranium respectively, whilst

Nr and Nuare the corresponding numbers ofatoms.
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The number of atoms of uranium in one gram is proportional to 1/238, and
the number of atoms of radium in one gram is proportional to 1/226, the constant
ofproportionality being the same in each case. Hence,

NR _ 323 x 10- 7/226 _ TiR 1600

Nu 1/238 Tiv
~ TW

. _ 1 600 x 226 . , ,„,
•• T*u " 3-23 x 10- x 238 = 4 '7 X 10 year'

The half-life period of uranium 238 = 4-7 x 10* year.

Example 8.6b. What is meant by the radioactive constant of a substance?

Discuss the transformations representedby

*%%Ra-* % \\Rn+ *\%RaA ^ *\\RaB -+ *\%RaC.

If the radioactive constants of three successive elements X, Y, Z, are 1, 2, 0,

respectively with a certain time unit, calculate the amount of each present at any
time t owing to the transformations of an initial unit amount of X, and show by
curves how these amounts vary with time. {London.)

The term radioactive constant is discussed in § 8.2. For the transformations

of which a discussion is required, see § 8.4.

Considering the third part of this question in the light of § 8.5, put

JV„ = exp(-0 (i)

where Nx is the number of atoms of X present at time t, where the amount of X
present at time zero is unity [cf. Equation (8.6)].

Then

dlLl = Nx -2N, (ii)

where Nv is the number of atoms of Y at time / [cf. Equation (8.7)], and

dN. „- r ,....

-dT
=2N

"
(n,)

where N„ is the number of atoms ofZ at time / [cf. Equation (8.8) where A8 = 0],

Substituting forNs in (ii) from (i) gives

^ + 2NV
= exp (- t).

Multiplying by the integrating factor exp It

;

j
t
{Nv exp 20

N, exp It = exp t + k,

-^{Ny cxp2t) = cxpt;

where k is a constant.

When t = 0,NY = 0, and exp / = 1

;

.-. k = - 1

;

/. NY = exp (— - exp (— It) (iv)

Substituting for Ny in Equation (iii) gives

^ = 2 [exp (- - exp (- 2/)];

.". N, = — 2 exp (— t) + exp (— It) + k',

where k' is a constant.
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When t = 0, N, = O.andexp (- t) = 1

;

.'. k' = 1

;

.*. N. = - 2 exp (- + exp (- It) + 1 (v)

If Equations (i), (iv), and (v) are plotted, the variations of the amounts of
X, Y, and Z with time will be shown graphically.

8.7. The Curie

Radium 226 emits a-particles and gives rise to daughter atoms of
radon. As the half-life of radium 226 (1 622 year) is very long
compared with that of radon (3-825 day), radioactive equilibrium

in accordance with Equation (8.9) exists whereby the quantity of
radon involved is a constant. The curie (Ci) was originally defined as
that constant amount ofradon in equilibrium with one gram of radium
Tib. As the number of a-particles emitted per second can be found
experimentally (§ 14.2) to be 3-7 x 1G10, it is now preferred practice

to define the curie as 3-7 X 1010 disintegrations per second and
use it in specifying the activities of all radioactive materials. If,

however, an accurate assessment of the activity of a radioactive

nuclide is required, the decay scheme must be given as well as the
activity in curie. This is necessary because (i) the disintegrations

may give rise to /^-particles or y-rays instead of a-particles, and (ii)

some radioactive nuclides emit two or more y-rays for each nuclear
disintegration, and the curie denotes simply the number of dis-

integrations per second and not the number of particles.

The curie is a large unit, so that in small-scale laboratory practice

the millicurie, mCi (10~3 curie), and the microcurie,/iCi(10- 6 curie),

are more frequently encountered. Since the advent of nuclear
energy programmes, however, larger units are necessary, and the
terms kilocurie, kCi (103 curie), and megacurie, MCi (106 curie), now
appear in the literature on nuclear power projects.

A unit called the rutherford, defined as 106 disintegrations per
second, has been suggested, but it has not yet been widely adopted.

Example 8.7. Given that the half-lives of radium 226 and radon are 1 622
year and 3-825 day respectively, find the volume of radon gas at s.t.p. equivalent
to one curie.

(The volume occupied by one mole ofgas at s.t.p. = 22-4 dms
).

One curie is equivalent to the amount of radon in equilibrium with one gram
of radium. Using Equation (8.9)

^RnNgn = ^RaNlta,

where Xx„ and A/f„ are the transformation constants of radon and radium
respectively, whilst JVr„ is the number of atoms of radon in equilibrium with the
Ng a atoms in one gram of radium

;

. fj *RaNRa
• • Jyjtn = —r

.
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But A = ^^- [Equation (8.4)], where 7i is the half-life;
T
i

Ag« TiRn 3-825 day _ 3-825
'

' XRn
~ TiRa 1 622 year 1 622 x 365*

• M -=
3 '825 N*«

• - Rn
1 622 x 365"

To find NRa, recall that there are JV^ atoms of radium in 1 gram-atom of

radium, where Na is the Avogadro constant. The atomic mass of radium is

226 approximately so that the number of atoms of radium 226 in one gram is

given by

NRa = NA 1226;

. v 3-825 x NA
'

'
"Rn

1 622 x 365 x 226'

N^ atoms of radon gas occupy a volume of 22-4 dm3 at s.t.p. The volume

occupied by Nin atoms at s.t.p. is therefore-^ x 22-4 dm3
, i.e.

3 '825 X *A jr- x 22-4 x 108 cm8
.

1 622 x 365 X 226 X NA
= 6-4 x 10"4 cm8

.

= 0-64 mm8
.

8.8. The Measurement of Rate of Decay and Half-life

The experimental determination of the rate of decay and the

half-life of a radioactive material demands a method dependent

upon the order of times involved, the nature ofthe emitted particles,

and the complexity or otherwise of the disintegration scheme.

To find the half-life of a long-lived radioactive nuclide like

uranium or radium, a convenient method is to make use of the

Equation (8.9) for radioactive equilibrium. If the half-life of the

comparatively short-lived daughter nuclide is found, then the half-

life of the parent follows if the ratio of the numbers of parent and

daughter atoms present in the equilibrium is determined.

The half-lives of radioactive nuclides which emit a-particles can

be compared approximately from the measurement of the ranges of

these particles in air at s.t.p. and applying the Geiger-Nuttall

relation (§9.8).

The use of Geiger-Mtiller counters, scintillation counters and

solid-state detectors has proved valuable in measuring half-lives,

especially of the induced (artificial) radioactive nuclides where the

complexity due to successive daughter products is usually absent.

This more sophisticated instrumentation is described in Chapter 14.

For the present, only a simple experiment on the measurement of the

half-life ofradon gas is described.
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Extraction plants (e.g. at the Radiochemical Centre, Amersham)
are used for separating radon gas from radium salts (usually radium

chloride). The radium chloride is dissolved in water and the

solution is boiled. The radon emitted is pumped away and chemic-

ally purified. In a final purification stage, the radon (boiling point

— 65° C) is condensed in a vessel surrounded by liquid air and the

more volatile impurity gases remaining are pumped away. The pure

radon is then sealed in small glass or gold capsules or in "seeds"

for therapeutic purposes.

A capsule containing radon is placed inside the brass tube A
which forms the positive central electrode of an ionisation chamber

C, the other electrode B being a coaxial outer cylinder (Fig. 8.3a).

4
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Fig. 8.3. Determination of the decay curve for radon.

This ionisation chamber has a saturation p.d. impressed across

it and the ionisation current as recorded by an electrometer is

plotted against time (Fig. 8.36). The half-life is readily obtained

from this curve.

The radon gives off a-particles. These are completely absorbed

in the walls of the capsule and of the brass electrode A. The
ionisation of the gas in the chamber is therefore due solely to the

^--particles and y-rays given off by the daughter atoms produced

by radon. These are the atoms of the radioactive deposit. Of
these, only the effects of lead 214 and bismuth 214 are significant

(§ 8.6). At the transitory equilibrium obtained after a few hours,

the lead 214 and bismuth 214 will decay at a rate equal to that of

the radon present.
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8.9. The Separation of the Products of a Radioactive Decay Series

by the Recoil Method

In determining results such as those given in Table 8.1, it is

essential to separate from one another the various by-products of

the series of disintegrations. In this procedure, a useful technique

for obtaining small quantities of radioactive nuclides has been the

method of recoil. In the series of elements which are the successive

generations arising from radium, radon can be extracted by the

method outlined in § 8.8. Now consider the problem of separating

the particular radioactive nuclides from the radioactive deposit

produced by radon.

When an a-particle is ejected from a polonium 218 atom it leaves

with considerable velocity. The daughter atom, lead 214, will

recoil in the opposite direction, according to the principles of the

law of the conservation of momentum. If vx is the velocity of the

a-particle, the velocity v 2 ofthe lead 214 atom will be given by

4vx = 214t; 2

because the a-particle has a mass of 4 a.m.u., whilst lead 214 has a

massof214a.m.u.;

• ll — _£_
*

' v x
~ 214'

If the disintegration takes place in an evacuated vessel, the recoil

atom of lead 214 will have a considerable range. A metal plate or

wire on which radioactive deposit has been formed by exposure to

radon gas will, therefore, when placed in a vacuum, cause lead 214

atoms to be ejected across to a second plate. The collection of the

recoil atoms on this second plate is markedly assisted by placing a

negative potential on it with respect to the plate coated with radio-

active deposit. The polarity here is surprising because the lead 214

atoms would be expected to be negatively charged as they are

formed as a consequence of the loss of a positively charged a-

particle.

The impact of these positive a-particles on the metal plate

supporting the radioactive deposit releases secondary electrons from
it, however, and it is the loss of these electrons which is responsible

for the fact that the lead 214 atoms are positively charged in practice.

If a parent atom emits a jS-particle, the daughter atom has an

insignificant recoil velocity because of the minute mass of the

j8-particle. The separation of the by-products in a radioactive series

consequent upon ^-emission therefore demands a chemical method,

or an electrical-chemical method based on the charge carried by the

daughter atom.
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Exercises 8

1. Explain the terms transformation constant (A) and half-life period (T) of a

radioactive element. Deduce the relation between A and the average life (7^)

ofthe atoms.

A parent radioactive substance has a very small rate of decay. Derive an

expression for the growth of the new radioactive product that is formed and

deduce the condition for radioactive equilibrium.

How may half-lives be found experimentally? (London.)

2. Explain fully what you understand by the "transformation constant" of

a radioactive substance.

A substance A, transformation constant Ax , transforms directly into B,

constant Aa . If at time t = there are present N atoms of A and none of B,

obtain an expression for the number of atoms of B present at any later time /;

find also the value of / for which the amount ofB is a maximum. (London.)

3. Give an account of the theory of radioactive transformations and describe

briefly the evidence on which the theory was originally based.

How may the transformation constants of (a) radon (period 3-8 days), and

(b) radium (period 1 600 year) be experimentally determined? (London.)

4. Radium 226 decays to radon 222 with a half-life of 1 620 year. Radon
222 decays with a half-life of 3-82 day. Calculate the time required for radon to

reach 90 per cent, of its equilibrium concentration.

5. A parent radioactive substance has a decay constant Ax and initially at

time / = the number of nuclei of it present is iVi°. It decays into a daughter

substance of which the decay constant is Aa . If N2
° nuclei of this daughter

substance are also present at / = 0, derive an equation for the number of the

daughter nuclei present at time /.

6. The volume at s.t.p. of radon 222 in equilibrium with 1 g of radium 226

is 0-6 mm3
. The half-life period of radon is 3-82 day. Given that the molar

volume is 22-4 dm3
, deduce the half-life period of radium.



CHAPTER 9

GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE RADIATIONS
FROM RADIOACTIVE NUCLIDES

Three main types of radiation are encountered in natural radio-

activity: a-particles, /?
-
-particles, and y-rays. Early experiments

on these radiations took the form of (a) the measurement of their

absorption in matter, and (b) the determination of the directions

and magnitude of the deflections of their paths on entering magnetic
and electric fields. From these experiments there arose a knowledge
of the properties of these rays which may be summarised as follows.

9.1. Alpha-particles

a-particles are readily absorbed by thin foils of metal and by
the passage through a path length of a few centimetres in a gas at

atmospheric pressure. A sheet of mica or aluminium about
0-06 mm in thickness, or a sheet of ordinary writing paper, will

absorb all the a-particles from radioactive materials.

The range in air at s.t.p. of a-particles is of the order of 5 cm;
it depends, however, on the radioactive nuclide concerned: in fact,

the range is longer the shorter the half-life period of the nuclide

(§ 9.8). For example, the range is 6-95 cm for a-particles from
polonium 214 (T$ = 1-5 x 10"4 s), 4-08 cm for radon 222 (T\ =
3-825 day), and 2-67 cm for uranium 238 (T$ = 4-5 x 109 year).

a-particles are by far the most strongly ionising of the three

radiations; they are, very roughly, 1 000 times as powerful in this

respect as /3-particles. They have a definite but weak effect on
photographic emulsions. Also each particle is able to produce a

separate flash of light on encountering a fluorescent screen, such as

one of zinc sulphide adulterated with 0-01 per cent, copper.

The velocities of a-particles depend on the nature of the emitting

radioactive atom. These velocities are of the order c/16, where
c is the velocity of light in free space. The short-lived radioactive

nuclides emit the highest velocity a-particles: for example, those

ejected by polonium 212 (7^ = 3 x 10-7 s) have a velocity of
2-054 x 10 7 m s

-1
, whereas those ejected by uranium 238 have a

velocity of 1-42 x 10 7 ms~1
.

The a-particle has a specific charge e/M of 4-823 X 105 C kg-1

(§ 9.3) and a positive charge of 3-204 X 10~19 C (§ 9.4) which is 2e,

i.e. twice the charge on the electron, but of the opposite sign. In

264
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conjunction with the experiments of Rutherford and Royds (§ 9.5)

these factors establish that the a-particle is a helium atom with two

positive charges, i.e. a helium atom which is doubly positively

ionised so that it has lost both its orbital electrons. The a-particle

is thus identical with the nucleus of a helium atom.

9.2. Beta-particles and Gamma-rays

Experiments on the determination of their specific charge and
their charge establish that ^"-particles are fast-moving electrons.

Thus the charge is e, the electronic charge, ^--particles have ranges

in materials of the order of twenty times those of a-particles, but

the range depends markedly on the velocity. A ^--particle with an

energy of 0-5 MeV has a range in air at s.t.p. of 1 m approximately.

The velocities, which cover a wide range, are about ten times those

of a-particles. Velocities approaching closely to that of light are

recorded in some instances.

A continuous energy spectrum is observed to be occupied by the

j3--particles emitted from the nuclei of radioactive nuclides. Added
to this continuum, there are discrete line spectra, due to j3

-
-particles

released from the inner K, L, and M shells of the atom: these

j8--particles have certain specific energies characteristic of the atom

(§15.5).

y-rays are a form of very high frequency electromagnetic radia-

tion of low ionising power and high penetration through materials,

y-rays from radium 226 are capable of traversing thicknesses of

steel up to 30 cm and more, but they have only roughly 1 per cent,

of the ionising power of j8~-particles. Like X-rays, y-rays ionise

gases by secondary effects (§ 5.3). The y-ray spectrum is a line

spectrum in the form of a number of discrete frequencies character-

istic of the energy levels of the nucleus of the radioactive atom
concerned (§ 15.6).

9.3. The Determination of the Specific Charge e/M of the Alpha-

particle ; Measurement of Alpha-particle Velocities

The experiment of Rutherford and Robinson on the determina-

tion of e/M for the a-particle was in two parts. In the first part,

e/Mv was found, where v was the velocity of the a-particle ; in the

second part, e/Mv 2 was determined. From these two sets of results,

both e/M and v were obtained.

The determination of e/Mv was carried out in 1914 by means of

apparatus shown in outline in Fig. 9.1.

In the experiment bismuth 214 (RaC) is used because it is a

homogeneous source which emits a-particles of a single velocity
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only. Furthermore, a "line" source can be obtained by exposing

a thin straight wire to radon gas. The wire becomes coated with

a radioactive deposit (§ 8.6) in the form of polonium 218 (RaA),

lead 214 (RaB), bismuth 214 (RaC), and lead 210 (RaD). Of these,

polonium 218 has a short half-life (T$ = 305 min) compared with

bismuth 214 (T± = 19-7 min) so that it decays quickly. The

lead 214 does not matter because it emits only j3~-particles and

y-rays, whilst the lead 210 decays too slowly (T± = 22 year) to be

significant. The bismuth 214 itself emits j8--particles to become

polonium 214 (RaC) which then emits the a-particles concerned.

The period of polonium 214 is so short that the bismuth 214 may be

regarded as the source.

MOUNTED IN EVACUATED
CHAMBER

UNIFORM MAGNETIC FLUX OVER
REGION SOL IN DIRECTION
PERPENDICULAR TO PAPER PLANE

Fig. 9.1. The determination of e\Mv% for alpha-particles.

The line source of bismuth 214 at S is mounted perpendicular to

the paper in Fig. 9.1. At Z there is a narrow slit, parallel to S and

at the same height as S above the platform F. A photographic

plate is placed beyond Z at P'QP. The whole assembly is mounted

in a vessel which is exhausted of air to avoid absorption of the

a-particles. A uniform magnetic field with a flux density B of about

0-5 T is provided over the whole region from the source to the

photographic plate. The flux lines are parallel to the slit Z and the

source 5". The direction of this magnetic field is reversed by

reversing the current through the coil of the electromagnet used

halfway through the exposure.

Using a source of bismuth 214 of a few millicurie, two black lines

P and P\ parallel to the slit Z, are produced on a photographic
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negative, which has been exposed for about an hour and then devel-

oped and fixed. These two lines are due to a-particles which traverse

an arc of a circle SZP during the time the magnetic field is in one
direction, and an arc SZP' when this field is reversed.

The relationship between e, M, v, the radius of curvature R of
either track, and the magnetic flux density B is readily seen to be

Mv* _= Bev;
R

e

Mv
1

BR (9.1)

Fig. 9.2. Concerning the geometry of Fig. 9.1.

It remains to find R in terms of 2d, the measured distance be-

tween P and P', and the geometrical constants a and b of the

apparatus. This is readily derived from Fig. 9.2. On this figure,

S, Z, and P correspond to S, Z, and P of Fig. 9.1, whilst O is the

centre of curvature of the track SZP. Manifestly, SZ = a, ZQ = b,

and QP = d. ON is constructed perpendicular to SZ and PM
perpendicular to ON.

Then,

Also

i.e. x2

LetOM = x.

(X + df = i?2 _ a2/4 5

+ 2xd + d2 = R2 - a2
/4

(9.2)

(9.3)
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Substituting for x in Equation (9.3) from (9.2) gives

R2 - a2
J4 -ab-b2 + 2dVR2 - a2

\4 - ab - b2 + d2 = R2 - a2/4;

.'. 4d2 (R2 - a2/4 -ab- b2
) = (ab + b2 - d2

)
2

;

.-. r* = ^-{a2b2 + 2ab3 + 2abd2 + Z>
4 + 2b2d2 + di + a2d?)

4d2

=^W+d2){(a + b)2 ^cP}] (9.4)

If d is small compared with a and b, Equation (9.4) reduces to

R = 2j(a+b) (9.5)

35 cm

PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATE
WRAPPED IN ALUMINIUM
FOIL

TO EARTH EBONITE

Fig. 9.3. The determination of */Mv8 for alpha-particles.

It follows that R can be determined since a and b are known

and d is measured. Substituting the value of R obtained in

Equation (9.1) gives e/Mv.

The determination of e/Mv2 was undertaken by Rutherford and

Robinson by deflecting a-particle tracks in an intense electric field.

To obtain sufficient action at a photographic plate which had to be

about 1 m from the source, a tube of thin glass filled with radon

was used as a source in preference to the weaker RaC.

The intense electric field was provided by a p.d. of 2 kV approxi-

mately between two plane electrodes PP\ each 35 cm long, 2-5 cm
wide, and set 4 mm apart (Fig. 9.3). The electrodes were formed

from flat glass plates with silvered surfaces. The radon tube S
was placed immediately against the entrance to this electric field.

At the exit end ofthe field was a slitZ, \mm wide, in a sheet of mica.

The electrodes, source, slit, and photographic plate Q were

mounted in a long evacuated vessel so that the distance ZQ was

50 cm. After traversing a parabolic path in the deflecting electric

field, the a-particles which emerged through Z travelled in a straight
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line in a field-free space to the plate Q, where their arrival was
recorded. The photographic plate was covered with thin alumin-

ium foil which, though penetrated by the a-particles, shielded the

emulsion from daylight and from the glow of the radon source.

The deflection d at the photographic plate Q can be related to

the applied deflecting p.d. V and the geometry of the apparatus.

Referring to Fig. 9.4, let the length of the electrodes P and Pt be

2/ and their separation be D. Consider an a-particle which leaves

the source «S with a horizontal component of velocity equal to v.

This particle will only emerge through the slit Z—which is aligned

with S and the centre of the photographic plate Q—if it describes a
parabolic path SOZ in the electric field, where O is horizontally

Fig. 9.4. Path of the alpha-particles in the experiment on the determination of
e/Mv2

.

mid-way between S and Z. For the path to be as in Fig. 9.4, the

upper electrode P would have to be positive. Let 2t be the time of

passage of the a-particle through the field, then

t = - (9.6)
v

gives the time for the a-particle to travel from O, where its path is

instantaneously horizontal, to Z.

Let u be the vertical component of the velocity of the a-particle

on emerging at Z. The acceleration /in the vertical direction due
to the electric field of VjD will be given by

Ve

where e andM are the charge and mass respectively of the a-particle.

The velocity u will be obviously given by

v* Vel ,«~u = ft = MD =mrv <9 -7>

on using Equation (9.6).
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The angle of deflection 6 of the a-particle track on emerging at

the slitZ will be given by

tan 8 = u/v

because the horizontal velocity component v remains unchanged.

But tan 6 is also equal to djL, where L is the distance from the

slitZ to the photographic plate Q ;

d _u

Substituting for u from Equation (9.7) gives

LVel
~ MDv2

'

The horizontal distance from S to was 17-5 cm, whereas the

vertical distance from S to could not exceed 2mm in the experiment.

Hence the true velocity of the a-particle at a small angle to the

horizontal may be taken as equal to the horizontal component of

this velocity. L, V, and / are known whilst d is measured. e/Mv*

is therefore determined. In measuring d it is preferable to reverse

the direction of the electric deflecting field, i.e. make plate P negative,

for half of the total exposure time of about 6 hour. Two traces,

2d apart, will then be obtained at the photographic plate for a

certain a-particle velocity.

As e/Mv is obtained in the magnetic deflection experiment, whilst

e/Mv 2
is determined in the electric deflection experiment, it is

obvious that both e\M and v can be found. However, it is import-

ant that these two determinations should be for a-particles under

the same conditions. Using a radon tube as source, a-particles of

different velocities will be obtained, due to particles from radon 222

and the daughter atoms polonium 218 and bismuth 214. Further-

more, these velocities will be reduced slightly on traversing the thin

wall of the glass tube containing the radon. Hence the magnetic

deflection experiment is best done with the source in the same glass

tube as is used in the electric deflection experiment.

Because three different a-particle velocities are concerned, three

traces will be obtained on the photographic plate in each experiment

if radon is used in both, i.e. six traces in all, on reversing the field.

The innermost lines will be those due to the a-particles from bismuth

214, which have the highest velocity.

The values for e/M for the a-particles from all three sources are

in close agreement. The result is

ejM = 4-823 x 105 C kg"1
.
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This agrees with the value of e/M for a doubly positively charged

helium atom.

The velocities ofthe a-particles are

:

from radon 222: 1-625 X 107 m s"1
;

from polonium 218: 1-7 X 10 7 m s
-1

;

from bismuth 214: 1-922 x 107 m s"1

where, in the case of bismuth 214, the a-particles are, in fact, from
the very short-lived polonium 214 (see Table 8.1).

9.4. Determination of the Charge on the Alpha-particle

The method adopted in 1908 by Rutherford and Geiger was to

measure the charge which accumulated on an insulated electrode at

which a-particles were incident and where the number of a-particles

arriving in a known time was counted. Methods of counting the

number of a-particles emitted within a known solid angle subtended

at a source are available (§ 9.6).

The apparatus used in the determination of the charge (Fig. 9.5)

employed a glass vessel which could be dismantled at the ground
glass joints. This vessel was evacuated to a low pressure to prevent

absorption of the a-particles by the residual air. A glass crucible

V in the vacuum had the bottom of its inner surface coated with

bismuth 214, which emits a-particles. The a-particles which
impinged on the insulated electrode P were confined to a known
solid angle by the aperture DD. The charge conveyed to P by
these a-particles in a known time was measured by an electrometer

connected to P. The number ofa-particles concerned was measured

;

dividing this number into the charge recorded gave the charge on
each a-particle.

However, certain safeguards had to be adopted against the

collection of charges on P due to other influences. These other

effects, with the safeguard employed in each case, are listed below.

(a) As a bismuth 214 emits a-particles, daughter atoms of lead

2 10 are produced. The loss of the a-particle, with its positive charge

must mean that the lead 210 atoms are temporarily negatively

charged (see, however, § 8.9). Furthermore, those a-particles

which are emitted downwards will give rise to recoil atoms of lead

210 which are emitted upwards. These charged recoil atoms would
be able to reach the electrode P and obscure, to some extent, the

accumulation there of a charge due to a-particles. To prevent the

recoil atoms from escaping, a thin aluminium foil is placed over the

bismuth 214 in the vessel V. This foil is readily penetrated by the
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fast-moving a-particles (helium nuclei of diameter of the order of

2 x 10-15 m, § 15.10) but is not penetrated by the more slowly

moving recoil atoms ofdiameter about 10-10 m.

(b) Bismuth 214 emits j8-particles (the a-particles are, in fact,

emitted by the daughter nuclide polonium 214). To prevent these

^-particles from arriving at P, a magnetic field is provided over the

region of the container between Fand D by means of the magnet NS.

TO ELECTROMETER

NSULATOR

ELECTRODE
P

ft Jk^" DEPOSITIMP
Fig. 9.5. Determination of the charge on the alpha-particle (Rutherford and

Geiger).

As the radius of curvature of the track of a ^-particle in a given

magnetic flux density is much less than that of the comparatively

massive a-particle, the jS-particles are curved away from P, whereas

the a-particles are scarcely deviated from their linear paths.

(c) On arrival at P, the a-particles release electrons from this

electrode. The loss of such electrons would produce a positive

charge on P, adding to the charge due to arriving a-particles which

it is required to record. To prevent the escape of these electrons,

a thin aluminium foil is placed over the under-surface of P, but

separated from it by a small distance. This foil is readily traversed

by the a-particles but not by the slowly moving electrons. These
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electrons are returned, furthermore, to the electrode P because they

execute short, highly curved paths in the superimposed magnetic

field. A shallow copper cup DD surrounding P also prevented the

escape of electrons emitted obliquely from P, because this cup was

at a small negative potential with respect to P.

The charge e on the a-particle was given by Rutherford and

Geiger as 3-1 X 10~19 C. Presuming that this is twice the charge

e on the electron, it gave,

e - 3-1 X 10~19/2 = 1-55 x 10- 19 C.

This value for e was accepted to be correct until the later work of

Millikan in 1910 to 1917. Recent determinations of the a-particle

charge confirm that it has the value 2e, where e is 1-602 x 10~19

C.

9.5. Final Identification of the Alpha-particle as the Nucleus of the

Helium Atom

The most convincing evidence that the a-particle is a doubly

positively charged helium was provided by the experiments of

Rutherford and Royds in 1909. The fact that this particle is

identical with the helium nucleus is a later conclusion, however,

since the work described here is two years previous to that of

Rutherford on the nuclear model of the atom (§ 10.1).

In the experiment (Fig. 9.6) the glass container A was filled with

purified radon. The a-particles emitted by this radon could pene-

trate the very thin-walled glass tube T. The outer tube B around T
was evacuated so that a-particles could collect in it above the mercury

without the obstruction of air. After standing for two days the

level of the mercury in this outer tube B was raised to compress any

gas which had accumulated in B into the capillary tube C. C was

provided with sealed-in electrodes across which an induction coil

could be connected. On exciting a discharge in the gas collected

within C, the yellow line of helium was seen in the spectrum. After

six days, the whole of the visible spectrum of helium was discerned.

A control experiment was performed where helium gas was

introduced into A in place of radon. The result after long standing

was nil : the helium gas could not escape through the thin glass wall of

T. This control experiment was necessary because the radon was

extracted from radium which, in turn, comes from minerals which

often occlude traces ofhelium gas.

The a-particles which penetrate T are able to do so because of

their high velocity and small size. The helium atoms, having only

comparatively small thermal velocities and a diameter of the order
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of 10~10 m, cannot penetrate readily the thin glass. On accumulat-
ing within B and C, the a-particles lose their charge by gaining
electrons from the glass walls and from the atoms of the residual

gas and mercury vapour; in doing so, they become helium atoms.

In conjunction with the values found for the charge and the

specific charge of the a-particles, this experiment of Rutherford and
Royds established conclusively the identity of the a-particle with
the doubly positively charged helium atom, i.e. the helium nucleus.

/

THIN-WALLEO
GLASS TUBE T

A
CONTAINS
RADON

TO PUMP
& MERCURY
IN

RESERVOIR

Fig. 9. 6. Identification of the alpha-particle with the helium nucleus (Rutherford
and Royds).

9.6. The Detection and Counting of Alpha-particles

A single a-particle emitted from a radioactive element can be
detected by a variety of methods. The chief difficulty is that the

a-particle has a restricted range in air and is only capable of penetrat-

ing thin films of solids. It is therefore necessary to have the

detector and the source of a-particles in a gas at low pressure or, at

most, have them separated by short air paths and/or thin films.

If the a-particle arrives at the detector with most of its initial

energy of emission, its presence is readily recorded because, as a
single particle, it possesses high energy. For example, an a-particle

ejected from polonium 214 has a kinetic energy of 7-65 MeV.
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Two important methods ofdetecting a-particles are

:

(i) By utilising their marked ability to ionise gases.

(ii) By the scintillation method, in which they excite fluorescence

in phosphors such as willemite.

Within the first of these categories is included the use of ionisation

chambers, proportional counters and Geiger-Muller tubes, and also

the demarcation of the track of the a-particles by the use of the

Wilson cloud chamber and other devices (Chapter 14).

A very simple scintillation method of counting a-particles which
was much used in early researches was to allow them to fall upon a

fluorescent screen. Suitable fluorescent materials are willemite

and zinc sulphide with about 00 1 per cent, copper added. Each
a-particle produces a faint scintillation where it impinges on the

flourescent material. To observe this scintillation, a low-power
microscope of large aperture is used, with the glass slide thinly

FLUORESCENT SCREEN

EYE -PIECE OBJECTIVE

Fig. 9.7. Arrangement of fluorescent screen and microscope in the scintillation

method.

coated with fluorescent powder set just inside the focal plane of the

objective (Fig. 9.7). The observer must be in a dark room for

about 30 minutes to become dark-adapted if he is to detect the faint

scintillations adequately. It is possible to record about 20 a-

particles per minute with a maximum error of 5 per cent, by this

technique.

9.7. The Ranges of Alpha-particles in Gases; The Experiments of

Bragg

It was suggested by W. H. Bragg that, in its straight line path in a

gas, an a-particle lost energy by ionising the gas atoms or molecules

until its velocity was reduced by numerous collisions to such a low
value that it no longer had energy equal to the ionisation energy of

the gas concerned. The a-particle then became neutralised by
acquiring two electrons, i.e. it became a neutral helium atom. The
length of the path that the a-particle travels in the gas before it

terminates in this manner is called the range of the a-particle. This

range will depend on the initial energy with which the a-particle is
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ejected

—

i.e. it depends on the nature of the emitting radioactive

nuclide—and also upon the nature and pressure of the gas. A much
more restricted range will occur in the densely packed molecules of
a liquid or solid, depending on the nature of the material.

The first experiments on the ranges of a-particles in gases were
performed in 1904 by Bragg and Kleeman. A somewhat modified

form of their apparatus is shown in Fig. 9.8.

The radioactive source of a-particles is placed on a small plat-

form at 5* which can be raised or lowered inside aim long cylindrical

tube T by movement of the supporting shaft through a vacuum-tight

TO BATTERY

H&SULATOR

TO ELECTROMETER

INSULATOR

TO PUMP
MANOMETER
AND GAS
SUPPLY

"WILSON SEAL

Fig. 9.8. Apparatus for studying the range of alpha-particles in gases.

rubber Wilson seal. The tube T is first evacuated and then the gas

required is admitted at various measured pressures in the range

from 103 Pa to atmospheric pressure (1-01 x 105 Pa). The lower

pressures are preferable in order to increase the effective range of

the a-particles, and so obtain increased accuracy of measurement.

The ionisation produced by the a-particles at a measured distance

from S is determined by an ionisation chamber consisting of the

grid A and the plate P. The p.d. maintained across P and A is

sufficient to ensure that the saturation current is recorded by the

series electrometer. The second grid B is at earth potential to

inhibit diffusion of ions from the ionisation chamber. As the
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distance between P and A is only 0-5 per cent, or less of the distance

from S to B, the ionisation due to the a-particles near the end of

their range can be determined with accuracy.

For air at atmospheric pressure, the range of the a-particles

from polonium 214 is 7 cm approximately. It can be experimentally

verified, using apparatus of the kind shown in Fig. 9.8, that the

range is inversely proportional to the pressure. If the pressure of

the air is, say, 6 x 103 Pa, then the range of the a-particles from
polonium 214 in it will be 7 x 105

/(6 x 103) = 117 cm.

i.o
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Plot of saturation ionisation current against distance from source to

ionisation chamber.

Using apparatus similar to that of Fig. 9.8, I. Curie determined

the ionisation in air at different points along the paths of the a-

particles from polonium 210 and polonium 214. The curves

obtained (Fig. 9.9) are known as Bragg curves. The horizontal

axis is marked in distances at 105 Pa and 15° C. The ionisation

current is expressed as a percentage of the maximum. For
a-particles from polonium 214 this maximum corresponds to

about 60 000 ion pairs per centimetre of path at atmospheric

pressure, i.e. the specific ionisation is 60 000. This specific ionisation

is fairly constant over the initial part of the curve but rises con-

siderably to give a maximum near the end of the range. Thereafter,
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the current drops rapidly nearly to zero, with a slight "tail" to zero
proper. The specific ionisation produced by the a-particle is thus
seen to be greatest when it has low velocity [see Equation (9.9)] but
not so low as to have an energy less than the ionisation energy of
the gas. The more slowly moving a-particle, in travelling a distance

of 1 cm, will be in the proximity of the gas molecules for a longer

time. It is therefore more able to exert an attractive field on the

gas atoms and dislodge outer-orbital electrons, i.e. cause ionisation.

The range of the a-particles is not precise ; very near the end of

the path, the curve exhibits "tail" (see AB in Fig. 9.9). The range
quoted is obtained by prolongation of the straight, falling part of
the curve along CA to cut the horizontal axis at D. Thus the range
in air at 101 x 105 Pa and 15° C (known as standard air) is

seen from Fig. 9.9 to be 6-97 cm for the a-particles from polonium
218 (RaC) and 3-85 cm for those from polonium 214. This "tail"

is due to an effect known as straggling. This straggling was in-

vestigated more fully in the experiments of Henderson in 1921, in

which the beam of a-particles from a source was defined by stops.

The conclusion from his work and that of other experimenters was
that the straggling was due to a-particles which, though identical in

behaviour at the beginning of their paths, yet suffered small differ-

ences in velocity near the end because of statistical variations in the

numbers of encounters of a-particles with gas molecules. There is

consequently always a probability that an individual a-particle will

lose less energy by collisions than the average particle, and so travel

slightly further.

A relation between the total range R in air and the velocity v of

an a-particle was given as a result of the experiments of Geiger in

1910, who studied the decrease in the velocities of a-particles after

they had traversed mica sheets of various thicknesses, using a

scintillation method of counting. Geiger's law can be expressed as

v3 =kR (9.8)

where v is the velocity of the a-particles after traversing the mica
sheet, R the range of these emergent a-particles in standard air, and
A: is a constant.

According to Bragg, the specific ionisation / produced by
a-particles in a gas is proportional to their loss of kinetic energy.

If this energy E drops to E — dE in a path length dR, then

T dE d(Mv*)
J oc cc — -

dR* dR '

because E = \Mv 2
, where Mis the mass of the a-particle.
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Put v2 oc R* from Equation (9.8)

;

But

dR
d , 2 , 2&*

</i*
A

3
*

3 v
'

/ccl (9,9)

i.e. the specific ionisation produced by an a-particle at any point in

its track is inversely proportional to the velocity at that point. This

result is in accordance with the explanation given above of the form
of the Bragg curve.

GLASS BULB

ELECTROMETER

Fig. 9.10. Geiger and Nuttall's method for measuring the ranges of alpha-

particles in gases.

9.8. Measurement of the Ranges of Alpha-particles in Gases by
the Method of Geiger and Nuttall; The Geiger-Nuttall Law

A technique for determining the ranges of a-particles in gases

where only a weak source is available is due to Geiger and Nuttall in

1911-12. The source is in the form of a thin film on a metal disc D
placed at the centre of a spherical glass bulb of diameter about 16 cm
(Fig. 9.10). The inner surface of this bulb is coated with silver.

Between this silver layer and the disc D is maintained a high p.d.

with an electrometer in series. The current recorded by this electro-

meter is plotted against the pressure of the gas in the bulb.

The curves obtained (Fig. 9.11) exhibit, at first, an almost linear

increase of current with pressure. Then, at a definite point on the

curve depending on the radioactive source and the nature of the gas,
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the current reaches a maximum value; no further current rise

occurs with increase of pressure. This point where the onset of

the maximum ionisation current takes place corresponds to the

case where the a-particles are just completely absorbed in the gas.
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PRESSURE IN KILOPASCAL (kPo)

FOR AIR. RADIUS OF BULB = 8 CM

Fig. 9.11. Curves obtained in the Geiger-Nuttall experiments.

The range of the a-particles is then equal to the radius of the bulb,

so they just reach the inner spherical wall. At higher gas pressures,

the a-particle does not reach the wall, but produces the same number

of ion pairs in its restricted path.

The results give that the range of the a-particles is a, the bulb

radius, at a certain gas pressure p. As the range is inversely

proportional to the pressure, the range at normal atmospheric
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pressure can be calculated easily. For example, it is seen from
Fig. 9.1 1 that the a-particles from radium 226 have a range of 8 cm in

air at a pressure of 4-25 x 10* Pa. The range in standard air

•ii +u f v 8 X 4-25 x 10*
will therefore be —

=

= 3-4 cm.
105

LOG R

Fig. 9.12. Concerning the Geiger-Nuttall law.

In their experiments, Geiger and Nuttall showed that the greater

the transformation constant A of the radioactive element, the

greater was the velocity and the range of the a-particles emitted.

For the elements of a particular radioactive series, e.g. the uranium

series, a plot of log A against log R gave a straight line, where R was
the range in standard air (Fig. 9.12). This straight line can be

represented by the equation

log A = a + b log R (9.10)

where a and b are constants.
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It was further found that the constant b was the same for the

other two radioactive series, i.e. the thorium and actinium series, but

the constant a was different. Three lines drawn for the three series

are therefore parallel to one another (Fig. 9. 12).

More recent results have shown that this law is only approxi-

mately correct; in Fig. 9.12 it is seen that some of the radioactive

nuclides of a particular series do not he exactly on the straight line

concerned.

A proof of this Geiger-Nuttall law has been given by Gamow and
others who used the methods of quantum mechanics to explain the

mechanism of the escape of a-particles through the potential barrier

around a nucleus (§ 15.3). This theoretical study gives the law in

the form

log A = c + dE~i

if changes of the atomic number and nuclear radius are neglected

compared with changes in the energy E of the emitted particle, where

c and d are constants. Furthermore, the fuller relationship shows

that d decreases slightly as E increases. This is in accord with the

slightly displaced position of polonium 214 (RaC) in Fig. 9.12

which has a transformation constant considerably less than that

calculated from the Geiger-Nuttall result.

Example 9.8. Given that the range in standard air of the a-particles from
radium 226 {half-life = 1 622 year) is 3-36 cm, whereasfrom polonium 210 {half-life

= 138 day) this range is 3-85 cm, calculate the half-life ofpolonium 214 for which

the a-particle range is 6-97 cm, assuming the Geiger-Nuttall equation.

log A = a + b log R.

* ~, x 0693
For radium 226 put A = —=—

Ti
0-693 0-693

1 622 year 1 622 x 365 day

and R = 3-36 cm,

then log
1622

6

x
3

365
=Q + Mog3 '36 (°

^ 0-693 0-693
For polonium 210 put A = -

Tl 138 day

and R = 3-85 cm,

then lo8
"T38~

= ° + b log 3 '85 ^
Subtracting (i) from (ii) gives

. , 3-85 , 1 622 x 365
MogM6 = log

OS
-

;

.-.^•^§4 61-43.
0059 2
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Substituting this value for b in (ii)

;

/. a = log°^ - 61-43 log 3-85

= 3-7008 -61-43 x 0-585 5

= 3-7 - 36

= - 38-3.

The Geiger-Nuttall law for this radioactive series can therefore be written in

the form

log A = - 38-3 + 61-43 log R.

For polonium 214, R = 6-97 cm,

.'. log A = - 38-3 + 61-43 log 6-97

= - 38-3 + 51-7 = 13-4;

.*. A = 2-51 x 1013 day1
.

Therefore, the half-life period T\ of polonium 214 is given by

0693 .

7»"'
2-31xl0»

day

_ 0-693 x 24 x 3 600

2-51 x 10"
S

= 2-4 x 10~» s.

This result is, in fact, much too small (see Table 8.1) because of departures

from the Geiger-Nuttall equation, especially for large values of the range R.

9.9. Long-range Alpha-particles and Fine Structure in Alpha-

particle Ranges

During the early years of experiments on a-particles, it was
thought that radioactive nuclides emitted a-particles of a definite

range characteristic of the nucleus of the nuclide, apart from the

effect of straggling. In 1916, Rutherford and Wood showed,

however, that bismuth 212 (thorium C) emitted a small number of

a-particles of longer range than the majority. Thus bismuth 212,

which includes the short-lived polonium 212 (thorium C), emits by

far the majority of its a-particles with ranges of 4-7 and 8-53 cm.

If an absorbing screen which is just thick enough to absorb all

particles of range 8-53 cm is placed over a source of bismuth 212,

some scintillations are still observed on a fluorescent screen placed

beyond the absorber and the range of these a-particles is 11-3 cm
in standard air. This emission of long-range a-particles was also

observed for bismuth 210 (radium C), which includes polonium 214

(radium C')-

These long-range a-particles have been studied in the Wilson

cloud chamber, also by using an ionisation chamber as a detector,
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and by the deflection of the a-particles in a powerful magnetic field.

The early results obtained were :

—

Polonium 212 (thorium C): for every 106 a-particles having the

normal range of 8-53 cm, 65 a-particles have a range of 9-8 cm, and
1 80 have a range of 1 1 -6 cm.

Polonium 214 (radium C): for every 106 a-particles having the

normal range of 6-97 cm, approximately 30 have long ranges.

Whereas there are only two groups of long-range a-particles from
polonium 212, there are 12 groups from polonium 214, the minimum
being 7-755 cm and the maximum being 1 1 -47 cm.

In 1930, Rosenblum, in studying the long-range a-particles,

observed that the a-particles of normal ranges from a particular

radioactive nuclide did not, as previously supposed, have a precisely

constant range, except for straggling, but exhibited fine structure.

In his experiments, he passed a collimated beam of a-particles into a

perpendicular magnetic field which had a flux density of 2-4 T
uniform over a region 35 cm in diameter, and provided by a power-

ful electromagnet with pole faces 75 cm in diameter and set 6 cm
apart. After deflection through 180°, the a-particles were recorded

on a photographic plate. In addition to demonstrating the two
groups of long-range a-particles from polonium 212 and the 12

groups from polonium 214, he also showed that the a-particles of

normal range

—

i.e. by far the majority—are ejected with several

discrete velocities, close together in magnitude. Furthermore, this

fine structure was observed with many of the known 25 elements

which emitted a-particles. Elements with 2, 3, 5, and even 11 or

12 components of fine structure were noted, though some radio-

active nuclides appeared to have no fine structure at all, though this

may have been due to lack of resolving power of the apparatus.

The fine structure in a-particles ranges and also the existence of

long-range a-particles are due to the existence of energy levels in the

nucleus. As the best method of studying these nuclear energy levels,

and the possibility of the nucleus existing in excited energy states for

a short time, is by means of measurements on the wavelengths of the

y-rays emitted, a fuller consideration of this topic is deferred until

§ 15.6.

9.10. The Stopping Power of Materials for Alpha-particles

If a homogeneous sheet of material of uniform thickness is

placed in the path of a pencil of a-particles in air, the range of the

particles that emerge is reduced. It is usual practice to express

the stopping power in terms of the equivalent air path. For this
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purpose, standard air is defined as air at a pressure of 1-01 x 105 Pa
and a temperature of 15° C. For example, most of the a-particles

from polonium 214 have a range of 6-97 cm in standard air. If a

sheet of mica placed immediately over a polonium 214 source

reduces the range of the emergent particles to 6-37 cm, then the mica

is said to have an equivalent air path of 6-97 — 6-37 = 0-6 cm.

To compare the stopping powers of various materials it is

essential, however, to consider that the relative stopping power
depends on the velocity of the a-particles concerned and on the

atomic mass of the absorber if it is an element, or its molecular

mass if it is a compound.

For a-particles of a given velocity, consider two materials:

(1) a standard element of density p and where the mass of an atom
is m ; (2) a second element of density p and having atoms each of

mass m. Suppose a thickness t of the standard is equivalent as

regards the reduction of speed of the a-particles to a thickness t

of the second element. A cylinder of unit cross-section area and
length t of element 1 will contain p t /m atoms ; a similar cylinder

of length t of element 2 will contain pt/m atoms. The atomic

stopping power S of element 2 relative to element 1 is then given by

S = pjL°/e1 —PotoM
m / m ptm

But mfm = A/A , where A and A are the atomic masses of

elements 2 and 1 respectively. Therefore,

5 = ^%i (9.H)
PtA

v >

It is the usual practice to take air as the standard material.

Considering air as a mixture of 4 parts nitrogen to 1 part oxygen,

then the effective atomic mass A is equal to 14-4. Therefore

Equation (9.1 1) becomes

S =-^~ (9.12)
14-4/of

v }

where p = 1-293 kg m~3 for air at 15° C and 1-01 x 105 Pa.

For a compound of molecular mass M, Equation (9.12) becomes

S =#^ (9.13^

In 1905, Bragg and Kleeman showed that S is roughly propor-

tional to the square root of the atomic mass of an element. Values

for S relative to air taken as unity are given in Table 91.
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TABLE 9.1.

Atomic Atomic
Material Stopping Material Stopping

Power S Power S

Air at 20° C and 101 x 10s Pa 1 Nickel 2-46

Aluminium 1-45 Gold 4-45

Copper 2-43 Lead 4-27

Silver 317 Hydrogen (H2) 0-20

Tin 3-37 Oxygen (Os) 1055
Platinum 416 Nitrous Oxide 1-46

Iron 2-26 Carbon Dioxide 1-47

These results are for a-particles with a range of 6 cm in standard

air.

Example 9.10. Alpha-particles from polonium 214 have a mean range of
6-87 cm in air at 20° C and 1 01 x 10s Pa. Calculate, using the data given in Table

9.1, the thickness ofaluminium foil necessary just to absorb these a-particles if the

foil is placed immediately over the source. {Density of air = 1-293 kg m-8
;

density of aluminium = 2 700 kg m~8
; atomic mass of aluminium = 27).

The appropriate expression for S is Equation (9.12),

14-4p/"

Putting S = 1-45 for aluminium from Table 9.1 (assuming S is the same for

a-particles of range 6-87 cm as it is for 6 cm), p — 1-293 kg m_a
, t — 6-87 cm,

A = 27, and /> = 2 700 kg m-8
, then the required thickness for the aluminium

foil is /, where

t =
1-293 X 6-87 x 27

14-4 x 2 700 x 1-45
= 4-26 x 10-8 cm.

9.11. Beta-particles

Becquerel established that /8--particles were charged by deflecting

them in a strong magnetic field. Magnetic deflection also showed

that the j8~-particles from a radioactive substance had a wide

distribution of energies up to a maximum of a few million electron-

volts, where this upper limit depended on the nature of the radio-

active element (§ 9.13). Curie showed that the j8--particles carried

a negative charge and Kaufmann in 1901 performed the first

experiments on the ratio of the charge to mass of j8~-particles.

These experiments, and subsequent results such as those of Bucherer

(§ 9.12), establish beyond all doubt that ^--particles are electrons.

In traversing matter, j3--particles give up energy by producing

ions along their paths. The number of ions produced per milli-

metre of path is much fewer for the ^--particle than it is for the

a-particle. Whereas an a-particle of energy 3 MeV is capable of a

specific ionisation of 4 000 ion pairs per millimetre approximately
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in air at s.t.p., a ^--particle with this energy is only able to produce
4 ion pairs per millimetre under the same conditions. A cloud
chamber photograph of the track of a ^--particle in a gas shows that
it suffers many small deflections, unlike the practically straight line

path of an a-particle. The actual range of a j8~-particle can hence
only be found by finding the total path along an irregular track.

9.12. The Determination of the Specific Charges and the Velocities of
Beta-particles; Bucherer's Experiments

Though the ^--particle is an electron, the specific charge e/m
is not a constant because the velocities are so great that the increase
of mass m with velocity must be taken into account. The actual
charge e is, however, a constant, equal to the electronic charge, i.e.

1-602 x 10-U C.

In 1908-9 Bucherer determined e/m and the velocity v for
^-particles and also gave a verification of the relativistic mass
relationship (see Appendix A).

m = m
" o -w

where m is the rest mass of the ^-particle, m its mass at velocity v
and c is the velocity of light in free space. This experiment was
performed some three years after the publication by Einstein of the
special theory of relativity.

A small speck of radioactive material (e.g. radium bromide)
which emits ^-particles was placed at at the centre of a pair of
parallel plane discs DD1 (Fig. 9.

1

3d). These discs were of optically
flat glass, 8 cm in diameter and silvered on their inner surfaces.
These surfaces were 0-25 mm apart and across them a known p.d.
was maintained to give a known electric field E in the vertical
direction. This arrangement was mounted centrally inside a
highly evacuated cylindrical box A, which had a photographic film
PP curled round its inner cylindrical wall. A known uniform
magnetic field of flux density B was established over the apparatus
using a pair of Helmholtz coils carrying a current. The direction
of the magnetic field lines was parallel to the plane of the discs, i.e.

along B in the plane of the paper of Fig. 9.

1

3a.

The emitted ^--particles from the radioactive source at O
possessed a range of velocities. To escape from the region between
the discs, ^--particles had to leave it in the horizontal plane. £--
particles which escaped could not, therefore, have been attracted by
either of the charged discs D or DXt nor deviated by the magnetic
field.
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Consider a j8~-particle with velocity v. The electric force Ee
acting on this particle will be upwards towards D if D is positive.

The force on this same particle due to the magnetic field will be

Bey sin 6, if it is travelling outwards from O in a direction at an

angle 6 to the magnetic field lines (Fig. 9.136). For this particle

to escape from the discs, the direction and magnitude of the magnetic

field must be such as to give an equal and opposite deflection to that

due to the electric field. The magnetic and electric forces on the

particle will balance when

Ee = Bey sin 9

or
E

Bsin0
(9.14)

w
EVACUATED

IP */ D p 1

1

!d, O ! r^J
^
—
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1 i ,

1

V:90a

Fig. 9.13.

PLAN
Determination of e/m and v for beta-particles (Bucherer).

With constant values of B and E, therefore, j8~-particles will

escape along directions at angles 6 to the magnetic field lines,

depending on their velocities. As is seen from Equation (9.14)

the fastest particles will escape at small values of the angle 9 and

the slowest particles will escape at large angles only. The device

acts as a velocity selector where, moreover, the velocities are known

in terms of B, E, and 9.

On leaving the electric field between the discs DDX , the /?--

particle emerging at an angle with velocity v is subjected to the

magnetic field alone over the region between DDX and the photo-

graphic film PP (a distance of 5 cm in the experiment). In this

uniform magnetic field region, free of electric field, the /^--particles

will traverse a path along the arc of a circle of radius r. Referring
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to Fig. 9.136, it is seen that the component of the particle velocity

perpendicular to the magnetic field direction is v sin 6. Hence

/WW2— = Bev sin (9.15)

The radius of curvature r is easily found from a measurement of

the vertical deflection y at the photographic plate. As v is known
from Equation (9.14) substitution of v, 6, and r in Equation (9.15)

gives e/m.

An advantage of the method is that the whole of the results for

a particular source of j8~-particles can be obtained on one photo-

graphic film. For a film which extends around half the circumfer-

ence LMN of the cylindrical box, Fig. 9.13c shows the type of trace

obtained where the field directions are reversed half-way through

the exposure. The centre of this film atM will be where the vertical

deflection is a maximum, corresponding to 6 equal to 90° and a

minimum value for v given by E/B.

At any point Q on the trace, measurement of the distances x and

y gives the corresponding values of 6 and r. Substitution in the

Equations (9.14) and (9.15) yields the values of v and e/m.

Within the limits of the experimental error of the apparatus,

Bucherer's results confirmed that the mass of the /J~-particle varied,

corresponding to a wide range of velocities, in accordance with the

equation

m = m (1 - v 2/c2)~i (9.16)

The extrapolated value found for e/m , i.e. for the particle at

zero velocity, agreed with that found for the electron at rest.

Although accepted as an early verification of the Einstein equa-

tion for the increase of mass with speed, Bucherer's experiment was
subsequently criticised on the grounds that the emitted /h-particles

were not focused by the magnetic field. Consequently, though a

mass increase with speed was undoubtedly observed, the precision

of the determination was inadequate to establish that the equation

was in fact that given by Einstein.

Subsequent work has established the veracity of this Equation

(9. 16) beyond doubt.

9.13. Energy Spectra of the Beta-particles from Radioactive Nuclides

The spread of the energies of the /3~-particles emitted is studied

experimentally by deflecting them in a magnetic field. In a uniform
field, the radii of curvature of the various tracks will depend on the

momenta of the particles in accordance with the equation

mo =Ber (9.17)

10 y.:a. n. p.
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where B is the magnetic flux density concerned and r the radius of

the track of a particle of mass m, charge e, ana velocity v.

As a range of values of the momentum mv are concerned, the

jS--particles from a radioactive source will be dispersed into a

momentum (or an energy) spectrum under these conditions.

The first work on these lines was that of von Baeyer, Hahn, and
Meitner in 1910. A focusing method was introduced by Danysz
and developed in the work of Rutherford and Robinson in 1913.

This method was the forerunner of the technique of jS-ray spectro-

scopy in which instruments for magnetic focusing with good resolu-

tion are designed—a field in which much research is still being

actively pursued.

TO VACUUM PUMP

MAGNETIC FIELD
PERPENDICULAR
TO PLANE OF
DIAGRAM

Fig. 9.14. Beta-particle spectrograph of Rutherford and Robinson.

The apparatus used by Rutherford and Robinson (Fig. 9.14)

employed as the source of j3
_
-particles a thin wire about 1 cm long

coated with radioactive material {e.g. radioactive deposit) and

arranged at R to act as a line source perpendicular to the plane of the

diagram. Above R, at a distance /, was mounted a slit SSX, which

was a few millimetres wide. In the same horizontal plane as the

slit, but separated from it by a lead block A, was supported a

photographic plate PPX . The containing vessel was evacuated and a

uniform magnetic field of flux density B was maintained over the

whole of the region occupied by the slit SSX and the plate PPX .

The magnetic field lines were perpendicular to the plane of the figure.

^--particles which were ejected from R with a momentum mv
described circular tracks in the magnetic field of radius r given by

r — mv/Be.
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In accordance with the theorem quoted in § 1.6, tracks of the

same radius of curvature will converge to a line focus at the photo-

graphic plate. Particles with high momenta will execute paths

of large radius of curvature to reach such a point as Flt particles

reaching F2 will be those with the least momentum. The line foci

corresponding to particles with a certain momentum will not be
sharp, but will have a definite edge at the distance farthest from the

source R, with some blurring before this edge. The horizontal

distance x from R to this sharp edge of the line focus is recorded.

It is readily seen that r, the radius of curvature of the track

giving rise to the sharply defined edge, is given by

. l
% + x2

r =—A-
Using a naturally radioactive nuclide as source, the developed

plate will be found to exhibit a series of lines superimposed on a
fainter continuous background, i.e. a line spectrum and a continuous

spectrum of the ^-particles are recorded. Measurement of jc, in

conjunction with the known value of /, gives the radius r for any
required position on the photographic record. The momentum
of the ^-particle arriving at this position is then deduced using

Equation 9.17. The corresponding kinetic energy EK is then

derived from the equations

EK = mc* - m c* = m c*

[(1 J^ ~ l] • • • • (9.18)

(see Appendix A) and

mv=(T^ = Ber (9 ' 19)

where /J = v/c.

As B and r are known and e is the known electronic charge, £ can
be found from Equation (9.19). Substitution in Equation (9.18)

then gives EK, the kinetic energy of the particle.

Example 9.13. Calculate the velocity and mass ofa j3~ -particle with a kinetic

energy of 0-5 MeV. Ifa beam of such particles enters a uniform magnetic field,

find the flux density required to cause them to traverse a circular arc of radius

10 cm. {The rest mass m ofthe electron is 9-11 X 10~31 kg, the electronic charge
e is 1-6 x 10~19 C, the velocity of light in free space is c equal to 3 X 10* m s

-1
).

The kinetic energy of a /3
_
-particle of velocity v is given by

(m — m ) c2

[o-s)
§i
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This is given as 0-5 MeV = 5 x 105 x 1-6 x 10~19 = 8 x 10~ 14
J.

Hence,

911 x 10-31
I -7 '—, rr - 1

I
9 x 1016

LI
1 9x10") J
- 8 x 1014

;

1

\
l

9 x ioi6
y

I _ 1 = " = 0-976;

v2
1

•"• * ~ 9 x io16
= Vm*

= °'256;

.-. v = 3 x 10s VCK744 = 2-59 X 108 m s~\

i.e. the velocity of the j8-particle is 0-863 of the velocity of light.

The mass of this /3--particle is given by

m
ii

91 1 x 10-31

J
1 - V

-rA ~ (1 - 0-863 2)*

i.e. the mass of this /5-particle is 1-98 times the mass of the electron at rest.

To find the magnetic flux density required,

mv = Ber;

/. 1-8 x 10-30 x 2-59 x 10s = Be x 01;

•
•

1-6 x IO 20

9.14. Gamma-radiation

y-rays are electromagnetic radiation of very short wavelengths.

The wavelength range encountered in the y-rays from the natural

radioactive nuclides is from about 0-004 A to 0-4 A. For example,

the longest wavelength radiation is that emitted by thorium 227

(radioactinium) which is 0-39 A, whilst the shortest wavelength

radiation is that emitted by thallium 208 (thorium C") at 0004 7 A.

The y-rays from a radioactive nuclide form a line spectrum with

certain discrete frequencies characteristic of the emitting nucleus.

Some radioactive nuclides emit a complex line spectrum of y-rays,

e.g. there are 13 lines in the spectrum of thallium 208 (thorium C");

others have a simpler spectrum, e.g. there are three lines in the

spectrum of bismuth 21 1 (actinium C) and only one line in the y-ray

spectrum ofradium 226.

The energy of the photon corresponding to a y-ray of frequency

v is hv, where h is the Planck constant, (6-625 x 1Q-34 J s). The
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energy E of the y-ray photon from thorium 227 of wavelength

0-39 A is therefore given by

_ he _ 6-625 x 10-34 X 3 x 108

A
~

0-39 X 10-10

= 5-1 X 10-15
J.

Asl eV = 1-6 X 10-19 J;

.-. E = 51 = 10-15/(l-6 X 10-19
)

= 3-18 x 104 eV.

X-rays of this wavelength would hence be generated as the

minimum wavelength in the continuous spectrum from an X-ray
tube operated at a target potential of 31 800 V. The energy in

electron-volt of the very short y-radiation of 0004 7 A from thallium

208 can be similarly calculated to be 2-64 MeV. An X-ray tube

would therefore have to be operated at 2-64 million volt to generate

X-rays of minimum wavelength the same as that from thallium 208.

In general, then, y-rays are very short wavelength X-rays; very

high voltage X-ray tubes and, in particular, the betatron (§ 11.8)

can be used to produce them.

9.15. Measurement of the Wavelengths of Gamma-rays

The direct measurement of the wavelengths of y-rays affords some
difficulty because the crystal method used for X-rays (§ 5.9) does not
lend itself readily to rays of very short wavelength. Consider
Equation (5.4) due to Bragg:

nX = 2d sin 6.

Suppose the first order is concerned, i.e. n — 1, and it is required

to measure y-ray wavelengths of about 005 A with a crystal for

which d is 2 A. Then

sin 6 = A = 9^1 = 1-25 x 10-2
;

= 1-25 x 10-2 radian = 0-7°.

This glancing angle 8 is so small that it is difficult to measure it

with precision, using a normal crystal spectrometer. The Bragg
method can, however, be used for the longer wavelength y-rays.

There are two chief methods available for measuring y-ray

wavelengths

:

(a) By the use of a crystal spectrometer. This method may be
subdivided into

:

(i) the normal Bragg procedure, useful only for y-rays of wave-
length exceeding about 0- 1 A

;
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(ii) the modification of Bragg's method due to Rutherford and
Andrade;

(iii) the use of a rotating crystal

;

(iv) the technique of the curved crystal spectrometer.

(b) A magnetic spectrograph is used. The y-radiation is

directed on to a target element from which electrons are released

(§ 5.19). The energies of these electrons are determined from the

recorded curvatures of their tracks in the magnetic spectrograph.

Provided that the orbital electron energy levels of the target atoms
are known, the energy of the y-ray photons can be calculated and
so their wavelength deduced.

When y-rays of energy exceeding 1 MeV impinge on a target

(especially one of an element of high atomic number) electron

"pairs" are produced. Each pair consists of one negative and one

positive electron. This phenomenon, known as pair production

(§ 15.7) has also been used in the measurement of the wavelengths

ofvery energetic y-rays.

y-rays produce a very small specific ionisation of a gas and they

have a weak action on photographic emulsions. In modern practice,

the scintillation counter is used, if possible, as the best detector for

y-rays and also, provided that a scintillation spectrometer is cali-

brated, as a means of measuring their energies and so their wave-

lengths (§14.13).

9.16. Determination of the Wavelengths of Gamma-rays by the

Method of Rutherford and Andrade

This method, introduced in 1914, is a simple but ingenious

modification of the standard crystal spectrometer procedure in

which the necessity of setting the cleavage plane of the crystal at an

accurately known small angle relative to a well-defined beam of rays

is avoided.

Referring to Fig. 9.15, R is the radioactive source of y-rays and

O the centre of a photographic plate. The rock-salt crystal C is

set between R and O so that it has lattice planes in the direction

parallel to RO.

y-rays from the small source at R are incident on the crystal

planes at all angles up to a maximum equal to ORB. At certain of

these angles (such as 6 in Fig. 9.15) the y-rays impinge on planes in

the crystal (such as that in the line XPY) where the Bragg equation

(«A = 2d sin 6) is obeyed. There will hence be enhanced reflections

along such directions as PQ and P^Qx*
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The absorption of the y-ray energy in the crystal is very small.

However, at such a point as A on the photographic plate, the y-ray

intensity will be reduced compared with what it would be with the

crystal absent because a considerable fraction of the energy prop-

agated in the direction RP is reflected at P. Similarly, the developed

photographic plate will exhibit low silver density at A x. This will

also be true for other values of 8 corresponding to other wavelengths

present and other orders n. A and A x will hence be clearly marked
out against the background of deposited silver in the photographic

negative. Measurement of the distances AA X and RO will give the

angle 20. Substitution in the Bragg equation then gives A, as d, the

crystal lattice spacing, is known and the order n can be readily

deduced.

B

X P

___ 1£^-
Pi

c

PHOTOGRAPHIC
PLATE

^^~^ Y

-^—^L ""--

9<

Q

M

Fig. 9.15. Measurement of the wavelength of gamma-rays (Rutherford and
Andrade).

Rutherford and Andrade measured wavelengths of y-rays as

short as 007 A by this method. Though this was an important

first experiment on the direct measurement of y-ray wavelengths,

subsequent procedures have followed the practices outlined in

§§9.17, 9.18, and 9.19.

9.17. The Experiments of Frilley on the Determination of Gamma-
ray Wavelengths

Excellent experimental work on the measurement of y-ray

wavelengths was undertaken in 1928 by Frilley, who used a rotating

crystal method. The y-rays from a radioactive source were

confined to a narrow beam by their passage through a narrow slit

between two blocks of lead Pb (Fig. 9.16). This beam then im-

pinged on a crystal of rock-salt (9 cm x 3 cm x 0-8 mm) which

was rotated very slowly about a central axis perpendicular to the
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plane of the diagram in Fig. 9.16 at a rate of about 2° in 24 hours.

Whenever, during the rotation, the glancing angle of incidence was
such that the Bragg equation («A = 2d sin 0) was satisfied, an
enhanced reflection occurred and gave rise to a line on the photo-

graphic plate. As the photographic action of the penetrating y-rays

was weak, two photographic plates were used with their emulsions

face to face, and with a screen of calcium tungstate sandwiched

between them—a procedure similar to that often employed in

modern X-radiography using high voltage X-ray tubes. Calcium

SOURCE OF

"J?
RAYS

GAP WIDTH: 0-3 mm

GAP WIDTH 0-6mm

ANGLE GREATLY
EXAGGERATED

PLANE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
PLATE

Fig. 9.16. Measurement of the wavelengths of gamma-rays by a rotating

crystal method.

tungstate produces blue fluorescent light on excitation by y-radiation

;

this light acts on the photographic emulsion. The energy absorbed

from the y-rays is increased by this method of recording.

To prevent j8-particles from reaching the photographic plate,

a p.d. of a few hundred volts was connected across the lead blocks

to deflect these particles from the y-ray beam.

Frilley succeeded in measuring y-rays of wavelength 0-016 A
(energy: 770 keV) with a maximum error of 0-001 A. A source of

100 mg to 300 mg was necessary; lead 214 and bismuth 214 were

investigated.
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9.18. The Curved Crystal Spectrometer

A method analogous to the use of a concave diffraction grating

in light spectroscopy was suggested by DuMond for X-ray and y-ray

spectroscopy. To provide a curved crystal grating, an initially

flat slab of a suitable crystal (e.g. quartz 2 mm thick), with one set

of lattice planes perpendicular to the faces, is curved by clamping

it in a suitable steel frame. The radius of curvature of the crystal

is thus made to be two metres, and the initially parallel lattice

planes now converge slightly so that straight lines through them,

when extended, intersect at a point A, two metres from the centre

of the crystal surface at B (Fig. 9.17). Suppose a circle of diameter

equal to the radius of curvature of the crystal face is described

about O as centre, where O is the mid-point of the line AB. This

circle is then the focal circle and the source of y-rays is placed at

DETECTOR

CRYSTAL C

Fig. 9.17. Principle of the curved crystal spectrometer.

such a point as S on this circle. From this source a narrow beam
of y-rays is incident at a glancing angle 6 on the lattice planes

perpendicular to the crystal face. When the Bragg condition is

satisfied («A = 2d sin 6), enhanced reflections of the y-rays will

take place at these planes into the detector. The rays entering the

detector will appear to emanate from a point S" on the focal circle

where the angle S'BS is 26.

A line source of y-rays is necessary. This is provided by a short

thin rod of the y-ray emitter set perpendicular to the plane of the

diagram at S. This source S is then moved around the focal circle

and the output of the detector is plotted against the angle 9. At
diffraction maxima, the detector output will reach peak values.

The angle 6 is recorded and for a given crystal lattice spacing d,

the wavelength of the y-radiation in a known order can be calculated.
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The most suitable detector is a scintillation counter (§ 14.13) which

uses a phosphor of sufficient size to intercept as much as possible of

the radiation. Lead shields are suitably disposed between the crystal

C and the detector to eliminate the direct radiation from the source S.

Wavelengths as short as 0-01 A have been measured by this

method with an accuracy of 0- 1 per cent.

9.19. Measurement of the Wavelengths of Gamma-rays by the use of

a Magnetic Spectrograph

The energies, and so the wavelengths, of y-rays can be determined

by the use of a magnetic spectrograph. The method is the same as

that adopted by Robinson to determine the energy levels in atoms by

studying the photoelectric action of X-rays (§ 5.19). The y-rays are

allowed to impinge upon a target of a metallic element ofwhich the

electron energy levels in the atom are known. In the first experi-

ments, due to Ellis, in 1921, the y-rays from lead 214 (radium B) were

studied by using the lead 214 in a thin-walled narrow glass tube

wrapped round with a foil of lead, platinum, or tungsten of sufficient

thickness to cut off the /^-particles from the radioactive source itself.

The y-rays ejected electrons from this metal foil due to the photo-

electric effect. Using this arrangement as a source in place of R in

apparatus similar to that of Fig. 9.14, the released electrons traversed

semi-circular paths in the magnetic field and gave line records on the

photographic plate. Applying Equations (5.23) and (5.24) the

kinetic energy EK of these electrons could be found. Knowing the

energy level W in the atom from which these electrons were released,

it followed that

hv = W + EK (9.20)

Hence hv, and so v, the frequency of the y-radiation, was

determined.

In his experiments, Ellis obtained three intense lines on the

photographic plate together with a number of fainter lines. Using

two different metallic targets, the difference in the energy of the

electrons responsible for corresponding single lines was found to

be equal to the difference between the energies of the ^levels of the

atoms of the two targets, as found by X-ray studies. This established

that a K level of energy WK was concerned. Putting W = WK in

Equation (9.20), hence gave the frequencies of the y-rays concerned.

Three of the many lines in the y-ray spectrum of lead 214 were

thereby determined to have wavelengths of 0-0521, 0-042 5, and

0-035 5 A respectively. Photoelectrons released from the L, M, and

N shells of atoms by y-rays have also been observed, but the prob-

ability of the release of these electrons is so small that the lines
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recorded photographically are faint. Scattering of the y-rays by the

electrons of the target produces Compton electrons which give a

continuous background on the photographic record.

Exercises 9

1. Discuss the evidence for identifying the a-particle as a doubly-charged

helium ion. {London.)

2. How has the ionising power of the a-particle at different parts of its path

been experimentally investigated and how have the results been explained?

(London.)

3. Describe an experiment for investigating the variation with velocity of

e/m for an electron. (London.)

4. Describe how the j3-ray spectra of radioactive elements have been in-

vestigated experimentally. Give an account of the results obtained and indicate

their importance in relation to the conservation of energy in nuclear processes.

(London.)

5. Describe concisely methods of measuring the wavelengths of y-rays.

6. Write an account of the Geiger-Nuttall rule which relates the range of the

a-particles resulting from the decay of a radioactive nuclide with the half-life of

the nuclide.

7. Compare and contrast the spectra of a-particles, j8-particles, and y-rays.

8. Obtain an expression for the energy of y-ray quanta scattered through 90°

by free electrons, and comment upon the result.

Over what range of energies of incident quanta is Compton scattering an

important mechanism for the absorption of radiation? (Grad. Inst. P.)

9. Calculate the velocity and mass of a j8-particle with an energy of 1 MeV.

A beam of such /3-particles enters normally a uniform magnetic field of flux

density B. Calculate the magnitude of B required to ensure that the j3-particles

are curved through a circular arc of radius 01 5 m. (The rest mass of the

electron = 9-11 x lO"31 kg; the electronic charge = 1-6 x 10-19 C; the

velocity of light in free space = 3 x 108 ms_1
).



CHAPTER 10

THE BOMBARDMENT OF NUCLEI BY ALPHA-PARTICLES:
INDUCED RADIOACTIVITY

Two of the most outstanding discoveries in nuclear physics were

made by Rutherford and his co-workers using simple apparatus to

study the effects of the impact of a-particles (emitted by natural

radioactive nuclides) on target elements. In the first experiments,

from 1909-11, the nuclear model of the atom was established by

investigating the scatter of a-particles by thin foils of the heavier

metallic elements. In the second, the disintegrations of some of the

atomic nuclei were effected by a-particles to cause a transmutation

ofone element into another.

Later, in 1932, as a result of the experiments of Chadwick in

England, the existence of the neutron was established. Then, in

France in 1934, still by studies of the interactions of a-particles with

matter, I. Curie and F. Joliot discovered induced radioactivity, also

known as artificial radioactivity.

10.1. The Scattering of Alpha-particles by Matter; the Nuclear

Model of the Atom

In 1906 Rutherford studied qualitatively the scattering of

a-particles by matter. In his experiment, a beam of a-particles was

passed through a narrow slit, and then recorded on the far side of

the slit by a photographic plate. If the vessel containing this

arrangement was evacuated, a sharp shadow image of the slit was
obtained on the negative. On letting air, or other gas, into the

apparatus, or covering the slit with a thin foil of metal or mica, the

edges of the image became diffuse, due to scattering of the a-particles

by the atoms in the gas or the solid.

In 1909 Geiger and Marsden made a detailed study of the

scattering of a-particles by thin films of gold, platinum, and other

metallic elements of high atomic mass. They found that, though

by far the majority of the a-particles were scattered through small

angles, yet a significant number were deviated through large angles.

In fact, using a gold foil 4 x 10-4mm thick, equivalent in its stopping

power to 1-6 mm of air, one particle in 20 000 was deviated through

an angle of 90°, and some were even returned almost in the direction

from which they arrived.

300
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This demonstration of large angle scattering was very surprising

in view of the then prevalent ideas concerning atomic structure,

which were primarily due to Sir J. J. Thomson. In fact, Rutherford

compared the result with the extravagant idea that, on firing a

cannon-ball at a sheet of tissue paper, it rebounded

!

The Thomson conception of the atom—first suggested in 1903

—

was that it consisted of a positive "sphere of electrification" within

which were the negative electrons. The atom was computed to

have a diameter of the order of 10-10 m from evidence furnished by

the results of experiments on viscosity, diffusion, and departures

from the perfect gas laws, e.g. Van der Waal's equation. This

model—now completely discarded, though the order of size was
correct—was used with reasonable success to explain, using classical

electromagnetic theory, effects observed in the interaction of X-rays

with matter. Rutherford showed, however, that such a conception

of the atom could not possibly account for the number of a-particles

scattered through large angles in Geiger and Marsden's experiment.

He therefore rejected the Thomson model, despite the weight of

authority behind it at that time, and proposed the planetary model.

In this model, the core of an atom is alleged to consist of a minute

positively charged nucleus which provides an intense electric field.

Surrounding this core, and rotating in orbits, are the electrons,

which provide a compensating negative charge. The electron orbital

conception was soon afterwards considered in detail by Bohr in his

study of the emission of line spectra (§ 2.2) and this, in turn, was
followed, considerably later, by the modern wave-mechanical

concepts (§6.14).

With striking success, and inaugurating a new epoch in our

knowledge of Physics, Rutherford, in 1911, used his new conception

of the structure of the atom to explain the scattering of a-particles

through large angles. In doing so, he assumed that the centre of

positive charge—the nucleus—was concentrated at a point, estab-

lished to be of diameter about 10-4 of that of the atom (i.e. about

10-4 A compared with 1 A). For deflections of the a-particles

through more than 1°, he showed that the effect of the electrons

outside the nucleus was negligible. A correct theory of the a-

particle scattering was then obtained by assuming that the force of

repulsion between a nucleus of an atom of the scattering foil and an
incident a-particle was given by Coulomb's inverse square law.

In his theory, Rutherford further assumed that, for elements of

large atomic mass like gold and platinum, the nuclei of the atoms

concerned were so massive compared with the a-particle that

they remained substantially at rest (apart from thermal agitation
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velocities, which do not concern this study) during the collisions, or,

more correctly, during the occasional close approaches of the

a-particles such that they were violently repelled.

Since an individual a-particle moves in the vicinity of a nucleus

under the action of a central, inverse square law force of repulsion,

its path will be a hyperbola with the nucleus as the external focus.

Referring to Fig. 10.1, suppose an a-particle at P is travelling

initially with constant velocity v in a straight line in the direction

PO, where P is far from the nucleus at M compared with the atomic

diameter. On approaching close to the nucleus, this a-particle

will be repelled by an electrical force so that it will describe the

hyperbola PAP', i.e. it will travel in the direction OP' after deflection

P

POSITION OP
NUCLEUS

Fig. 10.1. Concerning the theory of the scattering of alpha-particles.

when outside the field of the nucleus. MB of lengthp is drawn from

M perpendicular to PO produced, p will then be the perpendicular

distance from the nucleus to the original direction of motion of the

a-particle.

Let e andM be the charge and mass respectively of the a-particle.

As the velocity v of this particle is of the order of c/16, the relativistic

mass correction can be neglected (see Appendix A). Using modern
notation, let Z be the atomic number of an atom of the foil

concerned, so that the nuclear charge is Ze, e being the electronic

charge.

The velocity of the a-particle will vary along its path because it

is decelerated during its approach to the repelling nuclear field.

Suppose its velocity at A is v'. Equating the initial angular momen-
tum of the a-particle about the nucleus to its angular momentum
when at A gives

pv = MA.v' (10.1)
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Equating the initial kinetic energy of the a-particle to the sum

of its kinetic and potential energies when it is at A gives

Mv 2 _ Mv'2 Ze.e
2 ~~ 2

+
4t7€ {MAY

where e„ = permittivity of free space.

•'•
•" -•* - ira)

(102)

(10.3)where b = 2Ze.e
4tt€ Mv 2

From Equation (10.1)

v
pv

~MA'
Substituting this expression for v in Equation (10.2) gives

p2 = MA {MA -b) (10.4)

From the coordinate geometry of the hyperbola it is known that

the eccentricity is sec 0, where is the angle MOB, and that the

focal distance MO is the eccentricity times OA, because OA is half

the major axis. Putting OA = a, then MO = a sec 0, hence

MA=MO + OA=a (sec 9 + 1).

But MO = a sec 9 = p cosec 9;

.'. a = p cot 9

and MA=p cot (sec + 1),

i.e. „A=£°«»(l +i)\cos /

(1 + cos 0)

= />cot£0 (10.5)

sin 9

p
2 sin \9 cos \9

2p cos2 |0

2 sin \9 cos |0

Substituting the value for MA from Equation (10.5) in Equation

(10.4) and dividing through byp gives

p — p cot2 \9 — b cot |0;

_ /?(cot2 |0- 1) _ /cos|0 sin |0 \
•'• ~~ cot p ^ \sm £0 cos £0/

_ COS _ ^ -= 2D - rr = 2/> cot 0.
sin
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The angle of deflection of the a-particle is
<f>,

equal tow- 29,

• $ " a.

.-.coti=£ 00.6)

Though an interesting and simple result, this Equation (10.6)

cannot be related directly to practical measurements on a-particle

scattering. In the experiments (§ 10.2) a known number NQ of

a-particles was incident normally on to the thin metal foil and the

number of these particles scattered through an angle (/> to unit area

of a scintillation screen placed at a distance r from the foil was

determined, where the screen was normal to the radius vector r.

It is therefore necessary to relate Equation (10.6) to the number

of a-particles scattered through an angle
(f>,

or rather the number

scattered between angles
<f>

and
<f> + <#• This can be done on

realising that a certain value of
<f>

corresponds to a certain value

of p in accordance with Equation (10.6). An a-particle for which

the initial line of flight is at a perpendicular distance from the nucleus

less than p will be deflected through an angle greater than
<f>.

Now
the probability q of an a-particle passing within a distance p of

any nucleus in the foil will depend on rrp\ the target area around

the nucleus. It will also depend on the number of nuclei, i.e.

the number of atoms, within this target area. If the thickness of the

scattering foil is t and the number of atoms per unit volume of the

foil is n, then the number of nuclei concerned will be the number in

a volume -npH\ hence, if the scattering is single, i.e. a particular

a-particle undergoes only one "near-encounter" with a nucleus

in traversing the foil,

q = 7rp*nt (10.7)

If it is assumed that the foil is so thin that the velocity of an

incident a-particle is unaffected on traversing it, p can be put equal

to lb cot \<f>
from Equation (10.6) and Equation (10.7) then becomes

q = l-ntfnt cot2 \J> (10.8)

q will then be the probability of an a-particle being deflected

through an angle greater than <f>.

Differentiating Equation (10.8) with respect to
(f>,

gives

dq = iTT&nt cot \4> . cosec2
\<j> . d<f> (10.9)

where dq is the probability that an a-particle will be deflected through

the angle between
<J>
and cf> + d<f>.

Referring to Fig. 10.2, which is an outline diagram of the

experimental arrangement (§ 10.2), let N be the number of a-
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particles incident normally on the scattering foil and N the number
of a-particles observed and counted per unit area at the scintillation

screen. It is readily seen that the number Ns of a-particles deflected

through the angle between
<f>
and <j> + d<f> is the number scattered

into the region between the cones with apex semi-angles of
<f>
and

<f> + d(f>. Therefore,

Ns
= lirNr* sin

<f> d<f> (10.10)

Equation (10.9) shows thatNa must also be given by

Na = N^g = IN^Vnt cot %<f> . cosec2
\<j> . d<f> . . (10.11)

FOIL X/y i

i

INCIDENT \^^
i

ALPHA PARTICLES * |\. t •

r |

d0

«v 1

SCRE

Fig. 10.2. Geometry of experiment on alpha-particle scattering.

Equating the values of Ns given by Equations (10.10) and
(10. 11), then

2-nNr2 sin
<f> d<f> = \N irb2nt cot \<j> . cosec2

\<j> . d<f>;

N _ b2nt cot \<f> . cosec2
1$;

" ~N
~

8r 2 sin <£

N _ b2nt cos \<$> . cosec2 \<\>

N 16r2 sin2 \<f> . cos %<j>

N b2nt , , .

or — =— cosec4 |<£ (1012)

where b2 = ^%'^k [Equation (10.3)].

If N/N for various values of
<f>

is determined by experiment,

important evidence for the Rutherford model of the atom with a
central nucleus will be established provided that the results are in

accordance with Equation (10.12). This was found to be the case

in the experiment of Geiger and Marsden (§ 10.2). From Equation

(10.12) it is seen that the following results should be obtained:

(a) N/NQ proportional to cosec4 \<f>
for constant values of

b, n, t, and r.
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(b) N/N proportional to t for constant values of
<f>,

b, n, and r.

(c) N/N proportional to b2
, i.e. inversely proportional to v*,

for constant values of <j>, n,t, and r.

This presumes that the same element is used for the scattering

foil, i.e. Z is constant. Furthermore, it should be possible, in

experiments on the scattering of a-particles, to deduce directly Ze,

the charge on the nucleus.

Geiger and Marsden obtained extensive experimental evidence

to substantiate (a), (b), and (c) (§ 10.2). Chadwick undertook the

measurement of the nuclear charge by careful quantitative experi-

ments on a-particle scattering (§ 10.3).

Example 10.1. A beam ofa-particles ofenergy 4 MeV is incident normally on

a gold foil which is 10-3 mm thick. Calculate the fraction of the a-particles

which are scattered between the directions making angles of 50° and 52° with that

of the incident beam. [Density ofgold =19 300 kg m~3
; atomic mass ofgold =

197; atomic number of gold = 79; electronic charge e = 1-6 x 10-19 C, the

Avogadro constant Na = 6-025 x 1023 atoms/mol; permittivity of free space

€b = (10-,/36»r)Fm-1
.]

Equation (10.8) gives that the fraction / of a-particles scattered through the

angle between 50° and 52° is

/= frrWnt (cot2 25° - cot2 26°).

Now b — Zes/ire Mv2 from Equation (10.3) on putting e, the charge on the

a-particle, equal to 2e. Therefore,

/-^Sb^ 25"-"* 2^ (i)

In this equation, substitute Z = 79, e = 1-6 x 10-19 C, / = 10~3 mm =
10-6 m and e = (10-9/36tt) F m-1

. Further n, the number of atoms of gold per

cubic metre, can be deduced from the fact that Na atoms of gold have a mass of

197 g. The number of atoms of gold in one kilogram is therefore 1 000 Na/197.
As the density of gold is 19 300 kg m~3

, the number of atoms of gold per cubic

metre is

_ 1 000 NA x 19 300 _ 6025 x 1026 x 19 300
"
~

197 197

= 5-9 x 1028
.

The energy of the a-particle is \Mv*, which is given as 4 MeV == 4 x 106 x
1-6 x 10- 19 = 6-4 x 10~13

J. Hence

MV = (12-8 x 10-13
)
2 = 163-8 x 10~26

.

Substitution of these numerical values in (i) gives

792 x (1-6 x 1Q-T x 5-9 x 102» x 10- _7
477 x (10-9/367r)2 x 163-8 x 10' 26 K Z U ;

_ 6-241 x 103 x 6554 x 1Q-" x 5-9 x 1022

(10- 18/324tt) x 163-8 x 10""55 C4™ X °"^
= 1-5 x 10-4 x 3-97 x 10-1 = 5-97 X 10~ s

,

i.e. of 106 incident a-particles, 60 are scattered between angles of 50° and 52°.
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10.2. The Experiments of Geiger and Marsden on the Scattering of

Alpha-particles; Verification of the Concept of the Nuclear
Model of the Atom

To investigate the scattering of a-particles from thin foils of
silver, gold, and platinum over angles from 5° to 150°, Geiger and
Marsden used the apparatus schematically illustrated by Fig. 10.3.

The thin foil F and the source of a-particles S were mounted on the
pipe to the vacuum pump. During the experiments, this assembly
was fixed in position. This foil and source were inside an evacuated
cylindrical metal pot. Into the wall of this pot was inserted the
viewing microscope, with a fluorescent screen of zinc sulphide S'

GLASS PLATE

TO VACUUM
PUMP

Fig. 10.3. Investigation of the scattering of alpha-particles by a metal foil.

mounted in the focal plane of its objective O. The pot was supported
on a platform P and could be rotated about the vertical axis through
the plane of the scattering foil. Rotation without the necessity of
breaking the vacuum was possible because of the greased cone joint

in which the platform support was mounted. The platform P was
provided with a graduated circle arranged so that the angle between
the line from the centre ofF to the centre of S' and the line from the

diaphragm D to the centre ofF could be registered. The diaphragm
D restricted the a-particles from the source S to a narrow beam,
directed always normally on to F. The source S was a radon tube

mounted in a cavity in a metal block. Radon 222 provided a-

particles of three different velocities because of the presence of the

by-products polonium 218 and bismuth 214, but this did not interfere

with the study of scattering because each group of a-particles of
constant velocity was scattered according to the same law.
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Investigation of the number of a-particles scattered to unit area

of the fluorescent screen S' over the range of angles from 5° to 150°

for a given number of incident a-particles gave a complete verifica-

tion, in the cases of silver, gold, and platinum, of the cosec4§<£ law,

where cosec4<£ varied from 1 to 250 000.

Geiger and Marsden then studied, using the apparatus illustrated

by Fig. 10.4, the variation of scattering with (i) the thickness of the

foil, (ii) the nature of the metallic element used for the foil, and (iii)

the velocity of the incident a-particles.

FLUORESCENT
SCREEN

THIN MICA
WINDOW

4jf
GREASED
CONE
JOINT J

TO PUMP

GLASS PLATES
VIEWING

MICROSCOPE

Fig. 10.4. Study of effect of thickness and nature of metal foil, also velocity

of alpha-particles, on scattering (Geiger and Marsden).

The apparatus consisted of a cylindrical brass chamber of which

each side was closed by a glass plate. This chamber was evacuated.

Metallic foils F of various known thicknesses were mounted on a disc

G which could be rotated from outside the vacuum by turning the

male part of the greased cone joint J. In this way, one foil after

another could be presented to the normally incident beam of

a-particles provided by a homogeneous source of bismuth 214 at S.

S was just outside the chamber wall ; the a-particles from it entered

the chamber via the thin mica window and were collimated by the

diaphragm D. Viewing of the scattered a-particles was at a fluores-

cent screen placed so that the angle of scattering was fixed at 25°.

Results obtained may be summarised as follows

:

(i) Using foils of different thicknesses, the amount of scattering

was proportional to the thickness of the foil, provided that this was
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sufficiently thin to avoid loss of velocity of the a-particles in travers-

ing it. This result was in accordance with Equation (10.12), and
was verified for the four metals, gold, silver, copper, and aluminium.
Furthermore, it must also follow that, in accordance with the
assumptions of Rutherford in deducing the theory, the scattering

was single, i.e. a particular a-particle had undergone only one "near-
encounter " with a nucleus in traversing the foil.

(ii) Using foils of the various elements, gold, silver, copper,
aluminium, platinum, and carbon, the amount of scattering was
found to vary approximately as the square of the atomic mass of
the element. Later it was shown that the correct result was that
the scattering was proportional to the square of the atomic number Z
of the element, as predicted by Equation (1 0. 1 2).

(iii) To investigate the variation of scattering with velocity of
the a-particles, a source of bismuth 214 was used and the velocity

ofthe particles entering the chamber was varied by placing absorbing
screens of mica between this source at S and the thin entrance
window. Scattering foils of known uniform thickness of both
gold and silver were used at F. The scattering was found to vary
inversely as the fourth power of the velocity of the a-particles, as
predicted by Equation (10.12).

10.3. Chadwick's Method of Measuring the Charge on the Nucleus

In 1920, Chadwick adapted the experimental methods of
Geiger and Marsden and used the Rutherford theory of a-particle

scattering to measure the charge Ze on the nucleus for the elements
copper, silver, and platinum. His experiments not only gave a
further verification of the fact that the scattering was proportional
to the square of the atomic number Z, they also provided the only
direct method ofdetermining the nuclear charge. In the experiments,
it was necessary to measure the ratio of the number of a-particles

scattered through a known angle
<f>,

to the total number of incident
particles at the scattering foil. To increase the number of a-particles
deviated through a certain angle, and so increase the accuracy of the
determination, Chadwick used a metallic foil in the form of a ring,

with the source of a-particles and the scintillation screen placed
symmetrically on either side of this foil (Fig. 10.5).

The annular scattering foil FF was mounted on a metal support,
a-particles from the source S (bismuth 214) incident upon FF
were confined to the region between cones of apex semi-angles

!<£i and |^2 by the apertures in the metallic diaphragm D. The
fluorescent screen 5" was placed beyond the foil F so that its perpen-
dicular distance from the centre of the foil support was the same as
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the distance of S from this centre. The direct pencil of a-particles

from S through the central aperture in D could be prevented, at

will, from reaching S' by inserting the lead screen L by means of a

cone-joint control operated from outside the vacuum. The screen

S' was just outside the vacuum chamber; a-particles reached it

via a thin mica window in the chamber wall immediately opposite S'.

Suppose N is the number of a-particles emitted per second by

the source S. Of this number, a fraction a>/47r will reach the ring-

shaped foil F, where <o is the solid angle subtended at S by the ring.

The solid angle du> subtended by a ring-shaped element at F is

readily seen to be given by

dm — 2-n sin \$ . d\j>

where the angle FSS' is \$.

in vacuo

FLUORESCENT
SCREEN

S MICROSCOPE

LEAD SCREEN INSERTED
WHEN REQUIRED TO

CUT OFF DIRECT BEAM

Fig. 10.5. Direct determination of the charge on the nucleus (Chadwick).

The number of a-particles incident per second on this elemental

ring is therefore

477"
iV„

2tt sin |0 . d\$ N sin \$ . d\<\>
(10.13)

4tt 2

Applying Equation (10.12) the number of these particles scattered

through the angle <j> to reach S' can be calculated. In doing so, it

must be remembered that Equation (10.12) was derived for normally

incident particles. In the present case, the particles are incident at

an angle \$ to the normal. This is easily taken into account,

however, by putting / sec \<$> in place of t in Equation (10.12),

because the effective thickness of the foil is increased by the factor

sec \j> on account of the off-normal incidence. Furthermore, in

deriving Equation (10.12) the flourescent screen was considered to

be perpendicular to the arriving a-particles. In Chadwick's
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experiment, the screen S' is at an angle |<£ to the particles arriving
along r. The number of scintillations per unit area of the screen
is observed. Unit area of a screen presented normally to incident
a-particles would present an area of sec \<j> to particles incident at
an angle of

%<f>. The correction required is obviously to multiply
by cos \j>.

Therefore, the number of a-particles dN scattered to unit area of
the screen at S' in Chadwick's experiment is given by replacing N
in Equation (10.12) by

N
°
8m

f
'
***'

Replacing t by / sec tf

and then multiplying by cos \$. It follows that

dN = ^N°
sin ^

'
^

'

nt sec^ •
*2 cosec4 2^ • cos \j>

16^
=

_ Npntb2 cosec3
%<f> . dh<f>.

3272
—

For the whole scattering foil F, the angular limits are GSS'
and HSS', equal to ^ and £02 respectively. Hence the total
number ofa-particles scattered to S' will be N, where

32r 2
J^ 2 2'

where r is the mean value ofSG and SH.

Evaluating the integral gives

N ntb* „
W =

64P ( g tan ^2 ~~ log tan £&

f cot
l<f>x cosec^ — cot |02 cosec §02),

where, as usual, ft =^'^ [Equation (10.3)].

The number of a-particles which would fall directly on unit
area of the fluorescent screen S' (i.e. lead screenL removed) would be
No/faP, where / = SS'. Hence both N and N can be found,
<f>u 2, and r are known, e/M for the a-particle is known (§ 9.3),
and v, the velocity of the a-particles from a bismuth 214 source',
can be found. It follows that Ze, the charge on the nucleus of the
atom of the foil material concerned, can be evaluated.

In practice, a difliculty arises because N/N is about 1/500.
Scintillations occurring at a maximum rate of about 1 every 2 second
can be counted with comfort, so that N can be found conveniently.
When the direct pencil of a-particles is observed, however, the rate
NJ4ttP is as much as 20 000 per minute. Chadwick therefore cut
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down this number by a known factor by rotating a metal disc con-

taining a radial slit in front of the direct pencil of a-particles.

NJ4ttP could then be reduced by the ratio d\2-na, where d was the

width of the slit and a was the radial distance from the centre of the

slit to the axis of rotation of the disc.

Chadwick's result for the nuclear charges of the three elements

he investigated in his first experiments were:

copper, 29-3 e; silver, 46-3 e; platinum, 77-4 e.

He used, however, the early Millikan value for e, i.e. 1-59 x 10~19

C instead of the modern accepted value of 1-602 x 10~19 C. Using

this modern value for e, Chadwick's results agree to within 1 to 2

per cent, with the accepted values for Ze, which are 29 e, 47 e, and

78 e for copper, silver, and platinum respectively.

10.4. The Disintegration of Nuclei by Alpha-particles

In 1919 Rutherford made an outstanding discovery as a result

of further studies on a type of experiment originally due to Marsden.

Just before World War I, Marsden had shown that a-particles with

a range R in hydrogen can, on collisions with the hydrogen atoms,

set them in motion nearly in the direction of the incident a-particles

and with a range of approximately AR. By deflecting them in

electric and magnetic fields, Rutherford established that these long-

range hydrogen atoms—which produced scintillations at a fluores-

cent screen—were positively charged, i.e. they were protons.

Continuing this work just after the war, Rutherford investigated the

passage of a-particles through nitrogen and found that protons were

still ejected. Furthermore, he concluded that the nuclei of the

nitrogen atoms ejected these protons on the impact of a-particles

and were transmuted into oxygen nuclei.

The apparatus used by Rutherford (Fig. 10.6) was similar to that

of Marsden. A source of a-particles S (radioactive deposit on a

metal plate) was mounted in a container which was initially exhausted

of air and then filled with nitrogen. Scintillations were observed on

a zinc sulphide screen even though this screen was shielded from the

source S by a silver foil F thick enough to absorb completely all the

a-particles. If the nitrogen were replaced by oxygen or carbon

dioxide, scintillations were not observed. The conclusion was that

in the case of nitrogen, more penetrating particles than a-particles

were released from the nitrogen by the incident a-particles. Further-

more, it was established by the comparison of the range of these

released particles with those of the previous experiments using

hydrogen, and by measurement of the deflection of these particles
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in a magnetic field, that they were protons. About one a-particle

in every million that passed through the nitrogen gave rise to a

proton.

In later experiments, Rutherford and Chadwick established that

the protons released from nitrogen by the a-particles from bismuth
214 (RaC) had a range up to 40 cm in air, some 10 cm longer than the

maximum range of the protons obtained in the incidence of

a-particles on hydrogen nuclei. This proved beyond doubt that

the results with nitrogen could not be due to hydrogen as an impurity

in the nitrogen. Furthermore, the release of protons of greater

range than those due to the presence of hydrogen was detected for

the elements boron, fluorine, sodium, aluminium, and phosphorus.

TO PUMP TO GAS
INLET

SOURCE OF
ALPHA PARTICLES

ZINC SULPHIDE
SCREEN

Fig. 10.6. The disintegration of nitrogen nuclei by alpha-particles (Rutherford).

The apparatus used in these experiments (Fig. 10.7) employed a disc

S coated with lead 214 and bismuth 214 (RaB + RaC) as a source of

a-particles. This disc could be set at various known positions along

the axis of the brass tube T. If the element to be disintegrated were
a gas, it was passed through the tube via the ports at A and B. If a

solid element were under study, either a thin foil of it was placed in

the holder H immediately in front of the source S, or a film of the

powdered metal (or its oxide, say) was spread over a thin gold

foil which covered an aperture in H. Scintillations were observed
at a fluorescent screen Z placed outside a hole in the end-plate to

the brass tube T. This hole was covered with a silver foil of 6 cm
air equivalent as regards a-particle range, and further absorbing
screens of mica of known air equivalent could be placed between
this silver foil and the fluorescent screen in order to determine the
ranges of the released protons.

Results obtained were that scintillations due to released protons
of range greater than 29 cm in air (the maximum range using hydro-
gen) were obtained for the elements nitrogen, aluminium, boron,
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fluorine, sodium, and phosphorus, but no protons of such range

were obtained from oxygen and carbon dioxide.

Experiments were also conducted on protons liberated from
targets in a direction at right angles to the incident beam of a-

particles. Scintillations could then only be due to protons ejected

from the nuclei of the target element; they could not be due to the

presence of hydrogen as an impurity and, moreover, scintillations

due to a-particles themselves were negligible, because so few would
be scattered through 90°. In this way, disintegrations of neon,

magnesium, silicon, sulphur, chlorine, argon, and potassium were

studied.

ELEMENT TO BE
STUDIED PLACED

IN HOLDER H

TTTT

SOURCE S

(RaB+RaC ON DISC)

FLUORESCENT
SCREEN Z

ABSORBING
SCREENS INSERTED

Fig. 10.7. Apparatus for the study of the disintegrations of elements by alpha-

particles (Rutherford and Chadwick).

Nuclear disintegrations of this kind are now referred to as

a-particle proton nuclear reactions, i.e. a-p reactions. They have

been observed with most of the lighter elements up to selenium,

3|Se. The reaction involved can be represented by the general

equation

:

iX + jHe->^SQ-*ztfY + IH + Q,

where X is the element of atomic number Z and mass number A
which is bombarded; fHe is the incident a-particle; z^iC is a

compound nucleus, postulated by Bohr, which disintegrates almost

immediately to give the element Y of atomic number Z + 1 and

mass number A + 3 ; the proton released is {H ; and Q is the energy

evolved or absorbed during the nuclear reaction.

Note that the sum of the atomic numbers on the left-hand side

of the equation is equal to this sum on the right-hand side because

the sum of the positive charges

—

i.e. the number of protons—on

the nuclei remains constant during the reaction. Again, the sum
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of the mass numbers is the same on both sides of the equation

because the total number of nucleons concerned remains constant.

Q is the nuclear reaction energy, also known as the g-value of
the nuclear reaction. It is defined as the net kinetic energy of all

the particles (incident and final). It is therefore given by the

kinetic energy E1 of the incident particle subtracted from the

kinetic energy imparted to the product nucleus E2 plus that imparted
to the product particle E3 . Therefore,

Q=Ei + E3 -E1 (10.14)

If Q is positive, the reaction is an exothermic or exoergic one;
if Q is negative, the reaction is endothermic or endoergic.

This net kinetic energy is made available as a consequence of

the mass-energy relationship. It must also be given by the difference

between the sum of the masses of the initial particles (the bombard-
ing particle and the target nucleus) and the sum of the masses of the

final particles (the product nucleus and the particle released).

Energy is thus conserved in the reaction provided that the mass-
energy relationship is taken into account.

In the case of nitrogen, the nuclear reaction is

x fN + fHe-> (
x !F)-> ^O + \H + Q.

Here the product nucleus * |0 is the isotope of oxygen of mass
number 17.

Further examples are

:

Boron: 10
5B + fHe-> OfN)-* X |C + JH + Q.

Aluminium: f £A1 + fHe-> (?£P)^ ?£Si + JH + Q.

Potassium: UK + |He -» (f *Si) -> % £Ca + JH + Q.

An abbreviated method of representing such a reaction is to write

AX(a,p)*+*Y,e.g. 10B(a,/>)13 C.

This short form is self-explanatory if it is considered that the

element X yields the element Y as a result of an a-p reaction.

If the reaction with nitrogen is examined further, Q in a.m.u.

will be equal to the sum of the atomic masses of nitrogen and the

a-particle minus the sum of the masses of oxygen 17 and the proton,

i.e.
x fN + fHe -* ^O + JH

14007 55 a.m.u. 4-033 88 a.m.u. 17004 53 a.m.u. + 1-008 15 a.m.u.

Note that the masses of the atoms are given, instead of those of

the nuclei. This amounts to the same result because the masses of

the electrons attached to the nuclei balance out.
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The sum of the atomic masses on the left-hand side of the

equation is 1801 1 43 a.m.u. and on the right-hand side it is 18-012 68
a.m.u. The difference is therefore — 0001 25 a.m.u. Hence,

Q = — 0001 25 a.m.u.

- - 0001 25 x 931-5 MeV (see Appendix D)

= - 116 MeV.

This should also be equal to E2 + Ez
— Ex, in accordance with

Equation (10.14).

In verification of these ideas, Blackett in 1925 studied the

reaction of a-particles impinging on nitrogen, using a semi-automatic

cloud chamber based on a design by Shimizu. Because of the

small size of the nucleus compared with the atom, the comparatively

large mean distance between atoms, and the repulsion between the

like-charged nucleus and the a-particle, the probability of an
a-particle impinging on a nitrogen nucleus is exceedingly small.

It was therefore necessary to take a very large number of photo-
graphs of a-particle tracks to ensure that a collision was observed.

Thorium B plus thorium C (lead 212 plus bismuth 212) was used as

a source of a-particles; the expansion chamber was filled with

nitrogen enriched air (90 per cent. N2 , 10 per cent. Oa), and 23 000
photographs were taken with an average of 18 tracks on each, an
exposure being made every 10 to 15 s. Of the total of 415 000

tracks, many showed elastic collisions between a-particles and
nitrogen nuclei, but only eight showed the ejection of a proton from
a nitrogen nucleus after capture of the incident a-particle.

A distinctive fork in the track was obtained when these rare

inelastic collisions occurred (Plate 2). The straight track of the

incident a-particle was thicker than that of the ejected proton

which has smaller ionising ability. The comparatively heavy,

initially charged oxygen atom, 1
|0, produced a short, thick track.

Photographs of these tracks were taken from two directions at an
angle to one another using two cameras to form a so-called

"stereoscopic" pair. This was essential to determine the direction

of the track in space, and so its true length from the lengths sub-

tended in the planes of the photographic plates. From the records,

the kinetic energies of the a-particle, the proton, and the recoil

atom, * gO, could be deduced. Evaluation of E2 + Ez
— Et gave

the result — 1 -26 MeV, agreeing, within the limits of the experimental

error, with the value of — 1-16 MeV obtained by subtracting the

sum of the masses of the final particles from the sum of the masses

of the initial particles.
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This experiment confirms the results of Rutherford on the

transmutation of nitrogen into oxygen; it is also a verification,

assuming the nature of the final products, of the mass-energy
relationship (Appendix A).

The proton yield, defined as

Number of protons produced

Number of a-particles stopped in the target'

varies from 10~ 7 to 10~ 5 for a-particles in the energy range from 3

to 8 MeV, using targets of light elements. The protons released

have various distinct ranges, as is shown by the typical results for

aluminium. In this case, two main homogeneous groups of protons
have ranges in standard air of 28 cm approximately, and 58 cm
approximately, whilst the maximum range is 66 cm. When the

longest range, i.e. most energetic, protons are ejected, the product
nucleus silicon, ?£Si, is left in the ground state. When the less

energetic protons of shorter ranges are ejected, the product nucleus
is left in an excited state. It then returns to the ground state by
the emission of y-radiation of the appropriate wavelength. The
values of the reaction energy Q which are usually quoted are the
maximum values, corresponding to protons of the maximum range.

10.5. The Neutron

The story of the discovery of the neutron illustrates admirably
the insight necessary to achieve a major advance in physics, the

careful consideration of experimental results in relation to theory,

and the international character of scientific research in that

significant results were obtained in Germany, France, and, finally,

in Britain before the discovery of a new fundamental particle was
established. Furthermore, it is certain that neutrons were being
produced in experiments on the artificial disintegration of nuclei

from 1919 onwards and yet they remained undetected until 1930

—

an indication of the difficulties involved in interpreting fully the

experimental results in nuclear physics.

In 1930, Bothe and Becker bombarded beryllium with a-particles

and found that a very penetrating radiation was produced. As
this radiation was shown to be uncharged it was reasonable at that

time to assume that it was highly energetic y-radiation, and produced
in accordance with the nuclear reaction

iBe + £He > C IQ J |C + hv (10.15)

To ensure that the supposed y-radiation was not produced by
the source of a-particles, an isotope of polonium, which emits no
y-radiation, was used to produce the incident a-particles.
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On measuring the absorption of this radiation in lead, an
absorption coefficient of 0-22 per cm was found. Assuming the
radiation was y-radiation, this absorption coefficient led to a
theoretical evaluation of the energy of the y-radiation to be 7 MeV,
greater than the energy of any y-radiation known at that time.

In 1932, M. and Mme. Curie-Joliot measured the intensity of
this radiation, using ionisation chambers, and showed that the

ionisation increased markedly if the radiation were first passed
through paraffin wax or other material containing hydrogen. The
ionisation increase was shown to be due to protons ejected from the

paraffin wax. Furthermore, these protons had a maximum range
of 26 cm in air as measured by a cloud chamber, corresponding
to an energy of 4-5 MeV. Assuming that the supposed y-radiation

transferred energy to the protons by a type of Compton recoil

process, it was calculated that the energy of the incident radiation

POLONIUM PARAFFIN WAX

BERYLLIUM THIN WINDOW

Fig. 10.8. Schematic illustration of the apparatus used by Chadwick in the

discovery of the neutron.

must have been as high as 55 MeV, i.e. some eight times that found
from the experiments on the absorption of the supposed y-rays

in lead.

This energy of 55 MeV was, furthermore, much greater than the

maximum possible energy available from a reaction of the kind

suggested by Equation (10.15), calculated on a basis of the mass-

energy difference between the final and initial products.

In 1932, Chadwick studied this outstanding anomaly. Using
apparatus illustrated schematically by Fig. 10.8, he showed that the

radiation from beryllium undergoing the impact of a-particles had
to have, if it were assumed to be y-radiation, an energy of 55 MeV
to account for the protons ejected from paraffin wax, and an energy

of 90 MeV to eject nitrogen ions of the range found when using

targets containing nitrogen atoms. In these experiments, a-particles

from polonium set up in a vacuum chamber impinged on beryllium.

The radiation produced was then passed through a paraffin-wax

block and the maximum range of the protons produced was measured
by interposing various thicknesses of aluminium between the
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paraffin wax and the ionisation chamber used as a detector. The
paraffin wax was then replaced by a slab of nitrogenous material.

These results, quite inconsistent with the laws of conservation of

energy and momentum, were explained by Chadwick when he

abandoned the suggestion that the radiation from the beryllium was
in the form of y-rays. Instead, he asserted that a new type of

fundamental particle was being produced which had zero charge,

and was therefore undeflected in magnetic and electric fields and
left no track in an ionisation chamber. This particle was the

neutron, and the correct nuclear reaction on bombarding beryllium

with a-particles was not represented by Equation (10- 15) but by

«Be + fHe >ClQ * ^C + J».

NEUTRONS

CADMIUM

y
Po & Be

Fig. 10.9. A simple source of neutrons.

Note that carbon 12 and not carbon 13 is produced, as had been
erroneously suggested by Equation (10.15). The neutron has
attributed to it a mass number of unity. This was confirmed in the

subsequent measurements of the mass of the neutron by Chadwick
and others.

Most of the light elements up to fluorine can be made to yield

neutrons on the impact of a-particles of suitable energies. The
exceptions are the elements hydrogen, helium, carbon, and oxygen.

A mixture of beryllium powder with polonium in a cavity in a
block of paraffin wax is a useful simple source of neutrons (Fig.

10.9). The cavity walls and the outer surface of the block are

coated with cadmium which has a high absorption cross-section

for neutrons (Fig. 17.7).

Nuclear reactions in which the impact of a-particles produces
neutrons are called alpha-neutron, i.e. a-n reactions. They are

represented by the general reaction

:

iX+iUe >(iiiC) >
AztlY+ln + Q.

The intermediate, unstable compound nuclide is an isotope of the

final product nuclide.
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A few typical a-n reactions are

:

Lithium:
7
3U + fHe

10
5B + ln,

Nitrogen:
x
fN + fHe * £F + J/i,

Aluminium: f \A1 + fHe—> ? gP + £«.

Bombardment of these elements with a-particles can also yield

protons. In fact, the probability of production of either protons

or neutrons depends on the energy of the incident a-particles. The

first experiment of Rutherford in which a-particles impinged on

nitrogen to give protons is here listed as an alternative a-n reaction.

As in a-p reactions, the product nucleus is often left in an excited

state; return to the ground state is accompanied by the emission

ofy-radiation.

10.6. Determination of the Mass of the Neutron

In the explanation of the ejection of protons from paraffin

wax, Chadwick assumed that the hydrogen nuclei are set in motion

on direct collision by the neutron. The usual laws of mechanics

concerned in an elastic collision will be involved. Suppose a

neutron of mass M and maximum velocity V impinges on a nucleus

of mass m and imparts to it a maximum recoil velocity vR . Let

Vx be the velocity of the neutron after the collision. From the law

ofthe conservation ofmomentum, as a head-on collision is concerned

for maximum velocities to be attained,

MV = mvR + MVX (10.16)

From the law of the conservation ofenergy

%MV2 = \mv 2 + \MVX
2 (10.17)

From Equation (10.16)

_ MV — mvR
Yx _ _ .

Substituting for Vx in Equation (10.17)

, ,

(MV-mv R)\MV2 = mvR2
-\

jj
,

.'. MW2 = mMvR
2 + M2V2 - 2MVmvR + m*vR*;

;. MvR — 2MV + mvR =
2MV

"=BTS (10- 18)

If the neutrons impinge upon hydrogen atoms in paraffin wax,

let the maximum recoil velocity vR be vH , the velocity of the protons

each of mass mH . Equation (10. 1 8) then becomes

1MV
vH = J\_ 00.19)M + mH
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If nitrogen atoms are concerned in a nitrogenous material

subjected to the neutron impact, then

vN = -=— (10.20),y M + mN v '

where vN is the maximum recoil velocity of the nitrogen nuclei each
of mass mN .

From Equations (10.19) and (10.20)

vH M + mN
(10.21)

vN M + mH
mN and mH are known. If, therefore, vH and vN are measured

in recoil experiments, M the mass of the neutron can be found.

Chadwick deduced vH to be 3-3 x 109 cm s
_1 from the measure-

ment of the range of the recoil protons in air. Feather determined
the track length of the recoil nitrogen nuclei in a cloud chamber
and gave the range as 3-5 mm in air at 105 Pa, corresponding
to a maximum velocity of 4-7 x 10 8 cm s

-1
. Putting these values

in Equation (10.21) with mH = 1 a.m.u. and mN = 14 a.m.u., gives

3-3 X 109 _ M+ 14

4-7 x 108 ~ M+l ;

:. 7 (M + 1) = M + 14,

i.e. 6M = 1

or M = 1-17 a.m.u.

Inserting this value for the mass of the neutron in Equation
(10.19) gives the maximum velocity of the neutrons concerned as
3 x lVcms-1

.

This value for the mass of the neutron is too high. A later

method of greater accuracy due to Chadwick and Goldhaber makes
use of the disintegration of deuterium into a proton and a neutron
on the impact ofy-radiation (§ 12.4).

The accepted value for the mass of the neutron is 1-008 98 a.m.u.

10.7. Induced Radioactivity

The experiments on the disintegration of the nucleus led in 1934
to the discovery of induced (artificial) radioactivity. Though this

phenomenon must have occurred in many of the experiments on
nuclear disintegrations prior to 1934, yet it was undetected until the
investigation in 1934 of the Curie-Joliots in France. On bombard-
ing the elements aluminium and boron with a-particles, these

experimenters observed that the targets continued to emit radiations

even after the source of the incident a-particles had been removed.

11 y.:a.n. p.
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The intensity ofthis induced activity was found to decay exponentially

with time—a characteristic of radioactivity. The half-life concerned

was determined. Furthermore, measurements of the ionisation

produced by the particles concerned in this radioactivity and
determinations of their deflections in magnetic and electric fields,

established that they were positrons, i.e. the positive electrons which

had been discovered two years previously by Anderson in the course

of investigations on cosmic rays using a cloud chamber in an intense

magnetic field (§ 18.5).

The Curie-Joliots (I. Curie and F. Joliot) showed that the

incidence of the a-particles on the element produced an unstable

nuclide which disintegrated by the emission of positrons. For

example, using boron as the target element, an a-n reaction resulted

:

10
5B + |He—* CfN) > *?N + In.

The product, nitrogen, x
fN, was an unstable isotope of nitrogen,

i.e. radioactive nitrogen which disintegrated by emitting positrons

in accordance with the reaction

i»n— l jc + +;«.

The half-life T\ was determined to be 10-1 min. The carbon X \C
produced is a stable isotope of carbon.

The reaction when a-particles impinge on aluminium is

!SA1 + |He (!JP) ?gP + in
radioactive

3 Op . 30 Ci15"' > 14^
radioactive
phosphorus

Some further a-w reactions that give rise to radioactive nuclides

which emit positrons are

:

(i) ^Na + fHe I |A1 + In

I «A1 > I |Mg ++?e; half-life 6-5 s.

radioactive
aluminium

(ii) ^F + fHe >??Na + o7*

2|Na > UNe + +\e\ half-life 2-6 years.
radioactive
sodium

(hi) ^N + tHe— 1 SF + J»
17
9
F > 17

aO + + ?e; half-life 1-1 min.
radioactive
fluorine

This method of producing radioactive nuclides provides only

minute quantities. To ensure that the element which is made
artificially radioactive is identified correctly, a suitable practice is

to dissolve the irradiated material in a chemical reagent. Ordinary
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inactive elements with atomic numbers in the immediate neighbour-
hood of those concerned are added to this solution. The methods
of analytical chemistry, such as the precipitation of a salt, are then
used to separate out the elements which are now in sufficient

quantities to be identifiable. These separated elements are then
tested for radioactivity using, say, a Geiger counter (§ 14.3). That
element which is found to be radioactive must have obtained this

activity from the irradiated sample; the radioactive element con-
cerned is therefore identified.

The Curie-Joliots tested aluminium which had been irradiated
with a-particles by dissolving it in hydrochloric acid and then drying
by evaporation. The residue showed no radioactivity. Knowing
that phosphorus similarly treated would give the gas PH3 , the
process was repeated but the gas evolved was collected. This gas
was then found to emit positrons: the active element was thus
radioactive phosphorus, f gP.

Positrons are similar to electrons in that they have the same
mass and an equal but opposite charge. Furthermore, the energy
spectrum of the positrons from a radioactive nuclide is a continuum
with a characteristic energy maximum. As in ^-particle emission
from the nucleus, the emitted positron is accompanied by a neutrino

(§ 15.5). However, it must be emphasised that a positron has only
a transitory existence: the average life is about one microsecond.
So soon as it encounters an electron, the positron is annihilated in
the production ofy-radiation (§ 15.7).

Positrons are plentiful in cosmic radiation (§ 18.5) but the
laboratory source for experiments is a suitable induced radio-
active nuclide. Unlike electrons, however, long duration experi-
ments, such as the deflection in electric and magnetic fields of
electron beams, cannot be readily conducted on positrons because
of their very short life span.

Induced radioactive nuclides which emit negative electrons,
i.e. ^--particles, can also be produced. Indeed, all the elements
can now be made radioactive, and the majority of them emit
^--particles, some emit positrons, and y-ray activity is also common.
Artificially radioactive nuclides which emit a-particles are much
less common and occur mostly amongst the transuranic elements
(§17.8).

Some a-p reactions can be used to produce radioactive nuclides
which are 0-particle emitters, e.g.

i|B + fHe + 1 $C + JH

radioactive
carbon
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However, the most effective methods of producing induced

radioactivity do not employ a-particles which, as has been seen

(§ 10.4), have a small probability of collision with nuclei. By far

the most useful fundamental particles for inducing radioactivity

are neutrons. Protons and deuterons and other heavier nuclei can

also be employed. No natural sources of high energy protons and

deuterons are available; they must be accelerated artificially to

high energies. Neutrons are produced by the impact of high energy

protons, deuterons, or a-particles on various target elements, but

the most valuable source of large numbers of neutrons is the nuclear

reactor (§ 17.11).

The further study of the disintegration of nuclei and artificial

radioactivity consequently demands a knowledge of the various

methods for accelerating particles to high energies (see Chapter 11).

Exercises 10

1. Write a concise account of the properties of a-particles, and indicate how

observations of the scattering of such particles led to the nuclear theory of the

atom. {London.)

2. Summarise the experimental evidence from which the conclusion was made

that the number of extra-nuclear electrons in an atom is equal to its atomic

number. {London.)

3. A stream of a-particles is incident normally on a thin foil of thickness /.

The scattered particles are received on a screen parallel to the film and at a

distance r from it. It can be shown that the number of particles received per

unit area of the screen per second which have been scattered through an angle

is given by

Snt Z2e4

47r2 e 2ma
i;
4 sin4 id'

where S is the number incident per second on the foil, Ze is the nuclear

charge on the atoms of the foil, m is the mass and v the velocity of an a-particle,

n is the number of atoms per cubic metre of the foil, and e is the permittivity

of free space. Describe how this result was used in establishing the nuclear

theory ofatomic structure.

A stream of a-particles of 2 MeV energy is incident normally on an aluminium

foil of 10-6m thickness. Calculate the fraction which emerges from the foil in

directions making angles between 45° and 60° with that of incidence. (Density

of aluminium = 2 700 kg m~3
, mass of hydrogen atom = 1-66 x 10-27 kg,

atomic weight of aluminium = 27, electron charge = 1-6 x 10~19 C). (London.)

4. Give a critical account of the discovery and identification of the neutron.

Show how a determination of the mass of the neutron may be made. (London.)

5. Describe Rutherford's scattering experiment and say how it has increased

our knowledge of atomic structure, giving reasons why it showed the Thomson

model of the atom to be incorrect. State clearly the assumptions and approxi-

mations that need to be made in interpreting this experiment.
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An a-particle having an energy of 7-68 MeV is projected directly towards the

nucleus of a Cu atom. What is their distance of closest approach?

[The mass of an a-particle is 4 a.m.u. and the atomic number of Cu is 29].

(Manchester.)

6. Describe experiments which led to the discovery of induced radioactivity.



CHAPTER 11

THE ACCELERATION OF PARTICLES TO HIGH ENERGIES

11.1. Classification ofTypes ofAccelerator

The particles which are of chief concern are the electron, the

proton, the deuteron, and the a-particle. In more recent work, e.g.

the production of transuranic elements (§ 17.8) ions of the light

elements lithium, beryllium, boron, carbon, and nitrogen are also

artificially accelerated. These particles are produced by ionisation

of the appropriate gas, except in the case of electrons, which are

obtained by thermionic emission from a hot cathode in a vacuum.
To produce protons, hydrogen is ionised; to produce deuterons,

deuterium (i.e. heavy hydrogen usually obtained by the electrolysis

of heavy water) is ionised; a-particles result from the ionisation at

energies above 54 eV of helium so that doubly positively ionised

helium atoms, fHe++, are available. Electrons resulting from
thermionic emission will have initially only the comparatively small

emission energies of about 0-3 eV; gaseous ions will have energies

corresponding to the thermal energies of the molecules of the gas

at the temperature prevailing.

Having produced the particle concerned it is then required to

accelerate it to high energies of the order of keV, MeV, or even BeV
(one billion electron-volts, where one billion is 109*). To do this,

three main methods are employed

:

(1) Direct linear acceleration in which the particle travels down
a long evacuated tube with a sufficiently high p.d. between the

source and a final electrode.

(2) Indirect linear acceleration in which the particle is accelerated

along an evacuated tube but where it is given a series of additi\e

accelerations in successive stages.

(3) Orbital acceleration in which the particle is made to traverse

a spiral or a circular path about a centre, and where the energy is

again imparted in a series of successive, additive stages.

Direct linear acceleration demands the production of a high

potential equal in volts to the energy that a singly charged particle

acquires in electron-volts. The limitation to this procedure is

insulation of the high-voltage generator. The techniques of

obtaining high potentials include the high-voltage rectifier, the

* In Britain, 1 billion is usually 10"; in America, 1 billion is 109
. The

American practice is adopted here. Sometimes 10* eV is called 1 GeV.

326
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voltage multiplier circuits of which the Cockcroft and Walton
generator is typical, the Van de Graaff electrostatic generator,

impulse generators, and the use of resonant transformers.

Indirect linear accelerators include the Sloan and Lawrence
design and the travelling wave accelerator for electrons.

POINT B REACHS PEAK
OF 2./2V

* = ~D

V| ' \^/ ^ POINT A

Fig. 11.1. The principle of the Cockcroft and Walton circuit.

Types of orbital accelerator are the cyclotron, the synchro-

cyclotron, the betatron, and the synchrotrons.

11.2. The Cockcroft and Walton High-voltage Generator

Conventional half-wave rectifier circuits are used in X-ray
practice for e.m.f.s up to 50 kV, and even 100 kV, whilst Cockcroft
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and Walton used the conventional circuit with two rectifier valves
in series to generate 300 kV.

The more usual rectifier valve circuit for generating high voltages

is, however, that developed by Cockcroft and Walton in 1932, which
employs four or more rectifier valves in a voltage multiplier. This is

illustrated by their quadrupler circuit (Fig. 11.1) with which they

generated 700 kV. To understand the action of this circuit it is

useful to consider the three stages (a), (b), and (c) in Fig. 11.1. A
single half-wave rectifier circuit is shown in Fig. 11.1a. The voltage

at point A with respect to earth will be the alternating voltage across

the transformer secondary. Suppose the r.m.s. value of this voltage

is V. The capacitor C\ will rapidly become charged to the peak

potential of V2V. With the rectifier Rt connected in the direction

shown, the peak voltage at B with respect to earth will reach a

positive value of V2V plus the peak secondary voltage, i.e. it will

be 2 V2V. This voltage at B will still alternate, of course, but will

be positive with respect to earth through the cycle [Fig. 11.1 J]. If

a second rectifier R2 and capacitor C2 are connected in series between
B and earth [Fig. 11.16] the capacitor C2 will become charged up by

unidirectional pulses to reach a maximum steady value of 2 V2V.
This constant e.m.f. is then available between point C and earth

[Fig. 1 1 . 1 e] . In the circuit of Fig. 11.16, the potential at B alternates

with respect to C and attains a peak value of 2 VI V. A further

rectifier jR 3 and capacitor C3 can hence be joined in series across

B and C [Fig. 11.1c]. C3 will then charge up to a maximum steady

voltage of 2 V2V. The potential of point D with respect to earth

then reaches a peak value of 4 V2V every cycle. This alternating

voltage between D and earth is then again rectified and stored by
the connection of the rectifier i?4 and capacitor C4 in series between

C and D. The point E then attains the steady voltage of 4 V2V
with respect to earth. Further stages can be added.

If, therefore, the transformer supplies a r.m.s. voltage across

its secondary of 150 kV, the steady, off-load output voltage obtained

from such a quadrupler circuit will be 600 V2 kV, i.e. 840 kV.

11.3. The Van de Graaff Electrostatic Generator

In 1931, Van de Graaff designed an electrostatic generator
able to provide a current of 25 pA at a voltage of 1 -5 MV. The
principle of operation and a typical arrangement is illustrated

schematically by Fig. 11.2. BB is an endless belt of insulating

fabric—usually reinforced rubber—which is run at high speed

(between 15 and 40 m s
-1

) by driving a lower pulley Px with an
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electric motor. Electric charge is sprayed continuously on to this

belt by connecting the lower spray points S to a source of steady

voltage in the form of a power-pack delivering 50 to 100 kV.
Corona from the points charges the belt in the immediate vicinity.

The spray is usually in the form of a few hundred pointed metal

wires, though thin wires stretched perpendicular to the direction of

travel of the belt have been used. An earthed inductor plate / is

often used opposite the spray on the other side of the belt. The
charge on the belt rises continually to the upper spray Z which
removes the charge to the large dome-shaped terminal T. The

-ION SOURCE

STEEL VESSEL
FILLED WITH
NITROGEN AT
A PRESSURE OF
8 ATMOSPHERES

EVACUATED
ACCELERATOR
TUBE

Fig. 11.2.

TO TARGET (EARTHEc)

AND VACUUM PUMPS

The Van de Graaff generator.

voltage on T relative to earth rises rapidly as the charge accumulates

on it to reach a steady value determined primarily by the rate of
increase of charge and the load current through the ion accelerating

tube. To accelerate positive ions—usually protons or deuterons

—

positive charge is sprayed on to the belt from S so that the terminal

T becomes positive, and the ions are accelerated in an evacuated tube
towards an earthed electrode.

The accelerator tube is evacuated to a low pressure of less than
10-3 Pa; oil or mercury diffusion pumps backed by mechanical
rotary pumps are employed to produce the vacuum. A liquid

nitrogen trap in the vacuum line between the diffusion pump and
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the accelerator tube is often employed to prevent back-migration

of oil or mercury from the pumps to the electrodes of the accelerating

tube. The positive ions from a small auxiliary vessel containing

the ionised hydrogen or deuterium are passed via a control valve

into the upper region of the accelerator tube. These ions are then

accelerated to the target which is usually in a research room one

floor below the generator.

The limit to the high potential which can be developed by this

method is set by insulation. To reduce the overall size of the

equipment necessary, the belt and pulley arrangement is housed

inside a large steel vessel which is filled with gas at high pressure.

Air at normal atmospheric pressure breaks down when the potential

gradient between plane electrodes is about 30 kV/cm. Increase

of pressure raises the potential gradient permissible. Air is not

used because the presence of oxygen introduces the risk of fire if a

spark-over occurs. The container vessel is therefore filled with

nitrogen at a pressure of 7 to 10 atmospheres, and a small per-

centage of freon (CC12F2) is sometimes added because this electro-

negative gas is electrically much stronger than air at a given pressure.

The cylindrical wall of the accelerator tube is invariably con-

structed in the form of a series of intermediate ring-shaped electrodes

set between insulating wall sections. These electrodes are set at

the appropriate intermediate potentials by means of a potential

divider connected across the high voltage supply. This ensures

that the potential distribution down this tube is uniform. Such

practice is adopted in all types of direct linear accelerators operating

at high voltages.

The current output obtainable from the Van de Graaff generator

is limited by the maximum charge that the belt can carry per unit

area without corona discharge occurring from it, by the speed of

travel of the belt, and by the width of the belt. Belts of about

0-45 m wide are used in large machines.

Particle energies as great as 8-5 MeV have been achieved by these

electrostatic generators. A 7 MeV model is in operation at the

Atomic Weapons Research Establishment at Aldermaston.

The direct types of linear accelerator, and particularly the

Van de GraafF generator, have the outstanding advantage of flexi-

bility. In contrast to the indirect linear accelerators and orbital

accelerators, the Van de GraafF generator can provide particles of a

known energy constant to within ± 150 eV in a million in recent

designs. Furthermore, the same Van de GraafF generator can be

simply modified for use with various particles like electrons, protons,

and deuterons; no change in the main apparatus design is necessary.
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Despite, therefore, the ingenuity of the indirect linear and orbital

machines and the far greater energies they are able to provide, the

Van de Graaff remains indispensable for precision measurements in

nuclear reactions at energies below 10 MeV.

The further methods of generating high voltages are the cascade

transformer, the tuned transformer, and the impulse generator.

As these are not so important in nuclear physics as the Van de Graaff

and the Cockcroft and Walton generators, they are not discussed

here.

11.4. The Tandem Van de GraaffAccelerator

As noted in § 11.3, the stable steady voltage output from the

Van de Graaff generator makes it an indispensable machine for

measuring with precision the energies involved in nuclear reactions.

A single generator cannot be designed to produce outputs in excess

of about 8 MV without encountering formidable problems of
insulation. To study reactions with targets of atoms of atomic
numbers in excess of about 40, particles accelerated to energies above
8 MeV are needed. The charge on the nucleus of such a heavy atom
produces a nuclear potential energy barrier (§ 1 5.3) of such magnitude
that the probability of penetration is small by a proton, for example,
of energy below 8 MeV, despite the tunnel effect (§§6.15 and 12.1).

This problem has been largely overcome with the development of
the tandem Van de Graaff generator. In this accelerating machine,
the voltage produced is V, by a single generator as before, but
singly-charged ions are accelerated to an energy of 2V eV. A
machine capable ofproducing 8 MV, say, is then capable of accelerat-
ing protons or deuterons to an energy of 16 MeV.

To do this, negative ions (e.g. of hydrogen) are produced in an
ion source at earth potential. These are accelerated to the positive

potential provided by the Van de Graaff generator. They are there

stripped of their negative charges and thus changed into positive

ions, which are then accelerated again to the earthed negative

potential terminal of the same Van de Graaff generator.

This idea was put forward originally by Bennett and Kallmann
in 1937. The formidable technical problems involved in making a
satisfactory machine were not solved until 1958, leading to a design
of Van de Graff accelerator illustrated in outline by Fig. 11.3.

Presuming that protons are the particles to be accelerated, positive

ions are produced initially in a radio-frequency discharge in hydrogen
at A outside the pressure vessel which contains the Van de Graaff
high voltage generator. These positive ions are sprayed with
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Fig. 11.3. The tandem Van de Graaff generator.
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electrons from thermionic filaments at B. The negative ions

resulting are hydrogen nuclei (protons) with two attached electrons.

This negative ion source is at earth potential. The negative ions

are accelerated through the highly evacuated tube C to the positive

high voltage positive terminal T. They pass an analysing deflecting

magnet Mx in this path which ensures that only negative ions of the

appropriate mass and charge reach T.

In traversing the tube through the positive terminal T, these

negative ions pass through a gas stripping canal. In some designs

this consists of a thin layer of gas admitted from a leak-valve to this

region of the tube; in others, a thin foil of carbon is used as a
stripper. On traversing this gas or carbon stripper, the hydrogen
atoms lose both their negative electrons to become protons. The
protons are then accelerated further along the evacuated tube, pass

a second analysing magnet M2 , and finally impinge on the target at

earth potential.

The advantages of the tandem Van de Graaff accelerator are that

the ion energy is doubled and both the ion source and the target are

conveniently at earth potential. The chief disadvantage is that

only small beam currents are achievable: about 2//.A as compared
with 200 /xA for the equivalent single generator.

Triple accelerators involving a combination of tandem and
single Van de Graaff arrangements have been planned.

11.5. Indirect Linear Accelerators; The Radio-frequency Accelerator

The indirect method aims to accelerate the particle to high

energies but in successive stages where the voltages between the

parts of the apparatus and between the apparatus and earth are kept
numerically small compared with the ultimate energy achieved in

electron-volts.

In a simple method of achieving indirect linear acceleration

(Fig. 11.4) ions travel through an aperture A and along the axis ot

a series of coaxial cylindrical electrodes 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. These
cylindrical electrodes are known as drift tubes. If a potential

difference is maintained between two neighbouring tubes, then ions

are accelerated in the gap between these tubes but travel with constant

velocity in the field-free space within the tubes themselves.

These cylindrical drift tubes are connected to a radio-frequency

source so that alternate cylinders have potentials of opposite sign.

Thus, in one half-cycle, tubes 1 and 3 are positive, say, whilst 2 and
4 are negative, whereas in the succeeding half-cycle these polarities

are reversed.
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Suppose a positive ion leaves A and is accelerated during the

half-cycle when 1 is negative with respect to A. If this ion is

then to be additionally accelerated when it leaves the tube 1, the

voltage on 2 must change from having been positive with respect to

1 to become negative with respect to 1. For this to happen, the

time of transit of the ion through the length of the tube 1 must, to

a first approximation, be equal to half the period of the alternating

supply voltage. The velocity v acquired by an ion of mass M and

charge e subjected to a fall of potential of Vh given by

IWe
M

provided that v is small compared with c the velocity of light. For

ions of constant mass and charge, the velocity is hence proportional

toVP.

lONSl

Ia i

R.F.

OSCILLATOR

> TO TARGET

Fig. 11.4. The principle of the indirect linear accelerator of the drift tube type.

The ion will obviously travel faster through tube 2 than it did

through tube 1 because it has twice the energy in electron-volts.

It must, nevertheless, take the same time of one half-period to

traverse tube 2 if it is to be again accelerated in the gap between

2 and 3. This can be achieved by making tube 2 longer than tube 1

in the ratio V2 to 1. For successive accelerations in successive

gaps it is therefore seen that the tubes 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. must have

lengths proportional to a first approximation, to 1, s/l, V3, V4,
etc. The arrangement of electrodes then screens the ion from any

reversal of field.

In 1931, Sloan and Lawrence produced a beam of positive ions

with a current of 0-1 //A, and at an energy of 1-26 MeV by this

method. They were limited, however, to the use of the heavy

mercury ions because no suitable method was available at that time

to provide the very high frequency alternating supply essential for

light ions. A 30 MHz oscillator with a peak output of 40 kV was

used. Wider5e had earlier accelerated potassium ions by the

method, but the first suggestion of a practical method of indirect

linear acceleration of ions was apparently due to Ising in 1924.
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The development of a proton linear accelerator had to await

advances in the generation of very high frequency power. The first

successful apparatus was constructed in 1946 by Alvarez et al. This
provided pulses of protons with an energy of 32 MeV but where the

energy spread was only 0-3 per cent.; the mean current output was
less than 0-5 /uA. The principle used was fundamentally similar to

that already described in outline, but several technological advances
made can only be summarised briefly here. Forty-seven drift tubes

were placed along the axis of a cylindrical cavity resonator of
diameter 0-95 m and 12 m long, excited in such a mode of oscillation

that the electrical field variations were parallel to its axis. Pulses

of power of 0-5 millisecond duration were provided by 28 oscillators

driven in step which gave 1-5 MW peak power at a frequency of

200 MHz. The protons were injected into the linear accelerator

with an initial energy of 4 MeV provided by a Van de Graaff
generator. This initial direct acceleration of the protons avoids the

necessity for short drift tubes in the early stages of the indirect

linear accelerator.

A linear accelerator providing protons (a proton linac) at 68 MeV
has been constructed at the University of Minnesota, whilst a
50 MeV proton linac has been built at Harwell in England. At
these high energies, the protons reach speeds near those of light and
the design equations to determine the lengths of the drift tubes have
to take into account the increase of mass of the proton with speed.

'

Indeed, in the final stages of acceleration, the lengths of the drift

tubes become almost constant.

The design of an indirect linear accelerator for electrons presents
a considerable problem because of the small mass of these partichs.

At 1 MeV, an electron has a velocity of 0-94 c, where c is the velocity

of light. The transit times through electrodes are therefore so short

as to demand exceedingly high frequency supplies, at least 1 000 MHz.
Furthermore, the problem of accelerating electrons to energies of
1 MeV and above, is, in reality, a problem not of accelerating the

electron (it is travelling with 94 per cent, of the maximum possible

speed at 1 MeV) but of providing the energy required for the
electron mass increase in accordance with relativity considerations

(Appendix A). For these reasons, linear accelerators for electrons

have been of the cavity resonator and the wave-guide patterns.

The linear accelerator for electrons does not utilise drift tubes in

which standing radio-frequency waves are produced, as in the

proton linac. Instead, a single long cylindrical wave-guide tube is

used. This is highly evacuated and fed with very high frequency
power, usually at a frequency of 2 855 MHz. Electrons injected
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into the evacuated tube are accelerated on the advancing wavefront
of the travelling electromagnetic wave produced by the v.h.f. power.
To prevent the phase velocity of this wave exceeding that of the

electrons, diaphragms are spaced at intervals of about A/3 along
the tube, where A is the wavelength in the tube of the electro-

magnetic radiation.

The very high frequency used means that electron linear acceler-

ators may be much shorter than proton linacs for the same maximum
energy. Several electron linear accelerators of this type have been
built. The most notable ones are those at Stanford University in

California. One of 80 m in length provides 100 MeV electrons;

the most recent has a total length of 3 000 m and provides electrons

at a maximum energy of 20 BeV. At these very high energies, the

de Broglie wavelength of the electrons is extremely short, so they are

of great value in exploring the sizes and shapes of nuclei (§ 15.10).

11.6. The Cyclotron

The first successful accelerator of the orbital type was the

cyclotron designed by Lawrence and Livingston in 1931. After

initial experiments with Edlefsen in which he produced 80 keV
protons, Lawrence, working with Livingston, constructed a cyclotron

which yielded 500 keV protons with a current of 0-1 juA.

Consider a charged particle of mass M and charge e to be

introduced with a velocity v into a uniform magnetic field of flux

density B so that initially it travels normally to the field lines.

Under the action of the force due to the magnetic field it will describe

a circular path of radius r given by

Mv 2— =Bev (11.1)
r

The time occupied by this particle in completing one revolution

will be Inr/v. Therefore,

r =^ =2# 01.2)
v Be

or, the angular velocity cu of the charged particles is given by

" =-tS (lL3>

The immediately significant fact about this result is that the

time T (and the angular velocity to) is a constant for given values

of B and e/M; the time is the same irrespective of the velocity of

the particle and the radius of its path.
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Use is made of this result in the cyclotron by introducing positive

ions (protons, deuterons, or helium nuclei) near the centre of the

gap between two copper "dees" which are in an evacuated cylindri-

cal steel tank placed between the poles of a powerful electromagnet

which provides a uniform field of flux density in the range from 1 to

2 tesla (Fig. 1

1

,5b). The dees have the form of a shallow cylindrical

box separated into two semicircular sections by a gap in a diametral

plane. Across these dees is maintained a high frequency alternating

p.d. from a powerful valve oscillator.

Consider a positive ion of mass M and charge e at a point a in

its path (Fig. 1 1 .5a). It will cross the gap between the dees to reach

b when the dee 1 is negative with respect to the dee 2. It will be

accelerated to a greater velocity in so doing, but within the dee it

will be in field-free space and travel with constant velocity. If the

DEE <

MAGNET POLE

DEE

\ \ \ " / / , / /{ MAGNET POLE

\0""V 'J , rtotheV ------' .y DEE2
'

rARGETT-.X^^c ^y VACUUM TANK

(b)

Fig. 11.5. The cyclotron.

1

time it takes to describe a semi-circular path from b to c in dee 1

is equal to 7/2, where Tis the oscillator period, this ion will again be

accelerated across the gap from c to d. This happens because, half

a period later, the dee 2 becomes negative with respect to dee 1.

Though the ion now moves faster in the longer semicircular path

from d to e, it still takes time T/2 to traverse this path because this

time for half a revolution is independent of the velocity of the ion

[Equation (11.2)]. It is readily seen that the ion is accelerated

each time it crosses the gap and that it executes a spiral path in the

cyclotron to reach a maximum velocity when travelling along the

outermost circular path.

It is necessary to remove the ion from the dees when it reaches

the maximum velocity attainable. This is done by the use of a

deflecting plate P which is maintained at a steady negative potential

with respect to the dees. To ensure that this negative potential is

relative to earth, it is common practice to arrange to deflect the ions
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out of the dees at an exit gap G where GO is at 90° to the diametral
gap, O being the centre of the dees. When the ion is at G the
instantaneous p.d. across the dees will be zero, provided that the
accelerations across the main gap took place when the peak
alternating p.d. prevailed, because the time of flight of the ion from
the gap to G in its final circular path is one-quarter of a period. ,

To introduce the ions into the dees near the centre, two main
techniques are employed

:

(1) The cyclotron is first evacuated to a pressure below 10-3 Pa
and then the gas concerned {e.g. hydrogen for protons) is

admitted slowly to the vacuum tank via a needle control valve to
establish a pressure of this gas of 10~2 to lO-1 Pa. Electrons
from a thermionic filament are then focused in a beam by a small
electron gun placed above or below the dees near the centre of the
gap. The vertical beam of electrons leaves a vertical narrow column
of positive ions in its wake. These ions are then impelled into the
dees by the alternating p.d. applied, whirled round in the spiral

path whilst being repeatedly accelerated, and emerge finally at G
under the action of the deflecting plate. The emerging ion beam is

then directed on to the target in use which is within an evacuated
side-tube attached to the main vacuum tank.

(2) A capillary ion source is used. In this case the ions are

produced in a small auxiliary chamber, which is connected to the

main vacuum tank by a narrow capillary tube. This auxiliary

chamber is first evacuated and then the gas concerned {e.g. hydrogen
for protons) is admitted to a suitable pressure of about 10_1 Pa.

Within this auxiliary chamber, electrons from a thermionic filament

are accelerated to an anode. These electrons ionise the gas. Some
of the ions produced are drawn into the capillary tube by the

pumping action of the main pumps attached to the cyclotron tank.

The capillary tube entrance to the tank is directed so that these

ions are again produced in a narrow vertical column near the centre

ofthe gap between the dees.

The chief disadvantage of the first of these methods is that the

whole of the gas within the cyclotron tank has to be at a pressure
high enough to enable ions to be produced within it. This limits

the amplitude of the alternating p.d. which can be applied across
the dees: too high a p.d. would lead to breakdown of the gas.

The advantage of this first method is that it enables larger ion

currents to be produced than the second method. In the second
method, however, the gas pressure in the main tank can be lower
(about 10-3 Pa) than the pressure in the auxiliary ion chamber
(about 10-1 Pa) because the pumping speed of the large fast
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diffusion pumps used readily copes with the small trickle of gas into

the tank through the capillary tube. The capillary ion source

therefore enables an alternating p.d. of greater amplitude to be used

across the dees, but the output ion current from the cyclotron is

now more limited.

The fundamental Equation (11.2) on which the working of the

cyclotron depends does not apply if the mass M of the ion is not

constant. In fact, this mass necessarily increases with the velocity

in accordance with the relativistic equation (Appendix A)

M =M (1 - j8
2)-£ (11.4)

where j8 = vie. In the case of the proton, however, the velocity v

at 1 MeV is 0046 c, i.e. /? = 0-046, so that the increase ofM above

M is not very large. Nevertheless, to ensure that the angular

velocity of the ion remains independent of its linear velocity, the gap
between the magnet pole-pieces could be shaped so that the flux

density increased slightly with increasing radius of the ion path.

This is not readily possible, however, for reasons given in § 11.7.

This relativistic mass increase with velocity limits, however,

the maximum energy obtainable. This upper limit depends on the

design and, in particular, on the peak alternating p.d. across

the gaps. Many experiments in nuclear physics have been under-

taken with protons, deuterons, and a-particles accelerated to energies

in the range from 5 to 25 MeV, using the conventional cyclotron./

For higher energies, however, demanded in view of the large forces

encountered within nuclei, the cyclotron is modified to become the

synchrocyclotron. Though a development from the cyclotron,

this machine is really quite different in principle and is therefore

described separately (§ 1 1.7).

Because of the relativistic mass increase with speed, the cyclotron

is obviously impractical for accelerating electrons to high energies.

An electron with an energy of only 50 keV has a velocity of 0-41 c. If

B is put equal to 0-41 in Equation (11.4) the mass increase over the

rest mass is seen to be considerable. Equation (1 1.2) therefore does

not apply for electrons with even comparatively moderate energies.

In the non-relativistic case, the final energy E of an ion of mass
M and charge e is given by E = \Mv 2

. Substituting for v from
Equation (11.1) where r is put equal to rmax, the radius of the outer-

most path in the dees, then

(Be r \ 2 lB2e2r2
C 11/ "* mux \ 2-" c ' max /% \ c\E =w \~ijr)

=—m— (1L5)

The acceleration of an ion to high energies therefore demands
a high magnetic flux density B and a large final radius rmax . Cyclo-
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trons giving high energy particles must therefore have large diameter
pole-pieces which provide a high magnetic flux density. A flux

density of about 2 T is the maximum practicable value. Pole-
piece diameters of up to 1-5 m have been used. Above this value,

the cyclotron is replaced by the synchrocyclotron.

The accelerated ions will emerge from the cyclotron in pulses
because of the alternating p.d. which is inevitable. One pulse
occurs per cycle of the alternating p.d. Frequencies of about
10 MHz are necessary (see Example 11.6) so that about 107 groups of
ions per second arrive at the target in usual practice.

A few notes on cyclotrons which have been built give some idea
of the engineering problems involved.

(1) Lawrence's first machine (1930): magnet pole diameter:
6-4 cm

; provided protons at a maximum energy of 80 keV.

(2) At Berkeley, California, U.S.A., 23 cm, 28 cm, 73 cm, 95 cm,
and 1 -5 m cyclotrons have been built. The 1 -5 m Berkeley cyclotron
is about the maximum practicable size. It is capable of producing
deuterons at 24 MeV, It requires 150 kW of radiofrequency power
with a peak voltage of250 kV between the dees.

(3) The 95 cm cyclotron at Liverpool, England, has a magnet of
mass nearly 70 000 kg with a power consumption of 75 kW.

Example 11.6. Explain the action of the cyclotron. If, in a cyclotron,

adjusted to give a proton beam, the magnetic flux density is 1-5 T and the

extreme radius is 15 cm, calculate the energies (in eV) of the emergent
protons and the wavelength of the oscillator. Take e/M for the proton as
9-6 x 107 C kg-1

. (London.)

Data for answering the first part of this question is to be found in § 11.6.

To find the energies of the emergent protons, consider that

Mv* „= Bev
r

where r is the extreme radius, B is the flux density, and v the velocity of the

proton; also

E = $Mv*

whereE is the energy required.

(Ber\ 2(Ber\ %

^-1 =iB*r2e 2/M.

As e/M for the proton is 9-6 x 107 C kg-1 , and e, the electronic charge = 1-6 x

in.Hr ., 1-6 x 10-"
10»C,soM=

9 .6xlQ7
kg.

E _ I x 1-5 2 x 015 2 x (1-6 x 10-19
)
2

1-6 x 10-19/(9-6 x 107
)
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AsleV = 1-6 x 10 19
J

\ x 2-25 x 2-25 x 10-2 x 2-56 x 1Q-38
'

10-26 x i-6 x io-i»/6

= 2-425 MeV.

The time for one complete revolution of the proton in the magnetic flux is

given by

T=2irrjv =2TrM/Be;

6-28
.-. T =

015 x 9-6 x 107

This must also be the period of the oscillator. Hence the wavelength A of

the oscillator is cT, where c = 3 x 108 m s~\ the velocity of electromagnetic

radiation in free space

;

6-28 x 3 x 108

•'• A =
015 x 9-6 x 10'

= 131 m -

11.7. The Synchrocyclotron

Before considering the principles of the synchrocyclotron it

is important to consider further the limitations of the conventional

cyclotron. Equation (11.5) indicates that the final energy imparted

to the particle is independent of the amplitude of the alternating

p.d. applied across the dees. Whilst this is the case, it is also clear

that this energy is imparted by the successive additive accelerations

as the particle crosses the gap between the dees. If the final energy
is 10 MeV, and the peak alternating voltage across the dees is 100 kV,
the particle must make 50 revolutions in the spiral path.

It would appear that this alternating voltage could be small,

and the energy ultimately obtained the same. A low alternating

voltage would demand, however, a very large number of revolutions

in the dees. Though apparently possible, the problems of focusing

the ion path in the median plane between the dees and also of
maintaining the correct phase between the particle transits across

the gap and the dee voltage become formidable. The relativistic

mass increase with velocity is small, using protons or heavier ions,

yet it does amount to about 1 per cent, for 10 MeV protons, and this

is quite sufficient to upset the resonance condition if the proton has

to execute a very large number of revolutions.

The effect of the mass increase whereby the ion arrives late at the

gap compared with the voltage change could be off-set by increasing

the flux density progressively away from the centre of the field.

But then the focusing of the ions in the median plane would be
destroyed because this focusing can be shown to demand a flux

density which decreases away from the centre of the magnet pole-

pieces.
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To operate the cyclotron, therefore, it is essential, in order to

maintain the correct phase between the time at which the ion arrives

at the gap and the voltage cycle, to use a limited number of revolu-

tions. Consequently, the peak alternating voltage demanded across
the gap is high. Though p.d.s as high as 250 kV have been used for

this reason, yet this leads to excessively large valve oscillators for
the high frequency supply and a low overall efficiency of operation.

Despite the use of such high p.d.s, the cyclotron principle is still

limited to maximum energies of about 25 MeV.
Machines constructed for accelerating protons and the heavier

ions to energies above 25 MeV are mostly of the synchrocyclotron

pattern, though the synchrotron (§ 11.11) is used for the very high
energies. The synchrocyclotron, or frequency-modulated cyclotron,

makes use of the principle of the phase stability of orbits, which was
put forward in 1945 independently by Veksler in Russia and
McMillan in the U.S.A.

To explain this idea of phase stability, consider a charged particle

to be moving, with a velocity where the relativistic mass correction

is important, in a constant magnetic field, and where the frequency
of the alternating voltage across the dees is constant. For an
orbit of radius/-

co =Be/M (11.6)

The angular velocity w is constant only if M is constant with

constant magnetic flux density B and charge e on the particle.

Equation (11.6) may be written

Bec2
" = Mc~*

<1L7>

where c is the speed of light in free space.

Mc2
is the total energy of the particle and equals its rest mass

energyM c2 plus its kinetic energy EK . Therefore,

Bee2

w = am 2 i v 01-8)M c2 + EK
The angular velocity of the particle therefore decreases as its

kinetic energy increases.

For a given magnetic flux density, the particle can therefore only

move on a stable orbit for a single energy of the particle and where
the angular velocity a> of this particle equals the angular frequency

of the alternating voltage across the dees.

The so-called phase-stable orbit of Veksler and McMillan is

maintained when a particle of this specific energy is in an orbit

such that the particle crosses the gap between the dees at the time
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when the instantaneous p.d. across the gap is zero and about to become
decelerating. The particle will then remain on this orbit and
circulate for a considerable time. Furthermore, ions will tend to

bunch together and move in this stable orbit.

To explain this, consider Fig. 11.6 which represents the sinusoid-

ally varying p.d. across the dees. The particles concerned are

positive ions. The principle asserts that an ion of the specific energy

should cross the dee gap at such a time as A or C, i.e. when the

gap-field is about to become decelerating, and not B. Suppose an
ion does not do this, but arrives a little too soon at the gap. Let

the corresponding point on the curve be Av This ion will be
accelerated on crossing the gap. Its mass will consequently suffer

a relativistic increase. Equation (11.7) shows that its angular
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Fig. 1 1.6. Concerning the principle of the phase-stable orbit.

velocity will therefore decrease, so it will take longer to traverse

its path to reach the gap next time when the field is about to become
decelerating. It will hence do so at such a point as Cx, nearer to C
where the instantaneous p.d. is zero. Soon this particle will be
crossing the gap when the instantaneous p.d. is zero and about to

become decelerating. Now suppose it passes this stage and con-
sequently reaches the gap when the field is decelerating. It will

then lose energy, so lose mass, and hence gain angular velocity. The
time at which it next crosses a gap will then be too soon, i.e. now
nearer the time at which the p.d. is instantaneously zero. Obviously
ions will therefore tend to oscillate about the points A, C, etc., where
the phase-stable condition is satisfied, and ultimately traverse the

gaps at these correct times.

In circulating round and round such stable orbits the energy

of the particle remains constant. At the gap crossings there is

neither a gain nor loss of energy because these crossings occur when
the p.d. across the gap is zero. To make use of this principle,
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however, the particle must be accelerated, i.e. have energy imparted

to it. This can be done in two ways

:

(a) By decreasing the frequency of the dee voltage. With a

constant magnetic field, the stable orbit will expand and the energy

of the particle increase.

(b) By increasing the magnetic flux density.

The first procedure is adopted in the synchrocyclotron; the

second is utilised in the synchrotron (§ 1 1 .9).

Consider further the effect of decreasing the frequency. Imagine
this to take place after point A in Fig. 11.6. The particle which
crossed the gap at a time corresponding to A will now reach the gap
next time when the field is accelerating (point D). It will therefore

gain energy and ultimately settle in a new stable orbit in which to

of Equation (1 1 .8) is less, corresponding to a greater value of the

kinetic energy EK .

This frequency change must be done continuously and very

slowly compared with the rapid alternations of the high frequency

dee voltage, if the phase stability is to remain undisturbed. As it

is obviously impractical to reduce the frequency continuously, a

frequency-modulated supply is used. This modulation is performed

usually at 50 Hz or 60 Hz and arranged by rotating the movable

vanes of a variable capacitor which forms part of the tuned circuit

ofthe valve oscillator used to supply the dee voltage.

The chief advantage of the synchrocyclotron over the cyclotron

is that the peak supply p.d. used across the dees can be much
smaller because there is no longer the need to restrict the number
of orbits executed by the ions. The Berkeley, California, synchro-

cyclotron, for example, has a pole-face diameter of 4-7 m and has

been used to accelerate protons to 300 MeV, yet the peak dee

voltage is only about 15 kV. If this machine—as, indeed, was first

planned—had been of the conventional cyclotron design, a peak
dee voltage of 4 MV would have been necessary to have achieved

satisfactory working in view of the difficulties associated with the

relativistic mass increase.

Advantageous consequences of the comparatively small voltage

needed across the dee gap are

:

(1) The gap between the magnetic pole-pieces can be reduced,

so permitting high flux densities to be obtained with greater efficiency.

(2) The efficiency of the high frequency valve oscillator is con-

siderably greater.

(3) A single dee can be used (Fig. 1 1.7). The narrow gap of the

conventional cyclotron is no longer necessary because large electric
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fields for producing high accelerations in the gap are not demanded.

Instead of a second dee, an earthed sheath is used opposite the

opening of the dee, and the alternating p.d. applied between the

single dee and earth. The use of a single dee leaves ample free space

in the vacuum tank for the auxiliary equipment such as the ion source,

the target, and deflecting plates for directing the beam on to the

target. Moreover, targets can be placed at various positions within

the path of the circulating ions and therefore exposed to ions of

different energies.

FREQUENCY- MODULATED
OSCILLATOR

-«»««

w?$Xf^Ss. liRBi§3'§0f
'

HI"
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». t_

DEE

SOURCE

(elevation)

Fig. 11.7. The synchrocyclotron.

A second important advantage of the synchrocyclotron is that

the pole-piece faces can be appropriately contoured to produce a

flux density which decreases outwards from the centre and so ensure

good focusing of the accelerated ions. In the cyclotron, the correct

field gradient could not be satisfactorily achieved without upsetting

the phase relationship necessary for correct operation.

The outstanding disadvantage of the synchrocyclotron is a

consequence of the necessity for frequency modulation. Only a

small fraction of the ions are brought into the expanded phase-

stable orbit of maximum radius and energy. The output beam
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current is therefore limited. Furthermore, the maximum energy

particles only emerge for short intervals of time, in pulses of about
100 /as duration.

A further problem is the difficulty of efficiently deflecting the

highly accelerated ions out from orbits which are close together.

Satisfactory arrangements for doing this have, however, been

employed.

The Berkeley 4-7 m synchrocyclotron is possibly the most famous
because it was the first accelerator to be operated at such high

energies as to enable the artificial production of mesons to be

undertaken (§ 18.10). This operates typically with a central

magnetic flux density of 1-5 T which decreases to 1-43 T at a
radius of 2-4 m. The oscillator frequency is varied from a

minimum of 9 MHz to a maximum of 12-6 MHz at a modulation

frequency of 120 Hz. During the total acceleration from the

centre to the point of emergence, protons travel approximately

208 km, and take a time of about 3 ms. The synchrocyclotron

at the University of Liverpool, England, is shown in Plate 3.

11.8. The Betatron

The betatron is used to accelerate electrons to high energies;

/^--particles are fast-moving electrons, hence the name of the

machine. The betatron is able to provide much more energetic

electrons than the radioactive nuclides which emit j8
-
-particles:

electrons at 300 MeV have been obtained. The upper theoretical

energy limit is set at about 500 MeV by electromagnetic radiation

losses from the accelerated electron. The principle could also be

applied to accelerate the heavier protons and deuterons, but there

is no advantage to be gained; the equipment necessary would be

very bulky and uneconomic compared with the synchrocyclotron

(§ 1 1 .7) or the proton-synchrotron (§ 11.11).

In the betatron, electrons moving in a phase stable orbit of

constant radius are accelerated by increasing the magnetic flux

through this orbit. The principle may be explained by considering

Fig. 11.8, which represents an electron moving in an orbit of radius

r where the total magnetic flux through the orbit is and the flux

density at the orbit itself is B, the magnetic flux lines being per-

pendicular to the plane of the orbit. The flux is increased at a

rate d&/dt. This equals numerically the line integral of the electric

field E around the orbit, which is 2nrE, where r is the radius of the

orbit. Therefore,

dt
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The electric force acting on the electron of charge e is Ee.

This force F equals the time rate of change of the momentum p of

the electron. Thus,

do ^ — e d&
dt 2-nr dt

(11.9)

When the electron energy increases because of this applied

force it will attempt to move to an orbit or larger radius. This
must be resisted if a stable orbit or constant radius is to be main-
tained.

/
i f A A A A A A ,,

<::::!:>
'ELECTRON

Fig. 11.8. Concerning the principle of operation of the betatron.

The inward radial force on the electron is Bet; which, for an
orbit of given radius r, equals the electron mass m times the accelera-

tion away from the centre, i.e.

Bev = mv 2/r;

.'. p = mv = Ber,

so
., dp dB
F = -j- = er —r

dt dt
(11.10)

for an orbit of constant radius r.

To preserve the constant radius r, the outward force given by
Equation (11.9) must be balanced against the inward force given by
Equation (11.10);

e d<P
e r

dB
2-nr dt dt

;. d& = 2rrr2 dB.

Integrating this equation gives

<Z>2 - <Z>! = 27rr2 (B2
- Bj) (11.11)

where &t and Bj are the initial magnetic flux and the density of this

flux respectively whilst <P2 and B2 are the maximum values of the

magnetic flux and its density.
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Equation (11.11) specifies the betatron condition. In words:
the magnetic flux within the orbit must be twice the value that

would prevail if the flux density were uniform and equal to the value

at the orbit. Furthermore, <P must always be proportional to B.

This flux distribution can be obtained by specially contoured pole-

piece faces where the flux density at the centre of the orbit is

greater than it is at the circumference of the orbit.

It can, furthermore, be shown that to achieve a stable orbit

confined to the median plane, the magnetic flux density at the

orbit must decrease as the radius increases. This requirement is

expressed by putting

-d(logB)
ft = 1—2 i

d (log r)

where < n < 1.

These conditions for accelerating an electron in a stable orbit

in a region of increasing magnetic flux were known by 1930 as a

result of the theoretical discussions of Breit and Tuve, Wideroe,

and Walton, but it was not until 1941 that these ideas were
successfully incorporated in the first practical design of a betatron,

due to Kerst, who accelerated electrons to an energy of 2-3 MeV.
The construction of the betatron is illustrated schematically by

Fig. 11.9. The electrons are accelerated in a highly evacuated

annular tube DD, called a "donut" tube by the Americans because of

its similarity in shape to the well-known product of the patisserie.

This tube is made of glass in the smaller betatrons and of ceramic

in larger machines ; an insulating envelope is essential to avoid the

eddy-currents which would be induced in a metallic wall. To
provide a region of increasing magnetic flux through this donut
tube, it is placed between the specially shaped pole-pieces of an
electromagnet which is energised by passing alternating current

through a pair of coils PXPX and P2P2 , often called the primary
coils. This a.c. is from the normal 50 Hz mains supply (60 Hz in

America) so that an increasing flux in a given direction is only

obtained during the quarter-cycles in which the current increases

from zero to its peak value. The electrons are consequently

accelerated for periods of 200 second, using 50 Hz supply, and at

intervals of ^- second. The output electron beam is therefore in

pulses. The capacitor C—which is a large construction in high
energy machines—is placed across the a.c. supply to provide power-
factor correction, necessary because of the considerable losses in

the resistance of the primary windings. The pole-pieces of the

magnet are of laminated iron to reduce eddy-current losses. The
pole-piece shapes are such as to provide a distribution of the
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magnetic field so that the total flux through the orbit is twice the

value that would prevail if the field were uniform with a flux density

equal to that at the electron orbit [Equation (11.1 1)].

To introduce electrons into the stable orbit, an electron gun is

used. F is the thermionic filament of this gun and G a focusing

grid, whilst P is the final positive electrode. The potentials on

STABLE
ORBIT

EXPANDED FINAL
ORBIT TO TARGET T

ELECTRON
GUN

Fig. 11.9. Schematic diagrams showing the outline construction of a betatron.

this gun are from an injector unit which is pulsed so that electrons

are only introduced during the quarter-cycles when the accelerating

magnetic flux increase is present. Electrons injected in a path

close to the stable orbit position will, on being accelerated by the

magnetic flux increase, execute initially a damped oscillatory

motion and finally be captured within the orbit. During the ?%o
second whilst the magnetic flux is increasing, the electrons will make
several hundred thousand revolutions in the stable orbit, gaining
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energy continuously. As the magnetic flux approaches its positive

peak value in the alternating cycle, it is necessary to remove the

electrons from the orbit and guide them to the target T, which is often

immediately behind the electron gun. This requires that the final

orbit be expanded to beyond the stable orbit radius r. Various
methods of doing this have been suggested and used. A common
one is to discharge a capacitor through the primary coils—or

through auxiliary coils around the primary—at the instant when the

electrons have received the desired amount of energy. The extra

current suddenly supplied increases momentarily the total magnetic
flux 0, but the flux density B at the orbit increases less rapidly.

Assuming Bt and <&
x are zero, r equals V<P/2ttB [Equation

(11.11)], so that an increase of <P without a proportional increase

of B will cause r to increase, i.e. will produce an expanded final

orbit to the target.

When the electrons impinge on the target they will produce
X-rays, or rather, as the electron energies involved are in the

region of several MeV, y-rays. Indeed the betatron has been

mostly used for producing very short wavelength y-rays for research

in nuclear physics, for deep X-ray therapy, and also for the y-ray

examination of specimens in metallurgy. The energies of these

y-rays can be far in excess of those obtainable from natural radio-

active sources; energies of 300 MeV have been attained in betatrons.

The problem of extracting the accelerated electron beam from the

betatron is more difficult than that of utilising the y-radiation

produced, but it has been solved.

The energy of the electrons from a given betatron can be varied

by applying the extra primary coil current (used for expanding the

final orbit) at different times during the rise of the main primary

coil current from zero to its peak value.

As the velocity of an electron at an energy of 1 MeV is 0-94 c

it is a reasonable simplification in discussing the path length in

the betatron (machines have been constructed for energies at

2-3 MeV, 20 MeV, 30 MeV, 100 MeV, and even 300 MeV) to assume
that the electron velocity is c. The time occupied by the quarter-

cycle in which the electron is accelerating is ^
'

where to is the

angular frequency of the a.c. supply. During this time, the electron

therefore travels a distance of ttcIIw. If the orbital radius is r,

the number of revolutions which the electron makes is then

ttC C
^-ll-rrr —-.— . Using a 50 Hz supply, the distance travelled will
2(v 4cor
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be c/200, or 3 x 108/200, i.e. 1-5 X 106 m. For a betatron giving

a maximum output energy of 30 MeV and with an orbit diameter of

25 cm, the total number of revolutions which the electron makes

round the orbit will be

-— = — —— =1-91 x 106 revolutions.
4cor 4 X 2tt x 50 X 12-5

11.9. The Synchrotrons

In discussing the principle of the phase-stable orbit (§ 11.7)

it was stated that the particle moving in such an orbit could be

accelerated either by decreasing the frequency of the alternating

voltage supply to the dees of the cyclotron—leading to the synchro-

cyclotron—or by increasing the magnetic flux density.

The synchrocyclotron or frequency-modulated cyclotron is not

a practical possibility for accelerating electrons to very high energies

because the large mass increase involved would demand excessive

modulation of the radio-frequency supply. The second alternative

of modulating the magnetic field is therefore adopted in the electron-

synchrotron.

Two main types of synchrotron exist : the electron-synchrotron

(betatron-started synchrotron) and the proton-synchrotron. There

are considerable differences in the design of these two machines.

11.10. The Electron-Synchrotron

In the electron-synchrotron the electrons are first accelerated,

by using the action of the betatron, to an energy of about 2 MeV.
They then have a velocity of 0-98 c. Subsequently, therefore, they

travel at practically constant speed, but increase in mass as energy

is imparted to them.

The principle of the phase-stable orbit is still utilised after the

electron has been initially accelerated by the betatron action.

For an electron travelling with an angular velocity wina circular

orbit of radius r,

Be
w = — (11.12)m

where B is the magnetic flux density at the orbit in the superimposed

perpendicular magnetic field.

To increase the energy of the electron moving at relativistic

speeds, B must therefore be increased in the same ratio as the

electron mass ifto is to remain constant.
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Fig. 11.10 illustrates the method adopted in the electron-

synchrotron. A magnet is still used to maintain the electrons in a

stable circular orbit inside a donut tube, as in the betatron. How-
ever, to avoid the massive magnet which would be required to supply

the changing flux at high electron energies in a betatron, the accelera-

tion of the electrons at energies beyond 2 MeV is achieved by a radio-

frequency electric field. This r.f. electric field is provided between

electrodes on the inner walls of the evacuated donut tube. In one

design, these electrodes are in the form of a silver coating deposited

on the glass or porcelain inner walls of the donut and extending

round a short arc of the circumference (Fig. 11.10). This metallic

coating forms a cavity resonator and has a short accelerating gap

thermionic
filament

coaxial feed
from oscillator

silver: laminated
to avoid eddy
currents

GAP

Fig. 11.10. The principle of the electron-synchrotron.

in it across which the output of a r.f. oscillator is connected. The
oscillator power required depends on the design and eventual output

energy of the synchrotron: it is of the order of 1 to 10 kW and with

a peak voltage of a few hundred up to 10 000. The metallic coating

is laminated to reduce eddy-current losses.

Though similar considerations apply to the magnet field arrange-

ment as in the betatron, the electromagnet need now only have

poles above and below the tube and with steel flux bars just inside

the hollow within the donut (Fig. 11.11). When the electrons have

been accelerated by the betatron action to an energy of about 2 MeV,
the flux bars become magnetically saturated and the r.f. supply to

the accelerating gap is automatically switched on. Full synchro-

tron operation then begins.

To ensure that the electrons receive additional energy each time

they cross the accelerating gap, the time of one revolution of the
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electrons in the circular orbit must equal the period of the r.f. supply.

In the synchrotron action, the angular velocity of the electrons is

kept constant provided B increases in direct proportion to m (Equa-

tion 11.12). The frequency of the r.f. oscillator must therefore

equal the number of revolutions per second of the electrons in the

stable orbit. Furthermore, the r.f. supply must be kept on whilst

the magnetic flux is increasing and be automatically cut offwhen the

electrons have attained the maximum required output energy.

The electrons are injected into electron synchrotrons in essentially

the same way as in betatrons. To extract the electrons after

acceleration, a large current pulse is passed through additional coils

around the magnet so that electrons leave the stable orbit and

impinge on the target.

FLUX BARS

C '. ENERGISING COILS

Fig. 11.11. The principle of the electron-synchrotron.

The electron-synchrotron was proposed in 1944 by Veksler,

independently in 1945 by McMillan, who proposed the name
"synchrotron" because of the resemblance of the principle used to

that in the operation of a synchronous electric motor, and was also

discussed in 1947 by Oliphant, Gooden and Hide.

The upper energy limit of the electron-synchrotron is probably

at about 1 000 MeV.

11.11. The Proton-Synchrotron

The principle of the proton-synchrotron is essentially the same
as that of the electron-synchrotron. There are, however, two
important fundamental differences demanded in the design because

the proton is a much heavier particle than the electron. The first

12 v.: a. n. p.
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is that the frequency of the r.f. supply across the accelerating gap
can no longer be kept constant but must be varied considerably.

This change of frequency is necessary because protons, unlike the

lighter electrons, increase in speed with energy up to energies of

about 1 000 MeV. Whereas electrons have 98 per cent, of the speed

of light at an energy of 2 MeV, the more massive proton does not
approach this speed until its energy is 1 000 MeV. The second
difference is that betatron-injection is not used because it is un-

economic to accelerate protons by the betatron method: an ex-

cessively large magnet would be required. The injection of the

protons into a stable orbit is therefore usually from a Van de
Graaff accelerator or Cockcroft and Walton generator which
provides protons with energies in the range between 1 and 10 MeV.

The proton-synchrotron was proposed by Oliphant in 1943 and
by McMillan in 1945. As energies of 1 000 MeV, i.e. 1 BeV, and
more have been achieved, the proton-synchrotron at Berkeley,

California, U.S.A. (designed to accelerate protons to 6 BeV) is

called a bevatron. The machine at Brookhaven, U.S.A., on the

other hand, is called a cosmotron (it has produced protons of 2-3

BeV) because the particle energies achieved are only found in nature

in the very energetic cosmic rays.

A ring-shaped vacuum tube is used. This tube is of a circular

form in the Birmingham, England, proton-synchrotron but is of the

"race-track" design in the American machines. This American
design comprises four straight sections joined up by arc-shaped

segments (Fig. 11.12a). The Birmingham tube is made of porcelain

sectionsjoined by double rubber gaskets.

To obtain the high energies, vacuum tubes of large overall

diameter are demanded. The mean diameter of the ring-shaped

vacuum tube of the Birmingham machine is slightly less than 10 m;
the mean diameter of the "race-track" of the Brookhaven cosmotron
is 20 m, whilst that ofthe Berkeley bevatron is 31 m.

The injection of protons initially accelerated to between 1 and
10 MeV is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1 1.126. This injection is

tangentially into the orbit of a ring-shaped tube or into the straight

section of a tube of the "race-track" design. The magnetic flux

density provided by the electromagnet has a value of about 0-03 T
at the initial injection which increases to about 1*5 T during

the rise of the excitation current. This rise takes about 1 second in

the proton-synchrotron as compared with a quarter of a period

(it o7 s) in the electron-synchrotron. This slow rate of rise is

deliberately chosen to avoid the necessity of constructing the

enormous magnet from thin laminations. Instead of a prohibitively
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expensive construction from laminations about 4 mm thick,

laminations of 12 mm thick mild steel can be used, yet the eddy-

current loss is small with the comparatively slow rate of change of

flux density.

Features of the design of the Brookhaven cosmotron indicate

more particularly the methods used. The high frequency electric

field is applied at one of the straight sections of the 20 m diameter

"race-track". The arrangement differs from that used in the

electron-synchrotron in that an induction-type accelerator is used.

C- SECTION MAGNET

(0) Brookhaven cosmotron

DEFLECTING
ELECTRODES

INITIAL
ACCELERATOR

(b) Injection system of

Birmingham synchroton

Fig. 11.12. The proton-synchrotron.

This is conveniently obtained by making one of the straight sections

of ferrite tube—a non-metallic material of low electrical con-
ductivity which has a relative permeability of about 1 000. A single

turn of wire around this ferrite section carries the r.f. current from
an oscillator of which the frequency varies in the manner required

for synchronisation with the revolutions of the accelerated protons
in the stable orbit. The proton beam within the ferrite section forms
the "secondary" of a "transformer" with the ferrite tube as core

and the outer turn of wire as the "primary". The proton thereby

receives an increase of energy of about 1 keV every time it traverses

this section.

The magnet is in four sections surrounding the arc-shaped
sections of the "race-track". It is made of thick laminations and
has a C-shaped cross-section. The vacuum tube is within this C
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with the bulk of the mild steel on the inside of the track (Fig. 1 1 Ala).

This magnet weighs 2 200 Mg. The excitation winding of 48 turns

is supplied by a d.c. generator which provides 5 000 V approxi-

mately. When this supply is switched on, the magnetic field begins

to rise. In 20 ms the flux density increases to about 0-03 T. A
100 jus pulse of 3-5 MeV protons is then injected into the vacuum
chamber and the r.f. accelerating field applied about 150 /as later.

When the flux density has increased to about 1*5 T, the beam is

directed on to the target and the magnet voltage is reversed to bring

the flux down to zero as rapidly as possible. During this decrease

the energy of the magnetic flux stored in the gap produces a current

in the excitation winding of the magnet.

This current now drives the generator as an electric motor.

A large flywheel connected to the generator-motor shaft stores this

energy and returns most of it to the magnet during the next cycle.

The cycle of operations takes 5 s.

11.12. Alternating-gradient Synchrotrons

In the proton-synchrotron the circulating protons oscillate

about the equilibrium orbit. These oscillations are in both the

radial and the vertical directions. To reduce the amplitudes of

the oscillations the magnetic flux density provided by C-shaped

cross-section magnets is such that its vertical component Bz decreases

with increasing radius r. If B is the value of Bz at the equilibrium

orbit having a radius r , then

BZ = B (-°V where <n <1 (11.13)

Furthermore, the azimuthal component B is arranged by the

design of the magnets to be zero for all values of r and z.

This is the provision in the so-called constant gradient (CG)

synchrotron.

A typical CG proton-synchrotron—the Brookhaven cosmotron

—

has produced protons of maximum energy 3 BeV. To accom-

modate the amplitudes of the vertical and radial oscillations of the

protons about the equilibrium orbit in this machine, the vacuum
chamber has a cross-section which is 0-9 m wide and 0-18 m high.

The magnet gap is 0-92 x 0-24 m.

To design such a CG synchrotron to produce 30 BeV protons

would demand a vacuum chamber of formidable size with enormous

magnets. The problem is to reduce greatly the amplitudes of

oscillation of the protons about the equilibrium orbit so as to enable

a vacuum chamber of much smaller cross-section to be used. The
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necessary magnets could then be much more compact with smaller

gaps.

This problem has been solved by the introduction of the alternat-

ing gradient (AG) synchrotron. The principle adopted follows that

outlined originally by Christofilos in 1950 and developed greatly by

Courant, Livingston, and Snyder in 1952.

The method used in the fixed-field AG synchrotron is to utilise

a sequence of magnets shaped so that the sense of the gradient of

the magnetic flux in their gaps alternates. Thus each magnet has

tilted pole-faces so that the gap is wedge-shaped. In every other

magnet the magnetic flux density decreases with increase of radius;

in the remaining intervening magnets the magnetic flux density

increases with increasing radius. For example, in the AG proton-

synchrotron of CERN (Conseil European pour la Recherche

Nucteaire) at Geneva, there are 100 magnet units around the vacuum
chamber in which the orbit radius is 100 m. There are 100 reversals

of the flux density gradient in these magnets, i.e. in magnets 1, 3, 5, 7,

etc. the flux density increases with radius, in the magnets 2, 4, 6, 8,

etc. the flux density decreases with radius.

In a magnet gap in which the magnetic flux density gradient

increases with radius, n in Equation (11.13) is negative. If n is

made much larger than unity, the flux density B increases rapidly

with r, the amplitude of the radial oscillations of the protons about

the equilibrium orbit is greatly reduced. With n a large positive

number, B decreases more rapidly than 1/r and the amplitude of the

vertical oscillations is greatly reduced.

The effect of these alternate magnet units is to achieve strong

focusing of the protons. In the CERN AG synchrotron, n is 282.

The focusing is so improved compared with that obtainable in a

CG machine that the cross-section of the vacuum chamber is small

enough to fit within magnet gaps of only 14 cm x 7 cm.

The two AG proton-synchrotrons at present in use which produce

very high energy particles are the one at the Brookhaven National

Laboratory, U.S.A. and the CERN machine. In both these

synchrotrons 50 MeV protons are injected from a linac: that at

Brookhaven has 124 drift tubes in a length of 34 m.

The diameter of the orbit in the Brookhaven AG synchrotron

is 260 m, the circumference being 820 m (approx. £ mile). The cross-

section of the evacuated tube has a width of 18 cm and a height of

7 cm. There are 240 magnet units, each of mass 60 000 kg. The
maximum energy ofthe protons it produces is 30 BeV.
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The CERN machine, first operated in 1959, a year before that

at Brookhaven, has 100 magnet units, an even smaller cross-section

evacuated tube and produces 20 pulses/minute where each pulse

consists of 1010 protons at an energy of28 BeV.

It is interesting to compare these AG synchrotrons with the

large CG synchrotron at Dubna, U.S.S.R. which produces 10 BeV
protons but where the total mass of the magnets is approximately

10 times that used at CERN.
The 200 m diameter accelerator at CERN is maintained in an

underground tunnel built into the mountain side ; the orbit plane is

maintained accurate to within 3 mm, demanding a temperature

control to ± 1° C. The vacuum chamber is pumped to ensure a

total gas pressure not exceeding 10~5 Pa.

Plans are in an advanced state for the design of a 300 BeV AG
proton-synchrotron: the phenomenal cost has so far forbidden

construction, but it is planned to be built during the 1970's.

Exercises 11

1. Describe and discuss methods which have been used for generating large

potential differences (500 kV and upwards). {London.)

2. Describe and give the theory of the cyclotron and discuss the limitations

of the apparatus.

Obtain an expression in terms of the constants of the apparatus and the

specific charge (film) of the particle, for the kinetic energy of a particle leaving the

cyclotron. (London.)

3. Explain the action of the cyclotron.

If, in a cyclotron adjusted to give a proton beam, the magnetic flux density is

1-5 T and the extreme radius of 0T5 m, calculate the energies (in electron-

volts) of the emergent protons and the wavelength of ihe oscillator. (Take efm
for the proton as 9-6 x 107 C kg-1). (London.)

4. Write an account of two methods of accelerating charged particles to high

energies.

Electrons moving at a high velocity v are deflected by magnetic flux density

B at right angles to their motion into a circular path of radius R. If R = 5 cm
and B = 0T T, calculate the velocity of the electrons, taking into account

the relativistic increase of mass.

(Assume that e/m = 1-76 x 1011 C kg-*). (Poly.)

5. Explain the principle of the phase-stable orbit, and show how its adoption

has led to the development of the synchrocyclotron.

6. Discuss the design of either (a) a tandem van de Graaff to accelerate

protons to 20 MeV, or (b) a cyclotron to accelerate protons to 60 MeV.

Compare the energies of ions of 7Li that could, in principle, be produced by

the two machines assuming (i) only singly charged Li ions can be produced in

the cyclotron ion source, and (ii) doubly charged ions can be produced. Lithium

ions of 10 MeV are fully stripped if passed through an appropriate foil or gas cell.

(Manchester.)



CHAPTER 12

THE BOMBARDMENT OF NUCLEI BY ARTIFICIALLY

ACCELERATED PARTICLES

12.1. The Use of Energetic Protons to Disintegrate Nuclei; The

Cockcroft and Walton Experiment

The first experiment in which a nucleus was disintegrated on

the impact of an artificially accelerated proton was performed by

Cockcroft and Walton in 1 932. They accelerated protons (produced

initially by the ionisation of hydrogen) to energies of between

100 and 700 keV and used them to disintegrate the nucleus of the

lithium atom, £Li, into two a-particles. Many further investigations

of proton-alpha (p-a) reactions followed this pioneer work.

The apparatus used by Cockcroft and Walton employed the

voltage multiplier circuit described in § 11.2 to generate the high

potentials used. The evacuated tube in which the protons were

accelerated (Fig. 12.1) was formed from two glass cylinders (each

90 cm long and 30 cm diameter) closed at top and bottom by metal

plates and separated by a ring-shaped disc of metal at i?. Vacuum
sealing was assisted by the use of plasticine—a technique now
rendered almost obsolete by advances in vacuum practice, in

particular in greases, cements, and rubber O-rings. Through the

top plate P was inserted a cylindrical electrode A with an inner

cylinder D insulated from it. The metal disc R supported a second

cylindrical electrode B in the vacuum chamber, whilst a third

cylindrical electrode C was supported from the earthed base-plate Q.
A slow trickle of hydrogen was introduced through a side-tube into

the space between the coaxial electrodes A and D. The p.d. of

about 30 kV between these electrodes ionised this hydrogen to

produce positive ions—protons—which were then ejected through

the exit aperture at the base of A by the electric field produced. As
A was at 700 kV and B at 350 kV positive with respect to earth, the

protons were accelerated in two stages through the cylinders to

emerge from the base of the chamber with an energy of 700 keV.

The electric field distributions in the gaps Ex and E2, between A and
B and B and C respectively, formed electron-lenses which enabled

the positive ion beam to be focused to a final spot of about 1 cm
diameter. The vacuum in the chamber was maintained between
10~2 and 10~3 Pa against the hydrogen leak by the use of oil-

diffusion pumps.

359
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The base of the accelerating tube was at floor level. The ions

then continued to the target chamber in an observation cubicle in

the room below. Before impinging on the target, the ions were
deflected through an angle by the use ofa magnetic field perpendicular
to the beam over the region between the dotted lines a and b.

THIN MICA
WINDOW
KNOWN ABSORBER

FLOOR OF
LABORATORY

TARGET

TO IONISATION
CHAMBER

Fig. 12.1. Schematic representation of the Cockeroft and Walton Experiment.

Various targets could be mounted on the bevelled surface of a small

cone-shaped support which could be rotated from outside the vacuum
via a greased cone joint. The particles, produced as a result of the

disintegration of the target nuclei, which emerged at right angles to

the incident proton beam then travelled through a thin mica window
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to an ionisation chamber, also furnished with a thin entrance

window. A Geiger counter or, in a somewhat modified design, a
Wilson cloud chamber, was used as a detector of the events occurring.

The deflection of the protons in the magnetic field between a and
b ensured that the particles impinging on the target had the approp-
riate mass and charge. By altering this magnetic field, the deuterons

present in small quantity in the hydrogen were separated from the

protons in later experiments on similar lines. The tap at the entrance

to the target chamber enabled air to be admitted to this chamber
without breaking the main vacuum. Thin sheets of material, e.g.

mica, of known thickness, could be inserted in the stream of

disintegration particles emerging from the target before they reached

the ionisation chamber. The range and hence nature and energies

of these particles could therefore be estimated. In later experiments,

Dee and Walton in 1933 photographed the tracks of these particles

in a Wilson cloud chamber, and made more accurate determinations

of their ranges in air.

Using Uthium, |Li, as a target, these experiments, and particularly

that using a cloud chamber, established that two a-particles were

produced by the impact of sufficiently energetic protons. The
nuclear reaction concerned was established to be

iLi + JH (iBe) ffHe + fHe + Q.

The two a-particles (fHe) were observed in the cloud chamber to

leave the lithium target in almost opposite directions and to form
equal track lengths, i.e. they had equal energies. These track

lengths were each found to be 8-3 cm in standard air, corresponding

to an energy of 8-6 MeV, when the energy of the incident protons

was 250 keV. The total energy produced and imparted to the

a-particles was therefore 17-2 MeV

—

i.e. much in excess of the

energy of the incident proton—and was found to be almost

independent of increase of the proton energy up to 700 keV.

If the nuclear reaction is written in terms of the atomic masses
in a.m.u. of the elements concerned, then

ILi + \H + €l fHe + fHe + Q,

7018 18 + 1-008 13 + ex * 4003 9 + 4-003 9 + Q,

where ex is the energy of the incident protons in a.m.u. As this

was 250 keV, et becomes 0-25/931-2 or 0-00027 a.m.u., because

1 a.m.u. =931-2 MeV. It is readily seen that

Q =(0018 5 + et) a.m.u.,

where the comparatively small size of ex makes little difference,

i.e. increase of the proton energy from 250 to 700 keV has little
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influence on the ranges of the a-particles. For 250 keV protons,

eiis0-000 27a.rn.il., so

Q = 0-018 77 a.m.u.

-0-018 77 x 931-2 MeV
= 17-5 MeV.

The agreement between this figure and that calculated from the

a-particle ranges in air is within the error of the experimental

method. The kinetic energy imparted to the a-particles is therefore

mostly a result of the conversion of mass into energy in the reaction

and only in small part due to the kinetic energy ofthe incident proton.

The atomic masses of the nuclides concerned have been used in

this calculation; in fact, the reaction is concerned with the nuclei.

However, the mass of the orbital electrons concerned in the initial

lithium atom balances out with an equal mass on the right-hand side

of the equation since the mass of the helium atom has been used

instead of that of the a-particle.

It is interesting to consider this impact of protons on the helium

nucleus from an electrostatic point of view. The radius rn of a

nucleus may be taken to be given by (§ 15.10)

rB = 1-2 x 10-15 ^m
where A, the mass number, is 7 for 3Li ,so that

rn = 1-2 x 10-15 7* = 2-3 X 10~15 m.

Using the Coulomb inverse square law in electrostatics, and

putting the charge on the lithium nucleus as 3e and the proton

charge as e, where e — 1-6 x 10-19 C, the force of repulsion between

the nuclear "centre" and the proton at a distance r from this

centre is F, where

47r€ r'

<r being the permittivity of free space = (10-9/36tt) f m-1
.

The work that needs to be done on the proton to enable it to

reach the nucleus is therefore

» e2 3e2Too Too
Fdr = 3

J rn J rn 47re r 4th: rn
"

The energy E required is therefore

3e2 3 x (1-6 x 10~ 19
)
2

4v7e rn 4tt x (10-9/36tt) x 2-3 x 10~15
J.
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Recalling that 1 eV - 1-6 x 10~19 joule;

3 X 2-56 X 10-38 X 9
'

*

10-9 x 2-3 x 10-15 x 1-6 x 10~19

- 1-88 x 10 6 eV.

Classical physics therefore suggests that the proton must have
an energy of at least 1-88 MeV to allow it to enter the nucleus.

This is confounded completely by the experimental results. Not
only did Cockcroft and Walton disintegrate lithium with protons

having an energy of 0-1 MeV, but later work showed that a definite

probability of this (p-a) reaction existed with proton energies of
only 20 keV. This anomaly is explained on considering the quan-
tum mechanics of the tunnel effect (§ 6.15) which shows that a
particle such as a proton has a definite probability of penetrating a
potential barrier of height greater than the energy of the particle.

Further consideration of this problem is to be found in Chapter 15.

In addition to the original Cockcroft and Walton experiment
using a lithium target, many other disintegrations of the fighter

elements by accelerated protons have been investigated. In these

experiments not only (p-a) reactions have been observed but also

the production of deuterons [(p-d) reaction], neutrons [(p-n) reac-

tion], and y-radiation [(p-y) reaction].

The typical proton-alpha (p-a) reaction is represented by

iX + IH <£% \ C) >
A
z~ I Y + |He + Q,

where X is the target nuclide, Y is the product nuclide, |He is the

a-particle emitted, and Q the energy released.

In the following examples of {p-a) reactions the intermediate

compound nucleus C has been omitted,

(i) tLi + lH >-lHe + fHe.

Note here the formation of an isotope of helium of mass number
3.

(ii) lBe + JH >lLi + |He.

(iii)
X |B + JH > |He + |He + |He.

In this case three a-particles are produced.

(iv) »»Na + JH gNe + |He.

The typical proton-deuteron (p-d) reaction is represented by

$X+\H—+(£+{€) >
A- 1

zX+\Yi + Q.

In this case, the product nuclide A~\X is an isotope of the

target nuclide: the atomic number remains unchanged.

An example is

£Be + lH ^fBe + fH.
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Using beryllium, |Be, the impact of protons can also produce

a-particles, as shown previously. There is a definite probability

of either reaction occurring, depending on the energy of the incident

proton, though the (p-a) is the more likely.

The typical proton-neutron (p-n) reaction is represented by

$X + *H—> (^IC) z+iY + In + Q.

The product nuclide, z+iY, is now an isobar of the target

nuclide because the mass number remains unchanged.

An example is

20^ I 1" > 2 1^C -f" On -

Scandium, f fSc, is radioactive and emits positrons and gamma-
rays; the half-life is four hours. The decay process is represented

by

ffSc J*Ca + +?e.

Alternatively, radioactive scandium can decay by a process

which is frequently encountered in radioactivity, the process of

electron capture (§ 15.15). Here the nucleus captures one of the

negative orbital electrons, usually—but not necessarily—from the

K shell, which is closest to the nucleus. On capturing a K electron

the product nuclide is left in an excited state because an electron is

missing from the K shell. An electron from a shell less closely

bound to the nucleus will fall into the vacant space created; in

doing so, the characteristic K lines of the X-ray spectrum for the

element will be observed.

In the case of radioactive scandium, ^-electron capture is

represented by

2 1 Sc -j- _ j e > 2 o Ca.

The typical proton-gamma-ray (p — y) reaction is represented by

AzX+\U >(£+\C) >ztlC+hv.
In this case the compound nucleus, z+JC, is brought to an

excited state by the capture of the proton and returns to the ground

state on the emission of y-radiation of a definite frequency equal

to the excess energy divided by Planck's constant h.

An example is

iLi + jH ^fBe+hv.

If the beryllium, fBe, produced finally is stable then the y-ray

photon has an energy of 17-6 MeV. Alternatively, a photon of

lower energy (14-4 MeV) may be produced and the fBe then splits

up into two a-particles. The term radiative capture is used for
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nuclear reactions of this kind in which an incident particle is

captured by a target nucleus and the compound nucleus formed
then emits y-radiation.

Reactions of the type referred to above as (p — a) and (j> — d)

are less common than the (p — y) and (p — n) processes. This is

because the positively charged a-particle or deuteron has to escape

through the high potential energy barrier around the nucleus (§ 15.3).

In fact, these reactions are only observed with light elements as

targets for which this potential energy is comparatively low, unless

the incident protons are very energetic. The (p — d) reaction is,

indeed, quite rare.

On the other hand, (p — n) and (p — y) reactions are much
more likely because the neutron—or the photon—is uncharged and
so not impeded in its attempt to escape through the potential

barrier around the compound nucleus formed at the target. Though
(jp — n) reactions are encountered with a wide range of nuclides,

they are yet more likely using light target nuclides because very

energetic protons are demanded for the penetration of the nuclei of
high atomic number of the heavy elements.

12.2. The Bombardment of Nuclei by Energetic Deuterons

A very great number of nuclear bombardment experiments have
been performed using deuterons accelerated to energies over a wide
range. In most of these experiments the Van de Graaff generator

has been used for energies up to 8 MeV, the tandem Van de Graaff
for energies up to about 15 MeV, the cyclotron for maximum energies

of about 25 MeV and beyond this the synchrocyclotron and the

synchrotron. For the present the reactions produced by exceed-

ingly energetic deuterons are not considered. The deuterons are

produced by the ionisation of the deuterium (heavy hydrogen)
obtained in the electrolysis of deuterium oxide (heavy water).

Several of the most interesting and useful results in nuclear physics

have been obtained from disintegration studies using deuterons.

As in the case of proton-induced disintegrations, the impact
of deuterons on nuclei gives rise to various possibilities. These
are (i) the production of a-particles in a (d — a) reaction

;
(ii) the

production of protons in a (d — p) reaction; (iii) the production

of neutrons [id — n) reaction], and the production of a pair of

neutrons [(d — 2ri) reaction].

(i) The typical (d — a) reaction is represented by

$X + IH > (if ?C) > iz \ Y + fHe + Q.
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As in the case of experiments with protons, lithium was the

first target element subjected to deuteron bombardment. The
reaction using lithium 6, iLi, is

•Ii + fH > fHe + fHe + Q.

If lithium 7, I Li, is used, then both a-particles and neutrons are

produced in accordance with the reaction

ILi + ?H > fHe + fHe + \n.

Alternatively, radioactive lithium 8, |Li, may be produced, in

which case a proton is emitted [see below under (d — p) reactions].

The deuteron bombardment of boron, 1 gB, produces three a-

particles

:

1 °B + |H > fHe + fHe + fHe.

The bombardment of calcium, f gCa, with deuterons produces

a-particles and radioactive potassium in accordance with

The potassium UK, then disintegrates by emitting positrons

3 8tf - 38 A I 0-

the half-life being 7-7 min.

(ii) The typical (d — p) reaction is represented by

ix + ;h—^ilQ—-* A
$

xx + IH + Q.

Note that the product nuclide,
A
^

X X, is an isotope of the target

nuclide, ZX.

One of the most important {d — p) reactions is obtained using

deuterium as the target. Deuterium is a gas; it can, nevertheless,

be employed as the element in a target of heavy water or, rather,

heavy ice. This ice has to be maintained in contact with a surface

cooled by liquid nitrogen to reduce its vapour pressure to a negligible

value.

On the impact of deuterons, either protons or neutrons may be

released. The (d — p) reaction which occurs is

2H + fH (jjHe) ?H + iH.

The product nuclide, ?H, is an isotope of hydrogen of mass

number 3 ; it is called tritium ; the nucleus of the tritium atom is

called the triton. This tritium, which is chemically indistinguishable

from hydrogen, is radioactive; it disintegrates on the emission of

low energy /?-particles ; this disintegration is represented by

?H ^!He+_?e.
The isotope, \ He, of helium is produced. The /^-particles emitted

have a maximum energy of only 0-018 MeV. They cannot, therefore,

penetrate even thin-walled Geiger counters and ionisation chambers,
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so special internal counting methods are employed in the estimation

of tritium. The half-life of tritium is 1 2-4 years.

It is interesting to note that the lightest element can therefore

have an unstable, radioactive isotope, though the method discussed

above is not the usual method of manufacture of tritium (§ 13.4).

At this stage it is appropriate to state that all the elements can be

made radioactive, i.e. unstable isotopes of the whole range of the

naturally-occurring elements fromZ = 1 toZ == 92 can be produced.

The most frequently employed method of producing artificially

radioactive nuclides is by irradiation with neutrons (§ 13.4).

Two other (d — p) reactions amongst several are

:

(a) ^C + JH 1 jC + iH.

(b) ??Na + *H ^flNa + jH.

\ *Na is a radioactive isotope of sodium which disintegrates by
emitting /J-particles and y-rays; the half-life is fifteen hours. The
decay process is

ffNa >?!Mg+_?e.
The maximum energy of the /^-particles is 1-39 MeV. These

jS-particles are readily detected by Geiger counters. Common
salt, NaCl, can now be obtained in the radioactive form, where the

stable sodium atom, \ iNa, is replaced by the unstable isotope, f \Na
and a valuable liquid in radio-therapeutic work is available.

(iii) The typical (d — n) reaction is represented by

iX + JH—^ (itlC)— A
Z%\C + \n + Q.

The final product nuclide is an isotope of the compound nuclide.

An example of a (d — n) reaction is

?H + IH > (fHe) > iHe + J/i,

in which the isotope, |He, of helium is produced.

It is interesting to compare this reaction with the (d — p)
reaction of section (ii), using deuterium in the target. In the (d — p)
reaction, the subsequent radioactive disintegration of the tritium

results in iHe plus a j8-particle, i.e. the two processes combined
give a proton and an electron. In this (d — n) reaction, |He is

again produced but now accompanied by a neutron. This indicates

the possibility of a neutron being a combination of a proton and an
electron. The neutron is, nevertheless, regarded as a fundamental
particle. However, this result is interesting in the light of the

experiments (1948) on the radioactive disintegration of the neutron
into a proton and an electron which has been observed in the neutrons

emerging from a nuclear reactor (§ 13.6).
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Two further examples of (d — n) reactions amongst the several

known are

:

(a)
x SC + ;h MN + Jw.

1
yN is a radioactive isotope of nitrogen. It disintegrates by emitting

positrons with a maximum energy of 1*22 MeV; the half-life is

10- 1 min. The decay is represented by

6^ T +i<

(b) !?Na + fH—*!SMg + Jn.

Note the alternative (d — p) reaction with sodium, ??Na, in

section (ii) resulting in radioactive sodium which emits j8-particles.

The typical (d — 2n) reaction is represented by

£sr+!H—gjjp

—

* z+i c + °n + °n + Q-

In this case, the product nuclide is an isobar of the target nuclide.

The deuteron, even at low energies, is especially able to induce

nuclear disintegrations because of the ready occurrence of the so-

called Oppenheimer-Phillips process. The binding energy between

the proton and the neutron in a deuteron is only about 2 MeV
(Fig. 1.10). When a deuteron approaches a target nucleus, the

proton in it is violently repelled by the positive charge on the

target nucleus, whereas the constituent neutron is unaffected by

this electrostatic repulsion. The neutron can readily enter the

target nucleus because it is uncharged (§ 13.1). If, therefore, the

incident deuteron energy exceeds about 2 MeV, its constituent

proton will break away under the action of the electrostatic repulsion.

Thus, the (d — p) reaction is possible with almost all the elements,

even the heavy ones.

However, for (d — In) reactions to occur, the incident deuteron

must also supply a further 8 MeV approximately to dislodge a

neutron from the target nucleus. This is because the binding energy

of a neutron in a nucleus is about 8 MeV for all the nuclides except

the light ones (see Fig. 1.10). Deuteron energies exceeding 10 MeV
approximately are consequently demanded for {d — 2ri) reactions

to take place. If much higher energy deuterons are used, (d — 2>n)

and more complex spallation reactions occur. Using incident

deuterons (or a-particles) with energies of 200 MeV or more, obtained

from the large synchrocyclotrons, many spallation reactions have

been studied in which target nuclei of intermediate masses can be

made to emit twenty or more nucleons.

The radiative capture of deuterons is uncommon because the

incident deuteron gives considerable energy to the target nucleus

on capture. The excess energy of the compound target nucleus
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formed is usually great enough to ensure proton or neutron emission

rather than the ejection of y-rays.

Another rare type of nuclear reaction which has been observed

using incident deuterons of energy exceeding 10 MeV is the ejection

from the target nucleus of a triton. This is a (d — t) reaction.

The example which has received most study is that of 10 MeV
deuterons incident upon beryllium 9. The reaction, which results

in the ejection of a triton, is represented by

|Be + ?H C
1
JB) > fBe + f H.

12.3. The Bombardment of Nuclei by Energetic Helium Nuclei

(a-particles); Resonance Capture of oc-particles by Nuclei

Alpha-particles of a known energy which can be varied at will

are produced by first doubly ionising helium atoms and then

accelerating the ions produced in a Van de Graaff generator (for

experiments at medium energies) or an accelerator of the cyclotron

or synchrocyclotron type. If a-particles of various energies are

used to bombard light elements, it is found that capture of the

a-particle by a nucleus is possible. This capture gives rise to a

compound nucleus in an excited state which then goes to its ground

state by emitting y-ray photons. Furthermore, the yield of photons

is negligible until the incident a-particles have a certain definite

energy depending on the nucleus which is undergoing bombardment.

This means that the capture of a-particles by nuclei is a resonance

capture process. For example, the bombardment of lithium 7 by

a-particles of energy 0-4 MeV gives a considerable y-ray photon

yield in accordance with the reaction,

IU + fHe > i
1
IB) >

1 \B + hv.

Above 0-4 MeV, this photon yield remains constant until the

a-particle energy reaches 0-82 MeV, when the yield again increases

markedly. At 0-96 MeV, a third, not so marked, increase of a

photon yield occurs.

The capture cross-section for a-particles by the lithium nucleus

therefore has large resonance values at 0-4, 0-82, and 0-96 MeV.
Many other light nuclides, e.g. carbon, beryllium, and boron,

exhibit particular resonance a-particle capture cross-sections.

12.4. The Photodisintegration of Nuclei

The impact of photons on nuclei causes the ejection of fun-

damental particles provided that the energy of the photons exceeds

a certain threshold value depending on the target nuclide. These

energies are in the region of several MeV, though the photon
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threshold energy for the ejection of neutrons from beryllium is

only 1-666 MeV and for deuterium it is 2-226 MeV. The photons
concerned are consequently in the y-ray region. Natural radio-

active sources of y-rays like thallium 208 (ThC") (y-rays emitted

of energy 2-62 MeV) may be used, but recent work has been under-

taken using the betatron or the Van de Graaff generator for the

acceleration of electrons on to a target to produce energetic y-rays.

The cross-sections for these photon reactions are small, i.e. the

probability of occurrence is low.

The disintegration of nuclei by photons yields neutrons most
frequently, but protons, deuterons, tritons (the nucleus of the

tritium atom), and a-particles may also be produced, i.e. (y — ri),

(y — p), (y — d), (y — i), and (y — a) reactions are all possible.

On capturing a photon, the nucleus is raised to an excited state;

it then loses excess energy by ejecting a particle ; when a neutron is

ejected the product nucleus is usually radioactive.

An interesting (y — ri) reaction is that first investigated in 1934

by Chadwick and Goldhaber in which deuterium was bombarded
with the 2-62 MeV y-rays from thallium 208 (ThC"). The energy

supplied was sufficient to disrupt the bond between the proton and
neutron in the nucleus of deuterium, i.e. the deuteron. This

reaction is represented by
2H + hv > (f H) > IB. + In.

The proton and neutron have nearly equal masses. They will

therefore be ejected with approximately equal energies. The
energy of the ejected proton was found to be 0-225 MeV by deter-

mining the total ionisation it produced in a gas at known pressure.

The sum of the energies of the proton and neutron was therefore

taken to be 0-45 MeV. As the energy of the y-rays was 2-62 MeV,
the excess energy of 2-17 MeV must have been used to separate the

neutron from the proton in the deuteron; i.e. the binding energy of

the proton and neutron was given as 2- 17 MeV.
In more recent work on the measurement of this binding energy,

Mobley and Laubenstein in 1950 used photons of known energy in

the form of y-rays produced at a target by electrons accelerated in

a Van de Graaff generator. The number of neutrons produced for

photons of various energies was determined by using a boron

trifluoride filled Geiger-Miiller counter (§ 14.15). The threshold

energy for neutron yield was determined to be 2-226 MeV.
In their experiments on the photodisintegration of the deuteron,

Chadwick and Goldhaber also made the first accurate determination

of the mass of the neutron. The reaction

fH+hv >\K + ln + Q
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can be written in atomic mass units. The masses of the deuteron

and the proton are accurately known from precision mass spectro-

graphy to be 2-014 73 a.m.u. and 1-00813 a.m.u. respectively.

The energy of the incident photons was 2-62 MeV, which equals

a.m.u. whilst the sum of the kinetic energies of the proton and

neutron produced was qtt^ a.m.u. Therefore,

2-014 73 + 0-002 815 = 1-008 13 + mass of neutron + 0-000483 3.

Therefore, the mass of the neutron = 1-008 932 a.m.u.

Note here that the mass of the neutron was assumed to be equal

to the mass of the proton in obtaining the sum of the kinetic energies

of these particles. This assumption is justified to a high degree of

accuracy, but the method of successive approximations could be

used to give a more precise evaluation of the error involved. This

method has proved to be the most accurate one for the determination

of the mass of the neutron.

The photodisintegration of the light element beryllium, |Be,

to yield neutrons also occurs at the comparatively low threshold

energy of 1 -666 MeV. The reaction is

iBe + hv > |Be + In.

The yield of neutrons in both this reaction and that using a

deuterium target increases as the square of the excess of the y-ray

energy above that of the threshold value. Using monoenergetic

y-rays, the neutrons produced are practically monoenergetic. The
photodisintegration of beryllium by y-rays therefore forms a useful

laboratory source of neutrons of approximately known energies.

A distinct probability of the production of protons also exists in the

photodisintegration of beryllium, the reaction being

lBe + hv > |Li + JH.

In 1945 Baldwin and Koch carried out a series of experiments,

using high energy photons produced by a betatron X-ray tube, on the

threshold energies for the disintegration of the elements in the range

of atomic numbers from 6 to 47. As the product nuclide was
radioactive in all cases, the onset of disintegration was detected

by the electrons (positive or negative) emitted by the irradiated

target. The threshold energies were higher than those encountered

for the light elements like beryllium; typical values obtained

were^C: 19 MeV; i|Fe: 14-2 MeV; f^Cu: 10-9 MeV; x 2?Ag:
9-3 MeV.
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The reaction using x
IC is

ijC + fr ,ijC + J«.
1 |C is a radionuclide of carbon which emits positrons; the decay is

represented by
1 JC > X £B + le (half-life: 20-4 min).

The maximum energy of the positrons emitted is 0-97 MeV.



CHAPTER 13

THE INTERACTIONS OF NEUTRONS WITH MATTER

13.1. Types of Interaction of Neutrons with Nuclei

As the neutron is not electrically charged it does not react with

the electrons surrounding the nuclei of atoms. The absorption of

the energy of neutrons in their passage through matter is therefore

not due to ionisation, as it is in the case of a-particles, for example.

The ranges of neutrons in matter would therefore be expected to be

large—an expectation borne out in practice. A further consequence

of their lack of charge is that neutrons are uninfluenced by the

electric fields which exist around nuclei; neutrons are therefore

readily able to collide with nuclei. The impact of a neutron on a

nucleus results in one of four processes; which one occurs depends

upon the energy of the incident neutron and the nature of the

nucleus. These four possible processes are

:

(a) Scattering in which the neutron rebounds from the nucleus.

(b) The neutron is captured by the nucleus to form a compound

nucleus in an excited state. This compound nucleus then returns

to the ground state by emitting y-radiation.

(c) Capture of the neutron by a nucleus followed by the emission

of a proton, or an a-particle, deuteron, neutron, or more than one

neutron.

(d) Capture of the neutron by certain types of heavy nuclei which
s

disintegrate into heavy fragments: the process of nuclear fission

(see Chapter 17).

Neutrons have a ephemeral existence. In matter their mean

life is of the order of microseconds; they are ultimately absorbed

by nuclei leading to processes of type (b) or (c), or, in a few cases,

to nuclear fission. Even when passing through a high vacuum,

neutrons have only a temporary existence because they undergo

radioactive disintegration into a proton, an electron, and a neutrino

(§13.6). The half-life for this decay is about 1 3 min.

13.2. Sources ofNeutrons

As they readily enter nuclei and induce transformations, neutrons

are the most important of the fundamental particles in the study of

nuclear disintegrations and in the production of artificially radio-

active nuclides.

373
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The neutron is a fundamental constituent of the nuclei of all

atoms, except for hydrogen. Matter is therefore the source of all

neutrons.

Being uncharged, neutrons cannot be accelerated in electrostatic

fields and cannot be focused by normal electron-optical practice.

Special techniques are therefore demanded to obtain monoenergetic

collimated beams of neutrons for experimental work. Furthermore,

as neutrons are incapable of directly ionising a gas, the detection of

neutrons is not straightforward; indirect methods of detection and
counting have been developed (§14.15).

The four methods of producing neutrons for experimental

purposes may be listed as follows:

(i) A method which has been extensively used to provide a

comparatively weak source makes use of the (a — ri) reaction in

which neutrons are produced on the impact of sufficiently energetic

a-particles on beryllium, i.e. the reaction (§10.5)

2Be + fHe >*%C + \n.

Neutrons so produced have a wide range of energies. This is

due to the various a-particle energies, the slowing down of the

a-particles by the beryllium, and the fact that the 1 |C may be left

in an excited state. A radium-beryllium source (sometimes known
as a Ra—a—Be source) using one milligram of radium emits about

104 neutrons per second with energies in the range from 5 MeV
tol3MeV.

(ii) A useful technique for producing practically monoenergetic

neutrons utilises the photodisintegration of nuclei by monoenergetic

y-rays (§ 12.4). Suitable targets are deuterium and beryllium whilst

the y-rays are obtained from artificial radioactive nuclides like f fNa.
A photoneutron source using \ fNa and beryllium yields 2-4 X 10 6

neutrons per second per curie of radioactive sodium where the energy

of the neutrons is 0-83 MeV.

(iii) A valuable method is to bombard a light element target

with deuterons from a cyclotron or other accelerator, e.g. a Van de

Graaff generator. Beryllium and deuterium are the best target

elements, the deuterium being in the form of heavy ice at the

temperature of liquid air (§ 12.2). Deuterium yields neutrons for

incident deuteron energies as low as 200 keV. About 108 neutrons

per second are produced by a thick beryllium target subjected to

bombardment by 1 MeV deuterons for a current of 1 /xA of deuterons

absorbed in the target.

(iv) By far the most powerful source of neutrons is the nuclear

reactor (§ 17.11).
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When a target is bombarded by a collimated beam of mono-
energetic protons, deuterons, or a-particles, the neutrons generated

will leave with a certain velocity relative to the composite nucleus

formed on capture of the incident particle. However, momentum
is transmitted to this composite nucleus by the incident particle.

The observed neutron velocity relative to a stationary target will

consequently be a maximum in the direction of the incident bom-
barding particles and a minimum in the opposite direction. The
neutrons ejected in a direction perpendicular to the incident beam
are generally used in experiments; these have practically constant

energies for some target elements, e.g. for deuterium bombarded by
deuterons.

13.3. Neutrons of Various Energy Ranges

The usual practice in specifying the energy ranges of neutrons
is to make use of the adjectives slow, thermal, intermediate, fast,

and high energy. The classifications adopted are shown in Table
13.1.

TABLE 13.1

Energy Ranges of Neutrons

Energy Range in eV

Slow neutrons 0-1000
Thermal neutrons 0026 eV at 300K
Intermediate energy neutrons 103 - 5 x 105

Fast neutrons 5 x 10s to 107

High energy neutrons > 107

A thermal neutron is one which is in thermal equilibrium with
its surroundings. Such neutrons will have a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution of energies with a most probable energy at a temperature
of T K equal to kT, where k is the Boltzmann constant.

k = 1-38 x 10-23 JK-1

1-38 x 10-2&

1-6 x 10-19

1

eVK" 1

11600
eVK

At a temperature of 300 K (27° C) the most probable energy of

neutrons is therefore

300W = TT-ZH7T eV = 0-026 eV.
11 60U
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The distinction between neutrons of various energy ranges arose

originally in 1935 when Amaldi and his colleagues found that the

radioactivity induced in many elements was increased when neutrons

were slowed down by an absorber such as paraffin wax or water, or

other material containing hydrogen, or another light element, e.g.

carbon. Subsequently the many interactions which neutrons can

induce in nuclei were found to be strongly dependent on the neutron

energy.

As mentioned in § 13.1, neutrons may be scattered on encounter-

ing nuclei in an absorber. The neutrons will undergo a reduction

of energy on being scattered. This reduction will be the more

pronounced the smaller is the mass of the nucleus encountered.

Those nuclei with the smallest masses will be the light ones of

elements like hydrogen, deuterium, and carbon.

When neutrons of energy E collide elastically with protons,

the loss of neutron energy per collision is proportional to E.

Consider a beam of neutrons of energy 2 MeV entering a hydrogen-

ous absorber at 300 K. These neutrons will become thermal

neutrons when their energies are reduced to 2-6 x 10~2 eV (see

above). The number of collisions involved before this occurs is

therefore given by [log. {(2 X 10 6
)/(2-6 X 10~2

)}]/£, where £ is 1 for

hydrogen (but is less than unity for heavier nuclei) i.e. 18 collisions.

The corresponding path length of the neutrons in paraffin wax
would be about 8 cm. This number of collisions depends on the

mass number of the absorber. For heavier nuclei, e.g. for those of

carbon of mass number 12, where Z, is 0-158, the reduction in neutron

energy per collision would be less than for protons at a given

temperature. In fact, about 120 collisions with carbon nuclei

would be necessary to thermalise (i.e. reduce to thermal energies)

neutrons of initial energy 2 MeV.

13.4. The Bombardment of Nuclei by Neutrons

As mentioned in § 13.1, the interactions of neutrons with nuclei

may result in capture of the neutron to form temporarily a compound

nucleus. This compound nucleus will have the same atomic number

Z as the initial nucleus in the target but its mass number will be

increased by unity because of the addition of the neutron. Thus,

for a target nuclide, ZX,

ir-f&n —-*(*+ £*).

The increased energy given to the compound nucleus will render

it unstable. In a time of less than 10~8 s it will therefore emit

energy in the form of photons or it will eject a particle such as
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an a-particle, a proton, very rarely a deuteron, another neutron,

or more than one neutron. The possible reactions may therefore be
described as (n — y), (n — a), (n — p), (n — «), and (n — 2«).

The product nuclide is often radioactive, especially in the cases of
the impact of fast neutrons on the heavier nuclei.

(n — y) reactions. The impact of low energy neutrons on almost
any one of the elements leads to radiative neutron capture in which
the target nucleus is raised to an excited state and then returns to

the ground state by emitting energy in the form of y-ray photons.
The final product nucleus and the target nucleus are isotopes of
one another. The typical reaction is represented by

iX+ln >{
AVX) >

AV* + hv.

An interesting example is the bombardment of hydrogen by
neutrons. In the majority of cases, elastic scattering occurs, i.e.

the neutron simply recoils from the proton with reduced energy,

but there is a definite probability of capture represented by

lU + ln («H)

—

>ln+hv,
i.e. deuterium, f H, is formed from hydrogen. This is the reverse

process to the disintegration of the deuteron by photons (§ 12.4).

The radiative capture of neutrons increases the ratio of the
number of neutrons to protons in the nucleus. The product
nucleus is often, therefore, radioactive and decays by the emission
of j3-particles (§ 1 5.2). Radioactive nuclides are frequently produced
in this manner where, in modern practice, the nuclear reactor is used
as a source of neutrons (§ 1 7. 1 1 ). Typical reactions of this kind are

:

(i) J IAl + 5«—>(l !Al) J |Al + hv.

The product nuclide, f | Al, is radioactive and decays with a period
of 2-3 min. by emitting j8-particles in accordance with the reaction

?|A1 ^?fSi+_?e.
(ii) 1 |Cu + « > (I tCu) I g3u + hv,

followed by

ttCu |«Zn + _?e. r= 5-2 min.

It should be noted that the normal element copper consists of
69 per cent, copper 63 (i.e. HCu) with 31 per cent, of the isotope,

copper 65 (i.e. % |Cu).

If the energy of the photon emitted in a (n — y) reaction is

found from a measurement of the corresponding frequency, the

binding energy of the neutron in the nucleus
A "£ x X resulting from the

neutron bombardment of^can be found. Ofparticular importance
is a knowledge of the binding energy between the neutron and
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proton in the deuteron. By measuring the energy of the y-rays

resulting from the neutron bombardment of deuterium, the binding

energy between a neutron and a proton has been found to be

2-225 MeV (cf. §§ 1 . 1 1 and 12.4).

(n — a) reactions. The typical nuclear reaction consequent upon
the bombardment of nuclei with neutrons where a-particles are

emitted is

A
zX+ln >(

A
t

1X)—>lzlY+iHe.
Examples are

:

(i) |Ii + \n—* (iLi) > SH + f He.

?H is radioactive hydrogen, i.e. tritium (§ 12.2) which decays in

accordance with the reaction

3H ^|He+_?e. T = 12-4 years.

(ii) fBe + U > (
x 2Be) |He + |He.

1He is radioactive helium which decays by emitting /J-particles,

the reaction being

|He >!>Li+_?e. T-0-83s

(iii)
10
5B + In > ClB) ILi + fHe.

(iv) x
3Na + In > (f iNa)—^ 2 »F + fHe.

radio fluorine

(v) 1 1Al + I n—> (J !Al) > I iNa + fHe.

ffNa >UMg + -°
1 e- T= 15 hour

radio sodium

The reaction (i) is of great interest in that it indicates the best

method of producing tritium, which is concerned in recent processes

for producing energy by nuclear fusion (§ 17. 1 5).

The reaction (iii) leads to a valuable method for detecting

neutrons. Neutrons are not ionising particles. If, however, they

impinge on boron 10, an a-particle—which is strongly ionising

—

is released. It is therefore possible to construct ionisation chambers,

proportional counters, and Geiger counters (§ 14.15) for neutrons

provided that they contain a compound of boron 10. Natural

boron is a mixture of 18-7 per cent, of boron 10 with 81-3 per cent,

of boron 11. Only the boron 10 is useful in neutron detection.

Samples of boron enriched with as much as 90 per cent, of boron 10

are therefore used. In practice, the ionisation chamber or counter

tube either has its walls lined with a boron compound or it is filled

with boron trifluoride vapour.
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(n — p) reactions. In the cases where neutron capture by a
nucleus results in the ejection of protons, the typical reaction is

represented by

*X+ln—>(
A¥X) > Z± 1 Y+{H.

The product, Z— i ^> *s radioactive and decays by emitting

/^-particles ; the decay is represented by

z-iY—

>

AzX + _°e.

Note that the final product nuclide, ZX, is identical with the

initial target nuclide. The overall effect has been that the incident

neutron has apparently been split up into a proton, \H, and an
electron, _?e(cf.§ 13.6).

(n — n) reactions. Inelastic collisions of neutrons with target

nuclei can occur. There are two types of such inelastic collision.

In the first of these, the incident neutron produces an excited

compound nucleus in the target. This excited nucleus then emits a
neutron accompanied by a y-ray photon. The reaction is therefore

classified as a (n — ny) one. The second type occurs when capture
of a neutron by the target nucleus raises this nucleus to an excited

energy level and a neutron is emitted but immediate transition to the

ground state on y-ray emission is forbidden. Instead, the product
nucleus is raised to a metastable state which emits energy in the
form of y-rays but where the decay has a specific half-life. An
example is the case of silver 107; the reaction is represented by

10JAg + In-^i^jAg)-^ 10
I? Ag + In.

The metastable silver nucleus then decays by emitting y-rays,

the reaction being simply
10l?Ag—- 1 2?Ag+fe.

Such (n — n) reactions can also be produced, using the elements
rhodium 103, cadmium 111, and indium 115 as targets.

Note that the metastable nucleus is an isomer of the final nucleus.

The energy of the incident neutron must manifestly be greater than
that of the ejected neutron.

A nuclear reaction in which the incidence of a single neutron
causes the ejection from the target nucleus of two neutrons {i.e.

n — 2n reaction) is exhibited with several kinds of target elements
provided that the incident neutron has sufficient energy. The
binding energy of a neutron in a nucleus is about 8 MeV, except in

the case of the lightest elements. If, therefore, the incident neutron
has an energy of about 10 MeV, it is capable of providing a total

energy of 18 MeV to the target nucleus, which is sufficient to eject

two neutrons. At still higher neutron energies, three neutrons, or
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two neutrons and a proton, may be ejected, whilst with neutron

energies of about 100 MeV spallation may occur, or fission of the

heavier elements not normally regarded as fissile.

The typical (n — 2«) reaction is represented by
A
zX+ln >

A
^

1X + 2
1
n.

The product nuclide is radioactive. As it must have a neutron

deficit compared with the stable nucleus of which it is an isotope,

it decays by positron emission (see § 1 5.2). The decay is represented

by

Two examples are

:

(i) ?|K+i« >l»K + 2l n

followed by ? §K > ? |A + +?<?• T = 7-7 min

(ii) | |Cu + In > I |Cu + 2\n

followed by | jjCu—> % fNi + + ?e. T = 10 min

Example 13.4. The atomic masses in a.m.u. of boron 10 and lithium 7 are

1001 6 33 and 701 7 84 respectively. The mass of the neutron is 1008 98 a.m.u.

and that of the a-particle is 4002 764 a.m.u. Show that the release of a-particles

from boron 10 can be accomplished by neutrons of thermal energies.

The (« — a) reaction concerned is

10
6B + ln JLi + fHe,

where the product lithium nuclide is stable.

The sum of the masses of the particles on the l.h.s. of this equation is

(1001 6 33 + 1-008 98) = 11 025 31 a.m.u. The sum of the masses for ther.h.s.

is (7017 84 + 4002 764) = 11 020 6 a.m.u. The mass difference available as

energy to allow the reaction to proceed is therefore (11 025 31 — 11-0206) =
0004 7 a.m.u. The incident neutrons need not, therefore, possess kinetic energy

to produce this nuclear reaction, i.e. thermal neutrons are suitable.

13.5. The Diffraction of Neutrons

The de Broglie wavelength A of neutrons of velocity v is given by

A = h/mn v

where h is the Planck constant (6-625 X 10-34 J s) and mn is the mass

of the neutron (1-675 X 10-27 kg).

The slower neutrons thus have the longer wavelengths. For

neutrons of kinetic energy E, in the non-relativistic case,

E = \mn v2 ;

A
_ h ^ h

mnv V2mnE
6-625 x 10-34

~
V3-35 x 10~27 £
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, 1-145 X 10-20
m (13.1)VT

where E is in joule.

The most probable energy E for neutrons at an absolute tem-

perature TK. is given by

E^kT
where k is the Boltzmann constant = 1-38 x 10_23 JK_1

.

Substituting E = kT in Equation (13.1);

1-145 x 10-20
m

VI -38 x io-23 r
30*8 , _ 1n 30*8 o ,. _ _,

7= X 10~10 m = —j= A (13.2)
Vt Vt

For neutrons at equilibrium temperatures a few degrees above
room temperature, the wavelength A is hence between 1 and 2 A.

This is of the same order of size as the distances between atoms in a

crystal. The lattices of atoms in crystals can therefore be used to

diffract neutrons.

The technique of neutron diffraction is comparable with X-ray
diffraction. There is, however, one important and valuable

difference between the two techniques. Whereas X-ray diffraction

cannot readily lead to a knowledge of the positions of hydrogen
atoms in a crystal because the scattering is dependent on the number
of orbital electrons (§ 5.22), neutrons are strongly scattered by
hydrogen nuclei. The technique of neutron diffraction therefore

supplements that of X-ray diffraction in the important respect that

the positions of hydrogen nuclei in crystals can be located. Again,

neutron diffraction methods contribute greatly to the X-ray diffrac-

tion studies when compounds in which heavy atoms occur are

studied. A notable example is in the case of uranium compounds.
As X-ray scattering intensities depend on the number of extra-

nuclear electrons in the atom (§ 5.22) the effect of a uranium atom
with its 92 electrons would completely mask that of, say, oxygen
with only 8 electrons. Using neutron diffraction, on the other hand,

the scattering is due to the nucleus of the atom and the scattering

intensity does not increase simply with the mass of the nucleus but

rather with the nuclear size (radius proportional to the cube root of

the atomic mass) and on the structure and energy levels in the

nucleus. Indeed, the scattering of neutrons by uranium is only

slightly different from that by oxygen. A further advantage of

neutron diffraction is that, in some cases, it is dependent on the
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magnetic properties of the material studied, whereas X-ray diffrac-

tion is not. Finally, with neutron diffraction, information can be

obtained about the interchange of energy between the incident

neutrons and the lattice vibrations (phonons, i.e. quanta of energy

associated, with crystal vibrations) of a solid.

Elsasser first suggested in 1936 that neutrons should be diffracted

by crystals. This prediction was verified in the same year by

Halban and Preiswerk who used a radium-beryllium source of

neutrons. As such a beam of neutrons is not monoenergetic, i.e.

not monochromatic, a Laue pattern would, be obtained, on passage

through a crystal. The photography of such a pattern demands
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Fig. 13.1. Schematic diagram of a neutron spectrometer.

the use of a photographic plate covered with a foil of indium 0-5 mm
thick. The neutrons readily penetrate the photographic emulsion

alone and produce an insignificant latent image, but they render the

indium radioactive so that it emits j8
_
-particles which are then capable

of the necessary photographic action.

In modern practice, nuclear reactors (§17.11) are used as sources

of neutrons in diffraction experiments. A reactor can provide

thermal neutrons which can be collimated. These neutrons will

have a Maxwellian distribution of velocities with a corresponding

distribution of wavelengths around 1-5 A. A narrow region of

velocities and so wavelengths, can be selected either by a mechanical

velocity selector or, preferably, by a crystal monochromator. The
crystal of the monochromator will give enhanced reflection of

neutrons of a particular wavelength in a particular direction
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determined by the crystal lattice spacing. Lithium fluoride, sodium
chloride, and calcium fluoride crystals have been used in neutron

monochromators. The monochromatic beam of neutrons produced
is then directed on to the crystal to be investigated. The powder
technique (§ 5.10) has been widely used and neutron spectrometers

for the investigation of single crystal structures have also been built

(Fig. 13.1). The diffracted neutrons are usually detected by boron
trinuoride-filled proportional counters (§ 14.15).

Example 13.5. The energies of the neutrons in a narrow beam obey a
Maxwellian distribution law at a temperature T = 300 K. The beam impinges
at a glancing angle 6 on a sodium chloride crystal. If the grating space in the

crystal is 2-8 X 10~ 8 cm, determine the smallest angle at which the intensity of
the reflected beam will be a maximum. Find also the energy in electron-volt of the

neutrons in this beam. (Mass of neutron = 1-67 x 10-27 kg; the Boltzmann
constant = 1-38 x 10~23 J K" 1

; the Planck constant = 6-62 x lO"34 J s).

(London.)

The most probable velocity v amongst a Maxwellian distribution of velocities

is given by

IlkT

V mn

where Tis the temperature, k is the Boltzmann constant, and mn is the mass of
the particle concerned.

For neutrons at 300 K, therefore,

4
2 x 1-38 x 10-23 x 300

1-67 x 10- 2'

= 2-226 x 10s ms-1
.

The most probable wavelength associated with these neutrons is hence

x =— - 6 62 x 10
~34

mnv
~ 1-67 x 10~27 x 2-226 x 103

m '

The reflected beam intensity will be a maximum when
pX = 2d sin 6

where d = 2-8 x 10"8 cm = 2-8 x 1010 m and d will have its smallest value for

P = U
. . Q

A 6-62 x 10-84
. . sin 8 = —

2d 2 x 1-67 x 10- 27 x 2-226 x 103 x 2-8 x 10-10

= 0-318;

/. 6 = 18° 32'.

The mean energy of the neutrons in this beam will be £/n„C2
, where C is the

root mean square velocity.

Butim„C2 = fA:7'.

Theenergy is therefore

f x 1-38 x 10-23 x 300 = 6-21 x 10-20 J.

Nowl eV = 1-6 x 10-19
J.

The energy of the neutrons is therefore 0038 8 eV.
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13.6. Radioactive Decay of the Neutron

Consider the following results of the most recent mass deter-

minations :

Mass of neutron = 1 -008 983 a.m.u.

Mass of proton = 1-007 593 a.m.u.

Mass of electron = 0-000 549 a.m.u.

It is seen that the mass of the neutron exceeds the sum of the

masses of the proton and the electron by 0000 841 a.m.u. It

would therefore be expected that the neutron disintegrated into a

proton and an electron because of the excess mass energy available.

This possibility was pointed out by Chadwick and Goldhaber in

1935 who made the first accurate determination of the mass of the

neutron (§ 12.4). Furthermore, to conserve angular momentum
(cf. § 15.15) the disintegration must involve the emission of an

antineutrino. The reaction in neutron disintegration should

therefore be

In ^iH + _?e + v.

By comparison with the ^"-particle decay of radioactive nuclides

(§15.5) this neutron decay would be expected to occur with a definite

half-life and where the electrons ejected formed a continuous energy

spectrum with a maximum kinetic energy equal to the excess mass

energy of 0-000 841 a.m.u., i.e. 0-783 MeV.

Early attempts to observe this decay were frustrated by the

inadequate supply of neutrons available. This situation was

remedied with the advent of nuclear reactors (§ 17.1 1) which provide

very high neutron flux densities. The first successful attempt to

observe the decay of a neutron into a proton and an electron was

that of Snell in 1948. This was followed by the experiment of

Robson in 1950 who used the powerful nuclear reactor at Chalk

River, Canada, which provided a flux density of more than 1010

thermal neutrons per cm2 per second.

In their passage through solid matter, neutrons are captured in

times of the order of microseconds (§13.1). To observe their

radioactive disintegration it was hence essential to study their flight

through a highly evacuated tube. Robson attached such a tube to

the thermalised neutrons emerging from the nuclear reactor. The

protons and electrons produced in the decay were deflected in

opposite directions at right angles to the beam of neutrons by

suitably disposed deflecting plates between which an electrostatic

field was maintained. The protons of various energies were then

analysed by a magnetic field and detected by an electron multiplier

(§ 14.12) whilst the energy spectrum of the electrons was obtained
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by means of a built-on jS-ray spectrometer which employed scintil-

lation counter detection (§ 14.13). The pulses from the detectors

were then fed to a delayed coincidence circuit. Such a circuit

compares with the usual coincidence arrangement (§ 14.4) except

that the pulse output from the electron multiplier used for electron

detection was delayed electronically by a time equal to the time of

flight of the protons from the neutron beam to the detector. (The
much shorter time required for the flight of the mobile electrons

may be neglected). The rate of proton-electron delayed coincidences

compared with the measured neutron flux in the beam gave the

half-life for neutron decay as 13 minute with a maximum probable
error of i 2-5 minute. The /?-ray spectrometer gave the end-point

kinetic energy of the emitted electrons to be within 1-6 per cent, of
the value calculated from the mass difference between a neutron
and a proton plus an electron.

Exercises 13

1. Give an account of the discovery of the neutron and of the determination
of its mass.

What view is now held of the relation between the proton and the neutron?
Give reasons which lead to this view. (London.)

2. Describe an experiment which establishes that a beam of electrons of
velocity v (much less than that of light) is associated with a wavelength h/mv,
wherem is the electron mass and h is Planck's constant.

What are the relative advantages and disadvantages of electrons, X-rays, and
neutrons for use in the study ofcrystal structure ?

Indicate briefly the technique which is employed when neutron beams are
used for this purpose. {London.)

3. State the grounds upon which it was expected that the neutron would prove
to be unstable. Describe an experiment in which the decay of free neutrons
has been observed, and indicate what features of the decay process have been
studied. (Grad. Inst. P.)

4. What are the principal sources of neutrons and what precautions must be
taken to ensure safety in their use ?

Deuterons and tritons accelerated to only 100 keV can produce neutrons by
reaction with deuterium. The masses, in a.m.u.. are

|H: 2-01471; ?H: 3016 95; |He: 301693; In: 1008 99; fHe: 4003 89.

Calculate the neutron energies in the following reactions:

lH + fH

—

>lUc + ln

IH + IU *fHe + In

(Assume that 1 a.m.u. = 931 MeV). (Poly.)

13 y.:a. n. p.



CHAPTER 14

THE DETECTION OF NUCLEAR RADIATIONS

14.1. Classification ofMethods

In the experimental study of nuclei, and of the interactions

between elementary particles and nuclei, the information obtained

is chiefly from the type of particle (or particles) ejected together

with a knowledge of its momentum and energy. Sensitive and
accurate methods of studying these particles are therefore of para-

mount importance. Indeed, in the research laboratory where

projects in nuclear physics are undertaken, apart from the often

difficult task of interpreting results, the major problems are fre-

quently in instrument electronics rather than in nucleonics.

The particles to be studied are electrons, protons, deuterons,

a-particles, and the nuclei of heavier elements. All these are

charged particles and capable of directly ionising matter. In

addition, particles which are uncharged, and therefore not directly

capable of ionising matter, demand study. In this category are

the neutron and the photon.

An account of the wide range of elementary particles is deferred

until Chapter 18. For the present, the particles commonly en-

countered in the average laboratory work on nuclear physics are

the concern.

The various interactions of these particles with matter of which

use is made in the various detection devices and methods are:

—

(a) Ionisation of the atoms and/or molecules of a gas, liquid, or

solid. This is directly possible if the elementary particle concerned

is charged.

(b) Though the particle is neutral, it may eject charged particles

from certain materials and the charged particles can then be detected

by the ionisation they produce.

(c) Excitation of the atoms and/or molecules of liquids and

solids, and, in particular, the excitation of fluorescence.

(d) If the elementary particle impinges upon a solid so as to give

to the free electrons in that solid an energy exceeding the work

function energy, then electrons are released. These electrons can

then be detected, where the most useful method is first to increase

their numbers by the technique of the electron multiplier.

386
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(e) Under certain circumstances, the passage of energetic

j8-particles through a transparent medium gives rise to visible

electromagnetic radiation: the Cerenkov radiation.

In category (a) the devices which involve the ionisation of a
gas by the particle are (i) the ionisation chamber, (ii) the proportional

counter, (iii) the Geiger-Muller (G.M.) counter, (iv) the Wilson
cloud chamber, (v) the diffusion chamber, and (vi) the spark chamber.

Ionisation phenomena produced by the particle in a liquid are

utilised in the bubble chamber, whilst the photographic process and
the solid-state detectors are fundamentally concerned with the

ionisation phenomena produced in solids.

In category (b) photons may be detected by their release of
electrons from gases or solids on which they impinge and the in-

cidence of neutrons on certain vapours or solids causes the release

of charged particles such as a-particles, protons, or electrons. A
further device for detecting neutrons which may be included in this

class is the fission counter.

In category (c), the excitation of fluorescence is employed in the

scintillation method (§ 14.13). This has been developed into the

valuable technique of the scintillation counter, in which photo-
multiplier tubes are used.

In category (d) the electron multiplier tube is employed where
protons and the nuclei of other elements may release secondary
electrons from a target in the tube and these electrons are then
increased in number by successive multiplication at a series of
electrodes which have a secondary emission ratio greater than unity.

14.2. Ionisation Chambers

Ionisation chambers of a variety of types have been constructed.

They all have in common, however, a pair of electrodes in a gas-

filled chamber where the electrodes are highly insulated from one
another, and the chamber walls are usually earthed. The parallel-

plate and the coaxial cylindrical electrode (§ 5.3) arrangements are

the commonest forms. Various gases may be used, but argon is

perhaps the most frequently chosen. This is commonly at atmos-
pheric pressure, but high pressure gas-filling has been employed to

ensure the interception of highly energetic particles, as in work
on cosmic rays. The ionising particles are usually directed into

the chamber through a window. This window has to be very thin

and of a material of low atomic number if the particles concerned
are a-particles or low energy j8-particles from such radioactive

nuclides as carbon 14 and sulphur 35. Materials suitable for these

windows are films about 2-5 x 10~3 mm thick of mica, collodion,
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or nylon which are coated with a very thin layer of graphite to make
them conducting. Thin films ofaluminium and of beryllium, usually

supported on a grid, have also been used.

Ionisation chambers are operated with a saturation p.d. across

their electrodes so that the ionisation current produced is largely

independent of fluctuations in the supply voltage. There is no
ionisation on collision, i.e. the gas amplification is unity. If the

particle flux is large, a steady ionisation current is recorded, but with

a small number of incident particles per second, individual particles

may be counted. For the former purpose an electrometer valve or

preferably a field-effect or metal oxide semiconductor transistor is

used to record the p.d. established by the ionisation current which is

arranged to flow through a series resistor of several megohm of

CHAMBER

TO SCALER
AND COUNTER

SCREEN "^
Fig. 14.1. Use of an ionisation chamber to count individual particles.

known value. If individual particles are to be counted, the pulses

of current produced are fed to a wide band amplifier which is joined

to the ionisation chamber by a coupling capacitor (Fig. 14.1).

Ionisation chambers have been widely used in the study of

o-particles, j8-particles, protons, deuterons, and the nuclei of light

elements. They, furthermore, were valuable in the early studies

of cosmic ray phenomena (Chapter 18). Ionisation chambers can

also be used for measurements on photons (X-rays and y-radiation).

In this case, the ionising particles are the electrons released from the

walls of the chamber and, to a smaller extent, from the gas, when
the photons enter the chamber. To increase the absorption of

photons, ionisation chambers with walls of an element like platinum

or bismuth with a high atomic number have been employed. In

the use of ionisation chambers to detect neutrons, a filling of boron

trifluoride vapour (where the boron is enriched with boron 10)

is used, or the chamber walls are lined inside with a boron com-
pound in the form of a paste (§ 14. 1 5).
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14.3. Counting Tabes

The counting tubes, the proportional counter and the Geiger-
Miiller counter (G. M. counter) are, in effect, developments from the
ionisation chamber. In these counting tubes, however, the ions
created by the entry of an elementary particle move in such an
intense electric field that ionisation by collision is produced, i.e.

gas amplification results. This amplification enables a pulse of
current to be obtained which is sufficiently large to permit the
ready detection of the entry of a single particle. In the proportional
counter, the amplitude of this output pulse is proportional to the
number of ions originally produced (i.e. before gas amplification)
by the entering particle. In the G.M. counter, this pulse is

independent of the number of ions produced initially. The pro-
portional counter is therefore able to distinguish by, virtue of the
amplitude of the pulse produced, between particles of different
ionising powers and different energies. The G.M. counter is

incapable of doing this but has the advantage of producing a much
larger pulse.

The distinction between the proportional and G.M. methods of
operation is primarily a question of the applied p.d. across the
electrodes of the counting tube. A given tube can therefore be
operated in either the proportional region or the Geiger region,
though it is usually preferred to design the tube for use in one or
other of these regions rather than in both. The Geiger operation
requires the higher p.d.

A considerable variety of designs of G.M. tube is available.
Fig. 14.2 illustrates two types frequently adopted (see also Plate 4).
The first of these (Fig. 14.2a) consists of a cylindrical copper cathode
with a thin axial tungsten wire anode supported inside a cylindrical
glass envelope. The elementary particle enters the counter through
its glass walls. The second type (Fig. 14.26) is an end-window
counter. This pattern is useful for counting the less penetrating
radiations. The window can be thin mica sheet or, in some designs,
a hemisphere of thin glass. These thin windows are demanded in
counters for a-particles and the less energetic j8-particles which are
unable to penetrate the glass wall of the conventional counter.
The anode is a tungsten wire and the cathode is in the form of a
graphite coating on the inside wall of the glass envelope. Further
designs for internal counting and the estimation of radioactive
liquids have been developed. Again, many sizes of counting tube
are made from 1 to 5 cm in diameter and 2 to 100 cm in length.

The majority of counting tubes are of the self-quenching type.
These are filled with a mixture of argon (or argon plus neon) at a
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partial pressure of about 10* Pa and alcohol vapour at 103 Pa

approximately. Methyl and ethyl alcohols have been used, so

have ethyl bromide and other organic vapours. In recent years,

the halogens, especially bromine vapour, have been widely adopted

as a quenching gas instead of alcohol vapour. Bromine partial

pressures used are between 10 and 100 Pa. Bromine-quenched

G.M. tubes have a much longer life than the alcohol-quenched

types.

The p.d. maintained across the anode and cathode depends on

the type of counter and whether the proportional or the Geiger

region is to be used. To consider the effect of this p.d. V, account

g ANODE WIRE ^
CATHODE

w
CATHODE A^UADAG (CARBON) COATING

ON INNER WALL

THIN
WINDOW

Fig. 14.2. Two types of Geiger-Muller tube.

must be taken of the electric field around the central anode wire.

Suppose the radii of the anode wire and of the cathode are a and b

respectively, a is usually between 0-01 and 0-03 cm, whilst b is

most frequently about 1 cm. Let Er be the electric field at a radial

distance r from the central axis. Then

£= y
r

2TT€ r loge b/a

where € = permittivity of free space.

Put b/a = 100, then

V V
*r
=

2776or (2-3 log10 100)
=

4-67r€ r

If V is low, Er is low and the counting tube behaves like an

ionisation chamber. As V is increased the electric field Er near

the anode wire is raised to a value where the electrons produced

in the gas by the entering particle achieve sufficient energy between

collisions for ionisation on collision to occur. The onset of ionisa-

tion on collision depends on Erjp, where p is the gas pressure.
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When it occurs, the fresh electrons produced themselves create new
ion pairs ; the cumulative effect resulting leads rapidly to the develop-

ment of a Townsend avalanche of ions. Suppose the entering

particle (e.g. j8~-particle) produces n pairs of ions. The total

number of ion pairs produced in the avalanche will be mn, where
m is the gas amplification factor. In an ionisation chamber, i.e.

with low values of the p.d. V, m is 1. In the proportional region,

with moderate values of V, m is between 103 and 104 . In the Geiger
region, where V is raised to higher values, m is about 108 .

The electrons produced in the avalanche quickly reach the anode.
The much heavier positive ions travel comparatively slowly towards
the cathode. If the counter is operated in the proportional region,

m is independent of n. The magnitude ofthe current pulse produced
by the counter is then proportional to the initial number of ions
produced by the entering particle. In the Geiger region, with
higher values of V, m is much larger and the proportionality no
longer holds. The total number of ions produced is now independ-
ent of the initial number of ions created by the entering particle.

The magnitude of the current pulse developed by the counter is then
independent of the energy and nature of the particle detected.

The distinction between the proportional and the Geiger region
is further illustrated in Fig. 14.3 which shows how the pulse size

depends on the p.d. applied across the counter. At low voltages
the regions OA and AB are concerned; here the gas amplification

is unity. As the voltage is increased, a point B on the graph is

reached where the electric field Er for r just greater than a (i.e. the
radius of the anode) just becomes large enough to support ionisation

by collision. The proportional region therefore begins at B and
extends as far as C. For voltages corresponding to points on the
graph between C and D, the region of limited proportionality is

concerned. The electric field in the immediate vicinity of the anode
wire now reaches a sufficiently high value for the ultra-violet

photons emitted by the excited gas atoms to cause photo-ionisation
of the gas and the release of electrons from the cathode. Still

further increase of the voltage causes the tube to enter the Geiger
region between D and E. Here the initial ionising event produces
a large avalanche ofions and the resulting photons cause a cumulative
discharge so that a region of intense ionisation spreads along the
anode wire. The voltage across the counter tube must not be raised
to values beyond that corresponding to point E on the graph,
otherwise a continuous discharge will occur which may ruin the tube.

The electron avalanche is concentrated near the anode wire.

The positive ions, being much heavier, travel comparatively slowly
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towards the cathode. In fact, the time of flight of the positive ions

is about one hundred times longer than the time necessary to build

up the electron avalanche. This time of flight is about 100 micro-

second in a counter with a cathode of 1 cm radius. In effect, after

the initiation of an electron avalanche by an entering particle, the

slowly moving positive ion sheath around the anode wire increases

the anode radius. The electric field therefore drops to a value below
that which is capable of supporting ionisation by collision; the

electron avalanche ceases, and a pulse of current due to this

avalanche is consequently produced.

The object of the counter is to produce a single pulse due to the

entry of a single particle. The tube should not then give any
succeeding spurious pulses but should recover as quickly as possible

to be in a state where it is able to record the next entering particle.
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Fig. 14.3. Pulse size against applied voltage for a counter tube.

The object of the polyatomic alcohol vapour (or diatomic

bromine vapour) is to prohibit the production of spurious pulses

following the main required pulse due to a single particle entry.

This vapour is called the quenching gas. To understand its action,

consider first what would happen if it were absent, i.e. the tube were

filled with argon only. The positive argon ions, though slow mov-
ing compared with the electrons, will eventually reach the cathode.

If this gas has an ionisation potential of Vt V, and the work function

of the cathode surface is
<f>

V, the arrival of the argon ion will

extract an electron from the cathode if Vt is greater than <j>. The
argon atom will therefore become neutral but have an excess

energy of (Ft
— 4>) eV. Now Vt is 15-8 V for argon whereas

<f>
is

certainly not more than 5 V. (F* — <f>) will consequently be greater

than
(f>.

This excess energy of the atom will either be radiated in
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the form of photons or will be removed on collision of the atom with

the cathode to produce another electron. These fresh electrons then

lead to the initiation of subsidiary, unwanted pulses when they are

accelerated towards the anode.

To avoid these unwanted pulses, two main possibilities are as

follows:

(1) Immediately after the recording of the true pulse, the voltage

across the counter may be reduced to such a low value that, tem-

porarily, ionisation by collision is not supported. This can be

done by electronic quenching circuits like that due to Neher and

Harper.

(2) A suitable polyatomic vapour may be used for quenching.

Only the second of these methods is discussed here. To ensure

effective quenching, the following conditions must be fulfilled:

(a) All the ions which approach the cathode must be of the

polyatomic quenching gas and not of the inert gas.

(b) The polyatomic gas ions must not themselves eject electrons

from the cathode.

To meet these requirements, the quenching gas must have an

ionisation potential lower than that of the inert gas (e.g. for molecular

bromine, Vt
= 12-8 V). If, then, sufficient of the quenching gas

is present, the inert gas ions, in their comparatively long path to

the cathode, will almost all collide with molecules of the quenching

gas and transfer their charges to them. The inert gas ions will

then be neutralised. Only molecular ions of the quenching gas

will therefore reach the cathode. When a molecular ion is very

near the cathode, it will capture an electron from the cathode surface

and become neutralised. The molecule will then be left with an

energy of (F? — <f>)
eV, where V\ is the ionisation potential of the

molecule. However, unlike the inert gas atom with excess energy,

the excess energy of the neutralised molecule will cause it to

dissociate, if a suitable polyatomic substance is used.

If alcohol is used as the quenching vapour, it will dissociate.

This means that the counter has a limited life of, in practice, about

109 counts. On the other hand, if bromine vapour is used for

quenching, though it will dissociate into bromine atoms, these

atoms will recombine to form the molecule so that the counter life

is unlimited. The use of the chemically active vapour bromine

demands, however, that the cathode is made of a material which

is not subject to chemical attack. Stainless steel, nichrome, and

graphite cathodes are suitable.
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Proportional counters are able to distinguish readily between
entering particles capable of heavy ionisation (like protons, deuter-
ons, and a-particles) and those which are only weakly ionising. The
former particles will produce much larger pulses. The photons,
which so often accompany the emission of other particles which
have greater ionising power, can be eliminated in the counting
apparatus by coupling the counting tube to a pulse amplifier which
only accepts pulses of greater than a certain magnitude.

This sort of practice cannot be adopted with G.M. counters
proper, though the use of absorbers in front of the counter window
can often be used to cut out unwanted particles (e.g. soft j8-particles

from hard ^-particles). The G.M. tubes will respond to about
98 per cent, of entering jS-particles, provided the rate of entry does

+
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Fig. 14.4. Typical G.M. counter circuit.

not exceed about 5 000 per second, but they are inefficient for

counting photons. Only some 2 per cent, of entering photons are
detected, though this figure may be increased to 5 per cent, if a
cathode of high atomic number (e.g. bismuth or platinum) is used.

The usual G.M. counter circuit is shown in Fig. 14.4. For an
alcohol-quenched counter, the operating voltage is 1 000 to 1 200 V;
for the bromine-quenched tube, 200 to 300 V is adequate. A
resistor R of 2 to 5 Mfi is connected in series with the h.t. supply
and the counter. The current pulse initiated in the counter by an
entering particle then produces a voltage pulse across this resistor.

This output pulse, which is usually about 1 V (but can be much
larger) is then fed via a capacitor C to a pulse amplifier which is

followed by an electronic scaler circuit. The basic scaler circuit unit
is essentially a twin-triode valve arrangement able to give a single

output pulse for two input pulses. The use ofn such " scales-of-two "

in cascade then enables the number of pulses produced by the tube
to be reduced in the ratio 2" : 1 . If, for example, n — 10, then 1 024
input pulses produce only 1 output pulse. The output pulses from
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the last stage are then fed to a mechanical register ("telephone

meter") which records the number of output pulses in a known time.

The total number of pulses produced by the counting tube is then

2nN (where N is the number of counts recorded at the output

register) plus the number smaller than 2n which can be readily

shown up in the earlier scale-of-two stages by neon lamp indicators.

The reduction of pulse numbers by the scaler is necessary because

a mechanical register is unable to record more than some 50 pulses

per second without slip, whereas up to 5 000 pulses per second

may need to be recorded using G.M. tubes. "Scales-of-ten", and

dekatrons, are often used.
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Fig. 14.5. Typical plateau characteristic for an alcohol-quenched G.M. counter.

The pulse is produced before the positive ions have reached the

cathode. The pulse is therefore followed by a dead time of about

100 microsecond. A further recovery time of about 100 microsecond

is necessary before another particle can produce a pulse which is of

the same magnitude as that produced by its predecessor. Particles

can therefore be counted about every 200 microsecond, i.e. at a

maximum rate of about 5 000 per second.

If /J-particles enter a G.M. tube at a constant rate from a radio-

active source and the number of pulses recorded per second is

plotted against the p.d. across the tube, a curve like that shown in

Fig. 14.5 will be obtained. The counter will remain inoperative

until the voltage is sufficient to cause the development of an electron

avalanche. At the Geiger threshold voltage, the pulse size is

constant. Beyond this threshold, further increase of voltage causes

little increase of the number of counts. This gives the plateau

region, which is over 200 V long for a good tube. The operating

voltage is chosen to be on the plateau. The operating voltage

minus the threshold voltage is the over-voltage for the tube. The
pulse size increases in proportion to the over-voltage; using
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bromine-quenched tubes, voltage pulses of 20 V can readily be
achieved if required. Excessive over-voltage, beyond the plateau
region, will lead to a continuous discharge.

Well designed counter tubes have a plateau slope of about
2 per cent, increase in count rate for an operating voltage increase
of 100 V. This flat plateau is valuable since it means that the
operating voltage is not critical. Despite this, stabilised voltage
supplies are normally used for operating G.M. tubes.

14.4. Coincidence and Anti-coincidence Circuits

A useful technique, originally due to Bothe and KolhSrster in

1929 and greatly improved by Rossi in 1930, is the use of two or
more counting tubes in coincidence. This arrangement has been
especially valuable in researches on cosmic rays (§ 18.7). It can
also be used in the study of the time of flight through a known
distance of energetic ^-particles and photons, and in the determina-
tion of the absorption of particles in materials (§ 18.7).

A simple coincidence arrangement (Fig. 14.6a) employs three

G.M. tubes of the self-quenching type mounted parallel to one
another in the same plane with neighbouring tubes some 0*1 to 1 m
apart, the actual distance used depending on the range ofthe particles.

The object is to record an ionising particle (e.g. a fast electron or a
meson in cosmic radiation) which travels in the direction ab (Fig.

14,66) and passes through all three G.M. tubes, but not to record a
particle which travels in such a direction as cd where it either does
hot traverse any one of the G.M. tubes or encounters only one or
two of them. If this can be done, then there exists a high probability

that the particle has indeed travelled in the direction ab, By
mounting the three tubes on a plane board which can be set at

various angles to the vertical, the direction of travel of cosmic ray
particles can be determined.

The object of the arrangement of the three amplifiers Alt A 2 ,

and Az is to give an output pulse due only to a particle that traverses

all three G.M. tubes, where this pulse is of sufficient magnitude to

operate a succeeding amplifier A±. The pulses at the output of the

amplifier A^ are then counted by a scaler. On the other hand, if

the particle passes through only two or one of the G.M. tubes,

the output pulse is to be of insufficient magnitude to operate the
amplifier.

To achieve this object, the three G.M. tubes are operated
from a common h.t. supply and with their cathodes earthed, but
with separate resistance loads Rlt R2, and R3 in their anode circuits.
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These resistances—of the order of 3 to 5 Mft each—are equal in

value. The pulses provided by the G.M. tubes Gx, G2 , and G3 are

fed via capacitors Cl5 C2, and C3 respectively, to the inputs of
the amplifiers A x, A 2, and As respectively. These three amplifiers

have a common output load resistor. A voltage pulse is produced

H.T.+

COMMON OUTPUT LOAD
TO A,, Aj AND A3

TO SCALER
CIRCUIT 6
COUNT
DISPLAY

(a)

(b)

Fig. 14.6. The coincidence method.

across the load resistor which will only exceed a certain magnitude

V if all three G.M. tubes are triggered by the ionising particle.

The following amplifier A^ is so biased that the input pulse to it

must exceed Kfor it to operate the succeeding scaler circuit. The
count of the pulses by the scaler then gives the number of coincidence

pulses, i.e. the number of particles which have traversed all three

G.M. tubes, and hence have travelled in the direction ab in Fig.

14.66.

In practice, three G.M. tubes in a parallel array are often used
at each of the positions (?!, <j2 , and <j3 .

When used to record the direction of travel of cosmic rays,

this arrangement is often called a cosmic ray telescope. Many
interesting experiments have been done with it.
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In the anti-coincidence arrangement of G.M. tubes, an array

of tubes in parallel—called the anti-coincidence counters—may
be arranged at A (Fig. 14.7a) above a coincidence set of counters

Gx, <j2, G3 . An absorber B might be placed between A and the

coincidence set. As used in experiments on cosmic rays, the area

subtended by the counter battery A is so large (e.g. it can be arranged

almost to surround the coincidence set, as in Fig. 14.76) that cosmic

ray particles must pass through it before they can reach the

coincidence set of tubes. An electronic circuit is arranged so that
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Fig. 14.7. Principle of the anti-coincidence technique.

the coincidence counters are rendered insensitive whenever the anti-

coincidence counters produce a pulse due to the entry of a particle.

Thus coincidences are only registered at Glt G2, and G3 when the

anti-coincidence counters at A are not discharged. At first sight,

this seems a curiously complex arrangement designed so as not to

register any cosmic ray particles at all ! However, it is valuable in

the study of the non-ionising particles present in cosmic radiation.

Such non-ionising particles will be incapable of discharging the

anti-coincidence array at A, but they will produce ionising particles

on interaction with the atoms in the absorber B. These ionising

particles will then be registered by the coincidence set Glt G2 , G3 .

Furthermore, an anti-coincidence bank of G.M. tubes may be set up
below an automatic cloud chamber. If an ionising particle reaches

them it is arranged that an expansion of the chamber does not take

place. In this way, ionising particles are only recorded by the
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chamber which reach the ends of their tracks therein. This is

valuable because particles slowed down near the ends of their tracks

are more strongly ionising and hence give tracks more characteristic

of their masses.

14.5. The Wilson Cloud Chamber

In 1911, Wilson introduced the valuable technique of the cloud

chamber for recording the distribution of the ions left in the track

of an ionising particle on its passage through a gas. This apparatus

can be used for photographing the tracks of a-particles, j8-particles,

and the tracks due to secondary ionisation effects accompanying

the passage of X-rays and y-rays through a gas. It has also proved

invaluable in the study of the tracks of the elementary particles

encountered in work on cosmic radiation (§ 18.5). Strictly speaking,

the track of the ionising particle itself is not observed but the water

droplets formed on the ions in the wake of the particle are illuminated

and photographed.

The physical phenomenon employed is that of suddenly increas-

ing a volume of air—or other gas—which is saturated with water

vapour or the vapour of some other liquid of suitable vapour

pressure, e.g. alcohol. The adiabatic expansion produced results

in a considerable fall of temperature so that the space concerned

becomes supersaturated with vapour. The excess vapour will

condense on any small particles present so that a cloud is formed.

Dust particles, ions, and even molecules are suitable centres for the

condensation.

The droplets formed will be spherical because of the symmetrical

surface tension forces acting. If a droplet has a radius of r, then

the vapour pressure over its surface will be greater than that over,

a plane surface in accordance with the equation

:

27ct

'•-K + (,-o)J (142)

where

pc
— Vapour pressure over a convex curved surface of radius r,

pp — Vapour pressure over a plane surface,

T = Surface tension of the liquid,

p = Density of the liquid,

a — Density of the vapour.

For water at 15° C, T = 7-5 X 10~2 N wr\ p = 10* kg m~3
,

and a = 0*6 kg m~3 at atmospheric pressure.
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Hence,

IT 15 X 10-2 xO-6 A 1A ,

p-a 103

on neglecting a compared with p in the denominator.

At 15° C, pP = 13 mmHg = 1 730 Pa. Equation (14.2) therefore

becomes, in the case of water at 1 5° C,

pc
= 1 730 +.9 X 10~5

/r.

Forpc — 2pP, therefore,

9 x 10-5 = 1 730, i.e. r = 5x 10"8 m = 5 x 10~5 mm
r

approximately.

i.e. the vapour pressure over a drop of water of diameter 10-4 mm
is roughly double that over a plane surface. Such a drop will

evaporate rapidly unless the supersaturation pressure is double the

saturation pressure.

An adiabatic expansion of saturated air to 1-38 times its initial

volume gives eight-fold supersaturation of water vapour. Above
this value, uncharged nitrogen molecules in dust-free air are

sufficiently large to act as centres for droplet formation, i.e. a cloud

will be produced. If, however, charged atoms, i.e. ions, are

present, then the degree of supersaturation necessary for droplets

to form and persist is less. An adiabatic expansion up to 1-31

times the initial volume, corresponding to six-fold supersaturation

of water vapour, is adequate if positive ions are present, whilst

four-fold supersaturation, corresponding to an expansion ratio of

1 -21 , suffices if negative ions exist in the space concerned.

If a droplet forms on an ion of charge e, the electric potential

energy will be e2/47re r for a droplet of radius r, where <=„ is the

permittivity of free space. This potential energy will tend to a
minimum, the drop will consequently increase in size, i.e. r will

increase. The vapour pressure over the surface of the drop will

therefore decrease, so persistence of the drop is favoured. The fact

that negative ions act more readily as centres of condensation has

been ascribed to the affinity of negative ions for water molecules.

Since a lower expansion ratio suffices to exhibit the presence of

negative ions, positive and negative ions can be distinguished from
one another in the cloud chamber.

Wilson achieved an adiabatic expansion of a predetermined

ratio in his original cloud chamber using the apparatus schematically

illustrated by Fig. 14.8. The stop-cock S and the valve A were
initially closed and the vessel V evacuated. Dust-free air was then
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admitted to the space outside Von opening S. The valve A was then

opened suddenly by applying a pull at Z?» and air from the region D
rushed into the vessel V. The piston P dropped on the consequent

decrease of the pressure below it, so the volume of the expansion

chamber C increased. As the air in C was saturated with water

vapour, a cloud appeared in C ifcentres ofcondensationwere present.

To ensure that the air is free of dust, preliminary expansions are

made. To remove any residual ions from the chamber C, a p.d.

may be applied between the ceiling and floor of the chamber.

WATER

PULL APPLIED

AIR ADMITTED
THROUGH GLASS WOOL
FILTER TO REMOVE DUST

Fig. 14.8. Early form of Wilson cloud chamber.

If a source of a-particles is present on the inner wall of the

chamber C, an expansion by £ ratio exceeding 1-31 but less than
1-38 will cause droplets to form on the large number of ions left

in the wake of the a-particles. Fig. 14.9 shows a typical example
where the straight a-particle tracks originating from a point radio-

active source are clearly seen.

These tracks can be seen by the naked eye, but to photograph
them it is necessary to provide intense illumination from a spark

or arc source or, in modern technique, from a high pressure xenon
tube. In his original apparatus, Wilson obtained photographs by
releasing the valve A by a falling pendulum which also caused a
Leyden jar to discharge through mercury vapour in a tube. The
flash of light from the mercury discharge was arranged to illuminate

the droplets formed in the track of the ionising particles through the

chamber C, which were photographed. The wooden blocks WW
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(Fig. 14.8) were used simply to reduce the volume under P to a
convenient value. The rubber sheet on the floor of the vessel

containing water reduced the mechanical shock on the sudden fall

of the piston.

A record obtained on the passage of a narrow beam of X-rays
through the cloud chamber is shown in Fig. 14.10. The secondary
nature of the ionising effect of the X-rays is clearly demonstrated.
X-rays are uncharged so do not ionise directly. The tracks shown
in the photograph are those of the ionising high speed electrons

Fig. 14.9. Straight tracks due to alpha-particles recorded in a cloud chamber;
note the two ranges present.

which are dislodged from the gas molecules by the X-rays; the

tracks of all these electrons originate at the defined beam of the

X-rays passing through the chamber.

The ranges of particles in gases can be studied by means of the

Wilson cloud chamber. To determine the length of the track it is

necessary to take two photographs from two different positions.

Two cameras facing along different directions are used. Each
record will give the length of the track subtended in a plane parallel

to that of the photographic plate. From the two records, the true
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length and direction of the track in the chamber can be calculated.

This method is known as stereoscopic recording.

In 1921, Shimizu developed a cloud chamber which enabled a

large number of expansions and photographs to be obtained in

rapid succession. This led to the development by Blackett and
Occhialini of the automatic cloud chamber (§ 14.6). Chambers
using pressures at 20 and even 100 atmospheres and more have been

built. Alcohol vapour (usually mixed with water) is often used

because, among other advantages, a smaller expansion ratio is

required.

Fig. 14.10. Nature of record obtained on passing a beam of X-rays through a
cloud chamber.

14.6. The Automatic Cloud Chamber

The outstanding disadvantage of the simple cloud Chamber is

that, in some types of experiment, the expansion may well be made
when no particle is traversing the chamber; the majority of the

photographs are therefore wasted. This is especially the case in

experiments on cosmic rays.

The purpose of the automatic cloud chamber is to arrange for

the ionising particle which does traverse the chamber to trigger off

the expansion and the illumination so that the chance of a useful

photograph being obtained is greatly increased. The method of
doing this was introduced in cosmic ray research with the ingenious

design of an automatic cloud chamber by Blackett and Occhialini

in 1933 (Fig. 14.11). The expansion chamber C is placed between
two G.M. tubes Gx, G2, in coincidence. An ionising particle which
discharges both these tubes necessarily also traverses the chamber C.

The pulse from the coincidence circuit then triggers off the sudden
expansion ofthe gas in C.
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The cloud chamber comprises two compartments B and C
separated by a piston P, where C is the expansion chamber proper
and B is a back-chamber. Both these compartments are initially

filled with gas at a pressure of about 1-7 atmospheres, the valve V
being closed. When a pulse is produced by the coincidence

counters it operates a relay which causes the valve Fto open sudden-
ly. The gas pressure in B drops quickly and the piston P flips

backwards on the rubber gasket RR because the pressure in C then
exceeds that in B. The degree of expansion is controlled by the

adjustable nut N.

The light piston P of aluminium alloy completes its stroke in

about 5 millisecond, whereas the expansion is completed in about
10 millisecond after the passage of the particle through the chamber.

Fig. 14.11. The automatic cloud chamber (Blackett and Occhialini).

In this time, the droplets left in the wake of the particle track will

diffuse slightly sideways from the track. Nevertheless, tracks

0-1 mm wide can be obtained. Moreover, delayed expansions are

often useful as they enable the number of droplets formed in the

track to be counted in the photograph and this number can be related

to the number of ions produced. From this information, estimates

of the energy of the particle can be obtained.

The coincidence pulse which releases the valve V also triggers off

the spark illumination for photography of the droplets. In more
recent practice, xenon or krypton tubes are often used for illumina-

tion. After a track has been photographed, the pulse also operates

a relay which sets an electric motor in motion. This electric motor
then resets the apparatus so that it is ready to record a subsequent

particle.
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Blackett also adapted this automatic cloud chamber fox use
between the poles of a powerful electromagnet. The chamber was
in effect mounted on one of the poles^nd a mirror at 45° was used to
enable photographs of the track to be taken from outside the
magnet. A magnetic flux density of 1-4 tesla was maintained over
the whole area of the expansion chamber by means of a magnet
which weighed 11 000 kg. The chamber had a face diameter of
15 cm.

A particle of mass m, charge e, and velocity v moving per-
pendicularly to a magnetic field of flux density B will describe a
circular path ofradius R given by

mv 2

--£- = Bev,

ie- the momentum p = mv = BeR (14.3)

If v is significant compared with c, the velocity of light in free
space, relativistic speeds are concerned. The total energy E of the
particle is then given by

£ =^ = (T^W--- <"•<•)

p =m\

From Equation (14.4)

A180 P = mv = -| (14.5)

£2 = m 0*<?

1 - v2
Jc

2
'

Substituting for v from Equation (14.5) gives

1 -p2c2]E2'

E2 = m 2c*+p2c2 (14.6)

The kinetic energyEk of the particle is given by

Ek = E — m c2.

Substituting forEfrom Equation (14.6)

Ek = c(m Q
2c2 +p2)h - m c2 (14.7)

In the case of cosmic ray particles (Chapter 18) the energies are
so great that m is very much larger than m and p is much greater
than m c. Therefore, m 2c2 can be neglected in Equation (14.7)
compared with p2

, and Ek is given by the simple relationship

Ek.=pc (14.8)
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The momentum p of the high speed particle is then simply the

kinetic energy divided by c, and is often given in the units MeV/c.

From Equations (14.3) and (14.8)

Ek =:pc = BeRc . (14.9)

If the radius of curvature of the track in a known magnetic field

is determined by using the automatic cloud chamber between the

poles of an electromagnet, the kinetic energy and the momentum of

the particle can be found using Equation (14.9) provided that the

charge e on the particle is known.

In cosmic ray research, the values ofEk encountered are so great

that R is very large even using the highest practicable magnetic flux

densities of about 1-5 tesla. Anderson and Blackett therefore

devised special optical methods of measuring the radii of the slightly

curved tracks obtained in the photographs.

A disadvantage of the cloud chamber is that its sensitive time is

very short, about 0-5 s and expansions can only be made to

succeed one another about every 10 s. The short sensitive

time (the time after an expansion during which tracks are formed by

ionised particles) is due to the fact that the gas in the chamber drops

in temperature on expansion and warms up again by conduction of

heat through the chamber walls.

14.7. The Diffusion Chamber

The ideal is a chamber with permanent supersaturation able to

give continuous recordings. This has been achieved with, some

success in the diffusion cloud chamber, originally introduced in

1939 by Langsdorf.

An attractive and simple design has been developed by Barnard

and Atkinson* (Fig. 14.12). As in all diffusion chambers, the

supersaturation is achieved by the diffusion of a vapour from a hot

to a cold surface through hydrogen or helium. A moving

mechanism—like the piston of a cloud chamber—is not required.

The vapour used was from methyl alcohol, fed via the inlet tube

shown to a ring formed from sheets of filter paper covered with

velvet which was fixed to the underside of the top brass plate. The

brass base-plate of the chamber was cooled by a block of "dry

ice" (solid carbon dioxide) whilst the top plate was heated by the

electric heater shown. The top plate was electrically insulated

from the base-plate so that an electric field could be applied between

these plates to remove gaseous ions when required.

* Barnard, A.J., and Atkinson, J. R., Nature, 1952, 169, 170.
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About an hour was required for the conditions in the chamber
to become steady. The region of the inert gas extending to about
three inches above the base-plate was then supersaturated with
methyl alcohol and sensitive to the formation of ions left in the
wake of an entering charged particle. The illuminating flash was
provided by two krypton lamps and the track photographs were
taken with a 35mm camera.

Though able to record cosmic rays to a limited extent, the diffusion
chamber has been chiefly of use for studying the pulses of ionising
particles produced by synchrocyclotrons and synchrotrons. A

TO CAMERA
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PLATE
SURFACE
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WZZ&t

DRY ICE

GLASS
Jk' CYLINDERS
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Fig. 14.12. The diffusion cloud chamber (Barnard and Atkinson).

45 cm diameter diffusion chamber has been used in conjunction with
the 150 MeV synchrocyclotron at Harwell (see Plate 5). Apart
from their simplicity of construction and continuous sensitivity,
diffusion chambers have recovery times of the order of only 30
second after the passage of as many as 100 ionising particles.
Furthermore, they have been operated at pressures up to 25 atmos-
pheres using hydrogen and 15 atmospheres using helium.

Disadvantages of the diffusion chamber are the shallow depth
of the sensitive layer of supersaturated gas and the 01 to 0-2 second
required for the growth of droplets. During this time, the distortion
ofthe track may be considerable.

14.8. The Spark Chamber

The first practical spark chamber was introduced in 1959 by
Fukui and Miyamoto, following suggestions and experiments by a
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number of other scientists. Typically, such a device is within a

chamber of volume between 30 and 60 dm3 containing neon gas at

atmospheric pressure. Within this neon-filled chamber is set up a

series of parallel thin aluminium plates (Fig. 14.1 3). The number of

gaps between the plates is as many as 128, but as few as 6 has been

used. The separation between neighbouring plates is usually about

3 mm but may be as large as 20 mm. Alternate plates are earthed

and the others are connected to a generator able to provide pulses of

10tol5kV.

COUNTER

SCINTILLATION
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5E
NEON AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE/

LOGIC
CIRCUIT

IO

—-PARTICLE
ENTRY

Il-IO ARE THIN
ALUMINIUM
PLATES)

HIGH VOLTAGE
PULSE GENERATOR

Fig. 14.13. A spark chamber.

Counters (usually of the scintillation or Cerenkov type) are used

in conjunction with the spark chamber. When a particle (of

sufficient energy to traverse the walls and plates within the chamber)

enters the chamber the counter arrangement with the associated

electronic circuitry triggers the pulse generator so that a high voltage

is set up momentarily across alternate plates. The ions left in the

wake of the particle cause breakdown of the neon gas in the intense

electric field between the alternate plates: the passage of the particle

is therefore made visible by the sparks produced.

The sparks along the particle path are photographed by a. pair of

cameras arranged outside suitably located windows in the chamber

walls, the use of two cameras ensuring that the path direction is

located. Electronic logic circuitry in conjunction with the counters
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is used to identify the particles of interest. To determine the

momentum and energy of the particle, the spark chamber may be set

up within a known magnetic flux density.

The spark chamber is used to study the particles involved in

cosmic radiation and produced by experiments with high energy

particle accelerators. Compared with the bubble chamber a main
advantage is that the particle events of particular interest can be

made to trigger the display of the tracks produced; this is not

possible in the bubble chamber. Furthermore, it is readily possible

to arrange within the spark chamber (but not within the bubble

chamber) a constant electric field which removes within a few

microsecond the ions produced so that the chamber is ready for a

new event. The number of ionising events and so tracks recorded

are therefore much more definitely related to the immediate particle

phenomena of interest.

The spark chamber has two main disadvantages. Compared
with the bubble chamber, the track lengths of energetic particles are

much longer because the density of the neon gas is much lower than

that of a liquid. Secondly, the sparks are scattered somewhat and,

moreover, their paths become ill-defined for particles which enter

nearly parallel to the plates. The location within space (the space

resolution) of the tracks is thus inferior to that of the bubble

chamber.

14.9. The Babble Chamber

In 1952 Glaser introduced the bubble chamber. This has been

developed to such an extent that the automatic cloud chamber has

almost become obsolete as a means of recording the tracks of high-

energy ionising particles.

The bubble chamber makes use of the instability of superheated

liquids against bubble formation, in contrast to the standard cloud

chamber practice which operates by virtue of the instability of a

supercooled vapour against drop formation.

If a liquid is subjected to a superincumbent pressure above
atmospheric pressure, it can be superheated, i.e. raised above its

normal boiling point at atmospheric pressure. When the superin-

cumbent pressure is reduced to atmospheric pressure, the liquid does

not boil immediately but remains quiescent for a time, depending

on the nature of the liquid and the degree of superheat, i.e. the

temperature above normal boiling point. For example, pentane

has a normal boiling point of 36° C. If it is superheated to 120° C,

it remains quiescent for 40 to 50 second, on reducing the pressure

to atmospheric, before the onset of boiling. If, however, during
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this period of quiescence, theliquid is exposed to an ionising agent,
e.g. radioactive radiations, then boiling is immediate if the degree
of superheat is above a certain value. Bubbles less than a certain
critical size will collapse, but charged bubbles—which result from
the ions formed—will tend to grow because of repulsion between the
like charges on their surfaces. Above a certain degree of superheat,
all bubbles associated with ions will grow continuously and become
large enough to be photographed. An ionising particle which
passes through the superheated liquid will therefore leave in its

wake a trail of bubbles that can be illuminated and photographed.

Glaser therefore constructed a chamber in the form of a heavy-
walled cylindrical pyrex bulb 3 cm long and 1 cm inside diameter
which was filled with diethyl ether. This ether was heated to
140° C approximately by a thermostat-controlled oil bath placed
around the pyrex bulb. The ether was compressed by admitting
nitrogen at a pressure of 20 atmosphere through a pressure regulating

device until no vapour bubbles remained. The nitrogen was then
allowed to escape rapidly so that the ether became highly super-

heated at atmospheric pressure. On the average, the ether remained
quiescent in this unstable state for several seconds, then violent

boiling took place.

During this period of quiet, the passage of an ionising particle

left behind it a trail of bubbles which could be photographed.
This was shown by operating the chamber between a pair of G.M.
tubes in coincidence. The passage of a particle through the

chamber, and so through the G.M. tubes, produced a coincidence

pulse which triggered off the illuminating flash of a xenon lamp.
Photographs taken showed clearly the illuminated bubbles left in

the track of the ionising particle. The bubbles were about 2 mm in

diameter. About 5 second were required to recompress the: ether

to be ready to photograph another ionising event.

In its subsequent development and use, the bubble chamber
liquid most frequently adopted has been liquid hydrogen at — 246°

C (27 K), though pentane, deuterium, and helium have all been used.

The bubble chamber has become the most widely used device for

studying the tracks of charged particles produced as a result of the
interactions with nuclei of high energy beams of particles from such
accelerators as synchrotrons (§11.11). The reasons for this are :

—

(a) The high density of the liquid (about 500 kg m~3 for ether)

is roughly 400 times that of air at s.t.p. so it is ensured that a. large

number of nuclei are present in a given path to interact with the

incoming particle. Consequently, a large yield of events occurs
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within the bubble chamber which enables high energy interactions

to be examined in great detail.

(b) The tracks are very clearly defined because the bubbles grow

rapidly and diffusion within the liquid is very small. Indeed, the

problem in recording the sharply defined tracks is an optical one,

not an inherent one in the mechanism of their production. The

bubble tracks are illuminated by an intense flash of light from a

CAMERAS TO EXPANSION
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vXENON FLASH LAMP^
Fig. 14.14. A liquid-hydrogen filled bubble chamber.

pulsed high pressure xenon lamp; on photographing these tracks,

temperature gradients in the liquid during the rapid expansion

cause refractive index variations which upset satisfactory optical

focusing.

Nevertheless, the optical performance obtainable is of a very

high order in bubble chamber operation.

(c) The chamber is sensitive to particles of low ionising ability.

{d) There is an absence of background due to old tracks.

(e) The recycling time is only a few second.
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(J) The sensitive time is about 20 ms; the bubbles grow on the
ions in about 10~2

s. The relative ages of tracks can be determined
from the rate ofgrowth of bubble size.

To study interactions of energetic particles with protons, a liquid

hydrogen filled bubble chamber is used, and for deuterons, liquid

deuterium. Liquid helium at 4 K and 105 Pa has been used to
investigate the interactions of energetic particles with helium nuclei,

and propane at 57° C for the study of interactions with carbon
and hydrogen.

Bubble chambers filled with liquid hydrogen at — 246° C (27 K)
at 6 atmospheres reduced during rapid expansion to 2 atmospheres
have been built in a variety of sizes up to about 2 m long with a
cross-section area of 0-1 m2

. Such a chamber (Fig. 14.14) topically

has the liquid hydrogen within a vessel with 12 cm thick glass

windows. The beam of particles enters this vessel horizontally;

illumination of the bubble tracks is by a flash tube with a diffusing

screen; photography is by stereoscopically arranged cameras.
Note that much of the volume of the chamber is taken up by the
necessity for liquid hydrogen and liquid nitrogen tanks above the

bubble chamber proper.

14.10. The Use of Photographic Emulsions to Record the Tracks
of Ionising Particles

If a heavy ionising particle travels through a photographic
emulsion—which consists essentially of a suspension of silver

halide in gelatine—a latent image is produced of the track of the

particle. This latent image can then be developed and fixed to give

a permanent record in the form of deposited black silver in the
negative.

This method is employed in autoradiography in which the
distribution of radioactive material on a surface can be found by
placing this surface in contact with conventional photograpliic film

or, preferably X-ray film. Long exposure times are required,

however, as some 10 000 jS-particles are required per square milli-

metre of surface of the emulsion to produce a satisfactory image.
Autoradiography has, nevertheless, proved to be a useful technique
in, for example, the study of the assimilation of mineralsr—using
radioactive tracers—by plants and animal tissue.

The use of photographic emulsions in recording the tracks; of the

ionising particles in cosmic rays (Chapter 18) has been developed
primarily by Powell and Occhialini. For this purpose special

nuclear research emulsions have been produced by both Ilford Ltd.
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and Kodak Ltd. These emulsions contain about ten times as much
silver bromide in a given quantity of gelatine as do the conventional

emulsions used for ordinary photography. The emulsion thickness

is of the order of 0-1 mm, but various thicknesses from 0-025 to

1-0 mm are available. The grain diameter is about 10-4 mm.
Nuclear research emulsions of different sensitivity to different types

of ionising particles are available. On the average, the range of an

ionising particle in such an emulsion is about ^o o °f its range in

standard air. Electrons are not readily detected except by specially

produced electron-sensitive emulsions, but the heavier protons,

a-particles, mesons, etc., are all readily recordable. Owing to the

excessive thickness of the emulsion and the high silver halide content

compared with conventional practice, long development times of

the order of 30 minutes are necessary.

As the track lengths are often very short (e.g. an a-particle with

a track length of 5 cm in air will have a track length of only about

0-025 mm in the emulsion) they have to be observed under a micro-

scope or, if a permanent record is required, photomicrographed.

In cosmic ray research, the nuclear research plate offers the

outstanding advantage of simplicity, though it must not be forgotten

that the severe problems of research in producing these useful

detectors have been solved for the experimental physicist by the

photographic firms! The plates can be readily taken to mountain

tops or sent up to great altitudes in balloons or satellites for record-

ing primary cosmic ray phenomena (§ 18.12). Again, the plates

are often simply left in position for a long time in the hope that the

emulsion will intercept some interesting event in cosmic radiation

and provide a permanent record of it which can be examined at

leisure in the laboratory. It is common practice to mount a

vertical stack of plates in a box for cosmic ray recording.

The process of constructing a mosaic is often necessary in

displaying the tracks recorded by energetic particles in emulsions.

There is only a small probability in cosmic ray work that the

ionising particle will pass through the emulsion parallel to its

surface. A track which traverses the emulsion at an angle is much
more likely (Fig. 14.15). When this emulsion is developed, it is

then necessary to take photomicrographs of the track in short

sections, because, for each short section, the microscope will have

to be re-focused as the high magnification microscope objective

required has necessarily a small depth of focus. Enlargements of

these sections are then placed together in order to give the mosaic

picture of the whole track of the ionising particle through the

emulsion.
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Nuclear emulsions can be impregnated with specific materials

to enable them to be used for the detection and recording of non-

ionising particles. For slow neutrons, lithium, boron, or uranium
are used. The slow neutron causes an ionising alpha-particle to be

ejected from the lithium or the boron. For gamma radiation of

energy exceeding 3 MeV, impregnation with a deuterium compound
may be practised. The energetic photon causes protons to be

released from the deuterium. Fast neutrons are detected without

any such adulteration of the nuclear emulsion because they release

knock-on protons.

Nuclear emulsions tracks are examined to determine their

lengths, the number of developed grains produced per mm of path

POSITIONS OF MICROSCOPE

Pa»ticle

Fig. 14.15. Concerning the construction of a mosaic.

by the particle and the deflections of the particle tracks. Empirical

equations are used to enable from such observations knowledge to

be gained of the nature of the particle and its kinetic energy.

14.11. Solid-State Particle Detectors

A p-n junction can be used to detect incident particles. Alpha-

particles, beta-particles, and gamma radiation are detectable in this

way. Following the work of Van Heerden in 1945 and Wooldridge

in 1947 who used crystal detectors, and that of McKay in 1951

and Bomal et al in 1959 who used germanium p-n junction diodes,

the most successful work has been with a diffused p-n junction

silicon detector described in 1960 by Friedland, Mayer, and
Wiggins.

The surface of a crystal of silicon doped with trivalent boron to

make it /?-type material has diffused into it silicon doped with

pentavalent phosphorus to make it w-type material. Across the p-n

junction so created at the surface there exists a contact potential

difference because the free electrons in the vz-type material move
across to the /?-type to establish a p.d. with the w-type material

positive (due to the unbalanced positive ions locked in its lattice
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structure) with respect to the p-typc. A depletion region exists on
either side of the p-n junction. This region has a width w which is

increased by the application across the junction of an external

voltage Kin the same sense as that of the contact p.d. (a reverse bias

voltage). The width w is then given by

__ cV I 1 1 \
W

2*e \Nn
+ Nj

where e is the permittivity of the silicon, e is the electronic charge,

and in unit volume of the silicon there are Nn n-type atoms and
N9p-type ones.
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Fig. 14.16. A diffused p-n junction silicon particle detector.

Ionising particles to be detected are directed onto this p-n
junction. On their passage through this reverse biased junction

they create free electrons and positive holes in the depletion region.

The electric field across the p-n junction accelerates these free

current carriers to develop a voltage pulse across suitably placed
electrodes. This pulse records the passage of the particle.

The energy required to create an electron-positive hole pair in

silicon is about 3 eV, about one-tenth of that needed to create a pair

of ions in a gas. The energy resolution of the solid-state detector is

correspondingly much superior to that of a gaseous ionisation

device. Furthermore, the collection time of the electrons and
positive holes is less than 10-8 second, so that much greater particle

counting rates are possible with solid-state detectors than with gas-

filled counters. The energy of the incident particle is absorbed in a
short path in the solid-state device with its atoms separated by
distances of a few Angstrdm units as compared with several hundred
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Angstrom units in a gas. The solid-state device is correspondingly

much smaller than the gas-filled chamber or counter. It is for these

reasons that solid-state devices have become predominant in many
particle detection, counting, and energy determination studies.

Typically a diffused p-n junction silicon detector (Fig. 14.16)

suitable for protons, deuterons, and alpha-particles consists of a
plate ofp-type silicon about 1 mm thick into the surface of which is

diffused to a depth of about 10~3 mm, «-type silicon. The electrodes

are in the form of thin aluminium films across which is maintained

a p.d. from an external source of e.m.f. about 50 V. Entry of an
ionising particle through the n-type silicon layer develops current

carriers and therefore a voltage pulse which is fed to a wide band
amplifier and counting circuit.

For beta-particles and gamma radiation larger depletion widths

of some 3 to 6 mm are used. Lithium-drifted germanium detectors

employed at liquid nitrogen temperature (— 196° C) to reduce noise,

have proved to be satisfactory for gamma radiation giving an energy

resolution of about 1 per cent.

14.12. The Electron Multiplier Tube

The electron multiplier makes use of the phenomenon of second-

ary emission. The initial electrons are produced by the impact of

photons, electrons, or positive ions on a metallic surface in a highly

evacuated glass tube. In the case of the low energy photons in the

visible spectrum, the metallic surface has to be a specially prepared

photocathode oflow work function.

The principle of the subsequent multiplication by secondary

emission is illustrated schematically by Fig. 14.17. Suppose N
electrons are released from the target electrode E. These electrons

are then guided by a suitably arranged electrostatic field to an

electrode 1. The secondary electrons released at 1 are then directed

to the successive electrodes 2, 3, 4, etc. These electrodes, other

than E, are called dynodes. The voltages on them are arranged to

increase successively in positive steps of about 150 V. Thus 1 is

1 50 V with respect to E, 2 is + 1 50 V with respect to 1 , etc. Further-

more, these dynodes have surfaces with a secondary emission ratio

greater than 1. Multipliers for the electrons produced by the

impact of particles like energetic electrons, positive ions, or X-ray

and y-ray photons on the target E, usually have beryllium-copper

dynodes which are surface oxidised. This material has a secondary

emission ratio which can be as much as 10 at optimum incident

electron energies. Its work function is 4-2 eV, corresponding to a

threshold wavelength of 2 900 A, and does not deteriorate if exposed
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to the atmosphere. Consequently, a multiplier of this type can be

directly attached to apparatus so that its target E is exposed to the

particles to be detected without a window being necessary. The
whole apparatus, e.g. X-ray diffraction apparatus, mass spectro-

meter, or jS-ray spectrometer, with attached multiplier detector, is

then evacuated to a low pressure.

If there are n dynodes, each of which has a secondary emission

ratio of m, then the number of electrons N obtained at a final

collector electrode is related to the initial number N produced at

the target electrode by

N = Norn11
.

If, for example, there are 10 dynodes each with a ratio m equal

to 4, then

N/N = 410 = 106 approximately.

+ 150V +450V
Fig. 14.17. The principle of the electron multiplier.

A problem in the design of the electrode structure of the multi-

plier is to arrange the dynodes so that the electrostatic fields between
them direct the electrons from one dynode to the next. Two
methods of achieving this in photomultiplier tubes with initial

photocathode targets sensitive to visible light are (a) to use curved

dynodes as in the R.C.A. 931A tube, manufactured by the Radio
Corporation of America, and (b) to use the "Venetian blind"

arrangement of Sommer and Turk, adopted in the photomultiplier

tubes produced by Electric and Musical Industries Ltd in England
(Fig. 14.18).

The electron multiplier tube used for detecting energetic particles

directly incident upon the initial target, and which employs oxidised

beryllium-copper dynodes, has an efficiency of nearly 100 per cent,

for positive ions (e.g. protons, deuterons, and a-particles) but of

only about 50 per cent, for soft /3-particles. The current pulses of

electrons produced by the entering particles at the initial target are

amplified a million times or more by the secondary emission

multiplication at the dynodes. These pulses are then fed to an

14 y.:a. n. p.
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amplifier, which may discriminate between pulses of various sizes,

and then to a scaler, as in the case of G.M. counter practice.

14.13. The Photbmultiplier Tube and the Scintillation Counter

The photomultiplier tube is a special case of an electron multiplier

in which the initial target is a specially prepared photocathode of
such low work function that it produces photo-electrons when
illuminated with visible light. For example, the photomultiplier

tube of Sommer and Turk has a photocathode which consists of an
opaque antimony-caesium layer deposited on the glass wall and
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Fig. 14.18. Electrode structures of two typical photomultiplier tubes.

covering an area of 10 to 15 cm2
. Its sensitivity to white light is

about 40 /zA/lumen. The threshold wavelength is at 7 000 A
approximately and the peak sensitivity at 4 600 A approximately.

In one design, nine dynodes are used where each dynode is + 150 V
with respect to its predecessor. Silver-oxygen-caesium, antimony-

caesium, silver-magnesium, and copper-beryllium layers have all

been used successfully as secondary emitting surfaces on the dynodes.

The secondary emission ratio m at 150 V is between 3-5 and 6,

corresponding to a total magnification for nine stages of between
8 x 10* and 107 approximately. An overall operating voltage of

1 500 V is necessary; this is provided by a stabilised power pack
across which a suitable potential divider provides the necessary sub-

divisions of the voltage. The electrons emitted by the final dynode
D9 are collected at a solid metal disc electrode maintained at + 150V
with respect to D9 .
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Sommer and Turk also produced a modified version of this tube

for use in scintillation detection. This has a semi-transparent

photocathode with an overall sensitivity of 30 /uA/lumen. The

design of the dynodes is shown in Fig. 14.18ft where eleven

multiplying stages are used in all.

The scintillation detector is a development from the early

scintillation methods as practised by Rutherford and others (§ 9.6).

The practice is to direct the particles to be detected on to a phosphor
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Fig. 14.19. Optical coupling between the crystal and the photomultiplier.

which then emits photons in the visible spectrum. An early example

was introduced by Curran and Baker in 1948 who used a layer of

zinc sulphide activated with silver as the phosphor and applied it

directly to the glass envelope of a photomultiplier tube.

For the detection of ^-particles and y-rays, Kallman introduced

in 1947 the organic phosphor anthracene. Napthalene and stilbene

have also been used. For y-rays, however, single crystals of sodium
iodide—or potassium iodide—activated with thallium (Nal — Tl)
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have been most successful. Large clear crystals of this material

are obtainable which detect (in conjunction with a photomultiplier)

y-rays with an efficiency of 20 per cent, or more. This figure exceeds

greatly that of the G.M. counter because the stopping power of the

solid phosphor is much greater than that of a gas. Liquid phosphors

are also used.

In scintillation detectors the crystal must be coupled optically to

the photomultiplier so that the scintillation photons produced in the

crystal by the arriving particles have the best possible chance of

reaching the photocathode. The surface of the crystal adjacent to

the semi-transparent photocathode of a multiplier must be as

Diffuse reflector

Fig. 14.20. A scintillation counter arrangement.

transparent as possible, whereas the other crystal surfaces are

roughened and coated with magnesium oxide or aluminium to

make them diffuse reflectors of light (Fig. 14.19). The light from

the phosphor is then spread fairly uniformly over the photocathode

surface. For crystals of phosphor of thickness less than 2 cm, or

when it is necessary to have the phosphor some distance from the

photocathode, a light guide of perspex is used (Fig. 14.20). Optical

coupling between the phosphor and the perspex, and also between

the phosphor and the photomultiplier, is improved by a thin film

of silicone grease or oil.

The magnitude of the output pulse from the photomultiplier is

proportional to the energy ofthe particles incidentupon the phosphor

in a given scintillation counter. These pulses are fed to a pulse

amplifier followed by a scaler circuit.

The required pulses are accompanied by smaller unwanted ones

due to the small but inevitable thermionic emission of the photo-

multiplier. If the wanted pulses are large enough, the unwanted

ones can be easily prevented from operating the scaler by suitable

biasing of the pulse amplifier. This practice is often used in counting

particles. The pulses produced by j8-particles and y-rays are small,

however. In these cases, the undesired pulses due to thermionic
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emission may be practically eliminated by cooling the photo-

multiplier with liquid nitrogen, though this is not usually necessary.

The scintillation counter affords two main advantages: the

time of flight of the electrons through the tube is so small that as

many as 106 particles per second can be counted; the efficiency for

y-ray counting is high.

A block diagram of the typical electronic apparatus associated

with a scintillation counter is shown in Fig. 14.20.

The voltage discriminator is usually such that counts may be

made of pulses between certain height levels, i.e. within a particular

channel. A more sophisticated and expensive set-up is to use a

662

PULSE HEIGHT IN VOLT
ENERGY IN keV

Fig. 14.21. Spectrum of gamma radiation from a caesium 137 source ofmono-
energetic y-radiation.

multi-channel analyser to give a direct read-out on data-logging

apparatus of the number of pulses per unit time within a certain

voltage range. As the magnitude of the output pulse from the

photomultiplier may be proportional to the energy of the y-ray

photons incident, it is possible to obtain a graph of the number of

counts per second against the pulse height and so against the energy

if the apparatus has been calibrated.

The y-ray energy spectrum obtained with a caesium 137 source

(Fig. 14.21) shows the monoenergetic y-ray peak at 662 keV,
accompanied by a subsidiary broader peak due to Compton scatter-

ing. With a phosphor crystal 5 cm long and 5 cm in diameter, the

energy width at half-maximum divided by the peak energy—the

energy resolution—is about 8 per cent, at 662 keV.
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14.14. Cerenkov Radiation and Detectors

A type of particle detector for energetic ^-particles is based on the

discovery by Cerenkov in 1934 that when a charged particle traverses

a transparent medium it produces a special kind of visible radiation if

its speed is greater than the phase velocity of light in the same
medium.

Suppose a beam of fast electrons (j3--particles) to be incident

normally along AB on a thin sheet of a transparent medium (Fig.

14.22). This medium can be a solid {e.g. mica or glass) or a pure

liquid such as water. On encountering the molecules in the

Fig. 14.22. Concerning Cerenkov radiation.

medium, the electrons suffer changes of velocity which are small

compared with the velocity of the beam. A decelerated electron

produces electromagnetic radiation. In the present case, this

radiation is visible and, in fact, can be shown to have a continuous

spectrum. The radiation originating at the beam of electrons will

leave in all directions. In certain directions, however, enhanced

visible radiation will be produced when constructive interference

between closely neighbouring light beams occurs. To find these

directions, suppose the mean velocity of the j3
_
-particles over the

short path CD in the medium is v. Visible radiation leaves this

beam with a phase velocity cjn where n is the optical refractive index

of the medium concerned. Consider parallel light paths CX and

D Y which make an angle 6 with the beam of ^--particles. The
wavefront in the beam of light comprising these paths will be DE,
perpendicular to CX. If the time t taken by the light to travel from

C to E is equal to the time taken by the electrons to travel from C
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to D, then reinforcement by interference occurs in the beam of light.

These times will be equal when

CDfv = CE/(c/n).

But CE = CD cos 9;

.'. 1/v = cos 6j(c/n),

i.e. cos 9 = c/nv.

The visible radiation leaving at a given angle 9 can be detected

by a photomultiplier. Knowing n, the optical refractive index of the

medium, the velocity v of the jS-particles can be found.

The Cerenkov detector is not only able to record the presence

and the velocities of j8-particles, it has also been employed in the

CERENKOV
RADIATION

METAL
HOLDER

"-PHOTOMULTIPLIERS
IN COINCIDENCE

Fig. 14.23.

PERSPEX LENS

Recording a beam of high energy w-mesons by means of Cerenkov
radiation.

study of very fast mesons. At exceedingly great particle energies

v can be put equal to c. Then

cos 9 = -, a constant.
n

In this connection, an important advantage of the Cerenkov
detector is that there is no measurable time-lag before the produc-

tion of the light signal. Though the phosphor of a scintillation

detector may emit light within 10-9 s of the arrival of the particle,

this time may yet be significant in recording energetic mesons.

The use of Cerenkov radiation in counting and measuring the

energies of particles is illustrated by an experiment on 7r-mesons

described in 1952 by Marshall (Fig. 14.23). The high energy beam
of w-mesons traverses axially a hemispherical perspex lens. Within

the perspex, Cerenkov radiation is produced as a consequence of the
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deceleration ofthe 7r-mesons. This light is reflected via the surround-
ing cylindrical mirrorM and the plane mirrorsMx andM2 on to the

photocathodes of a pair of photomultipliers operated in coincidence.

14.15. Methods of Detecting and Counting Neutrons

As neutrons react with electrons in matter to only a very small

extent, the ionisation they produce is insignificant. Consequently,

to detect neutrons their interactions with nuclei are all important.

The cross-sections (§ 15.17) for the interactions of neutrons with
nuclei depend greatly on the energy of the neutrons. In any
neutron detector device it is clearly necessary for the interaction

cross-section to be large. To ensure this, the methods of detecting

slow neutrons (kinetic energies up to 1 keV, § 13.3) are substantially

different from those used for detecting fast neutrons.

A nuclear reaction for which the cross-section is large is that of
slow neutrons with boron 10. The reaction is

igB+ „ |Li + a

for which Q = 2-79 MeV.

For thermal neutrons at 300 K (energy = 0-026 eV) the cross-

section for this reaction is 3 770 barn and this cross-section decreases

inversely with the velocity ofthe neutrons up to 1 keV approximately.

Natural boron is a mixture of 18-7 per cent, boron 10 with 81*3

per cent, boron 1 1 . Only the boron 10 is useful in neutron detection.

Samples of boron enriched by thermal diffusion (Appendix B) with

as much as 90 per cent, boron 10 are therefore used.

A widely used counter for slow neutrons consists of an ionisation

chamber or proportional counter filled with boron trifluoride

vapour (
10BF3); alternatively, the walls of an ionisation chamber

may be lined with a suitable boron 10 compound. Hanson and
McKibben described in 1947 a proportional counter filled with BF3

vapour. A surrounding paraffin wax shield in conjunction with a

beryllium oxide lining absorbs stray neutrons. This device may
also be used for counting fast neutrons by slowing them down with

paraffin wax before they enter the tube. A cadmium cap is inserted

in place if it is required to remove thermal neutrons from the

incident beam. Cadmium has a high capture cross-section for

thermal neutrons (Fig. 17.7).

Fission ionisation chambers and fission counting tubes have their

inner walls lined with uranium 235 or plutonium 239 for counting

thermal neutrons whereas uranium 238 or thorium 232 is used for

fast neutrons. Uranium 235 and plutonium 239 both have large

fission cross-sections for thermal neutrons. Uranium 238 and
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thorium 232 are both fissioned by fast neutrons. The fission

fragments produced (§ 17.1) are strongly ionising particles.

A method known as activation analysis is used for detecting

neutrons and in some cases for measuring neutron fluxes. This

technique depends on inducing radioactivity in certain metals when
exposed to neutrons. A variety of metals has been used but the

most useful one is probably indium. Indium 115 has an average

cross-section for slow neutrons of energy up to 1-0 eV of 150 barn

and emits j8~ and y-radiation on irradiation with neutrons.

A thin foil of indium immersed in neutron flux for a measured

time exhibits subsequently radioactivity which is relatable to the

neutron flux density. A photographic plate covered with a foil of

indium 0-5mm thick may be used to register neutrons. The neutrons

would not affect the photographic emulsion alone but they render

the indium ^--active and the ^--particles produce a latent image in

the emulsion.

Neutrons may be detected by suitable arrangements of scintil-

lation counters. Lithium iodide phosphors activated with a small

amount of europium are useful for the counting of neutrons of

energies up to 50 keV. The oxide of boron 10 (B2 3) coated with

zinc sulphide gives scintillations on the incidence of neutrons of

energies up to 1 keV. Liquid scintillators containing boron 10

compounds may be used.

A useful method for the detecting of fast neutrons depends on the

production of recoil protons, resulting from the elastic scattering

when neutrons are incident upon hydrogen or hydrogenous material.

The elastic scattering cross-section is desirably high and the protons

are scattered with an isotropic angular distribution provided that the

energy of the incident neutrons does not exceed about 20 MeV.

An ionisation chamber or counter tube filled with hydrogen gas

may be used. Alternatively, the neutron beam is directed on to a

target in the form of a block of hydrogenous material such as

paraffin wax or polyethylene and the number and energy of the recoil

protons produced is determined by an ionisation chamber, propor-

tional counter, scintillation counter, solid-state detector, or nuclear

emulsion plate. Calibration of such a system enables the number
and the energy of the neutrons in the incident beam to be determined.

Exercises 14

1. Describe and explain the action of the Wilson cloud track apparatus and
summarise the more important applications it has had to problems in nuclear

physics. {London.)
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2. Give an account of the techniques which may be used for the detection

and identification of fast particles.

Describe an experiment in which a technique of this kind has been employed
to obtain important new results. (London.)

3. Write a brief essay on the various techniques which are used for the

detection of elementary particles indicating the advantages and the limitations

pertaining to each method. (London.)

4. Describe the operation of the expansion chamber and of the diffusion

cloud chamber, and explain what information about a fast charged particle may
be obtained from the study of a cloud track which it has formed. (Grad. Inst. P.)

5. Give an account of the mode of operation of a scintillation counter and
describe how it may be utilised in the study of nuclear reactions. (London.)

6. Describe and explain the action of a Geiger-Miiller counting tube of the

self-quenching type. Distinguish clearly between its operation in the propor-

tional and Geiger regions, and indicate the importance of this distinction in its

use as a detector of nuclear radiations.

7. Describe a counter-controlled automatic cloud chamber. Indicate how
this type of chamber may be used to determine the energy and momentum of

very fast charged particles if it is operated within a magnetic field.

8. Write an essay on the bubble chamber, including a discussion of reasons

why this device is valuable as an alternative to the cloud chamber in experiments

on nuclear reactions.

9. Describe any two of the following particle detectors. Mention the

physical principles involved in their operation and give an example of their

application in an experiment.

(a) Scintillation counter.

(b) Bubble chamber.

(c) Cerenkov counter.

(d) Geiger counter.

(e) Solid state counter.

(/) Spark chamber. (Manchester.)



CHAPTER 15

THE STRUCTURE OF NUCLEI: THE THEORY OF
NUCLEAR RADIATIONS

15.1. The Constituents ofa Nucleus

The discovery of the neutron (§ 10.5) led to the belief that the

constituent particles of all nuclei were protons and neutrons. This

is the present day contention, where the number of protons is Z,

the atomic number, and the number of neutrons is JV equal to A — Z,

where A is the mass number. Previously it had been assumed that

the nuclei were built up from protons and electrons, where the number

of protons was A and the number of electrons A — Z. On this

basis, the mass of the nucleus would be primarily due to the con-

stituent protons whilst the nuclear charge would be Ze because of

the neutralisation of the charge on (A — Z) of the protons by the

same number of electrons.

Such nuclear reactions as those discussed in §§ 10.5, 12.1, and

12.4 lead to the conclusion that it is unlikely that electrons exist in

the nucleus. Furthermore, the existence of the deuteron and the

deuteron-deuteron interactions (§ 12.2) strengthen this conclusion.

Thus, consider the photodisintegration of deuterium on the impact

of sufficiently energetic y-rays (§ 12.4). The reaction is

2H + hv > (fH) > \H + In.

The deuteron has been split up into a proton and neutron;

indeed, the mass of the neutron was determined by Chadwick and
Goldhaber from a study of this reaction. The photodisintegration

of heavier elements, e.g. beryllium 9 (§ 12.4) also leads to the release

of neutrons or protons, there being a definite probability for the

production of either particle depending on the energy of the incident

y-rays.

Despite the convincing evidence from the large number of

nuclear disintegration experiments which have been performed,

nevertheless, there remains the fact of j8~-particle emission, i.e. many
radioactive nuclides emit fast electrons. How is it that a nucleus

which does not contain electrons can yet eject them? The ex-

planation was given by Yukawa who postulated the existence of

mesons in the nucleus which were not only responsible for the

binding forces between the nuclear constituents but also degenerated

into electrons outside the nucleus in j8-particle emission (§ 15.13).

427
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In addition to the evidence from experiments on nuclear dis-

integrations, fundamental theoretical considerations also rule out

the possibility of the existence of electrons in nuclei. It is found by
experiment that the maximum energy encountered in j8~-particle

emission from radioactive nuclides is about 4 MeV. The de
Broglie wavelength A of such electrons is (§ 6. 1)

A = *

P
where p is the momentum of the electrons. The total energy E of

an electron with a rest mass m and momentum p is given by
(Appendix A)

E2 = m 2c*+p2c2
.

Now the rest mass energy of the electron m c2 , is 0-51 MeV
(Appendix D) whereas in the present case the electron energy is

4 MeV. Hence m 2c* can be neglected compared with p2c2 to give

E —pc approximately;

. he
'• A = T

Substituting E = 4 MeV = 4 x 1-6 x 10~13
J, c = 3 x 108

m s~\ and h = 6-625 X 10"34 J s, then

. 6-625 x 10-3* x 3 x 108 ,

'

A = y-A T7r-r= = 3-1 x 10 13 m.
6-4 x 10~13

This is the shortest length of the waves associated with /8-particles

that will be encountered for any radioactive nuclide.

The diameter dn of a nucleus is given approximately by (§ 15.10)

dn = 2-4 x 10-16 Ai m,

where A is the mass number.

The largest nucleus of the naturally-occurring elements is that of

uranium 238, with a nuclear diameter

dn = 2-4 x 10~16 X 238* m = 1-5 x 10~14 m approx.

It is inconceivable that an electron with an associated wave-

length of at least 3-1 X 10-13 m can be contained within a nucleus

which cannot have a diameter greater than 1/20 of this value.

15.2. Stable and Unstable Nuclei

If the transuranic elements (§ 17.8) are included, there are 105

known different elements with different values of the atomic number
Z, from hydrogen (Z = 1) to hahnium (Z = 105). All these

elements have isotopic forms, indeed there are approximately 1 000
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different nuclides. Of these nuclides, about 280 are stable (i.e.

they are not subject to decay) and the rest are unstable.

A useful method of correlating data about the nuclides is to

plot a nuclidic chart of N, the number of neutrons in the nucleus,

against Z, the atomic number, i.e. the number of protons in the
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Fig. 15.1. A nuclidic chart for the stable nuclides.

nucleus, for each of the known nuclides (Fig. 15.1). Superimposed
on this chart is the straight line N — Z which passes through the

origin and has a slope of 45° if the units are the same length on the

two axes. The interesting fact emerges that the light stable nuclides

fall close to this line, i.e. they have equal, or nearly equal, numbers
of protons and neutrons in their nuclei, whereas the distribution
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of the heavier stable nuclides is all above the line N — Z, i.e. the

heavier nuclides have more neutrons than protons in their nuclei.

For the stable nuclides,

N
-= — 1 or nearly 1 for light nuclides of mass numbers A from

1 to 40 approximately.

1-25 approximately f

numbers A from 40 to 120 approximately.

N= = 1-25 approximately for intermediate nuclides of mass

N
=->- 1-5 for the heavier nuclides of mass numbers greater

than about 120.

Tf the positions of the unstable nuclides are also marked on this

chart, it will be found that all those which emit negative ^-particles

appear above the plot of the corresponding stable nuclides, whereas

the positron emitters occupy positions on the chart below this plot.

Furthermore, the nuclides which emit a-particles occur, with few

exceptions, among the heavy nuclides with Z above 82. The
process of radioactive decay therefore always results in the product

of a daughter nuclide which is either stable or closer to the stable

configuration of nucleons in the nucleus. Negative /^-particle

emitters have excess neutrons in the nucleus, and decay on the

conversion of neutrons into protons in the tendency to restore

stability. In this process, the reaction is apparently

n > p + j3~.

On the other hand, positron emitters have an excess of protons

compared with their stable counterparts so they decay on the

conversion of protons to neutrons in the nucleus, the reaction being

apparently

p > n + jS+.

These two reactions need to be revised in accordance with the

postulate of the existence of the neutrino and the antineutrino

(§ 15.5) and also Yukawa's theory of nuclear binding forces, which

involves the 7r-meson (§15.1 3).

15.3. The Potential Barrier Around a Nucleus

It is established in the classical experiments of Rutherford and
his colleagues on the scattering of a-particles by nuclei (§ 10.1) and
also by subsequent work (§ 15.10) that the Coulomb inverse square

law associated with the electric field around a positive nucleus is

maintained down to distances of the order of rn, the nuclear radius

(§15.10).
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Within the nucleus, i.e. for values of r less than rn ,
powerful

attractive forces come into play which hold the nucleons together.

The true mechanism responsible for these nuclear binding forces is

not yet fully understood (§ 15.13) but they must be capable of

maintaining strong attractions between protons and neutrons,

protons and protons, and neutrons and neutrons.

Consider the graph of the potential energy of a proton against

the distance r from the "centre" of the nucleus. If r is greater

than rn, the proton is subjected to the Coulomb electrostatic force,

which is a repulsive one because the nucleus and the proton are both
positively charged. The simple application of the Coulomb inverse

square law shows that the electrostatic force F between a proton of

charge e and a nucleus with a charge Ze is given by

F = Ze2/4Tre r2

for r > rn, where e is the permittivity of free space (e = 8-854 x
10-12 F/m).

If, in accordance with the usual practice, the potential energy of
the proton is taken to be zero when it is at an infinite distance from
the nucleus, its potential energy V will be positive when it is at the

distance r because work has to be done on it to bring it from infinity

to r. This potential energy is obviously given by

°° Ze2

Ze2

= -: (15.1)

Within the nucleus (i.e. r < rn) the proton must have a negative

potential energy because it is prevented from escaping. In an
introductory theory it is assumed that this potential energy is

constant, and it is put as — VQ . In the graph, a discontinuity must
appear therefore at r = rn . As the true form of the graph in this

neighbourhood is not fully known, it is usual to represent it by an
abrupt drop in the potential energy (Fig. 15.2).

The maximum positive potential energy occurring immediately
beyond the nuclear radius is Vm . This can be readily calculated

from electrostatic theory. In this region of the field a potential

barrier may be said to exist around the nucleus.

The height of this potential barrier (i.e. Vm) was calculated in

§ 12.1 for the lithium nucleus, 3 Li. It was shown to be about
1-88 MeV. Yet protons of much smaller energies than this were
able to penetrate this barrier and reach the nucleus in the experiments

V = Far = -
a dr
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of Cockcroft and Walton. Consider, moreover, the radioactive

element uranium 238. This will have a radius given by (§ 15.10)

rtt
= 1-2 X 10-15 X 238i m.

The potential energy of an a-particle of charge 2e at this radius

will be 2Ze2/47T€ r«, i.e.

2 x 92 x (1-6 x 10-19
)
2

m ~
4tt x 8-854 x 10-12 x 1-2 x 10"15 x 238*

= 5-7 x 10-12 J = 35-6 MeV.

The energy of the a-particles which are ejected from uranium

238 is 4-2 MeV. If it is presumed that these a-particles have an

independent existence within the nucleus, how do they manage to

penetrate a potential barrier which apparently demands that the

particle has nearly nine times this energy ?

This penetration of the barrier by a-particles from inside the

nucleus, and by protons and other charged particles incident upon

the nucleus, cannot be explained without resorting to the quantum

mechanics of the tunnel effect (§§6.15 and 15.4). It is then shown

that there is a definite probability of penetration depending on the

relative magnitudes ofEK , the kinetic energy of the particle, and Vm,

the height of the potential barrier around the nucleus.

15.4. The Quantum-Mechanical Theory of the Emission of Alpha-

Particles

This theory was published by Gamow in 1928 and independently

in the same year by Gurney and Condon. A simplified account

is given here.

Consider an a-particle which is ejected with energy E from a

nucleus which has an atomic number of (Z + 2) and a mass number

of {A + 4). The daughter nucleus remaining will then have an

atomic number Z and a mass number A. In this radioactive decay,

the transformation constant A is concerned (§ 8.2) and

dN *Ar

Nbeing the number of parent nuclei present at time t.

The transformation or decay constant A is also the probability

that an a-particle penetrates the potential barrier around the nucleus

in unit time.

Assuming that a nucleus is a sphere of radius rn and that a-

particles exist in the nucleus as separate entities, the rate at which
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they will strike the nuclear barrier is given by v/2rn, where v is the

mean velocity of the a-particles within the nucleus. Hence

2rn
(15.2)

where T is the transmission coefficient of the nuclear potential

barrier by the a-particles.

In this equation, v/2rn does not vary greatly from one type of

nuclide to another, where only nuclides are concerned which emit

a-particles. The significant factor which decides the magnitude of

A is the probability of passage of an a-particle which impinges on the

barrier, i.e. the transmission coefficient T.
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Fig. 15.2. The potential energy of a proton within, and in the neighbourhood
of, a nucleus.

This transmission coefficient is given in quantum mechanics as

the ratio of the squares of the moduli of the amplitudes of the wave
functions at points inside and outside the nucleus (§ 6.10). The
simplest practice to adopt is to consider the values of \W\* at the

points A and B (Fig. 15.2). At A the a-particle is assumed to be

immediately within the nucleus with energy E; at B it is outside

the nucleus. The corresponding values of r are rn and rx respectively.

The transmission coefficient T (probability of penetration) is

therefore given by

I**,

1^
(15.3)

To find values of |!P|
2 the Schr6dinger time independent

equation (§ 6.8) must be solved. If the motion of the a-particle
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along the r-axis only is considered, this equation can be written in

the form

~^ Jr-^(.E-V)W = (15.4)

where h — h]2ir, and M, E, and V are respectively the mass, total

energy, and potential energy of the a-particle.

This equation is of the general form

I+/WJ-0 05.5)

In this equation, y will be an oscillatory function of x if/(*) is

positive. Provided that f(x) is positive and does not vary too
rapidly with x, an approximate solution for / (x) is given by the

method of Wentzel, Kramers, and Brillouin.*

Put y = aeJP,

where a and p are both functions of x.

Then / = ajeJPp' + eJPa

and y" = /a (P'
2jeJP + eJPp") + jeJPp'a + a'jeJPp' + eJPa",

where ' denotes differentiation with respect to x.

Substituting these expressions for y, y', and y" in Equation (15.5)

and dividing through by eJP gives

a" +j (aft" + 2a'i3') + a (/- ?*) = (15.6)

where/is written for/ (x).

Now a represents the amplitude of the oscillations and £ the

phase. It is permissible to impose one arbitrary condition on these

two functions. Therefore, put

/-j8' 2 =0 (15.7)

so p= (
X
fidx (15.8)

where x is an arbitrary constant.

It has been assumed that /(;*:) varies slowly with x. Hence a"
can be neglected compared with a. Equation (15.6) therefore

becomes, on also substituting for (/— P'
2
) from Equation (15.7)

ap" + 2a P' =
<*' P"

or -+^ = 0.
a 2p

* For a fuller account of this useful method in the solution of differential

equations in wave mechanics see Mott, N. F., Elements of Wave Mechanics
(C.U.P., Cambridge, 1952).
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Integration gives loge a + \ log6
p' = constant,

i.e. a = k (fi')-K

where A: is a constant.

Substituting for jS' from Equation (15.7) gives

•'. y = */"* e*P UP),

which, on substituting for j8 from Equation (15.8), gives

y = kf-kexp(j{
X
ftdx) (15.9)

The solution of Equation (15.4) may be expressed in the form of

2M
Equation (15.9) where x = r, y = W, and/ =/(r) = ^- (£ - K).

The solution required is therefore

where C is a constant.

The factor (E — F)~l does not vary significantly compared with

the change of the exponential factor. It is therefore a useful

simplification to put

\YA \* = Ci exp
[2/

J' i~ (J? - F)}* drj,

where C2 is a constant, and

l^l
2 = Cx exp

[2/

J'
{~ (£ - F)} * *]

;

.'. log, T =
2/J^

1

{^(£ - F)} * * (15.10)

The potential energy V of the a-particle at a distance r from the

nucleus where r > rn is simply deduced from the Coulomb inverse

square law in electrostatics to be Ze2/27re r, where e is the permit-

tivity of free space, because the nucleus of the daughter atom left

behind after the ejection of an a-particle has a charge Ze (presuming

the atomic number of the parent atom is Z + 2) whilst the a-particle

has a charge of 2e.

Equation (15.10) therefore bee omes
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At the distance rx from the nucleus, the total energy E of f£e
a-particle equals the potential energy in the electric field outside the
nucleus. Therefore,

Ze2

E = iZ?T. (15.12)
lire tfx

Put r = r1 cos
2
0;

Ze2 ze
n = E sec2

2-irefa 2-rreff! COS 9

Also dr = — 2rx cos 9 sin9 d 9 (15.14)(Ze2 \£E ~YT~ )
and r̂ in Ecluation (15.11)

from Equations (15.13) and (15.14) respectively, where the limits

rn and rx become 9n and 9X ; also rn = rx cos2 9n and rx = rx cos
2

lf

so X = 0, then,

. _ 4 (2M)irxi CO /Ze2 \i . , „ ^

In practice, /•„//•! = cos2
n is small. Approximately, therefore,

As sin ( 7T - 2 a/^ = sin 2 W- = 2 W— for small values of

If this expression for loge
7" is substituted in Equation (15.2) for

A, where v/2rn is regarded as a constant because its change from one
a-emitting nuclide to another is small compared with the change in

r, then
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log.A-.os.^-^(,,-4 V|). ...(,5.16)

whereKx is a constant.

Substituting rx = ZeP/lireoE from Equation (15.12) and realising

that h, M, and c are constants, Equation (15.16) may be written in
the form

K 7i
loge A = log, Kx --~ + K%Z\ Vrn (15.17)

where K^ andKz are constants.

If the quantum-mechanical theory is correct, this result should
agree with the Geiger-Nuttall rule which relates the transformation
constant with the particle range R (§ 9.8). Equation (9.10) gives
this rule in the form

log A = a + b log R,

where a is a constant for a particular radioactive series and b is a
constant irrespective ofthe series.

From Geiger's law (Equation 9.8)

v* = kR,

where k is a constant.

The Geiger-Nuttall law may therefore be written in the form

log A = a + b' log v (15.18)

whereV is a constant.

The theoretically derived law (Equation 15.17) differs therefore
from the empirical law (Equation 15.18)_in that the former indicates
a linear dependence of log A on ljVE or 1/v, whereas the latter
demonstrates a linear dependence of log A on log v. Furthermore,
according to the theory, log A depends also on Z and rn.

This disparity is not so marked, however, on considering the
a-particle emitting nuclides concerned. In the radioactive series,
the minimum value ofZ for a nuclide which ejects a-particles is 84
(for polonium 210) and the maximum value (excluding the tran-
suranic elements) is 92 (for uranium 238). Furthermore, rn is

proportional to Ai and the mass number A is a minimum of 210
for polonium and a maximum of 238 for uranium. The extreme
range of rn is therefore only in the ratio 1 to 1-14*. The last term in
Equation (15.17) can therefore be ignored. Consider, finally, the
range of values of the velocity v encountered in practice. The
maximum is 2 x 107 m s

_1 and the minimum is 1-4 x 10 7 m s
_1

, i.e.

a ratio of 1-43. The effect of the difference between log v which
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occurs in the empirical Equation (15.18), and 1/ Ve or l/v in the

theoretical Equation (15.17) is therefore not very marked.

It is a consequence of the large factors in the terms involving v in

both equations that a wide range of values of the transformation

constant is encountered in practice.

If, for various a-particle emitters, the transformation constants

and disintegration energies are determined, substitution in Equation

(15.17) can lead to estimates of the nuclear radius, rn .

15.5. The Problem of Beta-particle Emission; The Neutrino

In § 9.13 it is stated that j8
-
-particles emitted from a radioactive

nuclide have a continuous energy spectrum on which is super-

imposed a line spectrum. This is found experimentally to be the

case for all /?
_
-particle emitters.

A continuous spectrum is also observed in the case of/?+ (positron)

emission.

It was at first supposed that the lines obtained in the /?
_
-particle

energy spectrum, which correspond to j8--particles emitted with

discrete energies, were due to the emission of these particles from the

nuclei of the atoms. It was, however, proved by the experiments

of Rutherford, Robinson, and Rawlinson in 1914, and verified in

later experiments, that such was not the case; the jS--particles of

discrete energies were shown to be due to a phenomenon known as

internal conversion. In this process, y-rays, known to be emitted

by the nucleus with discrete wavelengths and hence discrete energies

(§ 9.14), liberate electrons from the extra-nuclear orbits of the atom;

it is these electrons from the K, L, etc., shells of the atom which

form the line spectrum of the ^-particles.

The evidence verifying this conclusion may be summarised as

follows:

(1) When y-rays pass through matter they give rise to electrons

with velocities of the same order of magnitude as those encountered

in the jS-particle line spectra from natural radioactive elements.

(2) Rutherford, Robinson, and Rawlinson substituted for the

radioactive line source R (Fig. 9.14) a thin-walled narrow glass tube

containing radon gas and wrapped round with thin foils of various

metals. The line spectra observed were similar to the ^--particle

line spectra. The y-rays from the radon had released orbital

electrons with discrete energies from the atoms of the surrounding

metallic foil.

(3) Repeating this experiment, using a lead foil round the radon

tube, it was found that the line spectrum of the high speed electrons
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released was similar to that for the j3--particles from radium B,

but each line was rather more diffuse. RaB is an isotope of lead

(see Table 8.1) and therefore has an almost identical configuration

of electrons in shells around the nucleus. A similar result was
found for thorium B, also isotopic with lead.

In the emission of the line spectrum of j3~-particles, the y-

radiation from the nucleus of certain discrete frequencies, v1} v2, vz,

etc., and hence energies hvt , hv2 , hv3 , etc., reacts with extra-nuclear

electrons. Suppose a K electron is involved of which the energy in

the normal atom is WK . When a photon of y-radiation of energy

hv ejects this electron from its normal orbit—which it can do
provided that hv is greater than WK—then the excess kinetic energy

of the released electron is given by

hv — WK = (m — m ) c2.

As hv and WK have discrete values characteristic of the atom
concerned, the energies of the ^--particles produced in the line

spectrum will also be discrete and characteristic of the atom.

Despite this theory of the origin of the j8~-particle line spectrum,

it must, nevertheless, remain true that j3
-
-particles are also emitted

from the nuclei of radioactive atoms. Thus it is known that a
certain number of disintegrations giving /^--particles takes place

per unit time in which the radioactive atom is transformed into

another atom—the daughter atom with atomic number greater by
unity. From the experiments of Chadwick in 1914, and corrobor-

ative evidence which followed, it has been established that ^--particles

emittedfrom nucleiform a continuous spectrum which is present as a
continuous background to the lines in the photographic records

from the j8-ray spectrograph. The conclusive evidence available

for this contention may be summarised as follows

:

(1) Chadwick used an apparatus of the type shown in Fig. 9.14

but where the photographic plate was replaced by a Geiger counter.

The /h-particles occupying various small momentum ranges in the

spectrum were deviated successively into the entrance slit to this

counter by varying the focusing magnetic field in known small steps.

A graph of the number of jS
_
-particIes of a given momentum plotted

against the product of the magnetic flux density B and the radius of
curvature R was of the form shown in Fig. 15.3. Most of the

jS-particles were spread out in the continuum; the remainder, those

forming the line spectrum, showed up as superimposed sharp peaks
in the graph. The number of particles in the continuum, related to

the area under the curve, but omitting the groups in the fines, was
found to be equal to the number of disintegrations which had
occurred during the time of the experiment, a figure determined
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from the known transformation constant and the known mass of the
radioactive nuclide used.

This continuous spectrum spread over a range of values from
quite low energies up to a well-defined maximum. This maximum
energy Emax, recorded also in photographic methods, is characteristic

ofthe radioactive nuclide.

too
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Fig. 15.3. Graph of number of beta-particles with a given momentum against

the magnetic flux density B times the radius of curvature R of the track.

Radon source used.

(2) Gurney in 1925 used a magnetic field to separate the j3~-

particles of various energies and directed them through a slit into a

Faraday cylinder. He was thus able to find the total charge accum-

ulating in a known time, due to j8~-particles occupying various

consecutive narrow ranges in the complete energy spectrum.

Division by the electronic charge gave the numbers of ^--particles

concerned in the various energy ranges, and integration gave the

total number of j8--particles emitted. His results showed that, on

the average, about 1-25 electrons were emitted for each RaB (lead

214) atom which disintegrated and 1-05 electrons per RaC (bismuth

214) atom, the maximum error being about 3 per cent. The excess

over unity is attributed to the internal conversion of y-ray energies

in releasing orbital electrons from the atom to form the jS-particle

line spectra.
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(3) The y-ray emission from RaE (bismuth 210) is at only one

frequency and is very weak. It would be expected, on a basis of

the theory of origin of j8--particles, that no, or very few, line spectra

^--particles would be observed, and that one j8-particle would be

produced for each atom that disintegrated. This possibility was
first investigated in 1924 by Emeleus, who was unable to reduce the

experimental error to below ± 10 per cent, because of the difficulty

of isolating a sufficient quantity of RaE. Within this limitation

of the experimental error, the conclusion expected was verified.

Subsequent investigations due to Kikuchi, von Riehl, and Schonland

lead to the conclusion that the figure is 1-06 ± 0-06 j8
-
-particles

per disintegration of RaE.

Though it is established beyond doubt that the /^--particles

emitted by the nucleus of a naturally-occurring radioactive atom
form a continuous energy spectrum, yet it is at the same time clear

from the study of the long-range a-particles and the line spectra of

y-rays that discrete energy levels exist in the nucleus. It is difficult

to reconcile these two facts.

The upper energy limit of the continuous ^--particle spectrum is

characteristic of the radioactive atom concerned. For example, it

is 0-7 MeV for RaB (lead 214), 3-17 MeV for RaC (bismuth 214),

and 1 • 1 6 MeV for RaE (bismuth 210).

Yet the majority of the j3
_
-particles emitted from the nucleus

have energies of only about 20 per cent, of the maximum, e.g. for

RaE, the graph of Fig. 15.4 shows that the greatest number of
^--particles are emitted with an energy of 0-2 MeV, only 16 per cent,

of the maximum energy. A possible explanation, bearing in mind
that discrete energy levels are known to exist in the nucleus, is that

all the ^--particles are emitted initially with the same energy but
suffer various energy losses in emerging from the atom, i.e. in

emerging from the nucleus and then passing the extra-nuclear

electrons. The continuum might, therefore, result from the

consideration that the recorded j8~-particle energy is Emax — EA ,

where Emax is the upper energy limit, characteristic of the element,

and EA is the absorbed energy which, being spread over a range of
values, is responsible for the continuum. This idea, seemingly

reasonable, has been disproved by the experiments in 1927 of Ellis

and Wooster. They placed the radioactive element, e.g. RaE, in

a thick-walled calorimeter designed to absorb all the radioactive

radiations. Measurement of the total heat produced gave the

average energy per disintegration. The result was that the average

energy of the /J~-particles emitted was the same as that predicted by
experiments using the j8-ray spectrometer, and was considerably
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below Emax. As the energy which might have been absorbed in the
act of escape of the j8--particles would undoubtedly have been
recorded calorimetrically, it must follow that the average energy of
the emission of the /^--particles is indeed much less than Emax, and
that energy losses in escaping from the atom are unimportant.

A further fundamental difficulty exists concerning the theory of
nuclear /?--particle emission. Study of the hyperfine structure of
the optical spectrum of an atom leads to a knowledge of the angular
momentum, i.e. spin, of the nucleus (§ 3.7). It is established that

the nuclei with even mass numbers have spins which are even
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Fig. 15.4. Beta-particle energy spectrum for RaE (bismuth 210).

integral multiples of \hl2-n, or zero, whereas nuclei with odd mass
numbers have spins which are odd integral multiples of \h\2-n.

Consider, now, the emission of a /^--particle from the nucleus of,

say, RaB (lead 214)
2 |fPb > a |fBi +yS~

This is typical of all cases of nuclear j8~-particle emission in that

the mass number of the nucleus remains unchanged, i.e. the parent

and daughter atoms are isobars.

But the emitted /?
-
-particle is an electron and according to the

theory of atomic spectra (§ 3.2) and other evidence (§ 7.3) the

electron necessarily has a spin of |A/2tt. How can the nucleus of

even mass number (214 in the case of lead 214) and therefore a spin

of n (P/2tt) where n is even, give rise to a daughter nucleus of the

same mass number, for which n is necessarily even, and yet lose

angular momentum of \hl2-rr, due to the emitted electron, in the
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process? A similar query is raised for radioactive elements of odd

mass number which emit /^--particles. Indeed, accepting the

contention of § 15.2 in the case of ^--emission, the general result

applies to all jS
_
-emitters (natural and artificial) that

n—>p+p~
whereas for jB+-emitters

p >n+P+.
Yet nucleons (protons and neutrons) each have an angular

momentum of \h\2-n (§ 3.7) and so does the electron.

These two major difficulties, i.e. the explanation of the nuclear

j8-particle continuum and the question of the conservation of

angular momentum, were so perplexing that Bohr even went so far

as to question the applicability of the fundamental conservation

laws in these cases. Fortunately, however, it has not been necessary

to take such a drastic step as both problems have now been solved

by Pauli's postulate of the neutrino. The neutrino is alleged to be

an elementary particle with zero mass, zero charge, and a spin of

\h\2-n. It has since been established that both neutrinos (y) and
anti-neutrinos (v) exist. Furthermore, it is presumed that when a

j8--particle is emitted from a nucleus it is always accompanied by an

anti-neutrino, i.e. the ejection is a dual act: /h-particle plus anti-

neutrino. In the case of /^-emission from a nucleus, the accomp-

anying particle is the neutrino.

Hence the disintegration of, for example, lead 214 (RaB) should

be represented by
2 lfPb

1 J*Bi+jB- + v

where v is the symbol for the anti-neutrino.

Again, in general, for radioactive nuclides in which NJZ is

larger than for the stable nuclide of the same Z,

n ^ p + j8- + v,

and for radioactive nuclides in which N/Z is smaller than for the

stable nuclide of the same Z,

p > n + jS+ + v.

These two reactions still need modification in the light of the

7r-meson theory ofYukawa (§15.13).

This neutrino is asserted to have an energy equal to the energy at

the upper limit of that observed in the ^-particle continuum, i.e.

E^ax, minus the energy with which the j3-particle is actually ejected.

Thus the energy continuum is due to the neutrinos; when a /?-
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particle is emitted with an energy of 0-2 MeV from RaE, for ex-
ample, the energy of the accompanying antineutrino is Emast — 0-2

MeV, i.e. 0-96 MeV.

The difficulty concerning the angular momentum is also removed
because the spin attributed to the neutrino is \h\2-n.

Though the postulate of the neutrino certainly enables the
mechanism of jS-particle emission to be explained, acute difficulties

arise in presenting any conception of the nature of this particle.

With zero mass and charge, it will obviously be incapable of ionisa-

tion, and so be able to penetrate enormous distances through
matter. Nevertheless, accumulating experimental and theoretical

evidence strengthens the conviction as to its existence. For ex-

ample, in 1938 Crane and Halpern studied the j8
-
-particles emitted

by radioactive chlorine atoms in a Wilson cloud chamber. Quite
accurate estimates of the energy and momentum of a /^--particle

emitted could be obtained from a count of the number of droplets

formed along its path in the chamber. These same factors could be
similarly found for the recoiling atom. To satisfy the laws of
conservation of energy and momentum in this process, a third

particle, the neutrino (known now to be the antineutrino)—which
leaves no track—had to be postulated. The considerable ex-

perimental evidence gained in recent years increases the conviction

that the neutrino exists. In 1953 and 1956 Reines and Cowan
reported elaborate experiments regarded as "detecting" the presence

of antineutrinos. They made use of the very large supply of
antineutrinos which are emitted continuously on the j8~-decay of the

fission fragments produced during the operation of a nuclear reactor

(§§17.5 and 17.11).

It was estimated theoretically that an antineutrino has a very

small probability (reaction cross-section of only 6 X 10-20 barn,

§ 15.17) of being captured by a proton to produce a neutron and a
positron, the reaction being

v + p > n + £+ .

As this reaction occurs so infrequently because of the enormously
long path of neutrinos through matter, it was essential to provide a
large volume of water (containing the protons as "targets") in a
tank in the neighbourhood of the nuclear reactor so that some of the
antineutrinos emanating were intercepted. Within this water, the

production ofneutrons accompanied by positrons had to be observed
to show that the postulated reaction had occurred. To detect the

neutrons, some cadmium chloride (CdCla) was dissolved in the water.

The neutrons released in the reaction were slowed down on diffusion
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through the water to be finally captured by the cadmium and result

in a n — y reaction. The positrons produced were captured by
electrons in the water to produce two annihilation gamma-ray
photons each ofenergy 0-51 MeV (§ 18.5).

It remained to count the number ofgamma-ray photons produced
per hour as a result of the two events: (« — y) and annihilation

radiation. To do this, the large water-filled tank was placed

between two other tanks containing liquid scintillation detectors;

the light pulses resulting from the scintillation were received by
photomultiplier tubes at the ends of the scintillation tanks. The
photons resulting from positron annihilation were produced 5-5 fis

before the photons due to neutron capture by the cadmium. The
photomultiplier output pulses were therefore fed to an amplifier

and a cathode ray oscillograph: the first pulse due to the annihila-

tion photon being smaller than the delayed one due to the neutron
capture which results in a photon of energy about 9 MeV.

2-88 ± 0-22 counts per hour were recorded. This agreed well

with the postulated production of antineutrinos, the reaction

v + p—> n + j8
+ and the theoretical estimate of the number of

such reactions which should occur per hour based on the number
of photons within the water target and the theoretically estimated

reaction cross-section of 6 x 10-20 barn. Moreover, when the

target consisted only of water (i.e. no CdCl2 was present) the gamma-
ray photon pulse disappeared. The antineutrino was thus estab-

lished to exist and correspondingly the neutrino.

15.6. The Origin and the Act of Emission of Gamma-rays; Nuclear
Energy Levels

The high values of the energies associated with the y-rays

emitted from radioactive atoms—mostly greater than the energies

of the characteristic X-rays from the K levels of the atom—lead to

the conclusion that y-rays are emitted by the nucleus. The fact

that a y-ray spectrum is always in the form of sharp lines indicates

that a series of energy levels exists in the nucleus. Moreover, since

the y-ray line spectrum is characteristic of the nuclide concerned, it

follows that the nuclear energy levels are characteristic of the

particular nucleus. In a number of cases a study of the simple

additive and subtractive relationships found amongst the frequencies

of the y-ray lines from a given nuclide has led to a precise evaluation

of these nuclear energy levels. Furthermore, the results agree well

with the predictions of the magnitudes of these nuclear energy levels

available, in a few cases, from the quantitative study of long range
a-particles.
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In the majority of cases, y-rays are emitted by those nuclei which
also emit j8

-
-particles. It is important to know which is emittedfirst,

the ^--particle or the associated y-radiation. If the j8~-particle is

emitted first, then the y-ray energies will be related to the nuclear

energy levels of the atom of the disintegration product, i.e. the

daughter atom and not to the parent atom which is apparently

emitting the y-rays. For example, lead 214 (RaB) emits /^--particles

and y-rays; if y-rays are emitted after the associated ^--particles,

then the y-rays are really emitted by the nucleus of the daughter

atom bismuth 214 (RaC), not by the lead 214.

The fact that the /?
-
-particle is emitted first has been definitely

established by two types of experiment:

(1) If a radioactive atom ZX emits j8~-particles and y-rays then,

if a particular /^--particle is emitted before the associated y-radiation,

it follows that the y-radiation is actually emitted by the nucleus of

the isobarz+^ Y. If the energies in the line spectrum of the fi~-

particles (not the nuclear j5
_
-particles, which produce a continuum)

emitted apparently by ZX are measured it is found that energy

differences equal, for example, to the difference between the K and
L shell energies of the electrons of the atom are obtained, where the

energies WK and WL are found by X-ray methods (§ 5.17). This

equality is for the nuclide z+i Y and not for ZX. Hence the fine

spectra j3
-
-particles are released by ejection from the shells of the

daughter atoms produced after the nuclear jS-particles have been

emitted. As the fine spectra /^--particles are released by internal

conversion of the y-rays from the nucleus in K, L, etc. shells of the

atoms, it follows that the y-rays are also emitted after the nuclear

jS--particles with which they are associated, i.e. by z+{ Y and not by

ZJL.

(2) When an atom loses an electron from one of its inner shells,

electrons from shells further out from the nucleus, or free electrons

from the space around the atom, will fall into the vacant place

created. In doing so, the characteristic X-radiation of the atom
will be emitted. Hence, if a nucleus emits a y-ray which gives rise

to internal conversion in the K shell to cause one of the two electrons

there to be emitted and form a j3~-particle in the line spectrum of

the atom, other electrons in this atom will move into the vacant

space created. The potential energy of the atom will therefore

decrease, this energy being released as the characteristic X-radiation

ofthe atom in one oftheK lines. The characteristic X-rays produced
are found to be those of the atom after the nuclear ^--particle has

been ejected, again proving that the y-ray is emitted after the nuclear

j8~-particle with which it is associated.
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When y-radiation accompanies the emission of a-particles the

y-ray is again an immediate sequel to the emission of the a-particle.

For example, radium 226 emits an a-particle to become radon

(§ 8 .4) in accordance with the transformation
2 ifRa—+ 2

|
2Rn + a.

Accompanying this change, a y-ray of energy 0-188 MeV is

observed. The a-particles ejected have two ranges corresponding
to energies of 4-795 MeV and 4-61 MeV, the difference between
them of 0-185 MeV being practically the same as the energy of the

y-ray photon. The explanation is that, when radium emits an
a-particle of the higher energy, 4-795 MeV, the daughter nuclide,

radon, is left in its ground state of zero energy. On the other hand,
when radium emits an a-particle of energy 4-61 MeV, then the

radon nucleus is left in an excited state and returns to its ground
state by the emission of the remaining energy in the form of y-

radiation.

The nuclear energy levels of a number of radioactive nuclides

have now been studied by measurements of the frequencies of the
y-rays and also, where possible, correlating this data with the
results of a study of the a-particle ranges. For example, the
disintegration of thorium C (bismuth 212) has been studied ex-

tensively. The scheme is

2
1 iThC (33-7 per cent.)

2 °
fThC" + a

2
1 iThC (66.3 per cent.)—> 2

J fThC + £-.

Measurements of energies in the a-particle spectrum of ThC
provide* a knowledge of five of the nuclear energy levels of ThC".
Energies of a further two levels are obtained if the y-ray spectrum
ofThC is also studied, and furthermore, good correlation is obtained
between a-particle and y-ray results. Study of the j8~-particle and
y-ray spectra of ThC, provides a knowledge of the nuclear energy
levels of ThC. The disintegration scheme for ThC transforming
into ThC" and the nuclear energy levels are given in Fig. 15.5.

Transitions between nuclear energy levels result in sixteen lines in

the y-ray spectrum. The nuclear energy levels involved are of the
order of 104 to 105 eV, compared with electron energy levels of 1 to
10 eV.

15.7. The Absorption ofGamma-radiation by Matter ; Pair Production

Gamma-rays of the lower energies are absorbed and scattered in
their passage through matter in the same manner as X-rays, as
would be expected (§ 5.20). At the higher energies, but less than
1 MeV, however, the absorption due to photoelectric transformation
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decreases rapidly with increasing y-ray frequency and the Compton
effect (§ 5.23) becomes the chief cause ofenergy loss.

For photons of energy greater than 1 MeV, a new process of

absorption takes place and increases rapidly with increasing energy

of the photon. This phenomenon is that of pair production whereby

a photon of sufficient energy will, in passing close to a nucleus in

the absorbing matter, become transformed into a pair of electrons,

one negative and the other positive.

212
ThC

ALPHA GAMMA
PARTICLE RAY
TRANSITION TRANStTION

Fig. 15.5. Emission of alpha-particles from ThC and of gamma-rays from

ThC leading to a nuclear energy-level diagram for ThC*.

Pair production is represented by the reaction

where _°e is a negative electron (sometimes known as a negation,

though there is little need for a new term because the ordinary

electron with a negative charge is concerned) and +?e is a positive

electron or positron. The positron has the same rest mass as the

electron. This mass is 9-1 X 10-31 kg. It is therefore equivalent

to an energy given by

E = mc* = 9-1 X 10-31 X (3 X 108)
2 J
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9-1 X 10-31 X 9 X 1016 .. T ,=
1-6 x 10-"

MeV

= 0-51 MeV.

The energy of the photon must therefore be at least twice this

value, i.e. 1-02 MeV, for pair production to be possible. This

result does not take into account that the nucleus of the absorber

in whose neighbourhood the pair production occurs will have a small

amount of energy imparted to it.

Pair production is particularly likely on the passage of y-

radiation of energy exceeding 1 -02 MeV through elements of high
atomic number. As a result of the enhanced pair production with

increasing photon energy, the penetrating power of y-radiation

through matter becomes a maximum at about 5 MeV.
The positive electron or positron and the possibility of pair

formation were predicted theoretically by Dirac in 1930. The
positron was discovered in 1932 by Anderson in cosmic radiation

(§ 18.5).

The phenomenon of pair production is sometimes referred to as

the transformation of radiation into matter, or even the creation of
matter, because photons, considered normally as radiation, give rise

to positive and negative electrons, considered normally as material

particles. The inverse process where a positive and negative

electron combine to produce a photon has also been observed, and
is sometimes referred to as the annihilation process.

These remarkable phenomena are discussed further in Chapter
1 8. The processes of "creation " and " annihilation " involved have
led to much speculation on the origins of the universe. A good deal

of this philosophical speculation—like that on the "true meaning"
of the uncertainty principle—can possibly be regarded as interesting

fiction.

15.8. The Auger Effect

When an electron is ejected from, say, the K shell of an atom by
X-ray photons of sufficient energy, or by the y-rays from the nucleus
of the atom itself (the process of internal conversion discussed in

§ 15.5), the characteristic Klines of the X-ray spectrum of the atom
are radiated. The Ka lines, for example, will result from an electron

leaving the L shell of the atom to go to the vacant space created in

the K shell.

An additional process is also possible. Instead of the X-ray
photon escaping from the atom it may eject a second electron from
the L shell so that this shell loses two electrons, i.e. is doubly ionised.

15 y.:a. n. p.
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This second electron then escapes from the atom. Such a conversion

is known as a radiationless transition and the electrons which are

ejected are called Auger electrons after the scientist who discovered

them. Auger observed these electrons in a study of the photo-

electric release of electrons from elements by X-rays; they will also

be produced by radioactive nuclides as an accompaniment to the

internal conversion ofthe nuclear y-radiation.

Auger electrons of several energies will be observed for a given

element because transitions other than K to L are possible, for

example KtoM andL to M.

15.9. Bremsstrahlung

It is known that whenever an electron undergoes acceleration it

produces electromagnetic radiation. In the X-ray tube (§ 5.2)

electrons suffer rapid decelerations at the target and the energetic

electromagnetic radiations produced are the X-rays. This radiation

which accompanies electron deceleration is known as the bremsstrah-

lung from the German words bremsen, to brake, and Strahlung,

radiation. The term "braking radiation" could be used, but the

German word has now been universally adopted.

Continuous bremsstrahlung will necessarily accompany the

decelerations of ^--particles in their passage through matter.

Radioactive nuclides which emit j8--particles may therefore also

yield a radiation with a continuous energy distribution in addition

to the line spectrum of nuclear y-radiation. This continuous

spectrum may arise from two causes

:

(a) As the j3--particle escapes from the atom it undergoes

decelerations on passing near the nuclei of further atoms of the

surrounding material, which may be either of the emitter itself or

any other substance. The radiated photons form a continuum

known as the external bremsstrahlung.

(b) When a ^--particle is ejected from a nucleus, photons may
be emitted which are produced by redistributions of the remaining

nucleons. This radiation is called the inner bremsstrahlung.

The external bremsstrahlung results in a loss of energy of the

escaping electron in traversing matter. This loss increases with the

atomic number of the absorber and with the initial energy of the

electron.

15.10. The Radii of Nuclei

There are various ways in which the "radius" and "shape" of a

nucleus may be determined. One group of methods depends on

studying the interaction between a target containing the nuclei
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concerned and a probing beam of neutrons or a-particles. The
earliest work in this connection was that of Bieler in 1924 who
studied experimentally the scattering of a-particles by the light

elements aluminium and magnesium, using a ring-shaped scattering

foil in an arrangement like that of Chadwick (Fig. 10.5). As the
angle of scattering was increased, the range of values being from
20° to 100°, the ratio of the number of a-particles scattered to that

given by Rutherford (§ 10.1) diminished rapidly for the faster

a-particles. The scattering was anomalous. In Rutherford's
theory, an inverse square law of force was assumed. Modifications
of this theory indicating a very considerable departure from the
inverse square law were needed to explain this anomalous a-particle

scattering.

In subsequent experiments, Rutherford and Chadwick in 1925
confirmed Bieler's results and examined the scattering of a-particles

from a number of different elements. Only large angle scattering

at 90° and 135° was studied, and a-particles of various velocities

were used.

At very small distances of approach of the more energetic

a-particles, the force between the nucleus and the a-particle was shown
to be definitely less than that given by the inverse square law, and,
in fact, corresponded to an inverse fourth or fifth law of attractive

force superimposed on the inverse square law of repulsion.

These superimposed attractive forces are the exchange forces
which hold the constituent nucleons (neutrons and protons) to-

gether.

From careful measurements on the departure from the inverse
square law or Coulomb scattering, using a-particles of various
velocities, the distance of closest approach of the a-particle to the
nucleus can be determined. This distance is taken to be an upper
limit for the radius of the nucleus. Results show that this upper
limit is given by

rn = r Ai
where A is the mass number of the nucleus and r is about 1-5 x
10-16 m.

Instead of studying the scattering of a-particles, that of energetic
neutrons can be undertaken to investigate nuclear radii. As in the
case of a-particle scattering, this will give the range of the nuclear
forces, but the results are not easy to interpret because no satisfactory

fundamental laws ofnuclear exchange forces is available.

Another group of methods determines the distribution of the
electric charge and field around the nucleus. High energy electron
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beams and also energetic negative muons (§ 18.7) have been used.

The most extensive and accurate work in this connection is that of

Hofstadter at the University of Stanford using electrons of energies

in the range 100 to 900 MeV produced by an electron linear acceler-

ator.

For such energetic electrons the de Broglie wavelength is (§ 15.1)

given by

A = hc/E = 6-625 X 10-34 X 3 X 108/£

= 1-987 5 X 10-™IE

where E is in joule. As 1 MeV = 1-6 X 10~13 J;

1-987 5 X 10-25 _ 1-24 x 10-12

''•

1-6 X 10~13E E m

where E is in MeV.

It follows that electrons of energy, say, 500 MeV, will have a

wavelength of 2-48 X lO-16 m, considerably smaller than the

expected nuclear radius. A study of the scattering of such high

energy electrons by nuclei in a suitable target can therefore give

satisfactorily a knowledge of the distribution of protons in the

nucleus and the "radius" of this distribution because the electrical

forces between protons and electrons follow well-established laws.

Values found for nuclear radii by high energy electron scattering

are somewhat smaller than those which attempt to measure the

range of the nuclear forces. Indeed, r is between 1-2 and 1-3 so

a useful working equation for nuclear radii is

rw = l-2 X 10-15 ^* (15.19)

Another interesting method of estimating the radii of certain

nuclei results from a study of the so-called mirror nuclei.

A nucleus £X is the mirror of the isobaric nucleus z+i Y because

a neutron in the former is replaced by a proton in the latter. Ex-

amples of mirror nuclei are fH and |He; 7
3 IA and iBe;

x lC and
1
?N ; 1

1

K and 1 1 Ca. Consider as typical the case of x
IC and x

? N.

In the * *C nucleus there are 6 neutron-neutron bonds whereas in the

1
fN there are six proton-proton bonds. If it is assumed that the bond

energy between a pair of neutrons is the same as that between a

pair of protons, the only difference between the binding energy of
1 |C and that of *

fN will be due to the Coulomb energy. As this

Coulomb energy is related to the maximum energy in the £+-particle

spectrum from ^N, and the Coulomb energy can be expressed in

terms of the nuclear radius and the mass number A, an estimate of

the nuclear radius can be made.
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15.11. Models of the Nuclei

In the description of the phenomena associated with the extra-

nuclear structure of the atom (e.g. the production of line spectra in

the visible, U.V., and X-ray regions) the electron-orbital model, and
the later truer model introduced by the use of quantum mechanics,

have proved of fundamental value in the correlation of experimental

data. It is essential to have also a model of the nucleus if the many
experimental observations on nuclear radiations and interactions

are to be explained on a fundamental basis. An entirely satisfactory

nuclear model has not yet been put forward. However, various

models have been proposed. Of these, only four are considered

here; they are:

(a) the a-particle model

;

(b) the liquid drop model

;

(c) the shell model

;

(d) the collective model.

(a) In the a-particle model it is assumed that sub-groups con-
sisting of two neutrons and two protons form a-particles within the

nucleus, except of course in the case of the simplest atoms of
hydrogen and deuterium. This theory has been moderately
successful in explaining some of the nuclear phenomena exhibited
by the light elements and in explaining the a-particle emission by
heavy elements (§ 15.4). There are many serious objections to this

theory however, and it has largely been discarded in recent work.

(b) In the liquid drop model proposed in 1936 by Bohr, it is

suggested that a nucleus is analogous in certain respects with a small
electrically charged drop of liquid. On this model, a nucleus will

be a sphere in the stable state. The nuclear radius rn is given to a
reasonable degree of accuracy by Equation (15.19)

rB = 1-2 x 10~15 ^im
where A is the mass number.

Considered as a sphere, the volume Vn of a nucleus is given by

Vn = Wn* = I* (1-2 X 10-15
)
3 A m3

= 7-24 x 10-45 A m3
.

The mass of a nucleus is approximately A times the atomic
mass unit, i.e. 1-66 x lO"27 A kg. The density Pn of nuclear
matter is consequently

1-66x10-"^ „„ 1rtl , t

* =
7-24 x MH» A = 2 '3 X l0 k* m

"3
-
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The density of nuclear matter is therefore independent of the type

of nucleus. Furthermore, it has the colossal value of 2-3 x 1017 kg
m-3

.

If a nucleus containing A nucleons has another nucleon added to

it, its mass number becomes A + 1. This addition does not change

the density, however. It follows that the interaction forces between

the nucleons are very short-range and saturated. If this were not

so, the additional nucleon would act on all the nucleons in the

nucleus and alter their degree of packing, i.e. the nuclear density.

A particular nucleon in a nucleus therefore interacts only with its

immediate neighbours.

The following analogies hold between a small drop of liquid

and a nucleus:

(i) The drop is spherical because of the symmetrical surface

tension forces which act towards the centre. The nucleus is assumed

to be spherical.

(ii) The density of a spherical drop is independent of its volume.

This is also the case for a nucleus. However, there is a disparity.

Whereas the density of nuclear matter is independent of the type of

nucleus, the density of a liquid depends on the type of liquid. A
given liquid, say water, must therefore be considered in the analogy.

(iii) The molecules in a liquid drop interact over short ranges

compared with the diameter of the drop. Like the nucleons in a

nucleus, the molecules in a liquid drop only interact with their

immediate neighbours.

(iv) The surface tension forces acting at the surface of a drop

may be compared with the potential barrier effects at the surface of

a nucleus (§ 15.3).

(v) The molecules in the drop move over short distances with

thermal velocities. If the thermal agitation is increased by raising

the temperature, evaporation of molecules takes place. The

nucleons in a nucleus also have kinetic energy. If energy is given

to the nucleus by a bombarding particle, a compound nucleus is

formed which emits nucleons almost immediately.

(vi) If a drop is made to oscillate it tends to separate into two

parts of equal size. The capture of neutrons by the nuclei of

certain heavy elements leads to nuclear fission in which the nucleus

breaks up into two fragments of roughly equal size (§ 17.1).

Applications of the liquid drop model in nuclear theory are

given in§§ 15.12 and 17.6.
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(c) The nuclear shell model has proved very useful in several

explanations of nuclear phenomena. The tendency is to choose

either the liquid drop or the shell model, depending upon the

facility with which one or the other can explain a nuclear process.

Neither model is satisfactory; each approach is valuable.

The idea of nuclear shells which nucleons may occupy with
certain discrete energy levels has an analogy in the valuable shell

model which has been proposed in discussing the energies of the

electrons in the extra-nuclear part of the atom (§ 3.4).

In the drop model, the nucleons are assumed to be fairly uniformly
distributed, and the protons are not clearly distinguished from the

neutrons. Abundant evidence exists, however, to indicate that the

nucleons exist in groups or shells within the nucleus. The shell

model is therefore preferred, though the drop model is valuable

and can be reconciled with the shell model to some considerable

extent.

Experimental evidence shows that even-even nuclei are more
stable than odd-even or even-odd ones, whilst odd-odd nuclei are

the least stable. By an even-even nucleus is meant one in which
the number of protons Z and the number of neutrons N are both
even; for odd-even nuclei, Z is an odd number and N an even one;
for even-odd, Z is even and N odd ; for odd-odd, both Z and N
are odd numbers.

It follows that periodic behaviour in stability would be expected
every time two protons and two neutrons were added to a nucleus.

This addition corresponds to the incorporation within the nucleus
of an a-particle, fHe. However, this does not establish that the
a-particle model of the nucleus is correct. Indeed, the shell structure

is confused by this periodicity in the lighter elements (Z < 40) so
that important conceptions concerning nuclear shells are best

deduced from a study of the stability of the heavier nuclei.

The nuclear shell model compares with the electron shell model
of the atom (§ 3.4) in that shells are regarded as "filled" when they
contain a specific number of nucleons. A nucleus which has filled

shells is more stable than one which has unfilled shells. Extra-
stable nuclei are thus analogous with the inert gas atoms, which have
filled electron shells. The elucidation of the laws governing the
numbers of nucleons in filled nuclear shells is, however, not so

readily possible as it is in the case of electrons. Though the Pauli

exclusion principle applies, the theoretical task is much more
difficult because (i) there are two different types of nucleon con-
cerned, the proton and the neutron, as compared with electrons

only in the extra-nuclear structure of the atom; (ii) unlike the
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extra-nuclear electrons, the nucleons are not subject to the attraction

of a central force of electrostatic origin; indeed, the nature of the

inter-nucleon forces is not fully understood.

Evidence for the numbers of nucleons in closed shells is con-

sequently semi-empirical and based on a study of the stability and

interactions of the many nuclides known. Ideas concerning nuclear

shells were first put forward by Elasser in 1934 and greatly extended

by subsequent workers, particularly Mayer in 1948.

If a nucleus possesses a certain definite number—called the

magic number—of either protons or neutrons, it has marked stability.

Such nuclei will be more stable than nuclei in their immediate

neighbourhood in the mass range.

These magic numbers are

:

A 2,8,20,(40);

B 2, (6), (14), (28), 50, 82, 126.

The first series, A, can be represented by the formula n (n + 1)

(n + 2)/3 where n is an integer; the second series B by n (n2 + 5)/3.

The series A is used for light nuclei; the series B for heavy nuclei.

The figures in brackets are the so-called semi-magic numbers;

they correspond to less well-defined stabilities.

In the series A, nuclides containing 2, 8, or 20 protons or neutrons

will consequently be more stable than their immediate neighbours.

In series B, heavy nuclides containing 2, 50, or 82 protons or

neutrons or 126 neutrons will be extra-stable.

The evidence for the existence of the magic numbers and the

concept of the shell model of the nucleus began with observations

of Elsasser in 1934 and was added to by Mayer in 1948. The main

aspects of this evidence may be summarised as follows.

(i) For odd values of the mass number A (i.e. other than the

stable even-even nuclei), there is only one stable isobar in the

majority of cases. If Equation (15.20) based on the liquid-drop

model, were exact, the appropriate value of A for extra stability

at a given atomic number Z would be determined by simply finding

the minimum value for A of the total energy of the nucleus by

differentiating the expression with respect to Z and equating to

zero [cf. Example (15.12)]. A plot of A against Z for odd values of

A should hence give a smooth curve. This curve is found not to be

smooth in practice but to show discontinuities which are explained

on the basis of a shell model but not on that of the liquid drop.

(ii) Nuclides having closed shells would be expected to have a

number of stable isotopic or isotonic forms. Tin, with Z = 50,
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i.e. there are 50 protons in the nucleus, has 10 stable isotopes, more

than any other element. From series B, 50 is seen to be a magic

number. If the number of stable isotones, (i.e. nuclei containing

an equal number of neutrons) is studied for the various nuclides, it

is found that maximum values occur for JV = 82 and JV = 50, both

magic numbers in series B.

(iii) The binding energy per nucleon for a given stable nuclide

can be determined from measurements of atomic masses by the

mass spectrograph (§ 1.11). The accuracy is not as high as is

desirable for the heavier nuclides. Nevertheless, a graph of the

binding energy per nucleon against the mass number for the stable

nuclides in the mass range from 40 to 238 exhibits small peaks, i.e.

extra stability of the nuclides compared with that of the immediate

neighbours, for the following nuclides

:

6 2>j; 88cr 12 0c„ HOfV 2 22Pb

Examination of the numbers of protons and neutrons in these

nuclides gives impressive support to the statement of the magic

numbers. For ||Ni, Z, the number of protons, is 28 (semi-magic

in series B) ; for | |Sr, JV, the number of neutrons is 50 (magic in B) ;

for ^gS^Z is 50 (magic in 5); for
1 fgCe,iVis82(magicin JB); for

2
g fPb, Z is 82 (magic in B) and JV is 126 (magic in B).

It is also significant that lead, with 82 protons, is the final stable

product element of three of the radioactive series (Tables 8.1, 8.2,

and 8.3).

(iv) It is generally agreed that the more stable a nuclide the

greater is the probability that it exists with high abundance in

nature. It is found that nuclides containing a number of neutrons

or protons equal to the magic numbers 2, 8, 20, 50, 82, and 126

are abundant compared with other isotopic forms of the same

element. Examples are
x %0 (abundance 99-76 per cent.); fgCa

(96-92 per cent); ^^Sn (32-9 per cent.); the next most stable isotope

of tin is
i
I gSn (23.9 per cent);

1
f gBa (71-7 per cent);

2
gfPb(52-3

per cent).

(v) Nuclei containing a magic number of neutrons exhibit

inordinately low cross-sections for the capture of neutrons of medium

energy. This is explained on the basis that such nuclei have closed

neutron shells and cannot therefore readily hold an extra neutron.

(vi) Evidence for the magic numbers is provided by measure-

ments of perturbations in the hyperfine structure of the optical

spectrum lines of the elements. This structure gives information

about the nuclear electric quadrupole moment. This quadrupole

moment may be considered to depend on the departure of the model
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of the nucleus from spherical symmetry. If the electrical model of

the nucleus is an oblate spheroid, its quadrupole moment is negative;

if this model is a prolate spheroid, the moment is positive. On
studying the variation of the electric quadrupole moment with the

mass number of the various nuclei, it is found that this moment
changes sign at the magic numbers. The nuclei with a magic number
of protons or neutrons thus exhibit a more stable electrical con-

figuration.

Accepting that the main sequence of magic numbers is 2, 8,

20, 28, 50, 82, and 126, it is required to find out how nuclear shells

are filled successively as nucleons are added in proceeding from the

lighter to the heavier nuclei.

The nuclear shell model is based on the idea that the nucleons

are treated individually (the shell model is also known as the

independent particle model). The concepts used in the electron shell

model are borrowed (§ 3.1) but the theory is not so easily worked
out because, although the Pauli exclusion principle is alleged to

apply, two particles (the neutron and the proton) are involved and
not only one as in the electron case and, moreover, the laws of

inter-nucleon forces are not known satisfactorily.

The assumptions made in arriving at a nuclear shell scheme are :

—

1. Each nucleon (neutron or proton) has a spin of \h (where

h = h/2n).

2. Each nucleon has an orbital angular momentum of Ih, the /

quantum number of electron theory being used, together with the

notation (§3.1) that the letters, s, p, d,f, g, etc. denote / = 0, 1,2,

3, 4, etc., respectively. Indeed, even the principal quantum number
n is borrowed, but where n — 1 for the lowest energy value of a

particular value of/.

3. Coupling between the spin and orbital motions is represented

by a quantum number j, where / = / + £ or / — \ except when
/ = 0.

4. The j values are added in dealing with a number of nucleons
in a nucleus. Indeed, j—j coupling prevails (cf. § 3.6).

5. In a completely filled shell, the number of nucleons in an
energy level is 2j + 1 (cf. § 3.4) and the orbital angular momenta
and spins of the nucleons add in such a way as to give zero resultant

angular momentum.

6. In the nuclear energy levels which are not filled, protons occur
in pairs and also neutrons occur in pairs but proton-neutron pairs

4q not exist,
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On the basis ofthese assumptions, the nuclear shell scheme shown

in Fig. 15.6 is constructed.

(d) The collective model was developed quantitatively by A. Bohr

and B. Motteston in 1953 following a suggestion in 1950 by Rain-

water. It is an attempt to reconcile the difficulties of the liquid-

drop model, in which it is assumed that nucleons interact strongly

only with their nearest neighbours, and the shell model, in which the

nucleons are regarded as individual, independent particles moving

in a spherically symmetrical field.

In the collective model, the nucleons are assumed to move
independently but in a potential field which may be deformed from

a spherical distribution because of a core of nucleons which interact

rather as in the liquid-drop model.

Whereas the liquid-drop model has been used with considerable

success to explain nuclear fission (§ 17.6), the shell model has been

fairly successful in explaining nuclear spin, some aspects of nuclear

magnetic moments (§ 16.5) and the emission of neutrons by certain

nuclei, but the collective model has been demanded to explain

several second order effects, and, in particular, the departure from

spherical shape of a nucleus as established by high energy electron

scattering (§15.10).

15.12. Nuclear Binding Forces

The Z protons and JV neutrons which are within a nucleus must

be held together in some way by powerful attractive forces otherwise

the permanent existence of nuclei would be impossible. The graph

of Fig. 1.10 shows that the binding energy per nucleon is roughly

constant at 8 MeV over the range of mass numbers from 20 to 238,

whilst it is less than this value for the lighter nuclides.

What is the nature of these attractive forces between nucleons ?

Can they be electrical or gravitational in origin? Protons will

repel one another because of their like charges, but this would lead

to disruption of the nucleus. If the gravitational forces between the

nucleons are calculated, assuming the usual Newtonian equation,

they are found to be very much smaller than the attractive forces

demanded.

There must be some new mechanism involved to account for

the strong attraction between nucleons when within the very small

distances of the order of nuclear diameters. Since there is no
counterpart to this mechanism in macroscopic studies, significant

phenomena in the physics of the nucleus must be used to give clues

as to the nature of these inter-nucleon forces.
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What are the principal phenomena concerned? Firstly, there

is the existence of the deuteron. This is a stable combination of a

proton and a neutron with a binding energy of 2-2 MeV. The

proton must therefore attract the neutron, i.e. there are p — n

forces. Secondly, careful experimental studies of the scattering of

a beam of high-energy protons by hydrogen atoms, or rather the

nuclei of hydrogen atoms (i.e. protons) show that an attractive force

exists between protons if they are exceedingly close together. This

attractive force will have superimposed upon it the considerably

weaker force due to electrostatic repulsion. Thus there are p — p
forces. Neutron-neutron attractive forces also exist, and the

evidence points to the fact that p — p and n — n attractive forces

are approximately equal.

Consider a nucleus containing Z protons and N neutrons.

Using the liquid drop model (§ 15.11) Weizsacker derived in 1935

a semi-empirical equation for the total energy E of a nucleus. The

terms in this equation are obtained as follows

:

(i) An expression is necessary for the rest-mass energy of the

nucleus. This is (Zmv + Nmn) c\ where mp andmn are respectively

the masses of the proton and the neutron.

(ii) On bringing A (= N + Z) nucleons together, the mass

difference is roughly proportional to A. The energy of binding is

therefore put equal to aA, where a is a constant. However, this

term needs two corrections. Firstly, as compared with the

multitude of molecules in a liquid drop, the nucleus contains few

nucleons so that the fraction ofthem near the surface is considerable.

The surface area of a spherical nucleus will be proportional to

rn
2
, where rn is the nuclear radius. But rn is proportional to A\

[Equation (1 5. 1 9)] so that the surface area varies as A% . The surface

correction term is therefore — jS4f , where j8 is a constant. This

term is negative because nucleons at the surface will have fewer

neighbours than those in the interior, and consequently will require

less expenditure of energy to remove them. The second correction

takes into account the fact that the nucleons are not all identical

(as are the molecules of a pure liquid) but consist ofN neutrons and

Z protons. The correction here is — y (N — ZfjA, where y is a

constant.

(iii) A term is to be included to take into account the electrostatic

repulsion between protons. This will increase the total energy

of the system, and will hence be a positive term. The potential

energy due to this electrostatic effect will be proportional to the

square of the total positive charge, i.e. Z2e2
, and inversely propor-

tional to the average distance between protons. The latter may be
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considered as directly related to the nuclear radius, which is pro-

portional to Ai [Equation (15.19)]. The appropriate correction is

therefore 8Z2/Ai, where 8 is a constant.

The combination of these terms gives for the total energy E of

the nucleus:

E = (Zmv + Nmn) c2 - {aA - fiAi - y (N - Z)*/A} + 8Z*/Ai

. . (15.20)

For a given nucleus this total energy will tend to a minimum.
This tendency will decide the relative numbers of protons and

neutrons, i.e. Z/N. As mv and mn are nearly equal, the only terms

in Equation (15.19) which are involved in discussing this minimum
for a particular value of A are y{N — Z)*/A and 8Z2/Ai. The

first of these vanishes when N equals Z; the second demands
small values of Z. This is an agreement with the results given in

§ 1 5.2. For the light stable elements, the number of protons equals,

or is nearly equal to, the number of neutrons. The heavier stable

elements have values of NJZ which increase with A up to a maximum
of 1-6. As more nucleons are concerned, the fraction of them

which are protons diminishes so that the contribution to the energy

due to electrostatic repulsion is less.

It is also necessary to include within this Equation (15.19) a

term which takes account of the fact that even-even nuclei are more

stable than even-odd which, in turn, are more stable than odd-odd

ones (§ 15.11). This is the case except for ?H, |Li, ^B, and x fN
which, though odd-odd, are light elements in which JV equals Z.

This extra term in Equation (15.19) was included by Hitchcock

in 1950 in the form eA~l which is called the "pairing energy" term,

where A is the mass number. The total energy expressed by Equa-

tion (15.19) with e/*-i added to the right-hand side will be less the

more stable the nucleus, e is therefore negative for even-even,

zero for even-odd, and positive for odd-odd.

Example 15.12. Weizsdcker derived by semi-empirical methods an equation

for the total mass M of a nucleus which may be expressed in the form (cf.

Equation 15.20)

M = Zm„ + (A-Z)mn -M + o2A% + ajP/A* +
°4 (^~^ + 8

where au aj, a*, o4, and 8 arekconstants, and 03/0.4 — 0-008 7.

Derive an equation relating the atomic number Z and A for the case where

the mass M is a minimum for a particular value of the mass numberA ; comment
on the physical significance of the result in relation to the ratio N/Z for stable

nuclei, and evaluate the atomic number of uranium 238,
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This minimum will pertain when (j~) = 0.

As m„, the mass of the proton, and m„, the mass of the neutron, are nearly

equal, it follows that

2Z = ^/, 2Zx _ 1 / _2Z\
At og\ ^/ 0008 7 \ a)'

2Z[
X

I

X \- 1
•

*•
V^* 0-008 7/1/ 0008 7'

• Z- ^
"

2 + 0-017,4$'

As a minimum mass and so least total energy of a nucleus corresponds to its

most stable state, this equation shows that Z will be equal to A/2 (i.e. Z = N)
or as near as possible to A/2 for small values of A {i.e. light nuclei) whereas for

the heavier nuclei (larger values of A) the number of protons, Z, will be less

than A/2 and, indeed, be a smaller fraction of A/2 as A increases. Correspond-

ingly the ratio (A — Z)/Z = N/Z increases with A for the stable nuclei. For the

nucleus ofuranium 238,

Z - 238 -90
2 + 0017 x 238$

which is near the correct value of 92.

15.13. Yukawa's Theory of Nuclear Binding Forces

The existence between nucleons of strongly attractive forces of

other than electrical or gravitational origin has been considered.

So far, however, the mechanism responsible for these forces has not

been discussed. Indeed, fundamental postulates from which the

energetics of nuclear structure and nuclear radiation processes can

be deduced are not available in an entirely satisfactory form,

though many attempts to formulate basic theory have been put

forward. One of the most fruitful of these theories to explain the

binding forces between nucleons was due to Yukawa in 1935.

Consider the force between two particles each carrying an electric

charge Q. This force is due to the electric field between the particles.

If they are oppositely charged, the particles will attract one another

and the electric potential at one particle due to the other will be
— Q/4TT€f/, where r is the distance between them and e is the

permittivity offree space.

Consider next the force between a proton and a neutron. This

force is not of electrical origin and is known to have a very short

range (§15.11). It is operative, for example, in the deuteron of

which the diameter is about 3 x 10-15 m, but it is not operative

outside nuclei. By analogy with the electrical case, where an
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electric field is concerned, Yukawa proposed the existence of a new

kind of field between the proton and the neutron, now called a

meson field. Further, he proposed that the proton and neutron do

not have an independent existence in the nucleus. Rather, a

particle, the meson, which may have a positive or negative charge

equal to the electronic charge, is exchanged between nucleons and

is responsible for the binding force. This exchange can be repre-

sented by
Negative meson

Proton (positive) Neutron

Positive meson

To account for the binding force between neutrons or protons,

the existence of a neutral meson was similarly postulated later by

Kemmer.

In his theory of j8-particle decay Fermi had proposed in 1934

that the proton and neutron in the nucleus were really the same kind

of particle, the nucleon, in different quantum states and where the

exchanged particle was an electron (positive or negative). Yukawa
showed that the electron would not be capable of the binding forces

known to exist. His discussion of the proton-neutron attraction

was on the following lines.

Let the proton and the neutron carry a mesonic charge called/.

This is not the electrical charge (which must be e, the electronic

charge, since the proton charge is equal in magnitude to e) but is a

new fundamental phenomenon in physics. The meson potential

between the proton and the neutron cannot be expressed, as in the

electrical case, as inversely proportional to the distance r because

the forces concerned are known to be very short in range. Yukawa
therefore proposed that the potential $ in the meson field between a

proton and a neutron at a distance r apart was given by

<£ = -/[exp(-^)]/r (15.21)

t] must be a constant with the dimensions of reciprocal length if this

equation is to be correct dimensionally. Its value was estimated

to be approximately 5 X 10um_1
.

If r is put equal to the diameter of the smallest nucleus containing

a proton and a neutron, i.e. the deuteron, it will be about 3 x 10-15 m
(see Equation 15.19) and exp (— rjr) will be exp (— 1-5). If r is

put equal to the diameter of a fairly large nucleus, say one with A
equal to 125, it will be about 12 x 10"15 cm and exp (— -qr) will be

exp (— 6). The exponential expression used is therefore suitably
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in accord with the fact that the nucleons exert large forces only on

their immediate neighbours.

Continuing the analogy between the mesonic charge and the

electric charge, it is known that accelerated electric charges emit

radiation, so the force between two electric charges may be regarded

as due to the interchange of photons: virtually one charge emits a

photon that is absorbed by the other. It is supposed that, in

producing the exchange force between nucleons, the meson compares

with the photon in the electrical case, and that it oscillates between

the nucleons. Yukawa showed by relativistic quantum mechanics

that the frequency v of the associated de Broglie waves was given by

v2 = C2p + ^2/4^2) _ . (15.22)

Where v is the wave number. In the electrical case, the term

r)
2/4n2 would, of course, be absent.

The rest mass Mm , which has to be attributed to the meson when

it is considered as a particle instead of as a wave, can be deduced by

comparing expressions for the total energy E.

From the particle point ofview,

E2 = MJ> C* + /?
2c2 (15.23)

(see Appendix A).

From the wave point of view,

E = hv (15.24)

and p =h/X = hu (15.25)

[see Equation (6.5)].

Substituting for v and v in Equation (15.22) from Equations

(15.24) and (15.25) respectively, gives

£a =<2

|> + ®] (15 '26)

Comparison of Equations (15.26) and (15.23) shows that

M^=(^) 2 c2 ;

.-. Mm =^-
c

(15.27)

Substituting h = 6-625 X 10"34 J s, c = 3 X 108 m s~\ and

7) =5 X 1014 m-1
,

6.625 x 10-3* x 5 x 10" _ 1Q
_28 ,M™ = 6-28 x 3 X 10*

176x10 kg.

The rest mass of the electron is 9-1 x 10~31 kg. The Yukawa

meson must therefore have a mass of about 190 times the mass of

the electron.
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There remains the question as to why Yukawa mesons are not
emitted by radioactive nuclides instead of j8-particles. Yukawa
showed that this was because they are unstable and decay with a
mean life of less than 10-7 second into an electron and a neutrino.

The Yukawa particle, called a meson because its mass is inter-

mediate between that of an electron and a proton, was eventually
shown to be identical with the 7r-meson discovered later in cosmic
radiation (§ 18.9). This 7r-meson has the correct order of mean life,

is rather heavier than was predicted by Yukawa, (its rest mass is

273 m, where m = electronic mass at rest), reacts strongly with
nucleons, and can exist in the required positive, negative, and
neutral forms. The theory of Yukawa has been considerably
modified in recent years to take into account the subsequent discovery
of the 7r-meson, but these modifications will not be considered here.

15.14. The Theory of the Emission of Electrons and Positrons by
Unstable Nuclei

In the emission of a j8-particle from a nucleus, the daughter atom
is an isobar of the parent. If the jS-particle is a negative electron,

the atomic number is increased by unity; if the j8-particle is a
positron, the atomic number is decreased by unity. As shown in

§ 15.5, both these events are accompanied by the simultaneous
ejection of a neutrino.

The equation representing ^--particle emission by a nucleus is

thus

AzX > zjY + p-+i.
The equation representing the ejection of jS+-particles, where the

parent nuclideP produces a daughter nuclide Q, is

iP >z+iQ+P+ + v>

According to the Yukawa theory of nuclear binding forces,

the proton and neutron in a nucleus are held together by the con-
tinual interchange of mesons, now established to be 7r-mesons.

The attraction between a nuclear proton and a neutron may there-

fore be represented by

77""

where tt+ and -n~ represent, respectively, positive and negative

7r-mesons.

When a negative electron is emitted from a nucleus, the number
of neutrons decreases by unity whereas the number of protons
increases by unity. This comes about on the conversion of a
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nuclear neutron into a proton when a 7r--meson is ejected. This

7r--meson decays almost instantly to appear as an electron outside

the nucleus. The reaction may be represented by

n > p + «- + v.

The number of nucleons, and so the mass number A of the

nuclide, is unchanged, but the atomic number increases by unity.

When a positive electron (positron) is ejected, a nuclear proton

becomes a neutron and a 7r+-meson is ejected which decays almost

instantly. The reaction is then

P > It + 7T+ + V.

Again the number of nucleons is unchanged, but now the atomic

number decreases by unity.

Before the advent of the Yukawa theory, Fermi had considered

the interchange particles between nucleons to be electrons, not

mesons. Though this is now known to be incorrect, Fermi was,

nevertheless, able to deduce a theoretical result for the continuous

energy distribution amongst the emitted electrons, taking into

account the neutrino hypothesis (§ 15.5).

Fermi's theory, which is too complex to consider fully here,

involves the use of quantum mechanics to show that the fraction

of the total number of electrons ejected with energies in the range

E to E + dE is NjsdE where NE is a distribution function given by

NE = kpnY% 05.28)

In this expression A: is a constant, p is the momentum of the ejected

electron, and pn the momentum of the accompanying neutrino.

Now,

En Em — E
Pn=-r (15.29)

where En is the energy of the neutrino, which equals the energy Em
available for the reaction (i.e. the end-point or maximum energy

in the continuous spectrum of the electron energies) minus the

actual energy E ofthe ejected electron (§ 1 5.5).

Also, for the electron

E* = c2 (w2c2 +/>2
) (15.30)

(see Appendix A).
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Differentiating Equation (15.30) w.r.t. p,

2E^ = 2c*p
dp

Substituting for pn and p2 -^,ia Equation (1 5.28) from Equations
ah

(15.29) and (15.31) respectively,

NEdE = k (
Em ~ EV

-^^
2

- m2c2 )* </£ .. (15.32)

It is convenient, and usual, to express the energies in terms of

the unit mc2
, i.e. the rest mass energy of the electron. To do this,

put

e = E/mc2 and ew = Em/mc2
,

then

NJe = A:' (em - e)
2

<= (e2 - 1)4 de ....... . (15.33)

where k' is a constant.

k' will only be a constant for a particular unstable nucleus that

emits electrons. An expression for any such nucleus is obtained

by putting

W = Cf(Z, €),

where C is a constant and/(Z, e) is a function which takes into

account the electrostatic interaction between the Z protons of the

daughter atom and the ejected electron.

The Equation (1 5.33) then becomes

Njk = Cf(Z, e) (em - 2 € (e2 - 1)* de.

Following Kurie, this result may be conveniently expressed in

the form

:

Ly-S/g,.)
]*-^-') (1534)

If, for a given ^-emitting (where the j8-particles may be negative

or positive) radioactive nuclide, the values of N€ are determined

from the results of 0-ray spectroscopy, and f(Z, e) is evaluated,

then a so-called Kurie plot of the left-hand side of this Equation

(15.34) against the right-hand side should be a straight line with an
intercept on the energy axis at em , the maximum energy of the

emitted /^-particles expressed in units of mc2
. This has been found
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to be the case for a number ofelectron and positron emitting nuclides,

provided that very thin sources with insignificant self-absorption

of the electrons are used. The Fermi theory of j8-particle decay is

therefore substantially verified.

15.15. The Disintegration Energy in Positron Decay; Comparison

with Electron Decay

When a radioactive nucleus emits a negative j8-particle the energy

given to this particle and the anti-neutrino which accompanies it

is equal to the energy available as a consequence of the fact that the

parent nucleus has a greater mass than the sum of the masses of the

daughter nucleus and the electron. In calculating this available

energy, consider that the general equation representing negative

j8-particle emission is

A
ZX > z+iY + _U + i.

Let Mx and MY be the atomic masses of the nuclides X and Y
respectively. The corresponding masses of the nuclei will be

(Mx — Zm) and [MY — (Z + 1) m] because the atom of X contains

Z electrons each of mass m and the atom of Y contains (Z + 1)

electrons. Therefore, the difference between the nuclear masses is

(Mx — MY) plus the mass of a single electron. This mass-energy is

transformed into the mass of the electron emitted plus the sum of

the kinetic energies of this electron and the antineutrino. It

obviously follows that the disintegration energy Ed is given by

Ed = (Mx — MY) a.m.u.

The maximum or end-point energy in the jS-particle energy

continuum is then readily given in a.m.u. as the mass difference

between the parent and daughter atoms because, in this case, the

energy of the antineutrino is zero (§ 15.5).

This is not the case, however, for radioactive nuclides which

emit positrons. The general equation is now

iX > Z-iY + +le + v.

(Mx — MY) is now the mass difference between the nuclei

minus the mass ofa single electron. A fraction ofthe mass difference

(Mx — MY) is, furthermore, involved in the mass of the emitted

positron. The disintegration energy Ed, imparted as kinetic energy

to the positron and the neutrino, is therefore given by

Ed =Mx — MY — 2m,

where m is the rest mass of the electron.

m is 9-11 x 10_31 kg, i.e. 0000 55 a.m.u., which is equivalent

to 0-51 MeV. In order, therefore, for positron emission to be
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possible the atomic mass of the parent atom must exceed that of the

daughter atom by at least 0-001 1 a.m.u., i.e. to provide an excess

energy of at least 1 '02 MeV.

Example 15.15. Tritium emits negative ^-particles; magnesium 25 emits

positrons. Write down the equations representing these two decay processes,

and calculate in each case the end-point energy of the emitted particles. {The

following atomic masses are given in a.m.u.: tritium, 3*01695; helium 3, 3*01693;

magnesium 23, 23-0002; sodium 23, 22-996 18; the electron, 0000 55 a.m.u.).

For tritium,

\n— !He + /3- + ;.

The /3-particle has its maximum energy when the energy of the accompanying
neutrino is zero. This energy is therefore the whole disintegration energy Ed,

given by

E„ = (mass of |H — mass of |He) a.m.u.

- 301695 - 3016 93 = 2 x 10~6 a.m.u.

1 a.m.u. = 931-2 MeV (Appendix D);

Et = 2 x 10~6 x 931-2 MeV = 0018 6 MeV.

For magnesium 23,

flMg—i.;;N8 + i8+ + K.

The end-point energyEa of the emitted positrons is given by

Et = [(mass of f |Mg — mass of "Na) — 2m] in a.m.u.

= 23000 2 - 22-99618 - 0001

1

= 0002 92 a.m.u.

= 0002 92 x 931-2 MeV = 2-72 MeV.

15.16. Electron Capture by Nuclei

A process may occur in some radioactive nuclides where the

daughter product is the same nuclide as would be produced if

positron emission had been concerned instead. This process is

electron capture by the nucleus. One of the extra-nuclear electrons

in an inner shell—most frequently the K shell—falls into the nucleus

under the attraction of the electric field surrounding the nucleus.

This electron capture decays in accordance with an exponential law,

as do other radioactive processes. The general basic equation is

iX + Ae >z-iY + v.

The daughter nuclide is seen to be the same as that which would
have been produced if positrons had been emitted. The action is

accompanied by the emission of a neutrino, demanded to conserve

angular momentum and energy in the process (cf. § 15.5).

The loss of an electron from one of the inner shells will result

in the emission of the characteristic Z-radiation for the nuclide

concerned. In K electron capture, the vacant space left in the K
shell is immediately filled by an electron from another shell, the
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L or M shell, for example. The characteristic lines in the X-ray
spectrum will consequently be observed; indeed, the detection of
these X-rays is often evidence that electron capture has occurred.

Some examples of the lighter radioactive nuclides which undergo
electron capture are: beryllium 7, aluminium 24, aluminium 26,

argon 37, potassium 40, calcium 41, vanadium 48, vanadium 49,
chromium 51, iron 55, and several others. In many cases, y-

radiation is also emitted; in some cases both positron emission and
electron capture occur; an example here is zinc 63. Thus,

3

also

egZn ^HCu+^ + v

fgZn+-?e >l|Cu + v.

y-radiation is emitted after electron capture if the nucleus is

left in an excited state.

15.17. Nuclear Cross-sections

The nuclear cross-section is not simply the geometrical cross-
section crg = 7rrn*, where the nucleus is regarded as a sphere of
radius rn . Indeed, this concept of geometrical cross-section is

virtually meaningless in relation to the target area that a nucleus
presents when a material is subject to bombardment by, for example,
a-particles, protons, neutrons, or y-radiation.

The much more valuable concept is to consider the nuclear cross-

section for a given type of process. The cross-section a is a measure
of the probability of a particular event occurring. This will not be
a constant for a given type of nucleus as it will depend greatly on
the nature and energy of the incident particles.

The specification of the nuclear cross-section is needed to

calculate the attenuation produced by the nuclear process of the
incident beam ofparticles.

Suppose a collimated beam of particles is incident upon a target

in the form of a uniform sheet of material of cross-section area A.
Let N be the number of incident particles per unit area of cross-

section of this beam which reaches a plane parallel to the target

surface and at a depth t within the target from its surface. The
number of particles which are lost from the beam in traversing a
further depth dt is dN(A). Around each nucleus within this target

sheet, assume that there is an area of cross-section a. This area is

such that the nuclear event in question takes place if an incident

particle falls within it.
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If n is the number of nuclei per unit volume within the target

material and it is assumed that these nuclei react with the incident

particles independently of one another -(i.e. their nuclear cross-

sections do not overlap), there will be (nA) dt nuclei presented to

the incident beam within the thickness dt. The total effective cross-

section area of these nuclei is (anA) dt. This is a fraction equal to

(anA) dt/A of the surface area of the target which is subject to

bombardment by the incident particles.

Hence, of the NA particles incident upon the target lamina of

thickness dt, the number which take part in the nuclear process in

question is

NA (anA) dt . wv
. — = (NAan) dt.
A

This is the number lost from the beam in traversing the thickness

dt, so

dN(A) = -(NAan)dt;

.
dN

(
'

\ *
:. —= -(an)dt

where the negative sign is included because N will decrease by dN
as the beam traverses the thickness dt.

Integrating gives

loge N = — ant + constant.

If n = N when t = 0, the constant is loge NQ , where N is the

number of particles incident upon unit cross-section area of surface

of the target.

.'. loge N = —ant + log* N .

.-. AT = JV exp (- <m0 (15.35)

Clearly ant must be a dimensionless number. As n is a number

per unit volume and so has dimensions [L-3] whereas tis a thickness

of dimensions [L], it follows that a has dimensions [L2
], i.e. as

expected, of area.

The nuclear cross-section a is specified in the unit the barn.

1 barn (b) == 10"28 m2
.

Example 15.17. For neutrons ofenergy 01 eV the absorption cross-section of

cadmium isl 200 barn. Calculate the fraction of the total number in a beam of

neutrons of this energy incident normally on a cadmium sheet of thickness 0-1 mm
that wilt emerge. The density of cadmium is 8 700 kg/m8

, and its atomic mass is

112 approximately. The Avogadro constant — 6025 x 1023 moleculesImole.

. The fraction/is given by Equation (1 5.35) as

/ = N/N = exp (— ant)
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where a = 7 000 barn = 7 000 x lO"28 ma
, n is the number of nuclei in 1 m8

ofcadmium and t = 01 mm = 10-4 m.

112 g of cadmium contains 6025 x 1028 atoms, and so nuclei. 1 m8 of

cadmium has a mass of 8 700 kg and so contains (8-7 x 107112) 6025 x 10M

nuclei, which is n.

- 7 000 x 10-28 x 8-7 x 106 x 6025 x 1023

;. / = exp x 10-*
112

= exp [-3-27]

= 0038.

Thus for every 1 000 neutron incident, 38 will be transmitted.

15.18. Differential Cross-section

When particles are incident upon a target, a variety of nuclear

processes may take place in some circumstances. For example,

neutrons incident upon a target will give rise to scattering and

.dA
/ /

incident n^-sT ?,' /flj;
particles' y^ fl "^y-J

TARGET ' i ' »

\\ 'I

\\ 'I

Fig. 15.7. Illustrating differential cross-section.

absorption and in the case of some elements to nuclear events such

as (n-p) reactions or fission and others. These various possible

events will all have cross-sections dependent on the nature of the

target and the energy and nature of the incident particles. There

will hence often be a number of partial cross-sections. The total

cross-section will be the sum of these insofar as they result in loss of

neutrons from the incident beam on transmission through the target.

Furthermore, particles which emerge from the target in a direc-

tion at a specific angle to the direction of incidence may well be of

interest.

Particles are incident normally on a target (Fig. 15.7). The

concern is now to specify the number which are directed (after

interaction with the target) within a small solid angle dQ about a

radius vector r and directed to a small area dA about a point P
having spherical polar coordinates r, 9, cf> with respect to the axial

point on the target as the origin O.
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This is decided by the differential cross-section, usually denoted
by a (0, <f>) and given by

-f«.«=ro •• (I5 -36)

Exercises 15

1. Give a summary of the evidence which indicates that it is very unlikely

that electrons exist as individual particles within a nucleus.

2. In relation to the stability of nuclei and also the emission of radioactive

radiations by nuclei, write an account of the importance of N/Z, where N is the

number of neutrons andZ is the number of protons in a nucleus.

3. Compare and contrast the main features of a-particle emission and
jS-particle emission by unstable nuclei.

4. Explain the necessity for the introduction of the neutrino as an elementary
particle. Outline evidence which establishes the existence of this particle.

5. Outline the evidence for the existence of nuclear energy levels.

6. Write short notes on the following

:

(a) pair production,

(6) annihilation radiation.

(c) The Auger effect,

(d) Bremsstrahlung.

7. Describe in outline the chief methods which have been used to determine
the "radii" of nuclei.

8. Write a critical account of the liquid-drop model of the nucleus. Describe
one aspect of nuclear phenomena where this model has been used successfully

and a second phenomenon where its use is invalid.

9. Weizsacker's formula, based on the liquid-drop model, for the atomic
mass of a nuclide, in terms of the binding energy correction terms to the mass
contribution from protons and neutrons is

(A — 22T)2 Z2

%M = ZmP + (A — Z)mn — axA + a2Ai + a3 -j

—

- + at -^ ± a^A'l

Discuss the origin of each term and indicate the advantages and limitations

of the liquid-drop model. (Poly.)

10. Outline the evidence which led to the introduction of the nuclear shell

model and show how the introduction of the "magic numbers" has been
justified by utilising the comparable electron-shell model of the atom.

11. Give the reasons for the introduction into the theory of nuclear binding
forces of the concept of a particle of mass 200 to 300 me , where me is the mass of
the electron.

12. Explain concisely the meanings of the terms (a) nuclear cross-section,

and (jb) differential cross-section.

On passage through a 5 cm thickness of water, the intensity of a collimated
beam of thermal neutrons is reduced by 50 per cent. Calculate the effective

cross-section in barn, assuming that the absorption is due entirely to the hydrogen
in the water.



CHAPTER 16

FURTHER ASPECTS OF NUCLEAR REACTIONS:

NUCLEAR MAGNETISM

16.1. The Q-value of a Nuclear Reaction

The nuclear reaction energy or Q-value of a nuclear reaction

was first mentioned in this text in connection with the pioneer

experiments on nuclear transmutations brought about by bombard-

ing nuclei with a-particles.

The concept is of general interest. In the general case the

concern is a target of a nuclide of nature specified by Zupon which

there is incident a particle specified by x. This bombardment
results in a product nucleus of nature specified by Y and a product

particle y. Thus,

X + x > Y + y.

Let Mx be the mass of the nucleus X, mx the mass of the particle

x, Ex the kinetic energy of the particle x, MY the mass of the product

nucleus Y, EY the kinetic energy of this product nucleus, mv and Ey

the mass and kinetic energy respectively of the particle y. The

target nucleus X is assumed to be at rest, which is usually the case.

The total energy before collision is

Mxc% + mxc* + Ex .

The total energy after collision is

MYc* + EY + rriyC
2 + Ey .

.'. Mxc2 + mxc
2 +EX = MYc* + EY + myc

2 + Ey . . (16.1)

The Q-value is defined as the kinetic energy made available by

the nuclear reaction. It is therefore the kinetic energy of the product

nucleus Y plus that of the product particle y minus the kinetic

energy of the incident particle x. Therefore

Q = EY + Ev
- Ex (16.2)

From Equations (16.1) and (16.2) it is easily seen that

Q - EY + Ev
- Ex = {Mx + mx) c* - {MY - my) c* . . (16.3)

Hence Q is also given by the mass-energy before collision minus

the mass-energy after collision.

If Q is positive, the total kinetic energy after collision exceeds

that before collision: such a reaction is said to be exoergic, some-

times called exothermic.

475
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Correspondingly, the total mass-energy after collision is less

than that before collision.

Tf Q is negative, the reaction is endoergic (or endothermic).

Now the total kinetic energy after collision is less than that before

collision and, correspondingly, the total mass-energy after collision

exceeds that before collision.

16.2. The Laboratory and Centre-of-mass Coordinate Systems

The laboratory system or L-system of coordinates is the familiar

one used in the dynamics of collisions in which an incident particle

is directed at a target at rest and the velocities of the incident

particle and the products of the reaction are measured relative to

that of the stationary target. This is the true system which prevails

in the majority of nuclear reactions.

In the L-system, therefore, the incident particle of mass mx

and velocity vx is incident on the stationary nucleus of massMx and,

after collision, the product nucleus of mass MY leaves with a

velocity VY at an angle
<f>

to the direction of incidence whereas the

product particle of mass my departs with a velocity v y at an angle 6

to the direction of incidence (Fig. 16.1«).

By considering the laws of conservation of momentum and of

energy, the angles 8 and
<f>
and the velocities VY and vy may be

calculated.

This type of calculation is cumbersome because two different

angles 9 and
<f>

are involved. It is therefore much more convenient

to use the centre-of-mass system (C-system) of coordinates which,

as will be shown, involves only one angle.

In the C-system, the centre of mass of the incident particle

together with the target nucleus is regarded as being at rest and not

the target.

In the L-system, the centre of mass is not stationary. Indeed,

it must have a velocity vc and a corresponding momentum (Mx +
mx) v e which must equal the momentum of the incident particle

(the only momentum that exists, in fact, before collision).

.*. {Mx + mx) v c = mxvx

or v c
=

-jT—; (16.4)Mx + mx

In the C-system, v c is put equal to zero. Now, the incident

particle of mass mx moves towards the centre of mass with a velocity

(vx — v c) whilst the target is thought of as moving towards the

centre of mass with a velocity v c in the opposite direction (Fig.

16.16).
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Relative to the centre of mass, the total momentum before

collision is therefore

mx (vx — v c)
— MxVc-

o_^ O-
mx Mx
BEFORE COLLISION

(0) L- SYSTEM

\y AFTER COLLISION

\

(Vx-Vc)

BEFORE COLLISION

(b) C- SYSTEM

M

S AFTER COLLISION

Mv

O CD
Fig. 16.1. The laboratory and the centre-of-mass coordinate systems.

Substituting for v c from Equation (1 6.4) gives

momentum before collision

= m [v - m*v* 1-Mvf mxVx
1m

* l
Vx Mx + mJ x \_MX + mj

mxvxMx + mx
2v x — ra/y,,, — Mxmxvx

Mx + mx

0.
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As momentum is conserved, it follows that the sum of the

momentum of the product nucleus of mass MY and that of the

product particle my after collision must also be zero in the centre

of mass system. If VY' is the velocity of mass MY and v y that of
mv in the system, this can only be the case if

MyVy' - myvy
' =

which can only occur if, relative to the stationary centre of mass,

the product nucleus and the product particle travel in opposite

directions (Fig. 16.1&). It is now only necessary to consider one
angle 8C in the C-system instead of the two angles and

<f>
in the

L-system. The calculations involved are consequently considerably

simplified.

The L-system is the reality: the observer or his instruments is

stationary with respect to the target. Tn the C-system, the observer

is considered to be moving with the centre of mass. He now sees

the product nucleus and particle departing in opposite directions.

This is, of course, a hypothetical situation. Transference of

results of calculations in the C-system back to the L-system is

essential to describe the real events.

To find the relationship between the scattering angle 9C in the

C-system to the scattering angle 9 in the L-system considered in

Fig. 16.1c. The vector OB representing the velocity vv at the

angle 6 to the axis joining the incident particle and the target must
be the result of the addition of the vectors OA and AB where OA
represents vy and AB the velocity of the centre-of-mass, which is

v c = mxvx\{Mx + mx) from Equation (16.4).

Now
cot 6 = OD/DB

where OD = OC + CD = v e + vy
' cos O and DB = vy sin 6C .

, + vy cos 6ecot0 =

vy sin vc

(16.5)

vy sin 6C

mxvxf(Mx + mx) + vy cos d

vy sin 6

16.3. The Elastic Scattering of Neutrons on their Passage through

Matter

An example of the value of the C-system in calculations is that of

determining the reduction of the energy of neutrons on their passage

through a material. This is of interest in the use of moderators

to reduce the energies of neutrons, in particular in a nuclear reactor

(§ 17.11). The moderator is usually chosen to be an element of
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low mass number and for which only the scattering cross-sections are

of significant magnitude ; loss by capture of the neutrons in the moder-

ator material is very small. Carbon is a widely used moderator.

The particle (the neutron) after an elastic collision is the same as

that before collision and the target atoms are unchanged in mass

number. Hence, mx —my = mn, the mass of the neutron, and

Mr = M, the mass ofan atom of the target.

Let vx = v o, the velocity of the neutron of kinetic energy E
before collision and vy —v the velocity of the neutron after collision,

now having kinetic energy E.

In an elastic collision, the kinetic energy is conserved. In the

C-system, the two particles (the neutron and the target atom)

appear to depart in opposite directions after the collision. Before

the collision the total kinetic energy is that of the neutron, which is

\mn (v o
— v cy where v c is the velocity of the centre of mass, plus

that of the target atom, which is \Mv?. After collision let the

velocity of the neutron in the C-system be v lt and that of the atom
be u2 . The sum of the kinetic energies is now \mnv^ -f- |Mv 2

2
.

.". \mn (y — v c)
2 + %Mv c

2 = |/n„V + \Mv£ . . (16.6)

Furthermore, in the C-system, the momentum is zero both

before and after the collision, so that

w„ (v — v c)
— Mv c — = mnvj — Mv % (16.7)

These Equations (16.6) and (16.7) can only be correct if

vL = v — v c and v2 = vc .

For an elastic collision, therefore, in the C-system the velocities

of the two particles (i.e. the neutron and the target atom in the

present case) remain unchanged as a result of the collision. The
overall effect of an elastic collision in the C-system is consequently

to change the directions of the velocities of the particles involved

but not the magnitudes of these velocities.

For a head-on collision between a neutron and an atom, the angle

of scatter 9 of the neutron is 180°. In the L-system the initial

kinetic energy E = |mnv
a and the kinetic energy after the collision

is |/w„v2 . In the C-system the initial velocity of the neutron is

(vq — vc) and is the same after the collision. After the collision the

relationship between the velocity v in the L-system and the velocity

(v o
— vc) in the C-system is that

v = (v — ve)
— ve (16.8)

From Equation (16.4) in which mx = mn , vx =v and Mx — M,

v - m^o
c M + mn

'
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Substitution in Equation (16.8) gives

2mnv Q

- - M + m. <16-9>

The kinetic energy E of the neutron after collision is related to

E , the kinetic energy before the collision, by

E_ _ $mnv
2

Using Equation (16.9), therefore,

£-(v
2m«v ° V/r *

2?o V° M + mJr*

\ M + mn ) \M-\-mJ

(Vo~vc)

Fig. 16.2. Elastic scattering of a neutron: vector diagram of the velocities of

the neutron before and after collision.

For example, if a neutron of mass 1 a.m.u. approximately makes

a head-on collision with a carbon atom of mass 12 a.m.u., the ratio

of the final to the initial kinetic energy is

£=,(«^2V = 0-72

Thus the maximum amount of energy that a neutron can lose

in colliding with a carbon nucleus is when the collision is head-on

and the loss of energy is 28 per cent.

For a collision between a neutron and an atom where the angle of

scatter of the neutron is 6 in the L-system, the ratio EJE is again

v2/v 2
. Now, however, to find the magnitude of v relative to that

of v reference is made to Fig. 16.1c which is re-drawn in Fig. 16.2

for the case in question.

In Fig. 16.2, OA = (v — vc) the velocity of the neutron after

collision in the C-system at angle 9e to OC, AB = the velocity ve of

the centre-of-mass and v, the velocity of the neutron after collision

in the L-system, is represented by OB at angle 6 to OC.
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Now

OB2 = OA2 + AB* + 2 OA . AB cos 6e ;

.'. v* = (v — vc)
2 + v 2 + 2 (v — ve) t>c cos C .

From Equation (16.4)

mnv
v,. =

so
"V Af + m„y

cos C ;

....(16.11)

v 2Af2 v 2mn
2 2v 2Mmn

(M + mn)*
' (Af + /n„)2 ' (M + /nn)

2

£ V2 jj/2 + ^2 + 2Mmn COS 0<
'

' E v* (M + wn)
2

When 9C = 180° this reduces to Equation (16.10) as would be
expected.

As the mass mn of the neutron is very nearly 1 a.m.u., it is

convenient to put M\mn = A, the mass number of the target atom.
Then, Equation (16.1 1) becomes

E A 2 + 1 + 1A cos de

T9
= TA+Tf

(16,12)

A head-on collision resulting in e = 180° so that cos 9C = — 1,

gives E/E = (A — 1)%4 + l)2. If this ratio is put equal to

a [i.e. E (1 — a) is the maximum possible change of energy that a
neutron can undergo on an elastic head-on collision],

a _ (4 - i)2
.

(A + l)2
'

(A + l)2 + (A - l)
2 2 (A2 + 1)

/. 1 + a =

and 1 — a —

(A + l)2 (A + lf

(A + l)2 - (A - l)a 44
{A + l)2 {A + l)2

*

Hence Equation (16.12) can be expressed in the form

+ i}-^) cosd< 06.13)

C, the angle of scatter of the neutron in the C-system, is related

to 0, the angle in the JL-system, by Equation (16.5) in which
mx = mn , vx = v , Mx = M, and vv

'= v — ve = v MI{M + mn);

16 y.:a. n. p.
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mnv Mvq cos e

M + mn M + mn
. . COt O — T7 :

—

aMv sm C

M + mn

= \\a + cos ec
(16

sin 0„

Now
cote

cos 8 =
(1 + cot2 0)i

(l/A + cos flc)/sin flc

•
• cos e =a+A*+2A^w (16 - I5)

In the study of the moderation of neutrons by, for example,

carbon atoms, the quantity required is the average value of cos 6,

obtained by integrating Equation (16.15) over the possible values of

6C . This integration depends on the probability that the neutron

will be scattered between C and (0C + ddc). In the C-system, the

scattering is spherically symmetrical for neutrons of initial energy

below 10 MeV. In the L-system, the scattering is not spherically

symmetrical so any integration of cos 6 would be difficult.

Using the C-system, in view of spherical symmetry, the average

value of cos 6 is given by

1 /v
cos = -r— cos . 2tt sin C d0c .

4ttJo

Substituting for C from Equation (16.15):

1 + A cos 0,
cos V =

- 1 fw
zt sin 0„ d0e

(1 + A % + 2A cos C)*

which, by standard integration methods, can be shown to be 2/3,4.

i.e. cos == 2/3A.

When A, the mass number of the target atom (moderator atom)

is large, cos is small and the scattering in the L-system is practically

isotropic with forward and backward scattering almost equally

likely. When A is small, cos is large so more neutrons are

scattered forward than backward.
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To calculate the average energy loss of a neutron per collision,

let PdE be the probability that a neutron of initial energy E will be
left with energy between E and (E + dE) after one collision with an
atom of mass number A.

Then

dE
PdE = E (l-a)

where a = (A - \fj{A + l)
2

[cf. Equation (16.10) where mn = 1]

is E/E in the head-on collision case where the energy loss per
collision is a maximum, and E (1 — a) represents the whole range
of energies that a neutron can have after one collision.

Put

y = log6 (EJE) = (
E

° log, (EJE) PdE
J aE

I

E
° loge (EJE).

dE
Ea E (1 — a)

LetE /E = x, then

y =
i _ a

loSe * <** = ! +
( j-zr^)

loge a -

As a=U-l)7(^ + l)
2

;

. ^i + (lTT) 2loge (jTl)
2

i.e. the logarithm of the average energy lost per collision

= y = log (£ /Z0 = 1 - (A ~ 1)2
log6 (j~j) • • <1616>

As

U-i/ + u-d
it follows that for A > 3, a = 2/(A — 1) is such that < a < 1.

The series log, (1 + a) = a - a2
/2 + a3/3 — fl*/4 + . . . applies, so

that

loe /£±i\ _ 2 [2/U - I)]
2

,
[2/(A - l)p
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For values of A exceeding 6, a close approximation to Equation

(16.16) is obtained by neglecting powers exceeding three in this

expansion. Therefore,

(A - l)
2
f 2 2

'

8r_^ J— + 8 1
LA-1 (^ — l)2 ^ 3 (.4 — 1)

3
J2A

A-l .

I

4

A 3 (A - 1) A

2 4 -2ii-
L

1 3U-DJ'A 3{A-\)A A

In a nuclear reactor (§ 17.11) the purpose of the moderator is

usually to thermalise neutrons, i.e. to reduce their energies to those

of particles at a temperature T K which, for room temperature

(say T = 293), is about 0-025 eV (§ 1 3.3). Neutrons of initial energy

2 MeV (the approximate average value of neutrons resulting from

nuclear fission) are therefore thermalised by an average number of

collisions given by

'<*•
(w> - W2ly-

which is the thermalisation number.

For carbon 12,

= 31/198.

The thermalisation number for carbon 12 is therefore

18-2 x 198/31 =116 for neutrons of initial energy 2 MeV.

16.4. The Recoil-less Emission of Radiation; the Mbssbauer Effect

A nucleus in an excited state corresponding to a nuclear energy

level E6 may return to the ground state energy E by emitting gamma
radiation offrequency v given by

v=(Ee -E )/h.

If such gamma radiation is incident upon a target of the same

material in which identical nuclei are in the ground state, it would be

expected that this radiation would be absorbed in a resonant

fashion: the target nuclei energy levels would be raised from E to

Ee and then the target would re-radiate gamma radiation of the

same frequency.

In fact, resonant absorption of gamma radiation in this way is a

rare occurrence in practice.
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The reason for this is that the gamma radiation emitted is not of

a single frequency v but has a distribution of frequencies about v

because of (a) the natural width of the energy levels, particularly

that ofenergyEe, and (b) Doppler effect.

The natural width of an energy level E is AE given by the

uncertainty principle (§ 6.6) in the form

AE.At>h,
where At is the time for which the level E is occupied, and h is the

Planck constant.

The energy level E thus contributes a gamma radiation line of

width A v where

Av = AE/h.

For an excited state of energy E„ the life-time At may be about
10"11 s. The energy width AEe is therefore about hiAt, which, on

6*625 x 10-34

substituting h = 6-625 X lO"34 J s = ^ x 10-i»
eV s = 4*15 X

10-15 eV s, gives

M* = 4 ' 15

1o-u

"15
== 4-15 x 10-* eV.

On the other hand, the life-time of the ground state energy E
is very long, so the natural width of the ground state energy level is

virtually zero.

To evaluate approximately the width of the emitted gamma-ray
line due to Doppler effect, it must be taken into account that the

emission of a photon of momentum p = hvjc must inevitably cause

the nucleus which ejects it to recoil with this same momentum. If

the mass of the nucleus concerned is Af, its recoil velocity v will

therefore be p/M. In the non-relativistic case, therefore, the recoil

energy imparted to the emitting nucleus is

ER = *Afo» = \M (JL} = \p*\M.

The gamma ray from an excited level Ee is therefore emitted

with an energy of Ee
— ER . The absorption by another identical

nucleus of a photon associated with the energy level Ee will demand
the provision of energy ER to the nucleus on which it is incident.

The energy of the photon therefore needs to be E6 + ER .

The position in relation to the emitter and absorber is therefore

that the photon emitted has an energy E€
— ER with a natural spread

of energy AE whereas absorption by an identical nucleus requires

the photon to have an energy Ee + ER and with a natural energy

width of zero.
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It is apparent that absorption can only occur if 2ER as an energy

width is less than AE, the natural width of the emitted line.

To evaluate ER roughly, suppose M is 50 a.m.u. = 0-83 x 10-25

kg whilst the energy of the emitted gamma ray is, say, 1 MeV,
corresponding to a momentum p of 106 eV/c = 1-6 x 10~13

joule/3 X 108 . Then,

_ P
2 _ 2-56 x 10-26

R ~2M~9 x 1016 x 0-83 x It)-25

- 3-44 x 10-16 joule = 2-16 x 10~3 eV.

Therefore, 2ER in this case is about 4 x 10~3 eV, which is

considerably in excess of AEe , which is about 4 x 10-4 eV.

It is for such reasons that resonant absorption of gamma
radiation is normally a rare occurrence.

Recoil-less emission of gamma radiation occurs, however, if the

mass M is not that of the gamma-emitting atom but the much larger

mass of a crystallite in a solid. The recoil energy ER = p2/2M will

be significant if the emitter is in the vapour state or its atoms act

independently of one another. For a cluster of several million

atoms bound together in a crystalline solid, however, M will be so

large comparatively, that ER is negligibly small. Moreover, if

such a crystalline solid gamma-emitter also has excited nuclear

energy states which are relatively long-lived, the natural energy

width AEe will be small. The gamma-radiation will then be highly

monochromatic.

In his early experiments in 1958 on recoil-less emission of

gamma radiation, Mossbauer used iridium 191—a crystalline

solid—as a source of gamma rays of energy 129 keV. He measured

the absorption cross-section of these gamma rays in an iridium 191

target. This absorption cross-section was measured as a function

of temperature. The iridium absorber was maintained at 88 K
whilst the iridium emitter was cooled from 400 K to 88 K. The
absorption cross-section was found to increase rapidly as the emitter

temperature was reduced.

Furthermore, to show that the Doppler effect was negligible in

this case, both emitter and absorber were maintained at 88 K,
ensuring a microcrystalline state and recoil-less radiation, and a

small velocity (of the order of a few cm s
_1

) was imparted to the

emitter by mounting it on the edge of a gramophone turntable.

With zero relative velocity between emitter and absorber, the

absorption was a maximum. With a relative velocity of 2 cm s
_1

,

the absorption decreased by half. The change of absorption of the

129 keV gamma radiation was readily detectable; it corresponded
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to a very small energy change of only lO-3 eV corresponding to the

speed of 2 cms-1
.

Mossbauer thereby confirmed that gamma rays which produce

resonant absorption are emitted by nuclei that undergo negligible

recoil. Moreover, he had made available a means of detecting an

energy change of only 10~5 eV utilising gamma radiation of energy

129 keV. Such small changes of energy enabled Mossbauer

spectroscopic methods to be developed to investigate the effects of

mechanical, thermal, magnetic, and chemical changes in an absorber.

The method has proved a powerful one in several studies of the

solid state. In general, the gamma emitter is part of a crystalline

solid, often maintained at low temperature, and given a measured

velocity by mounting on a mechanical vibrator. The energy of the

gamma radiation incident on the target is thereby varied by very

small known amounts. The absorption of the gamma radiation by

the target is measured by a scintillation counter.

Later, Mossbauer used iron 57 with a first excited state of 14-4 keV

as a recoil-less emitter of gamma radiation. This excited level has a

relatively long half-life. Iron 57 is consequently an excellent source

of highly monochromatic gamma radiation.

16.5. Nuclear Magnetic Moments

In § 3.7 the nuclear spin quantum number I was introduced.

Originally, the angular momentum was considered to have an

angular momentum of magnitude Ih/l-rr; later, quantum-mechanical

considerations show that this magnitude is [/ (/ -f 1)3U/2tt.

As the nucleus has an electric charge, it is to be expected that its

spin would have an associated magnetic moment. By arguments

having similarities to those given in § 7.3, it is shown that the

magnetic moment of a nucleus is given by

where gr is called the nuclear g-factor and pN is the nuclear magneton.

Though called the nuclear g-factor, g7 is not predictable like the

corresponding Lande g-factor used in electron theory (§ 7.3). This

lack of a satisfactory theoretical basis is due to inadequate funda-

mental knowledge of the way in which nucleons are bound together

in a nucleus.

The nuclear magneton \kN is given by

he
&N Airmv

so compares with the Bohr magneton (§ 3.3) except that mv , the

mass of the proton, is involved instead of the mass of the electron.
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This similarity is to be expected on the basis that the fundamental
"unit" of nuclear magnetism is due to proton spin as against
electron spin.

As mjm, where m is the electron mass, is 1 836, so the nuclear
magneton \jln, is 1 836 times smaller than the Bohr magneton. Its

magnitude is therefore given by (see § 3.3)

V-n = tWl 836 = 5-05 x 10-27 A m2
.

Experimental measurement shows that, in fact, the magnetic
moment of the proton is 2-792 75 \ln whereas that of the neutron is

— 1-91316 [LN. The negative sign implies that the angular momen-
tum vector is in the opposite direction to the magnetic moment
vector.

A nucleus with a spin quantum number I may take up (21 + 1)

possible orientations with respect to an external magnetic field

because, as in the electron case (§ 3.3) the principle of space quantisa-

tion applies. Within a magnetic field, there are correspondingly

(21 + 1) nuclear levels which are very close together because of the

small value of the nuclear magneton as compared with the Bohr
magneton.

16.6. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

To study experimentally the transitions between nuclear spin

states when the material concerned is within a homogeneous magnetic
field, radio frequency techniques involving frequencies of the order

of a few MHz are used in the so-called nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) methods.

Two groups of scientists originated the NMR methods in 1946.

The first group: Purcell, Torrey, and Pound introduced a magnetic
absorption method; the second group: Bloch, Hansen, and
Packard, originated a nuclear induction method.

In the first experiment of Purcell, Torrey, and Pound they

measured the proton magnetic moment by placing a sample (about
850 cm3

) of paraffin wax in a cavity resonator in a magnetic field of
flux density B of about 0-7 tesla. Radio-frequency power was fed

into this cavity at a frequency of 30 MHz. The output of the cavity

resonator was balanced against a fraction of the output of the r.f.

generator used. The magnetic flux density B was then slowly

varied to obtain a pronounced resonant absorption.

In the experiments of Bloch, Hansen, and Packard, an approxi-
mately spherical sample of the material was maintained in the

constant, uniform field of flux density B about 0-2 tesla between the

poles of an electromagnet. This sample was surrounded by a
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coil 1 carrying high frequency a.c. arranged to provide a correspond-

ing alternating magnetic flux in the direction perpendicular to the

main steady flux density B. A second coil 2 surrounded the sample but

arranged with its axis perpendicular to both B and the axis ofcoil 1

.

The nuclear magnetic dipoles in the sample precess about the

direction of the magnetic flux of density B. The axes of

these nuclear magnetic dipoles align partially in the direction of B
to produce in the sample a magnetisation M. This magnetisation

requires a time to become established (known as the relaxation time)

after the application of the main steady flux. This relaxation time

depends on energy level populations and on spin-spin interactions

between nuclear and electronic motions and arrangements.

The magnetisation of the sample will result in an e.m.f. being

induced in the coil 2 by the alternating magnetic field produced by

coil 1. The magnitude of this e.m.f. will be a maximum resonant

value when the frequency of the a.c. in coil 1 is at the precessional

frequency of the nuclei in the steady magnetic flux.

These pioneer experiments both had as their object the deter-

mination by nuclear magnetic resonance methods of the magnetic

moments of the proton, the neutron, and the deuteron.

Subsequent, more sophisticated developments ofNMR have led

to a powerful method of analysis, especially in organic chemistry.

Provided that the main steady magnetic flux applied to the sample

(liquid or solid) is extremely homogeneous, the magnetic fields

produced by the nuclear magnetic dipoles within a molecule are

sufficient to give a resonance absorption spectrum characteristic of

the molecule and the bond energies which hold its atoms together.

Usually the radio-frequency radiation on the atoms is maintained

constant and the external magnetic field is varied. Absorption

occurs when the radio frequency equals the precessional frequency

so an absorption spectra is obtained having peaks of heights and
distributions enabling the molecule concerned to be identified.

Exercises 16

1. Explain the meaning and significance of the term reaction energy, or

Q-value, of a nuclear encounter relating Q to the changes in (a) rest mass,

(b) kinetic energy occurring in a collision between particles, and (c) binding

energies of the nuclei concerned. Two particles of rest mass m and M respect-

ively collide head on, they have velocities v and V respectively in the centre of

mass system of reference, their total kinetic energy being E. IfE = $mv% is the

kinetic energy of the incident particle in the laboratory system in which M is at

rest, show that E — nE fm, where n = mMj{M + m), and that the reaction will

proceed in the endoergic case (Q < 0) if

E = i*E /m >
| Q | .
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The Q values for the reactions *H(d, rifHe and 2H(d, p)*H are 3-27 MeV and

403 MeV respectively. Show that the difference between the binding energy of

the *H nucleus and that of the *He nucleus is 0-76 MeV and verify that this is

approximately the magnitude of the coulomb energy due to the two protons of

the *He nucleus. (Charge of proton = 1-6 x 10~19 C, distance between the

protons in the nucleus = 3i x 1-3 x 10-15 m, 1-6 x 10-13 J = 1 MeV).
(London.)

2. Derive a formula for the binding energy of a nucleus of mass number A
and of charge number Z, explaining the introduction of the individual terms.

Explain what is meant by the reaction energy or Q-value of a nuclear reaction

and show that, if the kinetic energy of a projectile of mass m measured in the

laboratory system is E , and the mass of the target is M, the condition for the

reaction to proceed is E I(I + m/M) >
\ Q \

.

Illustrate this result by means of the reaction 14N (n, a) 1XB, if neutrons of

kinetic energy 1 MeV are the projectiles.

[Massof xW= 14007 550 a.m.u., ofUB = 11012 811 a.m.u., ofn = 1008 987

a.m.u., 1 a.m.u. = 93116 MeV]. (London.)

3. Explain how the centre of mass system of reference and the laboratory

system are applied in the study of particle interactions.

If a neutron of mass m strikes a nuclear particle of mass Am, at rest in the

laboratory system, show that, in this sytem, the ratio of the energy of the neutron

after the collision to that before collision is given by

Ex _ 1 + A 2 + 2Acos<f>

E ~
(1 + AY

where ^ is the angle of scatter in the centre of mass system. If the maximum
possible energy change of the neutron is expressed as E (1 — a) show that

Ex 1 + a , 1 — a—i = — =— COS 6.
E 2

T
2

Show that the relation between the scattering angle 6 in the laboratory

system and the angle <f>
is given by

1 + A 2 + 2A cos <(,' (London.)

4. Describe how the nuclear magnetic resonance effect may be used to measure

the strength of a magnetic field. Explain why the interaction of the nuclear

spins with their environment is so important in such measurements.

The proton magnetic resonance frequency in a certain magnetic field is

15 x 10e Hz. When a sample containing 7Li, of spin 3/2, is placed in the same

field, absorption occurs at a frequency of 6 x 106 Hz. What is the magnetic

moment of 7Li ? The magnetic moment of the proton is 2-79 hjv-

Say in a few lines how you would measure absolutely the magnetic moment

of the proton. (Manchester.)

5. Outline the principles of nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy.

Describe a typical nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometer and comment on

its usefulness. (Manchester.)



CHAPTER 17

FISSION AND FUSION OF NUCLEI: NUCLEAR ENERGY

17. 1. The Discovery ofNuclear Fission

In 1934, Fermi, who was conducting with his colleagues a
systematic experimental study of the capture of neutrons by nuclei,

suggested that the bombardment of uranium, 2 ||U, by neutrons
might lead to the production of new elements with atomic numbers
greater than 92, i.e. transuranic elements. This expectation might
well be represented by a reaction of the following kind:

238TT
i 1„. 239TT

9 2'-' T^ 0"^ 92 Ul

The isotope of uranium, 2
f l\J, would have a ratio ofnumber of

neutrons to protons greater than that found in uranium 238 and
therefore might emit j8--particles (§ 15.2), the reaction being repre-

sented by
239 TT .239y i l_

The element X would then have an atomic number of 93, i.e. it

would be a transuranic element.

This suggestion of Fermi seemed to be borne out by experiments
undertaken in his laboratory in which uranium 238, when bom-
barded with neutrons, emitted negative j8-particles. Moreover,
four different half lives of 10 second, 40 second, 13 minute, and
40 minute were observed. These results could only be explained

if some new sources of radioactivity were produced in the uranium.
Could these new sources be the transuranic elements with atomic
numbers 93, 94, 95, and 96? To test this hypothesis, Fermi and
his colleagues made use of the fact that the elements with atomic
numbers 93, 94, 95, and 96 would be chemical homologues (i.e.

would appear in the same groups in the periodic table) as the elements
manganese % °Mn, iron \ |Fe, rhodium

x
2 |Rh, and palladium x

2 iPd
respectively. On making a solution of uranium salt which had been
bombarded with neutrons, and adding a manganese salt, the

precipitate was found to exhibit ^--particle activity. Similar

results were obtained on precipitation with iron, rhodium, and
palladium salts. Further chemical tests apparently eliminated the

possibility that these jS~-particles could be emitted from elements

with atomic numbers less than 85.

Fermi concluded that the transuranic elements 93, 94, 95, and
96 had been produced. This conclusion seemed to be substantiated

491
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in many subsequent investigations carried out by other workers in

the succeeding four years, except that various values of the half

lives were recorded.

The very small quantities ofmaterial involved in these experiments

demanded the most careful microchemical analysis to identify With

certainty the elements produced. Extensive and elaborate investiga-

tions of the products resulting from this neutron bombardment of

uranium were therefore conducted by Hahn and Strassmann in

1938. They found that a precipitate was formed which had the

j8
-
-particle activity and chemical properties of an isotope of barium.

Further tests on the lines of those used by the Curies (§ 8.1) showed
that this element was indeed barium and not the chemically similar

radium. Furthermore, Curie and Savitch, in 1938, found evidence

of the production within the uranium of a radioactive isotope of

lanthanum. Now the atomic number of barium is 56, whilst for

lanthanum it is 57; it consequently appeared that the uranium
nucleus was spit up into two fragments on neutron bombardment.
Tf one of the fragments is barium then the other must have an atomic
number of 92 (the number for uranium) minus 56, i.e. 36, which is

characteristic of the gas krypton. Further tests established that

radioactive krypton was indeed produced, so that Hahn and Strass-

mann put forward, somewhat cautiously, the proposal that the

uranium nucleus was split up into two nuclei on irradiation with

neutrons.

Tn 1939 Meitner and Fisch deposited thin layers ofuranium on the

electrodes of an ionisation chamber and exposed this chamber to

thermal neutrons. A pulse amplifier connected to the ionisation

chamber showed that large pulses were produced, identifiable with

the high energy, strongly ionising nuclei produced as the uranium
nuclei were split up by the neutrons. They thereby confirmed the

suggestions of Hahn and Strassmann and called the process fission

of the nucleus. The process is remarkable in that the uranium
nucleus is split into two fragments roughly equal in size. Previous

experience on the bombardment of nuclei by elementary particles

had established that only protons, deuterons, a-particles, photons, or

electrons were ejected.

The conclusion of Fermi et al that the transuranic elements had
been produced is therefore seen to have been premature. It is now
known that capture of the neutron by uranium 238 does lead to the

formation of transuranic elements but that the yield is only sig-

nificant when the incident neutrons have certain resonant energies

(§17.8).
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It was very soon realised that the fission of the uranium nucleus

resulted in the production of large amounts of energy because the

original nucleus has a greater mass than the sum of the masses of

the two fragments, and this mass excess appears as energy in

accordance with the Einstein equation E = mc*.

17.2. Effect of the Incident Neutron Energy on the Fission of

Natural Uranium

The fission products are ionised heavy particles. They can

therefore be readily detected by ionisation chambers and in the cloud

chamber. On examining the dependence of the number of fissions

produced in natural uranium on the energy of the incident neutrons,

the following results were found

:

(a) Fission was produced by neutrons (e.g. from a Ra — a — Be

source, § 13.2) with an energy of 0-7 MeV or more. Further, the

probability of fission

—

i.e. the fission cross-section—was only

significant for neutrons ofenergy greater than 1 -2 MeV.

(b) Neutrons which had been thermalised by passing them
through a block of paraffin wax produced fissions in natural uranium.

(c) Neutrons with intermediate energies between near thermal

values and 0-7 MeV were incapable of producing fission in natural

uranium.

(d) Neutrons with an energy of 25 eV (see also § 17.8) were

captured by the nuclei of uranium 238 to produce an isotope of

uranium which emitted jS
_
-particles.

The explanation of these results was proposed in 1939 by Bohr.

He suggested that the thermal neutrons produced fission not in the

most abundant nuclide 2
1 |U but in the isotope uranium 235, * f |U,

which had an abundance of 0-7 per cent., whereas neutron energies

greater than 0-7 MeV were necessary to split the uranium 238

nucleus. If this were so, the fact that thermal neutrons produced

fission whereas the more energetic 25 eV neutrons were captured

without producing fission could be explained on the basis that

uranium 238 had a resonance capture cross-section at 25 eV.

To verify this explanation by experiment, the two isotopes of

uranium were separated in the mass spectrometer by Nier et al in

1940. Though quantities of only a few micrograms of material

could be separated by this means yet it was established that thermal

neutrons did indeed produce fission of uranium 235, whereas

neutrons of energy greater than 0-7 MeV were needed to split the

nucleus of uranium 238. The cross-section for fission of uranium
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235 by thermal neutrons is now known to be 549 barn and to decrease

roughly in accordance with the reciprocal of the velocity of the

neutrons.

17.3. The Energy Released in Nuclear Fission

The energy released per nucleus on fission is much greater than
that produced in other nuclear disintegration processes, e.g. a-

particle disintegrations. This energy results from the decrease of

mass in the reaction. Consider, for example, the fission of uranium
235 by thermal neutrons. Suppose that the fragments produced
are barium and krypton. The reaction can then be represented by

2 llU + U (
2 ilU)-^ a SiBa + 9

3 §Kr + 3Jii.

This reaction is only one possibility (§ 17.5) but it serves as a useful

basis for calculation. The atomic mass of 2
1 fU is 235- 117 5 a.m.u.,

and the neutron has a mass of 1-008 98 a.m.u. The mass equivalent

to the kinetic energy of a thermal neutron can be neglected (§ 13.3).

The sum of the masses before the reaction is therefore 236-126 5

a.m.u. The atomic mass of barium 141 is 140-957 7 a.m.u. and that

of krypton 92 is 91-926 4 a.m.u. Adding to this the mass of three

neutrons, i.e. 3 x 1-008 98 a.m.u., gives the sum of the masses

after the reaction as 235-911 a.m.u. The sum of the initial masses

therefore exceeds the sum of the final masses by

236-126 4 - 235-91 1 = 0-215 4 a.m.u.

But 1 a.m.u. =931 MeV.

The mass difference is therefore equivalent to an energy of

200 MeV approximately.

This energy of 200 MeV per fission will appear mostly in the

form of kinetic energy of the fragments, kinetic energy of the

neutrons produced, and also y-radiation. The delayed radiation

of /^--particles, neutrinos, and y-rays will also take place (§ 17.4).

The sum of the kinetic energies of the barium and krypton nuclei

—

which fly apart on the entry of a fission-inducing thermal neutron to

uranium 235—amounts to 168 MeV.

This energy will appear in the form of heat in a mass of uranium
from which the fission products cannot escape. Henderson in

1940 measured by a calorimetric method the heat produced on the

fission of natural uranium. The energy per fission could then be
deduced if the number of fissions which took place was determined.

The result was 185 MeV per fission approximately. In this experi-

ment, penetrating y-rays and, of course, neutrinos escaped from the

calorimeter.
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Recalling that 1 MeV is equivalent to 1-6 X 10~13 joule, the

energy per fission of uranium 235 is 3-2 x 10~u joule. This seems

small until it is realised that this is the energy released per nucleus

of uranium. There are N* atoms in one gram-atom of uranium,

where NA is the Avogadro constant, i.e. 6-025 x 1023 . The number
of atoms in one gram of uranium 235 is consequently 6-025 x 1023/
235, i.e. 2-56 x 1021 atoms. If all the nuclei of these atoms undergo
fission, the energy produced will be given by

E = 2-56 x 1021 x 3-2 x 10~n = 8-2 x 1010 joule.
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ENERGY IN MeV
Fig. 17.1. Energy distribution amongst the fission fragments on the fission of

uranium 235 by thermal neutrons.

As 1 joule = 1 watt second

so 1 kW h =

Hence

8-2 x 1010

103 x 3 600 J.

= 2-28 x 104 kW h.
103 x 3 600

The energy produceable on complete disintegration of one
gram of uranium 235 is therefore equivalent to that from an electric

power station operating at 1 MW for 22-8 h, or nearly one day.

A pound of uranium 235 would therefore be able to provide power
at 1 MW for more than a year

!

In an experiment in 1947 on the fission of uranium 235 by
thermal neutrons, Fowler and Rosen determined, by means of an
argon-filled ionisation chamber connected to a linear pulse amplifier,

the number of counts due to fission fragments of a known energy.

The graph they obtained of this number against energy of the

fragment (irrespective of the mass number) shows maxima at

61-4 MeV and 931 MeV (Fig. 17.1).
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17.4. The Release of Neutrons on Fission

In the reaction equation given in § 17.3 for the fission of uranium

235 into barium and krypton it is assumed that three neutrons are

produced, though only one thermal neutron is incident. The fact

that neutrons are produced in fission has been verified by experiment,

and the energy ranges of these neutrons have been measured. Those

neutrons produced immediately after fission (probably within 10~M

second) are known as prompt neutrons. In addition, neutrons are

given off by the fission fragments a short time after fission has

occurred: these are the so-called delayed neutrons; they are of

great importance in the control of the rate of release of energy in

nuclear reactors (§ 17.11).

The fact that prompt neutrons are released is to be expected

from the following considerations. On capturing a neutron, a

nucleus of uranium 235 becomes, for an exceedingly short time,

the compound nucleus
2

<j |U, containing 92 protons and 144 neutrons.

Imagine that this nucleus splits into equal fragments on fission; the

fragments would be nuclei containing 46 protons and 72 neutrons

each, so with a neutron-proton ratio, N/Z, of 72/46, i.e. 1-6. But

the nuclidic chart (Fig. 15.2) shows that N/Z for the possible nuclides

of such intermediate mass is only 1-25 approximately. In other

words, the fragments cannot contain all the neutrons available

from the disrupted uranium nucleus, so neutrons are released. In

1939, Szilard and Zinn determined experimentally that, on the

average, two fast neutrons were produced per fission of uranium

235 by thermal neutrons. More recent results give 2-5 neutrons per

fission ofuranium 235 by a single thermal neutron.

Consider further the possible reaction (§ 17.3)

*!5U + In > (
2 E|U) > x nBa + S»Kr + 3j».

Three neutrons are assumed to be produced. This is greater

than the figure 2.5 already quoted. The disparity is due to the fact

that fission of uranium 235 does not necessarily give barium and

krypton; a whole range of nuclei within the mass ranges 85 to 104

and 130 to 149, together with two or three neutrons, are the possible

products (§ 17.5). However, the particular case of barium and

krypton is typical. Now the stable nuclide of barium has a mass

number of 138 and that of stable krypton is 84. The isotopes of

these nuclides produced in the fission process consequently both

have an excessive number of neutrons in their nuclei. They will

therefore be highly unstable and will either decay to stable nuclides

by the emission ofnegative ^-particles (§ 1 5.2) or will release neutrons.

The neutrons released are the delayed neutrons. The delayed
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neutrons are emitted with half-life times between 0-05 and 56 second

in the case of the fission of uranium 235, and delayed neutrons form

0-76 per cent, of the total neutron production. According to Snell

et al, who made, in 1947, an extensive investigation of delayed

neutrons using the nuclear reactor at the Argonne National Labora-

tory, the neutrons emitted after a delay of 56 second are produced

by the fission fragment bromine 87. Thus, the fission of uranium

235 by thermal neutrons has a definite probability of producing

the reaction
2 liU + S«—>(

2 ilU) |2Br + 1 i?La + 3S».

Bromine 87 decays by j8--particle emission with a half-life of

56 second. The reaction is

55Br—*!SKr-f-jfr-.

Krypton 87 then emits a neutron (the delayed neutron) in

accordance with the reaction

f'Kr IgKr + Jn

to give the stable nuclide, krypton 86.

Note that this delayed neutron emission reduces the number of

neutrons in the nucleus from 51 to the magic number 50 (§ 15.11).

The number of neutrons NE with a given energy E produced on

the fission of uranium 235 by thermal neutrons has been determined

over the energy range from about 0*1 MeV to 16 MeV.

The results of a number of investigations in 1952 by various

experimenters lead to a curve of the form shown in Fig. 17.2. The

most probable neutron energy is about 0-75 MeV, whilst the curve

of NE against E falls off almost exponentially over the energy range

from 2 MeV to 16 MeV.

17.5. The Products of Fission

Various nuclei may result from the fission of heavy nuclei.

In the case of uranium 235 (which has been extensively studied

because of its importance in the production of nuclear energy) the

fission reaction may be represented in general by
2 i|U + 5»'

—

> (
2
llU)—> z* + 4*-zY + PromPt neutrons.

If there are two prompt neutrons then the mass number A 1 for

the nuclide Y will be 234 - A. If %X is the lighter nuclide, ex-

perimental evidence shows that A can be anywhere in the range

from 85 to 104. The mass number A1 of the nuclide Y will con-

sequently be in the range from 149 to 130. The fission process

thus has a statistical nature represented by Fig. 17.3, which is a

graph of the percentage of the total number of fissions which give
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rise to fragments of a certain mass number plotted against the mass
number. It is seen that the splitting of the uranium 235 nucleus

into two fragments of equal mass (A = 118) has only a 0-01 per

cent, chance of occurring. The most probable (7 per cent.) type of
fission is the production of two nuclides of mass numbers 96 and
140 approximately.
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Energy distribution curve for the neutrons produced on the fission

of uranium 235 by thermal neutrons.

As already discussed in § 17.4 the product nuclei have excess

neutrons which they release, or which are converted into protons

in the nucleus on negative ^-particle emission. No less than 45

negative jS-particle active nuclides have been observed to result from
the fission of uranium 235. Several of these lose excess neutrons

by the successive emission of ^--particles until a stable nuclide is
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obtained. For example the krypton 92 associated with barium 141

decays in the following sequence

:

9 2C,
3 8 or

92
4 IZi-

92
4 fCb-36 xvi ?• 37 rvu ?- 38^ * 3 9 * ?"4 i'1 '41^u ^42^0.

At each transition a negative j8-particle is emitted and an isobar

with an increase of atomic number by unity is produced until stable

molybdenum, £ \ Mo, results.

17.6. The Factors which Decide whether a Nucleus is Fissile

A theory of nuclear fission based on the liquid drop model

(§ 15.11) was given in 1939 by Bohr and Wheeler. A nucleus is

80 100 120 140

MASS NUMBER
180

Fig. 17.3. The percentage of fission products of a certain mass number plotted

against the mass number for the thermal fission of uranium 235.

maintained in equilibrium as a result of a balance between the

attractive exchange forces between nucleons and the repulsive

electrostatic forces between the protons. The stable nucleus is

analogous with a charged spherical drop of an incompressible

liquid. If mechanical vibrations of sufficiently great amplitude
are set up in such a drop, it can be made to break up into two parts.

In the case of the nucleus, the analogous effect is to supply sufficient

activation energy on, for example, the capture ofneutrons.

Suppose a stable nucleus of mass number A and charge Ze
is a sphere of radius rn . Imagine that this sphere becomes an
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ellipsoid with an eccentricity e on supplying it with activation energy

.

The surface energy E, of the initial nucleus will be given by

Eg
= k4irrn\

where k is a constant.

Substituting r„ = l-2x 10~15 A\ m [Equation (15.19)] gives

Es
= tok (1-2 X 10-15

)
2 Al

This surface energy term is given as {JAt in Equation (15.20).

Comparison with experiments shows that is 0-017 5 a.m.u. Hence

E, = 0-017 5 A\ a.m.u.

When this sphere is distorted to an ellipsoid of the same volume,

but necessarily greater surface area, the new surface energy 22/ can

be shown to be given by

2
Es

' = 47rArn
2

( 1 + -j-
J
approximately

= 0-017 5 Al ( 1 + -T-) approximately.

where e is the eccentricity of the ellipsoid.

For a spherical nucleus, assuming the protons to be uniformly

distributed throughout the volume, the electrostatic energy Ee can

be shown to be

3 (Ze)2

e

20^0/V

where € = 8-854 x 10-12 F m_1
, is the permittivity of free space.

Substituting rn = 1-2 X 10"15 Al m and e = 1-6 x 10-19 C,

E - 3Z2 X (1-6 X 10-")2

6 ~ 20tt x 8-854 X 10-12 x 1-2 x 10"15 A\ J

= 1-15 x 10-13^ joule.

Asla.m.u. = 1-49 x lO"10joule;

.-. Ee
= 7-73 X 10-4 Z2/Ai a.m.u.

On distortion to an ellipsoid, the new electrostatic energy is

&'=J»i e2\——
j
approximately

207T€ rw

Z2
/ e2 \

7-73 x 10-* -7T ( 1 — t
J
a.m.u. approx.
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The change of the energy of the nucleus on distortion is therefore

Et
' — Eg + Ee

' — Ee, which is readily seen to be

92 72 _2

AE = 0-0175^fXy- 7-73 x lO"4^ X ^,

a^ - ,* M c a*.
7>73 x lO^Z2

i.e. AE = -= 0-035 A\-?(
If the second term in the bracket is greater than the first term

the disruptive effect of the forces of repulsion between the protons

will exceed the cohesive effect of the attractive forces on the surface

nucleons. The nucleus will then tend to break up into two

fragments, i.e. fission will occur. A nucleus in which AE is negative

will hence be unstable against fission. This corresponds to the

case where

™*£l* > was At,

Z2 0035
i.e. -r >

A 7-73 X 10-*'

Z2

i.e. — > 45 approximately.
Jx

Z2 922

Consider the case of uranium 2
i|U; — = -^? = 36 approxi-

mately, i.e. uranium 238 is stable against spontaneous fission.

For uranium 235, Z%\A is only slightly larger than 36; again,

this element is not spontaneously fissile. [There is, however, a very

small probability of spontaneous fission of both uranium 235 and
238 (§17.7)].

To explain the fission of uranium 235 and other heavy elements

on the capture of neutrons, the Bohr-Wheeler theory has to be
extended to calculate the minimum distortion energy Ed capable

of inducing fission. Modification of the original theory gives the

following values for Ed .

Nucleus Ed in MeV

235IT
92 U 5-4

2 38TT92^ 5-9

When a neutron is captured by one of these nuclei, an energy

Ed must be supplied if fission is to occur. The neutron will provide

an amount of energy E equal to the sum of its kinetic energy EK and
the binding energy Eb it releases on capture. For uranium 235,
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the binding energy Eb in forming uranium 236 is 6-4 MeV. This
exceeds Ed for this nuclide, hence fission occurs even though the

kinetic energy of the incident neutron is near zero, i.e. thermal
neutrons cause fission on capture. For uranium 238, the binding

energy Eb of a neutron in the uranium 239 nucleus formed is

5-2 MeV. The incident neutron must therefore have a kinetic

energy of at least 0-7 MeV before fission is possible. Tndeed, at

this energy, the probability is very low; it is only for neutrons with
an energy exceeding 1-2 MeV that a high probability of fission of

uranium 238 exists.

For neutrons of 0-7 MeV the fission cross-section for uranium
238 is about 0-01 barn; at 1-3 MeV it increases to 0-1 barn.

The binding energy of the neutron in the compound nucleus

of uranium 236 has been stated to be 6-4 MeV, i.e. 1-2 MeV greater

than that for the binding energy in uranium 239. This is surprising

on considering that these two nuclides are isotopes. Though no
attempt will be made here to explain this difference, it is worthy
of note that uranium 236 contains 92 protons and 144 neutrons;

it is therefore an even-even nucleus, whereas uranium 239 has an
even-odd nucleus. Comparison with the brief data given in § 15.11

therefore indicates that a higher binding energy of the neutron in

the uranium 236 nucleus would indeed be expected.

17.7. The Fissionability of Nuclei in General

In addition to uranium, neutrons can induce fission in the heavy
elements thorium 232 and protactinium 231. Fast neutrons are

required in both cases. There are, however, two important cases

of nuclides other than uranium 235 which are fissile by thermal

neutrons. These are the transuranic element, plutonium 239

(§ 17.8) and an isotope of uranium, uranium 233, which is produced
by the bombardment of thorium 232 with neutrons. These two
materials now rival in importance the famous uranium 235 in the

production of nuclear energy.

Spontaneous fission of thorium, uranium, and the transuranic

elements (§ 17.8) has been detected by several workers. This

effect was first observed in natural uranium by Petrzhak and Flerov

in 1940. According to the liquid drop model of the nucleus

(§ 17.6) such fission should not occur until Z2/A exceeds 45, unless

some particle from outside is captured by the nucleus. Such high

values are not obtained even in the case of the transuranic elements;

nevertheless, a small probability of a nucleus acquiring adequate

excitation energy to lead to deformation and fission does exist.
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The number of spontaneous fissions is very small: it is about

7 x 10~3 fissions per gram per second for natural uranium.

If the activation energy given by a bombarding particle to a

nucleus is sufficiently great, then it should be possible to induce

nuclear fission. The nuclei of the elements with atomic numbers
greater than 90 have indeed been split by bombardment with

energetic protons, deuterons, and a-particles from accelerating

machines. Deuterons are particularly able to induce fission in this

way. This is because the deuteron is a combination of a proton and
neutron. On encountering the strong electric field around a nucleus,

the proton is repelled and the neutron becomes detached to be

captured by the nucleus. This process of detachment of a neutron

from a proton is the Oppenheimer-Phillips process ; it was described

by these two scientists in 1935 in connection with reactions of the

kind described in § 12.2.

Fission of the nuclei of thorium, uranium, and the transuranic

elements can also be produced by the incidence of energetic photons:

a process known as photofission. Uranium 238 has a photofission

threshold for photons of energy 5 MeV approximately, with a small

fission cross-section of about one millibarn. The energetic photons

required are produced usually by a betatron (§11 .8).

Using very energetic protons and deuterons from large syn-

chrocyclotrons, experiments have shown that fission of a wide range

of nuclei with intermediate masses is possible.

17.8. The Transuranic Elements

The bombardment of uranium 238 with energetic (> 1-2 MeV)
neutrons causes fission. If low energy neutrons impinge on uranium
238, fission does not occur but there is a probability that the neutrons

may be captured. At certain discrete resonance neutron energies,

the capture cross-section of uranium 238 for neutrons becomes
large, i.e. there is a high probability of neutron capture. As already

mentioned in § 17.2 one resonance capture energy is at 25 eV; others

exist between 6-5 eV and 100 eV. In 1940, McMillan and Abelson

discovered that uranium 238, when bombarded with low energy

neutrons from a strong source, exhibited two radioactive decay

periods, one of 23-5 minute and the other 2-33 day. They attributed

this phenomenon to the capture of a neutron by the uranium
nucleus to give uranium 239 which emitted negative /?-particles to

produce a new element neptunium (chemical symbol: Np). The
reactions are represented by
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followed by
2 a |u_* 2 ||Np + p~. Period 23-5 minute.

Furthermore,

2||Np—

^

2 |lPu+^-. Period: 2-33 day.

because the
2 ||Np also emits j8--particles to produce a second new

element plutonium (Pu).

The most important isotope of neptunium with the longest

half-life period is neptunium 237, subsequently obtained by the

reaction

23|U+ n > 2 llU +2n ^ 2 |lNp+j8-
fast

where the period ofneptunium 237 is 2-2 X 106 year.

Plutonium 239 ejects a-particles, the reaction being

2 lfPu ^
2 ilU+a.

The half-life of this radioactive decay is 24 400 year. The

a-particles are thus ejected at a small rate. Indeed, this low rate

from the small quantity ofplutonium 239 produced in the experiments

of McMillan and Abelson made it difficult to identify with certainty

that plutonium had been produced. The first convincing experi-

mental evidence for the existence of plutonium is due to the work of

Seaborg, McMillan, Kennedy, and Wahl who, later in 1940,

bombarded uranium 238 with deuterons of energy 14 MeV from a

cyclotron. The reaction obtained was

2 |fU + 14MeV—

>

2 i!Np+2«
followed by

2||Np—>.«fPu4-/8-. Period: 2-1 day.

Plutonium 238 ejects a-particles but with a half-life of 90 year

as against the 24 400 year of plutonium 239. The correspondingly

much more rapid rate of ejection of the a-particles led to readier

experimental verification of its existence.

Plutonium may be produced in quantity in a nuclear reactor as

a consequence of the capture by uranium 238 of neutrons. Certain

nuclidic forms of plutonium are important in the nuclear energy

programme because they are fissioned by both fast and by thermal

neutrons.

It is now known that plutonium exists to a very small extent in

nature, e.g. in pitchblende to the extent of 1 part in 1011 .

Eleven different nuclidic forms ot neptunium have been produced

so far with mass numbers ranging from 231 to 241. At present

there are fifteen known nuclidic forms ofplutonium.
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In the years from 1944 onwards, further transuranic elements

with the atomic numbers, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104,

and 105 have been produced, chiefly in the remarkable work of

Seaborg and his collaborators at the University of California in

Berkeley, U.S.A. These further elements have been named, in order

of increasing atomic number, americium, curium, berkelium,

californium, einsteinium, fermium, mendelevium, nobelium, lawren-

cium, rutherfordium, and hahnium.

The element americium, Am (named after the continent in

which it was discovered, like its chemical homologue europium),

with an atomic number of 95, was first produced by intense neutron

irradiation ofplutonium in a nuclear reactor.

The reactions are represented by

239Pu(«, y)
240Pu(n, y)

241Pu >
2UAm > 23 lNp

] 3 year 470 year

which is a convenient abbreviated way of writing
2 HPu + n > 2HPu+hv

2 f2Pu + « >
2 ilPu + hv

2|ipu y 2 f|Am+j8- Period: 13 year

2
i IAm >

2
1 iNp + a. Period : 470 year.

Eleven nuclidic forms of americium ranging from 2 9sAm to
2
9 5Am are known.

Subsequent typical experiments to produce americium using

either a-particles or deuterons from a 35 MeV synchrocyclotron are

represented by the reactions :

—

238 U(a,«) 241Pu ^
241Am

14 year

and
24 iPu (<*,«)

240Am.

Curium, Cm, with an atomic number of 96 (named after the

famous investigators of radioactivity) was first produced by Seaborg

and his co-workers in 1944 by bombarding a target of plutonium

239 with a-particles from a cyclotron operating at 32 MeV. The
reaction is

23lPu+ a ^ 242Cm+«.
32MeV

Curium 242 decays by ejecting a-particles

:

2||Cm >
2 £fPu+a. Period: 162 day.
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In abbreviated form the overall reactions are represented by

239Pu(a, «)
242Cm-^> 238 Pu.

162d

It is noteworthy that the a-particles form only temporarily

(if 162 days as an average can be regarded as temporary) part of the

curium nucleus in that the curium tends to revert to the more stable

plutonium.

Curium can be also produced in a nuclear reactor as a conse-

quence of the reaction

P-
2ilAm(«,y) 242™Am >

242 Cm.
16h

Note that
2 4 2rwAm is an isomer of

2 4 2Am.

If, instead of attaching a-particles to plutonium to form curium,

they are attached to americium, an element of atomic number 97

is produced. This is called berkelium, Bk, after the town of

Berkeley, where this work was first carried out in 1949. The

reaction of bombarding americium with a-particles from a 35 MeV
synchrocyclotron is

2 f,!Am+a ^ 2 |fBkor 24
,

3Bk+2«.

As in the case of curium, the a-particle is only attached tempor-

arily within the nucleus of berkelium. It is ejected so that the

more stable americium is re-formed. The decay is represented by

2 *

s

Bk >
2 *

iAm + a. Period: 5 day.

Workable amounts of berkelium have been produced in a

nuclear reactor by multiple neutron capture within plutonium 239.

In 1950, the bombardment of curium with a-particles produced

an element with an atomic number of 98. This was called californ-

ium, Cf, after the University of California, where it was first dis-

covered. The reaction is

2
t
2Cm+a »t!Cf.

Again, californium emits a-particles and tends to revert to

curium, the half-life being 36 hour.

To obtain elements of yet greater atomic numbers, it becomes

difficult to produce targets of some of the transuranic elements with

a high atomic number Z and then increase this by 2 as a result of

a-particle bombardment. This is because of the difficulty of

preparing adequate targets of some of the higher atomic number

elements with their short half-lives and, furthermore, the capture

cross-sections for a-particles by such elements is often very low.
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To produce einsteinium, Es, with Z = 99 (named after the

famous scientist) a different procedure was adopted. Instead of
increasing the atomic number of the target element by two (which
would need a target of berkelium), an experiment was undertaken
to increase the atomic number 92 (of uranium) by 7, using multiply-

ionised nitrogen atoms (Z = 7) accelerated in a synchrocyclotron.
Thereby, 7 protons are inserted in the uranium nucleus. The energy
of the nitrogen nuclei used exceeded 100 MeV and the reaction is

represented by
2
9
3 lU + 1 fN ^%52 Es.

Alternatively, an isotope of einsteinium of lower mass number is

produced accompanied by neutrons, e.g.

IJU + ^N—

^

2 f£Es + 5«.

However, einsteinium was first obtained in 1952 from the
analysis of the heavy elements resulting from the first thermonuclear
explosion at the Bikini atoll.

Nuclides of einsteinium with mass numbers from 246 to 256
have been made. The heavier ones decay by j8~-emission to produce
fermium, Fm (named after Enrico Fermi) with Z = 100.

Alternatively, fermium is produced by bombarding uranium with
synchrocyclotron-accelerated oxygen ions. For example,

"SgU + ^O—;g8Fm + 4«.

There is a small probability of producing fermium in a nuclear
reactor as a consequence of the capture of neutrons by californium.
The successive reactions are represented by:

—

252 Cf (n, y)
253Cf-L «§SEs(/i, y)

2 |fEs-^ 25 ±Fm.
Mendelevium, Mv, with Z = 101, named after the famous

Russian scientist Mendeleev who founded the periodic table of the
elements, is a chemical homologue of thulium, and was first produced
in 1955 by bombarding einsteinium 253 with a-particles. The
reaction using 41 MeV a-particles from a synchrocyclotron is:—

SSEs+a JSJMv + ii.

Mendelevium decays by electron capture

:

EC
?*?Mv —-> ;«SFm.

"- 30min

Only minute quantities of mendelevium have been produced.

Nobelium, No, (Z = 102) was synthesised in 1957 by an inter-

national team at Stockholm who fired multiply-ionised carbon 13
atoms accelerated in a synchrocyclotron, which provided a com-
paratively large output current, at a target (< 1 mg) of curium 244
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to increase its atomic number from 96 to 102. The reactions are

represented by :

—

2 *|Cm C1C An) I g|No or 2
f|Cm CfC, 6«) fSlNo.

The fact that nobelium was produced was finally confirmed in

1958 at Berkeley, U.S.A., in an experiment in which multiply-

ionised carbon 12 atoms were directed on to a target of curium 246.

The reactions were :

—

2 %%Cm{ x lC,An)lli^o-^\l%Vm.
lOmin

Lawrencium, Lw, named after E. O. Lawrence who invented the

cyclotron, was produced in 1961 by bombarding californium

(Z = 98) with boron ions (Z = 5). The lawrencium 257 formed

ejects a-particles and has a half-life of 8 ± 2 s. Lawrencium is

so far only available in such small quantities as to defy radioactive

estimation.

During 1969 to 1970, the synthesis of the elements rutherfordium

(Z = 104) and hahnium (Z = 105), named respectively after the

famous scientists Lord Rutherford and Otto Hahn, has been under-

taken by teams in Russia and also at the Lawrence Radiation

Laboratory, California, U.S.A., under the direction of Ghiorso.

The element hahnium was produced by using a beam of nitrogen

ions to bombard a target of californium,
2
tfCf. Hahnium, with

Z = 105, has a half-life of only 1-6 second and decays to lawrencium,

then subsequently to mendelevium, fermium, and californium.

It is expected that elements with atomic numbers 106 and 107

will be synthesised eventually and possibly a series of even higher

atomic number " super elements".

17.9. The New Radioactive Series; The Neptunium Series

Before the discovery of the transuranic element neptunium,

three radioactive series had been investigated (§ 8.4). These have

the parent elements uranium 1, thorium, and actinouranium

(uranium 235). Now the thorium series is characterised by the fact

that its members are all nuclides which have mass numbers which

are integral multiples of 4, i.e. these mass numbers are all 4«, where

n is an integer, which is 58 for the parent element thorium and 52 for

the final stable product, lead (Table 8.2). The thorium series is

known, therefore, as the 4/i series. Using a similar notation, the

uranium series (Table 8.1) is a (An + 2) series because all the

nuclides in it have mass numbers given by (An + 2) where n is an

integer. Here n is 59 for the parent element, uranium 1, and

decreases by unity at each stage to become 51 for the final stable
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element, lead. On the same basis, the actinium series, with the

parent, actinouranium, becomes a (4w + 3) series (Table 8.3). It

is immediately seen that there is a missing radioactive series, the

(4« 4- 4) series. This series has now been identified: it is the fourth

radioactive series with the parent transuranic element, plutonium

241, and is called the neptunium series, because the nuclide in it

with the longest half-life is neptunium 237. The details of the

successive stages in this series are given in Table 17.1.

TABLE 17.1

The Neptunium Series

Atomic Mass
Half-life Particle

Element Symbol Number
Z

Number
A T Emitted

Plutonium Pu 94 241 14 years P
Americium Am 95 241 470 years a, y
Neptunium Np 93 237 2-2 x 10" years a

Protactinium Pa 91 233 27-4 days P.Y
Uranium U 92 233 1-62 x 105 years a, y
Thorium Th 90 229 7 340 years a

Radium Ra 88 225 15 days P
Actinium Ac 89 225 10 days a

Francium Fr 87 221 5 min a

Astatine At 85 217 0018 s a

Bismuth Bi 83 213 47 min a,P
Polonium Po 84 213 4-2 x 10-6 s a

Thallium Tl 81 209 2-2 min P
Lead Pb 82 209 3 hours P
Bismuth Bi 83 209 Stable

Branching in accordance with

jS a

Bi (97 per cent.) > Po * Pb.

P
Bi (3 per cent.)—> Tl— Pb.

Note the occurrence of isotopes in this series: for example,

uranium 233, radium 225, and a radioactive nuclide of lead of mass

number 209. Unlike the other radioactive series, the final stable

product is not a stable isotope of lead but bismuth.

17.10. The Chain Reaction; The Atomic Bomb
The fact that 2-5 prompt neutrons are produced on the average

per fission of uranium 235 by thermal neutrons indicates that it may
be possible for a self-sustaining chain reaction to occur in a mass of

this nuclide so soon as any one nucleus is disrupted by an entering
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neutron. Stray neutrons will be present to a small extent as a
result of spontaneous fission ; in any case, it is readily possible and
often practised that a source of neutrons is incorporated. On
fission capture of a neutron, prompt neutrons are produced in a
time estimated to be less than 10~14 second. The velocities of these

neutrons amongst the atoms of uranium 235 are such that thermal
fission capture by nuclei occurs about every 10-8 second. After n
such fission captures, 2-5w neutrons will be produced, assuming no
losses. There are NA atoms in 235 g of pure uranium 235, where
NA is the Avogadro constant, 6025 x 1023 . A kilogram of pure
uranium 235 therefore contains about 25 x 1023 atoms. Putting

2-5" = 25 X 1023

then, n log 2-5 =24-938,

i.e. n — 60 approximately.

Hence, only sixty successive fission captures are necessary to

produce enough neutrons to disrupt the whole of 1 kg of uranium
235 into fragments. This process is able to take place, moreover,

in a time of the order of 60 x 10~8 second, i.e. about a microsecond.

The calculation in § 17.3 shows that the complete fission of 1 kg of

pure uranium 235 would produce 2-28 X 107 kW h of energy. If

this extraordinary amount of energy is dissipated in only 10~6

second, the result must be an extremely violent explosion. In this

explosion, tremendous air blast will be produced, the temperature

will attain about 10 000 000° C or more, and intense radioactivity

will result.

In order that uranium 235 disrupts in this extremely violent

manner, however, it is necessary for the neutrons produced in

fission to be available to initiate further fissions (Fig. 17.4). This

is not possible using natural uranium because of the low fission

cross-section (3-92 barn for thermal neutrons) and high capture

cross-section for neutrons of the abundant uranium 238. Using
uranium 235, or uranium 238 highly enriched with uranium 235,

the losses of neutrons are due to

:

(a) escape ofneutrons from the surface

;

(b) capture ofneutrons without fission resulting.

(a) To consider surface losses, imagine a sphere of uranium
235 of radius r. This will have a volume of f^r3 and a surface

area of 4irr2 . The total number of fissile nuclei therefore increases

with r3 whereas the surface loss increases with r 2
. This surface

loss can be reduced by coating the surface with a material that reflects

neutrons, e.g. graphite. As r is increased, the surface loss obviously

becomes a smaller fraction of the number of neutrons produced in
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fission. Beyond a critical size, therefore, the reproduction factor

(i.e. the number of neutrons capable of further fission produced per

fission) becomes greater than unity.

(b) To ensure a self-propagating explosive fission reaction, the

loss of neutrons by non-fission capture must be kept very low.

Non-fission capture can occur in impurities present (particularly

if these impurities have high capture cross-sections like boron and
cadmium) in uranium 238 and in the uranium 235 itself (the

thermal neutron non-fission capture cross-section is 101 barn as

Fig. 17.4. Illustrating the chain reaction in uranium 235. (N, neutron; F,

fission fragment.)

against 549 barn for fission capture). The uranium 235 must
therefore be separated as far as possible from the uranium 238.

As the two nuclides concerned are isotopes, chemical methods of

separation are not possible; separation methods dependent upon
the mass numbers of the nuclides are demanded. Realising that

the mass numbers differ by only 3 parts in 238 and, furthermore,

only 1 part in 140 of natural uranium occurs in the form of uranium
235, the task of isolating the pure fissile material is apparent
(Appendix B).

The first atomic bomb (preferably called a nuclear bomb) made
use of the violently explosive characteristics of a mass of uranium
235 greater than the critical size. This critical size depends on the
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geometry adopted, the degree of enrichment of uranium with

uranium 235, and the surface reflector used. The mass necessary

has not been published but it is probably less than 50 kg.

To detonate the bomb at the required moment, two masses of

uranium highly enriched with uranium 235 and of less than the

critical size (and consequently non-explosive) were brought rapidly

together (in a time probably less than one microsecond) to produce

the violently explosive mass of greater than the critical size.

Extremely rapid contact between the two sub-critical masses

was necessary, otherwise stray neutrons present in the atmosphere

(§ 18.11) would have initiated the reaction before the fissile material

had attained the correct form. The result would then have been

a comparatively minor explosion which would have disrupted the

"bomb" before the over-critical size was attained.

The first atomic bomb was exploded at Alamogordo, New
Mexico, on 16 July 1945. In August 1945, atomic bombs were

exploded over Nagasaki and Hiroshima in Japan. The first of

these bombs probably used uranium 235 as the fissile material.

Later bombs almost certainly used plutonium 239, which not only

has the advantage that it can be separated from uranium by chemical

means but also has a prompt neutron to neutron capture ratio of

3 as against 2-5 for uranium 235. The bomb dropped on Hiroshima

released an amount of energy equivalent to that from 20 000 tons of

T.N.T.* Figures exceeding this value by at least five times have

been attained in subsequent designs of fission bombs.

17.11. The Chain Reaction; Nuclear Reactors

If the extraordinary amounts of energy available from the

fission ofuranium 235 or plutonium 239 are to be applied to peaceful

purposes rather than to the manufacture of bombs, it is manifestly

necessary to control the rate at which this energy is released. The

high neutron flux densities produced could then be used to produce

radioactive nuclides, and the heat produced could be used to drive

the turbo-generators of an electric power station. This problem

of controlling the rate of release of the nuclear energy available from

fission processes has been solved in the nuclear reactor (also called

a nuclear pile). A nuclear reactor may be defined as an arrangement

of fissionable material—called the nuclear fuel—together with other

materials which act as moderators and controlling devices in a

For a detailed account of the development work which led to this

stupendous and frightening achievement see: Smyth, H. D., Atomic Energy

for Military Purposes (Princeton University Press, 1945).
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structure in which a seLF-sustaining chain reaction can be main-
tained under controlled conditions. Various types of nuclear
reactor have been built, culminating in the outstanding development
of the nuclear power stations, beginning with that at Calder Hall,

opened in October, 1956, which generated initially 90 MW of
electricity and leading to the present day stations able to produce
over 500 MW.

The controlled release of nuclear energy was first achieved in

December, 1942, in the nuclear reactor built at Columbia University,

U.S.A., by Fermi and his associates. Though little power was
produced by this prototype, its importance can hardly be over-

estimated as it not only proved that the release of nuclear energy
could be controlled but, furthermore, provided invaluable data for

subsequent designs.

Types of nuclear reactor are classifiable as

:

(i) Thermal reactors in which fission is induced primarily by
thermal neutrons (energies < 0-1 eV).

(ii) Intermediate reactors in which fission is induced chiefly by
neutrons of energies between 0-1 eV and 0-2 MeV.

(iii) Fast reactors in which fission is induced chiefly by neutrons
ofenergies exceeding 0-2 MeV.

Two further classifications which are useful are the heterogenous
reactor, in which the nuclear fuel and a moderator are arranged in a
regular geometrical pattern, and the homogeneous reactor, in which
the nuclear fuel and the moderator are mixed to form a homo-
geneous medium.

More reactors of the heterogeneous thermal type have been
built than any other. The principles concerned in this type will

therefore be considered here in explaining how a controllable self-

sustaining chain reaction is maintained.

Consider first the general problem of sustaining a chain reaction
using fissile material. The minimum condition that must be
satisfied is that each nucleus which undergoes fission must produce,
on the average, at least one neutron to cause another fission. This
requirement is conveniently statsd in the form:

,
The number of neutrons in any one generation

The number ofneutrons in the immediately preceding generation

where k, the reproduction factor, must be equal to or greater than
unity.

If the system is such that k is less than unity, even by a very small
amount, then a self-sustaining chain reaction is impossible, k will

17 y. : A. n. p.
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be less than unity if the number of neutrons escaping from the

system plus the number absorbed without fission is greater than the

number of neutrons produced per fission. On the other hand, if k
exceeds unity by a small fraction, say k is 1-05, then the number of

neutrons produced at the wth generation by a single original neutron

will be kn~\ i.e. l-05n_1 . As successive generations may well be

born very rapidly, there will result a large number of neutrons in a

short time. The release of nuclear energy on fission will then get

out of hand—the system will have explosive tendencies. In the

atomic bomb, values of k exceeding unity by a considerable amount

are obviously demanded. In the nuclear reactor, k must be con-

trolled to be unity or only slightly greater than unity.

The fissile material—fuel element—which is most readily

available in considerable quantities is natural uranium. A few

spontaneous fissions (§ 17.7) will occur in this element. The usual

practice is, however, to incorporate an actual source of neutrons in

the reactor to be sure of an initial known supply. The neutrons

produced will then undergo one or other of the following processes:

(a) fission of further uranium nuclei

;

(b) capture of the neutrons by uranium without fission;

(c) capture of the neutrons by other materials present;

(d) escape of the neutrons from the surface, which can be reduced

by the use of reflectors.

To obtain a value for the reproduction constant k which is unity

or slightly greater than unity, a favourable balance between these

sources of neutron production and neutron loss is demanded. In

this connection, the nuclear constants listed in Tables 17.2 and 17.3

are of great importance.

TABLE 17.2

Average cross-sections for natural uranium bombarded by neutrons about the

threshold energy of 1-2 MeV
barn

Fission cross-section 0-29

Radioactive capture cross-section 0*04

Inelastic scattering cross-section 2-47

Elastic scattering cross-section 1*5

Total cross-section 4-30

Furthermore, the average number of neutrons emitted by

natural uranium per fast fission is 2-55 whilst this number for

thermal fission ofuranium 235 is 2-5 ±0-1.
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TABLE 17.3

Thermal neutron cross-sections for natural uranium, uranium 235, and uranium 238

Fission cross-section

Capture cross-section

Scattering cross-section

Natural
Uranium: barn

3-92

3-5

8-2

286TJ

barn

549

101
8-2

barn

2-8

8-2

The average energy of the neutrons released on the fission of

natural uranium is 2 MeV. This exceeds the threshold fission energy

of 1-2 MeV for uranium 238. The 2-55 neutrons available from

each initial spontaneous fission are therefore able to induce further

fast fissions. However, the losses due to non-fission capture are

too great to permit a self-sustaining chain reaction. Though elastic

scattering of these fast neutrons will have little effect on their

energies, yet the sum of the radiative and inelastic cross-sections is

2-51 barn, which is 8-7 times the fast fission cross-section for natural

uranium. Moreover, a few radiative and inelastic collisions will

reduce the energies of the neutrons to well below the threshold

energy of 1-2 MeV. Admittedly, these slowed-down neutrons may
yet induce thermal fission of the uranium 235 present, but this forms

such a small fraction (1/140) of the whole, that its contribution is

comparatively insignificant. Escape of the neutrons from the

surface is also a source of loss; this can be reduced by a surface

neutron reflector or by using a very large mass ot natural uranium.

The losses on non-fission capture are, however, so great that a self-

sustaining chain reaction is impossible even for a mass of natural

uranium ofinfinite size.

A nuclear reactor using natural uranium can, however, be

constructed if the fast neutrons produced on fission are slowed

down to thermal energies by the use of a suitable moderator. These

thermalised neutrons are then able to induce fission in the uranium

235 present. The moderator must reduce the kinetic energies

of the neutrons but not absorb them. Furthermore, it must be

present in sufficient quantity, and distributed in such a manner

between the lumps or rods of the uranium metal, that a sufficiently

large fraction of the neutrons are thermalised by colliding with atoms

of the moderator instead of being captured by the uranium itself.

It is desirable that a neutron, on colliding with the nuclei of

the moderator, shall lose as much kinetic energy per collision as

possible; thermalisation of the neutrons will then take place quickly

and reduce the chances of capture. The moderator is, therefore,

best an element of low atomic mass. The first six elements in
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order of increasing atomic mass are hydrogen, helium, lithium,

beryllium, boron, and carbon. Of these, no suitable liquid or

solid compounds of helium and lithium exist. Hydrogen as a

constituent of ordinary water is a possibility, but hydrogen has

a fairly large absorption cross-section for low energy neutrons;

water moderators have consequently only been used with uranium

fuels enriched with uranium 235. Boron has such large capture

cross-sections for thermal, slow, and low energy neutrons that

it is used as an absorber of neutrons in reactor control, not as a

moderator. Beryllium is not readily available in quantity in the

pure state, though recent efforts are being devoted to overcoming

this deficiency. Deuterium in the form of deuterium oxide, i.e.

heavy water, and carbon are the best choices as moderators.

Carbon was, however, the choice of Fermi for the construction of

the first reactor and, indeed, carbon has been more widely used in

subsequent designs than any other material.

Consider a heterogeneous reactor consisting of a spatial arrange-

ment of lumps or rods of uranium metal separated by blocks of

graphite. To arrive at those factors which decide the reproduction

factor k, a simplified account of the theory given by Fermi is given

(see also Fig. 17.5). Suppose none of the neutrons escape, i.e.

the reactor is infinitely large. This is a reasonable approximation

to the practical state of affairs in a large reactor. Let n fast neutrons

be present in any one generation. Some of these will induce fission

in the uranium 238 ; negligibly few fast fissions of the uranium 235,

present only to the extent of 1 part in 140, will occur. Each fast

fission ofuranium 238 produces 2-55 neutrons. However, the number

of fast fissions will be considerably smaller than the number «.

Nevertheless, an increase is obtained in the number of neutrons by

a ratio e, called the fast fission factor. € is usually about 1-03.

In the second generation, therefore, m fast neutrons will travel

through the carbon and uranium forming the reactor. The average

fractional loss of energy of a fast neutron on encountering a carbon

nucleus is 0-14. After such a single collision, the neutron therefore

has 0-86 of its original energy E . After n collisions, the energy

Ef of the neutron will be 0-86w£ . Therefore

E 1

Ef
0-86"

1-16".

•. log £? = n log 1-16 = n x 0064 5;
Ef

;. n = 15-5 log ^?.
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If the average original energy E of the fast neutrons is 2 MeV,
then the final energy Ef will be reduced to a thermal value of -/<,- eV
in a number of collisions n given by

2 x 106
n = 15-5 log

Q
= 15-5 x 7-903 = 122 approximately.

ESCAPES

MODERATOR

SLOW NEUTRON

THERMALISED NEUTRON
AVAILABLE FOR FURTHER
FISSION OF U235

© FAST NEUTRON

F FISSION FRAGMENT

® NEUTRON CAPTURED
BY U23S

Fig. 17.5. Factors deciding the reproduction of neutrons in a graphite-
moderated reactor.

The number of collisions which the neutrons make with carbon
nuclei before there is a probability of collision with a uranium 238
nucleus will depend on the relative proportions of uranium and
carbon in the reactor, and on the geometrical arrangement of these
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materials. It is possible, however, to ensure that this figure is at

least 200, i.e. about twice the number of collisions with carbon

necessary to thermalise the neutrons. This is most important

because uranium 238 exhibits large resonance capture cross-sections

for neutrons in the energy range 6-5 eV to 100 eV.

Even with the most favourable arrangement of uranium and

carbon, some neutrons will, nevertheless, be lost due to resonance

capture by uranium 238. A resonance escape probability p has

therefore to be considered, defined as the chance that a fast neutron

is thermalised by collisions with carbon nuclei without being

captured by uranium 238 nuclei. The number of thermal neutrons

available in the second generation is therefore nep. p will be less

than unity, but not very much less in a good design.

Of these mp thermal neutrons, a fraction /is capable of fission

capture by the uranium 235 present. / is called the thermal

utilisation factor. Each thermal fission of uranium 235 will produce

7) fast neutrons, v will be less than the figure 2-5 quoted in § 17.4

because some of the neutrons produced will have energies less than

the uranium 238 threshold value. The reproduction factor for the

reactor is therefore

, nepfq r

This quantity can be made slightly greater than unity in a

practical design. Values of k equal to 1-07 have been achieved.

This greatly simplified theory indicates some of the factors

concerned in reactor design. Other complex phenomena have

to be considered in practice. The carbon used in the form of

graphite has to be of extremely high purity, and especially free of

contaminants with large neutron capture cross-sections. Fission

products formed may also capture neutrons. Of these, xenon 135,

with the colossal thermal neutron absorption cross-section of

3-5 x 106 barn, is so important that its accumulation in the reactor

may well cause the reproduction factor to decrease to below unity

so that the reactor ceases to work, if its presence is neglected in the

design. Again the relative amounts of uranium and graphite have

to receive careful consideration. Unfortunately, too great an

amount of the moderator compared with the uranium will increase

the resonance escape probability/? but decrease the thermal utilisation

factor /. A compromise regarding relative quantities of these

materials is therefore demanded.
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17.12. Elementary Consideration of the Design of a Heterogeneous
Reactor Using Natural Uranium

The first investigations of the possibility of achieving a re-

production factor k greater than unity in a pile consisting of a lattice

of uranium lumps in graphite blocks were made at the University of
Colombia by Fermi and his associates in 1941. These successful

preliminaries led to the construction at the University of Chicago
of a nuclear pile which operated at a low power level. The first

successful demonstration of this pile was on 2nd December, 1942

—

a historic date in the story of man's attempt to control nuclear
energy, even though the pile was first operated at a power level of
only 0-2 W, later increased to 200 W. The pile was not sufficiently

snielded by an external absorber of neutrons and other radiations
to permit a higher power level.

Subsequent designs of nuclear reactors were based on Fermi's
pioneer work. The first large reactor was constructed at Oak Ridge,
Tennessee, for the purpose ofconverting uranium 238 into plutonium
(§ 17.8). The prime object was to provide plutonium for the
manufacture of a plutonium bomb (§ 17.10). At the same time, a
source of intense neutron flux for the manufacture of radioactive
nuclides was obtained.

The Oak Ridge pile, like all subsequent designs of heterogeneous
reactors which employ natural uranium as the nuclear fuel and
graphite as the moderator, used the uranium in the form ofcylindrical
slugs placed in fuel channels so that they could be withdrawn when
desired for inspection, replacement, or for processing to extract the
plutonium. Fig. 17.6 illustrates in outline the typical construction
of this type of nuclear reactor. Fig. 17.5 illustrates the processes
in such a reactor which lead to the formation of plutonium.

The uranium cylinders (10 cm long x 2-8 cm in diameter) were
inserted in close-fitting, gas-tight aluminium cylinders to preserve
the gaseous fission products and prevent oxidation of the uranium.
The long rods so formed were slid into fuel channels between the
graphite blocks in a geometrical arrangement such that the distance
between the axes of the uranium rods was 20-3 cm. The slowing-
down length for graphite, i.e. the path length necessary to thermalise
the fast neutrons produced in fission, is 18-8 cm. Air was pumped
through the fuel channels to maintain the rods of uranium at less

than 250° C. The reactor was controlled by rods of steel coated with
boron. Boron has a high absorption cross-section for low energy
neutrons (Fig. 17.76); an alternative, used by Fermi in the first

reactor, is cadmium (Fig. 17.7a). These control rods absorb
neutrons to an extent dependent upon their degree of insertion into
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the reactor; as they are withdrawn, the neutron flux within the

reactor builds up until the reactor attains criticality when the control

rods need to have a monitored degree of insertion to ensure the

SAFETY RODS

GRAPHITE

URANIUM
FUEL RODS CONTROL RODS

Fig. 17.6. Schematic illustration of a heterogeneous nuclear reactor employing

natural uranium as the fuel and graphite as the moderator.

maintenance of the reproduction factor at just above unity. As a

safety measure, any undue increase of neutron flux operated a boron-

trifluoride counter and relay which released a safety rod of boron-

Bo

(a)

OOI O'l 1

NEUTRON ENERGY IN eV

OOI O-l l-O 10 100

(b) NEUTRON ENERGY IN eV

Fig. 17.7. Plots of the total cross-section against the neutron energy for

(a) cadmium, and (b) boron.

steel or cadmium which fell under gravity down the centre of the

reactor. The reactor was in the form of a cube shielded by a wall of

concrete 2 m thick to protect the operators from nuclear radiations.
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The power output of a nuclear reactor is directly related to the
neutron flux. Suppose the average number of neutrons available

for fission is n per cubic metre and that their average velocity is v.

Let m be the number of fissionable uranium 235 nuclei present in the
reactor per cubic metre and o> the fission cross-section in square
metre of uranium 235. Then the number of nuclei which undergo
fission per second per cubic metre is N, given by

N — n v m uf ,

nv is the neutron flux density.

Each fission of a uranium 235 nucleus produces approximately
200 MeV of energy, i.e. 3-2 X 10~u joule (§ 17.3). The energy
provided by N fissions per second is therefore 3-2 X 10-11 N joule.

The power in watt per cubic metre of uranium 235 in the reactor

is therefore

3-2 X 10-11 nvm af W.

A typical experimental reactor used for fundamental experiments
on neutrons, the production of radioactive nuclides and to study
reactor design problems would produce a power output of 6 MW,
have a main graphite block assembly of size about 7 to 8 metre cube,

and provide a neutron flux density of the order of 1016 neutrons per
square metre per second.

As the power level is directly related to the neutron flux density,

and this flux density is decided by the reproduction factor k, it is

essential to maintain k at unity or, controllably, slightly above
unity, otherwise there is a danger of the rate of energy liberation

increasing so rapidly as to disintegrate the reactor.

The reactivity of a nuclear reactor is defined as Ak, where

Ak = k-\,
i.e. the reactivity is the extent to which- k exceeds unity. To
maintain this reactivity near zero, control rods of cadmium or
boron steel, which absorb thermal and slow neutrons are inserted

in the pile. The power level of the reactor can then be adjusted

by the depth of insertion of these control rods. In practice,

automatic insertion or withdrawal is achieved by the use of servo-

mechanisms operated by relays attached to neutron counters.

In this control of the reactor, a vitally important role is played
by the delayed neutrons emitted after the prompt neutrons on the
fission of the uranium 235 nucleus. The prompt neutrons are

released practically instantaneously and the thermalised neutrons
resulting on moderation of these have an average lifetime in the

reactor of about 1 millisecond. In the attempt to maintain the
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reproduction factor at unity, or slightly above unity, the action of

the prompt neutrons would be too rapid to permit the mechanism
which operates the control rods to adjust the level of neutron multi-

plication. Fortunately, however, the factor k is decided by the

delayed neutrons as well as the prompt ones. The delayed neutrons

are emitted at various times after the fission and are therefore present

subsequently in the pile for an average time of about 10 second.

The fraction of the total number of neutrons emitted (2-5 per fission)

which are delayed neutrons is 0-007 6. The factor k can therefore

be regarded as the sum oftwo factors, k v and kd, where

k = kv -f- kd,

kp being the reproduction factor for prompt neutrons and kd the

factor for delayed neutrons, where kd = 0-007 6 kv. In the control,

therefore, k can be maintained at less than 1-007 6 but greater than

1 by variation of the absorption of the delayed neutrons in the

control rods, ample time now being available to alter the degree of

insertion of these rods. At the same time kA will be between 1 and
(1 — 0007 6). Prompt neutrons alone cannot, therefore, lead to

excessive increase of neutron flux density and so dangerously high

power outputs. The self-sustaining chain reaction in the reactor

can hence be satisfactorily controlled and the power level kept

constant.

17.13. Some Further Types ofNuclear Reactor

The use of heavy water (DaO) as a moderator instead of graphite

is attractive because the path length necessary in this material to

thermalise the fast neutrons resulting from fission is only 11-0 cm
as compared with 18-7 cm for graphite. This is primarily because

the nucleus of deuterium is lighter than that of carbon so that the

fraction of the energy lost by a fast neutron on collision is 0-52 as

against 0-14 for carbon. Some 30 collisions are therefore adequate

to thermalise fission neutrons. The spacing between the fuel

elements can therefore be considerably less in a heavy water moder-
ated reactor than is demanded in a graphite moderated one.

The first heavy water reactor was built at the Argonne National

Laboratory, U.S.A., in 1944. It used natural uranium as the fuel

element. The heavy water was circulated around a cooler outside

the reactor. The heavy water reactor built subsequently at Harwell,

England, is known as DIMPLE. It consists of an aluminium
tank surrounded by a neutron reflector of graphite. Heavy water

in this tank is cooled by circulation through a separate cooler

comprising a sealed tank of stainless steel. Cadmium rods are
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inserted into the heavy water to act as control devices. Various

nuclear fuels can be used; the chief of these are natural uranium
and uranium enriched with uranium 235. The maximum neutron
flux density is 1012 neutrons per square metre per second.

The design of homogeneous reactors using natural water modera-
tion has received much attention. The nuclear fuel is a soluble

salt of uranium where the uranium is considerably enriched with

uranium 235. This salt is dissolved in ordinary water, which acts

as a dispersed moderator, in a tank surrounded by a neutron-

reflecting shield of beryllium oxide. Into this solution, cadmium
rods are inserted to control the reproduction factor, whilst the

CONTROL
ROD

NEUTRON
REFLECTOR

SOLUTION OF SALT
OF ENRICHED URANIUM

Fig. 17.8. Schematic diagram of a water boiler reactor.

temperature is maintained at the desired level by spiral metal tubes

through which is run the cooling water (Fig. 17.8). This design-
known as a water boiler reactor—promises to make available useful

reactors ofcomparatively simple design.

Ordinary water is even more attractive than heavy water as a
moderator in that the path length required to slow down fast neutrons

to thermal energies is only 5-7 cm. Unfortunately, however,

hydrogen exhibits a fairly large absorption cross-section for near-

thermal neutrons. Despite this, large natural water reactors

—

sometimes known as "swimming pool" types—have been built

using uranium enriched with uranium 235 as the nuclear fuel. The
fuel elements are usually in the form of plates containing a high
proportion of uranium 235 in uranium 238 alloyed with aluminium.
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In heterogeneous thermal reactors of the graphite-moderated
type (§ 17.12) replenishment of the natural uranium is necessary
from time to time because the fissile uranium 235 is used up. The
reactor must exceed the critical dimensions and arrangement for a
self-sustaining chain reaction to proceed, i.e. for the reproduction
factor k to exceed unity. As fission proceeds, the fissile material is

consumed and, moreover, neutron-absorbing fission products are
produced, which tend to reduce k below unity and stop the reactor.
The initial amount of nuclear fuel used in the reactor must therefore
exceed considerably the critical amount because a reasonably long
period of operation without replenishment is desirable. When new
nuclear fuel has to be added, i.e. new natural uranium rods are
inserted in place of the old ones, the removed rods still contain a
considerable amount ofunused uranium 235.

This continual depletion of the world's resources of natural
uranium is undesirable if the nuclear energy programme is to be
applied to the wide-scale production of electrical power on an
economic basis. The ideal would be to convert all the natural
uranium into fissile material.

The design of so-called breeder reactors is therefore receiving
much attention. In a breeder reactor the object is to convert
fertile material (e.g. uranium 238) into fissile material (e.g. plutonium
239) in such a way that more atoms offissile material are produced
than atoms offertile material are consumed in fission in each genera-
tion. This demands that for every uranium 235 nucleus which
undergoes fission, one neutron is used to continue the chain reaction
but, on the average, somewhat more than one neutron is captured
by uranium 238 to produce plutonium.

Possible fertile materials are uranium 238 and thorium 232.
As shown in § 17.8, uranium 238 can be converted into plutonium
on the resonance capture of neutrons of discrete low energies.
Plutonium is fissile by thermal neutrons as well as by neutrons of
higher energies. Thorium 232 is also a useful fertile material
because it also captures low energy neutrons to produce fissile

uranium 233. The reaction on resonance neutron capture is
2
9
32,Th + J« ^ 2

igTh.
2 loTh emits jS--particles, the half-life being 23-3 min. The

product is protactinium 233,
2
f ?Pa. This, itself, then emits further

^--particles (half-life 27-4 days) to form uranium 233. These decays
are represented by

2 3 3TU 2s 3Pa . 2 33TT
90 1 " -*" 9 1 * a ** 9 2 U •
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Uranium 233 emits a-particles, but is comparatively stable, the
half-life being 1-62 x 105 years. It is a valuable fissile material in
which fission can be induced by thermal neutrons.

In a thermal reactor using natural uranium, uranium 235 is
fissile and plutonium is produced which is also fissile. The amount
of plutonium produced on resonance capture of neutrons by the
uranium 238 cannot, however, be made to exceed the amount of
uranium 235 consumed on fission. Unfortunately, the fraction
of the number of neutrons absorbed without fission in the pile
materials is too great to permit this. The thermal reactor using
natural uranium and graphite moderation is thus incapable of
breeding. Thermal reactors which make use of the conversion of
thorium 232 into uranium 233 may, however, be possible.

Breeder reactors have, however, been constructed in which
fast neutron fission is utilised. The first breeder reactor to be built
in Britain (1954) was ZEPHYR at Harwell. This zero energy fast
fission reactor has a core of plutonium 15 cm diameter and 15 cm
long. This core is surrounded by a "blanket" of natural uranium
in which plutonium production on neutron capture takes placeA second, larger, Harwell reactor, ZEUS, has a core fifty times the
size of ZEPHYR. This core contains about 800 kg of uranium
enriched with uranium 235 (1 part by weight of U235 to 3 parts of
U238). Breeding of plutonium takes place on the resonance
capture of neutrons in the surrounding blanket of natural uranium
Results obtained in 1955 establish that breeding of the fissile
plutomum does indeed take place. The experimental fast breeder
reactor at Dounreay is now producing 14MW for the National
Grid. These results augur well for the future of the nuclear energy
programme.

Reactors for propulsion purposes are receiving intensive study.
These are of the intermediate and fast reactor types using either
plutonium or uranium enriched with uranium 235 as the nuclear fuel.
Cooling is probably by liquid metal in practicable designs.
Although submarines are now propelled by the energy obtained
from a nuclear reactor, the problem of providing adequate
shielding without undue weight has probably not yet been satis-
factorily solved.

This brief account of nuclear reactors must include a few details
of the first Nuclear Power Station built at Calder Hall which
was officially opened at Sellafield on 17th October, 1956. This is a
thermal, heterogenous nuclear reactor which uses natural uranium
fuel elements and graphite for moderation. It is thus a direct
descendant of the original Fermi pile and the Oak Ridge reactor.
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The total weight of uranium metal used is 63 tons and of graphite

1 150 tons. The cylindrical graphite core (diameter 9-3 m; height

6-3 m) is mounted vertically in a pressure vessel (diameter 11-1 m;
height 21-3 m) fabricated from steel 5 cm in thickness (Fig. 17.9).

The natural uranium metal rods used as the fuel elements are fed

into vertical fuel channels in the graphite; the control rods are of

stainless steel lined with boron steel gauze. Into the base of the

pressure vessel is fed pressurised (0-5 MPa) carbon dioxide gas.

A GAS INLET
A GAS INLET

Fig. 17.9. The essential features of the nuclear reactor and heat exchangers in

the Calder Hall power station.

This gas cools the fuel elements but becomes heated itself as it is

passed upwards to emerge at the top through four large ducts.

From the ducts, the gas, now at about 400° C, passes through four

separate heat exchangers and then back again into the base of the

pressure vessel, i.e. the gas is circulated continuously. This gas

circulation is carried out by electrically driven blowers. In the heat

exchanger the heat of the gas is transferred to water, which is

converted into steam. The steam produced is used to drive turbo-

generators of fairly conventional design to produce electricity

(Fig. 17.9).
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This nuclear power station produces about 180 MW of electrical

power. Most of the power generated at present is fed into the grid
system, but some of it is used in the power station itself, e.g. to drive
the blowers required to circulate the pressurised carbon dioxide.

17.14. The Uses of Nuclear Reactors

These may be briefly summarised as (a) the production of
electrical power, fed usually into the grid system and thence dis-

tributed for domestic and industrial use, (b) the generation of
intense neutron flux and beams of gamma rays for a variety of
purposes: for example, studies of radiation damage, neutron
diffraction studies (§ 13.5), the production of radioactive nuclides,

and (c) the production of fissile material, in particular uranium 233
and plutonium 239 and the production of further transuranic
elements such as curium, americium, californium, and fermium.

17.15. Nuclear Fusion and Thermonuclear Reactions

The preceding sections have outlined the processes whereby
nuclear energy can be released and controlled, where this energy is

obtained from fission of the nucleus. The elements necessary are

uranium and thorium, or derivatives from these such as plutonium
and uranium 233. Ores containing these valuable materials are
reasonably abundant over the surface of the earth and new deposits

are continually being discovered; in fact uranium-bearing deposits

are more widespread over the earth than was thought to be the case
ten years ago. However, the cost of extracting the element in a pure
state from the ores is very high, and indications are that processing
is only economic for the richer deposits. If some much more
abundant and easily extracted material were available for the release

of nuclear energy, and where the rate of release could be controlled,

there is no doubt that (presuming large-scale war is avoided) the

standard of living of mankind could be substantially increased.

The possibility of deriving nuclear energy from readily available

materials exists but, so far, no practicable method of controlling

this energy has been discovered. This utilises nuclear fusion as an
alternative to nuclear fission as a source of energy. Whereas, in

fission, energy is available because the mass of the original nucleus
exceeds the sum of the masses of the fission products, in fusion the

object is to join (or "fuse") two or more nuclei together, where
the sum of their masses is m, to produce a single nucleus of mass
less than m.
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Consider, for example, the result of combining two protons and
two neutrons to form a helium nucleus. The reaction would be

2jH+2*« >i¥Le.

In considering the masses of these particles, it is best to use the

atomic masses since the total number of extra-nuclear electrons will

necessarily be the same on each side of the equation. The mass of

the hydrogen atom is 1-008 14 a.m.u. and the mass of the neutron is

1-008 98 a.m.u. The sum of the masses of the original particles is

therefore

2 (1-008 14 + 1-008 98) .= 4-034 24 a.m.u.

The mass of the helium atom is 4-003 88 a.m.u. The sum of the

initial masses consequently exceeds the mass of the atom formed by

(4-034 24 - 4-003 88) - 0-030 4 a.m.u.

Recalling that 1 a.m.u. is equivalent to 931-2 MeV it is seen that

the energy available per fusion is 28-2 MeV.

The possibility of bringing four particles together to form a single

nucleus is, however, exceedingly remote. It is more practicable to

consider the fusion of two nuclei to form a single composite nucleus.

For example, a single helium nucleus might be formed by the

fusion together of two deuterium nuclei, the reaction being repre-

sented by

fH + fH ^fHe.

The mass of the deuterium atom is 2014 71 a.m.u. The mass of

these two atoms is therefore 4-029 42 a.m.u. This exceeds the mass
of the helium atom by (4-029 42 — 4-003 88), i.e. 0-025 54 a.m.u.

The energy available on fusion should, therefore, be 0-025 54 x 931-2

MeV, i.e. 24 MeV.
Note that this energy per fusion is much less than that available

per fission of the uranium 235 nucleus, which is about 200 MeV
(§ 17.3). However, the energy per mass of material would be much
greater for the fusion of the light nuclei compared with fission of the
heavy nuclei.

There is, however, a very difficult technical problem to be solved

in joining two deuterium nuclei together. They are both positively

charged so electrostatic repulsion will inhibit unison. Consider
this problem on a simple numerical basis. The radius rn of the

deuterium nucleus is given by Equation (15.19) as

rn = 1-2 X 10~15 x 2i = 1-5 X 10-15 m approximately.

The two deuterium nuclei would have to attain the minute
separation of 3 X 10~16 m between their "centres" before fusion

to form a helium nucleus were possible. The charge on each
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deuterium nucleus is e, the electronic charge of 1-6 X 10-19 C.

The potential energy V of repulsion between the two adjoining

nuclei would therefore be

r
. e2 (1-6 x 10-19

)
2

4776 rn 4n x 8-854 x 10~12 x 3 X 10"15

= 0-77 X 10-13 joule.

Recalling that 1 MeV = 1-6 x 10-19 joule, the repulsion energy

is given as 481 keV.

The only practical way of giving the nuclei such energies seems
to be to raise their temperature to an exceedingly high value. The
most probable energy E due to thermal agitation of a nucleus at a

temperature Tis given by
E = kT,

where k is the Boltzmann constant (1-38 x 10~23 J K"1
). If

therefore, an energy of 0-77 x 10~13 joule is to be obtained, the

necessary temperature is given by

0-77 x 10-13 = 1-38 X 10-23 T,

T = 5-6 x 109 K.

This colossal temperature is cetainly unattainable, even by
nuclear fission or in the interior of the suri. There are, however,
two factors which make fusion possible at much lower temperatures

of the order 107 to 10 8 °C. Firstly, it is shown in wave mechanics,

and verified by experiment (§§6,15 and 12.1) that nuclei can inter-

penetrate one another at considerably lower energies than those
calculated by classical physics. Thus penetration is possible at only
20 keV instead of the 481 keV apparently demanded. Secondly,

the nuclei will have a Maxwellian distribution of velocities so that a
small fraction of them will have much greater energies than the most
probable value calculated from E = kT.

The fusion of light nuclei to produce a release of energy conse-

quently demands a thermonuclear reaction in which the light

elements concerned must first have their temperatures raised by
several million degrees. The "man-made" method of achieving

such colossal temperatures is in the explosive reaction consequent
upon the fission of nuclei in the atomic bomb. There is also,

however, a possibility of achieving these enormous temperatures in

intense electrical discharges through gases.

The release of the energy consequent upon nuclear fusion has

been achieved in the hydrogen bomb. There is not yet available,

however, any method of controlling the release of fusion energy
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and, indeed, the problems of building a nuclear reactor in which

fusion, as opposed to fission, takes place are very formidable

indeed.

Little detail has been published about the hydrogen bomb, but it

appears that it utilises a fission-fusion-fission process. The central

core is probably a fission bomb utilising plutonium, which provides

the enormous temperatures necessary for fusion to be possible. This

core is surrounded by the fusable material. This, in turn, is

surrounded by natural uranium in which further fission is induced

by the fast neutrons produced on fission. As the critical size vital

to the fission process is not of concern in the fusion process, there

seems to be no limit to the size that hydrogen bombs can have

—

other than economic limitations. Thermonuclear explosions equi-

valent to several megatons of TNT and capable of producing

radioactive dust over a very wide area have been produced.

Speculations as to the nature of the material used for the fusion

process indicate that deuterium (in heavy water) and/or tritium

(?H, see § 13.4) have been used. In this connection, it is to be noted

that the fusion of two deuterons is more likely to produce tritium or

helium 3 (iHe) rather than helium 4 (fHe). This is because the

incident deuteron consists of a proton and a neutron. On fusion,

the neutron in the deuteron may well become attached to the

deuterium nucleus to form tritium and the proton be repelled

violently (compare the Oppenheimer-Phillips process, § 12.2), or,

alternatively, the proton may become attached and not the neutron

to produce helium 3. These reactions are represented by

IH + JH (incident deuteron)— ?H + \H.

The energy release per fusion in this reaction is 4-04 MeV.

Or ?H + fH >lHe + U-

The energy released per fusion in this case is 3-26 MeV.

Fusion reactions based on deuteron-deuteron and/or deuteron-

triton fusion give rise to what has become known as the "wet"

hydrogen bomb. A "dry" process has also been used. This

second process probably involves cyclic nuclear reactions in which a

combination of hydrogen isotopes and lithium 6 produces helium

in a two-stage process. This cyclic reaction is speculated to be

fH + ?H fHe + U+ 17-6 MeV
deuteron triton a-particle I energy released

4-7 MeV + |He + |H < |Li + In.
energy released
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17.16. Stellar Energy

There is little doubt that the colossal energies of the stars are

sustained by nuclear fusion. Any other postulated mechanism

(e.g. that of Helmholtz, who suggested that the gravitational energy

available on contraction of the star would be converted into heat;

or the idea that the energy results from chemical reactions) cannot

account for the enormous amounts of energy radiated, for example,

by the sun, which is estimated to emit electromagnetic radiation at the

rate of 4 x 1017 W and, furthermore, has been doing so for several

thousands of millions of years.

The interiors of the stars are estimated to be at exceedingly high

temperatures. The temperature of the sun's interior is considered

to be of the order of 20 X 106 °C. At such high temperatures, the

collision energies between particles will not only strip all atoms of

their extra-nuclear electrons but thermonuclear fusion reactions will

be possible between the nuclei resulting.

In the evolution of a star, the gravitational forces involved as the

original gaseous matter (the origin of which is not known with

certainty) contracts are alleged to be capable of raising the interior

to temperatures of the order of 106 °C or more. Thermonuclear

fusion reactions then have a small probability of beginning; as

such reactions proceed, the temperature increases further; the

probability of fusion is then greater; the reaction is cumulative to

give eventually a rate of production of energy able to sustain temp-

eratures of several million degrees.

These ideas were first put forward in 1929 by Atkinson and

Houtermans. Ten years later, Bethe put forward a more detailed

theory, using the increased knowledge of nuclear reactions then

available. This theory involves the synthesis of protons to give

helium where carbon acts as a kind of "catalyst". The reactions

alleged to occur are as follows:

Protons, available in quantity in the interiors of stars, interact

with carbon 12 nuclei to release fusion energy and y-radiation.

This reaction is represented by

^C + iH— 1 ?N + Av + fii (0

where Qx is the energy evolved.

The nitrogen 13 produced is radioactive and decays by emitting

positrons; the half-life is 101 min. This decay is represented by
i|N __> i3C + + ?e (ii)
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A further proton is then captured by the carbon 13 nucleus
produced and more energy Qz is liberated. This reaction is

^C + iH > 1 $N + hv + Q 2 (iii)

A third proton then combines with the nitrogen 14, the reaction
being

ifN + iH 1 IO+Av + e, (iv)

Oxygen 15 is again radioactive; it emits positrons; the half-

life is 2 min. This decay is represented by
i|0 1 fN++J« (v)

The nitrogen 15 then captures a fourth proton, the reaction being

ifN + lH 1 |C + jHe (vi)

The carbon 12 is produced again in this last of the sequence of
events; it is then available for a second similar series of reactions,

and so on. The carbon 12 is therefore not used up; it allows the

reactions to proceed but, like a chemical catalyst, is itself still

available for further reactions.

If Equations (i) to (vi) are added together, the result is repre-

sented by

JH + }H + iH + \H-~> %He + 2Ae + fii + Q2 + Qz,
i.e. four protons have been fused together to form an a-particle

and two positrons. As stated in § 17.15, it is exceedingly unlikely

that four protons would meet spontaneously and combine to form
an a-particle; Bethe's theory, however, shows that this is possible

by virtue of the "catalytic" action of the carbon. The energy

liberated for every such fusion is 28 MeV (§17.15). Bethe calculates

that the enormous number of such fusions which can take place in

the stars give the correct order of rate of production of energy to

sustain the high temperatures estimated and the rate of radiation

ofenergy observed.

It is probable that this carbon cycle applies to most stars. Stars

are, however, of greatly varying ages. The enormous red giant

stars—which are comparatively "young"—are probably not at

a sufficiently high temperature to sustain a sufficient rate of produc-
tion ofheat by the carbon cycle alone.

In these giant stars, the main nuclear reaction is probably an
alternative to the carbon cycle, in which helium nuclei are either

formed as a result of the capture of protons by lithium nuclei or as a
consequence of the fusion of two protons to form deuterons. These
two possibilities are

iLi + iH >2iUe + Q,

JH + IH.—^in + Je + Q.
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In the sun, which is an intermediate star of age between that of
the red giants and the much older blue dwarfs, it is likely that both
the carbon cycle and the combination of protons takes place.

Furthermore, the proton-proton reaction probably leads to a further
sequence of events in which the deuterium formed captures a second
proton. The latest theories postulate the following chain of
reactions in this connection:

JH + 1H *?H+ + ?e.

A second proton is then captured by the deuterium formed,
the reaction being

!H + JH >lHe+hv.
The most probable succeeding reaction (as deduced from cross-

section measurements) is then

|He + jjHe > fHe +2JH.
The result of these three reactions is seen to be the synthesis of

helium from four protons (note that the first two reactions in the
sequence have to occur twice to provide the two helium 3 nuclei
necessary for the third and last reaction in the sequence). This
series is therefore an alternative possibility to the original carbon
cycle of Bethe. Recent evidence suggests that the carbon cycle is

the less probable one in the case of the sun and that Bethe's theory
is more likely to account for the energy production in the main
sequence stars which are at greater temperatures than the sun.

17.17. Nuclear Fusion Reactions in a Gaseous Discharge

The possibility exists of passing through a gas such an intense
electrical discharge current that temperatures of the order of 108 K
are obtained at which nuclear fusion reactions would take place if

the gas concerned were either deuterium or a mixture of deuterium
and tritium.

Discharge currents in pulses of several thousand amperes are
demanded through a very pure gas or gas mixture at low pressure to
attain such temperatures. Such enormous currents are obtainable
by the discharge of large banks of capacitors. The problem is to
maintain this discharge for a sufficiently long time and, even more
difficult, to provide a containment vessel which will withstand
colossal temperatures.

Sustaining the plasma for about 10-1 to 10 second is sufficient.

The problem of designing a suitable container has not been solved,
however. Clearly, the excessively high temperature discharge must
be kept away from the walls of a vessel made of any conceivable
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material. To do this, attempts have been made to utilise the so-

called pinch-effect of a magnetic flux. If a discharge is passed

through a gas in a cylindrical tube and this tube has an external

winding along its length, when a current is passed through this

winding, it can be readily shown that the magnetic forces acting on

the plasma tend to confine it along the tube axis, i.e. to "pinch"

it. To avoid the use of electrodes, an electrodeless discharge set up

in a toroidal tube has been tried, as in the Zeta experiment reported

in 1958, in which temperatures of about 5 X 106 K were established

for a very short time, but nuclear fusion was not obtained. Sub-

sequent experiments have used complex arrangements as in the

"stellarator", "magnetic mirror", and "astron" systems. Re-

cently, a reversion to the simpler toroidal arrangement has given a

little promise of success. The difficulties of preventing "wriggle"

and other instabilities of the confined plasma and of maintaining

the deuterium and deuterium/tritium mixture in a highly pure state

have so far defeated the efforts of intensive and expensive research,

undertaken primarily in England, Russia, and the U.S.A.

Exercises 17

1. Write a short historical survey of the discovery of nuclear fission.

2 In the fission of uranium 235 by thermal neutrons suppose that, on the

average the sum of the masses of the initial uranium 235 atom and that of the

neutron exceeds by 0-2 a.m.u. the sum of the masses of the fission product atoms

and the neutrons produced. Calculate the mass ofuranium 235 which, on fission,

would be capable of producing 1 MW h of energy, assuming the process is

capable of being undertaken with an efficiency of 15 per cent. (Physical

constants required are given in Appendix D).

3 Explain why prompt neutrons and delayed neutrons are produced in a

fission reaction. Why are delayed neutrons of importance in the design of a

system for controlling the rate of production of nuclear energy?

4. Write an essay on the transuranic elements.

5 With the aid of a suitable diagram explain in outline the processes whereby

Plutonium may be produced in a nuclear reactor which utilises natural uranium

as the fuel element and carbon as the moderator.

What are the requirements of a breeder reactor?

6. Explain how the reproduction factor fc in a thermal, heterogeneous nuclear

reactor may be expressed in the form

k = epfy,

where e is the fast fission factor, p is the resonance escape probability, / is the

thermal utilisation factor, and v is the number of fast neutrons produced by

each thermal fission of the fissile material used. Indicate on the basis of this

expression how values of k exceeding unity by a small amount may be achieved.

7 Write an account of a thermal, heterogeneous nuclear reactor using

natural uranium and carbon as the moderator material, explaining how control

and safety in operation are obtained.
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8. Write short notes on the following:

(a) the use of heavy water as a moderator material in nuclear reactor design;

(6) the water boiler reactor

;

(c) the swimming-pool reactor;

(d) the breeder reactor.

9. Describe, with suitable diagrams, the essential features of a nuclear power
station for generating electricity.

10. Sketch the curve showing how the binding energy per nucleon varies with
the mass number; distinguish between the fission and the fusion processes.

Give briefly the principles involved in the release of energy in a nuclear power
station and in the sun. (Poly.)

1 1

.

Calculate the energy in MeV which would result per fusion if the following
reactions could be undertaken :

—

(a)2jH + 2J«—fHe;
(b) 2?H *fHe.

(The masses in a.m.u. are 2014 7 for the deuterium atom, 4003 9 for the helium
atom, 1008 1 for the hydrogen atom, and 1009 for the neutron).

Give arguments which show that such a fusion reaction as (6) cannot be
undertaken in a mass of deuterium unless the temperature is raised to several
million degrees.

12. Write an essay on thermonuclear reactions, dealing in particular with
the sources of stellar energy and the attempt to obtain such a reaction in an
intense gaseous discharge.



CHAPTER 18

COSMIC RAYS: ELEMENTARY PARTICLES

18. 1. The Discovery of Cosmic Radiation

The experiments of C. T. R. Wilson in England and of Elster

and Geitel in Germany showed, in 1900, that the air near the earth's

surface is always slightly ionised. In 1903, Rutherford and Cooke
and also McLennan and Burton found that the ionisation of the air

in a closed vessel was reduced by enclosing the vessel with shields of

lead. It was thought that this ionisation was due to the radiations

from the radon gas in the atmosphere and those from the radioactive

materials in the earth's crust. Some experimenters, including

Wilson, suggested the possibility of an ionising radiation coming

from outside the earth's surface. The smallness of the effect did

not, however, encourage at first what seemed to be somewhat

fanciful speculations.

To explore the origin of this ionising agent further, and to

investigate whether or not an extra-terrestrial radiation was indeed

present, experiments were later conducted on the measurement of

the small leak of an electrometer maintained at a high altitude.

In 1909, Wulf made such measurements at the top of the Eiffel

Tower in Paris, but detected no significant difference from results

obtained on the ground. In the following two years, Gockel made
three balloon ascents to heights of 2 500, 2 800, and 4 000 m
respectively. He observed little change of ionisation with altitude,

though a small increase was noticeable at 4 000 m. If the ionising

agent were y-radiation coming from the earth, a considerable

decrease of ionisation should have been found. Soon afterwards,

Hess, in 1912, made ten balloon ascents up to altitudes of 5 400 m.

As a result of using much more sensitive instruments than Gockel

had available, Hess established that a small decrease in ionisation

was experienced in the first 1 000 m, but subsequently the ionisation

increased markedly to reach at 5 000 m, values many times greater

than at sea level. Hess concluded that his observations proved

beyond doubt the existence of an ionising radiation of extra-

terrestrial origin and of exceedingly great penetrating power com-

pared with any radiation then known. At such altitudes, any

radiation from the earth itself would have been entirely absorbed

by the earth's atmosphere. Hess is regarded as the discoverer of

cosmic rays, though he called them "Hohenstrahlung". The term

"cosmic rays" was introduced by Millikan and Cameron in 1925,

536
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KolhSrster repeated Hess' work and made in 1913 balloon ascents

up to altitudes of 9 000 m. He found that 80 ion pairs were formed

per cubic centimetre per second at 9 000 m. A graph of altitude

against number of ion pairs per cubic centimeter of air per second

obtained at heights above 1 000 m indicated, when extrapolated to

sea level, that only 2 ion pairs per cubic centimeter were produced

at sea level by cosmic rays. The figures actually recorded at sea

level vary between 5 and 10 ion pairs per cubic centimeter per

second. Near the ground, therefore, less than 40 per cent, of the

ionisation is due to cosmic rays; the rest is due to stray radioactivity.

The scepticism of the earlier workers was therefore partly justified,

though their rejection of the suggestions of an extra-terrestrial

radiation were unwise.

The fact that cosmic rays definitely have an extra-terrestrial

origin was established beyond all doubt by the extensive series of

observations undertaken by Millikan and his co-workers and many
others during the decade from 1925 to 1935. Of outstanding sig-

nificance was the extraordinary penetrating power of the radiation.

The most energetic y-rays available from natural radioactive

materials are those from ThC" with an energy of 2-62 MeV. These

y-rays are reduced to half their initial intensity after passage through

150 m of air at s.t.p. The results of Kolhorster showed that about

1 000 m of air at s.t.p. would be required to bring about a 50 per

cent, reduction ofthe cosmic ray intensity.

Until 1932, and even later, it was considered that cosmic rays

were extremely energetic photons of very short wavelength. No
evidence was then extant which suggested that they might be charged

particles. At that time, the most energetic electrons available

were those from /^--emitting radioactive materials. These /?~-

particles were only capable of traversing at most 1 mm of lead.

To explain the penetrating power of cosmic rays in terms of charged

particles, like electrons, particles with energies of as much as 109 eV
and more had to be envisaged. This was too extravagant a hypo-

thesis in the late 1920's, though, nowadays, the scientist is becoming

almost blas6 about such enormous particle energies.

The idea that cosmic rays were an extremely energetic form of

y-radiation persisted until the latitude effect (§ 18.3) was discovered.

This early hypothesis is now known to be wrong; by far the majority

of cosmic rays are charged particles, including electrons, both

positive and negative, and mesons.
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18.2. Experiments on the Absorption of Cosmic Rays

In 1926 to 1928, Millikan and Cameron undertook a series of
experiments on the penetration of cosmic rays through water.

They lowered a sensitive sealed string electrometer to various depths
in two lakes in California: Arrowhead Lake (altitude 1 650 m)
and Gem Lake (altitude 2 794 m). These snow-fed lakes were
chosen as they were practically free of radioactivity. Recordings
of the ionisation current against the depth of the electrometer in

water showed that this current decreased rapidly during the first

metre, corresponding to a relatively high absorption coefficient, then
subsequently decreased more slowly, corresponding to a small

absorption coefficient. If the cosmic rays were monoenergetic, the

absorption coefficient for water would be expected to be constant.

It was concluded that the cosmic radiation reaching the earth

consisted of two main components of considerably different penetrat-

ing powers; one the soft component (now known to consist of both
negative and positive electrons and photons) and the other the hard
component (now known to consist of mesons).

The difference between the altitudes of the two lakes was 1 234 m
and they were 250 miles apart. The cosmic rays which reached a
given depth in the water of the lower lake were found to produce
less ions per cubic centimeter per second than those which reached

the same depth in the higher lake. This was correctly attributed to

the longer path through the atmosphere taken by the cosmic rays

in reaching the surface of the lower lake.

In explaining these experimental results, the following facts arise:

(i) The cosmic radiation has an extra-terrestrial origin, well

outside the earth's atmosphere, and its intensity at the top of the

atmosphere is the same for two places at large distances apart.

(ii) The cosmic radiation is not homogeneous but consists of
components of widely varying energies, where two components of

considerably different penetrating powers through matter are

conveniently specified. The so-called soft component has a linear

absorption coefficient of about 0-55 per metre of water at sea level;

for the hard component the coefficient is about 0- 1

.

(iii) Equal masses of air and of water in a column absorb the

cosmic rays equally. The mass-absorption coefficient /*,//> in these

different media is therefore the same.

Measurements on the penetration of cosmic rays through solid

absorbers have been made by several workers. The extraordinary

penetration of the most energetic of these rays is demonstrated in

experiments conducted in deep mines. Cosmic rays can still be
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detected at depths of as much as 600 m below the earth's surface—

a

depth corresponding to a passage through 1 000 m of water ! Only

some 0-05 per cent, of the intensity at the earth's surface remains,

but the penetration is, nevertheless, astonishing. V. C. Wilson in

1938 calculated that the linear absorption coefficient for this ex-

tremely hard radiation is as low as 0-002 5 per metre of water.

Laboratory experiments on the absorption of cosmic rays

cannot simulate the studies of extreme penetration undertaken

in lakes and mines. Even if sufficient absorbers of high atomic mass

like lead or gold are used, several metres of material would be

necessary to absorb the very hard components. However, it is

significant that about 20 per cent, of the total cosmic radiation at

sea level is absorbed by 10 cm thickness of lead, whilst 50 per cent,

of the remainder is able to traverse more than 1 m of lead. Cosmic

radiation which is absorbed by 10 cm of lead or less is known as the

soft component; the more penetrating radiation as the hard com-

ponent. This is a rough but useful division. It is now known

that the soft component consists primarily of electrons and positrons

together with photons whereas the hard component consists mostly

of mesons, which are fundamental particles of mass intermediate

between that of the electron and that of the proton.

The absorption of the whole atmosphere is equivalent to that of

about 1 m of lead or 10-3 m of water. The soft component must

hence have its origin within the atmosphere.

18.3. The Latitude Effect

In the period 1927-32, Clay measured the ionisation at sea level

due to cosmic rays on three different voyages from Holland via the

Suez Canal to Java. He concluded that the cosmic ray intensity

varied with latitude, and was about 11 per cent, less in the region of

the magnetic equator than at high latitudes. Contemporaneous

expeditions by other workers failed to confirm Clay's results. Doubt

about this latitude effect was removed, however, as a consequence

of a world-wide survey organised by Compton, who analysed in

1932 the results from no less than 69 observing stations. The effect

was established to be a true one beyond doubt.

The latitude effect can only be explained if the cosmic rays are

primarily in the form of charged particles. No conceivable ex-

planation of the latitude effect was possible on the old hypothesis

that the cosmic rays were simply highly energetic photons. Thus,

charged particles would be deflected in their paths to the earth by

the earth's magnetic field, but photons would be unaffected. The

discovery of the latitude effect by Clay was therefore important in
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establishing that the majority of cosmic ray particles must indeed
be charged.

The magnetic field due to the earth is still appreciable at heights
well above the earth's atmosphere. At an altitude of 640 km, the
flux density is still about 10 per cent, ofits value at sea level. Charged
particles approaching the earth vertically towards the magnetic
equator will experience a force at right angles both to their direction
or motion and to the direction of the magnetic flux lines. They will

therefore be deflected away from the normal extending to the earth.

This deflection will become smaller the higher the magnetic latitude.

Considering the earth as a magnetic dipole, it can be established

theoretically that a particle which carries a charge, e, the electronic

charge, must have a minimum energy Emin, if it is to reach the earth
in the vertical direction at the magnetic latitude A, where Emin was
given approximately by an equation due to Lemaitre and Vallarta in
1933 in the form:

Emin = 1-5 X 104 cos4 A MeV (18.1)

In deriving this equation, the absorption of the energy of the
particle in the earth's atmosphere is neglected. For an electron,

the energy lost in traversing the atmosphere is at least 2-5 x 103 MeV.
At the magnetic equator, A = 0, so Emin = 1-5 X 104 MeV. Par-
ticles which exceed this amount by the energy needed to penetrate
the earth's atmosphere should therefore reach the ground at the
equator. Experiment shows that about 1 particle/cm2/min on the
average reaches the ground at the equator with a mean energy of
3 X 104 MeV. At the higher magnetic latitudes, particles of lower
energies should be able to reach the earth, and they would therefore

be expected to arrive in somewhat greater numbers. At the
magnetic poles, the number of cosmic ray particles should be a
maximum and they should have a minimum energy decided only by
the absorption due to the atmosphere.

An extensive series of measurements reported in 1937 by Comp-
ton and Turner and made on a series of sea voyages between the

latitudes 55° N and 45° S provides some of the best evidence on the
latitude effect. These observers used an automatic recording
instrument consisting of a large spherical ionisation chamber of 19
dm3 capacity and filled with argon at a pressure of 50 atmospheres.
This large volume of high pressure gas ensured good interception of
the cosmic rays to produce ions. Fig. 18.1 shows the results of
these experiments. The intensity at the magnetic equator is 90 per
cent, of that at a latitude of 50° N. The curve is approximately
symmetrical as the intensity at a magnetic latitude A° N is very nearly
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the same as that at A° S. The change over latitudes between 40°

and the poles is small.

As the radius of the earth is approximately 6 400 km, whereas

the atmosphere extends upwards to only 320 km, it is apparent

that the magnetic deflection of the cosmic ray particles responsible

for the latitude effect must occur above the earth's atmosphere.

The latitude effect is considerably more marked if observations

are taken at high altitudes. The results of Bowen, Millikan, and
Neher reported in 1938 are shown in Fig. 18.2.
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These results were obtained by sending up self-recording

ionisation chambers on unmanned sounding balloons. The
distances are expressed as depths below the top of the atmosphere

in metres of water equivalent. The maximum cosmic ray intensities

occur at altitudes corresponding to distances of 0-4 to 1 m water

equivalent below the top of the atmosphere. The maximum
number of ions produced per cubic centimetre per second (corrected

to s.t.p.) decreases from 360 in going from a high latitude of 60° N
to a minimum of 95 at 3° N, i.e. a decrease of 74 per cent. The
corresponding decrease at sea level was only 11 per cent. For
geomagnetic latitudes above 55° the cosmic ray intensity changes

little with latitude at high altitudes. At sea level, this independence

of latitude occurs above 40°.
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In considering results of measurements on the latitude effect,

Swann pointed out in 1934 and 1936 that the energy that a particle

with a charge e requires to penetrate vertically the earth's atmos-

phere is 1-4 x 103 MeV. More recent estimates give values of the

order of 2-5 x 10s MeV. Using Equation (18.1) Swann showed that
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Fig. 18.2. Plot of the cosmic ray intensity against the altitude at four different

geomagnetic latitudes. (Altitude expressed in equivalent metres of water

below top of atmosphere.)

the minimum energy for penetration to the earth's equator is set by

the earth's magnetic field at 1-5 X 104 MeV for an electron,

1-4 X 104 MeV for a proton, and 1-1 X 104 MeV for an a-particle.

Hence, for any charged particle likely to constitute the cosmic
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radiation, the energy required to reach the magnetic equator is so

much greater than the energy required to overcome energy loss due

to ionisation of the atmosphere that an insignificant variation of

intensity with altitude would be expected at the magnetic equator.

Furthermore, at higher latitudes, the cosmic ray intensity should not

vary noticeably with altitude until a sufficiently high latitude is

reached for the energy required to penetrate the earth's magnetic

field to become of comparable magnitude with the energy required

to penetrate the atmosphere.

These deductions are quite contrary to the experimental results

as shown in Figs. 18.1 and 18.2. Swann proposed the explanation

that a primary cosmic radiation from outer space interacted with

the molecules of the atmosphere to produce a secondary radiation.

The probability of ejection of a secondary was considered to be

proportional to the energy of the primary. The primary cosmic

rays were those influenced by the earth's magnetic field, whereas

the secondaries perpetuated the path of the primaries and hence

perpetuated also the effects of magnetic deflection.

The modern view substantiates this hypothesis of Swann. The
primary cosmic rays that traverse outer space are now considered to

be mostly energetic protons; the others are heavier nuclei. No
evidence exists which logically indicates the presence of electrons in

the primary cosmic rays. The protons and heavier nuclei interact

with the nuclei in the molecules of the atmosphere to produce the

mesons, which form the hard component of the secondary cosmic

rays; subsequently, the electrons (both positive and negative) and
photons, which form the soft component, are produced.

The experiments conducted on cosmic rays at sea level and at

moderate altitudes are thus necessarily studies of the secondary

cosmic rays. Information about the primaries is largely deduced

from a knowledge of the secondary effects they produce on absorp-

tion in the atmosphere. In recent years, however, more direct

information has become available about the primary rays as a result

of the ascents of unmanned balloons which carry nuclear emulsion

recorders or automatic cloud chambers to very high altitudes.

This information has been supplemented by extensive investigations

by means of counting tubes and automatic cloud chambers operated

at altitudes of about 3 000 m on mountain tops and by exploration

of the upper atmosphere by the use of rockets and satellites.

In further explanation of the cut-off of magnetic effects near 50°,

Janossy suggested in 1937 that the minimum energy Emin of those

primaries which could reach the earth's atmosphere is set by the
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magnetic flux density due to the sun at a value of about 2 x 103 MeV.
Furthermore, Janossy estimated that the fraction F of primary

cosmic rays with an energy greater than E is given approximately by

AF =

where A is a constant.

18.4. The East-West Effect

The number of cosmic ray particles arriving in a particular

direction can be determined by means of a cosmic ray telescope

consisting of three G.M. tubes in coincidence (§ 14.4). At any

azimuth, it was found in 1933 by Johnson and Street that the number
of particles arriving from the west per second is greater than that

from the east. This effect is a maximum at the equator, where the

excess is about 14 per cent. It can be explained on the assumption

that the majority of the primary cosmic rays are positively charged.

A positively charged particle approaching the equator in a vertical

direction will be deflected by the earth's magnetic field so that it

reaches the earth from a westerly direction. A negatively charged

particle would come in from the east. The secondary cosmic rays

observed at the earth are created by the interaction of the primaries

with molecules in the upper atmosphere and these secondaries

continue in the direction of travel of the primaries which produce

them. The preponderance of secondary cosmic rays coming from

the west indicates on a full analysis of the effect that most of (indeed

probably all) the primaries are positive particles, This is in accord-

ance with the most recent data.

18.5. The Discovery of the Positron

In 1932 Anderson discovered a new elementary particle, the

positive electron or positron (§ 10.7). A cloud chamber was

operated in the vertical plane between the poles of an electromagnet

which provided a magnetic flux density of 1-5 tesla. A few of the

many photographs obtained showed pairs of tracks. For any one

pair, the two tracks had similar radii of curvature in the magnetic

field and appeared to originate from a common point in the metal

casing immediately around the chamber (outside the field of view).

The significant fact was that the curvatures of the tracks of the two

particles were in opposite directions.

It appeared that the particles concerned in a pair were a negative

electron and a positive electron (i.e. a positron). This assumption

would account for the observations. It was, however, a remote
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possibility that, by some freak chance, the two particles met at a
common point and that they were both electrons but travelling in

opposite directions through the chamber. This possibility was ruled

out by Anderson by the simple expedient of placing a lead sheet

6 mm thick across the diameter of the cloud chamber. Photographs
were obtained showing the decrease of energy of the particle in

travelling through this lead sheet. Fig. 18.3 shows a diagram based
on a photograph obtained by Anderson in which the positron
originated near the bottom of the cloud chamber. Before travers-

ing the lead plate the energy of this particle was computed from its

curvature in a known magnetic field to be 63 MeV. After travers-

ing the lead, its energy was found to be 23 MeV. The loss of energy
of 40 MeV was calculated to be that expected on traversing 6 mm of

Fig. 18.3. Concerning the discovery of the positron.

lead. The particle must therefore have been travelling upwards
through the chamber. That it was a positive particle was readily

deduced as the magnetic field direction was known.

Could this positive particle be a proton? The answer is

certainly no ! A proton which could produce a track ofthe measured
curvature would need to have a much lower energy than a positive

electron. Such a low energy proton would produce many more
ions per centimetre of path than an electron and, correspondingly,

a much denser track. Moreover, a proton of this energy could not
traverse 6mm of lead.

The discovery of the positron by Anderson was confirmed a year

later by Blackett and Occhialini who had then developed their

automatic cloud chamber (§ 14.6). These workers photographed
several tracks which showed clearly the existence of positive and
negative electron pairs.

18 y. : a. n. p.
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Positrons were definitely established to be present in abundance
in secondary cosmic radiation. Two years after the original

experiments of Anderson they were discovered to be emitted by some
of the artificially produced radioactive nuclides (§ 10.7), so that

laboratory sources ofpositrons are now available.

In a theory of the electron beyond the scope of this text, Dirac

in 1928 modified the Schrodinger wave equation (§ 6.8) to reconcile

it with the theory of relativity. The relativistic quantum mechanical

equation resulting was immediately successful in that it put the ideas

of the spin and magnetic properties of the electron on a fundamental

foundation whereas previously these properties of the electron had

been deduced empirically from observations in spectroscopy. A
further consequence of this theory was the prediction of the existence

of a positive hole, into which an electron might disappear and

produce radiation. This theory received remarkable corroboration

when the discovery of the positron (now identifiable with the positive

hole) was announced four years later.

The production of a positive and negative pair of electrons on

the interaction with matter of y-rays with an energy exceeding

1 MeV has been described in § 15.7. The opposite process has also

been observed in which, as predicted by Dirac, the "annihilation of

matter" takes place on an encounter between a positron and an

electron to produce annihilation radiation.

This annihilation radiation will appear as photons when positrons

from radioactive nuclides are absorbed in matter. The result is the

production of two photons travelling in opposite directions. The

reaction is represented by

_?e++$e >2hv.

Experiment establishes that the probability of capture of a

positron is greatest when the positron has low kinetic energy. The

energy of each photon produced will therefore be equal to the rest-

mass energy of a positron or an electron, i.e. m c*, equal to 0-51 MeV.
The wavelength A of the annihilation radiation is therefore given by

T
hC 2

T = m
° '

_ h _ 6 '62 x 10
"34

ie - m c~~ 9-11 x 10-31 X 3 x 10 8
m

= 0-024 A.

Gamma-radiation of this wavelength always accompanies the

emission of positrons by radionuclides, as was shown by DuMond
who measured with his curved crystal spectrometer (§ 9.18) the
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wavelength of the annihilation radiation from radioactive copper,

% fCu, which emits positrons.

As positrons react readily with electrons in this way, they have an
ephemeral existence. The capture process results in the formation
of positronium. When the positron is decelerated to low velocities

in its passage through matter, it is attracted to an electron. The
electron and positron then circulate around their common centre of
mass (which is mid-way between them) for a finite time before the

annihilation radiation is produced. This combination—positron-

ium—is analogous with the circulation of an electron around a
proton in a hydrogen atom. Two states of positronium exist, each
with the positron in the most closely bound orbit with n = 1 and
/ = (§ 3.1) but where the one state is with the spins parallel and the

other anti-parallel. Positronium with anti-parallel spins has a
life-time of about lO-10 second. The parallel state has a longer

existence ofabout 1-5 X 10-7 second.

The existence of positronium was first verified by Deutsch in

1951 who observed a time-lag between the emission of a positron

from radioactive sodium 22 and the production of the annihilation

radiation on the absorption of this positron in a gas.

18.6. Electron Showers and Bursts

In 1928, Hoffmann and Lindholm observed that the steady
ionisation current recorded by an ionisation chamber which was
measuring the cosmic ray intensity was occasionally subject to
sudden random increases. Apparently the cosmic ray intensity

occasionally rose momentarily, but considerably above its normal
value, to produce these current pulses. In 1931, Rossi arranged a
set of G.M. counters in coincidence, in a horizontal plane, and
showed that a number of particles was produced as a group. Later
Rossi used triangular arrangements of three G.M. counters in

coincidence (and also pentagonal arrangements of five counters)
beneath various thicknesses of lead and plotted the rate of coincid-

ence against the thickness of the absorber (Fig. 18.4). This rate

increases to a maximum for a certain thickness of the absorber
(about 2 cm for lead) and then decreases to a constant value (reached
at 5 cm for lead). This effect is known as the Rossi transition.

These results are explained on the supposition that a single,

highly energetic electron in the secondary cosmic rays produces a
shower of particles (electrons, positrons, and photons) on inter-

acting with nuclei, an effect much enhanced if heavy nuclei in a
solid absorber are concerned. The number of shower particles
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increases at first with increasing path in the absorber. After the

maximum is reached, however, the number of particles detected

decreases because many of them fail to penetrate the absorber. The
constant "tail" of the curve is then due to showers produced by

penetrating cosmic ray particles (§ 18.1 1).

Blackett obtained photographs of these cosmic ray showers in

his automatic cloud chamber. By placing horizontal layers of metal

across the chamber, a single particle at the first plate can be observed

to produce as many as 300 particles in a shower, and then these

particles produce still further showers in the succeeding plate, and so

on. The total energy of the shower particles in extreme cases is as

much as 6 x 105 MeV, but total energies of 103 to 104 MeV are more

frequent. The showers comprising a large number of particles are

often called "bursts". Bursts are almost certainly simply extreme

manifestations of the shower phenomenon.
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Fig. 18.4. The experiments of Rossi on cosmic ray showers.

Extensive showers over areas of the earth of several acres in

extent have been detected by widely spaced arrangements of G.M.
counters in coincidence. These sometimes comprise many millions

of particles which owe their origin to a single particle of very high

energy (estimates are as high as 1010 MeV) which initiates a shower at

an altitude of a few miles in the atmosphere.

The mechanism responsible for shower formation was the

subject of much speculation until 1937, when the explanation based

on pair production was put forward by Bhaba and Heitler and also

Carlson and Oppenheimer. A very energetic electron (negative or

positive) in the cosmic radiation (energy, say, 105 MeV) loses energy

on encountering the nuclei of the atoms in the atmosphere. This

energy appears in the form of highly energetic photons. Any one of

these photons produces a pair of electrons on interaction with the

Coulomb field near the nucleus of an atom. In this process
—"the

materialisation of matter"—the photonic energy decreases by 1 MeV
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plus the sum of the kinetic energies given to the members of the pair.

Both the electron and the positron created still have, however,

ample energy to produce fresh photons on interaction with nuclei,

and the new photons are then able to create further electron pairs.

Manifestly, there will develop a whole series of photons, positrons,

and electrons in a shower which has been initiated by a single high

energy particle (Fig. 18.5).

This process of shower formation produces the bulk of the

positrons and electrons which constitute the soft component of the

ELECTRON
(e+or e")

NUCLEI

PHOTON

Fig. 18.5. The principle of shower formation.

cosmic radiation at ground level. In nature, the absorption of the

energy of the initial electron which leads to the production of a
shower takes place in the atmosphere. The effect is concentrated

by the use of solid absorbers in the laboratory experiments on
shower formation.

18.7. The Hard Component of Secondary Cosmic Rays; The
Mu-meson or Muon

The hard component of cosmic rays cannot consist of electrons

or photons. Even energetic electrons and photons are absorbed
in a few centimetres of lead, whereas the hard component has been
detected at considerable depths within the earth. A significant
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experiment on the separation of the soft and harcTcomponents can

be performed by placing two G.M. counters one above the other in a

vertical plane and operated in coincidence (Fig. I8.60). If various

thicknesses of lead are placed between these counters and the rate of

coincidence plotted against the thickness of lead, a graph of the

form shown in Fig. 18.66 is obtained.

The absorption coefficient is high for the first 10 cm of lead, i.e.

the cosmic ray intensity decreases rapidly at first. Thereafter a

smaller absorption coefficient is found: the slope of the graph is

considerably less. Whereas the relative intensity falls off from 100

per cent, to 50 per cent, in the first 10 cm, about 50 per cent, of the

remaining particles are able to traverse 1 m thickness of lead.

Those particles absorbed in 10 cm of lead or less form the soft
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Fig. 18.6. Use of coincidence counters in studies on the absorption ofcosmic rays.

component: they are primarily electrons, positrons, and photons.

The particles forming the hard component are able to traverse

readily more than 10 cm of lead. They cannot be electrons; the

question is, what are these particles ?

Theoretical considerations show that a particle with one electronic

charge has an average path of penetration through a given homo-

geneous absorber which is proportional to the square of the mass of

the particle. The hard component might therefore well consist of

charged particles which are heavier than electrons. By operating

an automatic cloud chamber in a powerful magnetic field, Anderson

and Neddermeyer established in 1936 that particles with masses

between 100 and 300 times the mass of the electron did indeed exist

in the secondary cosmic rays. These particles were at first called

mesotrons. They are now known as mesons, and, in fact, are the
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most abundant kind of meson found in cosmic rays at ground-

level—the ma-mesons.

The specific ionisation produced by a very energetic charged

particle is practically independent of its mass. Consequently, it is

not easy to distinguish in cloud chamber studies between the types of

track left by two very energetic particles of quite different masses.

However, this difficulty can be overcome by a study of the specific

ionisation produced by a particle which has been slowed down in an
absorber in the chamber, in conjunction with measurements of the

radius ofcurvature of its track in a strong magnetic field.

In several cloud chamber photographs produced to confirm

the existence of the meson, only one given by Anderson and
Neddermeyer is considered here. A lead plate 0-35 mm thick was
placed in the chamber along its diameter and the chamber was
operated vertically between the poles of a powerful electromagnet

at the the top of Pike's Peak in California. Near the centre of the

chamber a very energetic particle with a specific ionisation much the

same as that of an electron was observed to enter the lead plate from
above, pass through it, and produce a particle of greater specific

ionisation than an electron below the plate. The magnetic flux

density B multiplied by the radius of curvature R of this track

below the plate, i.e. BR, was 1-4 x 10_1 tesla metre. The direction

of the track showed that the particle was positively charged. The
particle could not, however, be a proton because a proton which
gave the value ofBR obtained would have had a much shorter range
than that observed for the particle in question.

Soon after the discovery of the meson, Street and Stevenson
showed conclusively that both positive and negative mesons of mass
intermediate between that of an electron and a proton exist by
arranging coincidence counters in conjunction with a cloud chamber
so that the mesons' tracks were photographed near the ends of
their ranges. A lead block 10 cm thick was placed above the

cloud chamber to absorb the unwanted soft component (Fig.

18.7). A further lead plate was placed horizontally inside the

cloud chamber along its diameter to increase the probability of
particles being stopped within the chamber. Above the 10 cm
block, G.M. counters 1 and 2 formed a coincidence telescope.

G.M. counter 3 between this block and the chamber detected those

penetrating particles able to traverse 10 cm of lead. Below the

chamber was a triangular arrangement 4 consisting of a bank of

counters in parallel. The expansion of the chamber was triggered

by coincidence pulses from 1, 2, and 3, but if 4 also produced a pulse—i.e. the particle had emerged below the chamber—then this pulse
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was used to forbid an expansion. In this way, photographs were
only taken of particles in the hard component near the ends of their

ranges after traversing the lead plate in the cloud chamber. The
expansion was delayed about one second to enable better estimates

of the number of droplets formed to be made and so of the number
ofions produced per centimetre ofpath.

Slow-moving particles near the ends of their ranges will produce
marked differences of specific ionisation depending on their masses.

The particles photographed in Street and Stevenson's experiment
had a specific ionisation in air of about six times that for an electron.

The particles could not therefore be electrons. That they were not

LEAD 10 CM

LEAD

Fig. 18.7. Study of a mu-meson track near the end of its range.

so massive as the proton was established by measuring their ranges

and their radii of curvature in a known magnetic flux density.

For example, measurements of one track gave a value of BR of
10~3 tesla metre and a range of 0-07 m. A proton with such a value

ofBR would have a range of only 0-01 m.

Recent determinations of the rest mass of this /*-meson have
been undertaken by careful measurements, using cloud chambers,

of the momentum and the range in lead. The accepted value at

present is (207 ± 0*4) m , where m is the rest mass of the electron.

The existence of a particle of mass intermediate between that of

an electron and a proton was predicted by Yukawa more than a year
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before the /x-meson was discovered. This particle was postulated

to explain the nature of the binding forces between the nucleons in

the nucleus (§ 15.13). It was alleged that the particle was unstable

with a mean life of about 10~ 7 second, that its mass was between
130 m and 200 m , and that negative, positive, and neutral forms of
this particle existed. The discovery subsequently of the /x-meson

seemed at first to confirm Yukawa's predictions. The assumption

that the so-called Yukawa meson and the /x-meson were the same
was, however, premature. Nevertheless, Yukawa's ideas received

later support on the discovery of the 7r-meson (pi-meson), which has
properties much more like those demanded of the Yukawa meson
in explaining nuclear binding forces (§ 18.9).

18.8. Properties of the Mu-meson

The directions of the curvature of /x-meson tracks in a cloud

chamber operated in a magnetic field show that both positive and
negative /x-mesons exist. These are referred to as /x+ and /ir-

respectively.

Experiments on the absorption of /t-mesons in air, light elements

like carbon, and heavy elements like lead, indicate that some other

process than simple absorption in matter is responsible for the

decrease in number. Lead is a better absorber than air, but it is not

so much better an absorber as would be expected. Again, two
layers of air of different thicknesses containing the same mass of

air but at different pressures do not apparently absorb /x-mesons

equally. In fact, /x-mesons in a long path through rarefied air at

a high altitude seem to undergo greater absorption than in a shorter

path through air at a low altitude, even though the paths are such

that the masses of air concerned are the same.

Several results of this kind on the passage of /x-mesons through
matter indicate clearly that some other cause of their disappearance

is present other than true absorption. The longer the time occupied

by the mesons in their passage through an absorber the more
marked is the loss of mesons above that which would be expected

because of absorption. This points to the possibility that ti-mesons

decay with a specific mean life. Even on traversing a perfect

vacuum, the mesons might therefore be expected to exhibit this

decay.

That this postulate is true has now been verified. The mean
life of the (A-meson has been measured in a number of experiments.

A typical arrangment used by Rossi and Nereson in 1942 is shown
inFig. 18.8.
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A lead block 10 cm thick is placed between two G.M. counters,

1 and 2, in coincidence. Only the hard component of the cosmic

rays therefore enters the brass block A, used as an absorber. This

brass block is surrounded by a bank of counters, 3, operated in

parallel and also in coincidence with 1 and 2, i.e. 1, 2, and 3 all feed

the same amplifier and scaler circuit. Below A is a set of counters,

4, in anti-coincidence, i.e. if a pulse is obtained from 4, then the

amplifier and scaler do not register a count. Pulses are therefore

only registered when an ionising particle passes through 1, 2, and 3

but no ionising particle traverses 4.
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Fig. 18.8. Measurement of the mean life of the mu-meson.

The counters 3 will discharge shortly after (the time delay is

about a millisecond) a coincidence is registered by 1 and 2. If

these pulses are registered, 4 cannot have discharged. It is therefore

highly probable that 1 and 2 were discharged by a meson, whereas

the counters 3 were discharged by the decay particle (an electron)

emitted by the meson when it was stopped in the absorber A. The
counters 2 and 3 are connected to a timing circuit which measures

the time delay between the pulse from 2 and that from 3. As a

result of many determinations the life of the meson could be found.

The value accepted at present for the mean life-time of a /u-meson

is 2-2 microsecond.

The decay of a /*-meson into an electron has been observed

both in the cloud chamber and in electron-sensitive photographic
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emulsions. The decay scheme for the /i-meson is represented by

H+ > e+ + 2v,

ft" > e~ -f- 2v.

The two antineutrinos (2v) accompanying the decay are not
observed in either the cloud chamber or the emulsion. They are

postulated to satisfy the laws of conservation of mass energy and
angular momentum.

The /x-meson interacts weakly with nuclei. This is the reason

why it possesses such high penetrating power through materials.

Generated high in the atmosphere, most of them reach sea level

and some penetrate considerable distances into the earth. The
short mean life and the lack of interaction with matter of the

/x-meson precludes the possibility that fi-mesons exist in the primary
cosmic radiation. However, by far the majority of the particles

comprising the hard component of the secondary cosmic rays are

/t-mesons.

Conversi, Pancini, and Picciono in 1947 separated negative and
positive /x-mesons from one another by the use of a strong magnetic
field and then studied the interactions of these particles with carbon
and iron. Their results established beyond doubt that these

ft-mesons interacted many millions of times more weakly with
nuclei than was demanded of the Yukawa meson in his theory of
nuclear binding forces. Only the /^~-mesons were captured by
nuclei, the /x+-mesons disintegrated. Indeed, a /r--meson is capable

of rotating in a K orbit about the nucleus of an atom. Reference to

the Bohr equation for the radius of an orbit with n = 1 (Equation

2.17) shows that this radius is inversely proportional to the mass of

the particle. A /ir-meson circulating temporarily around a nucleus

to form a so-called mesic atom will therefore occupy an orbit with a

radius 207 times smaller than that of the normal electron. For a
nucleus of high atomic number, this orbit will be exceedingly close

to the nucleus. The chances of capture of the /i
_-meson by a nucleus

therefore increase with the atomic number Z. The capture cross-

section has been shown, indeed, to be approximately proportional

to Z*. The smaller the value of Z, the more likely is the /x
_
-meson

to disintegrate by emitting an electron before capture by the nucleus.

If nuclear capture does occur, as is most likely in the heavier

elements, neutrons are emitted.

18.9. The Pi-meson or Pion

The evidence summarised in § 18.8 shows that the muon and the

Yukawa meson are not the same. First, the interaction of the
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muon with nuclei is far too weak; second, the mean life of the

muon (2*2 microsecond) is considerably longer than that assumed

for the Yukawa meson (at most 0-1 microsecond). The only

property which the muon has which is required of the Yukawa
meson is that it emits jS-particles.

These difficulties were resolved by the discovery in 1947 of a

different type of meson—the Tr-meson—in the upper atmosphere.

Using the sensitive nuclear research emulsions produced by

Ilford Ltd, Perkins, and also Occhialini and Powell, observed, in

exposures at high altitudes, the tracks of charged mesons which came

to rest in the emulsion. From counts of the number of silver grains

produced and a study of the deviations in the trajectories of these

particles, they were estimated to have masses in the range 200 to

300 m . Furthermore, about 10 per cent, of these mesons dis-

integrate nuclei in the emulsion to produce protons, a-particles, etc.

Soon afterwards, Lattes et al showed that about 10 per cent, of the

mesons, when stopped in the emulsion, emitted a second meson.

This second meson was always ejected with constant velocity. The

explanation was that a parent meson—the 7r-meson—lost part of

its rest mass in decaying spontaneously into a /i-meson.

Further investigations established the existence of both positive

and negative 7r-mesons. They are products of highly energetic

nuclear reactions in the upper atmosphere and decay in flight, the

rr+-meson producing a fi
+-meson and the 7r~-meson an /x~-meson.

Recent work on the 77-meson gives the mass of both kinds as

(273 ± 0-2) /m , where m is the rest mass of the electron, and the

mean life as (2-6 ±0-1) x 10~8 second.

The decay schemes are

77+ > fl
+ + 2v,

1T~ • > fl~ -f- 2v.

The total mass-energy available in the decay of a 7r-meson into a

/x-meson is (273 — 207) m . As m is equivalent to 0-51 MeV, the

energy released is 66 X 0-51, i.e. 33-7 MeV. Of this energy, a

constant amount of 4 MeV appears as the kinetic energy of the

muon, which has a corresponding constant range in the nuclear

emulsion used of about 600 ^m. The emission of the two

antineutrinos, which do not produce a track, is postulated to con-

serve energy and momentum.

Using the specially prepared electron-sensitive photographic

emulsions originally produced in 1948 by Berriman, the successive

decay of a 7r+-meson into, first, a /i+-meson, and second, a positive

electron, has been recorded (Fig. 18.9).
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18.10. The Artificial Production of Pions and the Determination

oftheir Mass

The study of the creation of w-mesons in cosmic radiation is

complicated by the fact that this radiation is of small intensity and
consists of a mixture of different particles with various energies and
directions. Though much greater particle energies are available

in the cosmic rays than have yet been produced in the laboratory,

the study of the mesons would obviously be greatly facilitated if they

could be created artificially.
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Fig. 18.9. Examples of the successive decay n -> n -> e (diagrammatic).

The mass of the w-meson is 273 m . Recalling that m is

equivalent to an energy of 0-5 1 MeV, it is obviously necessary to

have machines capable of generating particles at energies of the order

of a few hundred MeV if 7r-mesons are to be artificially produced.

The first experiments on the artificial creation of pions were

undertaken in 1948 by Gardner and Lattes, who used the 4-7 m
synchrocyclotron at the University of California to generate a-

particles with an energy of 380 MeV. These a-particles were directed

on to a thin target of carbon and the pions produced were detected

by nuclear emulsions. Later, high energy protons were used

instead of a-particles. The reactions representing the production
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of pions when a proton of high energy impinges on a nucleon in the

target are:

p + p > d + 7T+ or p + n -f- w+,

« -f /; >- « + « + n+ or /? + P + f~.

In 1950 Barkas ef a/ used this method to determine the mass of

the pion (Fig. 18.10). A thin ribbon target of carbon or beryllium

was bombarded with the highly energetic protons or a-particles

from the synchrocyclotron. tt± and 7r--mesons were emitted in all

directions from this target. The nuclear emulsions used as detectors

for these mesons were shielded by a metal block in which was cut a

channel so that only 7r-mesons which were emitted in directions at

angles less than 14° with the direction of the incident protons could

PROTONS
FROM
SYNCHROCYCLOTRON"5

/& METAL BLOCK

TARGET ' ^ PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATE

Fig. 18.10. Determination of the mass of the 7r-meson.

reach these photographic plates. As the metal block concerned was

inside the vacuum tank of the synchrocyclotron, the 7r-meson tracks

were curved in the magnetic flux.

For particles of charge e travelling in a photographic emulsion,

an empirical relationship of high accuracy between the range R
and the energy E ofthe particles is

E = kmx~nRn (18.2)

where k and n are constants which have to be found for the particular

emulsion, and m is the mass of the particle. In a magnetic field of

flux density B, such particles will travel in a vacuum along a track

ofradius ofcurvature p given by

mv

But

— = Bev, i.e. p — mv — Bep.
P

„ t
. p

2 B2e?P
2

2m 2m
(18.3)
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From Equations (18.2) and (18.3)

B is known, /> can be found from a knowledge of the position of

the point of origin of the 7r-meson at the thin target and the direction

of its initial track in the photographic emulsion ; R, the range of the.

particle in the emulsion, is also found. Substitution in Equation

(18.4) then gives m, the mass ofthe 7r-meson.

Several other methods of determining the masses of mesons have

been undertaken.

18.11. The Interactions of Cosmic Rays with Nuclei ; Stars

It is not possible here to consider other than briefly the fascinat-

ing but complex results which have been obtained since the first

extensive experiments in 1937 by Blau and Wambacher on the

nuclear disintegrations produced by cosmic rays. Many of these

results have not been fully explained and there is not available—

•

and, indeed, there is unlikely to be for some time—an overall

theory of the mechanisms involved.

Though the main part of the cosmic radiation at sea level

consists of the soft component (in the form of negative and positive

electrons) and the hard component (/x-mesons) there is definite

evidence for the existence also of protons and slow neutrons. The
study of the protons in cosmic radiation is generally carried out

by nuclear research emulsions. To identify the tracks and the

energies of the protons involved, the distribution of the grain in the

developed emulsion, the scattering of the trajectory, and, especially,

the termination of the proton path in the emulsion, are studied.

Comparisons with the tracks produced in the laboratory by artificially

accelerated protons—obtained from such machines as the synchro-

cyclotron—have been valuable in estimating the energy of the

particle. For the detection of neutrons in cosmic radiation, boron-

lined ionisation chambers and boron trifluoride-filled G.M. counters

are used (§ 14.15). Slow neutrons can also be observed by placing

a block of paraffin-wax over a nuclear research emulsion and
recording the protons ejected. In some experiments, the radio-

activity induced by neutrons in boron salts is investigated, where

the boron compound is flown to a high altitude in an aeroplane.

Neutrons in cosmic rays have also been studied by the anti-

coincidence technique (§ 14.4) in which the number of non-ionising

particles may be recorded and where lead absorbers are used to

ensure that non-ionising photons are not involved instead.
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It is found that the numbers of protons and neutrons in cosmic

radiation increases rapidly with altitude. These nucleons are able

to disintegrate nuclei in the earth's atmosphere and in solid matter

(e.g. in metal plates in a cloud chamber, or silver in an emulsion).

These disintegrations result in the ejection of particles from the

nucleus; if two or more particles are ejected forming branch tracks

emanating from the position of the target nucleus, they are said to

form a star. These stars are especially well recorded in thick

research emulsions. They are recorded much more frequently

at high altitudes ; indeed, the occurrence of stars is closely correlated

with the occurrence of neutrons and protons in cosmic radiation.

About ten times as many stars occur at 3 600 m as at sea level;

in general, the number increases exponentially with altitude.

Many different types of star occur, some with only a few branches,

some with as many as 100 branches.

When the energy imparted to the nucleus by the incident nucleon

in the cosmic radiation is of the order of a few hundred MeV,
so-called evaporation stars are produced. At very high energies

(> 1 000 MeV) penetrating showers of mesons (mostly ir-mesons)

are formed which are able to traverse considerable thicknesses of

lead. These mesons leave the target nucleus position in a roughly

collimated shower in the general direction which is a prolongation

of that of the incident particle. The production of a penetrating

shower corresponds to complete disintegration of the nucleus struck.

There are two main kinds of evaporation star: (a) low-energy

stars in which the ejected particles consist chiefly of protons with

energies of a few MeV; these stars are mainly produced on the

capture by the nucleus of neutrons in the cosmic radiation;

(b) high-energy stars where the ejected particles are low and high

energy protons, a-particles, deuterons, tritons, and even lithium

nuclei. These high-energy stars are produced by very fast protons,

fast light nuclei, and neutrons; they occur less frequently than stars

of type (a).

The mechanism involved in the formation of stars is that the

incident cosmic ray particle and its fast secondary products "heats

up" the nucleus which it strikes. This "heating" is caused by

violent agitation of the nucleons in the nucleus. The excited

nucleus then returns to the ground state on ejecting nuclear

particles—a process analogous to evaporation. The ejected

protons in low-energy stars have average energies of about 40 MeV.
The high-energy stars eject mesons as well as nucleons and nuclei

of the lightest elements.
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It is clear that a penetrating shower may be alternatively classified

as a high-energy star in which the thin meson tracks are produced.

As the mass of the ir-meson is 273 m , where m is the rest mass of

the electron, which is equivalent to an energy of 0-51 MeV, very

high energies must be imparted to a nucleus by the incident cosmic

ray particle if showers of mesons are to be created.

18.12. The Primary Cosmic Radiation

A great deal of the information about the primary cosmic rays

is deduced from observations on the secondary particles they

produce on interaction with nuclei in the upper atmosphere. In

recent years, however, more direct experiments on the particles

that constitute the primary radiation have been possible. In these

experiments, nuclear research emulsions, and even small counter-
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Fig. 18.11. Distribution in charge of particles heavier than protons in primary

cosmic radiation (from Bradt and Peters).

controlled cloud chambers, have been sent up to altitudes of as

much as 30 km. Thick nuclear emulsions are often used in these

experiments; to form these, a number of emulsions are stripped

from their glass supporting plates and the thin films of silver halide

in gelatine—called pellicles—resulting are placed on top of one

another to form a sensitive layer a few millimetres thick. After

exposure, these pellicles are separated and mounted on glass plates

prior to development.

The results show that the majority of the primary cosmic rays

are protons. Strongly ionising tracks due to much heavier nuclei

have, however, been recorded (Plate 6). Bradt and Peters

estimate that about 55 per cent, of the primary cosmic ray particles

are more massive than protons, and they give a chart (Fig. 18.11)

which shows the distribution in charge of the particles which are

heavier than protons. On the whole, the distribution of the nuclei
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seems to be the same as the natural abundance of the elements in
the universe, where these abundances have been deduced from
observations on the spectra of stars.

The records of high-energy stars produced on nuclear disintegra-

tion by primary cosmic ray particles are of great interest. Kaplon,
Peters, and Bradt gave, in 1949, an example obtained in a nuclear
research emulsion (Fig. 18.12) of the disintegration of a silver nucleus
produced by an incident a-particle having an energy of 1013 eV.
Eighteen heavily ionising tracks due to protons and light nuclear
fragments are produced together with 56 thin tracks due to mesons.

NCIDENT
ALPHA-PARTICLE

MESON SHOWER

Fig. 18.12. A high-energy star produced on the disintegration of a silver nucleus
in a nuclear research emulsion by an incident alpha-particle of energy 1013 eV
(after Kaplon, Peters, and Bradt).

The study of high-energy stars and extensive air showers leads

to the conclusion that the primary cosmic rays have energies ranging
from about 109 eV to about 1019 eV, with few particles having
energies less than 1010 eV.

In the primary cosmic radiation, one particle arrives every

3 second approximately from unit solid angle on each square centi-

metre of the upper atmosphere. This rate is nearly constant and
independent of direction, latitude, time of day, and season of the

year. Indeed, variation in the secondary cosmic radiation with
these factors are almost certainly due to changes in the magnetic
field round the earth or atmospheric variations.

A brief summary of the main events consequent upon the

incidence of the nuclei of the primary cosmic radiation upon the
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top of the earth's atmosphere may be given as follows. These

nuclei will undergo small energy losses due to ionisation of the gases

in the upper atmosphere; by far the chief source of loss is due

to collisions with nuclei. The protons will have longer paths

through the gases than the heavier nuclei. These heavier nuclei

will be broken up into mainly protons and neutrons on their first

collisions with nuclei. The high energy protons will produce

further nucleons and sprays of mesons (chiefly 7r-mesons) on further

interactions with nuclei, until their energies are reduced to about

100 MeV; they are then subsequently brought to rest due to loss of

energy by ionisation. The neutrons, however, are able to induce

nuclear disintegrations even when they have small energies.

In these processes, stars and penetrating showers are involved.

Most of the 7r-mesons decay in flight into /^-mesons. Very energetic

7r-mesons—which form only a small fraction of the total—are able

to induce nuclear disintegrations. The //.-mesons which reach sea

level form the bulk of the hard component observed. Many of the

/i-mesons decay in flight to electrons (positive and negative).

These electrons produce showers of electron pairs and photons

(§ 18.6) which form the soft component of the cosmic rays observed

at low altitudes.

It is interesting to note that the neutrons in the secondary

cosmic radiation which are reduced to thermal energies are able to

produce radioactive carbon 14 on capture by nitrogen nuclei in the

atmosphere. The reaction is

ifN + Jn >
1 iC + \H.

This carbon 14 emits negative /^-particles with a maximum energy

of 155 keV. The half-life is 5 570 years. This continual produc-

tion of small amounts of radioactive carbon in the atmosphere leads

to the formation of small concentrations of carbon 14 in vegetable

matter. The long half-life concerned enables the age of archeo-

logically interesting specimens of, for example, wood to be determined

by the method known as radiocarbon dating.

18.13. Elementary Particles, A Summary of the Position from 1946 to

1950

In 1930, only three particles of an elementary nature had been

established to exist: the negative electron e~, the proton p+, and
the photon y (or hv). The mass of the proton is 1 836 m , where
m is the rest mass of the electron, the mass of the photon is zero,

both the electron and the proton have a spin of \h (where h = hjlTt)
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whereas the spin of the photon is h. All these three particles are

stable.

In 1932, Chadwick discovered the neutron n, subsequently
found to have a mass of 1 838 m , a spin of \h and, in the free state,

unstable in that it decayed with a half-life of 13 minute into a

proton and an electron (§13.6).

Within the nucleus, the neutron is a nucleon and is stable because
the energy available for decay (0-783 MeV, § 13.6) is considerably

less than the values of 1 to 8 MeV (§1.11) involved in the binding
energies of nucleons within nuclei. Also in 1932, Anderson
discovered the positron (§ 18.5), i.e. the positive electron e+ having
the same mass and spin as e~ but with a charge of opposite sign.

This confirmed the then two year old theory of Dirac who postulated

the existence of e+, the so-called antiparticle of e~, and also ventured
to predict on theoretical grounds that all elementary particles had
antiparticles. The positron is said to be a true antiparticle of the

electron because positrons in the presence of electrons in matter

give rise to annihilation radiation whereby

e+ + e~ > 2hv.

On the other hand, if the positron is within a space devoid of

matter it will be stable.

In 1931 Pauli had postulated the existence of the neutrino with

zero charge, zero mass, and a spin of \h to explain the conservation

of energy, linear and angular momentum in the emission of $r-

particles by nuclei (§ 15.5). If the NjZ of a nucleus exceeds the

stable value, j8
-
-emission occurs and the reaction is represented by

n > p _j_ e- 4. ve .

v is the symbol for the neutrino ; the antineutrino v is involved

in /^--emission and in this case the symbol ve is employed to indicate

that it accompanies electron (j3
-
-particle) ejection.

If the N/Z of a nucleus is less than the stable value, /?+ or positron

emission occurs; now the accompanying particle is the neutrino,

so that

p > n + e+ + ve .

An alternative to j8+-emission in the majority of cases is electron

capture (§ 1 5. 1 6) in which

p + e~ > n + ve ,

where the e~ is from a shell (usually the K shell) of the atom.

The existence of a particle of mass between 200 and 300 electronic

masses was predicted by Yukawa in 1935 to be responsible for
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nuclear binding forces (§15.13). In 1937 Neddermeyer and Ander-

son discovered the /i-meson (§ 18.7) and soon afterwards Street and

Stevenson showed that fi
+ and fir mesons exist, each with a mass of

207 m . For some years this /i-meson was assumed to be the same

particle as the Yukawa meson, but this was eventually shown to be

false (§ 18.8). Eventually, with the discovery in 1947 by Lattes,

Occhialini, and Powell of the 7r-meson (§ 18.9) the Yukawa and the

w-meson were established to be the same.

/i-mesons (muons) decay with a mean life of 2-2 microsecond on

the emission ofelectrons. Thus,

ft± > e± + vn + ve .

The spin ofthe muon (+ or —) is \h.

Note that two neutrinos are involved in the emission of an
electron on the decay of a muon. The spin of the muon is \h and
that of the electron is also \h. To satisfy the law of conservation

of angular momentum, it follows that both a neutrino and an anti-

neutrino with opposite spins must be produced. By opposite spins

is meant that if the neutrino is considered to rotate clockwise when
viewed along its direction of motion, the antineutrino is imagined

to rotate anticlockwise.

The question arises, why designate the neutrino as v^ in this case

and the antineutrino as v6 1 This is because there must be some
distinction between these particles other than opposite spins. If

they were true antiparticles, they would necessarily annihilate one
another and produce photons. Such photon emission is never

observed to accompany muon decay. It is therefore conventional

that the neutrino associated with the muon is designated by v^

whereas the antineutrino associated with the electron is designated

by ve . Moreover, vM and ve are not true antiparticles.

Following the discovery of 7r+ and it- mesons, the 7r°-meson

(the neutral pion) was found in experiments in 1950 on the inter-

action of cosmic rays with matter. In the same year, Stellar,

Steinberger, and Panofsky created Tr°-mesons by bombarding a

hydrogen or a beryllium target with high energy Z-radiation at 330

MeV produced by a betatron. The reactions are

:

p + hv > / +/? or 7T+ -f n.

t t
in target 330 MeV

The 7r°-meson decays with a mean life of 2-3 X 10~16 second into

two photons in accordance with the reaction

„<>—„ 2hv.
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All pions (tt+, 7T-, and tt°) have zero spin. In the decay of -n° to

gamma radiation, two photons each with a spin of h but oppositely

directed must therefore be involved.

To summarise briefly, by the beginning of 1947, the elementary
particles known were the electron (e~), the proton (/?), the photon (y),

the neutron (n), the neutrino (y), the muon (jj), and the pion (tt).

In total this amounts to seven particles. With the exception of
the photon, if it is accepted in accordance with the Dirac hypotheses

that they all have antiparticles, then there also exist e+, p~ (the

antiproton, subsequently discovered), v, p+ ,
/x~, tt+, and it-. The

total is then 13 elementary particles. Including also the 7r°-meson

(not established to exist until 1950), the number is 14.

By 1947, the picture seemed to be reasonably clear: there were
probably 14 elementary particles, though their origins and the

relationships between them were obscure.

18.14. The F-particles

In 1947, Rochester and Butler discovered a new type of particle

in cosmic radiation which they called a F-particle because of the

geometry of the tracks recorded in a cloud chamber.

The term F-particle is now obsolete: these particles have been

shown subsequently to be either Kaons or hyperons.

This discovery by Rochester and Butler was completely un-

expected and, moreover, it upset considerably the then prevailing

ideas that the 14 known elementary particles formed the complete

picture even if much of the detail of the way it was constructed was
obscure. This discovery led to the necessity for re-thinking the

manner in which particles were formed by the reactions between

primary cosmic radiation and nuclei, and also initiated a series of

experiments in various laboratories which showed that there are

many more than 14 elementary particles in nature.

In Rochester and Butler's experiment, a counter-controlled

cloud chamber was used with a lead plate 3 cm thick along its

diameter. This chamber was operated within a strong magnetic

field. Among fifty photographs obtained of penetrating showers,

selected from 5 000 photographs in all, two photographs (Plate 7)

showed forked tracks due to these newly-discovered particles.

The forked tracks a and b in the first pair ofphotographs occurred

beneath the lead plate (one of the stereoscopic pair of photographs

is shown in Plate 7). Careful projection of the stereoscopic photo-

graphs showed that these tracks originated from a common point.

The angle between these two tracks was 66-6°. The second pair of
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photographs (one is shown in Plate 7) showed an unusual fork with

copunctual tracks a' and b' with an angle between them of 161-1°.

As the magnetic flux densities used in each case were known
(0-35 tesla for the first photograph; 0-72 tesla for the second) the

following data was deduced about the particles

:

Photograph Track
Momentum of
Particle in

eV/c

Error in

Momentum
Measurement

Sign of
Charge of
Particle

1 a
b

3-4 x 108

3-5 x 108
1 x 108

1-5 x 108
+

2 a'

b'

6 x 108

7-7 x 108
3 x 108

1 x 108
+
+

These forked tracks could not have been due to a collision

process, otherwise many more would have been expected to originate

in the lead plate. In fact, very few events at all similar to these

tracks were observed in the lead plate. Further argument based

on the ionisation produced by the tracks and the momentum of the

particles established that these forked tracks could not be due to

deflection of a charged particle on collision with a nucleus.

It was concluded that these tracks were due to the spontaneous

transformation of some initial particle where the probability of this

transformation depended on the distance travelled by this particle

and not on the amount of matter traversed.

Knowing the momenta and directions of travel of the particles

in the forked tracks, the mass of the initial particle could be deduced
(see Example 18.14).

The event taking place to give photograph (a) was alleged to be
the transformation of an incident neutral particle, called a V°-

particle (in view of the nature of the tracks of the secondary particles

produced, but this term is now obsolete) into a pair of oppositely

charged particles, later shown to be pions (Fig. 18.13a). The
mass-energy of this F°-particle was calculated to be greater than
800 m , considerably greater than that of a pion (273 /w ) but less

than that of a proton (1 836 m ). The explanation of the record

illustrated by Fig. 18.13& was that a positively charged particle,

originally called a F+-particle (also now an obsolete term) underwent
spontaneous transformation into a 7r+-meson and a neutron particle

which left no track. The mass of this F+-particle was estimated to

be about 1 000 m . The mean life-times of these F-particles was
calculated to be about 5 x 10-8 second.
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In 1950, Hopper and Biswas obtained a T-shaped track in a

photographic emulsion which was probably due to the disintegration

of a neutral particle into a slow proton and a 7r-meson. A year

later Armenteros and his co-workers found several cases of the

decay of neutral particles into a proton and a 7r--meson together

forming a T-shaped track. Such a neutral particle, able to produce
a proton and a 7r~-meson on transformation, must clearly be of

mass greater than that of the proton. Elementary particles of mass
considerably exceeding 1 836 m were therefore established: these

are now known as hyperons.

Example 18.14. In an account of the discovery of the V°-particle, Rochester

and Butler gave the angle between the positive and negative secondary particles as

I

y

I
NO TRACK

| RECORDED
I

V+

Fig. 18.13. The disintegration of (a) a F"°-particle, and (b) a F+-particle

(diagrammatic).

66-6°. The momenta of these particles were recorded to be almost equal at

3-5 X 108 eV/c. Assuming that these decay particles have the same mass and
that their tracks make equal angles on either side of the direction of the incident

V°-particle, calculate the minimum mass that the V°-particle can have.

LetM and P be respectively the mass and momentum of the K°-particle and
m and p the mass and momentum of either of the decay particles.

The total energy of the initial particle is then VM2
c* + P2c2 where c is the

velocity of light in free space (Appendix A). Equating this to the sum of the

energies of the decay particles,

VM*c* + P*c2 = 2 V/n2c4 +/?2ca (i)

From the principle of the conservation of linear momentum,
P = 1p cos 9 (ii)

where is the angle between either track and the direction produced of the

initial F°-particle.

If the rest mass energies of the secondary particles are considered to be

negligibly small compared with their energies of motion the minimum mass,

energy of the initial particle can be deduced. Thus,

pc> > mc"
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and Equation (i) becomes

VM2 ^n c* + P2c8 = 2pc (iii)

where Mmtn will be the smallest mass that the initial V°-particle can have.

Substitute p = 3-5 x 108 eV/c and = 66-6°/2 = 33-3° in Equation (ii),

then,

P = 7 x 108 cos 33-3° = 5-85 x 108 eV/c.

Put this value forP in Equation (iii), written in the form

= 4 (3-5 x 108)
2 - (5-85 x 108)

2

= 14-77 x 1016
;

.'. Mmin c = 3-84 X 108 eV/c;

.-. Mnin c2 = 384 MeV.

But m c2 is equivalent to 0-51 MeV where m is the rest mass of the electron.

Therefore
384Mmtn = ^y = 753 m Q .

18.15. Strange Particles

The K-particles discovered by Rochester and Butler and sub-

sequently added to by later workers are now classified as Kaons
and hyperons.

Kaons or A"-particles, also known as heavy mesons, are those

elementary particles with masses intermediate between that of a pion

(273 m = 135 MeV) and that of a proton (1 836 m Q = 938-2 MeV).

K+, K~t and K have all been observed. The transformation

reactions they can undergo are

K± > 7T± + 7T± + 77+

or K+—> ju,
+ + v

Or K+ >7T++7T°+7r°

or K+—> (jl+ + v + 7T°

or K+—>e+ + v + 7r°.

K~—> fi~ + v

Or i£"~ > 7T~ + 7T+ -f 7T~

Or AT" >7r- + ir°+ir°

or AT
-—> fi~ 4- v 4- t°

or AT~—>• e~ 4- v 4- w°.

#$ > 7T+ + TT.

(Ki is one of the original V° particles discovered by Rochester and

Bugler).

#0 > „+ + n- + „o or wo + ,,.0 + ,,0

or K\ >tt-+ix+ + v

or K%—>7r+ + e- + v.
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All Kaons have zero spin. The masses of K+ and the anti-

particle K~ are both 494 MeV (where m , the mass of the electron is

0-5 MeV) whereas the masses of the A"°-particles are all 497-8 MeV.

Hyperons are elementary particles with masses greater than that
of the proton (1 836 m = 938-2 MeV) but less than that of the
deuteron. All hyperons would seem to be composed of nucleons
and ir-mesons. Three kinds of hyperon have been shown to exist:

the lambda zero hyperon ( A° and its antiparticle ~A°) which has a
mass of 1 115-4 MeV;_the sigma hyperons 27+, 27°, and 27- (the

antiparticles being 27~ 27°, and 27+ respectively) with masses in MeV
of 1 189-4, 1 191-5, and 1 196 respectively, and the xi hyperons
£J° and &- (with their respective antiparticles S° and £7+) of masses
in MeV of 1 311 and 1 318-4 respectively, being the heaviest ele-

mentary particles, so far as is known.

All hyperons have a spin of \h.

These hyperons and Kaons are known as strange (or queer)
particles. This is because they must be formed by strong inter-

actions occupying times of the order of 10-23 second yet transform

or decay by weak interactions with mean life times of 10-11 to

6 x 10~8 second.

To explain this concept further, consider as an example the

particular case of the A hyperon. This is the particle discovered by
Hopper and Biswas and initially called a F°-particle (§ 18.14).

It transforms spontaneously into either a proton and a 7r~-meson or

into a neutron and a 7r°-meson. The A hyperon itself with a mass
energy of 1 115-4 MeV must be the result of a strong interaction in

which the energies involved are of the order of those encountered
in nuclei. This hyperon is permanently created by the interaction

ofprimary cosmic ray particles (positive nuclei, with a predominance
of protons, § 18.12) travelling at speeds near the velocity of light

(3 x 108 m s
_1

) with nuclei either in the atmosphere or in a solid

absorber such as the lead plate in an experiment like that of Ro-
chester and Butler or in, for example, a nuclear emulsion. The
"diameters" of nuclei are between 1 and 10 femtometre (fm) ( f =
10-15). The time of interaction in the formation of a hyperon is

therefore only about 10-23 second, the time of passage of a swiftly

moving primary cosmic ray particle through a nucleus. But the

mean life of the transformation of the ^l -hyperon into, for example,
a proton and a negative pion is 2-5 x 10-10 second. The strange-

ness results from the fact that its formation time is about 1012 to

1013 times smaller than its transformation time and correspondingly
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the formation energies (strong reactions) are some 1013 times larger

than the transformation energies (weak reactions).

A similar argument holds in the case of the Kaons.

18.16. Classification ofElementary Particles (1957-1960)

Ten years after the hiatus created by the discoveries of the

Kaons and hyperons, it appeared that again the list of elementary

particles seemed to be complete. All these particles, if subjected to

transformation or decay, did so in times of the order of 10-10

second or more, long enough for the tracks of the particles them-

selves or of the particles they produced to be recorded in cloud

chambers, bubble chambers, or nuclear emulsions.

Moreover, by the late 1950's, an orderly system of classification

was proposed. Thirty-two elementary particles had been established

to exist. They were classified (Table 1 8. 1) as light particles (leptons)

if they had a mass equal to or less than that of a muon and a spin

of \h, as heavy particles (baryons) if they had a mass equal to or

greater than that of the proton and a spin of \h, and as bosons if

their spins were either h or zero and they obeyed Bose-Einstein

statistics.

Even the heaviest of these particles—the hyperons—have been

produced in the laboratory as well as detected in cosmic radiation.

The lambda zero hyperon ( -4°) was first produced in the laboratory

in 1953 by Fowler, Shutt, and Thorndike. An alternating gradient

synchrotron capable of accelerating protons to energies of several

BeV (i.e. GeV) is used. On striking a suitable target (for example,

polyethylene which is rich in protons) these energetic protons

produce pions. If high energy negative pions are directed into a

cloud chamber filled with hydrogen or a bubble chamber filled with

liquid hydrogen, A hyperons can be produced, the reaction being

7T- + P > -4° + K°.
1.5 BeV hydrogen

in cloud
or bubble
chamber

The A hyperon was observed in a cloud chamber filled with

hydrogen gas at 18 atmospheres because it travelled 0-65 cm without

leaving any track and then decayed into two charged particles, a

proton and a negative pion, producing a pair of tracks.

Subsequently, by somewhat similar methods but using positive

pions directed at protons in a liquid hydrogen filled bubble chamber,

the 2+ hyperon was created at the Brookhaven National Laboratory,

the reaction being

TT++P >Z++K+.
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Perhaps the most sophisticated of the experiments to create

hyperons were those undertaken both at Brookhaven with the

30 BeV alternating gradient synchrotron and at Geneva (CERN)
with their 28 BeV machine in which anti-xi plus hyperons were
produced by collisions between high speed antiprotons and protons.

TABLE 18.1

Elementary Particles Established to Exist by 1957

Spin
Classification Particle Symbols Anti- Mass Mean Life

(multiple
Particle (MeV) (second) of*)

Lepton Neutrino Ve, Vp V*, Vfi. stable I
Electron e~ e+ 0-51 stable i
Muon t*~ M+ 105-66 2-2 x 10-« i

Boson Photon y or hv y or hv stable 1

Pion It n° 135 2-3 x 10-10

7T+ ir~ 139-6 2-6 x 10-8

Kaon* K+ K~ 494 1-2 X 10-8

K° Ko 497-8 6 x 10-8
,

1 x 10-"

Baryon Proton P+ P~ 938-2 stable i
Neutron n n 939-5 1 x 10s i
Lambda
hyperon* A A" 1 115-4 2-5 x 10-10 i
Sigma*
hyperon i7+ 2'- 1 189-4 8 X 10-11 i

2* r° 1 191-5 1 x 10-" i
s- E+ 1196 1-6 x 10-" i

Xi*
hyperon Eo s° 1311 1-5 x 10-" i

3- 3+ 1 318-4 1-3 x 10-" *

* Strange particles.

18.17. Outline of Recent Developments in the Physics of Elementary

Particles

In 1957 the existence of 32 elementary particles (ignoring

the distinction between vM and ve) had been established. Ten years

later the number had been more than doubled! The scientist is

further than ever from the idea (possibly quite unfounded) that

matter is ultimately constructed from a few truly fundamental
particles, although recent theoretical work, beyond the scope of

this text, suggests new groupings which bring order to a chaotic

state of affairs.
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The plethora of new elementary particles discovered in the

decade 1960-1970 has been the result of increasingly sophisticated

techniques used to create particles in laboratories and to detect

them. Chiefly, these methods are based upon the use of high energy

accelerators (alternating gradient synchrotrons) capable of accelerat-

ing protons to about 30 BeV (3 X 1010 eV) or more such as those at

Brookhaven, U.S.A.; CERN, Switzerland, and Dubna, U.S.S.R.

The new detection systems are based primarily on the bubble

chamber (usually liquid-hydrogen filled) in which thousands of

photographs of tracks are analysed. To speed up greatly the

analytical work, the x and y coordinates of the tracks are plotted

automatically and the numerical data obtained is fed into a digital

computer programmed so that significant phenomena are selected.

Some idea of the scale of this type of work may be gained by
mentioning briefly that undertaken to create the anti-xi zero particle

(^°) in the laboratory in 1963. It involved a team of thirteen

physicists (each with his own team) from Yale University and the

Brookhaven National Laboratory. A beam of 3-7 BeV antiprotons

was directed into a hydrogen-filled bubble chamber, so that the £?°

hyperon resulted from the interaction of/?
-
with p+. This hyperon

does not leave a track because it is uncharged. It decays into A
and 77°, also uncharged. However, the A hyperon transforms

into p~ and p+ which leave tracks, so are detectable and measurable.

Only three events resulting from analytical studies of 300 000
photographs, each with several tracks, showed the presence of the

sought for 5U°. Yet the statistical study of these elaborate experi-

ments convinced the 13 highly specialised physicists that this hyperon
had been created.

In the period 1957-1960, new particles were produced with

transformation times of only about 10-23 second. These travel

such extremely short distances (a few nuclear diameters) that their

tracks are unobservable. Detection of them is therefore only

from their decay products.

The question then arises as to whether such elementary particles

really exist in their own right or are they only a group of particles

which move together for an exceedingly short time immediately

before decaying?

Experimental methods do not exist to answer this question.

The question has been begged by referring to them as resonance

particles. Several resonance particles have now been established.

The Y* resonance. In 1960 a team under the leadership of

Alvarez at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, California, U.S.A.,
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directed synchrotron-created Kaons (K~) into a liquid hydrogen
filled bubble chamber and observed the reaction

K~ +P+ > A + 77+ + 7T- (i)

Computer-based analysis of the automatically plotted pion
tracks showed that sometimes one of the charged pions (rr+ or •*-)

recoiled not from two particles (
A and the other pion) but from

only one particle. It was proposed that this was due to the fact that

one pion and the A hyperon did not separate immediately but
remained together as one unit long enough for the other pion to

recoil from this unit.

It was consequently alleged that, in a significant fraction of the

several hundred events recorded, the reaction was not represented

by (i) but by a two stage reaction denoted by

K-+P+ > 7*± + 7T+

followed by
Y*± AQ + 7T±.

This assumption explained the observation. The decay of the

postulated Y* resonance particle with either a positive or a negative

charge cannot be observed directly because the decay time is so

short that no track of recordable length can be recorded.

The Y* particle might be an elementary particle which exists

autonomously or it might be just a combination of A with ir+

or it- which exists for an exceedingly short time. It is classed as a
resonance particle rather than an elementary particle which, of

course, does not answer the query.

The 7* resonance is nevertheless regarded as established and a

mass of 1 384 MeV is attributed to it. It has led to the consideration

and verification of other resonance particles, brief details of which
follow.

N* resonance. A result of a strong reaction between a pion

and a nucleon forming a particle of mass 1 237 MeV.

The Rho and Omega Resonances. In considering the structure

of a nucleus, comprising neutrons and protons held together by
strong forces, it must be taken into account that both the proton
and the neutron have magnetic properties. The indications are

that the charge on the nucleon (a proton or a neutron with charge

interchange in a nucleus) may be considered to comprise three

parts: (a) a charge of one-quarter the total charge associated with a
central core ; (b) half the total charge over the whole nucleon and
considered as a vector quantity, i.e. directed to account for nuclear

magnetic moments, and (c) the remaining quarter of the charge over
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the whole nucleoli. The Yukawa mesons (pions) responsible for

the binding forces between the nucleons in a nucleus surround the

nucleons.

If two of the surrounding pions combine to form a resonance

particle of mass 600 MeV, the magnetic properties of nucleons (i.e.

the vector part of the charge) can be explained by theoretical methods

beyond the present scope. In 1960, the so-called p-resonance

particle of mass 760 MeV was discovered, finally attributed to a

combination for about 4 X 10-23 second of -n~, tt°, and tt+.

Gell-Mann and Okubo predicted theoretically the existence of a

further resonance particle of mass 1 676 to 1 680 MeV on the basis

that a multiple of ten particles needed to be established to complete

the-prevailing theory of groups used in explaining nuclear structure.

Now known as the omega-minus particle (Q-) its existence was con-

firmed experimentally in 1964 at Brookhaven. The 30 BeV alter-

nating gradient synchrotron was used to produce a beam of protons,

which were directed at a tungsten target to produce a beam of

^"--particles and a few negative pions. From this mixture, the

AT
-
-particles were isolated by an elaborate sequence of focusing and

deflecting magnetic fields with collimators extending over a length

of 13-5 m of the beam. The beam of 5 BeV i£
_-mesons resulting

was directed into a large bubble chamber filled with liquid hydrogen.

Consequent upon the analysis of 100 000 photographs taken of the

interactions in the bubble chamber between the J£
_-mesons and the

protons in the hydrogen, the omega-minus particle of mass (1 686 ±
12) MeV and mean life 7 X 10-11 second was established to exist

and shown to be subject to three possible transformations represented

byJ2- > &° + it- or K~ + A or &- + tt°.

Since this work in 1964, several more resonance particles have

been discovered and the theory of symmetry groups has been

elaborated to endeavour to provide a theoretical background to the

relationships between elementary particles and the associated

problem of nuclear structure. It is interesting to conjecture what
the planned 300 BeV (3 X 1011) eV accelerators will bring forth.

18.18. The Origin of Cosmic Radiation

There is much speculation as to the origin of the protons and
nuclei of the lighter elements whichform the primary cosmic radiation

in the space outside the earth's atmosphere, and theories have been

put forward which endeavour to account for the high energies of

these particles. It is probable that some of the primary cosmic rays

emanate from the sun. There is evidence that a minor component
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of this radiation varies with time and, furthermore, that this com-
ponent increases inordinately in intensity after violent eruptions

have been observed on the sun. Also the rotation of the sun
produces small variations in cosmic ray intensity, an effect probably
connected with the sun-spots.

It seems certain, nevertheless, that the sun cannot be responsible

for the majority of the nuclei which comprise the primary cosmic
rays. The diurnal variation is too small and, moreover, the primary
cosmic radiation is too constant in numbers of nuclei, distribution

of nuclei, and distribution of energies of nuclei to enable a satis-

factory theory to be deduced in which the source is so comparatively

concentrated in space as is the sun.

The origin of the bulk of the primary cosmic radiation received

at the earth might therefore be ascribed (a) to all the galaxies, (b) to

our own galaxy which consists of roughly 1011 stars, (c) to inter-

stellar space.

On the average, the energy density of the cosmic rays in the space

outside the earth's atmosphere is about 10-13 joule/m3. This is

roughly equal to the energy density of the thermal radiation, which

includes visible light. It is known that only about 1 per cent, of the

thermal energy recorded at the earth comes from outside the galaxy

(the Milky Way) which includes our solar system. It seems very

probable, therefore, that most of the cosmic rays come from our

own galaxy, i.e. (b) is much more likely than (a). Indeed, the latest

evidence points to the "radio stars" as a source of cosmic radiation

since these stars exhibit active spots like the sun-spots.

Cosmic ray particles are very unlikely to originate in interstellar

space. Observations on the polarisation of the light from the stars

lead to the conclusion that the average density of matter in inter-

stellar space is about 106 protons/m3
. However, it seems probable

that the high energies acquired by the protons and nuclei are due to

their interactions with the magnetic fields which exist in interstellar

space ; the rapidly changing magnetic fields which have been observed

to be associated with sun-spots, and radio star spots, are estimated

to be incapable of imparting energies greater than 109 eV to protons.

The theory of the acceleration of protons to high energies in

interstellar magnetic fields is based on the work of Alfven. He
asserts that, whereas the space between the galaxies is mostly

occupied by matter in an extreme state of dilution where there is,

on the average, only 106 protons/m3
, yet this interstellar space is not

evenly populated. So-called clouds of protons containing as many
as 108 protons/m3 (still an extremely low figure compared with the
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3 x 1011 molecules/m3 approximately in the highest vacua of

10"9 Pa produced in the laboratory) appear to occupy about

5 per cent of this space. These clouds, of fantastically great extent,

move through space with estimated average velocities of about

30 km s-1 . This motion is mostly due to pressure gradients and to

the pressure exerted by light. In the motion, these clouds of ions

produce travelling, slowly-varying magnetic fields of vast extent.

Fermi suggested in 1949 that the protons of the primary cosmic

radiation obtain their extremely high energies by repeated accelera-

tions in these varying magnetic fields. Furthermore, these fields

are shown to be capable of trapping the cosmic rays within our own

galaxy. Calculation shows that protons with initial energies greater

than 200 MeV can be highly accelerated by such varying magnetic

fields. However, it is difficult to account in this way for the energies

of the heavier nuclei recorded in the primary rays. An iron nucleus,

for example, with a charge of 26 e, would need to have an initial

energy of about 3 X 105 MeV to enable it to be subsequently acceler-

ated on interaction with the interstellar magnetic fields. It does

not seem possible to put forward a reasonable mechanism whereby

the heavier nuclei can be ejected from stars with such high initial

energies.

The theory of the origin of the primary cosmic rays is far from

complete. Tt is probable that fresh light will be thrown upon this

problem as a consequence of the improved knowledge of the stars

in our galaxy, which may well result from developments in radio-

astronomy.

Exercises 18

1. Describe one form of Wilson cloud chamber and explain the principles

on which its action depends.

Give a brief account of the way in which the existence of the positive electron

has been established by means of cloud tracks. {London.)

2. What evidence have we for the existence of electrons carrying a positive

charge? What relationship do they bear to the negative electrons?

(Birmingham.)

3. State the characteristic properties of the following particles and give in each

case a summary of the experimental evidence from which the existence of the

particle may be inferred:

(i) the positron, (ii) the neutrino, (iii) the meson, (iv) the neutron. (London.)

4. Give an account of the photographic emulsion techniques for studying

cosmic radiation and describe two of the major discoveries which have been

obtained by its use. (London.)

5. Discuss in as much detail as you can the processes involved in the production

of soft and of penetrating cosmic ray showers. (London.)

19 y.:a. n. p.
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6. Write explanatory notes on the following :

—

(a) positronium and annihilation radiation;

(6) pair production.

7. Write an account of the pion, dealing with its discovery, its creation by
artificial means, the determination of its mass, and its relation with the Yukawa
meson postulated in explaining inter-nucleon binding forces.

8. What is the evidence for and the nature of primary cosmic radiation?
Outline attempts at explaining the origin of this radiation.

9. Write notes on the following

:

(a) strange particles

;

(b) hyperons;

(c) resonance particles.

10. Write an essay which deals in outline with the methods that have been
utilised in the experimental study of cosmic radiation from the initial discovery

up to the present day.



APPENDIX A
THE VARIATION OF MASS WITH VELOCITY: THE

EQUIVALENCE OF MASS AND ENERGY

Following the work of Fitzgerald, H. A. Lorentz, and others,

Epstein introduced in 1905 his Special Theory of Relativity. An
important consequence of this theory is the relationship

M = M (1 - j8
2)-£ (i)

where M is the mass of a body at rest, M is its mass when moving

with velocity v, and £ = v/c, the velocity of light in free space being c.

From Newton's second law of motion it is known that the force

acting on a particle is equal to the rate of change of momentum it

produces. Ifthe force is F, then

In Newtonian mechanics, M is constant irrespective of the

velocity, so

where/is the acceleration produced.

In relativistic mechanics, however, M is a function of velocity

in accordance with Equation (i), so

F=£[M (1-F)-*M (ii)

If, on a particle of rest mass M , a force F acts over an in-

finitesimally short path ds, the work done dW is Fds. But ds/dt is v,

the velocity of the particle at time t, therefore,

dsdW = Fds = F-r dt = Fvdt.
dt

Substituting F = -r {Mv)\

.-. dW = vd(Mv).

The work done W on increasing the velocity of the particle from
zero to v, equal to jSc, is, therefore,

W=( °vd(Mv) (Hi)

579
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This work done W must equal the kinetic energy EK of the particle

when it has the velocity fie. Hence, substituting for M in Equation

(iii) from Equation 0),

Ek = So
vd kr^w]

"
°J o (T^W ~~

°
c

L(i - tWJo '

••** = "^ [o^r ~ *] (iv)

Expanding (1 — j8
2)-£ by the binomial theorem, where fi < 1,

gives

(1 _ £2)-* = 1+1/3" + (" ^
2
;~ ^

i3
4 + . • .

If jS is much less than 1, i.e. v < < c, only the first two terms in

the expansion need be considered, so

(1 _ py\ = 1 + | jS».

Equation (iv) then becomes

which is the usual result from Newtonian mechanics for the kinetic

energy of a particle. If j3 is 0- 1 , then the third term in the expansion

has the magnitude fjS*, equals f (0-1)
4
, i.e. 3-75 X lO"5

. The error

involved on using the Newtonian instead of the relativistic expression

for the kinetic energy is, therefore, very small at particle velocities

less than one-tenth ofthe velocity of light.

In Equation (iv) replace M (1 — jS
2)-£ by M, the mass of the

particle at the velocity j8c [Equation (i)], then

EK = (M - MQ) c2 (v)

If M — M is put equal to AM, the increase in mass of the

particle,

EK = AM.c2 (vi)

This is the fundamental mass energy relationship of Einstein.

It shows that an amount of energy E can be regarded as equivalent

to a mass of M, equal to E/c2 , and, vice versa, the conversion of

matter of mass M into energy produces an amount of energy equal

to Mc2
.

Many examples of this mass-energy conversion have been given

in the text.
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The fundamental unit of mass employed in nuclear physics is the

atomic mass unit (a.m.u.). This is 1/12 of the mass of the atom of

the carbon nuclide, * %C.

1 a.m.u. = 1-66 X 10~27 kg.

The corresponding energy in joule is given by multiplying by c2 ,

where the velocity of light in free space = c= 2-99793 X 108 m s"1 ;

.-. 1 a.m.u. = (1-66 X 10-27
) x (2-99793 x 108)

2

= 1-4918 x 10-10 joule.

0-9
I fi-1

1-0

BOOkeV ENERGY

Fig. Al. Plot of m/m for an electron against the velocity expressed as a

fraction of the velocity of light.

Now 1 electron-volt (eV) = 1-602 1 X 10~19 J. Hence,

1 a.m.u. =
1-4918 x 10-10

eV
1-6021 x 10-19

= 931-26 MeV.

The increase of mass with velocity is most important in the case

of electrons. At a given energy, electrons will have considerably

greater velocity than, for example, the much heavier protons. The

velocities of electrons and their masses relative to the rest mass for

various energies are shown in Table Al . A graph showing the ratio

of the mass of an electron at a velocity v to its rest mass (i.e. m/m )

plotted against jS (i.e. v/c) is given in Fig. A.l

.

Equation (v) is a statement of the fact that the kinetic energy of

a particle is the difference between its total energy Mc2 and its rest
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TABLE A.1

The velocity and mass of an electron at various energies

Energy Velocity
(keV) (m-s- 1

)
mjm

1 1-872 x 107 1002
10 5-847 x 10' 102

100 1-644 x 108 1196
1000 2-821 x 108 2-957

10 000 2-994 x 108 20-58

mass energy M c2 . It is frequently convenient to express the total

energy E (= Mc2
) of a particle in terms of its rest mass, the velocity

of light, and the momentum p (= mv) of the particle. The approp-
riate equation is readily deduced. Thus,

EK = (M- M ) c2 = M c2

[ __\2/c2)i ]
- 1 (vii)

But

p = Mv

.(1 - v2/c*)$

M v

(1 -v2/c2)l'

v2/c2 1 -

1

then

• • m 2c2 1 - v2/c2 1 - v2/c2

••
(1 -v2jc2)$ V M 2c2 )

'

Substitution in Equation (vii) gives

* - m<> [{* + £?y - *] <viii)

The total energy E is given by

E = EK + M c2 .

Substitution for EK from Equation (viii) gives

£ = M°e!

(
1+

]>77?)

i;

.*. E2 - M 2c4 +p2c2 (ix)

If the momentum p of the particle is so large that

p2c2 > > M 2
c*,

E = pc approximately (x)



APPENDIX B

NOTES ON METHODS OF SEPARATING ISOTOPES

In order to study a particular nuclidic form of an element it

is often necessary to separate the nuclide concerned from its isotopes.

This demand arises, firstly, in obtaining accurate data from experi-

ments on, for example, cross-sections for nuclear processes such as

neutron capture, nuclear energy levels, and decay schemes.

Secondly, the separation from the naturally-occurring element

(or an appropriate chemical compound of the element) of certain

nuclides is of great value in important applications. Here the most

noteworthy example is the demand for the separation of uranium

235 from natural uranium for use in the nuclear energy programme.

Again, deuterium oxide (heavy water) is now required in consider-

able quantities as a moderator for certain types of nuclear reactor

(§ 17.13). Another example worthy of note is carbon 13. In

chemistry, the ability to "label" organic compounds with the

carbon 13 atom in place of the usual carbon 12 atom has led to the

use of the mass spectrometer as a valuable tool in analytical work.

The problems of separating isotopes do not involve a study of

nuclear physics but rather of physico-chemical processes. For this

reason, only brief notes on the important processes used are given

here.

If the abundance of one nuclide in a mixture of isotopes is

increased compared with the abundance before a separation process

is used, the material is said to be enriched in this nuclide. In a single

stage of the majority of separation processes, the degree of enrich-

ment obtainable is small. The separation factor s for one stage of

the process may then be defined simply as the ratio of the abundance

of a given nuclide in the enriched material to that in the initial

material. Hence, if a mixture of isotopes contains a mole fraction

f of a particular nuclide before the process and a mole fraction /
after the process, then

* -Ma-
in practice, with the exception of the electromagnetic and the

electrolytic separation methods, s for a single stage of a separation

process is only slightly greater than unity. To achieve effective

separation, therefore, the mixture must be successively enriched

in a series of separation processes, i.e. a cascade process is demanded.

583
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1. The electromagnetic method of separation. The only so-called

"one-shot" method in which large separation factors can be

achieved in a single step is by the use of the mass spectrometer

(Chapter 1). An instrument of, say, the Nier design (§ 1.8) is

only capable of providing minute quantities of the separated nuclides,

as in the experiment of Nier et al on the small-scale separation of

uranium 235 from uranium 238 (§ 17.2). Specially designed high

intensity instruments called calutrons have, however, been produced

for separation, using the mass spectrometer principle. These

demand high intensity ion sources, sacrifice of mass resolution, and

the use of magnetic flux densities of as much as 1 tesla. Several

calutrons were constructed during the Second World War* to

separate uranium 235 from natural uranium, but the method
eventually adopted for this process utilised gaseous diffusion.

2. Isotope separation by gaseous diffusion. This method is

applicable to a mixture of isotopes available in the form of a gas

or vapour. It makes use of the fact that the average velocities of

the molecules of a light gas are greater than those of a heavier gas

at the same temperature. If a mixture of gases of different densities

is made to pass through a porous barrier, the less dense gases will

therefore diffuse through the barrier more quickly. If the mean
free path of the gas molecules is considerably greater than the mean
diameter of the holes in the barrier, then the rate of diffusion of a

gas is inversely proportional to the square root of its molecular mass.

In a mixture of two nuclides in the gaseous form, suppose Mx is

the molecular mass of the lighter gas and M2 is that of the heavier

gas, then the separation factor s has a maximum value given by

->/g n
The factor s can only attain this maximum value at the beginning

of the process; the actual factor depends on the fraction of the gas

that has passed through the barrier.

This method of gaseous diffusion was first used by Aston to

effect a partial separation of the isotopes of neon of mass numbers 20

and 22. Hertzf later obtained an almost complete separation of neon

isotopes on a considerable scale in a multistage cascade process.

The principle has been adopted in the large-scale, commercial

separation of uranium 235 from uranium 238. The gaseous com-

pound of uranium used is the hexafluoride, UF6 . The two hexa-

*Smyth, H. D., Atomic Energy for Military Purposes (Princeton University

Press, 1945).

t Hertz, G.,Z.Physlk, 1932,79,108,700.
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fluorides concerned are 235UF6 and 238UF6 with molecular masses

of 349 and 352 respectively.

The maximum separation factor s obtainable in a single stage

is therefore given by Equation (i) as

f352
§=1-0043.

In practice, the value of s is only about 1-0014, taking into

account the fact that about half of the gas is allowed to diffuse

through the barrier.

In a series of n stages in cascade, a very simple evaluation gives

an overall separation factor of (1-001 4)
n

. In natural uranium, the

fraction of uranium 235 is about Tio- To achieve an abundance

of 99 per cent, uranium 235, some 4 000 stages are necessary!

Additional difficulties are due to the necessity for working with

an obnoxious vapour at low pressures. Nevertheless, by 1945,

uranium 235 was being produced at Oak Ridge, U.S.A., in a colossal

diffusion plant which contained some thousands of square feet of

diffusion barriers, thousands of miles of tubing, and a whole series

ofcomplex vacuum systems.

3. The thermal diffusion method. It is an experimental fact,

which can only be explained by complicated theory, that if a tem-

perature gradient is established in a mixture of gases, then a difference

in concentration results in which the lighter molecules tend to

accumulate in the regions at the higher temperature. This principle

was first successfully employed by Clusius and Dickel* to separate

the isotopes of chlorine in the form of hydrochloric acid gas. The
mixture of gaseous isotopes was placed in a long cylindrical tube.

The tube wall was maintained at room temperature by the circulation

of cold water through a surrounding jacket, whilst a central wire

along the tube axis was heated to 660° C. The lighter molecules

collected near the hot wire. Furthermore, thermal convection

took place so that the heavier cold gas flowed downwards at the cold

wall and the lighter hot gas flowed upwards near the wire. This

circulation of the gas resulted in the accumulation of the heavier

isotope at the base of the apparatus, where it could be drawn off.

The method can also be used for separating a mixture of liquids of

different densities.

The thermal diffusion method can be applied to separate the

isotopes of any element which has a suitable vapour pressure at a

workable temperature. It has been applied to the separation of

* Clusius, K., and Dickel, G., Z. Physik Chem., 1939, B44, 397, 451

,
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the isotopes of neon, krypton, xenon, mercury, carbon, and oxygen.

Enrichment of uranium with uranium 235 has also been achieved,

using liquid uranium hexafiuoride.

4. The centrifugal method. If a fluid mixture of gaseous

isotopes is passed into a high-speed centrifuge, the force acting will

cause the heavier molecules to accumulate near the outer walls,

whereas the lighter molecules will collect near the central axis.

If the gas flow is arranged to be downwards at the outer vertical

wall of the centrifuge and upwards near the central axis, the lighter

fsotope can be drawn off at the top of the apparatus whilst the heavier

is collected at the bottom near the wall.

The centrifugal method is attractive theoretically because the

separation factor is decided by the difference between the masses

of the nuclides in a mixture of isotopes. This is a distinct advantage

in dealing with the heavier nuclides such as uranium 235 and 238.

The engineering problems involved in designing large-scale plants

are very formidable, however. The method has, nevertheless,

been used for separating the isotopes of chlorine, bromine, and

uranium.

5. The electrolytic method. When an aqueous solution is

electrolysed, hydrogen 1 is evolved preferentially at the cathode so

that the heavier hydrogen 2 (deuterium) concentrates in the water.

This result was discovered experimentally and used by Urey and

Teal in 1935 to separate deuterium from hydrogen.

Sodium or potassium hydroxide is usually employed as the

electrolyte with electrodes of nickel. The separation factor can

readily be as high as 6, so that the abundance of deuterium in the

product can be made as high as 99-9 per cent, compared with the

original value of 0-02 per cent, in hydrogen from natural water.

In practice, a dilute solution of the hydroxide is electrolysed until

about 90 per cent, of the water has been decomposed. The residual

10 per cent, of concentrated hydroxide is then neutralised by adding

carbon dioxide. The water, enriched with deuterium oxide (heavy

water), is then distilled off and used in a subsequent stage of elec-

trolysis, which is a repeat of the first stage. Five to seven stages are

required to provide water highly enriched in deuterium.

The current consumption is large in this process. Thirty to

forty thousand ampere-hours of electricity are consumed in

producing one gram of heavy water. To obtain a product enriched

to 99 per cent, with deuterium, the original natural water is reduced

to about 0-001 per cent, of its initial volume. Deuterium oxide
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(heavy water) is therefore produced commercially in places where

large supplies of hydroelectric power and natural water are available,

as in Norway.

The electrolytic method is only satisfactory in practice for

separating the isotopes of hydrogen of mass number 1 and 2. It

has been tried for the separation of lithium and oxygen isotopes, but

the separation factors obtainable are only slightly greater than unity.

6. The distillation method. It is possible to use fractional dis-

tillation to separate nuclides from an isotopic mixture if they are

available as liquid compounds with sufficiently different vapour

pressures. The distillate will contain the more volatile constituent

and the residue the less volatile one. The separation factor is

equal to the ratio of the vapour pressures at the operating tempera-

ture of the two components. It is only slightly greater than unity;

for example, the vapour pressure of normal water is 1-076 times that

for heavy water at 20° C. The boiling point at normal atmospheric

pressure of heavy water is 101-4° C.

To increase the efficiency of the process, counter-current flow

is usually employed in the distillation columns. Vapour travels

upwards and is arranged to intermingle closely with the downward
moving liquid stream.

Urey and his associates used distillation to establish the existence

ofdeuterium.

The distillation method has been used to some extent to produce
deuterium but does not compete with the electrolytic method or

the chemical exchange method. It has also been used to produce
water enriched with oxygen 18 and to provide partial separations of

the isotopes of mercury. Experiments have also been undertaken

on the separation by this method of, for example, the isotopes of

chlorine, neon, potassium, and zinc.

7. The chemical exchange method. The isotopes of a given

element will enter into the same chemical reactions. It seems,

therefore, that any chemical method of separation is impossible.

However, physico-chemical methods based on certain reactions

can be undertaken because the rate of the chemical reaction depends
slightly on the isotopic constitution.

For example, molecules of hydrogen gas (H2) undergo an
exchange reaction with liquid heavy water (D20) in which the two
forms of hydrogen exchange places

:

H2 (g) + D2 (1) *~± D2 (g) + H2 (1) (i)

Here the symbols g and 1 denote gaseous and liquid states respectively.
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The reverse reaction also occurs, i.e. the reaction can proceed

in the opposite direction from right to left in the equation. How-
ever, the reverse reaction takes place about three times faster than

the forward one, provided the concentrations of the reacting

substances are the same. Hence, in an equilibrium, the gaseous

light hydrogen (H2) and liquid heavy water (DaO) on the left-hand

side of the above equation will be favoured. The result is that the

ratio of deuterium to hydrogen in the liquid is about three times

greater than in the gas in the equilibrium mixture.

Two further examples of such exchange reactions which have

been applied successfully to the production of isotopes are

:

To obtain nitrogen enriched with nitrogen 15:

14NH 3 (g) + 15NH4
+ (1)^ 15NH 3 (g) + 14NH4

+ (1) . . . . (ii)

To obtain carbon enriched with carbon 13

:

H13CN (g) + 12CN- (1) ^==^ H12CN (g) + 13CN~ (1) . . (iii)

In the practical application of the first of these exchange reactions

(ii), equilibrium was established in passing ammonia gas (NH 3)

up a column against the downward flow of a concentrated solution

of ammonium nitrate (which contains the positive ions, NH 4+).

The nitrogen 15 tends to concentrate in the ammonium nitrate

solution whilst the ammonia gas is enriched with nitrogen 14.

Ammonium nitrate solution drawn off at the bottom of the column

is heated with sodium hydroxide to covert the positive ammonium
ion into ammonia gas enriched with nitrogen 15.

To apply in practice the second reaction (iii) and obtain carbon

enriched to 22 per cent, with carbon 13, a similar process utilises

the exchange reaction between gaseous hydrogen cyanide (HCN)
and the negative cyanide ion (CN) in sodium cyanide solution.

The carbon 13 concentrates in the gas which is drawn off at the top

of the apparatus.

To speed up the attainment of equilibrium in the production of

deuterium in the exchange reaction (i), a catalyst is used. A
mixture of hydrogen gas and steam is passed upwards through a

column down which liquid water flows. The catalyst is within the

column and promotes a rapid exchange reaction leading to the

concentration of deuterium oxide in the steam. This steam is

condensed by the downward flow of water so the water drawn off

at the bottom of the column is enriched with heavy water. This

process competes successfully with the electrolytic method of

producing deuterium because the electric power consumption per

gram ofheavy water produced is very much less.
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A catalyst is used also in a process for obtaining carbon 13

which avoids the dangerously poisonous cyanide demanded in

reaction (iii). The alternative exchange reaction is one between

carbon dioxide (C02) and the negative bicarbonate ion (HC0 3) in

ammonium bicarbonate solution.
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RADIOACTIVE NUCLIDES

Apart from the naturally-occurring radioactive elements, a great

number of radioactive nuclides are now produced artificially.

They are mostly obtained by irradiation of the appropriate element

in a nuclear reactor; some are, however, produced by bombard-
ment with protons or deuterons from a synchrocyclotron, and some
are available as radioactive fission products. Full data is given in

the publication Radioactive Material and Stable Isotopes, Catalogue

No. 4, Isotope Division, Atomic Energy Research Establishment,

Berks, England. The data given in the following table is taken

from this publication*. Only the more important radioactive

nuclides are listed here.

/J
-

: negative beta-particle; j3+: positive beta-particle, i.e.

positron; y. gamma-radiation.

EC: orbital electron capture by the nucleus resulting in the

emission of X-rays which are characteristic of the daughter nuclide.

IC: internal conversion, resulting in the emission of mono-

energetic electrons and characteristic X-rays. IC percentages are

given against the corresponding y-rays.

Percentages given refer to the fraction of the total number of

disintegrations which proceed by the mode of decay concerned.

SOME RADIOACTIVE NUCLIDES

Nuclide Half-life Radiation Energy of Radiation in MeV

Aluminium 28 2-27 min js-

Y

2-87 (100%).
1-78 (100%).

Barium 131 13 day EC (100%)
Y 012; 0-21; 0-24; 0-37; 0-50;

0-62; others.

Barium 140 12-8 day js- 0-48(40%); 1-02(60%).
003; 013; 016; 0-30; 0-54.

By permission of the U.K. Atomic Energy Research Establishment.
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Nuclide Half-life Radiation Energy of Radiation in MeV

Bromine 80 18 min P~
P+

EC (-5%)

1-4(14%); 2-0(78%).
0-86(3%).
0-62 (14%); 0-65 (-5%)

with EC.

Bromine 82 35-9 h P~
y

0-44.

0-55 (80%); 0-61 (40%); 0-69

(30%); 0-77 (85%); 0-82

(25%); 1-03 (30%); 1-31

(30%); 1-47(15%).

(y percentages ± 5%.)

Caesium 134 2-3 year P~

V

0-083 (~ 32%); 0-31 (~ 5%);
0-66(50%); 0-68(13%).

0-57, 0-605, 0-80, 1-17,1-37.

Caesium 137 30 year P'
Y

0-52(92%); 1-17(8%).
0-662 (82%) with IC (10%).

Calcium 45 164 day J8- 0-25.

Carbon 14 ~ 5 600 year P~ 0155.

Chlorine 36 3-1 x 105 year J8- 0-714.

Chlorine 38 37-3 min )8-

y

111(31%); 2-77(16%); 4-81

(53%).
1-60(31%); 2-15(47%).

Chromium 51 27-8 day EC (100%)
y 0-325 (~ 8%).

Cobalt 60 5*25 year P~
V

0-306(100%); l-48(~0-15%).
117 (100%); 1-33(100%).

Copper 64 12-8 h P~
P+

EC (43%)
y

0-57(38%).
0-66(19%).

1-34(5%).

Gold 198 2-69 day 0"

y
0-96(~100%); 1-37(0-025%).
0-41 1 (96-4 %) with IC (3-6 %).

Gold 199 3- 15 day P-

y

0-25(24%); 0-30(70%); 0-46

(6%).
0050 (0-4%) with IC (3-1%);

0-159 (48%) with IC (29%);
0-209 (11%) with IC (7-5%).

Hydrogen 3

(Tritium)

12-26 year P~ 0018.

Iodine 131 8 04 day P~

y

0-25 (3%); 0-36 (9%); 0-61

(87%); 0-82(1%).
0-08 (2%) with IC (4%);

0-28 (5%) with IC (0-3%);
0-36 (80%) with IC (1%);
0-64(9%); 0-72(3%).
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Nuclide Half-life Radiation Energy of Radiation in MeV

Iron 55 2-94 year EC (100%)

Iron 59

Magnesium 28

45-1 day

21-4 h

0-27(46%); 0-46(54%); 1-56

(0-3%).
0-19(2-8%); 1-10(57%); 1-29

(43%).

0-46(100%).
0-032 (96%) with IC (4%);

0-40 (31%); 0-95 (29%);
1-35(70%).

Mercury 203 47 day 0-21.

0-279 (83%) with IC (17%).

Nickel 63 85 year 0062.

Nickel 65 2-56 h 0-60(29%); 101 (14%); 2-10

(57%).
0-37 (~5%); 1-12 and 1-49

(40%).

Phosphorus 32 14-3 day 1-71.

Platinum 197 18 h 0-47 (0-9%); 0-48 (10-6%);
0-67(88-5%).

0-077 (21%) with IC (78%);
0-19 (2-5%) with IC (7-5%);
0-28 (1-4%) with IC (0-4%).

Potassium 42 12-5 h 2-0(18%); 3-6(82%).
1-53(18%).

Rhodium 105 36-5 h 0-25(35%); 0-56(65%).
0-31(35%).

Scandium 46

Silicon 31

84 day

2-65 h

0-36(~100%); 1-48(0-003%).
0-89 (100%); 112 (~100%).

1-47(~100%).
1-26(007%).

Silver 110 270 day 0-087 (59%); 0-530 (35%);
2-12(3%); 2-86(3%).

0-66; 0-68; 0-71; 0-76; 0-81;

0-89; 0-94; 1-39; 1-52.

Sodium 24 15 h 1-39(100%).
1-37(100%); 2-76(100%).

Strontium 89 50 day
Y

1-46(100%).
0-91(0-02%).

Strontium 90

Sulphur 35

28 year

87-1 day

0-61.

0167.
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Nuclide 1 Half-life Radiation Energy of Radiation in MeV

Tantalum 182 111 day P~ 015 and others of lower energy.

Y 0066 (2%) with IC (9%);
0068 (24%) with IC (8%);
0085 (1%) with IC (12%);
0100 (11%) with IC (54%);
0152 (10%) with IC (1%);
0-222 (10%) with IC (1%);
1-12 (29%); 1-19 (14%);
1-22(28%); 1-23(14%).

Tin 113 118 day EC (100%)
y 0-393 (~ 70%) with IC (30%);

0-258.

Tin 121 27 h P~ 0-38.

Tungsten 185 73-2 day j8" 0-43(90%); 0-37(10%).

y 0056 (2-5%) with IC (7-5%);
0-57 and 0-77 very weak.

Tungsten 187 24-1 h {*- 0-63(70%); 1-33(30%).

y 0072; 0-134; 0-479; 0-552;

0-619; 0-686.

Zinc 65 245 day EC (98%)
P+ 0-325(2%).

y 111(45%).



APPENDIX D
IMPORTANT PHYSICAL CONSTANTS

The values of the physical constants and, in particular, those of
concern in atomic physics are reviewed periodically to ensure that

the results quoted are in accordance with the estimation of the errors

involved in the most recent experiments. The work of Birge has
been noteworthy in this connection, but the most recent surveys

have been due to Cohen and Du Mond*. The values given below
are mostly from the papers by these latter scientists. These con-
stants have been given in alphabetical order for easy reference.

The unified scale is used on which the mass of the nuclide of

carbon, x %C, is taken to be 12 a.m.u. exactly.

1-60 x 10~27 kg = 931-48 MeV
6-02252 X KFmol-1

9-2732 X lO-^Am2

1-38054 x lO-^JK"1

3-7 x 1010 disintegrations per

second

1-6021 x 10~19 C
9-1091 x 10-31 kg
0-511 006 MeV

1-758796 x HFC kg"1

1-6021 x 10-19 J

96 487 C mol-1

1-67482 x 10~27 kg

1008 665 a.m.u.

939-550 MeV
5-0505 x 10-27 Am2

4tt x 10-7 H m-1

8-85424 x lO-^Fm-1

6-625 6 x 10-3* J s

1-672 52 X 10~27 kg

= 1-007277 a.m.u.

= 938-256 MeV
* Cohen, E. R., and Dumond, J. W. M., Proceedings of the Second Inter-

national Conference on Nuclidic Masses and Related Constants (Springer, 1964).
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Atomic mass unit (a.m.u.)

Avogadro constant (NA)

Bohr Magneton (p.B)

Boltzmann constant (k)

Curie (Ci)

Electron, charge of (e)

Electron, rest mass of (m )

Electron, specific charge of

(e/m )

Electron volt (eV)

Faraday (F)

Neutron, rest mass of (mn)

Nuclear magneton ((jl^)

Permeability of free space (ju, )

Permittivity of free space (e )

Planck constant (h)

Proton, rest mass of (mP)
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Rontgen(R) = 3-33 X 10-4 Cm-3 of standard

air

Rydberg constant for infinite

mass (R^) = 1-097 373 1 x 107 m"1

Thermal neutron, most prob-

able energy of, at 15° C = 0-0248 eV

Velocity of light in free space

(c) = 2-997925 x 108 ms-x

Volume of 1 mol of a per-

fect gas at s.t.p. = 2-241 4 x 10-2 m3
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